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IP1
Opening Remarks and Presentation:
Uses of Automatic Diﬀerentiation

Scientiﬁc

Automatic diﬀerentiation packages have enabled and are
enabling recent advances in machine learning. But they
also have other uses for scientiﬁc computation and discovery. I will outline a number of diﬀerent directions we
have been undertaking using automatic diﬀerentiation and
large scale optimization to solve science problems, including developing new algorithms for solving partial diﬀerential equations, the design of energy landscapes and kinetic
pathways for self assembly, the discovery of unstable solutions controlling ﬂuid dynamical instabilities, the development of models for organismal development and implementing statistical mechanics algorithms for realistic protein self assembly.
Michael Brenner
Harvard Univ. & Google
Cambridge, MA
brenner@seas.harvard.edu
IP2
Machine Learning for Multi-Scale Systems: From
Turbulence to Climate Prediction
Many problems encountered in the sciences, from engineering to climate, involve multi-scale phenomena, such as turbulence. These problems are often intractable computationally due to the high number of degrees of freedom necessary to resolve all the dynamically relevant scales. In
this talk, I will discuss how the availability of climate data
and machine learning algorithms are helping to overcome
the curse of dimensionality and discover hidden physics.
I will present some of our recent work combining physics
and machine learning to deepen our understanding of turbulent processes and provide more reliable climate simulations. The topics will include using deep learning to learn
turbulence models from high-dimensional data, quantifying uncertainties associated with learned representations
of turbulence, combining physical conservation laws with
machine learning, and discovering closed-form equations of
ocean turbulence models from data.
Laure Zanna
New York University, U.S.
laure.zanna@nyu.edu
IP3
Wave Propagation and Correlation-Based Imaging
in Random Media
Wave-based imaging in complex media has important applications in medical imaging, nondestructive testing, and
seismology for instance. In this talk we consider direct and
inverse problems related to wave propagation in complex
media. The modeling of complex media by random processes and the use of separation of scales techniques make it
possible to study the statistics of the wave ﬁeld. This study
in turn helps in characterizing imaging algorithms that use
the signals recorded by receiver arrays and transmitted by
controlled or opportunistic sources. The assessment of the
stability and resolution properties of these algorithms is
challenging. Indeed, the required inputs of the algorithms
are typically cross correlations or Wigner transforms, which
are expectations with respect to the distribution of the random medium. However, only empirical quantities can be
extracted from the recorded signals, which are not in gen-

eral statistically stable in the sense that their typical values
can be diﬀerent from their expectations. Smoothing of the
empirical quantities is then required to get stability, but
also leads to a loss of resolution. We will see how to achieve
optimal trade-oﬀ between stability and resolution and describe situations where correlation-based imaging can be
eﬃcient or not.
Josselin Garnier
Ecole Polytechnique
josselin.garnier@polytechnique.edu
IP4
Convergence of AI, Simulations and HPC
Many scientiﬁc applications heavily rely on the use
of brute-force numerical methods performed on highperformance computing (HPC) infrastructure. Can artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) methods augment or even entirely
replace these brute-force calculations to obtain signiﬁcant
speed-ups? Can we make groundbreaking new discoveries
as a result of such speed-ups? I will present exciting recent advances that build new foundations in AI that are
applicable to a wide range of problems such as ﬂuid dynamics and quantum chemistry. On the other side of the
coin, the use of simulations to train AI models can be very
eﬀective in applications such as robotics and autonomous
driving. Thus, we will see a convergence of AI, Simulations
and HPC in the coming years.
Anima Anandkumar
California Institute of Technology & NVIDIA
anima@caltech.edu
IP5
Selective Inference for Trees
As datasets grow in size, the focus of data collection has increasingly shifted away from testing pre-speciﬁed hypotheses, and towards hypothesis generation. Researchers are
often interested in performing an exploratory data analysis to generate hypotheses, and then testing those hypotheses on the same data. Unfortunately, this type of ’double
dipping’ can lead to highly-inﬂated Type 1 errors. In this
talk, I will consider double-dipping on trees. First, I will
focus on trees generated via hierarchical clustering, and
will consider testing the null hypothesis of equality of cluster means. I will propose a test for a diﬀerence in means
between estimated clusters that accounts for the cluster
estimation process, using a selective inference framework.
Second, I’ll consider trees generated using the CART procedure, and will again use selective inference to conduct
inference on the means of the terminal nodes. Applications include single-cell RNA-sequencing data and the Box
Lunch Study. This is collaborative work with Lucy Gao
(U. Waterloo), Anna Neufeld (U. Washington), and Jacob
Bien (USC).
Daniela M. Witten
University of Washington
dwitten@uw.edu
IP6
Randomized Algorithms for Linear Algebraic Computations
The talk will describe how randomized algorithms can
eﬀectively, accurately, and reliably solve linear algebraic
problems that are omnipresent in scientiﬁc computing and
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in data analysis. We will focus on techniques for low rank
approximation, since these methods are particularly simple
and powerful. The talk will also brieﬂy survey a number
of other randomized algorithms for tasks such as solving
linear systems, estimating matrix norms, and computing
full matrix factorizations.
Gunnar Martinsson
University of Texas at Austin, U.S.
pgm@oden.utexas.edu
IP7
Invited Speaker Title TBA - Whitﬁeld
To follow.
James Daniel Whitﬁeld
Dartmouth College, US
James.D.Whitﬁeld@Dartmouth.edu;
IP8
Closing Remarks and Presentation: Dispersive Hydrodynamics: Dispersive Shock Waves, Solitons,
and (Non)Convexity
Dispersive hydrodynamics encapsulate a rich class of multiscale nonlinear wave problems in dispersive media that
are epitomized by the dispersive shock wave (DSW), an
expanding, highly oscillatory wavetrain between two distinct equilibirum states. Modeled by ﬁrst order systems
of conservation laws modiﬁed by higher order conservative terms, DSWs occur in a variety of physical environments ranging from the large (e.g., geophysical ﬂuids) to
the small (e.g., optical, matter, and spin waves). This talk
will present recent developments toward a general description of DSWs using nonlinear wave modulation theory, an
asymptotic description in the small dispersion regime. As
an added bonus, solitons or solitary waves and their interactions with dispersive hydrodynamic ﬂows are described
by the same equations through an appropriate limit. A key
concept to the analysis is the strict hyperbolicity and genuine nonlinearity (convexity) of the modulation equations.
For nonconvex systems, a variety of new DSW solutions
are shown to arise. Fluid experiments highlighting some of
the theoretical ﬁndings will also be shared.
Mark A. Hoefer
University of Colorado, Boulder
U.S.
hoefer@colorado.edu
IP9
Invited Speaker Title TBA - Bourouiba
To follow.
Lydia Bourouiba
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
lbouro@MIT.EDU
IP10
Sparse Integer Solutions of Systems of Linear Equations
The sparsity of a solution of a linear system of equations
is the number of its nonzero entries, also called the 0 norm of the vector. A solution is sparse if the sparsity
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is small. Sparse real solutions of linear systems are relevant for signal processing and they have remarkable structure useful in inverse problems and image processing. For
instance, Candes and Tao showed a linear programming
relaxation provides a good approximation to the sparsest
real solution. In this lecture I will discuss the closely related problem of ﬁnding sparse integer solutions of linear
systems. My own motivation comes from combinatorial
optimization, because severa problems have useful interpretations based on sparse representations of elements in
a lattice or a semigroup. For example, the minimum edgecoloring problem of graphs can be seen as a problem in the
semigroup generated by the matchings of the input graph
I discuss several new and old results about the sparsity
ofthe solutions to systems of linear Diophantine equations
with and without non-negativity of variables. This is all
joint work with Iskander Aliev (Cardiﬀ Univ), Gennadiy
Averkov (BTU Cottbus - Senftenberg) and Timm Oertel
(Cardiﬀ Univ).
Jesús A. De Loera
University of California, Davis
deloera@math.ucdavis.edu
SP1
AWM-SIAM Sonia Kovalevsky Lecture ¡BR¿From
Linear Poroelasticity to Nonlinear Implicit Elastic
and Related Models
Poroelasticity has many applications in energy and environmental engineering. When linear, it simulates the transient ﬂow of a single-phase ﬂuid in a deformable linear elastic porous medium. However, when the medium is brittle and fractured, linear elasticity is not applicable, but
new nonlinear implicit models lead to a good description
of the phenomenon. I shall introduce the simplest model
of poroelasticity, then describe some new models and explain their mathematical and numerical issues. Collaborators: Tameem Almani, Andrea Bonito, Saumik Dana,
Benjamin Ganis, Mara Gonzlez Taboada, Diane Guignard,
Frdric Hecht, Kundan Kumar, Xueying Lu, Marc Mear,
Kumbakonam Rajagopal, Gurpreet Singh, Endre Sli, Mary
Wheeler.
Vivette Girault
Sorbonne Université, CNRS, France
girault@ann.jussieu.fr
SP2
I. E. Block Community Lecture¡br¿Can You Hear
the Will of the People in the Vote? Assessing Fairness in Redistricting via Monte Carlo Sampling
The US political system chooses representatives to localized geographic districts. Every 10 years, the census counts
the population, requiring new districts. Gerrymandering is
the harnessing of this administrative process for partisan
political gain. The release of the new Census numbers in
the Fall of 2021, has again moved redistricting into the national consciousness. Society is confronted with the need
to create/evaluate districting maps. Can we recognize gerrymandering when we see it? Is proportionality relevant?
What is fair? How does the geopolitical geometry inform
these answers? What is the eﬀect of incumbency protection
or the Voting Rights Act or more generally the preservation of communities of interest? Since 2013, my group has
developed methods using Monte Carlo sampling to reveal
the structure of the map between votes and political outcomes under typical districtings. I have testiﬁed in Com-
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mon Cause v. Rucho and Common Cause v. Lewis which
resulted in the redrawing of the NC State Legislative and
Congressional map for the 2020 elections. This is a story
of the interaction between lawyers, mathematicians, and
policy advocates; each group pushing the other. The problem of understanding gerrymandering has also prompted
the development of several new computational algorithms
which come with new mathematical questions. This is a
joint work with G. Herschlag and others including high
schoolers and undergduates.
Jonathan C. Mattingly
Duke University
jonm@math.duke.edu
SP3
The John von Neumann Prize Lecture¡br /¿ High
Order Numerical Methods for Hyperbolic Equations
Hyperbolic equations are used extensively in applications
including ﬂuid dynamics, astrophysics, electro-magnetism,
semi-conductor devices, and biological sciences. High order accurate numerical methods are eﬃcient for solving
such partial diﬀerential equations, however they are diﬃcult to design because solutions may contain discontinuities. In this talk we will survey several types of high order
numerical methods for such problems, including weighted
essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) ﬁnite diﬀerence and ﬁnite volume methods, discontinuous Galerkin ﬁnite element
methods, and spectral methods. We will discuss essential ingredients, properties and relative advantages of each
method, and provide comparisons among these methods.
Recent development and applications of these methods will
also be discussed.
Chi-Wang Shu
Brown University
Div of Applied Mathematics
Chi-Wang Shu@brown.edu
SP4
Past President’s Address¡br¿Mixed Precision Numerical Linear Algebra with More Realistic Error
Bounds
As computer architectures evolve, and with the exascale
computing era approaching, we face two particular challenges in numerical linear algebra. First, modern hardware
increasingly oﬀers low precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic,
often implemented in a block fused multiply-add operation, and we need to exploit it if we are to extract the
best performance from these machines. Second, rounding
error bounds are typically proportional to (at least) nu,
where n is the problem size and u is the unit roundoﬀ.
Already, on today’s largest problems, nu ≈ 1 in single
precision, so the error bounds do not guarantee any accuracy. I will describe recent progress in addressing these
challenges. Iterative reﬁnement in multiple precisions allows linear systems and least squares problems to be solved
with the bulk of the computation in low precision, giving
a speedup over algorithms carried out entirely in double
precision. New summation techniques help to reduce error
bounds with little eﬀect on performance. Finally, probabilistic rounding error analysis shows that under suitable
√
assumptions an error bound nu can be replaced by nu
with high probability—and even by u in some cases.
Nicholas J. Higham

School of Mathematics
The University of Manchester
nick.higham@manchester.ac.uk
SP5
W. T. and Idalia Reid Prize Lecture¡br¿Solution
Concepts for Optimal Feedback Control of Nonlinear Partial Diﬀerential Equations
Optimal feedback controls for nonlinear systems are characterized by the solutions to a Hamilton Jacobi Bellmann
(HJB) equation. In the deterministic case, this is a ﬁrst
order hyperbolic equation. Its dimension is that of the
state-space of the nonlinear system. Thus, solving the
HJB equation is a formidable task. In case the nonlinear system arises as the discretization of partial diﬀerential equation one is confronted with a curse of dimensionality. In practice, optimal feedback controls are frequently
based on linearization and subsequent treatment by eﬃcient Riccati solvers. This can be eﬀective, but it is a local
procedure, and it may fail or lead to erroneous results.
In this talk, I ﬁrst give a brief survey of current solution
strategies to partially cope with this challenging problem.
Subsequently I describe three approaches in some detail.
The ﬁrst one is based on Newton steps applied to the HJB
equation. Combined with tensor calculus this allows to approximately solve HJB equations up to dimension 100. Results are demonstrated for the control of discretized Fokker
Planck equations. The second approach is a data driven
technique, which approximated the HJB equation and its
gradient from an ensemble of open loop solves. The third
technique circumvents the direct solution of the HJB equation. Rather a neural network is trained by means of a succinctly chosen ansatz. It is proven that it approximates the
optimal feedback gains as the dimension of the network is
increased. This work relies on collaborations with B.Azmi,
T.Breiten, S.Dolgov, D.Kalise, L.Pfeiﬀer, and D.Walter.
Karl Kunisch
University of Graz and Radon Institute, Austrian
Academy of
Science, Austria
karl.kunisch@uni-graz.at
JP1
Joint Plenary Speaker with the SIAM Conference on Applied and Computational Discrete Algorithms¡br¿Towards Scalable and Practical RealTime Computational Epidemiology
Infectious diseases cause more than 10 million deaths a year
worldwide. Globalization, urbanization, climate change,
and ecological pressures increase the risk and impact of future pandemics. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has exempliﬁed many of these issues. The social, economic, and
health impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been immense and will continue to be felt for decades to come. AI,
data science, and scalable computation can play a multifaceted role in reorganizing, augmenting and supporting
global real-time epidemic science and the rapid translation to practical public health systems. Since February
2020, our group has been providing local, state, and federal authorities continuous modeling and analytics support
to contain the COVID-19 pandemic. The talk will give an
overview of the state of the art in real-time computational
epidemiology. Then using COVID-19 as an exemplar, we
will describe how scalable computing, AI and data science
can play an important role in advancing real-time epidemic
science. Computational challenges , combinatorial prob-
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lems and directions for future research will be discussed.
Madhav Marathe
University of Virginia
marathe@virginia.edu
JP2
Joint Plenary Speaker with the SIAM Conference
on Control and Its Applications¡br¿Spiking Control
Systems
Spikes are the heart beats of neuronal circuits, event-based
cameras, and neuromorphic chips. How shall we control
such systems? How shall we make them robust to uncertainty? How shall we design artiﬁcial spiking systems that
will come even close to the eﬃciency, resilience, and learning capabilities of natural spiking systems? The control
theory of spiking systems is in infancy. Neither analog,
nor digital, nor hybrid theories properly acknowledge the
distinct feature of spiking. This talk will discuss some of
the core questions of spiking control and the potential of
spiking communication for the future of control and computation.
Rodolphe Sepulchre
University of Cambridge
Cambridge, UK
r.sepulchre@eng.cam.ac.uk
JP3
Joint Plenary Speaker with the SIAM Conference
on Optimization¡br¿Augmented Lagrangians and
Problem Decomposition in Optimization
An important approach to solving large-scale problems in
optimization is decomposing them iteratively into subproblems that are easier to handle numerically. This has long
been associated with exploiting block-separable structure
in the primal variables by way of solving a dual problem
derived from convexity. Without such convexity, problem
decomposition techniques have lacked an adequate platform for development. Augmented Lagrangians in nonlinear programming have been recognized as creating local
convex duality around a locally optimal solution, but in
doing so they thwart decomposition by disrupting separability. Now, however, a path to problem decomposition has
opened up that can utilize augmented Lagrangian methodology even in territory beyond just nonlinear programming.
R. Tyrrell Rockafellar
University of Washington, U.S.
rtr@math.washington.edu
JP4
Joint Plenary Speaker with the SIAM Conference
on Discrete Mathematics ¡br¿Stability in Strategic
Queueing Systems
Over the last two decades we have developed good understanding how to quantify the impact of strategic user behavior on outcomes in many games (including traﬃc routing and online auctions), and showed that the resulting
bounds extend to repeated games assuming players use a
form of no-regret learning to adapt to the environment.
Unfortunately, these results do not apply when outcomes
in one round eﬀect the game in the future, as is the case in
many applications. In this talk, we study this phenomenon
in the context of a game modeling queuing systems: routers
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compete for servers, where packets that do not get served
need to be resent, resulting in a system where the number of packets at each round depends on the success of the
routers in the previous rounds. In joint work with Jason
Gaitonde, we analyze the resulting highly dependent random process. We ﬁnd that if the capacity of the servers
is high enough to allow a centralized and knowledgeable
scheduler to get all packets served even with double the
packet arrival rate, then despite selﬁsh behavior of the
queues, the expected number of packets in the queues will
remain bounded throughout time, assuming older packets
have priority. Further, if queues are more patient in evaluating their outcomes, maximizing their long-run success
rate, stability can be ensured with just 1.58 times extra capacity, strictly better than what is possible assuming the
no-regret property.
Éva Tardos
Cornell University
Department of Computer Science
eva.tardos@cornell.edu
CP1
A Space-Time Spectral Method for the Stokes
Problem
In this work, we consider the Stokes equations in steady
and unsteady states, along with Dirichlet boundary conditions and an initial condition in the latter case. We impose
the PN − PN−2 spectral Galerkin scheme in space by using a recombined Legendre polynomial basis resulting in
exponential convergence in space. For the unsteady state,
we implement spectral collocation in time, thus giving exponential convergence in both space and time. The global
spectral operator for both schemes is a saddle point matrix. We prove the 2-norm estimates for every block of the
two operator matrices. We proceed to show that the condition number for the global spectral operator for the steadystate scheme is O(N 4 ), where N is the number of spectral
modes in each direction. We have preliminary results on
the condition number of the unsteady-state scheme. We
also exhibit the numerical results of this scheme applied to
the unsteady Navier-Stokes problem.
Avleen Kaur
University of Manitoba
kaura349@myumanitoba.ca
Shaun Lui
Professor, University of Manitoba
shaun.lui@umanitoba.ca
CP1
Generalized Perron Frobenius Theory and Solvability of the Absolute Value Equation
Let M be an n × n square matrix. It is well known that the
linear complementarity problem (LCP) (M, q) is uniquely
solvable for arbitrary q ∈ Rn if and only if M is a P -matrix,
i.e., if all its principal minors are positive. Mere solvability
of (M, q) for arbitrary q is not yet fully characterized. The
general LCP is equivalent to the so-called absolute value
equation (AVE) z − A|z| = b, where A ∈ Rn×n , b, z ∈
Rn , and | · | denotes the componentwise absolute value.
Similar to the LCP-situation, unique solvability of the AVE
is completely characterized, but (not necessarily unique)
solvability is not. The AVE is uniquely solvable if and
only if a quantity called the sign-real spectral radius is
smaller than one. We deﬁne a similar quantity that we call
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the aligning spectral radius ρa and show that the mapping
degree of the piecewise linear function f : Rn → Rn , z �→
z − A|z| is 1 if ρa (A) < 1. This implies the existence of an
odd number of solutions for the corresponding AVE. Under
some slight genericity condition on A, we further show that
if ρa lies in some small neighborhood about 1, the mapping
degree of f is 1 if and only if ρa (A) < 1. If n ≤ 2, then f is
surjective if and only if ρa (A) < 1. We compare properties
of sign-real and aligning spectral radius and derive criteria
for both quantities to coincide.
Manuel Radons
TU Berlin
mradons@gmx.de
CP1
Towards Non-Hermitian Linear Solver Convergence Predictions using Neural Networks
Solving large-scale sparse linear systems by iterative methods is among the most frequent problems in the scientiﬁc computing, modelling, learning and simulation of various ﬁelds of science and engineering. Meanwhile, experts
in these speciﬁc domains typically lack the training or
knowledge required to select and develop eﬃcient, highperformance implementations of linear solvers with optimal
parameters for their own problems, since the convergence
speed of these methods (especially for the non-Hermitian
systems) depends on a vast of parameters and conditions
such as the matrixs spectrum or the right hand side. The
conventional way to select a good combination of algorithm
and parameters for a speciﬁc problem is the auto-tuning
techniques, which generates automatically a search space
of possible algorithms and parameters, and identiﬁes the
most desirable ones through heuristic models. However,
the proposition of heuristics for linear solvers can be complicated even for limited parameters. Machine learning can
be a better option, to discover the hidden relations between
input and output, through a training procedure using large
known datasets. This talk presents preliminary results on
this topic, using a matrix generator and a neural network,
which is to predict how hard will be to compute the solution of a system depending on its properties. In future, it
could be possible to compute a good prediction of the time
or the number of iteration needed by a given solver.
Xinzhe Wu
Jülich Supercomputing Centre
xin.wu@fz-juelich.de
Clément Richefort
Polytech Lille - Université de Lille
clement.richefort@polytech-lille.net
Serge Petiton
University Lille
serge.petiton@univ-lille.fr
CP1
On the Approximation of Low-Rank Rightmost
Eigenpairs of a Class of Matrix-Valued Linear Operators
The aim of this talk is to present a new numerical method
for approximating leading eigenmatrices, that is associated
to the rightmost eigenvalue of the linear operator, in a suitable low-rank manifold. We start introducing an appropriate ordinary diﬀerential equation, whose solution allows us
to approximate the rightmost eigenpair of the linear oper-

ator. From the analysis of the behaviour of such ODE on
the whole space, we conclude that, under generic assumptions, the solution converges globally to its leading eigenmatrix, when the rightmost eigenvalue is simple and real.
In presence of a simple complex conjugate pair of rightmost
eigenvalues, the solution exhibit a periodic behaviour. After that, we leave the whole space for projecting the diﬀerential equation on a low-rank manifold of prescribed rank.
The projected operator is nonlinear and this makes the its
analysis more subtle. In particular, when A is self-adjoint
we are able to prove that the associated low-rank ODE converges (at least locally) to its rightmost eigenmatrix in the
low-rank manifold, a property which appears to hold also
in the more general case. Finally, we propose two explicit
numerical methods, the second being an adaptation of the
projector splitting integrator proposed recently by Lubich
and Oseledets. The numerical experiments show that the
method is eﬀective and competitive.
Carmela Scalone
University of L’Aquila
carmela.scalone@univaq.it
Nicola Guglielmi
Gran Sasso Science Institute, School of Advanced Studies
Italy
nicola.guglielmi@gssi.it
Daniel Kressner
EPFL Lausanne
Mathicse
daniel.kressner@epﬂ.ch
CP1
Bohemian Matrices:
Approach

the Symbolic Computation

Symbolic computation is a powerful tool to investigate
mathematical objects and processes by using formal and
exact algorithms, prune of rounding errors. In this talk
we will show how symbolic computation can be used to
deduce some interesting properties, and to conjecture others, on Bohemian matrices, those matrices whose entrees
come from a ﬁnite population. These properties include
answering questions about the rank, the determinants, the
eigenvalues, of these ﬁnite families of matrices. And, using Symbolic computation in this context, allows the use
of parameters in a formal way in order to investigate the
nature of these parameters when ﬁxing, both, the entry
population and the concrete property considered.
Juana Sendra
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
Spain
juana.sendra@upm.es
Laureano González-Vega
CUNEF
Spain
laureano.gonzalez@cunef.edu
Juan Rafael Sendra
Universidad Alcalá de Henares
Spain
rafael.sendra@uah.es
CP1
Parallel Algorithms for Tensor-Train Decomposi-
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The tensor-train (TT) decomposition is a process that expresses a tensor in a data-sparse format so signiﬁcantly
reduce storage and computational costs. In this talk, we
propose two parallelizable algorithms that compute the TT
format from various tensor inputs: (1) Parallel-TTSVD for
original format, and (2) TT-Sketching for streaming data.
For each algorithm, we provide theoretical guarantees of
accuracy, along with parallelization methods and scaling
analysis. For example, strong scaling results on the Hilbert
tensor suggest that both algorithms scale well with the tensor’s size. Our parallel algorithms allow users to compute
TT formats of large tensors eﬃciently.
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ing models), can one optimise the location of the sensors
to retrieve the best possible information about the subsurface?” This problem is considered in the framework of
bilevel learning, where the upper level is the sensor optimisation problem, and the lower level is the FWI problem.
This talk will present a novel mathematical framework for
describing the sensor optimisation algorithm, together with
an algorithm for computing the gradient of the upper level
problem and a complexity analysis in terms of the number
of PDE solves. Numerical illustrations of the algorithm,
implemented using BFGS, where the PDE being solved is
the wave equation in the frequency domain, are presented
showing the beneﬁts of sensor optimisation.

Tianyi Shi, Maximilian Ruth, Alex J. Townsend
Cornell University
ts777@cornell.edu,
mer335@cornell.edu,
townsend@cornell.edu

Shaunagh Downing, Silvia Gazzola, Ivan G. Graham,
Euan Spence
University of Bath
sd919@bath.ac.uk,
s.gazzola@bath.ac.uk,
I.G.Graham@bath.ac.uk, e.a.spence@bath.ac.uk

CP2
Adaptive and Non-Adaptive Boundary Control
of the Modiﬁed Generalized Korteweg-De VriesBurgers Equation

CP2
On The Exact Solutions of 2D Navier-Stockes
Equation In the Plane with Hall

We study the nonlinear stabilization problem of
the Modiﬁed-Generalized Korteweg-de Vries-Burgers
(MGKdVB) equation:

2D nonlinear Navier-Stockes equation with the appropriate
initial-boundary conditions is considered in a plane with
hall. By the methods of Classical Analysis exact solutions
vanishing at inﬁnity are obtained.

∂u
∂4u
∂u
∂3u
∂2u
+γ1 uα
−v 2 +μ 3 +γ2 4 = 0,
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x

x ∈ (0, 1), t > 0, Nino Khatiashvili
Vekua Institute of Applied Mathematics
(1) Tbilisi State University
where α is a positive integer and all the parameters γ1 , v, μ ninakhatia@gmail.com
and γ2 are nonzero known positive constants. We consider
the nonlinear non-adaptive and adaptive boundary control
problems of the MGKdVB equation subject to u(0, t) = CP2
0; uxx (0; t) = 0; ux (1, t) = w1 (t) and uxx (1, t) = w2 (t); Global Existence of Solutions to Reaction Diﬀuwhere w1 (t) and w2 (t) present the nonlinear boundary con- sion Systems with Mass Transport Type Boundary
trol. First, we propose two nonlinear non-adaptive bound- Conditions on An Evolving Domain
ary control laws (i.e., when γ1 , v, μ and γ2 are known) for
the equation above. Furthermore, four nonlinear adaptive Abstract: We consider reaction-diﬀusion systems where
boundary control schemes are proposed for the MGKdVB components diﬀuse inside the domain and react on the surequation when one of the parameters v or γ1 is unknown, face through mass transport type boundary conditions on
when both v and γ1 are unknown and when all the parame- an evolving domain. Using Lyapunov functional and duters are unknown. Using Lyapunov theorem, we investigate ality arguments, we establish the existence of componentthe global exponential stability of the solution in L2 (0, 1) wise non-negative global solutions.
for each of the proposed controllers. Last but not least,
numerical simulations are given to illustrate the eﬃciency Vandana Sharma
Arizona State University
of the developed control schemes.
vandanas@iitj.ac.in
Ala’ Alalabi
University of Waterloo
CP2
Aalalabi@uwaterloo.ca
Predict Stabilisation Parameter for SUPG using
deep learning
CP2
Sensor Optimisation in Seismic Imaging Via Bilevel Singularly Perturbed PDEs has posed critical challenges
for the scientiﬁc computing community for decades. ConLearning
ventional techniques produce spurious oscillations in the
As part of the seismic exploration process, waves are emit- numerical solution. Generally, stabilization techniques
ted from a source into the earth and sensors record the are employed for reducing spurious oscillations. Streamresulting signal. An image of the subsurface can be cre- line Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin(SUPG) is one such popular
ated in a process known as Full Waveform Inversion (FWI), residual-based stabilization technique very frequently used
which minimises the discrepancies between the measured in research for solving SPDEs. In this method, the exwaves and predicted waves modelled by a PDE. A prob- tra term depends on a user-deﬁned parameter called stalem of great practical interest, which is not considered in bilization parameter. Finding the optimal value of the
the standard approach to FWI, is the optimal positioning stabilization parameter is a challenge. In this work, we
of the sensors in order to obtain the best return from the have considered the prediction of the stabilization paramseismic exploration process. A key question considered in eter for SUPG using deep neural network. Its a semithis talk is ”given prior information about the likely make- supervised network. In this research work, we have foup of the subsurface (in the form of one or more train- cused on convection-diﬀusion equations and a detailed deep
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learning-based function approximation technique for predicting optimal stabilization parameter for SUPG. The feature set consists of equation coeﬃcients, mesh-size and the
spatial location of oscillations/interior layers. In this talk,
the initial performance of this technique and the challenges
observed will be discussed.
Sangeeta Yadav
Indian Institute of Science
shongmusic@gmail.com
CP2
Nonlinear Stability of Trivial Solution of ReactionDiﬀusion-Convection System
In this presentation, we will consider a reaction-diﬀusionconvection system in the multidimensional setting, with
the non-autonomous terms containing spatially localized
reaction terms, that is, they decay to zero at some exponential rate as |x| → ∞, but for the nonlinearities as in
the combustion model, that is, having a product structure
1
( start with the nonlinearities of the type ue− ν ). We will
use the exponentially weighted function space to analyze
the stability of the trivial solution with respect to spatially
localized perturbations with a marginal or unstable essential spectrum, and prove the stability of the zero solution
by making nonlinear estimates in weighted spaces.
Xinyao Yang
Department of Applied Mathematics
Xi’an Jiaotong Liverpool University
xinyao.yang@xjtlu.edu.cn
CP3
Scaling Theory in Axons and Dendrites
Neurons, the fundamental cellular units of the nervous system, have complex branching processes that connect to one
another, forming the basis of information processing and
communication in animals. There are a range of cell types
that can be classiﬁed by diﬀerences in structure or function. Here, we use mathematical modeling and biophysical theory to establish a correspondence between neuron
structure and function. Using framework from previous
work on cardiovascular networks, we develop an objective
function minimizing electrical signal conduction time delay and power loss due to dissipation, considering factors
unique to neurons such as myelination. We use the method
of undetermined Lagrange multipliers to calculate theoretical predictions for scaling ratios of axon and dendrite
radius and length in successive levels of the branching network. We test theoretical predictions against image reconstruction data on NeuroMorpho.Org, an online database.
We observe diﬀerences in the scaling ratios observed between dendrites and axons, as well as between dendrites
of cell types with diﬀerent functions. We ﬁnd that the
data for axons and peripheral nervous system neurons correspond to predictions for conduction time minimization,
while the data for dendrites correspond to predictions for
power minimization. Our model allows us to extract an allometric scaling relationship between conduction time delay and species size, which is supported by experimental
data.
Paheli Desai-Chowdhry, Alex Brummer
University of California Los Angeles
paheli@gmail.com, abrummer@ucla.edu
Van Savage

University of California Los Angeles
Santa Fe Institute
vsavage@ucla.edu
CP3
Formation and Propagation of Excitation Waves in
a Model of Electrically Coupled Pacemaker Cells
Modelling of excitation waves in excitable cells (such as
neurons and muscle cells) plays a signiﬁcant role in understanding the generation and control of various diseases associated with tissue disorder. For example, reﬂected waves
have been associated with the onset of cardiac arrhythmias
in the heart. In this work, we consider a reaction-diﬀusion
model to investigate the formation and propagation of excitation waves in coupled pacemaker smooth muscle cells.
Numerical simulations of our model show that the interaction of neighbouring cells by diﬀusive coupling can give
rise to several distinctive types of waves including travelling pulses, fronts and spatiotemporal chaos.
Hammed O. Fatoyinbo
Massey University
h.fatoyinbo@massey.ac.nz
Richard Brown
Massey University, New Zealand
r.g.brown@massey.ac.nz
David J. Simpson
School of Fundamental Sciences
Massey University
d.j.w.simpson@massey.ac.nz
Bruce Van Brunt
Massey University
New Zealand
b.vanbrunt@massey.ac.nz
CP3
Epidemic Spread on Patch Networks with Community Structure
Predicting the trajectory of disease epidemics and planning mitigation strategies relies on a knowledge of environmental and socioeconomic factors that aﬀect transmission
rates on local and global spatial scales. In this presentation we discuss the simulation of epidemic outbreaks on
human metapopulation networks with community structure, such as cities within national boundaries, for which
infection rates vary both within and between communities. We demonstrate mathematically that the structures
and interactions between these communities, setting aside
all other considerations such as disease virulence and human decision-making, have a profound eﬀect on the reproduction rate of the disease throughout the entire network.
Under the right circumstances, for example, modifying the
number of bridges that connect each neighboring community can increase the reproduction rate of the disease by
nearly ﬁfty percent. In this presentation we use this mathematical model to describe several scenarios, such as symptomatic versus asymptomatic diseases, spatial heterogeneity in climate and socioeconomic factors that aﬀect vector habitat suitability, and government intervention that
varies in time and among communities. In each of these
scenarios, we discuss the importance of community network
structure, modularity, internal and external clustering and
centrality to the reproduction number and prevalence of
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Allison Gardner
University of Maine
allison.gardner@maine.edu

convex functions. We also demonstrate by simulation that
multi-shell data are needed for unbiased ﬁtting of free water
model in the presence of noise. Inspired by the Cholesky
decomposition, D is treated as the product LLT . The optimization is performed on L which guarantees the positive
deﬁniteness of D. Our model are evaluated with both simulations and real human brain data. Results show that the
model is computationally eﬃcient and the two-shell acquisition gives the best estimation.

CP3
A New Model for Rat-Flea Driven Plague Transmission

Siyuan Wang
Department of Mathematical Sciences
The University of Texas at Dallas
sxw161530@utdallas.edu

Brandon A. Lieberthal
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
brandon.lieberthal@maine.edu

Rats have long been thought to drive plague epidemics,
speciﬁcally bubonic plague. However, an alternative theory for plague transmission has been posited by Dean et
al. (PNAS 2018 where ectoparasites living on human hosts
drive spread. To demonstrate the human-ectoparasite
transmission model, they performed a comparison analysis
against existing plague models based on alternate modes
of transmission (e.g., rat-ﬂea interactions, human to human pneumonic spread). In their analysis, the humanectoparasite model predominantly results in the best ﬁt
to historical data of plague deaths, suggesting humanectoparasite interaction to be the principle cause for the
spread of plague. In our work here, we present a new
mathematical model for the spread of the plague based on
rat-ﬂea interactions with the human population. We go on
to compare our results versus existing models. Our results
suggest that rat-ﬂea transmission of the plague is still plausible. These results contrast with the novel hypothesis that
prior plague epidemics were due to human-ectoparasites.
Andrew M. Oster
Mathematical Biosciences Institute
The Ohio State University
aoster@ewu.edu
Ian Lynch
Eastern Washington University
Montana State University
ilynch@eagles.ewu.edu
Luke Mattfeld
Eastern Washington University
lmattfeld@eagles.ewu.edu
CP3
Bi-Tensor Free Water Model with Positive Deﬁnite
Diﬀusion Tensor and Fast Optimization
Diﬀusion tensor imaging is a widely used imaging methodology to infer the microstructure of brain tissues. When
an image voxel contains partial volume of brain tissue with
free water, the traditional one tensor model is not appropriate. A bi-tensor free water model has been proposed
to correct for the mixing eﬀects. Moreover, recent studies
have shown that the free water volume derived from this
model could be a biomarker for brain aging and numerous
brain disorders such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease. However, ﬁtting this model is ill-posed without additional assumptions. Models by adding spatial constraints
or using data from multi-shell acquisition are proposed to
stabilize the ﬁtting, but none of them restricts the diﬀusion
tensor D to be positive deﬁnite. In this work, we formulate
the bi-tensor model ﬁtting as an optimization problem over
the space of symmetric positive deﬁnite matrices and show
that the objective function is a ratio of two geodesically

Yan Cao
The University of Texas at Dallas
Department of Mathematical Sciences
yan.cao@utdallas.edu
CP4
Quantum Density Operator Estimation
The quantum density operator is the fundamental element
of quantum statistical mechanics. In this talk we use online
estimation of the density operator via the metric projection onto the closed convex set of density operators in the
Hilbert space of trace class operators. We will show existence of the projection and asymptotic convergence to the
true density operator of a given quantum system.
Mark Balas
Texas A&M University
mbalas@tamu.edu
CP4
Kyle-Back Models with Risk Aversion and NonGaussian Beliefs
In this talk, we show that the existence of equilibrium in
the Kyle-Back models can be characterized by considering
a system of forward Fokker-Planck equation and a system
of backward quasilinear parabolic partial diﬀerential equations coupled via an optimal transport type constraint at
maturity. We also study the properties of the equilibrium
in our model, where the insider is risk averse and the market maker’s belief on the distribution of the price at ﬁnal
time is allowed to be non-gaussian.
Shreya Bose, Ibrahim Ekren
Florida State University
sb18m@my.fsu.edu, iekren@fsu.edu
CP4
Eigendecompositions for Thermal Nondestructive
Evaluation
Well known physical models govern the most common US
Air Force nondestructive evaluation techniques (thermography, eddy current and ultrasound); however, the approximation of these models are neither fast nor accurate enough
to use in many realistic nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
scenarios. Inverse scattering and related approaches assumptions are not applicable in many NDE scenarios. Deviations from idealized systems caused by imperfections
and other realism in experimental scenarios have a significant eﬀect on the signals which can result in bias in the
estimation of the damage extent. We present an approach
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that uses eigendecompositions to obtain a linear time invariant control system whose identiﬁcation can be related
to the geometry of the sample with inverse spectral geometry. In the example of thermography, we decompose
the input signal (ﬂash heat on the boundary) into Steklov
eigenfunctions and the temperature throughout the domain
into the relevant Robin eigenfunctions. The observed temperature on the boundary is also decomposed into a Steklov
eigenfunction basis. We discuss the choices of underlying
mixed Steklov-Neumann eigenfunctions, their eﬀect on the
structure of the matrices in the linear time invariant control system, and the identiﬁability of the system.

lated to temperature. After simulating three types of heat
sinks with various protrusion designs including microchannels ﬁns, curly microchannels ﬁns, and Micro-pin ﬁns, the
result shows that the heat sink with the maximum contact
area per unit volume will have the best heat dissipation
performance, we will interpret the result by using the volume averaging theorem on the porous medium model of
the heat sink.

Amanda K. Criner
North Carolina State University
crinerak@gmail.com

Xinyao Yang
Department of Applied Mathematics
Xi’an Jiaotong Liverpool University
xinyao.yang@xjtlu.edu.cn

CP4
A Discontinuous Galerkin Method for Wave Equations on Curved Geometries with Dirac Delta
Source Terms
Linear wave equations with source terms containing Dirac
delta functions and their derivatives occur in many areas
of physics. For example, in extreme mass ratio binary
(EMRB) systems solving the full Einstein equation is currently impossible, and a tractable approach is to linearize
the equation around a non-ﬂat geometry. The resulting
wave equation is deﬁned on a curved geometry and sourced
by Dirac delta functions of potentially many derivatives.
We develop a spectrally-convergent Discontinuous Galerkin
method to numerically solve such wave equations. As proof
of concept, we apply our method to an ordinary wave equation sourced by arbitrary nth-order derivatives of a Dirac
delta function and a scalar wave equation deﬁned on a Kerr
geometry.

Qingxia Li
Fisk University
qli@ﬁsk.edu

CP5
Optimal Incentives to Mitigate Epidemics:
Stackelberg Mean Field Game Approach

A

Edward McClain
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth, U.S.
edward.mcclain@cfa.harvard.edu

Motivated by the models of epidemic control in large populations, we consider a Stackelberg mean ﬁeld game model
between a principal (regulator) and a mean ﬁeld of agents
evolving on a ﬁnite state space. The agents play a noncooperative game in which they can control their transition rates between states to minimize an individual cost.
The principal can inﬂuence the resulting Nash equilibrium through incentives in order to optimize its own objective. We analyze this game using a probabilistic approach. We propose an application to an epidemic model
of Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) type in which the
agents control their interaction rate, and the principal is
a regulator acting with non-pharmaceutical interventions
such as making mask wearing mandatory or starting a
quarantine. To compute the solutions, we propose an innovative numerical approach based on Monte Carlo simulations and machine learning tools for stochastic optimization. We conclude with numerical experiments by illustrating the impact of the agents’ and the regulator’s optimal decisions in two models: a basic SIR model with
semi-explicit solutions and a more complex model which
incorporates more states that we make use of the proposed
numerical approach to ﬁnd the Stackelberg Equilibrium.

Gaurav Khanna
University of Rhode Island, U.S.
gkhanna@uri.edu

Gokce Dayanikli, Alexander Aurell
Princeton University
gokced@princeton.edu, aaurell@princeton.edu

Manas Vishal
IISER Kolkata, India
mv16ms205@iiserkol.ac.in

Rene Carmona
Princeton University
Dpt of Operations Research & Financial Engineering
rcarmona@princeton.edu

CP4
Heat Dissipation Performance of Microchannel
Heat Sink with Various Protrusion Designs

Mathieu Lauriere
Princeton University
lauriere@princeton.edu

Scott Field
Mathematics Department, UMASS Dartmouth
Dartmouth, MA , USA
sﬁeld@umassd.edu

This research will focus on studying the eﬀect of aperture
size and shape of the microchannel heat sink on heat dissipation performance for chip cooling. The microchannel
heat sink is considered to be a porous medium with ﬂuid
subject inter-facial convection. Derivation based on energy
equation gives a set of governing partial diﬀerential equations describing the heat transfer through the microchannels. Numerical simulation, including steady-state thermal
analysis based on CFD software, is used to create a ﬁnite element solver to tackle the derived partial diﬀerential
equations with properly deﬁned boundary conditions re-

CP5
A Projection Method for Porous Media Simulation
Flow through porous, elastically deforming media is
present in a variety of natural contexts ranging from
large geophysical systems to biological contexts on cellular scales. When ﬂow is approximated as incompressible,
pore pressure acts as a Lagrange multiplier working to satisfy the resulting constraint on ﬂuid divergence. Often, this
yields a saddle-point problem requiring specialized precon-
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ditioners to solve eﬃciently. In this talk, we present a
method for the simulation of ﬂow through porous media
and its coupled elastic deformation. The pore pressure ﬁeld
is calculated at each time step by projecting an intermediate mass-averaged material ﬂux ﬁeld onto a space of permissible functions in a manner similar to the Chorin projection method for incompressible ﬂow. The corresponding
linear system over the pressure space can be solved quickly
at each time step using a geometric multigrid method due
to the system’s favorable properties. We will introduce the
method and demonstrate its application to two- and threedimensional systems arising in gel, mixture, and poroelastic theory.
Nicholas Derr, Chris H. Rycroft
Harvard University
derr@g.harvard.edu, chr@seas.harvard.edu
CP5
Thermodynamics of Turbulence
This talk concerns the physics of earthquakes and
tsunamis, in the context of thermodynamics of turbulence.
First, a background is discussed in terms of linear and convex analysis, and PDEs and stochastic PDEs. This is considered within the framework of Monte Carlo simulations,
and how to improve these simulations when mean ﬁeld theory is utilized (in context of scalar ﬁelds). After discussing
the physics of this situation, Landau theory will be considered to extend mean ﬁeld theory. Then, we will consider
the context of renormalization group theory, and nonlinear
scaling ﬁelds to go beyond mean ﬁeld theory. Pade approximants and diﬀerential approximants will be discussed
as bearing on calibrating Monte Carlo simulations, as simple examples of a renormalization group approach. We are
using the geophysical framework of earthquakes/tsunamis
for discussing thermodynamics of turbulence, as it is simple
(i.e. scalar ﬁelds are useful) and the theory and experimental information is very extensive and well-known.
Michael George
San Diego City College
San Diego City College
mgeorge001@sdccd.edu
CP5
A Natural Disasters Index
Natural disasters, such as tornadoes, ﬂoods, and wildﬁre
pose risks to life and property, requiring the intervention
of insurance corporations. One of the most visible consequences of changing climate is an increase in the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events. The relative strengths of these disasters are far beyond the habitual seasonal maxima, often resulting in subsequent increases in property losses. Thus, insurance policies should
be modiﬁed to endure increasingly volatile catastrophic
weather events. We propose a Natural Disasters Index
(NDI) for the property losses caused by natural disasters
in the United States based on the “Storm Data” published
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
The proposed NDI is an attempt to construct a ﬁnancial
instrument for hedging the intrinsic risk. The NDI is intended to forecast the degree of future risk that could forewarn the insurers and corporations allowing them to transfer insurance risk to capital market investors. This index
could also be modiﬁed to other regions and countries.
Thilini V. Mahanama
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Texas Tech University
Lubbock, TX
thilini.v.mahanama@ttu.edu
Abootaleb Shirvani, Svetlozar Rachev
Texas Tech University
abootaleb.shirvani@ttu.edu, zari.rachev@ttu.edu
CP5
A Lattice Boltzmann Implementation of the Reference Map Technique for FluidStructure Interaction
We present a fully Eulerian simulation approach (LBRMT)
for ﬂuidstructure interaction (FSI) based on the reference
map technique (RMT) and the lattice Boltzmann (LB)
method. The new hybrid method provides an easy implementation of simulating the interaction between one or
more deformable solids with a ﬂuid on a single ﬁxed mesh.
It utilizes a blur zone from a level set function to construct
a uniform continuous description of the solidﬂuid interface.
We also introduce a new ﬂux correction to the blur zone,
which modiﬁes the LB populations to preserve the solid
and ﬂuid density diﬀerence. The method also simpliﬁes
the inter-phase coupling with the collective advantages of
the two Eulerian-based methods: the RMT computes the
eﬀect of solid stress, which is then passed on to the LB
method as external force density to update ﬂuid kinematics
and solid deformation via a mesoscopic view of particle motion. Examples of incompressible neo-Hookean solids undergoing large deformation within a quasi-incompressible
NavierStokes ﬂuid show this method is ﬂexible and robust
in handling a range of FSI simulations. The LBRMT is
suitable for simulating the bending, twisting, actuating,
and sedimenting of arbitrary-shaped solids in a ﬂuid.
Yue Sun, Chris H. Rycroft
Harvard University
yuesun@g.harvard.edu, chr@seas.harvard.edu
CP6
Numerical Approximations of Fractional Powers of
the Laplace-Beltrami Operator
Several algorithms are available for the numerical approximations of fractional powers of elliptic operators. In this
talk we focus on the method introduced which is based on
a Balakrishan integral representation. An exponentially
convergent sinc quadrature is applied to the latter leading to sequences of reaction diﬀusion problems approximated by standard ﬁnite element methods. This technology is applied to Laplace-Beltrami problems on closed surfaces as prototype for nonlocal elliptic problems on surfaces. The reaction-diﬀusion problems resulting from the
sinc quadrature are approximated using parametric ﬁnite
element methods. In this context, two sources of errors
must be accounted for: the surface approximation error
and the ﬁnite element approximation error on approximate
surfaces. Our analysis requires optimal space discretization
errors simultaneously in H 1 and in L2 . While the geometric error is inconsequential in H 1 , it must be addressed
with care in L2 . We discuss the intricate role of the geometric approximation and provide numerical simulations
complementing the optimal rate of convergence obtained
analytically.
Andrea Bonito
Texas A&M University
Department of Mathematics
bonito@math.tamu.edu
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Wenyu Lei
SISSA - International School for Advanced Studies
wenyu.lei@sissa.it

CP6
Experimental Estimation of a Sequence’s Order of
Convergence
A common technique in numerical analysis is to approximate a number L via some sort of iterative process, leading
to a sequence of estimates xn that (hopefully) approach L
as n increases. A sequence’s order of convergence p indicates how fast xn → L; in general, p indicates the approximate number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures gained in xn from
one iteration to the next. If p=1 (linear convergence), the
correct number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures at each iteration is approximately an arithmetic sequence; for p > 1 (superlinear
convergence), the correct number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures at
each iteration is approximately a geometric sequence. Let
en = |xn − L| be the error in xn . Formally, the order of
e
convergence p is the number for which limn→∞ (en+1
p = λ
n)
for some constant λ. Given a sequence xn of approximations, I discuss a novel method for approximating p and
λ. These estimates can be useful when trying to accelerate
convergence of a sequence, either directly as part of the
accelerated method (e.g., bootstrapped Newton’s method)
or indirectly in trying to decide which acceleration method
to use (e.g., Steﬀensen vs. Aitken acceleration). I give a
derivation of the approximation formulas as well as several
examples illustrating their performance.
Michelle Ghrist
United States Air Force Academy
ghrist@gonzaga.edu

CP6
Least Squares Formulas - The Swiss Army Knife of
Numerical Integration?
Least squares formulas were introduced by Wilson in 1970
to construct stable high-order quadrature formulas with
equidistant points. The decisive idea behind these formulas is to allow the number of data points to be larger than
the number of basis functions that can be treated exactly.
This corresponds to the exact integration of a least squares
approximation—rather than an interpolation polynomial—
of the (unknown) integrand. In this talk, it is demonstrated
how the concept of least squares formulas can also be used
to tackle a myriad of other challenges in the context of numerical integration. These include the treatment of general
weight functions (with mixed signs), numerical integration
of experimental data, and the construction of positive interpolatory cubature formulas for general domains and weight
functions.
Jan Glaubitz
Department of Mathematics, Dartmouth College
Jan.Glaubitz@Dartmouth.edu

annegelb@math.dartmouth.edu
CP6
Conformal Accelerations Method and Eﬃcient Numerical Solution of Boundary Problems for Fractional Diﬀerential Equations
We suggest a general framework for study of fractional differential equations in analysis and probability and a general methodology for eﬃcient numerical solution of several
types of boundary problems for fractional diﬀerential equations. Exact formulas using the Fourier/Laplace inversion
and Wiener-Hopf factorization are derived. The resulting
integrals are calculated numerically using appropriate conformal deformations of the contours of integration and the
corresponding changes of variables, which greatly increases
the rate of the decay of the integrals at inﬁnity; then the
simpliﬁed trapezoid rule is applied. The exponential rate
of decay of the discretization error of the inﬁnite trapezoid
rule allows one to satisfy a small error tolerance with a
moderate number of terms in the simpliﬁed trapezoid rule.
Sergei Levendorskii
University of Leicester
levendorskii@gmail.com
Svetlana Boyarchenko
University of Texas at Austin
sboyarch@utexas.edu
CP6
Asymptotic Green’s Function Methods for TimeDependent Schrödinger Equations
Numerical simulation of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equations is important in various applications. But it is
challenging with conventional methods based on discretization of the equation on a mesh/grid, mainly due to that the
domain is generally inﬁnite and the wavefunction is highly
oscillatory. Therefore, alternative methods are desirable.
With the help of the perfectly matched layer method, the
computation can be restricted to a bounded domain of special physical interest. Following that, the wavefunction will
be propagated through Huygens’ principle or Feynman’s
path integral, where an integral with the retarded Green’s
function is involved. The semi-classical approximation will
be applied to approximate the retarded Green’s function
for a short period of time such that the integral can be
evaluated to propagate the wavefunction for a short period
of time. And the propagation can be repeated to a long
time by use of the semi-group property. Appropriate lowrank approximations can be designed to approximate the
integral such that it can be evaluated by the fast Fourier
transform, which results in an eﬃcient time propagator,
based on asymptotic Green’s functions, for the wavefunction. Numerical experiments will be presented to demonstrate the eﬃciency and accuracy of the asymptotic Green’s
functions method.

Philipp ﬀner
Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz
poeﬀner@uni-mainz.de

Songting Luo
Department of Mathematics
Iowa State University
luos@iastate.edu

Anne Gelb
Dartmouth College
Department of Mathematics

CP6
Analytic Solutions
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Quadratic Programs.

dhruba.mitra@gmail.com

Harry Markowitz transformed ﬁnance by framing portfolio construction as a trade-oﬀ between the mean and the
variance of return, i.e., as a quadratic program. Variants
of these optimization problems are frequently used for equity investment within the ﬁnancial industry. For example,
they form the basis for several prominent exchange traded
funds that hold billions in net assets. It is well-known that
when the portfolio weights face inequality constraints, as
they do in practice, a numerical solver must be used. No
general analytical results nor closed-form formulae appear
in the literature. We develop analytic formulae for the solutions to quadratic programs that are constrained to lie
on the standard simplex, and for which currently, only numerical solvers are applicable. Our approach makes use of
ﬁxed point theory to characterize the solution in a way that
reveals its geometry. The obtained formulas lead to several
results pertaining to the perturbation analysis of quadratic
optimization problems. We discuss the implications of our
work for portfolio problems in ﬁnance. When the quadratic
form has a factor structure, our formulae also yield highly
eﬃcient algorithms. We analyze the complexity of these
algorithms, develop a corresponding convergence theory,
and benchmark their performance against state-of-the-art
solvers on large portfolio problems.

Woosok Moon
Nordic Institute for Theoretical Physics
Department of Mathematics, Stockholm University
woosok.moon@gmail.com

Alex Shkolnik, Alex Bernstein
University of California, Santa Barbara
shkolnik@ucsb.edu, bernstein@pstat.ucsb.edu
CP7
Asymptotic Solution of the Rayleigh Stability
Equation: Application to the Growth of Wind
Waves
When wind blows over water, ripples are generated on the
water surface. In the framework of hydrodynamic stability,
these ripples can be regarded as perturbations of the wind
ﬁeld, which is modeled by a parallel inviscid ﬂow. For a
given wavenumber k, the perturbed streamfunction of the
wind ﬁeld and the complex phase speed are the eigenfunction and the eigenvalue of the so-called Rayleigh equation
in a semi-inﬁnite domain. Because of the small air-water
density ratio, � � 1, the wind and the ripples are weakly
coupled. Hence, the eigenvalue problem can be solved perturbatively. At the leading order, the eigenvalue is equal
to the phase speed c of surface waves. At order �, the
eigenvalue has a non-zero imaginary part, which implies
growth. The growth rate is proportional to the square
modulus of the leading order eigenfunction evaluated at
the height z = zc , where the wind speed is equal to c.
In the limit of short and long waves, we construct uniform asymptotic approximations of the leading order eigenfunction. For short waves, an internal boundary layer of
thickness ∼ 1/k emerges from the singularity, showing the
dominant location of the wind-wave interaction. The long
wave asymptotics provide a physical interpretation of the
maximum growth rate. The results are conﬁrmed using a
numerical scheme, based on the integration of the Frobenius series about the regular singular point zc , to compute
this eigenfunction for a smooth wind proﬁle.
Anthony Bonﬁls
Nordic Institute for Theoretical Physics
Nordic Institute for Theoretical Physics
anthony.physth@gmail.com
Dhrubaditya Mitra
Nordic Institute for Theoretical Physics

John S. Wettlaufer
Yale University
john.wettlaufer@yale.edu
CP7
A Numerical Method for Self-Similar Solutions of
the Ideal Magnetohydrodynamics
We present a numerical method to obtain self-similar solutions of the ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations. Under a self-similar transformation, the initial value
problem (IVP) is converted into a boundary value problem (BVP) by eliminating the time and transforming the
system to self-similar coordinates [Samtaney, J. Comput.
Phys. 1997]. The ideal MHD system of equations is augmented by a generalized Lagrange multiplier (GLM) yielding a mixed hyperbolic/parabolic correction to maintain
the solenoidal condition on the magnetic ﬁeld. The selfsimilar solution to the BVP is solved using an iterative
method, and implemented using the P4est adaptive mesh
framework. Existing Riemann solvers (e.g., Roe, HLLD,
etc.) can be modiﬁed in a relatively straightforward manner and used in the present method. Extensive numerical
tests illustrate that the present self-similar solution to the
BVP exhibits sharper discontinuities than the corresponding one solved by the IVP. In problems with the presence of
vortex sheets, the self-similar system results in a well-posed
system compared with the IVP which exhibits a lack of
convergence with mesh reﬁnement. The present method is
employed to investigate MHD shock refraction at a density
interface [Wheatley et al. J. Fluid Mech, 2005]. In particular, we explore the parameter space of irregular shock
refraction.
Fang Chen
Kaust
fang.chen@kaust.edu.sa
Ravi Samtaney
KAUST
ravi.samtaney@kaust.edu.sa
CP7
Microswimmers near Deformable Interfaces
Unlike their passive counterparts, active microscopic swimmers at low Re exhibit interesting responses in conﬁnement. For example, the response of ”pusher” type microswimmers, such as bacteria E.coli or B.subtilis, varies
from preferentially accumulating in the vicinity of plane
boundaries (even in the dilute suspension limit) to a
conﬁnement-dependent emergence of complex spatiotemporal patterns in more dense suspensions. The dynamics
of such systems depends crucially on the nature of the intervening boundary; namely free-slip versus no-slip, in case
of plane boundaries, or non-deforming versus deforming interfaces. We present an analysis of the latter case involving the coupled hydrodynamics of a dilute suspension of
microswimmers in the vicinity of a deformable interface.
In particular, we characterize the nature of the membrane
deformation and the resulting hydrodynamic stresses that
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emerge in the system. The analysis takes into consideration the role of the swimmer type (pusher or puller), the
ﬁnite swimmer size and interface deformation due to surface tension as well as resistance to bending. We highlight
the non-trivial ways in which the local and non-local eﬀects
inﬂuence the pressure force across the interface.
Sankalp Nambiar
NORDITA, Sweden
sankalp.nambiar@gmail.com
John S. Wettlaufer
Yale University
john.wettlaufer@yale.edu
CP7
Eﬀects of Asymmetric Velocity Boundary Conditions in Rotating Rayleigh-Bnard Convection
A horizontally unbounded rotating layer of Boussinesq ﬂuid
begins to convect when an imposed adverse temperature
gradient across its depth (characterised by the Rayleigh
number, Ra) is suﬃcient to overcome the stabilising effects of rotation. However, if the boundaries in such a
system obey a no-slip velocity condition, the net vertical
heat transfer across the convecting layer can exceed that
of a non-rotating layer with same Rayleigh number. This
phenomenon is due to the Ekman pumping that occurs at
the no-slip boundaries and has been observed in experiments and numerical simulations. The eﬀect is enhanced
for larger ﬂuid Prandtl numbers and is absent if the boundaries are stress-free. When only one of the boundaries is
stress-free, the vertical symmetry of the system is broken
with Ekman pumping only occurring at the no-slip boundary. We study this situation numerically in an aspect ratio
2 system with a hot no-slip lower boundary and a cold
stress-free upper boundary. We ﬁnd that the enhanced
heat transport discussed above vanishes and examine the
role of the velocity and thermal boundary conditions in determining the mean temperature in the bulk and the mean
heat transport.
Ravichandran Sivaramakrishnan
NORDITA, KTH Royal Institute of Technology and
Stockholm Uni
versity, Stockholm SE10691
ravichandran@su.se
John S. Wettlaufer
Yale University
john.wettlaufer@yale.edu
CP7
Steklov-Poincar Metric Based Shape Optimization
for Fluid Mechanics
Shape optimization has enjoyed active research for decades
due to its many applications, particularly in engineering.
In order to solve a shape optimization problem, the concept of shape derivatives is needed. These can be expressed
in so-called weak or strong forms, with the weak formulation being mostly preferred. The strong form, also known
as the Hadamard form of the shape derivative, requires
higher regularity of the state and adjoint variables related
to the shape optimization problem. Additionally, the weak
formulation arises automatically during the derivation of
the strong form and requires less computational eﬀort. We
solve the shape optimization problem for a two-dimensional
ﬂuid-mechanical problem assuming a frictionless incom-

pressible viscous ﬂuid (Stokes ﬂow) by presenting an optimization approach based on the Steklov-Poincaré metric,
which allows us to use the weak shape derivative formulation. We present implementation details and numerical
results of the aforementioned shape optimization problem
of minimizing the viscous energy dissipation in Stokes ﬂow,
with multiple shapes being present in the computational
domain and being optimised simultaneously.
Tim Suchan
Helmut-Schmidt-University/University of the Armed
Forces
suchan@hsu-hh.de
Kathrin Welker
University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg
welker@hsu-hh.de
CP7
Deep Neural Network Enhanced Phase-Field
Model for Fluid-Structure Interaction
Abstract: Phase-ﬁeld approach can be used to model a
multi-physics system, i.e., tumor growth, ﬂuid-structure
interaction, and multiple-phase ﬂow. However, it is diﬃcult to calibrate parameters or operator for the potential in
a phase-ﬁeld model. Deep neural network (NN) has shown
power in inferring parameters and learning nonlinear continuous operator. We train a deep neural network to infer
parameters and learn operators in phase-ﬁeld model using
synthetic data generated from both numerical simulations
and experiments. We demonstrate that deep neural network is eﬀective in inferring parameters and learning operators and complement a physical model.
Xiaoning Zheng
Department of Mathematics
Jinan University
xnzheng@jnu.edu.cn
CP8
Far-Field Boundary Conditions for Simulating a
’patch’ of Wall-Bounded Turbulent Flow
Wall-bounded turbulent ﬂow is ubiquitous in nature. The
near-wall region is a primary source of vorticity, energy
dissipation, and turbulent kinetic energy, but it is asymptotically small compared to the bulk ﬂow region. Hence
it is diﬃcult to access both experimentally and computationally. To better understand the near-wall dynamics,
we formulate numerical simulations of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in a domain localized to the wall.
The goal is to isolate the near-wall processes and model the
eﬀect of momentum transport from the bulk ﬂow. Since
the physical size of the domain decreases with the bulk
ﬂow Reynolds number, the computational cost is greatly
reduced from direct numerical simulation (DNS). A significant challenge to overcome with this approach, however, is
the need to pose boundary conditions at the non-physical
computational boundaries. Our solution is to increase the
size of the domain in the wall-normal direction to include
a ’fringe’ region, inside which the forcing is increased to
provide momentum transport. Extensive comparisons to
large-scale DNS validate the approach.
Sean P. Carney
UCLA
Department of Mathematics
spcarney@math.ucla.edu
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Bjorn Engquist
UT Austin
Department of Mathematics
engquist@oden.utexas.edu
Robert Moser
UT Austin
Oden Institute
rmoser@oden.utexas.edu
CP8
The Moving Discontinuous Galerkin Method with
Interface Condition Enforcement for Shock Dynamics with Material Strength Models
We extend the Moving Discontinuous Galerkin Method
with Interface Condition Enforcement formulation to include material strength.
In this work, we consider
a discretized form of the Godunov-Peshkov-Romenski
hyperelastic-type model. Additionally, a Jaumann rate
hypoelastic-type model is investigated. We motivate this
work by considering explicit shock-capturing schemes for
these types of models which tend to produce smeared elastic and plastic shock waves. MDG-ICE resolves these discontinuities sharply, and maintains high order accuracy.
MDG-ICE achieves this by ﬁtting the elastic and plastic
shock waves to space-time cell interfaces through interface
condition enforcement, thereby allowing us to obtain nonoscillatory solutions without the use of limiters. We achieve
accurate high order solutions even with relatively low mesh
resolution. In this talk, we discuss the challenges of extending current formulations for ﬂuid dynamics to include material strength, such as the derivation of jump conditions
for the material strength models. We then demonstrate the
ability of the MDG-ICE scheme to capture elastic and plastic shockwaves in a ﬂyer impact problem. This work was
performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under
Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344, and funded by the Laboratory Directed Research and Development Program at
LLNL under project tracking code 19-ERD-015.
Pierson T. Guthrey
Michigan State University
Computational Mathematics Science and Engineering
guthrey1@llnl.gov
Robert Nourgaliev, Steven Wopschall
LLNL
nourgaliev1@llnl.gov, wopschall1@llnl.gov
Andrew Corrigan
Naval Research Laboratory
andrew.corrigan@nrl.navy.mil
CP8
Nitsche-Type Unﬁtted Fluid Structure Interaction
Model Coupled with Material Point Method
We propose a novel hybrid method that incorporates
the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) approach into
material point method(MPM) for ﬂuid-structure interaction(FSI) problems. In this formulation, ﬂuid motion is
described by Navier- Stokes equations formulated in ALE
form. Variational formulation concerning the ﬂuid is supported by the stabilizing residual-based variational multiscale(RBVM) method. Variational structural equations
concerning the solid are assembled using MPM. We let
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ﬂuid-solid interface cut the elements arbitrarily. To ensure well system conditioning and stability of the resulting
system irrespective of how the interface intersects the cut
elements, face-oriented ghost penalty stabilization is applied on the cut element faces. Continuity of velocities and
normal stresses on the boundary is weakly enforced by the
Nitsche’s method. The advantage of our hybrid approach
is that it provides a dynamic framework which eliminates
certain shortcomings of ALE based ﬁnite element methods for ﬂuid structure interaction problems involving large
structural deformation. This study is supported by supported by NSF DMS Grant: Hybrid Fluid-Structure Interaction Material Point Method with applications to Large
Deformation Problems in Hemodynamics.
Erdi Kara
Texas Tech University
erdi.kara@ttu.edu
Eugenio Aulisa
Department of Mathematics and Statistics.
Texas Tech University
eugenio.aulisa@ttu.edu

CP8
Analysis of a Space-Time Hybridized Discontinuous Galerkin Method for the Incompressible
Navier-Stokes Equations
Much of the recent progress in the numerical solution of incompressible ﬂow problems has concentrated on pressurerobust ﬁnite elements, a class of mimetic methods that preserve a fundamental invariance property of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Two ingredients are essential
for pressure-robustness: exact enforcement of the incompressibility constraint, and H(div)-conformity of the ﬁnite
element solution. In this talk, I will introduce a spacetime hybridized discontinuous Galerkin (dG) ﬁnite element
method for the evolutionary incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. The method has a number of desirable properties, including point-wise mass conservation, energy stability, and higher-order accuracy in both space and time.
Through the judicious use of a pressure facet variable,
H(div)-conformity of the discrete velocity is enforced resulting in a pressure-robust method. Well-posedness of
the resulting nonlinear algebraic system will be considered.
Existence of the discrete solution is resolved in both two
and three spatial dimensions using a topological degree argument, while uniqueness of the discrete solution is shown
in two spatial dimensions under a small data assumption.
Next, a priori error estimates for smooth solutions will be
presented, as well as convergence to (Leray-Hopf) weak solutions using compactness theory for dG methods. Finally,
the extension of the method to time-dependent domains
will be discussed.
Keegan Kirk, Sander Rhebergen
University of Waterloo
k4kirk@uwaterloo.ca, srheberg@uwaterloo.ca
Tamas Horvath
Oakland University
Rochester, MI
thorvath@oakland.edu
Aycil Cesmelioglu
Oakland University
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
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cesmelio@oakland.edu
CP8
On Imex-Afc Continuous Finite Element Methods
for Visco-Resistive Mhd
In this work, a stabilized continuous ﬁnite element method
for viscous and resistive magnetohydrodynamics is presented. This method is based on nodal variation limiting
for algebraic ﬂux correction schemes for hyperbolic systems. The resistivity and viscosity require the use of implicit time stepping. Thus, a nonlinear solver is used in
which a Jacobian has to be constructed. With many time
steppers, this demands that the limiting strategy be suﬃciently diﬀerentiable, or that an approximate Jacobian be
used. To relax this condition, IMEX time steppers are used
in which the viscosity and resistivity are treated implicitly
and the convection and stabilization are treated explicitly.
Thus, fully accurate Jacobians are built resulting in a more
robust solver. Some numerical examples are considered to
demonstrate the performance of the method.
Sibusiso Mabuza
Clemson University
smabuza@clemson.edu
CP8
Finite Element Approximation of Dirichlet Control using Boundary Penalty Method for Unsteady
Magnetohydrodynamics
In this paper the author addresses a problem of optimal control of the magnetohydrodynamic equations with
Dirichlet boundary conditions on the ﬂow velocity, utilizing a penalty approach, which leads to more easily implementable boundary conditions for the adjoint equations
than the conventional ones. The rigorous mathematical
analysis presented in this paper provides well-posedness
of the penalized problem. In addition, a ﬁnite element
method of the mixed Galerkin type is applied to its numerical approximation, which leads to error estimates for both
the primal and adjoint variables. Furthermore, the numerical method is applied to a non-trivial computational test of
controlling a ﬂow with a recirculation, which demonstrates
its usefulness.
S.S. Ravindran
University of Alabama in Huntsville
ravinds@uah.edu
CP9
Convergence Analysis for a High-Order Compact
Schemes for the Buckling and the Clamped Plate
Problems: a New Approach
We propose a new approach for the analysis of high-order
compact schemes for the buckling and for the clamped
plate problems. In our book, we have suggested a fourthorder compact scheme for the Navier-Stokes equations.
The buckling plate problem in 2D, ∂t Δu = Δ2 u + f , contains all the linear components of the NS equations in
streamfunction formulation. For these methods the truncation error is only of ﬁrst-order at near-boundary points,
but is of fourth order at interior points. Invoking a suitable
matrix analysis, we prove that the convergence rate is actually four. Thus, the error tends to zero as O(h4 ), where
h is the size of the mesh. We analyzed a two-dimensional
model for the clamped plate problem. Here we extend the

analysis to a problem containing lower order derivatives
and prove that in this case too the error is O(h4 ). Numerical results demonstrate fourth-order convergence rates.
Dalia Fishelov
Afeka-Tel-Aviv Academic College for Engineering
daliaf@tauex.tau.ac.il; ﬁshelov@gmail.com
Jean-Pierre Croisille
Department of Mathematics
University of Loarraine, Metz, France
jean-pierre.croisille@univ-lorraine.fr
CP9
Low Mach Number Asymptotic Analysis of Artiﬁcial Diﬀusion in Model Numerical Schemes
Simulating low Mach number ﬂows, both with and without
acoustics, is important in many areas of physics and engineering. Collocated, density-based numerical schemes are
widely used in computational ﬂuid dynamics due to their
geometric ﬂexibility and their applicability across moderate Mach numbers. However, standard schemes of this
type are known to fail at low Mach number, so special care
must be taken when designing schemes that are uniformly
accurate across a wide Mach number range. Previous analyses usually consider only whether the discrete form of one
particular scheme, or a very restricted class of schemes, is
suitable for low Mach number simulations without acoustic eﬀects. We augment the continuous Euler equations
with artiﬁcial diﬀusion terms, producing modiﬁed equations which are representative of a wide class of discretisation schemes. Using single- and multiple-scale asymptotic
analyses, we ﬁnd constraints on the artiﬁcial diﬀusion for
ﬂows either with or without acoustic eﬀects. We are able to
reproduce, at the continuous level, several known properties of discrete low Mach number schemes, as well as shed
light on the causes of several numerical instabilities previously reported in the literature. This approach allows
analysis and design of a broad class of low Mach number
numerical schemes independently of the speciﬁc discretisation, and could lead to novel strategies for preventing the
discussed numerical instabilities.
Joshua Hope-Collins, Luca Di Mare
University of Oxford
joshua.hope-collins@eng.ox.ac.uk,
luca.dimare@eng.ox.ac.uk
CP9
Nonoverlapping
Domain
Decomposition
Smoothers for 3D H(curl) Problems
We suggest a multigrid method for problems arising from
edge elements. Since the conventional smoothers do not
work well, a new type of smoothing method is essential for
solving vector ﬁeld problems. We introduce new smoothing
techniques based on nonoverlapping domain decomposition
preconditioners. The smoothers play a main in multigrid
methods for solving problems posed in H(curl).
Duk-Soon Oh
Chungnam National University
duksoon@cnu.ac.kr
CP9
A Multi-Scale Iterative Approach for Completion
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of Missing Data Entries
A common pre-processing task in machine learning is handling missing data entries, also known as imputation. Standard techniques use mean values, regression or optimization based techniques for predicting the missing data values. In this work, a kernel based technique is utilized for
imputing data in a multi-scale manner. The construction
is based on Laplacian pyramids, which operate on the row
and column spaces of the data in several scales. Experimental results demonstrate the approach on publicly available datasets, and highlight its simple computational construction and convergence stability.
Neta Rabin
Tel Aviv University
netara@tauex.tau.ac.il
CP9
A Moving Mesh Finite Element Method for Modelling Defects in Liquid Crystals
Defects in a liquid crystal director ﬁeld can arise due to external factors such as applied electric or magnetic ﬁelds, or
the constraining geometry of the cell containing the liquid crystal material. Understanding the formation and
dynamics of defects is important in the design and control of liquid crystal devices, and poses signiﬁcant challenges for numerical modelling. In this talk we consider
the numerical solution of a Q-tensor model of a nematic
liquid crystal, where defects arise through rapid changes
in the Q-tensor over a very small physical region in relation to the dimensions of the liquid crystal device. The
eﬃcient solution of the resulting six coupled partial diﬀerential equations is achieved using a ﬁnite element based
adaptive moving mesh approach, where an unstructured
triangular mesh is adapted towards high activity regions,
including those around defects. Spatial convergence studies show the adaptive method to be optimally convergent
using quadratic triangular ﬁnite elements. The full eﬀectiveness of the method can be seen when solving a challenging two-dimensional dynamic Pi-cell problem involving the
creation, movement, and annihilation of defects.
Alison Ramage
University of Strathclyde
a.ramage@strath.ac.uk
CP9
Goal-Adaptive Meshing for Non-Linear Isogeometric Shell Analysis
The idea behind Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) is to enable seamless integration between Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) and numerical analysis by employing the spline basis functions for geometric representation in CAD in the
analysis. Applications of IgA include structural analysis problems amongst other disciplines. In some structural
analysis applications, for example fatigue analysis, accurate descriptions of stress ﬁelds are of importance to predict structural safety. Accurate description of these ﬁelds
are enabled by the higher-order continuity of the basis
functions in isogeometric shells. To balance computational
costs and accuracy, adaptive meshing can be employed. Elements are typically reﬁned based on their contribution to
the total error measure [A. Buﬀa et al.,Adaptive isogeometric methods with hierarchical splines: Error estimator and
convergence,2016]. We employ the Dual-Weighted Residual method [R. Rannacher,Adaptive ﬁnite element meth-
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ods in ﬂow computations,2004] to compute element-wise
error contributions with respect to a goal functional (e.g.
a stress measure) and Truncaded Hierarchical B-splines [C.
Giannelli et al., THB-splines: The truncated basis for hierarchical splines,2012] to provide local mesh reﬁnements.
We evaluate diﬀerent goal functionals for both (non-)linear
equilibrium analyses (i.e. static or dynamic analysis) as
well as eigenvalue analyses (i.e. buckling analysis) and assess their eﬀectivity for diﬀerent problems.
Hugo M. Verhelst, Matthias Möller
Delft Institute of Applied Mathematics
Delft University of Technology
h.m.verhelst@tudelft.nl, m.moller@tudelft.nl
Henk Den Besten
Maritime and Transport Technology
Delft University of Technology
henk.denbesten@tudelft.nl
CP10
A New Sir Model with Mobility
In this paper, an SIR (Susceptible- Infectious- Recovered)
model with mobility will be studied. A traditional SIR
model used in epidemiology describes the transition of particles among states, such as susceptible, infected, and recovered states. However, the traditional model has no
movement of particles. There are many variations of SIR
models when it comes to the factor of mobility, the majority of studies use mobility intensity or population density
as a measure of mobility. In this paper, a new dynamical
SIR model, including the spatial motion of three-type particles, is constructed and the long-time behavior of the ﬁrst
and second moments of this dynamical system are studied.
Ciana M. Applegate, Dan Han
University of Louisville
ciana.applegate@louisville.edu, dan.han@louisville.edu
CP10
Network Evolution Models under Triadic Closure:
Hierarchy and Bistability.
In this work, we aim to present a hierarchy of network
evolution models under the triadic closure, based on the
work by Grindrod, Higham and Parsons [Internet Mathematics, 8, 2012, 402-423]. In the existing literature, it has
experimentally been derived how triadic closure eﬀects can
lead to bistability in the formation of social interaction
networks and, hence, based on the initial conditions and
transient dynamics, the system may evolve towards either
of two long-time states. In our work, we rigorously show
that, in a macroscale regime, the bistability phenomenon
is admitted, i.e., the steady state is bimodal, and hence
a typical solution trajectory alternately spends time close
to two distinct levels and we analyze how some features of
the system are shared by the diﬀerent models. Selected numerical experiments are provided to conﬁrm the theoretical
analysis. This is joint work with Desmond John Higham
and Kostantinos Zygalakis (University of Edinburgh).
Stefano Di Giovacchino
University of L’Aquila
stefano.digiovacchino@graduate.univaq.it
Desmond John Higham, Kostantinos Zygalakis
The University of Edinburgh
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d.j.higham@ed.ac.uk, k.zygalakis@ed.ac.uk
CP10
Forward-Backward-Half Forward Dynamical Systems for Monotone Inclusion Problems
In this work, we investigate ﬁrst order forward-backwardhalf forward dynamical systems associated with an inclusion problem consisting of the sum of three monotone operators in a real Hilbert space framework. We study the
existence, uniqueness, and weak asymptotic convergence
of the generated trajectories. We have provided a variable
metric forward-backward-half forward dynamical system in
the sense of non-self-adjoint linear operators and also analyzed the case in which linear operators depend on time.
Also, this idea permits us to extend the forward-backwardforward dynamical system and forward-backward dynamical system in the framework of variable metric and relaxes
some conditions on the metrics.
Pankaj Gautam
Indian Institute of Technology(BHU), Varanasi
India
pankajg.rs.mat16@itbhu.ac.in
Tanmoy Som
In
Indian Institute of Technology(BHU), Varanasi
tsom.apm@itbhu.ac.in
CP10
Complex Dynamics in Networks, Templates and
Mutated Systems
We explore three directions extending the traditional theory of complex quadratic iterations: (1) complex quadratic
networks; (2) template iterations and (3) mutated iterations. Broadly speaking, these address generalizations of
single map quadratic iterations to the case where multiple variables are coupled as nodes in a self-interacting network, and to the case where the iterated map is subject to
temporal and spacial errors in replication. Each direction
is built towards addressing in a uniﬁed, canonical framework an essential open problem in neuroscience, genetics
and medicine, respectively. In all three cases, the system’s
long-term dynamics is highly non-trivial, and can be represented by asymptotic sets (Mandelbrot and Julia sets) with
speciﬁc topological signatures, and with properties far beyond those described in the case of single map iterations.
Understanding the complexity of these sets requires a comprehensive mathematical approach, in which analytical and
computational aspects are tightly combined.
Anca Radulescu
SUNY New Paltz
radulesca@newpaltz.edu
CP10
Complex Oscillatory Patterns As Long-Term Transient Dynamics in a Two-Timescale Ecosystem.
A two-trophic ecosystem comprising of two species of
predators competing for their common prey with explicit
interference competition is considered. With a proper
rescaling, the model is portrayed as a singularly perturbed
system with fast prey dynamics and slow dynamics of the
predators. In a parameter regime near singular Hopf bifurcation, chaotic mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) featur-

ing concatenation of small and large-amplitude oscillations,
which could persist for thousands of generations, are observed as long-term transient dynamics, before the system
experiences a regime shift. To analyze the dynamical cause
that initiates a large amplitude oscillation in an MMO orbit, the model is reduced to a suitable normal form near
the singular-Hopf point. The analysis is used to determine
whether a trajectory would exhibit another cycle of MMO
dynamics before approaching its asymptotic state.
Susmita Sadhu
Georgia College and State University
susmita.sadhu@gcsu.edu
CP10
A New Theory of Weak Fractional Calculus,
Sobolev Spaces, and the Fractional Calculus of
Variations
At the heart of this presentation is the introduction of the
notion of weak fractional derivatives. An overview of their
associated calculus (characterization theorem, product and
chain rules, and the Fundament Theorem of Weak Fractional Calculus) will be given before exploring the development of new fractional Sobolev spaces. Unlike existing definitions, these spaces are analogous to the well understood
integer order Sobolev spaces as they are deﬁned through
the notion of weak fractional derivatives. We will review
key properties such as trace concept(s) and Sobolev embedding theorems, including a fractional Poincaré inequality.
Using the developed machinery, we study well-posedness
results of some model problems from the fractional calculus of variations. Moreover, special attention will be
given to the consequences the developed theory has on fractional PDEs, including new fractional Laplacian(s), fractional Neumann boundary operator(s), and understanding
how to pose Dirichlet boundary value problems.
Mitchell Sutton
University of Tennesee, Knoxville
msutto11@vols.utk.edu
Xiaobing Feng
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
xfeng@utk.edu
CP11
How Multi-Scale Modeling and Signal Processing
Can Assist the Diagnosis of Pots
Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome (POTS) is
characterized by an increase in heart rate (tachycardia)
upon the transition to an upright position. This syndrome
is most common in young females, but has recently also
been observed in patients with long-term eﬀects of COVID.
It has been hypothesized that POTS have increased baroreﬂex sensitivity possibly due to expression of agonistic antibodies binding to receptors on smooth muscle cells and the
sinoatrial node. We use a multi-scale approach to explain
POTS by: 1) Employing non-stationary signal processing
to show that heart rate and arterial blood pressure oscillations in the low-frequency range, approximately 0.1 Hz, is
enhanced in POTS patients when compared to controls. 2)
The enhancement of these oscillations for POTS patients
can be explained using a cardiovascular model with the
baroreﬂex control modeled using ﬁrst order kinetics. Increased baroreﬂex sensitivity is modeled by steepening the
control curve for heart rate and peripheral vascular resistance. Moreover, by changing core parameters controlling
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blood volume and baroreﬂex response we are able to diﬀerentiate POTS sub-groups. 3) Finally, by coupling the cardiovascular model with a sinoatrial node cell model we are
able to test if the presence of antibodies binding to speciﬁc
receptors cause larger low-frequency heart rate and blood
pressure oscillations.
Justen Geddes
North Carolina State University
jgeddes@ncsu.edu
Jesper Mehlsen
Surgical Pathophysiology Unit
Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark
j mehlsen@mac.com
Johnny T. Ottesen
Roskilde University
Department of Mathematics
Johnny@ruc.dk
Brian Carlson
University of Michigan
bcarl@med.umich.edu
Mette S. Olufsen
North Carolina State University
msolufse@ncsu.edu
CP11
Oscillatory Dynamics in the Dilemma of Social Distancing
Social distancing as one of the main non-pharmaceutical
interventions can help slow down the spread of diseases,
like in the COVID-19 pandemic. Eﬀective social distancing, unless enforced as drastic lockdowns and mandatory
cordon sanitaire, requires consistent strict collective adherence. However, it remains unknown what the determinants for the resultant compliance of social distancing and
their impact on disease mitigation are. Here, we incorporate into the epidemiological process with an evolutionary
game theory model that governs the evolution of social distancing behaviour. In our model, we assume an individual
acts in their best interest and their decisions are driven by
adaptive social learning of the real-time risk of infection
in comparison with the cost of social distancing. We ﬁnd
interesting oscillatory dynamics of social distancing accompanied with waves of infection. Moreover, the oscillatory
dynamics are dampened with a non-trivial dependence on
model parameters governing decision-makings and gradually cease when the cumulative infections exceed the herd
immunity. Compared to the scenario without social distancing, we quantify the degree to which social distancing
mitigates the epidemic and its dependence on individuals
responsiveness and rationality in their behaviour changes.
Our work oﬀers new insights into leveraging human behavior in support of pandemic response.
Alina Glaubitz, Feng Fu
Dartmouth College
Alina.glaubitz.gr@dartmouth.edu,
feng.fu@dartmouth.edu
CP11
Usefulness of Machine-Learning-Predicted Probability As a New Risk Index for Prediction of Renal
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and Life Prognoses of Chronic Kidney Disease
[Background] Personalized prediction is useful for chronic
kidney disease (CKD) therapy. Predialysis death is a competitive risk of dialysis in CKD patients and lowers the
accuracies of the prediction of their prognoses. Thus, we
determined whether machine-learning-predicted probability works as an index for both the risks and attempted
its application. [Methods] We constructed a database of
electronic-medical-record of CKD patients in Japan (15
university hospitals), and developed models using random forest (RF), Gradient Boosting and eXtreme Gradient Boosting for the prediction of dialysis and death
over 1 year. Their performances were compared by bootstrap method with those of clinical indices, such as kidneyfailure-risk equation (KFRE), which is one of the validated
risk-prediction indices. [Results] 16 models showed high
performances. Speciﬁcally, RF models including 22 or 8
variables showed high C-statistics: 0.916 (95% CI 0.88,
0.952) and 0.907 (0.863, 0.951), respectively, which were
higher than KFRE (p¡0.0001). Cox proportional hazards
models with spline showed the relationship between the
probabilities and the outcome risks. We also developed
a Web-based risk prediction system using those models,
which was superior in practicality in a prospective CKD
cohort study(n=67,957). [Conclusions] This study showed
that the machine-learning-based probability is useful as a
new risk index for dialysis and death and applicable to
clinical practice.
Eiichiro Kanda
Medical Science, Kawasaki Medical School
kms.cds.kanda@gmail.com
Bogdan I. Epureanu
University of Michigan
epureanu@umich.edu
Taiji Adachi
Institute for Frontier Life and Medical Sciences,
Kyoto University, Japan
adachi@infront.kyoto-u.ac.jp
TAMAKI Sasaki
Kawasaki Medical School
tamaki0739@gmail.com
Naoki Kashihara
Department of Nephrology and Hypertension,
Kawasaki Medical School, Japan
kashinao@med.kawasaki-m.ac.jp
CP11
Computational Study of Sars-CoV-2 Infection Inhibitor Hydroxychloroquine on Cardiac Toxicity
The outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
poses a serious threat to global health and economies. With
the heightened interest in the potential use of hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) to treat patients with SARS-CoV2, it
may be prudent to reﬂect on the risks of therapy, particularly their cardiac toxicity. This computational study investigates the propensity of HCQ in causing bradycardia.
The sinoatrial node (SAN) cell is presented as an equivalent
electrical circuit comprising nine ion channels. All ionic
currents are described by ordinary diﬀerential equations.
An HCQ drug model for the hyperpolarizing-activated current or funny current i(f) is simulated after mining data
from experimental studies. The resting membrane poten-
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tial is set at -80mV. The steady-state value of the activation
parameter of the funny current i(f) is shifted to the negative side after applying HQN of 1 M. The action potential
(AP) timing is altered when we incorporated the biophysically modiﬁed i(f). The results show that the modiﬁed
i(f) plays an important role in reducing the frequency of
the spontaneous AP at the SA node. We simulated the
eﬀects of HCQ drug upon funny current and action potential. As hydroxychloroquine reduces the frequency rate of
the spontaneous action potential ﬁring, we should prevent
it as a potential drug against COVID-19.
Chitaranjan Mahapatra
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
cmahapatra97@gmail.com
CP11
An Agent-Based Model of Pain-Related Neural Activity in the Amygdala
In this talk, we present a computational modeling approach
to understand and predict pain output from the amygdala,
a part of the brain involved in stress adaptation, emotional
regulation, and pain. We developed an agent-based model
of two distinct inhibitory neuron populations in the amygdala, those that express protein kinase C delta (PKC) and
those that express somatostatin (SOM). Within the model,
a network of neural links simulates connectivity and the
transmission of inhibitory signals between neurons. Typespeciﬁc parameters describing the response of these neurons to painful stimuli were estimated from published data
as well as our own wet-lab experiments. The model outputs
an abstract measure of pain, which is calculated in terms
of the cumulative pro-nociceptive and anti-nociceptive activity across neurons in both hemispheres of the amygdala.
Results demonstrate the ability of the model to produce
changes in pain that are consistent with published studies
and highlight the importance of several model parameters.
Rachael Neilan
Department of Mathematics
Duquesne University
rachael.neilan@gmail.com
Gabrielle Majetic
Duquesne University
gabbie.majetic2020@gmail.com
Benedict Kolber, Mauricio Gil-Silva
The University of Texas at Dallas
benedict.kolber@utdallas.edu,
mauricio.gilsilva@utdallas.edu
Yarimar Carrasquillo, Anisha Adke
National Institutes of Health
yarimar.carrasquillo@nih.gov, anishaadke@gmail.com
CP11
Quantitative Reasoning and Computational Laboratories for Non-Majors Biology
We have developed a textbook, Biology f or the Global
Citizen, for a non-majors biology course that includes laboratory exercises using computer simulations. These exercises employ the scientiﬁc method, enhance quantitative
literacy through interpretation of graphs and basic statistics with spreadsheets, employ data to support conclusions, emphasize critical thinking and analysis, and include
questions that can be graded automatically and discus-

sion questions. The simulations are written in the widely
used agent-based simulation software, NetLogo, which is
free, easy to use, and requires no programming experience. Guided by introductory videos and lab exercises,
students consider various scenarios, make hypotheses, adjust variables to test the eﬀect of each scenario, run simulations multiple times, generate and interpret data and
graphs, make observations, draw conclusions, apply their
conclusions to decision making, and gain a deeper understanding of the science that the model simulates. Besides
exposing students to the third paradigm of science, computation, use of simulations enables students to perform
experiments that are too diﬃcult, time-consuming, costly,
or dangerous to perform otherwise. The authors adapted
and added models, such as the spread of COVID-19, to
numerous models downloaded with NetLogo. After class
testing at six institutions this year, the ﬁrst edition will
be available through Cognella Academic Publishing in the
fall.
Angela B. Shiﬂet
McCalla Professor of Math. & CS, Dir. of Computational
Sci.
Woﬀord College
shiﬂetab@woﬀord.edu
George W. Shiﬂet
Woﬀord College
shiﬂetgw@woﬀord.edu
Murray Pendarvis
Southeastern Louisiana University
murray.pendarvis@selu.edu
CP12
GPU-Accelerated Quadrature Moment Methods
The population balance equation is a PDE used to model
the evolution of disperse populations of particles. Quadrature moment methods (QMOMs) represent its solution in
terms of a set of statistical moments by formulating corresponding moment-transport equations and closing them
via quadrature. In physics-based simulations, the algorithms for converting the moment set to quadrature points
and weights are computationally costly relative to the other
operations performed (e.g. ﬁeld derivative approximation).
This cost increases for non-Gaussian statistics as more
quadrature points and moments are required to maintain
model accuracy. We propose a set of QMOM algorithms
for GPUs that utilize the single-instruction/multiple-data
(SIMD) character of the inversion routines, kernel taskparallelism and memory-transfer–compute overlap. These
routines are shown to be computationally cheap when compared to their CPU counterparts, achieving speed-up by
more than an order of magnitude for practical batch sizes.
For many problems this speed-up makes the inversion algorithm comparable to or cheaper than typical derivative
approximation algorithms.
Spencer H. Bryngelson
University of Illinois
spencer@caltech.edu
Qifan Wang
California Institute of Technology
qwang3@caltech.edu
Esteban Cisneros-Garibay
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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Tim Colonius
Division of Engineering and Applied Science
California Institute of Technology
colonius@caltech.edu

Dave K. Persaud, Mikhail Smirnov, Pejman Sanaei
New York Institute of Technology
dpersa06@nyit.edu,
msmirnov@nyit.edu,
psanaei@nyit.edu

CP12
On Mathematical Modeling of Erosion and Deposition in Complex Porous Media

CP12
Optimizing Pleated Filter Performance Based on
Variable Pleat Packing Density

We study ﬂow suspension featuring erosion and deposition
of solid particles at a micro-scale level and their direct consequence on the geometrical structure formation. These
processes are ubiquitous and can be found, for instance,
naturally in the geological sedimentation and artiﬁcially in
dams where the “piping” phenomenon often occurs. In this
work, we formulate novel and idealized mathematical models to examine the internal evolution of ﬂow-networks in a
connected pore structure undergoing a unidirectional ﬂow
using asymptotic and numerical techniques. Starting from
the Stokes equations combined with the advection-diﬀusion
equation, we propose a model to construct a complete analysis of both the erosion and deposition in geological structures and porous media. The deposition-erosion model is
of threshold laws: erosion and deposition occur when the
total shear stress is, respectively, greater and lower than
some speciﬁc critical values, depending on the solid material. Throughout this study, we investigate the networks’
evolution, which hinges on 1) parametric research on speciﬁc types of membrane properties and their inﬂuence on
the reconﬁguration regime within the channel; and 2) a geometrical study addressing the intra-layer connectivity and
its impact on the performance; subject to an imposed local concentration of particles. Using these approaches, we
study channelization in the pore structure under constant
ﬂux and pressure-driven ﬂow.

Pleated membrane ﬁlters consist of a membrane layer sandwiched between two support layers on either side that are
all pleated together and surrounded around a cylindrical
cartridge. This type of ﬁlter is widely used in many different applications due to oﬀering a high ratio of ﬁltration
surface area to its volume. However, typically a pleated ﬁlter is not as eﬃcient as a ﬂat ﬁlter with equivalent surface
area due to several possibilities such as damage of the membrane during the pleating process, the complex ﬂow within
the pleated membrane, or additional resistance from the
pleat packing density. In this work, we focus on how the
pleat packing density aﬀects the ﬁltration performance of
a pleated ﬁlter, while extending the work from Sanaei et
al. J. Fluid Mech. 2016 to investigate the performance of a
3D ﬁlter cartridge with a more detailed geometry accounting for axial variations and curvature of the cartridge. We
model the ﬂow in the cartridge using the Stokes equations
and Darcy’s law. The cartridge consists of an empty area
for inﬂow, a pleated membrane, and a hollow region for
outﬂow. By utilizing the small aspect ratio of the pleat
length to the length of the cartridge, we are able to simplify the model using asymptotic analysis. From this, we
can investigate how the performance of pleated membrane
ﬁlters is aﬀected by the pleat packing density in order to
optimize the amount of pleats to achieve the optimum ﬁltration performance.

Hamad El Kahza, Pejman Sanaei
New York Institute of Technology
helkahza@nyit.edu, psanaei@nyit.edu

Mikhail Smirnov, Dave K. Persaud
New York Institute of Technology
msmirnov@nyit.edu, dpersa06@nyit.edu

CP12
On Optimizing the Performance of Pleated Membrane Filters
Pleated membrane ﬁlters are used in a variety of industrial applications, since they oﬀer more surface area to
volume ratio that is not found in equivalent ﬂat ﬁlters.
A pleated membrane ﬁlter consists of a porous membrane
layer which is surrounded by two supporting layers. The
whole structure is pleated and placed into a cylindrical
cartridge. In this work, we introduce a novel 3D model of
a pleated membrane ﬁlter that consists of a hollow, membrane, and empty regions. We also introduce the advection
diﬀusion equation to our model which allows for further
studies pertaining to the concentration of particles present
in the pleated membrane ﬁlter. A mathematical model is
developed using Stokes equation for the ﬂow in the empty,
hollow and support layer regions along side with Darcys
law for the membrane. Using key assumptions based on
small aspect ratios of the ﬁlter cartridge, the support layers, and the membrane pores, we can further simplify the
ﬂow within the pleated membrane ﬁlter as well as the particle concentration, such that the resulting equations can
be solved with numerical methods. By performing these
steps, we seek to discover an optimal pleat packing density
to ﬁnd the optimum ﬁlter performance, while not exceeding a threshold for the particle concentration at the ﬁlter

Daniel Fong
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
danielfong84@gmail.com
Pejman Sanaei
New York Institute of Technology
psanaei@nyit.edu
CP12
Integrating Trim Analysis into a Coupled Physics
Workﬂow for Numerically Simulating Hypersonic
Flight
One of the highest priorities within the current Department of Defense strategies is the design and analysis of
hypersonic air vehicles. Numerical simulations that seek
to represent the pertinent physics that describe hypersonic
ﬂight must include the coupled interactions of ﬂuid dynamic forces, mechanical stresses, and thermal loadings on
the vehicle of interest. For a maneuvering vehicle, the effects of the coupled physics interactions on the overall stability of the vehicle must be understood. Most notably,
the trim state of the vehicle must be understood over a
wide range of ﬂight conditions. The trim state of a vehicle corresponds to the point where no force needs to be
exerted manually to maintain stability. We are currently
exploring various ways to integrate trim calculations into
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a coupled physics workﬂow that leverages high-ﬁdelity numerical simulations of hypersonic ﬂight. A trim analysis
will be conducted to determine how mechanical and thermal deformations of the vehicle aﬀect the overall trim state
at various ﬂight conditions. We will investigate how the
convergence of the multi-physics solutions vary when trim
is calculated both with and without the deformations imposed on the vehicle.
Brianna D. Thompson
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
brianna.d.bingham92@gmail.com
CP12
The Eﬀects of the Endothelial Surface Layer on
Red Blood Cell Dynamics in Microvessel Bifurcations
Red blood cells (RBCs) make up 40-45% of blood and
have an important role in oxygen transport. That role
depends on their nonuniform distribution throughout the
body which depends, in turn, on how RBCs are distributed
at diverging vessel bifurcations (one vessel ﬂows into two)
and the presence of an endothelial glycocalyx or endothelial surface layer (ESL) that is 0.4-1 μm thick and lines
vessel walls. The eﬀects of the ESL on RBC deformation, distribution, and penetration into the ESL in a diverging capillary bifurcation is analyzed using a ﬂexible,
two-dimensional model. The RBC is represented using interconnected viscoelastic elements. Stokes ﬂow equations
(viscous ﬂow) model the surrounding ﬂuid. The ESL is
modeled using the Brinkman approximation for porous media. One cell passes through the bifurcation at a time so
there are no cell-cell interactions. A range of physiologically relevant hydraulic resistivities and osmotic pressures
are explored. Decreasing hydraulic resistivity and/or decreasing osmotic pressure produced four behaviors: 1) RBC
distribution nonuniformity increased; 2) RBC deformation
decreased; 3) RBCs slowed down slightly; and 4) RBCs
penetrated more deeply into the ESL. We will discuss how
the altered ﬂow proﬁle and ESL resistance to penetration
generated these behaviors. In certain scenarios, penetration was deep enough to raise the possibility of cell adhesion, as can occur in experiment in pathological situations.
Carlson Triebold
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis
cbtriebo@iu.edu
Jared O. Barber
Department of Mathematics
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
jarobarb@iupui.edu
CP13
Upscaling Phase Transition Models with Applications to Permafrost Models
Permafrost is a dynamic environment ubiquitous in the
Arctic, and we are interested in modeling its response to
the climate controls, starting from the pore-scale of [mm]
scale up to ﬁeld scale of [m]. We start with a model for
heat conduction and ice/water phase transitions in a domain composed of rock grains and water in liquid or solid
phase, and consider next its numerical upscaling. Speciﬁcally, we consider phase ﬁeld relaxation of the Stefan problem, a non-linear free boundary value problem. We dis-

cuss challenges of numerical approximation but focus on
the upscaling of coeﬃcients of the model as well as of the
temperature-enthalpy relationship. We compare the upscaled results with ﬁeld data used in Darcy scale models.
Lisa Bigler
Oregon State University
biglerli@oregonstate.edu
Malgorzata Peszynska
Department of Mathematics, Oregon State University
National Science Foundation
mpesz@science.oregonstate.edu
CP13
Fast Summation Methods Based on Barycentric
Lagrange Interpolation
We present two fast summation methods based on barycentric Lagrange interpolation for particle interactions. The
ﬁrst is a treecode (BLTC) and the second is a fast multipole
method in which the interaction lists are formed by dual
tree traversal (BLDTT). The BLTC uses particle-cluster
approximations, while the BLDTT uses particle-cluster,
cluster-particle, and cluster-cluster approximations. The
methods are kernel-independent and a distributed memory implementation running on multiple GPUs has been
developed. The performance of the BLTC and BLDTT is
demonstrated for several particle systems.
Robert Krasny
University of Michigan
Department of Mathematics
krasny@umich.edu
Lei Wang
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
wang256@uwm.edu
Svetlana Tlupova
Department of Mathematics
Farmingdale State College
tlupovs@farmingdale.edu
Nathan Vaughn, Leighton W. Wilson
University of Michigan
njvaughn@umich.edu, lwwilson@umich.edu
CP13
Scalable High-Order Time-Stepping via Krylov
Subspace Spectral Methods
For time-dependent PDEs, both linear and nonlinear,
Krylov Subspace Spectral (KSS) methods oﬀer a balance
between the eﬃciency of explicit methods and the stability
of implicit methods, by computing each Fourier coeﬃcient
using techniques of Golub and Meurant for approximating bilinear forms. This talk will present recent developments with KSS methods, including applications to problems from acoustics, recent theoretical results pertaining to
stability, and combination with ﬁctitious domain methods
for solving PDEs on general domains.
James V. Lambers
University of Southern Mississippi
Department of Mathematics
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the Implicit Preconditioning Eﬀects

Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) methods are high-order
accurate, explicit time-stepping methods for partial differential equations (PDEs) with stability characteristic of
implicit methods. Unlike other time-stepping approaches,
KSS methods compute each Fourier coeﬃcient of the solution from an individualized approximation of the solution
operator of the PDE. As a result, KSS methods scale effectively to higher spatial resolution. This talk will present
an explicit multistep formulation of KSS methods to provide a “best-of-both-worlds” situation that combines the
eﬃciency of multistep methods with the stability and scalability of KSS methods. The eﬀectiveness of the multistep
KSS method will be demonstrated using numerical experiments.

Anderson acceleration (AA) is a technique for accelerating the convergence of ﬁxed-point iterations. We propose
the idea of applying AA to a sequence of functions and
modify the norm in its internal optimization problem to
the H −s norm, for some integer s, to bias it towards lowfrequency spectral content in the residual. The choice of s
is to counterbalance the implicit spectral biasing in certain
ﬁxed-point operators. We rigorously analyze the convergence behavior of one-step AA, providing an explicit error
bound using Chebyshev polynomials that decreases exponentially in the memory parameter m. Numerical experiments for both contractive, noncontractive, and non-linear
operators demonstrate the acceleration eﬀects of AA based
on diﬀerent norms. The idea belongs to the sequence of
work examining the preconditioning and ”implicit” regularization eﬀects of diﬀerent mathematical metrics as the
objective function in optimization, as the likelihood function in Bayesian inference, and as the measure of residual
in numerical solution to PDEs.

Bailey Rester
University of Southern Mississippi
School of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
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Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
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Cornell University
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CP13
A Multistep Spectral Method for Time-Dependent
Pdes

CP13
Numerical Solutions to the Free Boundary Problem for a Void in a Stressed Solid with Anisotropic
Surface Energy
We consider the interaction of elastic stress and anisotropic
surface energy on the shape of a void in an elasticallystressed solid. The void shape is a free-boundary problem
determined by the minimization of elastic strain energy and
surface energy. The equilibrium shape of the void has corners for suﬃciently strong surface energy anisotropy, and
the presence of corners will generate integrable singularities
in the elastic stress. The contribution of these singularities
to the total elastic strain energy can alter the entire void
shape. We develop a numerical method for solving the
free-boundary problem using a complex-variables boundary integral equation for the elasticity problem, coupled to
a spectral method for determining the energy-minimizing
shape. A novel feature of our work is the incorporation of
an explicit corner term in the representation of the stress
ﬁeld that is derived from the asymptotic analysis of the
corner region. Our results determine how the singularities
associated with corners have a global eﬀect on the entire
shape of the void and aﬀect the equilibrium corner angles
on the void shape.
Weiqi Wang
SUNY Buﬀalo
weiqiwan@buﬀalo.edu
Brian J. Spencer
State University of New York at Buﬀalo
Department of Mathematics
spencerb@buﬀalo.edu
CP13
Anderson Acceleration using the H −S Norm and

Daniel Appelö
Michigan State University
appeloda@msu.edu
CP14
Modeling the Risk of SARS-CoV-2 Transmission
from Environmental Surfaces
Beginning in late 2019, the coronavirus disease (COVID19), originating in Wuhan, China, quickly spread across the
globe leading to one of the most devastating pandemics of
the 21st century. While direct person-to-person transmission of SARS-CoV-2, the etiological agent of COVID-19,
appears to be the primary route of transmission, the contraction of SARS-CoV-2 from various surfaces in the environment is also considered a potential contributor to the
disease transmission as the infected individuals shed virus
onto environmental surfaces through sneezing, coughing,
and breathing. In this study, we develop a mathematical model to predict the probability of detecting SARSCoV-2 in environmental reservoirs during the COVID-19
outbreak in a community. Furthermore, we extend our
model to quantify the contribution of environmental virus
to COVID-19 cases in a community. We validate our model
using experimental data with a large number of swab samples collected from commonly touched surfaces across San
Diego County. Our model, which is capable of describing transmission dynamics of COVID-19 within San Diego
County, allows us to compute the risk for an individual to
encounter virus in the environment. The results indicate
that the persistence of virus on some environmental surfaces can signiﬁcantly increase COVID-19 cases in a community.
Angelica Bloomquist
San Diego State University
abloomquist@sdsu.edu
Naveen K. Vaidya
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Dept of Maths & Stats, San Diego State University
San Diego, California
nvaidya@sdsu.edu
CP14
Biphasic Range Expansions with Short and LongDistance Dispersal
Long-distance dispersal (LDD) has long been recognized
as a key factor in determining rates of spread in biological invasions. Two approaches for incorporating LDD in
mathematical models of spread are mixed dispersal and
heavy-tailed dispersal. In this talk, I analyze integrodiﬀerence equation (IDE) models with mixed-dispersal kernels
and fat-tailed (a subset of the heavy-tailed class) dispersal kernels to study how short- and long-distance dispersal
contribute to the spread of invasive species. I show that
both approaches can lead to biphasic range expansions,
where an invasion has two distinct phases of spread. In
the initial phase of spread, the invasion is controlled by
short-distance dispersal. Long-distance dispersal boosts
the speed of spread during the ultimate phase, and can
have signiﬁcant eﬀects even when the probability of LDD
is vanishingly small. For fat-tailed kernels, I introduce a
method of characterizing the “shoulder’ of a dispersal kernel based on speed rarefaction curves, which separates the
peak and tail.
Benjamin R. Liu
University of Washington
Applied Mathematics
benliu@uw.edu
CP14
Host-Parasitoid
Range Shifts

eases
We develop and analyze a partial diﬀerential equation
(PDE) model to study the transmission and invasion dynamics of releasing Wolbachia-infected mosquitoes to establish infection among the wild uninfected mosquitoes.
Wolbachia is a novel mitigation strategy to control
mosquitoes-borne diseases, such as Zika, Chikungunya, and
dengue fever. It is a natural bacterium that can infect
mosquitoes and reduce their ability to transmit these diseases. A critical threshold condition that determines if a
Wolbachia infection can be sustained in the wild is the ratio of infected to uninfected mosquitoes. Thus, accounting
for the spatial heterogeneity in the distributions of the infected and uninfected mosquitoes is critical to accurately
predict if a release can be sustained in the ﬁeld. We create
a reaction-diﬀusion type PDE model for the spread of a
Wolbachia epidemic within the mosquito population. The
model accounts for both the complex vertical transmission
parameters (from diﬀerent mosquito life-stages) and the
horizontal transmission (spatial diﬀusion) of Wolbachia infection. We identify the spatial threshold condition for
the Wolbachia invasion, beyond which the model can give
rise to the traveling waves. The threshold is captured using a reduced 1-PDE model and further simulated using
the 2-PDE model. We then compare the spatial threshold
distribution to the previous ODE setting as well as other
spatial conﬁgurations of the releasing proﬁles.
Zhuolin Qu
Tulane University
zhuolin.qu@utsa.edu

CP14
Dynamics

and

Climate-Driven

Climate change has created new and evolving environmental conditions that cause the habitat ranges of many species
to shift upward in elevation and/or towards the poles. To
investigate the impact of climate-driven range shifts on
host and parasitoid insect species, I consider an integrodifference equation (IDE) model. Using this IDE model, I determine criteria for coexistence of the host and parasitoid
species as the habitat shifts spatially. I compare several
methods of determining the critical habitat speed, beyond
which the parasitoid cannot survive. To make the analysis
tractable, I determine the critical speed from a spatiallyimplicit model that uses an approximation of the dominant
eigenvalue of an integral operator. Because the kernel is
asymmetric, classical methods for determining the dominant eigenvalue perform poorly. Instead, I approximate
the dominant eigenvalue with a method known as geometric symmetrization. The critical speed for parasitoid survival, as computed from the spatially-implicit model, is a
good lower bound for the critical speed as determined from
simulations of the full IDE model. This framework allows
for further exploration of how biological factors impact the
coexistence of the host and parasitoid species.
Kelsey Marcinko
University of Washington
kmarcinko@whitworth.edu
CP14
Modeling the Invasion Wave of Wolbachia in
Mosquitoes for Controlling Mosquitoes-Borne Dis-

Network Models for Analyzing the Deformities Induced by the Ecotoxicological Contaminant Tris(4Chlorophenyl)Methanol (tcpmoh) in Developing
Zebraﬁsh (Danio Rerio)
Tris(4-cholophenyl)methanol (TCPMOH) is a recently discovered environmental water contaminant with an unknown origin. Although novel, it is highly persistent in the
environment, bioaccumulates in marine species, and has
been found in human breast milk. This study investigates
the eﬀects of TCPMOH using the zebraﬁsh model (Danio
rerio) by assessing TCPMOH induced deformities during
the developmental stage. Zebraﬁsh have been exposed to
0.0, 0.5, 1.0 or 5.0 M TCPMOH and monitored during
the developmental stage by way of microscopy imaging.
Morphological data has been gathered assessing deformities and mortality of each sample at 24-hour intervals. A
complex network model has been developed to analyze the
association between deformities and mortality within and
between experimental groups using mathematical correlations and spectral decomposition analysis. The spectral
radius for each network has been assessed and reveals morphological deformity associations and a statistically signiﬁcant increase in deformities in exposed samples.. Node importance analysis reveals yolk edema is highly associated
with the onset of other deformities and mortality. The ﬁndings of this study reveal the harmful eﬀects of TCPMOH.
With new environmental contaminants continually being
discovered, the network model developed may be applied
to determine the morphological damage any new toxicant
may have.
Ashley V. Schwartz
San Diego State University
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CP15
Galerkin Neural Networks: A Framework for Approximating Variational Equations with Error Control

Determining Inﬂuential Parameters in Nonsmooth
Models of Riots
The spread of rioting can be modeled as a sort of social contagion using nonsmooth ODEs, with nonsmoothness arising when a tipping point threshold is crossed, marking an
outburst of social activity with a bandwagon-like eﬀect. We
are interested in investigating parametric sensitivities of
such rioting activity, but the presence of nonsmoothness invalidates classical sensitivity theory. However, thanks to a
recent advancement in generalized derivatives theory called
lexicographic directional diﬀerentiation, nonsmooth modeling frameworks now possess a computationally-relevant
theory capable of characterizing local sensitivity information. In this talk, we highlight the nonsmooth sensitivity
theory and apply it to a multisite model of the 2005 French
riots around Paris, which was validated against a comprehensive data set of police reports. After discovering key
parameters driving the rioting activity, we consider other
possible scenarios in a non-local sensitivity analysis of this
social contagion.
Peter Stechlinski
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Maine
peter.stechlinski@maine.edu
Matthew Ackley
University of Maine
matthew.ackley@maine.edu
CP15
Assessing Building Damage After Natural Disasters with Interpretable Convolutional Neural Networks
Natural disasters ravage the world’s cities and shores on a
monthly basis. Having precise and eﬃcient mechanisms for
assessing infrastructure damage is essential to channel resources and minimize the loss of life. Using a dataset that
includes labeled pre- and post- disaster satellite imagery,
the xBD dataset, we train multiple convolutional neural
networks to assess building damage on a per-building basis. In order to investigate how to best classify building
damage, we present a highly interpretable deep-learning
methodology that seeks to explicitly convey the most useful information required to train an accurate classiﬁcation
model. We also delve into which loss functions best optimize these models. Our ﬁndings include that ordinal-cross
entropy loss is the most optimal loss function to use and
that including the type of disaster that caused the damage
in combination with a pre- and post-disaster image best
predicts the level of damage caused. The highest accuracy
percentage on the testing set that we achieve is 74.6%; the
non-optimal nature of this is largely attributed to the limited discernibility between the major and minor damage
categories. We also make progress in the realm of qualitative representations of which parts of the images that
the model is using to predict damage levels, through gradient class-activation maps. Our research seeks to computationally contribute to aiding in this ongoing and growing
humanitarian crisis, heightened by climate change.
Thomas Chen
Academy for Mathematics, Science, and Engineering

The past decade has seen a surge of interest in applying
neural networks to a range of non-standard applications,
including the numerical approximation of partial diﬀerential equations. We present a new neural network framework
for approximating variational problems based on the traditional Galerkin method. This approach is based on the
adaptive construction of a sequence of ﬁnite-dimensional
subspaces whose basis functions are realizations of a sequence of neural networks. The ﬁnite-dimensional subspaces are then used to deﬁne a standard Galerkin approximation of the variational equation. We present basic theoretical results regarding the convergence of the method
and several examples demonstrating the eﬃcacy of the approach.
Justin Dong
Brown University
justin dong@brown.edu
Mark Ainsworth
Division of Applied Mathematics
Brown University
Mark Ainsworth@brown.edu
CP15
Data Driven Machine Learning Models For Flood
Prediction on the Mississippi River Basin
Floods are one of the most destructive natural disasters
but can be highly chaotic and complex to model. Accurate ﬂood prediction models can be critical to minimizing
the impact of these events on infrastructure and on the
lives of those who live near a ﬂoodplain. Traditional, coupled models tend to be computationally expensive due to
the considerable amount of data that reﬂect both spatial
and temporal variations of key hydrological components to
ﬂoods. This presentation will demonstrate an approach to
build hydrological models that can accurately and precisely
map river discharge as a function of climate and other geological conditions at a given point in the future. These
models will be built using historical data obtained from the
Copernicus Satellite.
Haley R. Dozier, Andrew Strelzoﬀ, Althea Henslee,
Ashley Abraham
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Information Technology Laboratory
Haley.R.Dozier@erdc.dren.mil,
andrew.strelzoﬀ@erdc.dren.mil,
althea.c.henslee@erdc.dren.mil,
ashely.n.abraham@erdc.dren.mil
Nicholas Olsen, Cameron Chappell
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
Coastal Hydraulics Laboratory
nicholas.r.olsen@erdc.dren.mil,
cameron.g.chappell@erdc.dren.mil
CP15
Immune Cell Subset Metacluster Frequencies
Across Batches of Cov2-Stimulated Blood Samples
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over Time, and in Association with Clinical Metadata
It’s not true I never metacluster I didn’t like. We’re
using clustering algorithms on 20-dimensional snapshots
of immune cells at a batch level, for many batches, initially ”overclustering.” We then ”metacluster” the z-scored
cetroids of the initial clusters, to arrive of cohort-level
metacluster classiﬁcation of diverse T and B cell subsets.
Hence we’re clustering together thousands to tens of thousands of CD4 and CD T cells per participant, per blood
draw, per COV-2 peptide pool stimulation, with 16 participant visits per batch, 5 stimulations per participant visit,
and 25 batches and counting. We are using these frequencies as serological measures and to examine as correlates of
clinical outcomes.
Hugh R. Macmillan
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences
Fred Hutch Cancer Research Center
hmacmil@fredhutch.org
CP15
Investigating Fluid Drainage from the Edge of a
Porous Reservoir using Physics Informed Neural
Networks
Physics Informed Neural Networks (PINNs) is a state-ofthe-art tool for ﬁnding data-driven solutions to PDEs and
discovering parameters in a PDE from a given data. In
the present work, we have studied both, in the context
of ﬂuid drainage from the edge of a porous reservoir. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst implementation of deep neural networks to study this geophysical phenomenon. In the ﬁrst part, we investigated the steady-state
PDE, called Dupuit-Boussinesq approximation, from both
synthetic and experimental data for a range of given input
ﬂow values, where training data is provided for the state
variable; the water table height. We found that the experimental data displayed features that are not captured
by the simple PDE. We also tried to estimate the hydraulic conductivity from both synthetic and experimental data. Furthermore, we solved the estimation problem
for the transient ﬂow PDE, using numerical solutions from
ﬁnite-diﬀerence simulations as the input data to infer both
the hydraulic conductivity and the outﬂow boundary condition. We found that the PINNs were able to infer the
model parameters with reasonable accuracy, and more importantly, PDE solutions produced by the estimated parameter values were a good ﬁt for the data. Finally, we
highlight some of the diﬃculties in implementing PINNs
for studying this problem, for example, when the data does
not perfectly match the PDEs or scaling of the misﬁt terms.
Mohammad Afzal Shadab
Oden Institute for Computational Science and
Engineering,
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA
mashadab@utexas.edu
Dingcheng Luo, Yiran Shen
Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and
Sciences,
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA
dc.luo@utexas.edu, shenyiran91@utexas.edu
Eric Hiatt
Dept. of Geological Studies, Jackson School of
Geosciences
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA

eric.hiatt@utexas.edu
Marc A. Hesse
University of Texas
Department of Geological Sciences
mhesse@jsg.utexas.edu
CP16
Towards a Generalization of Optimization Methods
on Manifolds via Diﬀeological Spaces
In the 1980s, J.M. Souriau introduced ﬁrstly diﬀeological
spaces which are a natural generalization of smooth manifolds. However, optimization techniques are only known
on manifolds so far. A generalization of these techniques
to diﬀeological spaces is very challenging due to several
reasons. For example, there are various deﬁnitions of tangent spaces which do not coincide. In addition, one needs
to generalize a Riemannian space in order to deﬁne gradients which are necessary for optimization methods. In this
talk, we present a suitable deﬁnition of a tangent space in
view to optimization methods. Based on this deﬁnition, we
deﬁne a diﬀeological Riemannian space and a diﬀeological
gradient. In order to update the iterates in an optimization
algorithm on diﬀeological spaces, we present a diﬀeological
retraction and the Levi-Civita connection on diﬀeological
spaces.
Nico Goldammer, Kathrin Welker
University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg
goldammer@hsu-hh.de, welker@hsu-hh.de
CP16
On Parametric Second-Order Conic Optimization
We study the parametric analysis of a second-order conic
optimization problem, where the objective function is perturbed along a ﬁxed direction. We introduce the notions
of nonlinearity interval and transition point which serve as
stability regions of the optimal partition. Finally, under
some regularity conditions, we propose numerical procedures to compute a nonlinearity interval or to identify a
transition point.
Ali Mohammad Nezhad
Department of Mathematics, Purdue University
mohamm42@purdue.edu
Tamas Terlaky
Lehigh University
Department of industrial and Systems Engineering
terlaky@lehigh.edu
CP16
Adaptive Optimization of District Heating Network Operation
We propose an adaptive optimization algorithm for operating district heating networks in a stationary regime. The
behavior of hot water ﬂow in the pipe network is modeled
using the incompressible Euler equations and a suitable
energy equation. The algorithm is based on a hierarchy
of this system of diﬀerential equations to adaptively model
physics in the individual pipes of the network depending
on the actual state of physics. A posteriori error estimators
are used for switching between the models in the hierarchy
and to control the discretization of the diﬀerential equations. We prove convergence of the adaptive method and
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present some numerical results that illustrate the applicability of the approach.
Hannes Dänschel, Volker Mehrmann
Technische Universität Berlin
daenschel@math.tu-berlin.de,
mehrmann@math.tu-berlin.de
Marius Roland
Trier University
roland@uni-trier.de
Martin Schmidt
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
Department Mathematik
mar.schmidt@fau.de
CP17
Improving the Applicability and Eﬃciency of
Monte Carlo Linear Algebra Algorithms
When dealing with large, linear-algebra problems, classical linear-algebra tools are no longer practical because the
computational cost is not feasible. The computational cost
of well known algorithms are usually O(N 3 ) for dense matrices, and even linear iterative methods for sparse matrices are not applicable when N is huge. In this case, a
Monte Carlo algorithm is the only method that we can actually apply to solve those problems. However, it is not
always guaranteed that a Monte Carlo algorithm is convergent and eﬃcient. An appropriate preconditioner and
transition probability need to be chosen to make the algorithm reliable. We are interested in seeking the lowest
eigenvalue of large matrices. We transform the eigenvalue
problem to a scalar equation using the Shur complement,
and this scalar equation includes the inverse of the matrix,
which can be obtained by solving a system of linear equations. Our goal is to ﬁnd the appropriate preconditioner to
reduce the sample variance when solving a linear system
by a Monte Carlo algorithm. We suggest to sample a tile
of a matrix, instead of one element at a time. We show
that tiling reduces the variance for when we have a dense
random matrix as a coeﬃcient matrix.
Hyeji Choi
SUNY Stony Brook
Institute for Advanced Computational Science
hyeji.choi.1@stonybrook.edu
Robert Harrison
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Stony Brook University
robert.harrison@stonybrook.edu
CP17
On the Classiﬁcation Capabilities of Topological
Data Analysis
Topological Data Analysis (TDA) has been applied to enhance Machine Learning (ML) pipelines across diﬀerent application domains. TDA has been widely used to provide
topological interpretations of data in topological descriptors to allow ML tasks such as clustering or supervised
classiﬁcation. Multiscale relationships between data are
discovered and processed during ﬁltered simplicial complexes construction and persistence computation, but once
desired topological features are computed, all those relationships are discarded. However, taking advantage of
both the TDA results and the entire topological invariants
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discovering process would help address current classiﬁcation challenges. This work aims to present preliminary
results on TDA’s direct application to supervised learning
with no further ML stage. A label propagation algorithm
on ﬁltered simplicial complexes based on Link and Star
operators will be presented. The main idea is to select
a sub-complex from the ﬁltration and perform a labeling
propagation process based on the simplex’s Link to classify. In this method, the label of maximal contribution is
used to label an unlabeled simplex. Filtration values are
used in the labeling process as tie disambiguation. The
proposed algorithm is applied to imbalanced data classiﬁcation and mislabeled-data identiﬁcation, correction, and
classiﬁcation. Finally, experimental results will be presented by comparing the proposed algorithm with other
neighbor-based classiﬁers.
Rolando Kindelan-Nuñez
Universidad de Chile
rolan2kn@gmail.com
Nancy Hitschfeld
Computer Science Department
University of Chile
nancy@dcc.uchile.cl
Mauricio Cerda
Faculty of Medicine
University of Chile
mauricio.cerda@uchile.cl
José Frı́as
Center for Research in Mathematics (CIMAT)
Mexico
frias@matem.unam.mx
CP17
Marginal Posteriors with Truncated Marginal Ratio Estimation
In physics and astronomy, marginal posteriors play a pivotal role in constraining the parameters of probabilistic
models. Typically these are nonlinear functions of many
random variables called simulators. In standard practice,
inference algorithms estimate the posterior of all stochastic variables jointly before marginalization. For complex
simulators this approach can be intractable. We present
truncated marginal ratio estimation: an algorithm that efﬁciently estimates any marginal posterior by constraining
analysis to plausible regions of parameter space through an
iterative scheme. It is based on amortized likelihood-toevidence ratio estimation using a trained binary classiﬁer
and diﬀers from existing sequential approaches. It enables:
(a) automatic reuse of the simulations for hyper-eﬃcient
follow-up studies of alternative observations, (b) eﬃcient
coverage tests of the estimated marginal posteriors, and
(c) marginal inference of high-dimensional complex posteriors. Since it is a likelihood-free, or simulation-based,
method it is applicable when the likelihood is only implicitly deﬁned, i.e. when it is possible to sample the likelihood
but not evaluate it. We show that our method can require
at least an order of magnitude fewer simulations on typical
use-cases than likelihood-based approximate inference. We
oﬀer a functional prototype open-source package swyft at
https://github.com/undark-lab/swyft.
Benjamin K. Miller
University of Colorado
bkmiller@colorado.edu
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Patrick Forré
AMLab
University of Amsterdam
p.d.forre@uva.nl

Luca Capogna
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
lcapogna@wpi.edu

Christoph Weniger
Gravitation AstroParticle Physics Amsterdam
(GRAPPA)
University of Amsterdam
c.weniger@uva.nl

CP17
Large Deviation Principle for Local Empirical Measure of Coulomb Gases at Intermediate Temperature Regime

CP17
Analyzing the Infection Risk of Healthcare Workers for Covid-19 with a New Adaptive Bayesian
Lasso Exponential Random Graph Model
In this paper, we propose an Adaptive Bayesian Lasso Exponential Random Graph Model. This model allows the
posterior distribution for each parameter to have an individualized variance. The Gibbs Sampling algorithm is derived, and we apply this new ﬂexible model to analyze the
infection risk of healthcare workers for COVID-19. Our
results show an improvement to the traditional Bayesian
Exponential Random Graph model which is signiﬁcant in
light of the promising applications of this newly proposed
method.
Vicki Modisette, Dan Han
University of Louisville
vicki.searl@louisville.edu, dan.han@louisville.edu
CP17
A Neural Network Ensemble Approach to System
Identiﬁcation
We present a new algorithm for learning unknown governing equations from trajectory data, using neural networks.
Given samples of solutions x(t) to an unknown dynamical system ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t)), we approximate the function
f using an ensemble of neural networks. We express the
equation in integral form and use Euler method to predict
the solution at every successive time step using at each iteration a diﬀerent neural network as a prior for f . This
procedure yields N-1 time-independent networks, where N
is the number of time steps at which x(t) is observed. Finally, we obtain a single approximation of the function
f (t, x(t)) by neural network interpolation. Unlike our earlier work, where we numerically computed the derivatives
of data, and used them as target in a Lipschitz regularized
neural network to approximate f , our new method avoids
numerical diﬀerentiations, which are unstable in presence
of noise. We test the new algorithm on multiple examples,
such as the Lotka-Volterra system and the Damped Pendulum equation both with and without noise in the data.
We empirically show that generalization and recovery of
the governing equation improve by adding a Lipschitz regularization term in our loss function and that this method
improves our previous one especially in presence of noise,
when numerical diﬀerentiation provides low quality target
data. Finally, we compare our results with the method
proposed by Raissi, et al. arXiv:1801.01236 (2018).
Elisa Negrini
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Worcester, MA, US)
enegrini@wpi.edu
Giovanna Citti
University of Bologna
giovanna.citti@unibo.it

We work with Coulomb gases at an intermediate temperature regime. We deﬁne a local empirical ﬁeld and identify
a critical temperature scaling. We show that if the scaling of the temperature is supercritical, the local empirical
ﬁeld satisﬁes an LDP with an entropy-based rate function.
We also show that if the scaling of the temperature is subcritical, the local empirical ﬁeld satisﬁes an LDP with an
energy-based rate function. An important idea in this work
is to exploit the diﬀerent scaling relations satisﬁed by the
Coulomb energy and the entropy.
David Padilla-Garza
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
dpg310@nyu.edu
CP18
Critical Thresholds in a Nonlocal Euler System
with Relaxation
We propose and study a nonlocal Euler system with relaxation, which tends to a strictly hyperbolic system under
the hyperbolic scaling limit. We will derive a precise critical threshold for this system in one dimensional setting.
Our result reveals that such nonlocal system admits global
smooth solutions for a large class of initial data. Thus, the
nonlocal velocity regularizes the generic ﬁnite-time breakdown in the pressureless Euler system. We will also look
into a one-dimensional 2 × 2 hyperbolic Eulerian system
with local relaxation from critical threshold perspective.
The system features dynamic transition between strictly
and weakly hyperbolic.
Manas Bhatnagar
Iowa State University
manasb@iastate.edu
Hailiang Liu
Iowa State University
USA
hliu@iastate.edu
CP18
A Superconvergent Hybrid Method of Spectral Elements and Generalized Weighted Residuals on Irregular Domains
Spectral element methods, such as those using tensorproduct Gauss-Lobatto points, are well known to superconverge over regular domains. However, superconvergence is
often lost on irregular domains due to distorted elements.
We introduce a novel hybrid method, which uses a Schwarz
alternating process to combine superconvergent spectral elements with Gauss-Lobatto points in the interior of the
domain with a method of generalized weighted residuals
(GWR) near the boundary. Speciﬁcally, we use a GWR formulation called the extended adaptive stencil ﬁnite element
method (AES-FEM), which overcomes element-quality dependence of Lagrange ﬁnite elements. Our resulting hy-
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brid method, called SPEAF, preserves the global superconvergence of spectral elements, while being able to accommodate irregular domains by using hybrid meshes. We
present numerical results in solving parabolic PDEs in 2D
and 3D and demonstrate the O(hp+2 ) convergence rate in
�2 norm and O(hp+1 ) in H 1 norm with even-degree-p spectral elements in the interior. These superconvergence results match those of spectral elements and exceed those
of equidistant ﬁnite elements by one order, while approximately preserving their eﬃciency. We describe the simpliﬁed mesh-generation process of SPEAF with a sublinear time complexity, and compare the accuracy and eﬃciency of SPEAF with standard Lagrange ﬁnite elements
and spectral elements.
Rebecca Conley
Saint Peter’s University
rconley@saintpeters.edu
Xiangmin Jiao, Jacob Jones
Stony Brook University
xiangmin.jiao@stonybrook.edu,
cob.jones@stonybrook.edu

coupling Maxwell’s equations results in a non-linear system
of PDE’s whose solution is the electric ﬁeld and current,
E and J respectively. Using a matrix representation of the
cross-product, an explicit form of Ohm’s law is presented.
Well-posedness of both the forward problem and the inverse problem, with a parameter set consisting of the ﬂuid
ﬂow, conductivity, applied magnetic ﬁeld, hall parameter,
and ion-slip parameter is presented. Numerical validation
of the parameter estimation will also be discussed, utilizing
COMSOL to apply FMGRES and ﬁnite element techniques
to complex geometry, with electrodes and loads being included in the model. Both the continuous and segmented
Faraday conﬁgurations will be explored.
Evan Rajbhandari
Oregon State University
rajbhane@oregonstate.edu
CP18
Interaction of Optical Pulses in Nonlinear Media

ja-

CP18
Iterative High Order Numerical Method for Multiple Scattering
This paper outlines a new iterative method for determining the scattered wave for two dimensional multiple acoustic scattering problems. We seek to approximate the total
wave as it is scattered oﬀ of multiple arbitrarily shaped obstacles. This is done by enclosing each obstacle in a circular
artiﬁcial boundary and generating a curvilinear coordinate
system for the computational region between the obstacles and the artiﬁcial boundary. We treat each obstacle
as a separate singular acoustic scattering problem and use
a ﬁnite diﬀerence method to create a linear system whose
solution will approximate the scattered wave. The forcing
vector in the linear system is determined from the total
inﬂuence on the obstacle boundary from the incident wave
and the scattered waves from the other obstacles. In each
iteration, we solve the singular acoustic scattering problem
for each obstacle by using the scattered wave approximations from the other obstacles obtained from the previous
iteration. The iterations continue until the solutions converge. I will include numerical results which demonstrate
the accuracy and advantages of our technique.
Jonathan H. Hale
Brigham Young University
Jonathan.h.hale98@gmail.com
Vianey Villamizar
Department of Mathematics
Brigham Young University
vianey@mathematics.byu.edu
CP18
Parameter Identiﬁcation in Three-Dimensional
Electrostatics for Magnetohydrodynamics
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the study of a charged
medium ﬂowing through a magnetic ﬁeld. For this talk,
the working ﬂuid is assumed to be a steady state singularly ionized plasma moving uniformly down the channel.
Similarly, the magnetic ﬁeld is assumed to be a steady
state applied ﬁeld, neglecting the induced ﬁeld. Introducing the ion-slip term into the generalized Ohm’s law, and

Interaction of optical pulses in Nonlinear optical media is
studied numerically and analytically. The pulse dynamics are simulated by wave propagation techniques. The
numerical simulations agree with the results of the analytical model. The new results explain the interaction of
pulses at the interface and provide conditions for reﬂection
or transmission. This provides an opportunity to analyze
the interaction in diﬀerent types of media including diﬀusive nonlinear media.
Rajah P. Varatharajah
North Carolina A&T State University
rajah@ncat.edu
CP18
A Feynman-Kac Based Numerical Method for
Solving Local and Non-Local Transport Problems
The exit time probability, which gives the likelihood that
a particle leaves a prescribed region in the phase space
of a dynamical system at, or before, a given time, is arguably one of the most natural and important transport
problems. Here we present an accurate and eﬃcient numerical method for computing this probability for systems
described by nonautonomous (time-dependent) stochastic
diﬀerential equations (SDEs) and their equivalent FokkerPlanck partial diﬀerential equations. The method is based
on the direct approximation of the Feynman-Kac formula
that establishes a link between the adjoint Fokker- Planck
equation and the forward SDE. The method is unconditionally stable, exhibits second-order convergence in space,
ﬁrst-order convergence in time, and, it is straightforward
to parallelize. In the local transport case, the SDEs are
driven by Brownian motion, and in the nonlocal case, by
a combination of Brownian motion and Poisson jump processes describing nonlocality with a ﬁnite horizon kernel in
the corresponding partial integrodiﬀerential equation (PIDEs). As a natural extension of boundary conditions for
local PDEs, we consider volume constraints in the nonlocal
case. Applications of the proposed method to local transport include advection-diﬀusion of passive tracers in ﬂuid
ﬂows exhibiting chaotic advection and runaway acceleration of electrons in a plasma.
Minglei Yang, Diego Del-Castillo-Negrete, Guannan
Zhang
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
yangm@ornl.gov, delcastillod@ornl.gov, zhangg@ornl.gov
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Yanzhao Cao
Department of Mathematics & Statistics
Auburn University
yzc0009@auburn.edu
CP19
Dory: Overcoming Barriers to Computing Persistent Homology
Persistent homology (PH) is a tool in topological data analysis (TDA) that computes multi-scale topologically invariant properties of high-dimensional data that are robust to
noise. While PH has revealed useful patterns across various applications, computational requirements have been
limited to small data sets of a few thousand points. We
present Dory, an eﬃcient and scalable algorithm that enables the computation of persistent homology to large data
sets. Dory uses signiﬁcantly less memory and computation
time when compared to the best of the published algorithms, and scales to process data sets with millions of
points. As an application, we compute PH of the human
genome at the high resolution of 1 kilobase from a genomewide Hi-C data set. Results show that the topology of the
human genome changes signiﬁcantly upon treatment with
auxin, a chemical that degrades cohesin, corroborating the
hypothesis that cohesin plays a crucial role in loop formation in DNA.
Manu Aggarwal
NIH/NIDDK, U.S.
manu.aggarwal@nih.gov
Vipul Periwal
Laboratory of Biological Modeling
NIDDK, NIH
vipulp@niddk.nih.gov
CP19
The Shape of Things to Come: Topological Data
Analysis and Plant Biology
Shape is foundational to biology. Observing and documenting shape has fueled biological understanding as the
shape of biomolecules, cells, tissues, and organisms arise
from the eﬀects of genetics, development, and the environment. The vision of topological data analysis (TDA), that
data is shape and shape is data, will be relevant as biology
transitions into a data-driven era where meaningful interpretation of large datasets is a limiting factor. We focus
ﬁrst on quantifying the morphology of X-ray CT scans of
barley spikes and seeds using topological descriptors based
on the Euler characteristic transform. We then successfully train a support vector machine to distinguish and
classify 28 diﬀerent varieties of barley based solely on the
3D shape of their grains. This shape characterization will
allow us later to link genotype with phenotype, furthering
our understanding on how the physical shape is genetically
speciﬁed in DNA.
Erik J. Amezquita, Michelle Quigley
Michigan State University
amezqui3@msu.edu, quigle30@msu.edu
Tim Ophelders
TU Eindhoven
t.a.e.ophelders@tue.nl
Jacob Landis

Cornell University
jbl256@cornell.edu
Daniel Koenig
University of California Riverside
dkoenig@ucr.edu
Elizabeth Munch, Daniel Chitwood
Michigan State University
muncheli@msu.edu, chitwoo9@msu.edu
CP19
A Metric on Directed Graphs and Markov Chains
Based on Hitting Probabilities
The shortest-path, commute time, and diﬀusion distances
on undirected graphs have been widely employed in applications such as dimensionality reduction, link prediction, and trip planning. Increasingly, there is interest in
using asymmetric structure of data derived from Markov
chains and directed graphs, but few metrics are speciﬁcally adapted to this task. We introduce a metric on the
state space of any ergodic, ﬁnite-state, time-homogeneous
Markov chain and, in particular, on any Markov chain derived from a directed graph. Our construction is based on
hitting probabilities, with nearness in the metric space related to the transfer of random walkers from one node to
another at stationarity. Notably, our metric is insensitive
to shortest and average walk distances, thus giving new
information compared to existing metrics. We use possible degeneracies in the metric to develop an interesting
structural theory of directed graphs and explore a related
quotienting procedure. Our metric can be computed in
O(n3 ) time, where n is the number of states, and in examples we scale up to n = 10, 000 nodes and ≈ 38M edges
on a desktop computer. In several examples, we explore
the nature of the metric, compare it to alternative methods, and demonstrate its utility for weak recovery of community structure in dense graphs, visualization, structure
recovering, dynamics exploration, and multiscale cluster
detection.
Zachary M. Boyd
University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill
boyd@mathematics.byu.edu
CP19
Utilizing the Structure of the Curvelet Transform
in Compressed Sensing
Compressed sensing (CS) has empowered quality image
reconstruction with fewer data samples than previously
thought were required. CS is made possible by a system
matrix that satisﬁes some condition where it is close to invertible, such as the Restricted Isometry Principle in Levels. Much of the theory of compressed sensing applies to a
general matrix of this type. The Discrete Curvelet Transform (DCT) has been shown to represent images with a low
number of signiﬁcant coeﬃcients. When combined with a
Fourier sensing application, e.g. MRI, the DCT is an eﬀective sparsifying transform. In this work, we consider the
speciﬁc structure of the DCT. We show that the DCT suggests that the sampling pattern should include a fully sampled region of a speciﬁc size, corresponding to the resolution of the coarse ﬁlter embedded in the DCT, in the center
of the Fourier domain. We take advantage of the structure
of the DCT and identify an aﬃne transformation that increases the sparsity of the result. After inclusion of this
aﬃne transformation, we modify the resulting optimiza-
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tion problem to comply with the usual form of the problem
solved in CS. Remarkably, the system matrix of the resulting problem is the same as the original, which maintains
the theoretical guarantees of CS. Because of the increased
sparsity, the problem yields images of higher quality for
the same number of samples. We present results with data
from magnetic resonance and optical images.
Nicholas Dwork
University of California, San Francisco
nicholas.dwork@ucsf.edu
Peder Larson
University of Calforinia, San Francisco
peder.larson@ucsf.edu
CP19
Robust Cyber-Risk Estimation in IoT Devices
Weak security practices often expose increasingly pervasive IoT systems to (major) cyber-attacks. Third-party
cyber-risk management (CRM) solutions are thriving in
mitigating such attacks’ negative impacts on civilian sectors or else. The pre-requisite to scale the markets for such
solutions is robust cyber-risk estimation for IoT systems
- both, for individual IoT gadgets, and, for the network
formed by such gadgets. We address the problem for individual IoT gadgets that comprise multiple components
“stitched” together, each supporting a salient functionality,
and often manufactured by heterogeneous vendors. Specifically, we account for the statistical dependencies between
the performance measures of (i) diﬀerent components at a
given time, and (ii) the same component over time, to robustly estimate the standard time-dependent Conditional
Value at Risk (CVaR) for such gadgets. We exhibit an
experimental increase in CVaR-estimation accuracy of up
to 90% compared to estimates not considering statistical
dependencies. We also derive a mathematical concentration bound of the CVaR metric for a multi-component IoT
gadget. Finally, we showcase a rigorous and computationally eﬃcient Bayesian CVaR prediction method that accurately predicts components’ future performance. Apart
from a clear advantage to the CRM industry, our method
is of particular social importance in life-critical IoT gadget
settings such as pacemakers and artiﬁcial kidneys under
resource-drainage (RD) attacks.
Ziyuan Huang, Ranjan Pal
University of Michigan
ziyuanh@umich.edu, palr@umich.edu
Harshith Nagubandi
Qualcomm
nagubandiharshith@gmail.com
Mingyan Liu
University of Michigan
mingyan@umich.edu
CP19
Emd with Shape-Preserving Spline Interpolation
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is a popular, novel,
user-friendly algorithm to decompose a given signal into its
constituting components, utilizing spline interpolation. In
this paper, we equip EMD with a shape-preserving interpolation scheme based on quadratic B-splines. Using numerical experiments, we show that our scheme, which we
coin Geometric EMD, or GEMD, outperforms the original
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EMD, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Maria D. van der Walt
WESTMONT COLLEGE
INSTITUTION FOUND
mvanderwalt@westmont.edu

MS1
Robust Monitoring of the Human Head by Electrical Impedance Tomography
This project focuses on applying EIT to head imaging without accurate information on the electrode positions or the
shape of the studied patient’s head. In medical applications of EIT, the exact shape of the imaged object is usually unknown; even if one has some generic information
about the average shape of the imaged part of the human
body, the natural variations between diﬀerent subjects are
often signiﬁcant and EIT is known to be extremely sensitive to geometric mismodelling. In this talk I will present
two diﬀerent methods for handling the problem on a computational FEM head model. On the one hand, I will show
results with machine learning approaches, such as support
vector machine (SVM) and neural networks (NN), used to
binary classify the type of stroke occurred, hemorrhagic or
ischemic. Albeit really fast, this method wont provide a
full image reconstruction. On the other hand, we apply
the approximation error approach, where the error caused
by the mismodeling is included as an extra additive noise
process in the measurement model, its statistics are estimated in advance based on heavy simulations and prior
knowledge on all unknown parameters, and ﬁnally the actual inversion is performed within the Bayesian paradigm.
These are joint works with M. Santacesaria, N. Hyvönen,
J. Kaipio and V. Kolehmainen.
Valentina Candiani
Aalto University
valentina.candiani@aalto.ﬁ

MS1
Graph U-Net for 2D Electrical Impedance Tomography
The most comprehensive forward model for electrical
impedance tomography requires discretizing the domain,
often into a ﬁnite element method (FEM) mesh. The inverse problem, often referred to as EIT reconstruction, also
typically takes place with the conductivity distribution deﬁned over a FEM mesh. Previously, neural networks have
been incorporated into reconstruction methods with the
use of fully connected layers or by restricting discretization
to Euclidean grids in order use traditional convolutional
layers. Recently, outside of EIT, graph convolutional networks (GCNs) have grown in popularity because they share
many of the same beneﬁts as traditional convolutional networks except that they are ﬂexible enough to operate over
graph data. In this work, a GCN with a U-net architecture
is used to post process recovered conductivity distributions
deﬁned over a FEM mesh, leading to increased sharpness
and reliability in the ﬁnal reconstruction. The GCN is
trained using simulated data and preliminary results are
provided for experimental ACT3 and KIT 4 data sets.
William Herzberg
Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI
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William.herzberg@marquette.edu
MS1
Direct 3D Electrical Impedance Tomography Reconstructions from Simulated Electrode Data
Until recently, most Complex Geometrical Optics (CGO)based reconstruction methods have focused on 2D image
reconstruction. 3D CGO-based methods have primarily
focused on theoretical studies and assume continuum data
on the entire boundary of the domain. This work is the
ﬁrst to adapt the 3-D texp method to cases with simulated
electrode data and the ﬁrst to implement a 3-D Calderón
method on a sphere with simulated electrode data. Results
for the 3D CGO-based methods are comparable to their 2D
counterparts. In addition, these methods are compared to
more common regularized non-linear least squares methods. The eﬀect of number of electrodes and noise level are
investigated across all methods. Extending on the work
with spherical domains, we present 3D CGO-based reconstructions in ellipsoidal domains with simulated electrode
data. To improve the image quality, we introduce deep
learning post-processing of these 3D images.
Peter A. Muller
Villanova University
peter.muller@villanova.edu
MS1
Combining Real World Measurements of EIT with
Neural Networks for Stroke Classiﬁcation
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an emerging
non-invasive medical imaging modality. It is based on the
measurements of boundary electrical currents and voltages,
leading to recovering the internal conductivity distribution. The mathematical task of EIT image reconstruction
is a nonlinear and ill-posed inverse problem, typically resulting in blurred images. One promising application is
stroke-EIT, or classiﬁcation of stroke into either ischemic
or hemorrhagic. Ischemic stroke involves a blood clot, preventing blood ﬂow to a part of the brain causing a lowconductivity region. Hemorrhagic stroke means bleeding
in the brain causing a high-conductivity region. In both
cases the symptoms are identical, so a cost-eﬀective and
portable classiﬁcation device is needed. Typical EIT images are not optimal for stroke-EIT because of blurriness.
In this talk we ﬁrst approximate the idealized boundary
condition, that is Dirichlet-to-Neumann(DN) map, from
the practical boundary electrode measurements of Complete Electrode Model (CEM). We then use the idealized
DN map to extract robust features called Virtual Hybrid
Edge Detection (VHED) functions that have a geometric
interpretation and whose computation from EIT data does
not involve calculating a full image of the conductivity. We
report the measures of accuracy for the stroke prediction
using VHED functions on data sets that diﬀer from the
training data used for the training of neural network.
Rashmi V. Murthy
University of Helsinki
rashmi.murthy@helsinki.ﬁ
MS2
Integrable Dynamics of Curves in the Pseudoconformal 3-Sphere
We consider evolution equations for curves in the 3-

dimensional sphere that are invariant under the group
SU (2, 1) of pseudoconformal transformations, which preserves the standard contact structure on the sphere. In
particular, we investigate how invariant evolutions of Legendrian and transverse curves induce both new and wellknown integrable systems and hierarchies at the level of
their geometric invariants.
Annalisa M. Calini
College of Charleston
Department of Mathematics
calinia@cofc.edu
Thomas Ivey
College of Charleston
iveyt@cofc.edu
MS2
High-Order Rogue Waves and Solitons, and Solutions Interpolating Between Them
A family of exact solutions to the focusing nonlinear
Schrdinger equation is presented that contains fundamental rogue waves and multiple-pole solitons of all orders.
The family is indexed with a continuous parameter representing the ”order” that allows one to continuously tune
between rogue waves and solitons of diﬀerent integer orders. In this scheme, solitons and rogue waves of increasing
integer orders alternate as the continuous order parameter increases. For example, the Peregrine solution can be
viewed as a soliton of order three-halves. We show that
solutions in this family exhibit certain universal features
in the limit of high (continuous) order.
Peter D. Miller
University of Michigan
millerpd@umich.edu
Deniz Bilman
University of Cincinnati
bilman@uc.edu
MS2
Instability of Breathers and Double-Periodic
Waves in the Focusing NLS Equation
I will discuss precise analytical results on linear instability of Akhmediev breathers, Kuznetsov-Ma breathers,
and Peregrine’s rogue wave. These solutions are degenerate cases of the double-periodic solutions to the cubic
NLS (nonlinear Schrodinger) equation. The wave function modulus of the double-periodic solutions is periodic
both in space and time coordinates; such solutions generalize the standing waves which have the time-independent
and space-periodic wave function modulus. Similar to
breathers and standing waves, the double-periodic solutions are spectrally unstable and this instability is related
to the bands of the Lax spectrum outside the imaginary
axis.
Dmitry Pelinovsky
McMaster University
Department of Mathematics
dmpeli@math.mcmaster.ca
MS2
On Spectral Theory of Soliton and Breather Gases
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for Integrable Systems
Solitons and breathers are localized solutions of integrable
systems that can be viewed as particles of complex statistical objects called soliton and breather gases. In this
talk we brieﬂy review some main equations of the spectral
theory of soliton gases for integrable systems and discuss
rigorous analysis of these equations.
Alexander Tovbis
University of Central Florida
Department of Mathematics
alexander.tovbis@ucf.edu
MS3
The Impact of Changing Behavior, Sentiments, and
Risk Perception on Covid-19 Transmission
COVID-19 is a respiratory disease caused by coronavirus,
SARSCOV2. The disease has led to over 81 million cases,
and with over 2 million deaths worldwide. In the current
social and political climate, the risk of COVID-19 infection
is driven by peoples perception of risk of the infection. A
number of factors drive public perception of disease risk,
these include peoples beliefs, knowledge, and information
about a disease. In this seminar, I present two diﬀerent
models for COVID-19 looking at peoples behavior and their
sentiments about the disease. One model uses game theory
and appropriate payoﬀ functions relating to the perception
of risk measured using disease incidence and severity of
infection to account for a series of human behaviors. Which
leads to a complex interplay between the epidemiological
model, that aﬀects success of diﬀerent strategies, and the
game theoretic behavioral model, which in turn aﬀects the
spread of the disease. The second model uses tweets from
twitter to account for peoples sentiments about the disease.
It also takes into account negative sentiments driven by
misinformation. The results from these models shows that
rational behavior of susceptible individuals can lead to a
second wave of the pandemic. To reduce the burden of the
disease in the community, it is necessary to ensure positive
sentiments and feelings and to incentivize such altruistic
behavior by infected individuals as voluntary self-isolation.
Folashade Agusto
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
University of Kansas
fbagusto@gmail.com
MS3
Optimal Control Applied to Models of Invasive
Species in Rivers
Using a parabolic PDE model representing an invasive population in a river, we investigate controlling the water discharge rate as a management strategy. Our goal is to use
the control to keep the invasive population downstream.
Using an optimality system, consisting of our population
PDE, an adjoint PDE, and corresponding optimal control
characterization, we illustrate some numerical simulations
to show how far upstream the invasive population reaches.
Suzanne M. Lenhart
University of Tennessee
Department of Mathematics
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slenhart@utk.edu
MS3
Estimation of Partial Diﬀerential Equations
In many physical applications, the system’s state varies
with spatial variables as well as time. Such systems are
modelled by partial diﬀerential equations and the state
evolves on an inﬁnite-dimensional space. Systems modelled
by delay-diﬀerential equations are also inﬁnite-dimensional
systems. The full state of these systems cannot be measured. Observer design is an important tool for estimating
the state from available measurements. The idea is to combine information from measurements and the model, both
of which contain errors, to arrive at a estimate of the system state. Often only some aspect of the state needs to be
estimated, not the whole state. This, and also the nature
of disturbances, should guide the choice of observer design.
The well-known Kalman ﬁlter is described, and also several
other types of estimators for output estimation of linear
inﬁnite-dimensional systems. Another factor in estimator
accuracy for systems with spatial dependence is the location of the sensors. A practical framework for constructing
ﬁnite-dimensional estimators that provide performance arbitrarily close to optimal is described. Some results are
described and illustrated with computational results.
Kirsten Morris
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
University of Waterloo
kmorris@uwaterloo.ca
MS3
Consensus and Control of Opinion Formation Models
We analyze the asymptotic behavior of a HegselmannKrause opinion formation model with time delay. Under
appropriate assumptions, we prove exponential consensus
estimates when the time delay satisﬁes a suitable smallness
assumption. Our arguments are based on a Lyapunov functional approach and require careful estimates on the trajectories. We then study the mean-ﬁeld limit from the manyindividual Hegselmann-Krause equation to the continuitytype partial diﬀerential equation as the number of individuals goes to inﬁnity. For the limiting equation, we prove
global-in-time existence and uniqueness of measure-valued
solutions. We also use the fact that constants appearing
in the consensus estimates for the particle system are independent of the number of individual to extend the exponential consensus result to the continuum model. Some
related control problems are also illustrated.
Cristina Pignotti
University of L’Aquila
pignotti@univaq.it
MS4
Non-Asymptotic Estimation of Risk Measures using Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics
In this talk we will discuss the approximation of arbitrary
law invariant risk measures. The approximation algorithm
we propose is based on stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics, which can be seen as a version of the stochastic
gradient descent used in various learning problems. We
will present both theoretical, non-asymptotic convergence
rates of the approximation algorithm and numerical simu-
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lations. We will particularly discuss the case of the average
value-at-risk.

alessandra.derossi@unito.it, roberto.cavoretto@unito.it

Jiarui Chu
Princeton University
jiaruic@princeton.edu

MS5
Inverse Distance Weighting-Partition of Unity
Methods: An Overview

MS4

In this introductive talk we give a review of some recent
published results on Inverse Distance Weighting-Partition
of Unity Methods.

Portfolio Optimisation within a Wasserstein Ball
We study the problem of active portfolio management
where an investor aims to outperform a benchmark strategy’s risk proﬁle while not deviating too far from it. Specifically, an investor considers alternative strategies whose
terminal wealth lie within a Wasserstein ball surrounding a
benchmark’s – being distributionally close – and that have
a speciﬁed dependence/copula – tying state-by-state outcomes – to it. The investor then chooses the alternative
strategy that minimises a distortion risk measure of terminal wealth. In a general (complete) market model, we
prove that an optimal dynamic strategy exists and provide
its characterisation through the notion of isotonic projections. We further propose a simulation approach to calculate the optimal strategy’s terminal wealth, making our
approach applicable to a wide range of market models. Finally, we illustrate how investors with diﬀerent copula and
risk preferences invest and improve upon the benchmark
using the Tail Value-at-Risk, inverse S-shaped, and lowerand upper-tail distortion risk measures as examples. We
ﬁnd that investors’ optimal terminal wealth distribution
has larger probability masses in regions that reduce their
risk measure relative to the benchmark while preserving
the benchmark’s structure.
Silvana Pesenti
Department of Statistical Sciences
University of Toronto
silvana.pesenti@utoronto.ca
Sebastian Jaimungal
University of Toronto, Canada
sebastian.jaimungal@utoronto.ca

MS5
Fast Computation of Little Interpolants
A fundamental point in the implementation of local highdimensional interpolants is the construction of fast partitioning and searching routines, which allow us to eﬃciently
organize the set of data points. This request derives from
the need of detecting suitable subsets useful to construct
the local interpolant. In particular, in the 2d and 3d settings the computation of Little interpolants needs conﬁgurations of triangles or tetrahedra whose vertices are given
by the interpolation nodes. It is therefore important for
each point to ﬁnd the nearest neighbors so as to eﬃciently
compute the interpolant. Here we present the use of a
fast searching procedure based on the partitioning of the
domain and of the scattered data set in squares or cubic
blocks. Several numerical results will be presented to show
the eﬃciency of the proposed algorithms.
Alessandra De Rossi, Roberto Cavoretto
Department of Mathematics
University of Torino

Francesco Dell’Accio
University of Calabria
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
francesco.dellaccio@unical.it
MS5
Solving Poisson Equation with Dirichlet Conditions
Through Multinode Shepard’s Operators
The multinode Shepard operator is a linear combination of
local polynomial interpolants with inverse distance weighting basis functions. This operator can be rewritten as
a blend of function values with cardinal basis functions,
which are a combination of the inverse distance weighting basis functions with multivariate Lagrange fundamental polynomials. The key for simply computing the latter,
on a unisolvent set of points, is to use a translation of the
canonical polynomial basis and the P A = LU factorization of the associated Vandermonde matrix. In this talk,
we propose a method to numerically solve a Poisson equation with Dirichlet conditions through multinode Shepard
interpolants by collocation. This collocation method gives
rise to a collocation matrix with many zero entrances and
a smaller condition number with respect to the one of the
well known Kansa method. Numerical experiments show
the accuracy and the performance of the proposed collocation method.
Francesco Dell’Accio, Filomena Di Tommaso
University of Calabria
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
francesco.dellaccio@unical.it,
ﬁlomena.ditommaso@unical.it
Najoua Siar
University Ibn Tofail
University of Calabria
najoua.siar@uit.ac.ma
MS5
Multivariate Fekete-Like Interpolation and Diﬀerentiation on Scattered Data
Interpolation of functions by polynomials is one of the basic parts of Approximation Theory. The usual representation of the interpolation polynomials is given through the
Lagrange fundamental polynomials, which are expressed,
in the standard form, in terms of the Vandermonde determinants. From the computational point of view, determinants can be diﬃcult to handle and are known to be
highly unstable. In this talk, we propose a simple procedure for numerically computing the Lagrange interpolation
polynomial of total degree on a unisolvent set of points in
Rs . We suggest the use of the canonical polynomial basis
centered at a ﬁxed point x ∈ Rs and the P A = LU factorization for solving the associated Vandermonde system to
compute the coeﬃcients of the Taylor polynomial. We use
these coeﬃcients to estimate function and derivative values
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of a function in multivariate polynomial interpolation and
we present error bounds providing information about the
geometry of the nodes which guarantees good accuracy of
approximation. Finally, we numerically test the accuracy
of approximation of the proposed method by choosing a
subset of Fekete points in a set of Halton points using a
fast algorithm [Sommariva, A., Vianello, M. (2009). Computing approximate Fekete points by QR factorizations of
Vandermonde matrices. Computers & Mathematics with
Applications, 57(8), 1324-1336].
Francesco Dell’Accio, Filomena Di Tommaso
University of Calabria
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
francesco.dellaccio@unical.it,
ﬁlomena.ditommaso@unical.it
Najoua Siar
University Ibn Tofail
University of Calabria
najoua.siar@uit.ac.ma
Marco Vianello
University of Padova (Italy)
marcov@math.unipd.it
MS6
Price Impact Equilibrium with Transaction Costs
and Twap Trading
In this talk, I will discuss an equilibrium model with transaction costs and price impact where two agents are incentivized to trade towards a target. The two types of frictions – price impact and transaction costs – lead the agents
to two distinct changes in their optimal investment approach: price impact causes agents to continuously trade in
smaller amounts, while transaction costs cause the agents
to cease trading before the end of the trading period. As
the agents lose wealth because of transaction costs, the exchange makes a proﬁt. I will also discuss the existence of
a strictly positive optimal transaction cost from the exchange’s perspective.
Eunjung Noh, Kim Weston
Rutgers University
en221@math.rutgers.edu, kimberly.weston@gmail.com
MS6
Trading with the Crowd
We formulate and solve a multi-player stochastic diﬀerential game between ﬁnancial agents who seek to costeﬃciently liquidate their position in a risky asset in the
presence of jointly aggregated transient price impact, along
with taking into account a common general price predicting signal. The unique Nash-equilibrium strategies reveal
how each agents liquidation policy adjusts the predictive
trading signal to the aggregated transient price impact induced by all other agents. This unfolds a quantitative relation between trading signals and the order ﬂow in crowded
markets. We also formulate and solve the corresponding
mean ﬁeld game in the limit of inﬁnitely many agents.
We prove that the equilibrium trading speed and the value
function of an agent in the ﬁnite N -players game converges
to the corresponding trading speed and value function in
the mean ﬁeld game at rate O(N −2 ). In addition, we prove
that the mean ﬁeld optimal strategy provides an approxi-
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mate Nash-equilibrium for the ﬁnite-player equilibrium.
Moritz Voss
UC Los Angeles
Department of Mathematics
voss@math.ucla.edu
Eyal Neuman
Imperial College London
eyaln13@gmail.com
MS6
Excursions in Math Finance
The risk and return proﬁles of a broad class of dynamic
trading strategies may be characterized in terms of excursions of a price process away from a reference level. We
propose a mathematical framework for the risk analysis of
such strategies, based on a description in terms of price
excursions, ﬁrst in a pathwise setting, without probabilistic assumptions, then in a Markovian setting, using Ito’s
excursion theory for Markov processes. We introduce the
notion of d-excursion, deﬁned as a path that deviates by
d from a reference level before returning to this level. We
show that every continuous path has a unique decomposition into d-excursions, which is useful for scenario analysis
of dynamic trading strategies, leading to simple expressions for the number of trades, realized proﬁt, maximum
loss, and drawdown. As d is decreased to zero, properties
of this decomposition relate to the local time of the path.
When the underlying asset follows a Markov process, we
combine these results with Ito’s excursion theory to obtain
a tractable decomposition of the process as a concatenation of independent d-excursions, whose distribution is described in terms of Ito’s excursion measure. Finally, we
describe a non-parametric scenario simulation method for
generating paths whose excursion properties match those
observed in empirical data. Based on joint work with Anna
Ananova and Rama Cont.
Renyuan Xu
University of Oxford
Renyuan.Xu@maths.ox.ac.uk
MS7
Asymptotic Perturbation of the Boundary of An
Elliptic Operator
We study the behavior of the solution to an elliptic equation when a Dirichlet condition is replaced by a Neumann
condition (or vice-versa) on a small subset ωε of the boundary. This problem originates in part in the optimal design
of photonics components. We derive the general structure
of the ﬁrst term in the asymptotic expansion of the solution, in terms of the relevant measure of smallness of ωε .
We also give explicit examples when the set ωε is a surfacic
ball in Rd , d = 2, 3.
Eric Bonnetier
Université Grenoble-Alpes
Institut Fourier
eric.bonnetier@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
Charles Dapogny
Laboratoire Jean Kuntzmann
Université Grenoble Alpes
charles.dapogny@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
Michael S. Vogelius
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Rutgers University, New Brunswick
vogelius@math.rutgers.edu
MS7
A Hybrid Coordinate Transform Method for Electromagnetic Scattering by a Grating
We study a hybrid coordinate-transform method for solving the time-harmonic Maxwell equations in a 2D domain
containing a surface-relief grating. We consider a problem where both the permittivity and permeability are orthotropic. One application of this method is modeling thinﬁlm solar cells. We derive an integral equation similar to
Rellichs identity and use it to prove the scattering problem has a unique solution as long as non-trapping conditions hold. We discuss convergence results for the hybrid
method, and show a numerical example with a sinusoidal
grating.
Benjamin Civiletti
University of Delaware
bcivilet@udel.edu
Peter B. Monk
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Delaware
monk@udel.edu
Akhlesh Lakhtakia
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics,
Pennsylvania State University, PA 16802-681, USA
akhlesh@psu.edu
MS7
Lorentz Resonance in the Homogenization of Plasmonic Crystals
We explain the sharp Lorentz resonances in plasmonic crystals that consist of 2D nano dielectric inclusions as the
interaction between resonant material properties and geometric resonances of electrostatic nature. One example of
such plasmonic crystals are graphene nanosheets that are
periodically arranged within a non-magnetic bulk dielectric. We derive an analytic formula for the Lorentz resonances which decouples the geometric contribution and
the frequency dependance. This formula comes rigorously
from the corrector equation in the process of homogenization, and it can be used for eﬃcient computation. This is
joint work with Robert Lipton and Matthias Maier.
Wei Li
DePaul University
wei.li@depaul.edu
Robert Lipton
Louisiana State University
lipton@lsu.edu
Matthias Maier
Texas A&M University
maier@math.tamu.edu
MS8
Representation of Convex Geometries with Colors,
Ellipses and Circles
Convex geometries are the closure systems where the associated closure operator satisﬁes the anti-exchange axiom.

Every ﬁnite convex geometry can be embedded into a geometry of point conﬁguration in some n-dimensional Euclidean space, where the closure operator is a convex hull
operator. An attempt of generalizing points to balls and
ﬁnding representations of convex geometries by circles on
the plane brought to discovery of an obstruction, the Weak
Carousel Property. In Summer 2020 we launched a PolyMath REU project, where we checked all convex geometries on 4 and 5 element sets and discovered 49 that resist
representation by circles on the plane. Among those we
identiﬁed 22 that cannot be represented due to the Triangle or the Opposite Properties. Further generalization to
representation by ellipses shows that ﬁnding an obstruction
in this case turns to be more elusive. We also introduce a
new type of representation that involves unary predicates
(colors) and investigate its connection with the circle representation.
Kira Adaricheva
Hofstra University
kira.adaricheva@hofstra.edu
MS8
Cospanning Characterizations of Antimatroids and
Convex Geometries
Given an operator, say σ, two sets X and Y are cospanning
if σ (X) = σ (Y ). The corresponding equivalence relation,
called cospanning, was investigated for greedoids in much
detail (Korte, Lovasz, Schrader; 1991). Moreover, these relations determine greedoids uniquely. In fact, the feasible
sets of a greedoid are exactly the inclusion-wise minimal
sets of the equivalence classes. In this research, we show
that feasible sets of convex geometries are the inclusionwise maximal sets of the equivalence classes of the corresponding closure operator. Same as greedoids, convex geometries are uniquely deﬁned by the corresponding cospanning relations. For each closure operator σ, an element
x ∈ X is an extreme point of X if x ∈
/ σ(X − x). The set
of extreme points of X is denoted by ex(X). We prove,
that if σ has the anti-exchange property, then for every set
X its equivalence class [X]σ is the interval [ex(X), σ(X)].
It results in the one-to-one correspondence between the
cospanning partitions of an antimatroid and its complementary convex geometry. In summary, cospanning characterizations of combinatorial structures allow us to obtain
new properties of closure operators, extreme point operators and their interconnections.
Yulia Kempner
Holon Institute of Technology
yuliak@hit.ac.il
Vadim E. Levit
Ariel University Center of Samaria and Holon Inst. of
Tech.
Dept. of Computer Science & Mathematics
levitv@ariel.ac.il
MS8
Finding Monarchs for Excluded Minor Classes of
Matroids
I will begin by giving a general overview of what it means to
ﬁnd monarchs for excluded minor classes. In a paper that
appeared in 2018, I used the Strong Splitter Theorem to
give a short proof of Oxley’s result that the class of binary
matroids with no 4-wheel minor consists of a few small matroids and an inﬁnite family of maximal 3-connected rank
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r matroids known as the binary spikes. Such a family is
called a monarch for the excluded minor class. This proof
essentially comes down to ﬁnding the monarchs for nonregular matroids with no minors isomorphic to a 9-element
rank 4 matroid known as P9 or its dual P9∗ . In a paper
that appeared this year (Australasian Journal of Combinatorics, 79(3), 302326), I was able to strengthen the result
by characterizing the class of binary non-regular matroids
with no minor isomorphic to just P9∗ . The only members
of this class are the rank 3 and 4 binary projective geometries, a 16-element rank 5 matroid, and two monarchs: the
rank r binary spikes with 2r + 1 elements mentioned earlier and another inﬁnite family with 4r − 5 elements. As
a consequence, a simple binary matroid of rank at least 6
and this bound
with no P9∗ -minor has size at most r(r+1)
2
is attained by the rank r complete graph. This is one of
few excluded minor classes for which the members are so
precisely determined.
Sandra Kingan
Brooklyn College, City University of New York
skingan@brooklyn.cuny.edu
MS8
Ehrhart tensor polynomials
An extension of the Ehrhart polynomial to tensor valuations on lattice polytopes is introduced. In particular, we
initiate the study of the Ehrhart tensor polynomial, its coeﬃcients, and its coeﬃcients in a certain binomial basis an extension of the h∗ -polynomial. We will concentrate on
the matrix case providing comparisons to classical Ehrhart
theory. The reciprocity results of Ehrhart and MacDonald are extended, a Pick-type theorem is given, as is a
result analogous to Stanley’s nonnegativity. This is joint
work with Monika Ludwig (TU Wien) and, separately, with
Soren Berg (Fit Analytics) and Katharina Jochemko (KTH
Stockholm).
Laura Silverstein
Rutgers University
laura.silverstein@rutgers.edu
MS9
Modeling Fracture Dissolution in Acid Fracturing
Treatments with Viscous Fingering
In acid fracturing treatments, a fracture is ﬁrstly created
by injecting pad ﬂuid, followed by acid injection. The fracture conductivity is created by non-uniform acid-etching
on fracture surfaces, which is usually achieved by applying acid viscous ﬁngering technique where a low-viscosity
acid is injected into a high-viscosity pad ﬂuid. To predict fracture conductivity, a detailed description of rough
acid-fracture surfaces is required. We modeled fracture
dissolution in acid fracturing treatments with acid viscous
ﬁngering. The following processes were considered in our
model: (1) ﬂuid ﬂow inside fracture, (2) acid and polymer
transport, (3) mineral dissolution on fracture surfaces, and
(4) the change of fracture geometry. The coupled system
was solved numerically based on ﬁnite volume methods and
fracture geometry was updated using a moving mesh technique. Our simulation results reproduced the non-uniform
acid-etching phenomenon observed in experiments. Eﬀects
of (1) reservoir mineral heterogeneity, (2) perforation spacing, and (3) alternating injection of pad and acid on fracture dissolution were investigated. We found that viscous
ﬁngering creates thin acid-etched channels even the reservoir is relatively homogeneous. The perforation spacing
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should be large enough to avoid the merging of ﬁngers but
not too large to constrain the ﬁnger height. Alternating
injection of pad and acid suppresses acid washout and prevents acid-fracture from collapsing near wellbore.
Rencheng Dong
University of Texas at Austin
rencheng dong@utexas.edu
Mary F. Wheeler
Center for Subsurface Modeling, ICES
University of Texas at Austin
mfw@ices.utexas.edu
MS9
The Hybrid-Dimensional Darcy’s Law: A Novel
Discrete Fracture Model for Fracture and Barrier
Networks on Non-Conforming Meshes
In this work, we propose a novel discrete fracture model
for ﬂow simulation of fractured porous media containing
ﬂow blocking barriers on non-conforming meshes. The
methodology of the approach is to modify the traditional
Darcy’s law into the hybrid-dimensional Darcy’s law where
fractures and barriers are represented by Dirac-δ functions
contained in the permeability tensor and resistance tensor,
respectively. As a natural extension of the previous discrete fracture model for highly conductive fractures, this
model is able to account for the inﬂuence of both highly
conductive fractures and blocking barriers accurately on
non-conforming meshes. The local discontinuous Galerkin
(LDG) method is employed to accommodate the form of
the hybrid-dimensional Darcy’s law and the nature of the
pressure/ﬂux discontinuity. The performance of the model
is demonstrated by several numerical tests.
Ziyao Xu
Brown University
ziyao xu1@brown.edu
Zhaoqin Huang
China University of Petroleum
huangzhqin@upc.edu.cn
Yang Yang
Michigan Technological University
yyang7@mtu.edu
MS9
Second Order in Time Bound-Preserving Implicit
Pressure Explicit Concentration Methods for Contaminant Transportation in Porous Media
In this talk, we apply the implicit pressure and explicit
concentration (IMPEC) methods for compressible miscible
displacements in porous media. The method can yield a
much larger time step size compared with the fully explicit
method. However, most IMPEC methods are only of ﬁrst
order in time. In this talk, we will discuss how to construct
a second order in time IMPEC method. The basic idea is
to add the correction stage after each time step. Moreover,
we will also construct the bound-preserving technique to
preserve the upper and lower bounds of the concentration.
Numerical experiments will be given to demonstrate the
good performance of the proposed method.
Wenjing Feng, Hui Guo
China University of Petroleum
s19090045@s.upc.edu.cn, sdugh@163.com
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Ziyao Xu
Brown University
ziyao xu1@brown.edu
Yang Yang
Michigan Technological University
yyang7@mtu.edu
MS10
On the Mix-Norm for Stokes Flow
We consider the process of mixing by incompressible ﬂuids
in complex geometries. In this setting, a passive tracer
ﬁeld is advected (with the possibility of diﬀusive eﬀects)
by a given ﬂuid velocity in the domain. At any given point
in time, the degree of mixedness of the scalar ﬁeld by the
ﬂuid motion is measured by the “mix-norm’. In periodic
domains the mix-norm has been shown to be equivalent
to a negative fractional-index Sobolev norm, motivating
our use of such norms in general geometric settings. We
discuss ongoing work in several directions for the eﬃcient,
high-order accurate computation of these including Padé
approximant and volume potential-based methods, with a
view towards a PDE-constrained optimization framework
for ﬂuid mixing.
Thomas G. Anderson
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
tganders@umich.edu
Shravan Veerapaneni
Department of Mathematics
University of Michigan
shravan@umich.edu
Marc Bonnet
POems (CNRS-ENSTA-INRIA), Appl. Math. Dept.
Paris, France
marc.bonnet@ensta.fr
MS10
A Fast Algorithm for Particles in a Stokes Flow
under Quasi-2D Conﬁnement
Varies complex systems in nature, such as colloidal suspensions, membranes and electrolytes, can be modeled as
particles under Quasi-2D conﬁnement and withElectroHydroDynamics(EHD) interactions. It is important to understand the collective dynamics of such many-body systems.
In this talk, we will introduce coarse-grained models for
particle-based simulations of such systems, and then describe fast spectral methods combining analytical reduction and eﬃcient numerical techniques based on the Fast
Spherical Harmonic and Fast Fourier Transforms and also
Chebyshev polynomials, that can compute electrostatic
and hydrodynamic interactions in linear time in the number of particles.
Zecheng Gan
New York University
zecheng@nyu.edu
MS10
Simple and Accurate Quadratures for the Stokes
Potentials on Periodic Boundaries
Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) frequently arise in
numerical simulations due to the fact that periodic domains

share important physical characteristics with unbounded
domains (no artiﬁcial boundary eﬀects, translation invariant, inﬁnitely extensible) but are easier to implement (simple ﬁnite computational domain, no extra conditions at inﬁnity, allow Fourier analysis). In biomedical applications,
for example, PBCs are used in the design of microﬂuidic
devices, in the study of drug delivery in blood vessels, and
in the separation of healthy and cancerous cells. In this
talk, we describe a novel and simple quadrature method
that can accurately and robustly discretize the Stokes surface potential operators on smooth periodic geometries in
2D and 3D.
Bowei Wu
University of Texas at Austin
boweiwu@utexas.edu
MS10
Vortex Dynamics Computed Lagrangian Methods
In this work, we compare two Lagrangian methods for computing vortex dynamics: the panel-particle vortex method
and the contour dynamics. The former simulates the entire
vortex region while the latter tracks the patch boundary.
Both methods employ kernel regularization to control the
formation of small scales and a parallel treecode to reduce
the computational expense. We will show the results of
vortex merger and shear instability.
Ling Xu
North Carolina A & T State University
lxu@ncat.edu
MS11
Stochastic
Learning
Approach
for
ModelConstrained Optimal Design of Experiment
We present a novel stochastic approach to binary optimization for optimal experimental design (OED) for Bayesian
inverse problems governed by mathematical models such
as partial diﬀerential equations. The OED utility function, namely, the regularized optimality criterion, is cast
into a stochastic objective function in the form of an expectation over a multivariate Bernoulli distribution. The
probabilistic objective is then solved by using a stochastic optimization routine to ﬁnd an optimal observational
policy. Numerical results for a sensor placement problem
for parameter identiﬁcation using a standard advectiondiﬀusion model will be presented.
Ahmed Attia
Argonne National Laboratory
attia@anl.gov
Sven Leyﬀer
Argonne National Laboratory
leyﬀer@mcs.anl.gov
Todd Munson
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
tmunson@mcs.anl.gov
MS11
Multibang Regularization for Parameter Identiﬁcation Problems
This work is concerned with inverse problems where a dis-
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tributed parameter is known a priori to only take on values
from a given discrete set. This property can be promoted
in Tikhonov regularization with the aid of a suitable convex
but nondiﬀerentiable regularization term. Using the speciﬁc properties of the regularization term, it can be shown
that convergence actually holds pointwise. Furthermore,
the resulting Tikhonov functional can be minimized eﬃciently using a semi-smooth Newton method. Convergence
rates of the method is obtained under condition on measure of active sets. Additionally, total variation is added to
promote regularity on the boundary of the reconstructions.

where the trust region subproblem – after discretization –
becomes a linear integer problem. The inﬁnite-dimensional
setting allows a meaningful deﬁnition of local minimizers
and ﬁrst-order optimality conditions can be subsequently
derived. Similarly to trust-region methods for nonlinear
optimization the iterates converge to points that satisfy
ﬁrst-order optimality conditions. We demonstrate the theoretical ﬁndings on a computational example and show
why the current analysis and stationarity concepts hinge
on the one-dimensional setting and cannot be generalized
straightforwardly to higher dimensions.

Thi Bich Tram Do
Universität Hamburg
tram.do@uni-hamburg.de

Sven Leyﬀer
Argonne National Laboratory
leyﬀer@mcs.anl.gov

MS11
An Improved Penalty Algorithm for Mixed-Integer
and Pde-Constrained Optimization Problems

Paul Manns
Argonne National Laboratory
pmanns@anl.gov

Optimal control problems including partial diﬀerential
equation (PDE) as well as integer constraints merge the
combinatorial diﬃculties of integer programming and the
challenges related to large-scale systems resulting from discretized PDEs. The Branch-and-Bound (BnB) framework,
a common solution strategy for such problems, ﬁnds the
global optimum by searching the combinatorial tree provided by the integer constraints in a clever and eﬃcient
way. Unfortunately, BnB methods in a large-scale context
can be time-infeasible: either the amount of integer constraints may be too overwhelming, or the solution time of
a subproblem inside the BnB combined with the amount
of subproblems to be solved can be problematic. Thus,
this talk investigates penalization strategies that remove
the integrality constraint and add a suitable penalty term
to the objective function. Inspired from an existing exact penalty (EXP) algorithm, a novel improved penalty
algorithm (IPA) is derived. Utilizing the framework of the
EXP algorithm to correctly increase the amount of penalization throughout the iteration, the IPA tries to ﬁnd an
iterate that decreases the current objective function value.
This is achieved via the combination of a problem-speciﬁc
perturbation strategy and an Interior-Point method that
is tailored towards this penalization context. Based on a
standard stationary test problem, the IPA will be compared to the BnB-routine of Cplex and a basic penalty
approach.
Dominik Garmatter, Martin Stoll
Chemnitz University of Technology
dominik.garmatter@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de,
martin.stoll@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de
Margherita Porcelli
Dipartimento di Matematica
Universita’ di Bologna
margherita.porcelli@unibo.it
Francesco Rinaldi
University of Padova
rinaldi@math.unipd.it
MS11
Total Variation Regularization for Integer Control
Problems with One-Dimensional Domains
We propose to regularize integer control problems with onedimensional domains with a total variation term in the objective. This allows us to derive a trust region algorithm,

MS12
Computing the Quasipotential for Nongradient
SDEs
The quasipotential is a crucial function for quantifying
transitions between attractors of dynamical systems evolving according to nongradient SDEs with small white noise.
It can be viewed as an analogue of the potential function
for gradient SDEs in which the invariant density is given
by the Gibbs density, the transition rates given by the
Kramer’s/Langer’s formula, and the maximum likelihood
transition paths go directly uphill or downhill. Likewise,
the quasipotential allows us to approximate the invariant
probability measure and ﬁnd transition rates and maximum likelihood transition paths for nongradient SDEs.
Unfortunately, it cannot be found analytically except for
special cases. We develop Dijkstra-like numerical methods
for computing the quasipotential in whole regions for 2D
and 3D SDEs. We test them on a number of examples with
point attractors and limit cycles and demonstrate their efﬁciency and accuracy. We apply them to genetic switch
models and to Lorenz’63 with added small white noise for
a parameter range embracing the case where the strange
attractor and the asymptotically stable equilibria coexist.
Maria K. Cameron
University of Maryland
mariakc@umd.edu
MS12
Graphical Representations of Matern Fields: Theory and Applications
In this talk I will introduce graphical representations of
stochastic partial diﬀerential equations as a way to approximate Matern Gaussian ﬁelds. Approximation error guarantees will be established building on and generalizing the
theory of spectral convergence of graph Laplacians. Graphical representations allow inference and sampling with linear algebra methods for sparse matrices, thus reducing the
computational cost of Gaussian ﬁeld approaches. In addition, they bridge and unify several models in Bayesian
inverse problems, spatial statistics and graph-based machine learning. We demonstrate through examples in these
three disciplines that the unity revealed by graphical representations facilitates the exchange of ideas across them.
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Daniel Sanz-Alonso, Ruiyi Yang
University of Chicago
sanzalonso@uchicago.edu, yry@uchicago.edu
MS12
Convergence of Unadjusted Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo for Mean-Field Models
In this talk we consider the unadjusted Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo algorithm applied to high-dimensional probability
distributions of mean-ﬁeld type. We evolve dimensionfree convergence and discretization error bounds. These
bounds require the discretization step to be suﬃciently
small, but do not require strong convexity of either the
unary or pairwise potential terms present in the mean-ﬁeld
model. To handle high dimensionality, we use a particlewise coupling that is contractive in a complementary particlewise metric. This talk is based on joint work with Nawaf
Bou-Rabee.
Katharina Schuh
University of Bonn
s6knschu@uni-bonn.de
MS13
Market Eﬃcient Portfolios in a Systemic Economy
We study the ex-ante maximization of market eﬃciency,
deﬁned in terms of minimum deviation of market prices
from fundamental values, from a centralized planner’s perspective. Prices are pressured from exogenous trading actions of leverage targeting banks, which rebalance their
portfolios in response to asset shocks. We develop an explicit expression for the matrix of asset holdings which minimizes market ineﬃciency, and characterize it in terms of
two key statistics: the banks’ systemic signiﬁcance and the
statistical moments of asset shocks. Our analysis shows
that higher homogeneity in banks’ systemic signiﬁcances
requires banks’ portfolio holdings to be further away from
a full diversiﬁcation strategy to reduce ineﬃciencies.
Kerstin Awiszus
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Universität Hannover
kerstin.awiszus@insurance.uni-hannover.de
Agostino Capponi
Columbia University
ac3827@columbia.edu
Stefan Weber
Leibniz University Hannover
sweber@stochastik.uni-hannover.de
MS13
When to Stop Supporting Your Bankrupt Subsidiary
Most global banks consist of dozens if not hundreds of subsidiaries. For corporations becoming a holding with subsidiaries has several advantages: It allows them to limit
the spillover risk if one business line is in trouble or to
defer taxable business income. For example a bank holding may naturally divide into subsidiaries based on location
(i.e. Europe, US) and/or business lines (i.e. equity trading,
ﬁxed income trading). We consider a network of holding
banks. We show that comprising a ﬁrms business activity

in a holding can have both, positive or negative eﬀects on
systemic stability. We analyse to what extent voluntary
support beneﬁts society and/or the holding itself. We observe that an increased commitment of the holding to its
subsidiaries can have both, positive and negative eﬀects on
systemic risk depending on the type of the holding.
Maxim Bichuch
Department of Applied Mathematics & Statistics
Johns Hopkins University
mbichuch@jhu.edu
Nils Detering
Department of Statistics & Applied Probability
University of California, Santa Barbara
detering@pstat.ucsb.edu
MS13
The Hyperbolic Geometry of Financial Networks
The popularity-vs-similarity model based on hyperbolic geometry has been successfully used to explain the structure
of informational, social and biological networks. Just as
the geometric structure of a social network determines the
diﬀusion of news, rumors or infective diseases, the geometric structure of a ﬁnancial network inﬂuences the diﬀusion of ﬁnancial distress between ﬁnancial institutions. Indeed, the lack of understanding for risks originating from
the systemic interaction of ﬁnancial institutions has been
identiﬁed as a major contributing factor to the global ﬁnancial crisis of 2008. While many recent studies have
analysed the mechanisms of ﬁnancial contagion in theoretical or simulation-based settings, it has remained an
open question whether the paradigm of hyperbolic structure applies to ﬁnancial networks and what such a structure implies for ﬁnancial contagion processes. In this talk
we introduce a new method for embedding distance-based
data into hyperbolic space. We show that ﬁnancial networks inferred from bank balance sheet data can eﬃciently
be embedded into lowdimensional hyperbolic space with
considerably smaller distortion than into Euclidean space.
We provide a structural decomposition of the embedding
coordinates into popularity and similarity dimension and
demonstrate that these dimensions align with systemic importance and membership in regional banking clusters respectively.
Martin Keller-Ressel
TU Dresden
martin.keller-ressel@tu-dresden.de
Stephanie Nargang
Dresden University of Technology
stephanie.nargang@tu-dresden.de
MS13
Systemic Risk in Repurchase Agreement Markets
The ﬁnancial system is increasingly interconnected. Cyclical interdependencies among corporations may cause that
the default of one ﬁrm seriously aﬀects other ﬁrms and even
the whole ﬁnancial network, which is a systemic risk. To
describe the connections between banks, many researchers
use the uncollateralized liabilities between two ﬁrms to construct ﬁnancial network models of the systemic risk. In
practice, there are many collateralized liabilities between
banks from the Repurchase Agreement (Repo) Market.
Thus it is very important to include the Repo liabilities
into the network models. In our research, we apply a Repo
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liability matrix and an uncollateralized liability matrix to
describe the connections between banks. Based on this description, we construct a solvency mechanism to quantify
the change of banks assets and the eﬀects to their counterparties. In a numerical study, we compare the eﬀects of
the Repo markets on the whole banking system for various
ﬁnancial shocks.
Hassan Chehaitl
McMaster University
chehaith@mcmaster.ca
Tom Hurd
McMaster University
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
hurdt@mcmaster.ca
Weijie Pang
Mcmaster University
weijiepang@gmail.com
MS14
Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation for Hydrodynamics Instabilities in Inertial Conﬁnement Fusion
Hydrodynamic instabilities arise between ﬂuids when an
interface is accelerated and are observed in a wide variety
of applications such as astrophysical thermonuclear ﬂashes
and inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF). An ICF capsule is
ﬁlled with multiple layers of fuel, typically composed of
deuterium-tritium (D-T), surrounded by a layer of ablator
material. The capsule is then compressed to generate the
conditions necessary for fusion reactions to occur in the
extent of the fuel. The goal is to generate a net excess of
energy from this process, known as ignition, making fusion
a viable alternative energy source. In the design of ICF
capsules, understanding the cause of the failures play an
important role in achieving ignition. In this talk, we address the issues to characterize and quantify the eﬀects of
uncertainties in model parameters.
Tulin Kaman
University of Arkansas
tkaman@uark.edu
MS14
Cluster Prediction for Opinion Dynamics from Partial Observations
We present a Bayesian approach to predict the clustering
of opinions for a system of interacting agents from partial
observations. The Bayesian formulation overcomes the unobservability of the system and quantiﬁes the uncertainty
in the prediction. We characterize the clustering by the
posterior of the clusters’ sizes and centers, and we represent the posterior by samples. To overcome the challenge in
sampling the high-dimensional posterior, we introduce an
auxiliary implicit sampling (AIS) algorithm using two-step
observations. Numerical results show that the AIS algorithm leads to accurate predictions of the sizes and centers for the leading clusters, in both cases of noiseless and
noisy observations. In particular, the centers are predicted
with high success rates, but the sizes exhibit a considerable
uncertainty that is sensitive to observation noise and the
observation ratio.
Fei Lu
John Hopkins University
feilu@math.jhu.edu
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Zehong Zhang
Johns Hopkins University
zzehong1@jhu.edu
MS14
Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation in Diﬀeomorphic Image
Registration
We discuss uncertainty quantiﬁcation in the context of diffeomorphic image registration problems. Our formulation
is a non-linear optimal control problem with initial value
control; the control variable is the initial momentum (or
the initial velocity) at t=0. The partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) constraints are the transport equations for the
image intensities and the so-called Euler Poincare equations for diﬀeomorphisms (EPDiﬀ) for the velocity. We exploit problem structure through derivative information of a
local Gaussian approximation of the posterior probability
density function (PDF). This allows us to eﬃciently manipulate the associated high-dimensional PDF that arises
from the discretization of the corresponding Bayesian inverse problem. We study diﬀerent numerical schemes to
eﬃciently approximate the associated derivative information in terms of accuracy and computational requirements
and make the proposed numerical strategy tractable. We
report results for synthetic and real data.
Jae Youn Kim, Muhammad Chaudry
Department of Mathematics
University of Houston
jaeyoun@math.uh.edu, adilchaudry242@gmail.com
Andreas Mang
University of Houston
Department of Mathematics
andreas@math.uh.edu
MS14
Ultrasound Modulated Bioluminescence Tomography with Single Measurement: Inversion and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation
Ultrasound modulated bioluminescence tomography (UMBLT) is a hybrid imaging modality where optical measurement is made in the presence of ultrasound modulation in
order to identify the distribution of optical sources. While
previous reconstructive approaches exist, they require large
numbers of optical measurements. In this talk, we will propose an alternative solution to this problem which is able to
recover isotropic sources with a single optical measurement.
We will derive inversion formulae, show their convergence,
and prove uncertainty quantiﬁcation results. Numerical
implementation is included to reconstruct both continuous
and discontinuous sources in the presence of noise.
Yang Yang
Michigan State University
yangy5@msu.edu
MS15
Characterizations of the Generalized Inverse Gaussian, Asymmetric Laplace, and Shifted Exponential
Laws via Independence Properties
We prove three new characterizations of the generalized
inverse Gaussian (GIG), asymmetric Laplace (AL), and
shifted exponential (sExp) distributions in terms of nontrivial independence preserving transformations, which
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were conjectured by Croydon and Sasada. We do this under the assumptions of absolute continuity and natural normality conditions on the densities. Croydon and Sasada use
these independence preserving transformations to analyze
statistical mechanical models which display KPZ behavior.
Our characterizations show the integrability of these models only holds for these three speciﬁc distributions in the
absolutely continuous setting. Faculty Advisors: Christian Noack, Department of Mathematics, Cornell University, noack@cornell.edu
Kevin Bao
Cornell University
kbb37@cornell.edu
MS15
Enhancing Dynamic Mode Decomposition using
Autoencoder Networks
Prediction, estimation, and control of dynamical systems
remain challenging due to nonlinearity. The Koopman
operator is an inﬁnite-dimensional linear operator that
evolves the observables of a dynamical system which we
approximate by the dynamic mode decomposition (DMD)
algorithm. Using DMD to predict the evolution of a nonlinear dynamical system over extended time horizons requires
choosing the right observable function deﬁned on the state
space. A number of DMD modiﬁcations have been developed to choose the right observable function, such as
Extended DMD. Here, we propose a simple machine learning based approach to ﬁnd these coordinate transformations. This is done via a deep autoencoder network. The
simple DMD autoencoder is tested and veriﬁed on nonlinear dynamical system time series datasets, including the
pendulum and ﬂuid ﬂow past a cylinder. Faculty Advisors: Christopher Curtis, San Diego State University, ccurtis@sdsu.edu
Opal Issan
San Diego State University
opal.issan@gmail.com

liangty1998@hotmail.com, chenchao.nk@gmail.com
MS15
Multigrid for Fourier Finite Element Methods on
Axisymmetric Domains
H(curl)-problems deﬁned on a three-dimensional axisymmetric domain can be reduced to a sequence of weighted
two-dimensional (2D) problems by using a partial Fourier
series decomposition. The term Fourier ﬁnite element
methods (FEMs) is used when an adequate FEM is used
to approximate the solution to each of these weighted 2D
problems. In this talk, we will numerically show that the
multigrid V-cycle algorithm with modern smoothers will
converge uniformly with respect to meshsize when applied
to these weighted H(curl)-problems. This work was done
during the Summer@ICERM2020 program at Brown University. Faculty Advisors: Minah Oh, James Madison University, ohmx@jmu.edu; Yanlai Chen, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, yanlai.chen@umassd.edu This talk
will be presented by both Yonah Moise and Trevor Crupi.
Yonah Moise
Yeshiva University
yonimoise@gmail.com
Trevor Crupi
Purdue University
trevor.crupi27@gmail.com
Hannah Odom
University of Texas at Austin
hannahodom22@gmail.com
MS15
How Fast Can You Make Gradients Small? A Potential Function-Based Study of Classical and Recent Algorithms

In this presentation, we introduce a distributed-memory
parallel method for solving systems of linear equations Kx
= b, which arises from the discretization of an integral
equation. It is well-known that applying a N by N kernel
matrix K to a vector can be evaluated with O(N) operations using the fast multipole method (FMM). In addition,
recent development has shown that factorizing matrix K
can also be done in O(N) operations under appropriate
rank assumptions. However, these algorithms still require
a signiﬁcant amount of computation and storage. We introduce a scalable parallel algorithm to solve large-scale
problems on distributed-memory machines. Our parallel
algorithm exploits the same hierarchical decomposition of
the problem domain as in the (parallel) FMM. The decomposition is naturally associated with a quad-/oct-tree data
structure, where the work required for every tree node is almost constant and the calculation is local—as in the FMM.
A key feature of our parallel algorithm is that every processor requires only local communication. Faculty Advisors:
George Biros, UT Austin, biros@oden.utexas.edu

First-order methods designed to make the gradients small
are at the heart of many applications in optimization and
machine learning. For example, they play a central role
in ﬁnding parameter-free algorithms and they can provide
stronger guarantees both in terms of feasibility and optimality gap for certain linearly constrained problems. However, many basic questions about these algorithms still remain unsolved, including ﬁnding a general framework to
analyze the behavior and iteration complexity of these algorithms. Our paper (arXiv:2101.12101) proposed a potential function-based framework to address this important question. In this presentation, I will discuss how this
framework can be intuitively applied to the study of the
convergence rates of a number of algorithms in diﬀerent settings, including: (i) in convex optimization, classical gradient descent and the recent optimal OGM-G algorithm,
and (ii) in convex-concave min-max optimization, gradient descent-ascent and Halpern iteration. In general, the
framework can be interpreted as a tradeoﬀ between reducing either gradient norm or the optimality gap. I will further complement these results with a discussion of the optimality of gradient descent-ascent and Halpern iteration
among a large class of algorithms, based on a new lower
bound for minimizing the norm of cocoerceive operators,
obtained as part of our work. Faculty Advisors: Jelena
Diakonikolas, UW Madison, jelena@cs.wisc.edu

Tianyu Liang, Chao Chen
University of Texas at Austin

Puqian Wang
Shandong University and University of

MS15
Distributed-Memory Parallel Algorithm for Solving Integral Equations
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MS15
Implementation of Mixed Precision Arithmetic in
Regularization Methods
In numerical computations, using low precision ﬂoating
point arithmetic enables computer programs for scientiﬁc
applications to have faster loops, less communication, and
lower energy consumption. As low precision arithmetic
leads to limited accuracy for certain data, a mixed precision approach uses low precision arithmetic to accelerate
speed on certain calculations, mixed with a limited amount
of high precision calculations, while maintaining suﬃcient
accuracy of the ﬁnal result. Recent work by Higham and
colleagues studies the use of mixed precision arithmetic
for algorithms to solve certain basic, well-conditioned linear systems. In my presentation, we extend these ideas
to the more complicated class of inverse problems, where
regularization techniques, such as truncated singular value
decomposition (TSVD) and Tikhonov regularization, are
needed to compute an approximate solution of a severely
ill-conditioned problem. We implement diﬀerent methods,
such as generalized cross validation (GCV), to help estimate good regularization parameters under mixed precision arithmetic and use Iterated Tikhonov to further improve the accuracy. Faculty Advisors: James Nagy, Emory
University, jnagy@emory.edu
Jennifer Zheng
Emory University
jennifer.zheng@emory.edu
MS16
Inverse Random Potential Scattering for Elastic
Waves
This talk is concerned with the inverse elastic scattering
problem for a random potential in three dimensions. Interpreted as a distribution, the potential is assumed to be
a microlocally isotropic Gaussian random ﬁeld whose covariance operator is a classical pseudo-diﬀerential operator.
Given the potential, the direct scattering problem is shown
to be well-posed in the distribution sense by studying the
equivalent Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation. For the
inverse scattering problem, we demonstrate that the microlocal strength of the random potential can be uniquely
determined with probability one by a single realization of
the high frequency limit of the averaged compressional or
shear backscattered far-ﬁeld pattern of the scattered wave.
The analysis employs the integral operator theory, the Born
approximation in the high frequency regime, the microlocal
analysis for the Fourier integral operators, and the ergodicity of the wave ﬁeld.
Peijun Li
Department of Mathematics
Purdue University
lipeijun@math.purdue.edu
MS16
Fast Signal Recovery from Quadratic Measurements
We present a novel approach for recovering a sparse signal from quadratic measurements corresponding to a rankone tensorization of the data vector. Such quadratic mea-
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surements, referred to as interferometric or cross-correlated
data, naturally arise in many ﬁelds such as remote sensing, spectroscopy, holography and seismology. Compared
to the sparse signal recovery problem that uses linear measurements, the unknown in this case is a matrix, X = ρρ∗ ,
formed by the cross correlations of ρ ∈ C K . This creates a
bottleneck for the inversion since the number of unknowns
grows quadratically in K. The main idea of the proposed
approach is to reduce the dimensionality of the problem
by recovering only the diagonal elements of the unknown
matrix, |ρi |2 , i = 1, . . . , K. The contribution of the oﬀdiagonal terms ρi ρ∗j for i �= j to the data is treated as
noise and is absorbed using the Noise Collector approach
introduced in [Moscoso et al, The noise collector for sparse
recovery in high dimensions, PNAS 117 (2020)]. With this
strategy, we recover the unknown by solving a convex linear problem whose cost is similar to the one that uses linear
measurements. The proposed approach provides exact support recovery when the data is not too noisy, and there are
no false positives for any level of noise.
Chrysoula Tsogka
University of California, Merced
ctsogka@ucmerced.edu
MS16
Diﬀerential Faraday Rotation and Polarimetric
SAR
The propagation of linearly polarized electromagnetic
waves through the Earth’s ionosphere is accompanied by
Faraday rotation (FR), which is due to gyrotropy of the
ionospheric plasma in the magnetic ﬁeld of the Earth. FR
may cause distortions of the images taken by spaceborne
polarimetric synthetic aperture radars (SAR). We show
that the mechanism of those distortions is related to the
variation of the FR angle within the bandwidth of the interrogating signals sent by the radar. This eﬀect has not
been analyzed previously in the context of SAR imaging.
We also propose a special matched ﬁlter that we call the
polarimetric matched ﬁlter (PMF). The PMF helps correct the FR-induced distortions and provides a provably
superior SAR performance compared to the case of the
traditional polarimetric SAR signal processing.
Mikhail Gilman
North Carolina State University
mgilman@ncsu.edu
Semyon V. Tsynkov
Department of Mathematics
North Carolina State University
tsynkov@math.ncsu.edu
MS17
Pulmonary Imaging with Combined Ultrasound
and Electrical Impedance Tomography Data
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) and low-frequency
ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) are two imaging modalities which both have the potential to allow fast
and portable pulmonary monitoring with no ionizing radiation. Each method has its own strengths and drawbacks:
EIT has excellent interior signal propagation but low spatial resolution, while USCT allows for sharper images but
suﬀers from poor signal penetration. We therefore present
a hybrid EIT-USCT methodology wherein data for the two
modalities are collected in tandem, and we combine the
strengths of each technique via the complementary use of
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priors. The method is validated using reconstructions of
simulated pulmonary data.
Melody Alsaker
Gonzaga University
Department of Mathematics
alsaker@gonzaga.edu

MS17
Progress on Simultaneous Multiple Source EIT
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive,
real-time functional imaging modality and appropriate for
medical application especially on pediatric and neonatal
patients. Since 2000, multiple studies have demonstrated
EITs potential for bedside monitoring of ventilation in infants. Although the spatial resolution of EIT is not comparable to that of a CT scan, its temporal resolution is excellent. All commercial EIT systems, produced by Drager,
SwissTom, Timpel and others, use a single or bipolar current source and spatial multiplexing. However, single and
bipolar EIT systems have drawbacks that include: 1) signiﬁcantly inferior ability to detect small inhomogeneities
(regardless of the choice of algorithm); 2) limited ability
to detect perfusion signals which are 10 20 times smaller
than the ventilation signal. Simultaneous Multi Source
(SMS) EIT is signiﬁcantly better than single/bipolar EIT
because it has higher sensitivity and can detect small inhomogeneities in ventilation and perfusion. GE Research developed a high-precision SMS-EIT prototype system, consisting of 32 independently driven currents and voltage meters with 16-bit accuracy at 20 50 frames per second with
diﬀerent settings. Because of this high sensitivity, we were
able to provide noninvasive, real-time lung function monitoring with breath-to-breath regional ventilation and beatto-beat perfusion information without using any contrast
agents, ionizing radiation or signal averaging processes.
Tzu-Jen Kao
GE Global Research
kao@ge.com

MS17
A Bayesian Filtering Approach to Stable Layer
Stripping Algorithm for EIT
Several direct computational methods (e.g. Layer Stripping, D-bar Method) are available for reconstructing electric conductivity distributions from current-voltage (Neumann to Dirichlet (NtD)) continuous boundary data. In
particular, Layer Stripping algorithm is a direct numerical
method capitalizes on back propagating the nonlinear differential equation of Riccati type satisﬁed by the NtD map
while approximating the conductivity. However, the Riccati equation while back propagating is prone to encounter
numerical instabilities in a ﬁnite time. In this talk, we
propose an eﬃcient computational method to approximate
the conductivity by excluding the back propagation of the
unstable Riccati equation based on well-known Kalman ﬁltering techniques. Moreover, we show the adaptability of
the proposed method and the reconstruction results from
the KIT4 measurement data.
Sumanth Nakkireddy
Case Western Reserve University

ssn34@case.edu
MS17
A Three Dimensional Calderon-Based Method for
EIT on the Cylindrical Geometry
Objective: Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an
imaging modality in which voltage data arising from currents applied on the boundary are used to reconstruct the
conductivity distribution in the interior. This paper provides a novel direct (noniterative) 3-D reconstruction algorithm for EIT in the cylindrical geometry. Methods: The
algorithm is based on Calderón’s method [Calderón, 1980],
and is implemented for data collected on two or four rows
of electrodes on the boundary of a cylinder. Results: The
eﬀectiveness of the method to localize inhomogeneities in
the plane of the electrodes and in the z-direction is demonstrated on simulated and experimental data. Conclusions
and Signiﬁcance: The results from simulated and experimental data show that the method is eﬀective for distinguishing in-plane and nearby out-of-plane inhomogeneities
with good spatial resolution in the vertical z direction with
computational eﬃciency.
Kwancheol Shin
Colorado State University
kcshin@rams.colostate.edu
MS18
New Integrable Peakon Equations
Peakons are peaked travelling waves that were ﬁrst found
as solutions to the Camassa-Holm equation arising in the
theory of shallow water waves. The Camassa-Holm equation is an integrable system which possesses multi-peakon
solutions. These discoveries started an extensive study
of peakon equations, both integrable and non-integrable.
This talk will survey some recent work on a search for
new integrable equations: (i) multi-peakon solutions exist
for a wide class of nonlinear dispersive wave equation and
does not require integrability; (ii) new integrable peakon
equations exhibiting parity-time non-invariance have been
obtained (iii) many integrable peakon equations arise as
reductions of certain universal multi-component peakon integrable systems.
Stephen Anco
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Brock University
sanco@brocku.ca
MS18
Curved Soliton and Its Interaction for KP Equation
The curved soliton solutions for KP equation are studied by
using the direct method in soliton theory. Interactions between curved solitons, line solitons and breather solutions
are also investigated analytically. Following the construction of special function solutions for integrable nonlinear
evolution equations, the tau functions of the solutions are
explicitly given in the determinant form.
Yasuhiro Ohta
Kobe University, Japan
ohta@math.sci.kobe-u.ac.jp
MS18
Norming Constants of Embedded Bound States
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and Bounded Positon Solutions of the KortewegDe Vries Equation
In the context of the full line Schrodinger equation, we
put forward a new type of the binary Darboux transformation which inserts or removes any number of positive
eigenvalues embedded into the absolutely continuous spectrum without altering the rest of scattering data. We then
show that embedded eigenvalues produce an additional explicit term in the KdV solution. This term looks similar to
multi-soliton solution and describes waves traveling in the
direction opposite to solitons. It also resembles the known
formula for (singular) multi-positon solutions but remains
bounded, which answers in the aﬃrmative Matveev’s question about existence of bounded positons.
Alexei Rybkin
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Alaska, Fairbanks
arybkin@alaska.edu
MS18
Universal Patterns of Rogue Waves in Integrable
Systems
We show that universal rogue wave patterns exist in integrable systems. These rogue patterns comprise fundamental rogue waves arranged in shapes such as triangle, pentagon, heptagon and nonagon, with a possible lower-order
rogue wave at the center. These patterns appear when
one of the internal parameters of bilinear rogue waves gets
large. Analytically, these universal patterns are given by
the root structures of the Yablonskii-Vorobev polynomial
hierarchy through a linear transformation. Thus, the induced rogue patterns in the space-time plane are simply
the root structures of Yablonskii-Vorobev polynomials under actions such as dilation, rotation, stretching and translation. As examples, these universal rogue patterns are
explicitly determined and graphically illustrated for the
nonlinear Schrodinger equation, the derivative nonlinear
Schrodinger equation, the Boussinesq equation, and the
Manakov system.
Jianke Yang
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Vermont
jyang@cems.uvm.edu
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will depend on residents ﬂuctuating mental state and willingness to participate in the study. Furthermore, using
oﬀ-the shelf wearables on a niche population with very low
activity levels poses challenges to the interpretation of the
data generated by black-box models on the wearable itself (e.g., heart rate or activity classes). Lastly, we will
show how these data quality issues can propagate through
analysis pipelines and what that means for small-scale observational studies.
Daniela Gawehns
Universiteit Leiden
d.gawehns@liacs.leidenuniv.nl
Matthijs van Leeuwen
Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science
Leiden University
m.van.leeuwen@liacs.leidenuniv.nl
MS19
Bayesian Approaches to Data Interpretation in Applied Physical Sciences
Fluorescence experiments based on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) present a powerful way to probe
switching kinetics between the conformational states of a
molecule. The acquired data from these experiments generated by a single molecule are traditionally interpreted
with hidden Markov models (HMMs). The underlying
modeling assumptions for HMM framework is that the
switching kinetics of the molecule has to be slower compared to the data acquisition rate. The problem is, single
molecule kinetics are unknown in principle. Therefore, it
is unclear, a priori, whether HMM framework applies to
the probed single molecule kinetics. In this talk, I will
present an overview of what we propose for the generalization of HMMs for single molecules as they switch between
their conformational states. I will demonstrate a variant
of HMM generalization performance on experimental data
from FRET labeled Holliday junctions. I will also highlight
the novel Bayesian non-parametric approaches on how to
tackle with the model selection problem when the conformational states of the molecule are unknown.
Zeliha Kilic
Arizona State University
zkilic@asu.edu

MS19
Medical Time Series Collected in Free Living Environments: Data Quality and Patient Heterogeneity

MS19
Analyzing Clinical and Biological Data for Disease
Detection

Bio-sensors are increasingly popular tools to collect data
in the behavioral sciences. Instead of being bound to lab
settings, oﬀ-the-shelf wearable devices allow the collection
of observational data in participants’ daily living environment. This introduces new opportunities and challenges to
the collection, curation, and analysis of such sensor data.
In this talk, we will exemplify these opportunities and challenges by an observational study at a Dutch nursing home.
Residents activity data and location information was collected with wearables, and data from ﬁxed sensors (i.e.,
domotica) was obtained to observe residents daily life. The
sensor data enriches the observations on residents’ behavior by ﬁeld experts and allows for intensive data collection
over a longer time period. From a data science and analysis point of view, questions arise concerning the quality
of this data. We will discuss how the heterogeneity of the
residents disease state aﬀects data quality. Data quality

We analyze clinical and biological data using anomaly detection to identify disease related events. The datasets analyzed include data from an ongoing collection from participating clinics as well as existing datasets. We look at challenges related to applying these methods on real datasets.
Amy Peterson
Colorado State University
amy.peterson@colostate.edu
MS19
Machine Learning for Triage Recommendations
Viral and chronic respiratory illnesses are characterized by
rapid health deterioration episodes that manifest as either
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emergency care events (in the case of chronic lung disease) or rapid infection spread (in the case of Covid-19
and Inﬂuenza). In this study, we present an approach to
identifying clinically signiﬁcant ﬂare-ups of respiratory illness using globally available clinical characteristic data and
physician provided triage labels. The methodology leverages Bayesian Inference and Monte Carlo methods to generate hypothetical patient scenarios for training triage algorithms. Machine-learning prediction models are evaluated
in out-of-sample validation tests of accuracy, sensitivity,
speciﬁcity, ppv, and npv when detecting health deterioration and recommending the most appropriate responsive
care. Algorithm recommendation and exacerbation identiﬁcation time series data from real patient trials is then
used to risk stratify chronic lung patients for future health
downturns using signature methods coupled with classical
machine-learning.
Sumanth Swaminathan
Vironix
sswami@vironix.ai
MS20
Optimal Transport in Kyle’s Model of Informed
Trading
We show connections between optimal transport theory
and the dynamic version of the Kyle model, including new
characterizations of informed trading proﬁts via the conjugate of the Brenier potential and Monge-Kantorovich duality. Using results from optimal transport theory, we extend
the Kyle model to scenarios with multiple assets, general
asset distributions, and risk-averse market makers. In an
application of the general model, we show that, when there
is informed trading in options and an underlying asset and
market makers are risk averse, option-implied volatilities
predict the return of the underlying asset. Based on joint
work with Kerry Back, Francois Cocquemas and Abraham
Lioui.
Ibrahim Ekren
Florida State University
iekren@fsu.edu
MS20
Unequal Dimensional Optimal Transport and Applications in Economic Theory
This talk focuses on optimal transport problems in which
the dimension of the source measure is larger than that
of the target. Until recently, these problems have received
relatively little attention in the mathematics literature but
are very natural in economics, where, for example, optimal
transport is used to model matching markets in which the
dimensions of heterogeneity on the two sides of the market
diﬀer. We describe a general approach to solve problems
where the source is multi-dimensional and the target unidimensional. If time permits, we will brieﬂy discuss the
extension to the case where the target is multi-dimensional
(but still lower dimensional than the source), as well as
problems in which one of the marginals is free while the
other is ﬁxed, motivated in part by the study of CournotNash equilibria. This talk represents various joint works
with Pierre-Andre Chiappori, Robert McCann and Luca
Nenna.
Brendan Pass
U. Alberta

pass@ualberta.ca
MS20
Modeling the Capital Distribution Curve: Optimal
Transport and Dimension Reduction
The capital distribution curve gives the ranked portfolio
weights of the market portfolio. It exhibits long-term stability which is of great interest in stochastic portfolio theory. In the ﬁrst part of the talk we study its stability
relative to its name-based counterpart using a Wasserstein
metric. Next we consider dimension reduction of the capital distribution curve using the Aitchison geometry of the
simplex and a methodology called convex principal component analysis (cPCA). We show that the ﬁrst principal
component can be interpreted in terms of market diversity,
hence giving a statistical justiﬁcation of the concept. This
is an on-going project with Steven Campbell.
Leonard Wong
University of Toronto
tkl.wong@utoronto.ca
MS21
Iteration
solvers

for Contour-Based

Nonlinear Eigen-

Contour integration techniques have become a popular
choice for solving the linear and non-linear eigenvalue problems. They principally include the Sakurai-Sugiura methods, the Beyn’s algorithm, the FEAST/NLFEAST algorithms and other rational ﬁltering techniques. While these
methods can result in eﬀective ’black-box’ approaches for
solving linear eigenvalue problems, they still present several
shortcomings for addressing nonlinear eigenvalue problems
which are both mathematically and practically far more
challenging. We introduce a new hybrid algorithm that advantageously combines the iterative nature of NLFEAST
with the eﬀectiveness of Beyn’s approach to deal with general non-linearity. In doing so, this NLFEAST-Beyn hybrid
algorithm can overcome current limitations of both algorithms taken separately. After presenting its derivation
from both a Beyn’s and NLFEAST’s perspective, several
numerical examples are discussed to demonstrate the eﬃciency of the new technique.
Julien Brenneck
University of Massachusetts Amherst
jbrenneck@umass.edu
MS21
Spectral Calculations for Magic Angles in a Simple
Model of Twisted Bilayer Graphene
Tarnopolsky, Kruchkov, and Vishwanath have proposed a
simpliﬁed model of twisted bilayer graphene based on a
Hamiltonian that is periodic with respect to a special twodimensional lattice. The spectral behavior of this model
can be understood in terms of a non-self-adjoint operator
D(α), which depends on the angle 1/α that describes the
orientation of the two graphene sheets. For most values of
α the spectrum of D(α) is a constant discrete set in the
complex plane; however, for special ”magic” values of α
the spectrum is the entire complex plane. We illustrate
this behavior by studying the pseudospectra of D(α) and
conducting a variety of other spectral calculations that investigate the separation of magic α values and crucial prop-
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erties of the potential.
Simon Becker
University of Cambridge
simon.becker@damtp.cam.ac.uk
Mark Embree
Department of Mathematics
Virginia Tech
embree@vt.edu
Jens Wittsten
Lund University
jens.wittsten@math.lu.se
Maciej Zworski
University of California, Berkeley
zworski@math.berkeley.edu
MS21
Randomized Feast Algorithm
Next generation algorithms for solving fundamental problems of linear algebra, i.e., linear systems, least-squares or
eigenvalue problems, will need to signiﬁcantly reduce the
amount of data pulled into the memory, e.g. by examining
only a subset of the input matrix, minimize communication, and allow decentralized processing and communication algorithms. computations. Of particular interest to
us are randomized algorithms for eigenvalue computations.
In this talk, we will present a randomized eigenvalue solver
based on contour integration, i.e., the randomized FEAST
algorithm. We will concentrate on the probabilistic error
analysis of the algorithm and practical implications of proposed error bounds. This is a joint work with Nikita Kapur
(KU) and Arvind Saibaba (NCSU).
Agnieszka Miedlar
University of Kansas
amiedlar@ku.edu
MS21
Computing the Spectra of Diﬀerential Operators
Spectral methods for solving diﬀerential eigenproblems
usually follow the ”discretize-then-solve” paradigm. Discretize ﬁrst, and then solve the matrix eigenproblem. The
discretize-then-solve paradigm can be tricky for diﬀerential eigenproblems as the spectrum of matrix discretizations may not converge to the spectrum of the diﬀerential
operator. Moreover, it is impossible to fully capture the
continuous part of the spectrum with a ﬁnite-sized matrix
eigenproblem. In this talk, we will discuss an alternative
”solve-then-discretize” paradigm for diﬀerential eigenproblems. To compute the discrete spectrum, we will discuss a
continuous analogue of FEAST by approximating the action of the resolvent operator. For the continuous spectra,
we will use a Cauchy-like integral to calculate a smoothed
version of the so-called spectral measure.
Alex J. Townsend
Cornell University
townsend@cornell.edu
Matthew Colbrook
University of Cambridge
mjc249@cam.ac.uk
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Andrew Horning
Cornell University
ajh326@cornell.edu
MS22
Function Space Random Feature Methods for
Learning Parametric PDE Solution Operators
Recently, a line of research has emerged regarding the supervised learning of mappings between inﬁnite-dimensional
spaces of functions. In this work, we propose a data-driven
randomized algorithm that falls within this overarching
framework. Speciﬁcally, we extend the classical random
feature model as an approximation architecture operating
between ﬁnite-dimensional vector spaces to one operating
between function spaces. The primary input-output mappings of this type that motivate our work are solution operators of partial diﬀerential equations (PDE) parametrized
by random input functions. The proposed method, which
can be viewed as a random parametric approximation of
nonparametric operator-valued kernel ridge regression, is
conceptually deﬁned in inﬁnite dimensions and as a result, in practice can be deployed across diﬀerent ﬁnitedimensional discretizations of the input and output function spaces without the need for re-training. We enhance
our random feature method with prior knowledge from the
underlying PDEs and numerically demonstrate its approximation accuracy and robustness to choice of discretization
dimension for parametric PDE forward solution operators,
and conclude with its application as a surrogate model for
Bayesian inverse problems.
Nicholas H. Nelsen
California Institute of Technology
nnelsen@caltech.edu
MS22
Train Like a (Var)Pro: Eﬃcient Training of Neural
Networks using Variable Projection with Applications in Surrogate Modeling
The success and ﬂexibility of deep neural networks (DNNs)
have motivated their use in scientiﬁc applications, such
as partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) surrogate modeling.
For these scientiﬁc applications, it is essential to train networks that produce highly-reliable models. In this talk, we
will discuss our Gauss-Newton-based algorithm for training DNNs to high accuracy, GNvpro. Our method extends
the use of variable projection (VarPro), originally designed
for separable least squares, to non-quadratic loss functions,
making it eﬀective for, e.g., classiﬁcation. Additionally,
GNvpro is nearly-independent of the DNN architecture and
hence can train many state-of-the-art DNNs. Through two
PDE surrogate modeling tasks, we will demonstrate that
GNvpro not only solves the optimization problem more efﬁciently but also yields DNNs that generalize better than
commonly-used optimization schemes.
Elizabeth Newman
Emory University
elizabeth.newman@emory.edu
Lars Ruthotto
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Emory University
lruthotto@emory.edu
Joseph Hart
Sandia National Laboratories
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joshart@sandia.gov
Bart G. van Bloeman Waanders
Sandia National Laboratories
Optimization and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation Department
bartv@sandia.gov
MS22
Derivative Informed Projected Neural Networks
for High Dimensional Parametric PDE Maps
Outer-loop problems arising in scientiﬁc applications (such
as optimization, uncertainty quantiﬁcation and inverse
problems) require repeated evaluation of computationally
intensive numerical models, such as those arising from discretization and solution of ordinary and partial diﬀerential
equations. The cost of these evaluations makes solution
using the model prohibitive, and eﬃcient accurate surrogates are a key to solving these problems in practice. In
this talk we will investigate how low dimensional derivative information can be used to construct parsimonious
encoder-decoder neural networks that have weight dimensions that can be made independent of the discretization dimension. These compact representations require relatively
few data to train and outperform conventional data-driven
approaches which require large training data sets. This
methodology can be easily adapted to derivative training,
where the surrogate can be used to approximate derivative
information used in inference or optimization applications.
Thomas O’Leary-Roseberry, Thomas O’Leary-Roseberry
The University of Texas at Austin
Oden Institute for Computational and Engineering
Sciences
tom@oden.utexas.edu, tom@oden.utexas.edu
Peng Chen
University of Texas in Austin
peng@oden.utexas.edu
Umberto Villa
Electrical and Systems Engineering
Washington University in St Louis
uvilla@wustl.edu
Omar Ghattas
Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and
Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
omar@oden.utexas.edu
MS22
Solving Inverse Problems with Deep Learning
This talk is about some recent progress on solving inverse
problems using deep learning. Compared to traditional
machine learning problems, inverse problems are often limited by the size of the training data set. We show how to
overcome this issue by incorporating mathematical analysis and physics into the design of neural network architectures. We ﬁrst describe neural network representations of
pseudodiﬀerential operators and Fourier integral operators.
We then continue to discuss applications including electric impedance tomography, optical tomography, inverse
acoustic/EM scattering, seismic imaging, and travel-time
tomography.
Lexing Ying

Stanford University
Department of Mathematics
lexing@stanford.edu
MS23
The Price of the Edge: An Analytical Model
Edge computing is key to enabling applications running on
resource constrained devices such as IoT devices to oﬄoad
latency-critical computations to a pool of nearby resources.
However, there has been limited work on modeling edge
clouds to better understand how they compare to centralized large-scale back end clouds in terms of performance
and cost. In this work, we will present some of our analytical models for edge computing as distributed queues,
comparing them to centralized queue. We provide closedform queuing models that enable designers to study the
cost-performance trade-oﬀs with respect to the provisioning of both systems, and how workload variations, service
time distributions of the servers, and workload mobility
aﬀects these trade-oﬀs.
Ahmed Ali-Eldin
University of Massachusetts Amherst
ahmeda@cs.umass.edu
MS23
Stochastic Multicast Routing Protocol for Flying
Ad-Hoc Networks
Wireless ad-hoc network is a decentralized type of temporary machine-to-machine connection that is spontaneous or
impromptu so that it does not rely on any ﬁxed infrastructure and centralized administration. As unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), also called drones, have recently become
more accessible and widely utilized in military and civilian
domains such as surveillance, search and detection missions, traﬃc monitoring, remote ﬁlming, product delivery,
to name a few. The communication between these UAVs
become possible and materialized through Flying Ad-hoc
Networks (FANETs). However, due to the high mobility
of UAVs that may cause diﬀerent types of transmission interference, it is vital to design robust routing protocols for
FANETs. In this talk, the multicast routing method based
on a modiﬁed stochastic branching process is presented.
The reproductive number in stochastic branching model is
used to regulate the local transmission rate is adapted and
modiﬁed for ﬂying ad-hoc network communication. Besides, the improved adaptive transmission models are introduced. We compare the proposed method with ﬂooding
method for their performance.
Hyunsun Lee, Michael Castellani
University of Massachusetts Amherst
hyunsunlee@umass.edu, mcastellani@umass.edu
MS23
Eﬃcient Edge Computing for Mobile Internet of
Things in Wireless Networks
In recent years, a signiﬁcant growth of network connected
devices such as smart phones, tablets, laptops, automobiles
and drones has been witnessed from the development of Internet of Things (IoT). This growth results in the use of
tens of billions of devices, which require a massive quantity of computational processing and storage resources for
sensory data of the environment in autonomous driving,
graphics rendering for online gaming, video streaming and
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more. Here, we study the eﬃcient edge computing (EEC)
problem for a joint computing to process a task both locally
and remotely with the objective of minimizing the ﬁnishing
time. When computing remotely, the time will include the
communication and computing time. We describe the time
model, formulate EEC, prove NP-completeness of EEC,
and show the lower bound of the problem. We then provide an integer linear programming (ILP) based algorithm
to achieve the optimal solution and give results for smallscale cases. A fully polynomial-time approximation scheme
(FPTAS), named Approximation Partition (AP), is provided through converting ILP to the subset sum problem.
FPTAS refers to a type of approximation algorithm which
runs in polynomial and achieves the approximation ratio
within 1+?? for a given error ??. Numerical results show
that both the total data length and the movement have
great impact on the ﬁnishing time for edge computing.
Numerical results also demonstrate that our AP algorithm
obtain the ﬁnishing time, which is close to the optimal solution.

ludovic.tangpi@princeton.edu

Yi Zhu
Hawaii Paciﬁc University
yzhu@hpu.edu

Hao Xing
Boston University
haoxing@bu.edu

MS24

MS24
Mutual Funds Competition for Investment Flows
based on Relative Performance

Mean Field Portfolio Games in Ito Diﬀusion Markets under Competition
In this talk, I will discuss two families of N-agent and meanﬁeld games for optimal investment in Ito-diﬀusion markets under relative performance concerns. The ﬁrst family considers incomplete markets with exponential preferences while the second looks at complete markets but with
stochastic exponential risk tolerance coeﬃcients. For both
cases, the optimal policies, optimal wealth processes and
value function are given in closed forms. Explicit solutions
are also constructed for representative Markovian cases.
Ruimeng Hu
University of California, Santa Barbara
Dept. of Mathematics, and Dept. of Stat. and Applied
Prob.
rhu@ucsb.edu

MS24
Optimal Dynamic Contracts with Environmental,
Social and Governance Criteria
We examine dynamic contracts when output has negative
environmental eﬀects and the manager (agent) can invest
to build up ESG capital and mitigate the externality. The
incentive component of the optimal contract rewards based
on cash ﬂow and ESG capital when the principal is risk neutral; and it additionally loads on the production externality
when the principal has CARA. Optimal ESG contracts are
less sensitive to traditional pay-for-performance measures,
and ESG investment is determined by the ratio of capital
to cash ﬂow exposure in the contract. We identify conditions under which ESG investment is optimal and improves
welfare. We also examine constrained contracts controlling
the agency friction associated with ESG investment.

N mutual funds compete for fund ﬂows based on relative
performance over their average returns, by choosing between an idiosyncratic and a common risky investment opportunities. The unique constant equilibrium is derived in
closed form, which implies that funds generally decrease
the investments in their idiosyncratic risky assets under
competition, in order to lower the risk of the relative performance. It pushes all funds to herd and hurts their afterfee performance. However, the suﬃciently disadvantaged
funds with poor idiosyncratic investment opportunities or
highly risk averse managers may take excessive risk for a
better chance of attracting new investments, and their performance may improve comparing to the case without competition and beneﬁts the investors.
Jiaxuan Ye
Worcester Polytechnic Instute
Department of Mathematical Sciencs
jye@wpi.edu

MS24
Convergence of Large Population Games to Mean
Field Games with Interaction through the Controls
This work considers stochastic diﬀerential games with a
large number of players, whose costs and dynamics interact through the empirical distribution of both their states
and their controls. We develop a new framework to prove
convergence of ﬁnite-player games to the asymptotic mean
ﬁeld game. Our approach is based on the concept of propagation of chaos for forward and backward weakly interacting particles. These propagation of chaos arguments
together with new functional inequalities further allow to
derive moment and concentration bounds for the convergence of both Nash equilibria and social optima in noncooperative and cooperative games, respectively. The talk
is based on join works with M. Lauriere and D Bartl.
Ludovic Tangpi
Princeton University

MS25
Nvshmem: A Partitioned Global Address Space Library for Nvidia GPU Clusters
NVSHMEM is an implementation of the OpenSHMEM
parallel programming model for clusters with NVIDIA
GPUs. NVSHMEM allows the programmer to aggregate
the memory of multiple GPUs into a Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS) that supports transparent remote
access through one-sided get, put, and atomic update operations over InﬁniBand, PCI Express, and NVLink interconnects. With NVSHMEM, it is possible to initiate communication from the CPU, on CUDA streams and graphs,
and from within a CUDA kernel. Through application case
studies, we show that integrating the communication model
with the GPU’s execution model can improve programmability and reduce overheads. GPU initiated communication
takes advantage of the GPU execution model to naturally
hide communiation latencies using multithreading. It can
also eliminate kernel boundaries induced by communica-
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tion models that initiate communication from the CPU.
NVSHMEM’s CUDA stream and graph initiated communication integrates with the GPU work scheduling model
and can help to hide oﬄoading overheads. By reducing
synchronization with the CPU and supporting ﬁne-grained
communication that naturally overlaps with computation,
NVSHMEM can provide better strong scaling eﬃciency
than the predominant CPU initiated communication models used by most HPC applications today.
James Dinan
Ohio State University
jdinan@nvidia.com
MS25
Roc shmem: a GPU-Centric Openshmem
Current state-of-the-art in GPU networking utilizes a hostcentric, kernel-boundary communication model that reduces performance and increases code complexity. To address these concerns, we introduce ROC SHMEM, a GPU
centric PGAS programming model and runtime that enables Intra-kernel communication. ROC SHMEM enables
ﬁne-grain computation-communication overlap by allowing
the GPU threads to directly perform network operations
without the need of ending the GPU kernel. In this talk
we will present the ROC SHMEM programming model, its
architecture, and its diﬀerent runtime conduits. We illustrate that for structured applications like a Jacobi 2D stencil, ROC SHMEM can improve application performance
by up to 40% compared to traditional kernel-boundary
networking. Furthermore, we demonstrate that on irregular applications like Sparse Triangular Solve (SpTS),
ROC SHMEM provides up to 44% improvement compared
to existing intra-kernel networking schemes.
Khaled Hamidouche
AMD
khaled.hamidouche@amd.com
MS25
Towards Portable PGAs on GPUs
GPUs have become an essential component for nextgeneration high-performance computer clusters. To eﬃciently move data between GPUs on such clusters, we investigate the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS)
approach for GPUs and propose a portable implementation. We use the SYCL programming framework to support multiple types of GPU, and MPI-3 one-sided operations are used for distributed memory communication on
diﬀerent network architectures. We implement a 2D stencil
kernel using our newly implemented GPU PGAS library
and compare its performance with a CUDA-aware MPIbased implementation and an NVSHMEM (an OpenSHMEM implementation specialized for NVIDIA GPU and
InﬁniBand network) implementation. Test results show
that our implementation is faster than the CUDA-aware
MPI-based implementation, and the inter-node communication latency is critical to the performance and scalability
of PGAS on GPUs.
Hua Huang
Georgia Institute of Technology
huangh223@gatech.edu
Edmond Chow
School of Computational Science and Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

echow@cc.gatech.edu
Jeﬀ R. Hammond
Intel Corporation
Data Center Group
jeﬀ hammond@acm.org
MS25
OSHMPI: OpenSHMEM over MPI for Portable
and Eﬃcient GPU Communication
OpenSHMEM is an increasingly popular standard of the
SHMEM programming model. OpenSHMEM deﬁnes specialized APIs for fast one-sided and collective communication. The intent is to directly map the application communication requests to low-level network API to ensure high
performance. Unlike OpenSHMEM, MPI is designed to
provide comprehensive features for various data movement
patterns over distributed memory systems so that complex
algorithms can be written by using MPI. The OSHMPI
project aims to investigate the ways to provide a portable
and performance-eﬃcient OpenSHMEM library over MPI
runtime system. Nowadays, GPUs have become a promising architecture for supercomputing systems. Most GPUenhanced applications today extend the original CPUbased code by oﬄoading heavy ﬂoating-point computations to GPU devices and leaving the remaining code as
is. When scaling the applications across computing nodes,
the data movement between GPUs and between GPU and
host memory has to be taken into account. OSHMPI supports eﬃcient GPU-aware OpenSHMEM communication
for such applications by leveraging highly optimized GPU
communication provided through the low-level MPI implementations. In this talk, we will introduce the GPU-aware
OSHMPI library and discuss several optimizations that we
made in the software path of OSHMPI as well as the lowlevel MPI runtime.
Min Si
Facebook, U.S.
minsi.atwork@gmail.com
MS26
Tom Coleman’s Journey into Computational Finance
Tom Coleman and I both started working in computational
ﬁnance in 1995. I came from a PDE background, Tom was
an optimization guy. Computational ﬁnance is all about
optimal stochastic control, so Tom and I had diﬀerent perspectives on ﬁnancial problems. I will relate how our paths
crossed in such areas as policy iteration for optimal control, high performance computing for option pricing, hedging under jump diﬀusion processes, variable annuities and
ﬁnally machine learning.
Peter Forsyth
University of Waterloo
paforsyt@uwaterloo.ca
MS26
Graph Algorithms in Optimization and the Origins
of Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing
Tom Colemans research interests were broad and interdisciplinary. In the early years of his career he made important
contributions by applying combinatorial ideas to problems
in continuous optimization. His best-known work in this
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area is his and Mores recognition that graph coloring is a
natural abstraction for exploiting sparsity structure when
computing Jacobians and Hessians. But his interest in discrete / continuous fusion also played out in diﬀerent ways
in the research conducted by several of his early PhD students. In this talk I will brieﬂy synopsize some of this
work, and then discuss the longer-term impact of this line
of work and of the research environment that Tom inculcated. Speciﬁcally, there is a very direct line from Toms
research and mentoring to the creation of the research community now known as Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing.
Bruce Hendrickson
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA
hendrickson6@llnl.gov
MS26
Model Calibration: Inversing, Data Learning, and
Machine Learning
Tom always believed that one of the most meaningful rewards of research is to see it solving real world problems.
Tomdevoted signiﬁcant focus and eﬀort towards achieving
this goal by turning theoretical research into software.In
addition, pursuing new research directions driven byapplications had always brought him excitement and satisfaction. In this talk, I will review some research in calibrating
a local volatility function for a ﬁnancial derivative model,
my ﬁrst joint work with Tom in the ﬁeld of computational
ﬁnance more than 30 years ago. We viewed this inverse
problem as an implicit machine learning problem and handled its regularization using knots placement of interpolating splines, as well as spline kernel with 1-norm regularization. I will also discuss some recent progress using deep
learning for on-line option model calibration.
Yuying Li
School of Computer Science
University of Waterloo
yuying@uwaterloo.ca
MS26
Sequential Learning for Price Impact in Optimal
Portfolio Execution
Optimal trading strategies often rely on assumptions about
the models and their associated parameters to be estimated. Particularly, in illiquid markets and for largevolume trades, specifying the price impact model is essential. This talk discusses this challenge for the optimal
portfolio execution problem, which aims to liquidate large
blocks of assets over a ﬁnite time horizon to minimize the
execution cost. We ﬁrst present results on the sensitivity
of the optimal strategy to estimation errors in the price
impact parameters. Next, a sequential learning procedure
involving a ﬁnite set of optimally designed test trades is
proposed to improve price impact estimations.
Somayeh Moazeni
Stevens Institute of Technology
USA
smoazeni@stevens.edu
MS26
Tom Colemans Contributions to Combinatorial
Scientiﬁc Computing
Tom Coleman, together with Jorge More, pioneered the
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use of graph coloring algorithms for computing sparse Jacobians and Hessians for the solution of nonlinear problems in the early 1980s. This work was begun during his
postdoctoral research at Argonne National Laboratory, and
continued together with several of his students at Cornell
and Waterloo. He developed several graph coloring models,
including distance-1, distance-2, star, and acyclic coloring
models, for Jacobian and Hessian estimation based on how
sparsity and symmetry were exploited, and what granularity of computation was adopted (rows, columns or both).
Toms work was the foundation on which others built to
design space- and time-eﬃcient algorithms for these problems. This work was the harbinger of the use of other
graph algorithms in scientiﬁc computing, such as matching
for sparse null space basis computations, automatic diﬀerentiation, predicting data structures for sparse orthogonal
factorizations, etc., and led to the foundation of the combinatorial scientiﬁc computing community in the 2000s.
Alex Pothen
Purdue University
Department of Computer Science
apothen@purdue.edu
MS26
Tom Colemans Contributions to Constrained Nonlinear Optimization
Tom Coleman made important contributions to nonlinear
programming during an important time in the development
of the ﬁeld, when interior-point methods were arriving on
the scene. Along with collaborator Yuying Li, he proposed
methods that incorporate the novel idea of reﬂection, along
with such other elements as second-order information, interiority, and trust regions. With Andy Conn, Tom also
investigated the properties of exact penalty function formulations. He was instrumental in founding and developing the Matlab Optimization Toolbox which, for an enormous number of users, is the main way that they interact
with optimization technology. This talk will summarize
these contributions and their impact on optimization and
its community of users.
Stephen Wright
University of Wisconsin
Dept. of Computer Sciences
swright@cs.wisc.edu
MS27
Deep Residual Learning via Large Sample MeanField Stochastic Optimization
We study a class of stochastic optimization problems of
the mean-ﬁeld type arising in the optimal training of a
deep residual neural network. We consider the sampling
problem arising from a continuous layer idealization, and
establish the existence of optimal relaxed controls when the
training set has ﬁnite size. The core of our paper is to prove
the Gamma-convergence of the sequence of sampled objective functionals, i.e., show that as the size of the training
set grows large, the minimizer of the sampled relaxed problem converges to that of the limiting optimization problem.
We connect the limit of the large sampled objective functional to the unique solution, in the trajectory sense, of
a nonlinear Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov (FPK) equation in
a random environment. We construct an example to show
that, under mild assumptions, the optimal network weights
can be numerically computed by solving a second-order differential equation with Neumann boundary conditions in
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the sense of distributions.
Agostino Capponi
Columbia University
ac3827@columbia.edu
MS27
Machine Learning Computations for Financial Applications of Multiple Optimal Stopping Problems
Options and contracts with multiple exercises of American
type are prevalent in the ﬁnancial and insurance industry.
After reviewing the most popular numerical methods used
to value standard American puts, we introduce a neural
network architecture to compute the solutions of optimal
multiple stopping problems, and demonstrate its eﬃciency
on several examples.
Rene Carmona
Princeton University
Dpt of Operations Research & Financial Engineering
rcarmona@princeton.edu
MS27
Reservoir Optimal Stopping
This paper presents a new approach to solve the optimal
stopping problem. The key idea of this approach is to use
deep neural networks where the hidden layers are generated randomly and only the last one is trained. Hence, this
approach is applicable for high dimension problems where
the traditional least-squares Monte Carlo approaches become impractical. In addition, as only a linear regression
is needed, this approach is very easy to implement and theoretical guarantees are provided. We illustrate this technique in several realistic examples.
Calypso Herrera, Florian Krack
ETH Zurich
calypso.herrera@math.ethz.ch,
ﬂorian.krach@math.ethz.ch
Pierre Ruyssen
Google Brain
pierrot@google.com
Josef Teichmann
Department of Mathematics
ETH Zurich
jteichma@math.ethz.ch
MS27
Portfolio Optimisation within a Wasserstein Ball a
Reinforcement Learning Approach
We consider the problem of active portfolio management
where a loss-averse and/or gain-seeking investor aims to
outperform a benchmark strategy’s risk proﬁle while not
deviating too much from it. Speciﬁcally, an investor considers alternative strategies that have terminal wealth that
lie within a Wasserstein ball surrounding the benchmarks.
The investor then chooses the alternative strategy that
minimises a distortion risk measure. We develop a reinforcement learning paradigm for solving this problem using risk-aware policy gradient methods and explore various
risk-reward tradeoﬀs.
Sebastian Jaimungal

University of Toronto, Canada
sebastian.jaimungal@utoronto.ca
Silvana Pesenti
Department of Statistical Sciences
University of Toronto
silvana.pesenti@utoronto.ca
Hariom Tatsat
Barclays, U.S.
tbd@siam.org
MS28
Wave Propagation in Inhomogeneous Media:
New Family of Generalized Plane Waves

A

Treﬀtz methods rely, in broad terms, on the idea of approximating solutions to Partial Diﬀerential Equation (PDEs)
using basis functions which are exact solutions of the
PDE, making explicit use of information about the ambient medium. But wave propagation problems in inhomogeneous media is modeled by PDEs with variable coeﬃcients,
and in general no exact solutions are available. Generalized
Plane Waves (GPWs) are functions that have been introduced, in the case of the Helmholtz equation with variable
coeﬃcients, to address this problem: they are not exact
solutions to the PDE but are instead constructed locally
as high order approximate solutions. We will discuss the
deﬁnition and approximation properties of a new family of
GPWs.
Lise-Marie Imbert-Gerard
University of Maryland
lmig@math.arizona.edu
MS28
Spoof Plasmons and Double Negative Behavior in
the Microwave Regime
We apply an asymptotic analysis to show that corrugated wave guides can be approximated by smooth cylindrical wave guides with an eﬀective metamaterial surface
impedance. We show that this approximation is in force
when the period of the corrugations is subwavelength. Here
the metamaterial delivers an eﬀective anisotropic surface
impedance and imparts novel dispersive eﬀects on signals
traveling inside the wave guide. These properties shown
to arise from subwavelength resonances of the axial electric ﬁeld component inside the perfectly conducting corrugations. Electric ﬁeld resonances arising at microwave
frequencies are known as spoof plasmons. True plasmon
resonances arise from dielectric properties of noble metals
at optical frequencies. For suﬃciently deep corrugations,
the metamaterial wave guide predicts backward wave propagation at microwave frequencies.
Robert P. Lipton
Department of Mathematics
Louisiana State University
lipton@math.lsu.edu
MS28
High-Order Perturbation of Surfaces Algorithms
for the Simulation of Localized Surface Plasmon
Resonances in Graphene Nanotubes
The plasmonics of two–dimensional materials, such as
graphene, has became an important ﬁeld over the past
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decade. The active tunability of graphene via electrical
gating or chemical doping has generated a great deal of
excitement among engineers seeking sensing devices. Consequently there is signiﬁcant demand for robust and highly
accurate computational capabilities which can simulate
such materials. The class of High–Order Perturbation of
Surfaces methods have proven to be particularly appropriate for this purpose. In this talk we describe our recent
eﬀorts to utilize both Dirichlet–Neumann Operators and
Impedance–Impedance Operators in these schemes. In addition, we present detailed numerical results which not only
validate our simulations using the Method of Manufactured
Solutions, but we also describe Localized Surface Plasmon
Resonances in graphene nanotubes enclosing rodshaped dielectric materials.
David P. Nicholls
University of Illinois at Chicago
davidn@uic.edu
Xin Tong
Marquette University
xin.tong@marquette.edu
MS28
Hybridization of Singular Plasmons via Transformation Optics
Surface plasmons oﬀer great opportunities to guide and
manipulate light on the nanoscale. In the design of novel
plasmonic devices, a central theme is to clarify the intricate relationship between the resonance spectrum and the
geometry of the nanostructure. The design becomes quite
challenging when the desired spectrum is highly complex.
In this talk, we discuss a new theoretical model for surface plasmons of interacting nanoparticles to greatly reduce the complexity of the design problem. Our model is
developed by combining plasmon hybridization theory with
transformation optics, which yields an eﬃcient way of simultaneously controlling both global and local features of
the spectrum. As an application, we propose a design of
metasurface whose absorption spectrum can be controlled
over a large class of complex patterns through only a few
geometric parameters in an intuitive way. Our approach
provides fundamental tools for the eﬀective design of plasmonic metamaterials with on-demand functionality. This
talk is based on joint works with Habib Ammari (ETHZ).
Sanghyeon Yu
Korea University
sanghyeon yu@korea.ac.kr
MS29
Super-Parameterized Boltzmann Equation for Sea
Ice Modeling
We devise a super-parameterized sea ice model that captures dynamics at multiple scales.
Sea ice contains
many ice ﬂoes whose macro-scale behavior is driven
by oceanic/atmospheric currents and ﬂoe-ﬂoe interaction.
There is no characteristic ﬂoe size and accurately modeling dynamics requires a multi-scale approach. Our twotiered model couples basin-scale conservation equations
with small-scale particle methods. Unlike many sea ice
models, we do not average quantities of interest (e.g.,
mass/momentum) over a representative volume. Instead,
we explicitly model small-scale dynamics using the Boltzmann equation, which evolves a probability distribution
over position and velocity. In practice, existing numerical
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methods are computationally intractable when modeling
Arctic basin scale dynamics. We decompose the density
function into a mass density that models how ice is distributed in the spatial domain and a velocity density that
models the small-scale variation in velocity at a given location. The mass density and expected velocity evolve according to conservation equations. However, the ﬂux term
depends on expectations with respect to the velocity density at each spatial point. We use particle methods to simulate the conditional density at key locations and make each
particle method independent using a change of variables
that deﬁnes small-scale coordinates. We model small-scale
ice dynamics (e.g., collision) in this transformed domain.
Andrew D. Davis
MIT
add8536@cims.nyu.edu
Georg Stadler
Courant Institute for Mathematical Sciences
New York University
stadler@cims.nyu.edu
Dimitrios Giannakis
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
dimitris@cims.nyu.edu
Sam Stechmann
University of Wisconsin-Madison
stechmann@wisc.edu
MS29
Lagrangian Data Assimilation and Uncertainty
Quantiﬁcation for Sea Ice Floes with Eﬃcient Superﬂoe Parameterization
Particle-based sea ice ﬂoe simulations are slow especially
when the number of ﬂoes is large. We present a smallﬂoe parameterization method to speed up the simulation
by reducing the number of ﬂoes while maintaining the key
features of the physics. In particular, we group the small
ﬂoes that are close to each other into superﬂoes. Viewing
each ﬂoe as a particle, the idea is similar to the coarsening
process in the smoothed particle hydrodynamics method.
The sizes, thickness, masses, and velocities of the superﬂoes are determined by conserving the sea ice concentration, mass, and momentum. We show that in a stochastic sense, the main features of the original simulations are
well-maintained when using the ﬂoe-number-reduced simulation. As an application, we apply the parameterized
superﬂoes to data assimilation with the purpose of assimilating the ocean current Fourier modes. For the purpose
of simple tests, we adopt the widely-used ensemble adjustment Kalman ﬁlter (EAKF) for data assimilation. Various
numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the
performance.
Nan Chen, Quanling Deng, Sam Stechmann
University of Wisconsin-Madison
chennan@math.wisc.edu, Quanling.Deng@math.wisc.edu,
stechmann@wisc.edu
MS29
Quantifying the Skill and Bias of Arctic Sea Ice
Simulations
Benchmarking of sea ice simulations in coupled earth system models (ESMs) is now often carefully targeted toward
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speciﬁc polar physics and biogeochemistry and the associated coupling across sea ice, atmosphere and ocean. This
talk addresses one aspect of benchmarking sea ice simulations using altimetric satellite emulators, which convert
statistical distributions of sea ice thickness to synthesized
ice freeboard as seen by laser altimeters aboard ICESat
and ICESat-2. Freeboard emulation in earth system models can be approached using simple mathematical operators
to convert between sub-grid scale parameterizations and
the freeboard measured along 91-day repeat-orbit ground
tracks of the aforementioned satellites. This provides an estimate of modeled ice and snow thickness accuracy, often
adequate for many applications. However, more sophisticated operators that are aware of the scale of model grid
cells and of the laser footprint can be constructed using
variational techniques, and this talk focuses on this more
advanced benchmarking method for the polar components
of ESMs. We introduce the theory behind variational emulation, and demonstrate its capability using the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) and Community Earth
System Model (CESM). We also discuss simpliﬁed methods that may be applied post-factum to existing Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) output, and relative accuracy in results that do not use the variational
method.
Andrew Roberts
Los Alamos National Laboratory
afroberts@lanl.gov
Alice DuVivier
National Center for Atmospheric Research
duvivier@ucar.edu
MS29
Discrete Element Simulations of Sea Ice Dynamics
in the Nares Strait
Data-driven particle methods can provide detailed descriptions of sea ice dynamics that explicitly model fracture and
discontinuities in the ice, which are diﬃcult to capture with
typical continuum approaches. We use the ParticLS software library to develop discrete element method (DEM)
simulations of sea ice in the Nares Strait between Ellesmere
Island and Greenland that are initialized from and driven
by observed data. We model the sea ice as a collection of
discrete rigid particles that are initially bonded together
into ﬂoes. Ice fracture and lead formation are determined
based on the local stress state around each particle. This
allows us to model the ice as a continuous material while
at the same time allowing it to fracture into smaller pieces
that can then interact with each other as discrete bodies.
In addition to modeling the dynamic sea ice patterns in
the Nares Strait (arching, lead formation), our model provides a natural way to combine numerical simulations with
observations. We generate realistic particle conﬁgurations
by discretizing the ice extent in MODIS satellite imagery
into polygonal ﬂoes, and then force the particles with wind
and ocean data. We also investigate methods for validating regional-scale simulations, by quantitatively comparing
model outputs to remote sensing measurements of the ice,
which provides a rigorous approach for determining how
well the model captures the dynamics observed in nature.
Brendan West, Devin T. O’Connor
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
brendan.a.west@erdc.dren.mil,
devin.t.oconnor@erdc.dren.mil
Matthew Parno

ERDC-CRREL
Engineer Research and Development Center
Matthew.D.Parno@usace.army.mil
Max Krackow
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
max.e.krackow@erdc.dren.mil
MS30
Portfolio Liquidation Games with Self-Exciting Order Flow
We analyze novel portfolio liquidation games with selfexciting order ﬂow. Both the N-player game and the meanﬁeld game are considered. We assume that players’ trading
activities have an impact on the dynamics of future market
order arrivals thereby generating an additional transient
price impact. Given the strategies of her competitors each
player solves a mean-ﬁeld control problem. We characterize open-loop Nash equilibria in both games in terms of
a novel mean-ﬁeld FBSDE system with unknown terminal
condition. Under a weak interaction condition we prove
that the FBSDE systems have unique solutions. Using a
novel suﬃcient maximum principle that does not require
convexity of the cost function we ﬁnally prove that the solution of the FBSDE systems do indeed provide existence
of open-loop Nash equilibria.
Guanxing Fu
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
guanxing.fu@polyu.edu.hk
MS30
A Finite Agent Equilibrium and Its Strong Convergence to the Mean-Field
We study the problem of equilibrium price formation in an
incomplete securities market. Each ﬁnancial ﬁrm (agent)
tries to minimize its cost via continuous-time trading with
a securities exchange while facing the systemic and idiosyncratic noises as well as the stochastic order-ﬂows from
its over-the-counter clients. We ﬁrst construct a market
clearing equilibrium among ﬁnite number of heterogeneous
agents by a coupled system of forward-backward stochastic
diﬀerential equations (FBSDEs), and then show its strong
convergence to a certain FBSDE of conditional McKeanVlasov type in the homogeneous large population limit.
In particular, we provide a stability estimate between the
market clearing price for the heterogeneous agents and that
for the mean-ﬁeld limit.
Masaaki Fujii
University of Tokyo
Department of Economics
mfujii@e.u-tokyo.ac.jp
MS30
Stochastic Diﬀerential Games on Random Directed
Networks
We consider stochastic diﬀerential games on random directed networks with mean-ﬁeld interactions, where the
network of countably many players is formulated randomly
in the beginning and each player in the network attempts
to minimize the expected cost with a ﬁnite time horizon.
Here, the cost function is determined by the network. Under the setup of the linear quadratic stochastic game with
directed chain graph, we solve explicitly for an open-loop
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Nash equilibrium for the system and we ﬁnd that the dynamics under the equilibrium is an inﬁnite-dimensional
Gaussian process associated with a Catalan Markov chain.
We extend it to the random directed tree structure and
discuss convergence results.

swimming performance for some swimmer shapes.

Tomoyuki Ichiba
University of California, Santa Barbara
Department of Statistics
ichiba@pstat.ucsb.edu

Hai Zhu, Ruowen Liu
University of Michigan
hszhu@umich.edu, ruowen@umich.edu

MS30
Human-Machine Interaction Models and Stochastic Optimization
I will introduce a model of human-machine interaction
(HMI) in portfolio choice (robo-advising). Modeling difﬁculties stem from the limited ability to quantify the humans risk preferences and describe their evolution, but also
from the fact that the stochastic environment, in which
the machine optimizes, adapts to real-time incoming information that is exogenous to the human. Furthermore,
the humans risk preferences and the machines states may
evolve at diﬀerent scales. This interaction creates an adaptive cooperative game with both asymmetric and incomplete information exchange between the two parties. As a
result, challenging questions arise on, among others, how
frequently the two parties should communicate, what information can the machine accurately detect, infer and
predict, how the human reacts to exogenous events, how
to improve the inter-linked reliability between the human
and the machine, and others. Such HMI models give rise
to new, non-standard optimization problems that combine
adaptive stochastic control, stochastic diﬀerential games,
optimal stopping, multi-scales and learning.
Thaleia Zariphopoulou
University of Texas at Austin
zariphop@math.utexas.edu
MS32
Ciliary Motion Optimization of Axisymmetric
Squirmers
This presentation focuses on optimizing the slip velocities
on any given shape of an axisymmetric micro-swimmer suspended in a viscous ﬂuid. The objective is to minimize the
power loss to maintain a target swimming speed, or equivalently to maximize the eﬃciency of the micro-swimmer.
Speciﬁcally, two types of slip velocities are considered: (1)
Time-independent slip velocity and (2) Time-dependent,
displacement-based slip velocity. We show that the timeindependent optimization problem can be reduced to a simpler quadratic optimization problem, thanks to the linearity of the Stokes equations governing the ﬂuid motion. This
simpliﬁcation bypasses the need for iterative optimization
and enables a straightforward direct optimization. We also
proposed a shape-based scalar metric that is predictive on
whether the optimal swimmer of a given shape is a pusher
or puller without the need of performing the optimization.
In the displacement-based optimization, the slip velocity
is induced by some periodic motion of the closely-packed
ciliary tips. The forward problem is solved using a fast and
accurate boundary integral method, and an adjoint-based
method is adopted to compute the sensitivity of swimming
eﬃciency. We found that, contrary to common beliefs,
adding constraints to the ciliary length could lead to better

Hanliang Guo
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
hanliang@umich.edu

Marc Bonnet
POems (CNRS-ENSTA-INRIA), Appl. Math. Dept.
Paris, France
marc.bonnet@ensta.fr
Shravan Veerapaneni
Department of Mathematics
University of Michigan
shravan@umich.edu
MS32
Nonlinear Dynamics of a Three-Layer SaﬀmanTaylor Problem
The three-layer Saﬀman-Taylor problem introduces two
coupled moving interfaces separating the three ﬂuids. In
this talk, we present a weakly nonlinear analysis of this
problem in a radial Hele-Shaw cell, and show that the
morphologies of the emerging ﬁngering patterns strongly
depend on the initial thickness of the intermediate layer
connecting the two interfaces. We then explore full nonlinear interfacial dynamics using a spectrally accurate boundary integral method. We quantify the nonlinear instability
of both interfaces as the relevant physical parameters (e.g.,
viscosities and surface tensions) are varied and show that
our nonlinear computations are in good agreement with the
experimental observations and the weakly nonlinear analysis. Nonlinear simulations reveal that due to the existence
of a second interface, the classical highly branched morphologies are replaced by less unstable structures in which
ﬁnger tip-splitting and ﬁnger competition phenomena are
evidently restrained as the initial annulus thickness is reduced.
Shuwang Li
Department of Applied Mathematics
Illinois Institute of Technology
sli@math.iit.edu
Pedro Anjos, Meng Zhao
Illinois Institute of Technology
pamorimanjos@iit.edu, mzhao8@hawk.iit.edu
John Lowengrub
Department of Mathematics
University of California at Irvine
jlowengr@uci.edu
MS32
Shape Optimization of Peristaltic Pumps for Stokesian Flow using Boundary Integral Method
This work presents a new boundary integral approach for
ﬁnding optimal shapes of peristaltic pumps transporting a
viscous ﬂuid or a rigid particle in Stokes ﬂow. We consider
shapes that minimize the rate of energy dissipation with a
prescribed volume of ﬂuid. When transporting a viscous
ﬂuid, we also constrain the mass ﬂow rate; when trans-
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porting a rigid particle in Stokes ﬂow, we constrain distance traversed by the particle over a set time period. Our
approach relies on a recently developed fast and accurate
boundary integral solver for simulating multiphase ﬂows
through periodic geometries of arbitrary shapes that completely avoid the issue of volume remeshing when updating
the pump shape as the optimization proceeds. Formulas
for computing the shape derivatives of the standard cost
functionals and constraints are derived. In order to fully
capitalize on the dimensionality reduction feature of the
boundary integral methods, shape sensitivities must ideally involve evaluating the physical variables on the particle or pump boundaries only. We show that this can indeed
be accomplished owing to the linearity of Stokes ﬂow. We
validate these analytic shape derivative formulas by comparing against ﬁnite-diﬀerence based gradients and present
several examples showcasing optimal pump shapes under
various constraints.
Marc Bonnet
POems (CNRS-ENSTA-INRIA), Appl. Math. Dept.
Paris, France
marc.bonnet@ensta.fr
Ruowen Liu, Hai Zhu
University of Michigan
ruowen@umich.edu, hszhu@umich.edu
Shravan Veerapaneni
Department of Mathematics
University of Michigan
shravan@umich.edu
MS32
Eﬃcient Convergent Boundary Integral Methods
for Slender Bodies
The dynamics of active and passive ﬁlaments in viscous
ﬂuids is frequently used as a model for many complex ﬂuids in biological systems such as: microtubules which are
involved in intracellular transport and cell division; ﬂagella
and cilia which aid in locomotion. The numerical simulation of such systems is generally based on slender-body theory which give asymptotic approximations of the solution.
However, these methods are low-order and cannot enforce
no-slip boundary conditions to high-accuracy, uniformly
over the boundary. Boundary-integral equation methods
which completely resolve the ﬁber surface have so far been
impractical due to the prohibitive cost of current layerpotential quadratures for such high aspect-ratio geometries. In this talk, we will present new quadrature schemes
which make such computations possible and present numerical results to show the eﬃciency of our method.

proach following particles along characteristics and (2) an
Eulerian approach ﬁxing a (uniform) spatial grid by discretizing the PDE in space. Lagrangian-based methods
do not have a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition,
but can require a remeshing step. Whereas, Eulerianbased methods can take advantage of high spatial resolution methods (e.g., weighted essentially nonoscillatory
(WENO)) to control spurious oscillations, but require a
CFL condition that forces a small time step. EulerianLagrangian methods combine both frameworks by following approximate characteristics for a relaxed CFL condition, while still working on a ﬁxed grid and taking advantage of high-resolution techniques. We introduce a new
Eulerian-Lagrangian ﬁnite volume method that can be applied to both linear and nonlinear conservation laws.
Joseph Nakao
University of Delaware
nakaoj@udel.edu
MS33
The Diﬀerence Potentials Method for Elliptic and
Parabolic PDEs
Partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) naturally arise in
mathematical models from biology, engineering, medicine,
and science. As analytical solutions of PDEs are typically
unavailable, numerical methods for PDE are an important
complement to modeling. This presentation will discuss the
Diﬀerence Potentials Method (DPM), ﬁrst developed by
Viktor Ryabenkii, for the numerical approximation of elliptic and parabolic PDEs. We will show that the DPM leads
to numerical schemes that are both highly accurate and
computationally eﬃcient. Time permitting, we will also
discuss current research. This presentation will be for a
general applied maths audience.
Kyle R. Steﬀen
University of Texas at Austin
Department of Mathematics
krsteﬀen@utexas.edu
MS34
Filtering Methods for Data Assimilation in Cardiovascular Simulation

MS33
An Eulerian-Lagrangian Finite Volume Method for
Solving Nonlinear Transport Equations

A major challenge in constructing three-dimensional patient speciﬁc hemodynamic models is the calibration of
model parameters to match patient data on ﬂow, pressure,
wall motion, etc. acquired in the clinic. Current workﬂows are manual and time-consuming. This work presents
a ﬂexible computational framework for model parameter
estimation in cardiovascular ﬂows that relies on the following fundamental contributions. i) A Reduced-Order Unscented Kalman Filter (ROUKF) model for data assimilation for wall material and simple lumped parameter network (LPN) boundary condition model parameters. ii) A
constrained least squares augmentation (ROUKF-CLS) for
more complex LPNs. iii) A “Netlist’ implementation, supporting easy ﬁltering of parameters in such complex LPNs.
The ROUKF algorithm is demonstrated using non-invasive
patient-speciﬁc data on anatomy, ﬂow and pressure from a
healthy volunteer. The ROUKF-CLS algorithm is demonstrated using synthetic data on a coronary LPN. The methods described in this paper have been implemented as part
of the CRIMSON hemodynamics software package.

There are two traditional approaches to numerically solving hyperbolic conservation laws: (1) a Lagrangian ap-

C. Alberto Figueroa
University of Michigan

Dhairya Malhotra
Flatiron Institute
dmalhotra@ﬂatironinstitute.org
Alex H. Barnett
Flatiron Institute
Simons Foundation
abarnett@ﬂatironinstitute.org
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error. By characterising the device errors in this way, we
further improve error ﬁlters accordingly. Experiments conducted on IBMs quantum computing devices suggest that
our approach provides more accurate error mitigation results than existing error-mitigation techniques, in which
error rates are estimated as deterministic values.

MS34
Large-Scale Bathymetry Prediction using Deep
Learning Approaches
The high cost and complex logistics of using ship-based
surveys for bathymetry, i.e., depth imaging, have encouraged the use of various types of indirect measurements such
as surface velocity from unmanned aerial vehicles. However, estimating high resolution bathymetry needed for hydrological and coastal applications from indirect measurements is usually an ill-posed inverse problem and can be
computationally challenging as most of the inversion techniques require iterative calls to complex forward models to
compute Jacobians and subsequent inversion of relatively
large matrices. In this talk, we use a deep learning approach to accelerate bathymetry estimation for potential
real-time waterbody depth imaging and subsequent forecast. Reduced order models of the shallow water equations are constructed on a nonlinear manifold of low dimensionality through variational encoders and the estimation
with uncertainty quantiﬁcation is performed on the low dimensional latent space in a Bayesian setting. Combined
with automatic diﬀerentiation and stochastic Newton-type
MCMC methods, we show that these proposed neural nets
can perform the inversion operation much faster than traditional inversion methods. The improvement and performance of these methodologies are illustrated by applying
them to riverine depth imaging problems.

Xiu Yang
Lehigh University
xiy518@lehigh.edu
MS34
Improving Inverse Problem with Data Completion

Jonghyun Lee
University of Hawaii at Manoa
jonghyun.harry.lee@hawaii.edu

Inverse problems are ubiquitous in the fabric of modern life,
where we can ﬁnd applications ranging from telecommunications to medical imaging. In the context of the latter
inverse problems usually takes the form of estimating the
properties inside the human body from measurement at
its surface. In this context there usually exists a trade-oﬀ
between the quality of the reconstruction and the cost of
obtaining the data. Thus one seeks to obtain the best reconstruction quality with the smallest amount of data possible. In this talk, we tackle this issue by generating new
artiﬁcial, or fake, data that is compatible with the physics
of the problem and use it to feed optimization-based inversion algorithms. In particular, we exploit the low-rank
structure of the data, to augment it using data-driven techniques in a hierarchical fashion. We will present the analytical and data-driven technique and their rationale. We
will present some synthetic examples, showcasing the ability to complete unseen data, and improve the quality of
the reconstruction.

Mojtaba Forghani, Yizhou Qian
Stanford University
mojtaba@stanford.edu, yzqian@stanford.edu
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University of Wisconsin-Madison
zepedanunez@wisc.edu, qinli@math.wisc.edu
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Stanford University
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Eric F. Darve
Institute for Computational and Mathematical
Engineering
Stanford University
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MS34
Quantifying and Mitigating Measurement Errors in
Quantum Computing
Various noise models have been developed in quantum
computing study to describe the propagation and eﬀect
of the noise from imperfect implementation of hardware.
We infer such parameters using Bayesian approaches, and
implement this method to study the gate and measurement

MS35
Inﬂuence of Noise Generation Techniques on the
Modeling of Laser Beam Propagation in Turbulent
Atmosphere based on Random Screens Approach
We considered two diﬀerent approaches to noise screens
generation for modeling of laser beam propagation in turbulent atmosphere. Speciﬁcally, we studied inﬂuence of
these random noise generation techniques on the resulting
pair correlation function of density in the screen. Also we
study inﬂuence of the resulting noise ﬁelds on the integral
characteristics of propagating beams and compared them
with previously derived theoretical results. Inﬂuence of the
resolution of the screen on these results was investigated
as well.
Alexander O. Korotkevich
Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, University of New
Mexico
L.D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS
alexkor@math.unm.edu
Pavel M. Lushnikov
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of New Mexico
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MS35
Motion of Singularities and Short Branch Cuts in
Surface Dynamics
A potential motion of ideal incompressible ﬂuid with a free
surface and inﬁnite depth is considered in two-dimensional
geometry. A time-dependent conformal mapping of the
lower complex half-plane of the auxiliary complex variable w into the area ﬁlled with ﬂuid is performed with
the real line of w mapped into the free ﬂuid’s surface. The
ﬂuid dynamics is fully characterized by the motion of the
complex singularities in w plane. We consider the short
branch cut approximation of the dynamics with the small
parameter being the ratio of the length of the branch cut
to the distance between its center and the real line of w.
Fluid dynamics is reduced to the complex Hopf equation
for the complex velocity coupled with the complex transport equation for the conformal mapping. These equations are fully integrable by characteristics producing the
inﬁnite family of solutions, including the pairs of moving
square root branch points. The solutions are compared
with the simulations of the full Eulerian dynamics giving
excellent agreement. We consider the dynamics of singularities and ﬁnite time blowup of Constantin-Lax-Majda
equation which corresponds to non-potential eﬀective motion of non-viscous ﬂuid with competing convection and
vorticity stretching terms. A family of exact solutions is
found together with the diﬀerent types of complex singularities approaching the real line in ﬁnite times. References:
arXiv:2003.05085, arXiv:2010.01201
Pavel M. Lushnikov
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of New Mexico
plushnik@math.unm.edu
MS35
A Hybrid Boundary Integral Method for TwoPhase Flow with Soluble Surfactant
We present an accurate and eﬃcient numerical method to
simulate the deformation of drops and bubbles in Stokes
ﬂow with soluble surfactant. The method builds on a recent hybrid or multiscale numerical method developed by
the authors to address diﬃculties in the numerical computation of ﬂuid interfaces with soluble surfactant in the
physically representative large Peclet number limit. In this
limit, a thin transition layer develops near the interface in
which physical quantities rapidly vary, yet must be well
resolved for accurate computation of the interface dynamics. The hybrid method uses the slenderness of the layer
to incorporate a separate analytical reduction of the layers
dynamics into a novel boundary integral formulation of the
interfacial free boundary problem. Up to now, the hybrid
method has been designed to treat systems of drops and
bubbles for which the bulk concentration of soluble surfactant is present in the exterior ﬂuid alone. Although this
is a good assumption in some applications, there are situations in which surfactant is present in the interior ﬂuid,
or can transfer between the exterior and interior ﬂuid via
transport through the combined interface-transition layer
structure. In this talk we present a method that removes
this limitation.
Michael Siegel, Ryan Atwater
New Jersey Institute of Technology
misieg@njit.edu, rpa24@njit.edu

Michael R. Booty
Department of Mathematical Sciences, NJIT
booty@njit.edu
MS35
Stability of Periodic Standing Waves in the Derivative Nls Equation
We consider the periodic standing waves of the derivative
nonlinear Schrödinger equation. We begin by classifying
all periodic standing waves in terms of eigenvalues of the
Kaup-Newell spectral problem, and then study the stability
of some of the solutions using the numerical Hill’s method.
We demonstrate that all of the ”nontrivial phase” solutions, except for one class, are spectrally unstable.
Jeremy Upsal
Department of Applied Mathematics
University of Washington
jupsal@uw.edu
Jinbing Chen
School of Mathematics
Southeast University
cjb@seu.edu.cn
Dmitry Pelinovsky
McMaster University
Department of Mathematics
dmpeli@math.mcmaster.ca
MS36
A Biomimetic Approach to Sensing with Waves
The aim of our work is to establish the mathematical foundations for the design of biomimetic sensing devices. Such
devices aim to take advantage of nature’s remarkable ability to devise innovative solutions to challenging problems.
In this talk, we explore these ideas through a case study on
human hearing. Using boundary integrals and asymptotic
techniques, we design a subwavelength acoustic metamaterial that mimics the performance of the cochlea. Building
on this, we are then able to use our mathematical framework explore theories of cochlear ampliﬁcation and also to
deduce related signal processing algorithms.
Bryn Davies
ETH
bryn.davies@sam.math.ethz.ch
MS36
Asymptotic Posterior Normality for the Bayesian
Inversion of the Non-Abelian X-Ray Transform on
Simple Surfaces
The non-abelian X-ray transform is a non-linear integral
geometric operator whose inversion has applications to Polarimetric Neutron Tomography. The latter is an imaging
modality which aims at recovering the magnetic ﬁeld inside
a medium from spin-in to spin-out measurements of neutron beams. This transform, while being non-linear, enjoys
rather precise answers to questions of injectivity, stability
and mapping properties, which in turn help a successful
analysis of the following statistical question: ﬁnd a statistically reliable strategy to reconstruct a matrix ﬁeld from
its noisy non-abelian X-ray transform. In short: in the
Bayesian framework and under a certain (ﬂexible) choice
of prior, the posterior mean gives a consistent estimator,
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and the posterior distribution becomes locally asymptotically normal (a Bernstein-von Mises type of theorem). In
this talk, we will discuss the results and some elements of
proof.

MS38
Qualitative Properties of Certain FSI PDE Models

Francois Monard
UC Santa Cruz
fmonard@ucsc.edu
Richard Nickl
University of Cambridge
r.nickl@statslab.cam.ac.uk
Gabriel Paternain
University of Cambridge, U¿K.
g.p.paternain@dpmms.cam.ac.uk
MS36
A Dimension-Reduction Approach
Correlation Based Imaging

tssaksal@ncsu.edu

to

Cross-

We are interested in recovering a sparse signal from
intensity-only measurements. In contrast to the case of
known phases, the unknown is now a matrix formed by the
cross correlation of the unknown signal. Hence, the bottleneck for inversion is the number of unknowns that grows
quadratically. We propose to reduce the dimensionality
of the problem by recovering only a part of the matrix of
the cross-correlations. I will consider 2 cases. In the ﬁrst
case we use diversity of illuminations and the the diagonal
of the unknown matrix to obtain a stable image. In the
second case we use only one illumination, and exploit the
symmetries of the imaging matrix to reduce the inversion
to the turnpike problem. The turnpike problem is a classic
inverse problem of recovering a set of points from the set
of their pairwise diﬀerences Both approaches lead to linear
number of unknowns.
Alexei Novikov
Penn State
novikov@psu.edu
MS36
Stable Reconstruction of Simple Riemannian Manifolds from Unknown Interior Sources

In this study, we consider a linearized compressible ﬂow
structure interaction PDE model for which the interaction
interface is under the eﬀect of material derivative term.
While the linearization takes place around a constant pressure and density components in structure equation, the
ﬂow linearization is taken with respect to a non-zero, ﬁxed,
variable ambient vector ﬁeld. This process produces extra
convective derivative and material derivative terms which
causes the coupled system to be nondissipative. We analyze the long time dynamics in the sense of asymptotic
(strong) stability in an invariant subspace (one dimensional less) of the entire state space where the continuous
semigroup is uniformly bounded. For this, we appeal to
the pointwise resolvent condition introduced by Chill and
Tomilov which avoids many technical complexity and provides a very clean, short and easy-to-follow proof.
Pelin Guven Geredeli
Iowa State University
peling@iastate.edu
MS38
Boundary Control for Optimal Mixing: from OpenLoop to Closed-Loop
This talk focuses on the control problems for optimal mixing via ﬂow advection in an open bounded and connected
domain. Both open- and closed-loop control designs will be
discussed. Numerical examples will be presented to demonstrate the ideas.
Weiwei Hu
University of Georgia
Weiwei.Hu@uga.edu
MS38
Weak and Strong Attractors in Structural Acoustic
Kirchhoﬀ Boussinesq Interactions with Boundary
Damping

Consider the geometric inverse problem: There is a set
of delta-sources in spacetime that emit waves travelling at
unit speed. If we know all the arrival times at the boundary
cylinder of the spacetime, can we reconstruct the space, a
Riemannian manifold with boundary? With a ﬁnite set of
sources we can only hope to get an approximate reconstruction, and we indeed provide a discrete metric approximation to the manifold with explicit data-driven error bounds
when the manifold is simple. This is the geometrization of a
seismological inverse problem where we measure the arrival
times on the surface of waves from an unknown number of
unknown interior microseismic events at unknown times.
The closeness of two metric spaces with a marked boundary is measured by a labeled Gromov–Hausdorﬀ distance.
If measurements are done for inﬁnite time and spatially
dense sources, our construction produces the true Riemannian manifold and the ﬁnite-time approximations converge
to it in the metric sense. This talk is based on a joint work
with Maarten V. de Hoop, Joonas Ilmavirta and Matti
Lassas

We consider a structural-acoustic problem in dimension 3,
in which the structural wall is modeled by a 2D KirchhoﬀBoussinesq plate and acoustic medium is subject to boundary damping. For this model we study existence of a continuous nonlinear semigroup along with long time behavior
associated with the model and ﬁnite energy space. It will
be shown that strong/weak continuity of the semigroups
and strong/weak attractiveness depend on the support of
the boundary damping. The diﬃculty is related to supercritical nonlinearity exhibited by the plate along with the
compromised boundary regularity of the acoustic waves.
Compensated compactness methods along with a hidden
boundary regularity of hyperbolic traces are exploited in
order to establish weak (resp. strong) generation of a
nonlinear semigroup subjected to feedback forces placed
on the boundary of the acoustic medium. Accordingly,
weak/strong attractors for the model will be constructed
by relying on recent estimates generated by the quasistability theory.

Teemu Saksala
North Carolina State University

Irena M. Lasiecka, Jose Rodriguez
University of Memphis
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MS38
Simultaneous Controllability of Two Parabolic
Equations
In this talk, we present some results on the simultaneous
null controllability of two (uncoupled) parabolic equations.
That is, with the same input function we look for conditions
on the parameters on each one to control simultaneously
both equations. Probably the ﬁrst result in this direction
is due to Russell in his study of the boundary controllability of Maxwell’s equations. In his work, he deals with the
simultaneous controllability of two uncoupled wave equations with diﬀerent boundary conditions. After this seminal paper, there is intensive research on related subjects
but treating hyperbolic equations. See the interesting work
due to Tbou on simultaneous control of semilinear wave
equations and the references in it, for a complete panorama
on the subject.
Luz de Teresa
UNAM
ldeteresa@im.unam.mx
MS39
Deep Neural Network Expression of Posterior Expectations in Bayesian PDE Inversion
For Bayesian inverse problems with input-to-response maps
given by well-posed partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs)
and subject to uncertain parametric or function space input, we establish (under rather weak conditions on the forward’, input-to-response maps) the parametric holomorphy of the data-to-QoI map relating observation data δ to
the Bayesian estimate for an unknown quantity of interest
(QoI). We prove exponential expression rate bounds for
this data-to-QoI map by deep neural networks with rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU) activation function, which are uniform with respect to the data δ taking values in a compact
subset of RK . We propose an eﬃcient, deterministic algorithm for constructing exponentially convergent deep neural network approximations of multivariate, analytic maps
f : [−1, 1]K → R. This construction is applicable to the
data-to-QoI map.
Lukas Herrmann
ETH Zurich
lukas.herrmann@ricam.oeaw.ac.at
Joost Opschoor
ETH Zuerich
joost.opschoor@sam.math.ethz.ch

Arnulf Jentzen
University of Münster
ajentzen@uni-muenster.de
MS39
Neural Operator: Learning Maps Between Function Spaces
The classical development of neural networks has primarily focused on learning mappings between ﬁnite dimensional Euclidean spaces or ﬁnite sets. We propose to generalize neural networks so that they can learn operators
mapping between inﬁnite dimensional function spaces. We
formulate the approximation of operators by composition
of a class of linear integral operators and nonlinear activation functions, so that the composed operator can approximate complex nonlinear operators. We propose four
formulations of the integral operators: graph-based operators, low-rank operators, multipole graph-based operators,
and Fourier operators. The proposed neural operators are
resolution-invariant: they share the same network parameters between diﬀerent discretizations and they can do zeroshot super-resolutions. We perform experiments on temporal dynamics and chaotic systems. The proposed models
show superior performance compared to existing machine
learning based methodologies. Meanwhile, they are several
magnitudes faster compared to conventional PDE solvers.
Zongyi Li
California Institute of Technology
zongyili@caltech.edu
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ETH Zuerich
SAM
christoph.schwab@sam.math.ethz.ch

MS39
Optimal Experimental Design for Large-Scale
Bayesian Inverse Problem with Deep Neural Network Surrogate

Jakob Zech
MIT
jakob.zech@uni-heidelberg.de
MS39
Overcoming the Curse of Dimensionality:
Nonlinear Monte Carlo to Deep Learning

universal tools used in modelling problems in nature and
man-made complex systems. For example, HamiltonianJacobi-Bellman PDEs are employed in operations research
to describe optimal control problems and Black-Scholestype PDEs are employed in state-of-the-art pricing and
hedging models for ﬁnancial derivatives. The PDEs appearing in such models are often high-dimensional. Such
PDEs can typically not be solved explicitly and it is one of
the most challenging tasks in applied mathematics to develop approximation algorithms which are able to approximatively compute solutions of high-dimensional PDEs.
Most of the approximation algorithms for PDEs in the literature suﬀer from the so-called ”curse of dimensionality”
in the sense that the number of required computational operations of the approximation algorithm to achieve a given
approximation accuracy grows exponentially in the dimension of the considered PDE. With such algorithms it is
impossible to approximatively compute solutions of highdimensional PDEs even when the fastest currently available
computers are used. In this talk we prove that suitable
deep neural network approximations do indeed overcome
the curse of dimensionality in the case of a general class
of semilinear parabolic PDEs and we thereby prove that a
general semilinear parabolic PDE can be solved approximatively without the curse of dimensionality.

from

Partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) are among the most

In this talk, we present a deep learning framework for optimal experimental design (OED). OED plays an important role in optimally acquiring observation data to reduce
parameter uncertainty by Bayesian inference. It is formulated as an optimization problem that requires numerous
evaluation of suitable optimal criterion, for which an inner
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Bayesian inverse problem have to be solved. This is computationally prohibitive if the forward model (e.g. largescale PDE with high-dimensional parameters) is expensive
to solve. To reduce the computational cost, we develop a
deep learning framework that constructs a projected neural network (PNN) to learn the parameter-to-observable
map and its Jacobian. We use the PNN as a surrogate
to accelerate the evaluation of the optimal criterion and
the OED optimization. Numerical results are presented to
demonstrate the accuracy and eﬃciency of this framework.
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Keyi Wu
University of Texas Austin
keyiwu@math.utexas.edu

can provide detailed descriptions of sea ice dynamics that
explicitly model fracture and ridging, which can be diﬃcult with typical continuum sea ice modeling approaches.
However, large sea ice ﬂoes can deform and break up under
external forcing, which presents challenges for a DEM to
simulate these important dynamics accurately. In this talk,
we present our current eﬀorts in extending sea ice DEM formulations to model continuous ﬂoe mechanics with a novel
sea ice peridynamic-DEM hybrid model. We will present
results on idealized tests that examine the ability of the
model to predict eﬀective continuous sea ice properties including eﬀective stress and strength. Lastly, we discuss
results from simulations of sea ice dynamics through the
Nares Strait. We compare our simulation results to optical
satellite imagery and discuss predictive capability.

Peng Chen
University of Texas in Austin
peng@oden.utexas.edu
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Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
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MS40
Data-Driven Operator-Theoretic Prediction and
Dynamics of Sea Ice in the Baltic Sea

Omar Ghattas
Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and
Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
omar@oden.utexas.edu
MS40
Phase Models of Sea Ice Fracture
Fractures impact sea ice dynamics across a wide range of
spatial scales: basin-scale leads enhance atmosphere-ocean
heat transfer and polar albedo; fractures within ice connect air and brine pockets to form brine channels. Modeling realistic break up of a single ice ﬂoe requires expensive,
high resolution measurements. Elastic properties of a ﬂoe
vary with porosity, temperature, age and thickness. Sharp
changes in elastic deformation and corners localized stress
and nucleate fractures. We are developing a framework
for eﬃciently generating simulated data banks of fractured
ﬂoes for a large number of realizable parameters. Phaseﬁeld models employ a continuous order parameter to distinguish between broken and unbroken regions. Using these
models, we insert realizations of physical ﬂoe parameters
and geometries to produce a bank of fracture proﬁles.
Huy Dinh
Department of Mathematics
University of Utah
hd2238@nyu.edu
MS40
Modeling Lead Development in Continuous Sea Ice
Floes with a Hybrid Peridynamic Discrete Element
Method
The Arctic has undergone signiﬁcant changes in recent
decades due to climate change, with substantial reductions
in sea ice extent and multiyear ice, leading to thinner ice
that is susceptible to breakup. This so called “New Arctic” presents many challenges including, but not limited to,
accurately modeling sea ice dynamics, lead (crack) development, and ridge formation (sea ice ﬂoe collision). Particle methods, such as the discrete element method (DEM),

We present a new data-driven for prediction scheme, combining kernel methods for machine learning and operatortheoretic ergodic theory. This method, called kernel analog forecasting (KAF), is a generalization of Lorenz’s analog forecasting approach that rigorously approximates the
conditional expectation of observables under partially observed, nonlinear dynamics, while also providing useful uncertainty quantiﬁcation through estimates of conditional
variance and conditional probability. We perform forecasting of sea ice in the Baltic Sea. Furthermore, we examine
prediction skill and its correspondence with eigenfunctions
of Koopman operators acting across a range of timescales.
Joanna Slawinska
Finnish Center for Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki
joanna.slawinska@helsinki.ﬁ
Dimitrios Giannakis
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
dimitris@cims.nyu.edu
MS41
A Mean-Field Game Approach to Equilibrium
Pricing in Solar Renewable Energy Certiﬁcate
Markets
Solar Renewable Energy Certiﬁcate (SREC) markets are a
market-based system that incentivizes solar energy generation. A regulatory body imposes a lower bound on the
amount of energy each regulated ﬁrm must generate via
solar means, providing them with a tradeable certiﬁcate
for each MWh generated. Firms seek to navigate the market optimally by modulating their SREC generation and
trading rates. As such, the SREC market can be viewed
as a stochastic game, where agents interact through the
SREC price. We study this stochastic game by solving the
mean-ﬁeld game (MFG) limit with sub-populations of heterogeneous agents. Market participants optimize costs accounting for trading frictions, cost of generation, non-linear
non-compliance costs, and generation uncertainty. Moreover, we endogenize SREC price through market clearing.
We characterize ﬁrms’ optimal controls as the solution of
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McKean-Vlasov (MV) FBSDEs and determine the equilibrium SREC price. We establish the existence and uniqueness of a solution to this MV-FBSDE, and prove that the
MFG strategies form an -Nash equilibrium for the ﬁnite
player game. Finally, we develop a numerical scheme for
solving the MV-FBSDEs and conduct a simulation study.

peter.tankov@ensae.fr

Dena Firoozi
University of Montreal
HEC
dena.ﬁroozi@hec.ca

In this talk, a class of mean-ﬁeld-type games with discretecontinuous state spaces will be presented. We establish Bellman systems which provide suﬃciency conditions
for mean-ﬁeld-type equilibria in state-and-mean-ﬁeld-type
feedback form. We then derive a master adjoint system
(MASS). The methodology is shown to be ﬂexible enough
to capture multi-class interaction in epidemic propagation in which multiple authorities and ﬁrms are risk-aware
atomic decision-makers and individuals are risk-aware nonatomic decision-makers. Based on MASS, we present a
data-driven modelling and analytics for mitigating Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19).
The model integrates vaccination, untested cases, age-structure, decisionmaking, gender, pre-existing health conditions, location,
testing capacity, hospital capacity, and a mobility map
of local areas, including in-cities, inter-cities, and internationally. It is shown that the data-driven model can capture most of the reported data on COVID-19 on conﬁrmed
cases, deaths, recovered, number of testing and number of
active cases in 100+ countries. The model also reports nonGaussian, and non-exponential properties in 35+ countries.

MS41
Solving Mean-Field PDEs with Symmetric Neural
Networks
We propose numerical methods for solving non-linear partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) in the Wasserstein space
of probability measures, which arise notably in the optimal
control of McKean-Vlasov dynamics. The method relies
ﬁrst on the approximation of the PDE in inﬁnite dimension
by a backward stochastic diﬀerential equation (BSDE) with
a forward system of N interacting particles. We provide
the rate of convergence of this ﬁnite-dimensional approximation for the solution to the PDE and its L-derivative.
Next, by exploiting the symmetry of the particles system,
we design a machine learning algorithm based on certain
types of neural networks, named PointNet and DeepSet, for
computing simultaneously the pair solution to the BSDE
by backward induction through sequential minimization of
loss functions. We illustrate the eﬃciency of the PointNet/DeepSet networks compared to classical feedforward
ones, and provide some numerical results of our algorithm
for the examples of a mean-ﬁeld systemic risk and a meanvariance problem.
Huyen Pham
University Paris Diderot
huyn pham ¡pham@math.univ-paris-diderot.fr¿
MS41
The Entry and Exit Game in the Electricity Markets: A Mean-Field Game Approach
We develop a model for the industry dynamics in the
electricity market, based on mean-ﬁeld games of optimal
stopping. In our model, there are two types of agents:
the renewable producers and the conventional producers.
The renewable producers choose the optimal moment to
build new renewable plants, and the conventional producers choose the optimal moment to exit the market. The
agents interact through the market price, determined by
matching the aggregate supply of the two types of producers with an exogenous demand function. Using a relaxed formulation of optimal stopping mean-ﬁeld games, we
prove the existence of a Nash equilibrium and the uniqueness of the equilibrium price process. An empirical example, inspired by the UK electricity market is presented.
The example shows that while renewable subsidies clearly
lead to higher renewable penetration, this may entail a cost
to the consumer in terms of higher peakload prices. In order to avoid rising prices, the renewable subsidies must be
combined with mechanisms ensuring that suﬃcient conventional capacity remains in place to meet the energy demand
during peak periods.
Peter Tankov
ENSAE ParisTech

MS41
Covid-19: A Data-Driven Mean-Field-Type Game
Perspective

Hamidou Tembine
New York University
tembine@landglab.com
MS42
High-Order
Bound-Preserving
Discontinuous
Galerkin Methods for Multiphase Flow
We consider the high-order bound-preserving local discontinuous Galerkin method for the simulation of incompressible and immiscible two-phase ﬂow in porous media with
capillary pressure. Mathematical model of two-phase ﬂow
in porous media is a couple system of time-dependent nonlinear PDEs which include the Darcys law, the equation of
conservation of mass for each phase, the constraint of the
saturations of phases, and the equation of capillary pressure which depends on the wetting saturation. The important physical features of the saturations of phases is their
boundedness between 0 and 1. Failure of bound-preserving
of saturations may cause blow-ups of the numerical algorithm. We propose high-order bound-preserving local discontinuous Galerkin method to keep this important physical feature. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate
the high-order accuracy and bound-preserving property of
the numerical technique.
Xiuhui Guo
China University of Petroleum
s20090004@s.upc.edu.cn
MS42
Coupled Fluid Flow and Geomechanical Modeling
for Understanding the Mechanism of Shear Dilation in Bedding Layers Induced by Hydraulic Fracturing
In this paper, a coupled ﬂuid ﬂow and geo-mechanical
model was developed to better understand the physical
process of bedding layer shear dilation and its impact on
hydraulic fracture propagation and height growth. To ac-
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curately capture the shear slippage and propagation of the
bedding layers induced by the hydraulic fracture, we applied a higher order displacement discontinuity method
(HDDM), which outperforms the constant displacement
discontinuity method (DDM) in accuracy but maintains
the same computational eﬃciency. Diﬀerent from the hydraulic fracture propagation, the shear slippage propagation of a bedding layer starts with the fracturing ﬂuid leaking into the bedding layer, which elevates the ﬂuid pressure
and therefore decreases the resistive shear strength induced
by the eﬀective normal stress. When the shear failure criterion is satisﬁed, shear failure occurs and the shear dilation
is activated. The shear dilation increases the permeability
of the bedding layer and speeds up the ﬂuid leak oﬀ, which
results in a positive reinforcement of the shear propagation. This process is slowing down the hydraulic fracture
height propagation due to ﬂuid loss and conductivity enhancement in the bedding layer. Case studies show that the
ﬂuid viscosity, initial bedding layer width, and the maximum eﬀective hydraulic aperture of the bedding layer have
signiﬁcant impacts on the shear dilation process.

foam) fracturing ﬂuid, post-frac shut-in and ﬂowback, primary production, and ﬂuid reinjection in a multiple well
pad. This simulator fully couples the reservoir, fracture,
and wellbore domains with multiple physics in each domain. The rock deformation, porous ﬂow and temperature
change in the reservoir domain, ﬂuid and proppant transport in the fracture domain, and wellbore slurry ﬂow and
ﬂuid/proppant distribution among clusters are fully coupled together and solved fully implicitly using the NewtonRaphson method. The phase behavior of hydrocarbon
phases is modeled using Peng-Robinson Equation-of-state.
The fracture propagation is modeled by mesh topology
change and the propagation direction is evaluated using
the stress intensity factors. This simulator has been fully
parallelized using MPI and domain decomposition method
and a speedup test has been performed using the Stempede2 supercomputer at Texas Advanced Computing Center. This simulator is validated against various problems
with known analytical solutions. We show two applications
of this simulator for lifecycle analysis in US unconventional
oil reservoirs on frac-hits and CO2 fracturing.

Jiawei Li, Kan Wu
Texas A&M University
jiaweilitamu@gmail.com, kan.wu@tamu.edu

Shuang Zheng
University of Texas at Austin
shuangzheng@utexas.edu

MS42
High-Order Bound-Preserving Finite Diﬀerence
Methods for Miscible Displacements in Porous Media
In this paper, we develop high-order bound-preserving
(BP) ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD) methods for the coupled system
of compressible miscible displacements. We consider the
problem with multi-component ﬂuid mixture and the (volumetric) concentration of the jth component, cj , should
be between 0 and 1. It is well known that cj does not
satisfy a maximum-principle. Hence most of the existing
BP techniques cannot be applied directly. The main idea
in this paper is to construct the
 positivity-preserving techniques to all cj s and enforce j cj = 1 simultaneously to
obtain physically relevant approximations. By doing so, we
have to treat the time derivative of the pressure dp/dt as
a source in the concentration equation and choose suitable
“consistent’ numerical ﬂuxes in the pressure and concentration equations. In order to develop high-order BP FD
methods, we ﬁrst construct a special discretization of the
convection term, which yields the desired approximations
of the source. Then we can ﬁnd out the time step size that
suitable for the BP technique and apply the ﬂux limiters.
Moreover, we will also construct a special algorithm for the
diﬀusion term whose stencil is the same as that used for
the convection term. Numerical experiments will be given
to demonstrate the high-order accuracy and good performance of the numerical technique.
Xinyuan Liu
China University of Petroleum
s18090001@s.upc.edu.cn
MS42
An Integrated Equation-of-State Compositional
Hydraulic Fracturing and Reservoir Simulator
We present an integrated Equation-of-State based compositional hydraulic fracturing and reservoir simulator. The
goal of this research is to develop a general simulator that
can simulate the lifecycle of wells, which includes hydraulic
fracturing treatment using water-based or energized (gas,

Mukul M. Sharma
Department of Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin
msharma@mail.utexas.edu
MS43
The Pole Dynamics of Soliton Solutions of the Focusing Nls Equation
The dynamics of the soliton solutions of the focusing Nonlinear Schrodinger equation is examined through the study
of their poles in the complex x-plane. These poles are time
dependent and their interactions in the x-plane provide a
new way to understand soliton collisions. We limit our
study to the case where the multi-soliton asymptotically
approaches a linear superposition of single solutions. Thus
breathers or resonant solitons are not yet considered.
Bernard Deconinck, Matthew Farkas
University of Washington
deconinc@uw.edu, mfarkas@uw.edu
MS43
Self-Similar Evolution in Wave Turbulence and
Nonequiliblium Bose-Einstein Condensation
Creation of turbulent states in Bose-Einstein condensates
(BEC) has recently become a rapidly developing direction
in experimental research. This is because of the versatility
of the optical control and measurement techniques in BEC
experiment which make it a perfect laboratory for studies
of turbulence. BEC turbulence is a rich system posessing
many key attributes of the classical and quantum turbulence and wave turbulence including randomly interacting
dispersive waves, quantized vortices, forward and inverse
cascades. In my talk I will overview the current state of art
in the theory, numerical modeling and recent experiments
in BEC turbulence. I will introduce the theory of wave
turbulence (WT) that discribes some important features of
BEC turbulence and non-equilibrium condensation. I will
describe transitions from weak WT to strong turbulence
dominated by a gas of strongly nonlinear quantized vortices, whose subsequent anihilations result in appearance
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of a coherent condensate state. I will describe remaining
theoretical challenges in theoretical description of turbulent states where random waves and vortices coexist and
interact, and will discuss proposals of novel experimental
setups.
Sergey Nazarenko
Institut de Physique de Nice
France
sergey.nazarenko@inphyni.cnrs.fr
MS43
Suppression of Turbulent Transport by Zonal Flows
in Magnetized Plasmas
We introduce a new reduced ﬂuid model to understand
the abrupt change in the turbulent plasma dynamics
which can take place at the edge of magnetic conﬁnement fusion devices, with the spontaneous appearance of
macroscopic, zero-frequency shear ﬂows known as zonal
ﬂows. Our model is based on a modiﬁcation of the wellknown Hasegawa-Wakatani model [M. Wakatani and A.
Hasegawa, Physics of Fluids 27(3), 611618 (1984); R. Numata, R. Ball, and R. L. Dewar, Physics of Plasmas 14(10),
102312 (2007)], with an improved treatment of the electron
dynamics parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld. In this talk, we will
present the main properties of our model, discuss the role
of boundary conditions, and if time permits, investigate
eﬀective strategies and algorithms for uncertainty quantiﬁcation for that complex dynamical system.
Di Qi, A Majda
NYU
qidi@cimsnyu.edu, jonjon@cims.nyu.edu
Antoine Cerfon
Courant Institute NYU
cerfon@cims.nyu.edu
Junyi Zou
New York University
jz2819@nyu.edu
MS43
On Propagation of Pulses in Neurons
I will report on recent work with A. Talidou and A. Burchard in which we consider the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation
extended to cylindrical surfaces. We show the existence
of stable pulse-like solutions close to exact 1-dimensional
pulses.
Israel Michael Sigal
Department of Mathematics
University of Toronto
im.sigal@utoronto.ca
MS44
Coupling Estimates for Stochastic Sampling Quality
We present algorithms to quantitatively assess the accuracy
of stochastic samplers, particularly in cases where the analytic form of the invariant measure is unavailable. In many
cases, the invariant measure of the numerical sampler, π̂, is
diﬀerent from the true invariant measure π, and we give numerical schemes to quantitatively estimate the distance between the measures. This is done with a coupling method

to estimate the contraction rate of the transition kernel,
and we present extensions to cases with degenerate noise.
Matthew Dobson
University of Massachusetts Amherst
dobson@math.umass.edu
Yao Li
University of Massachusetts Amherst
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
yaoli@math.umass.edu
Jiayu Zhai
University of Massachusetts Amherst
zhai@math.umass.edu
MS44
Examining Diminishing Returns in Exhaustive
Saddle Point Searches
In calculating the time evolution of an atomic system
on diﬀusive timescales, oﬀ lattice kinetic Monte Carlo
(OLKMC) can sometimes be used to overcome the limitations of Molecular Dynamics. OLKMC relies on the harmonic approximation to Transition State Theory, in which
the rate of rare transitions from one energy minimum to a
neighboring minimum scales exponentially with an energy
barrier on the potential energy surface. This requires locating the index-1 saddle point, commonly referred to as
a transition state, that separates two neighboring energy
minima. In modeling the evolution of an atomic system, it
is desirable to ﬁnd all the relevant transitions surrounding
the current minimum. Due to the large number of minima
on the potential energy surface, exhaustively searching the
landscape for these saddle points is a challenging task. In
examining the particular case of isolated Lennard-Jones
clusters of around 50 particles, we observe very slow convergence of the total number of saddle points found as a
function of successful searches. We seek to understand this
behavior by modeling the distribution of successful searches
and sampling this distribution to create a stochastic process that mimics this behavior.
Tim Schulze
University of Tennessee, USA
shulze@math.utk.edu.
MS44
Accurate and Eﬃcient Splitting Methods for Dissipative Particle Dynamics
We study numerical methods for dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), which is a system of stochastic diﬀerential
equations and a popular stochastic momentum-conserving
thermostat for simulating complex hydrodynamic behavior
at mesoscales. We propose a new splitting method that is
able to substantially improve the accuracy and eﬃciency
of DPD simulations in a wide range of the friction coeﬃcients, particularly in the extremely large friction limit that
corresponds to a ﬂuid-like Schmidt number, a key issue in
DPD. Various numerical experiments on both equilibrium
and transport properties are performed to demonstrate the
superiority of the newly proposed method over popular alternative schemes in the literature.
Xiaocheng Shang
University of Birmingham
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MS44
A Splitting Method to Reduce MCMC Variance
We explore whether splitting and killing methods can improve the accuracy of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
estimates of rare event probabilities, and we make three
contributions. First, we prove that ”weighted ensemble”
is the only splitting and killing method that provides
asymptotically consistent estimates when combined with
MCMC. Second, we prove a lower bound on the asymptotic variance of weighted ensemble’s estimates. Third, we
give a constructive proof and numerical examples to show
that weighted ensemble can approach this optimal variance
bound, in many cases reducing the variance of MCMC estimates by multiple orders of magnitude.
Robert Webber
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
rw2515@nyu.edu
David Aristoﬀ
Colorado State University
aristoﬀ@rams.colostate.edu
Gideon Simpson
Department of Mathematics
Drexel University
grs53@drexel.edu
MS45
Rogue Waves in Integrable and Non-Integrable
Systems: Existence, Stability and Dynamics
This talk will focus on the formation of rogue waves
in the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation and the
Salerno model containing the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik
(AL) and (non-integrable) discrete NLS (DNLS) models.
We will ﬁrst consider Gaussian wavepacket initial data for
both the NLS and Salerno models, where novel spatiotemporal dynamics will be presented as the Gaussian’s
width changes. We will show that large amplitude excitations strongly reminiscent of the Peregrine soliton, (timeperiodic) Kuznetsov-Ma (KM) breather or regular solitons
appear to form. Then, we will focus on the existence, stability and dynamics of discrete Kuznetsov-Ma breathers in
the Salerno model. We will explore the conﬁguration space
of KM breathers by varying the period of the solution and
the homotopy parameter associated with the Salerno model
(connecting the AL and DNLS models). We will show that
on one hand, the KM breather in the AL model is not the
only one solution since more KM solutions bearing oscillatory tails are shown to be present therein. On the other
hand, and as per the DNLS model, novel KM breathers will
be presented in this case. The results will be complemented
by a discussing the stability of the solutions using Floquet
theory and numerical simulations. More recent results on
the DNLS equation will be presented too (if time permits)
and open problems and questions will be discussed.
Efstathios G. Charalampidis
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo
echarala@calpoly.edu
MS45
An Integrable Two-Component Generalization of
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the Degasperis-Procesi Equation
We propose an integrable two-component generalization of
the Degasperis-Procesi (DP) equation. We found that the
Witten-Dijkgraaf-Verlinde-Verlinde (WDVV) equation can
be reduced to a two-component DP equation. Based on
this fact, we construct the Lax pair, the bi-Hamiltonian
structure and conservation laws for this newly integrable
coupled equation.
Baofeng Feng
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
baofeng.feng@utrgv.edu

MS45
Ist and Solitons for the Complex Coupled ShortPulse Equation
We present the inverse scattering transform (IST) for
the complex coupled short pulse equation (cSPE) on the
line. Our work extends to the complex, coupled case the
Riemann-Hilbert approach to the IST for the real, scalar
short-pulse equation proposed by A. Boutet de Monvel and
collaborators in 2017. One-soliton solutions are also investigated within the framework of the IST. The simplest
soliton solutions, fundamental solitons, are found to be the
natural vector generalization of scalar one-soliton solutions
of the complex short-pulse equation. But in the coupled
case one can also have more complicated, composite soliton solutions, corresponding to two fundamental solitons
having the same amplitude and velocity but diﬀerent carrier frequencies, as well as solutions that, while still corresponding to a minimal set of discrete eigenvalues, cannot
be reduced to simple superposition of fundamental solitons.
It is also found that the same constraints on the discrete
eigenvalues that guarantee regular, smooth solutions also
hold in the coupled case.
Aikaterini Gkogkou
University at Buﬀalo
agkogkou@buﬀalo.edu

MS45
Multicomponent Solitons in Atomic Bose-Einstein
Condensates
In this talk, we will mention a number of recent developments on multi-component wave patterns in BoseEinstein condensates. We will discuss various states in
two-component systems including recently observed ones
experimentally such as dark-bright and dark-antidark solitonic ones. Then we will extend consideration to threecomponent spinor settings and ﬁrst discuss their ground
state structure, and subsequently super-impose on the
same parametric space the diagram of existence of diﬀerent
excited nonlinear wave states. We will also present further
developments which go beyond the standard spinor model
and towards the classical Manakov model, where an experimental connection with integrability becomes accessible.
There, we will encounter dark-bright-bright soliton states
and explore how their collisional properties follow predictions of polarization shifts made on the basis of the theory
of integrable systems theory.
Panos Kevrekidis
University of Massachusetts Amherst
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kevrekid@math.umass.edu

nigam@math.sfu.ca

MS46

MS46
An Algorithm for Exploring Eigenvector Localization

Domains Without Dense Steklov Nodal Sets
This talk concerns the asymptotic geometric character of
the nodal set of the eigenfunctions of the Steklov eigenvalue problem in two-dimensional domains. In particular
results will be mentioned which establish the existence of
a dense family A of simply-connected two-dimensional domains with analytic boundaries for each one of which the
Steklov eigenfunction’s nodal lines “are not dense at scale
1/j”. This result, which addresses a question put forth
under “Open Problem 10” in Girouard and Polterovich, J.
Spectr. Theory, 321-359 (2017), shows that, for domains
in the class A, the Steklov nodal sets have starkly diﬀerent character than anticipated: they are not dense at any
shrinking scale. A variety of numerical results, including
surprising graphical manifestations of the non-dense nodal
character, will also be presented. Work in collaboration
with Jeﬀrey Galkowski.
Oscar P. Bruno
California Institute of Technology
obruno@caltech.edu
MS46
Application of the Feast Algorithm to Computing
Fiber Modes
Most of the energy carried in optical ﬁbers resides in a few
transverse modes of the ﬁber. These transverse modes may
be of the guided type, or the leaky type (with low losses).
Due to the millions of wavelengths contained in a typical ﬁber length, the only feasible way to simulate complex
nonlinear eﬀects in ﬁbers is by using simpliﬁed models. We
use reduced-order models built using the transverse modes.
For simple geometries, like the textbook step-index ﬁber,
these modes can be analytically computed in closed form.
However, for emerging microstructured ﬁbers, they must
be computed by numerically by solving an eigenproblem.
In this talk we focus on the computation of leaky modes
and loss factors. Using a frequency-dependent perfectly
matched layer and a high-order ﬁnite element discretization, we arrive at a nonlinear eigenproblem. We solve this
eigenproblem using a variant of the popular FEAST algorithm. We present the details involved in both the linear
algebra as well as in the discretization.
Jay Gopalakrishnan
Portland State University
gjay@pdx.edu
MS46
On Mixed Steklov Eigenvalue Problems
We present recent results on the spectra of mixed SteklovNeumann problems for the Laplacian as well as the
Helmholtz operator. Key to the work is a boundary integral discretization strategy, which we describe in detail.
Nilima Nigam
Dept. of Mathematics
Simon Fraser University

It is well-known that domain geometry and ”disorder” in
the coeﬃcients of a diﬀerential operator can give rise to localization (concentration of mass) of some eigenvectors in
relatively small subdomains. A rich literature concerning
such localization phenomena has developed over the past
60 years, and new mathematical insights into the underlying mechanisms driving localization have been provided
over the last decade. Much more recently, a few numerical methods have been proposed for identifying likely regions of localization, and estimating eigenpairs (or just the
eigenvalues) for which the eigenvector is localized in such a
region. We propose a new method, which targets eigenvectors that are localized in a speciﬁed region R, incorporating
a tolerance that quantiﬁes how strongly concentrated the
eigenvector must be within the region to be accepted as being ”localized” there. Our approach is inspired by the work
of Marletta on combating the eﬀects of spectral polution
when computing eigenvalues of an operator that are near
its essential spectrum. Though the operators we consider
have no essential spectrum, our approach similarly involves
a complex shift of the operator, which is designed to highlight eigenpairs for which the eigenvector is localized in R
within a given tolerance. We provide theory supporting our
proposed approach, and numerical examples illustrating its
performance. This is joint work with Robyn Reid.
Jeﬀrey S. Ovall
Portland State University
jovall@pdx.edu
MS47
High-Resolution Remote Sensing Sea Ice Observations for Improved Prediction
Observations of Arctic sea ice reveal a negative and accelerating trend of end-of-summer extent, outpacing model projections, which suggests some sea ice processes are not well
represented in models. In summer, snow atop the sea ice
melts into ponds, decreasing surface albedo and contributing to the ice albedo feedback. Recent model sensitivity
studies have shown that including melt pond (MP) parameters in sea ice forecasting end-of-summer ice predictions.
In summer, abundant moisture due to extensive open water
areas results in the formation of low-lying clouds that can
obscure surface observations. MPs appear radiometrically
similar to open water and leads, impeding disambiguation
of these features. Thus, our understanding of MP processes is lacking at an Arctic-wide level. Scientists rely on
predictive models to supplement the limited summer observations. We present new observational data from the
ICESat-2 satellite that may be of interest to the modeling community. ICESat-2, launched by NASA in 2018, has
demonstrated the ability to precisely ( 2 cm) measure sea
ice height with along-track sampling of 0.7m. We present
examples of high-resolution spring sea ice topography and
freeboard that may be used for model initialization, and
new observations of MPs that may be used for validation
of summer sea ice forecasting. Our ICESat-2 results are
complemented by extensive, high-resolution airborne observations of MPs collected by Operation IceBridge in July
2016 and 2017.
Ellen Buckley
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University of Maryland
buckley@terpmail.umd.edu

Dartmouth College
james.g.ronan.gr@dartmouth.edu

Sinead Farrell
University of Maryland
Department of Geographical Sciences
sineadf@umd.edu

MS48
Deep Learning Methods for Discovering Physics
from Data

Kyle Duncan
University of Maryland
kduncan@umd.edu
MS47
Characterizing the Sea-Ice Floe Size Distribution
Across a Range of Settings from High-Resolution
Optical Satellite Imagery
The Arctic sea-ice ﬂoe size distribution (FSD) is a metric
of the state of the fragmented ice cover. The FSD can characterize the sea-ice ﬂoe ﬁelds response to thermodynamic
and dynamic atmosphere and ocean forcing. We evaluate
the FSD for a series of 26 high-resolution (= 5 m) panchromatic optical satellite images that span the melt season and
capture a range of sea-ice states and settings in the Canada
Basin. The images are segmented for ﬂoe-area retrieval and
the sensitivity to choice of parameters in the segmentation
algorithm is examined. The corresponding FSDs are generally characterized by a single power law across ﬂoe scales
1,000 m to 100 km. FSDs follow a well-deﬁned seasonal cycle of steepening into the melt season associated with the
breakup of larger ﬂoes. The extensive characterization of
FSDs is important for understanding the evolution of the
sea-ice ﬂoe ﬁeld in a changing Arctic. Results provide essential information for developing and validating theories
for ﬂoe-ﬂoe interactions in the next generation of models.
Alexis A. Denton, Mary-Louise Timmermans
Yale University
alexis.denton@yale.edu,
louise.timmermans@yale.edu

mary-

MS47
Applications of Optimal Transport in Sea Ice Dynamics
Sea ice dynamics play an important role in polar navigation and larger climate scale processes. However, there are
limited observations of ice motion at navigational scales
(< 1 km). It is therefore important to combine as many
diﬀerent information sources as possible to provide a more
complete picture of the ice motion and deformation. Mathematically, this type of data fusion can be formulated as
an inverse problem, where parameters in a model of the ice
motion are calibrated to match satellite imagery of the ice.
We will show that Wasserstein distances are a natural approach for quantitatively assessing model-data misﬁt in the
sea ice setting and will demonstrate that recent advancements in computational optimal transport are amenable
to computationally eﬃcient gradient-based solution strategies. While our focus will be on deterministic formulations
of the inverse problem, a Bayesian interpretation of the
Wasserstein misﬁt function will also be discussed.
Matthew Parno
ERDC-CRREL
Engineer Research and Development Center
Matthew.D.Parno@usace.army.mil
James Ronan

We propose unsupervised deep learning methods for deducing physical laws from data. Our work demonstrates the
eﬀectiveness of physics-constrained deep networks for dimensionality reduction and coordinate transformation as
a ﬁrst step for sparse identiﬁcation of nonlinear dynamical systems (SINDy). First, a deep network that discovers the most physically meaningful dimensionless numbers from observations is presented. Second, we show that
a deep auto-encoder can transform the coordinates of a
delay-embedded time series to recover the most parsimonious dynamical system that best reconstructs it in higher
dimensions. Finally, we analyze the eﬀect of physical constraints on the robustness and extrapolation generalization
of these algorithms.
Joseph Bakarji
Stanford University
jbakarji@uw.edu
Jared L. Callaham
University ofWashington
jc244@uw.edu
Kathleen Champion
University of Washington, Department of Applied
Mathematics
kpchamp@uw.edu
J. Nathan Kutz
University of Washington, Seattle
Dept of Applied Mathematics
kutz@uw.edu
Steve Brunton
University of Washington
sbrunton@uw.edu

MS48
Deep Neural Network Modeling of Unknown PDEs
in Nodal Space
In this talk, we present a numerical framework for
deep neural network (DNN) modeling of unknown timedependent partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) using their
trajectory data. Unlike recent work where the learning
takes place in modal/Fourier space, the current method
conducts the learning and modeling in physical space and
uses measurement data as nodal values. We present a DNN
structure that has a direct correspondence to the evolution
operator of the underlying PDE, thus establishing the existence of the DNN model. The DNN model also does not
require any geometric information of the data nodes. Consequently, a trained DNN deﬁnes a predictive model for the
underlying unknown PDE over structureless grids. A set of
examples, including linear and nonlinear scalar PDE, system of PDEs, in both one dimension and two dimensions,
over structured and unstructured grids, are presented to
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed DNN modeling. Extensions to other equations such as diﬀerential-
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integral equations, are also discussed.
Zhen Chen
Ohio State University
chen.7168@osu.edu

Physics and Astronomy
The University of Western Ontario
otrichtc@uwo.ca
MS49

Victor Churchill
Dartmouth College
victor.a.churchill.gr@dartmouth.edu
Kailiang Wu, Dongbin Xiu
Ohio State University
kailiangmath@gmail.com, xiu.16@osu.edu
MS48
Physics-informed Dyna-Style Model-Based Deep
Reinforcement Learning for Dynamic Control
Model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) is believed
to have much higher sample eﬃciency compared to traditional model-free reinforcement learning by learning a
world model of the environment. However, the performance of MBRL highly relies on the quality of the learned
model, which is usually built in a black-box manner and
may have poor predictive accuracy outside of the data
distribution. The deﬁciencies of the learned model may
prevent the learned policy from being fully optimized.
Although some uncertainty analysis-based remedies have
been proposed to alleviate this issue, model-bias still poses
a great challenge for MBRL, particularly when interactions
with the environment are costly and limited. In this work,
we propose to leverage the prior knowledge of underlying
physics of the environment, where the governing laws are
known or partially known. In particular, we developed a
physics-informed MBRL in Dyna-style formulation, where
governing equations and physical constraints are utilized to
inform the model learning and policy search. By incorporating the prior information of the environment, the quality of the learned model can be notably improved, while
the required interactions with the environment are significantly reduced, leading to better sample eﬃciency and
learning performance. The eﬀectiveness and merit have
been demonstrated over a handful of classic control problems, where the environments are governed by canonical
ODE/PDEs.
Xinyang Liu, Jianxun Wang
University of Notre Dame
xliu28@nd.edu, jwang33@nd.edu
MS49
High-Frequency Instabilities of Stokes Waves: A
Perturbative Approach
We analyze the spectral stability of small-amplitude, periodic, traveling-wave solutions (i.e. Stokes waves) of the
Euler water wave equations in ﬁnite depth. These solutions exhibit high-frequency instabilities when subject to
bounded perturbations on the whole real line. We introduce a formal perturbation method to determine the
asymptotic growth rates of these instabilities, among other
quantities. Explicit numerical computations support our
asymptotic results.
Ryan Creedon, Bernard Deconinck
University of Washington
creedon@uw.edu, deconinc@uw.edu
Olga Trichtchenko

Solitons in a Box-Shaped Waveﬁeld with Noise:
Perturbation Theory and Statistics
We investigate the fundamental problem of the nonlinear
waveﬁeld scattering data corrections in response to a perturbation of initial condition using inverse scattering transform theory. We present a complete theoretical linear perturbation framework to evaluate ﬁrst-order corrections of
the full set of the scattering data within the integrable onedimensional focusing nonlinear Schrödinger (NLSE) equation. The general scattering data portrait reveals nonlinear coherent structures – solitons – playing the key role
in the waveﬁeld evolution. Applying the developed theory
to a box-shaped waveﬁeld we solve the derived equations
analytically for a single Fourier mode acting as a perturbation to the initial condition, thus, leading to the sensitivity closed-form expressions for basic soliton characteristics, i.e., the amplitude, velocity, phase, and its position.
With the appropriate statistical averaging, we model the
soliton noise-induced eﬀects resulting in compact relations
for standard deviations of soliton parameters. Relying on
a virtual soliton eigenvalue concept, we derive the probability of a soliton emergence or the opposite due to noise
and illustrate these theoretical predictions with direct numerical simulations of the NLSE evolution. Finally we discuss applications of the proposed theory in description of
spontaneous modulation instability development and dambreak problem. The work was supported by RSF grant No.
20-71-00022.
Andrey Gelash
Institute of Automation and Electrometry SB RAS,
Novosibirsk
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Moscow
agelash@gmail.com
Rustam Mullyadzhanov
Institute of Thermophysics SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russi
Novosibirsk State University, Novosibirsk, Russia
rustammul@gmail.com
MS50
Risk Structured Model of Cholera Infections in
Cameroon
In this talk, we introduce a risk-structured ODE cholera
model of Cameroon with no spatial structure. We use a
”ﬁtted” demographic equation (disease-free equation) to
capture the total population of Cameroon, and then use a
ﬁtted low-high risk structured cholera diﬀerential equation
model to study reported cholera cases in Cameroon from
1987-2004. The basic reproduction number of our ﬁtted
cholera model, R0, is bigger than 1 and our model predicted cholera endemicity in Cameroon. In addition, the
ﬁtted risk structured model predicted a decreasing trend
from 1987 to 1994 and an increasing trend from 1995 to
2004 in the pre-intervention reported number of cholera
cases in Cameroon from 1987 to 2004. Using the ﬁtted risk
structured cholera model, we study the impact of vaccination, treatment and improved sanitation on the number of
cholera infections in Cameroon from 2004 to 2022. Furthermore, we use our ﬁtted model to predict future cholera
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cases.
Eric Che
Howard University
ericngangche@yahoo.com

MS50
Intersectionality and Climate Change Migration
As climate changes, it has both direct and indirect eﬀects
upon human migration. Sea level rise is rendering onceprime real estate uninhabitable. While billionaires build
climate bunkers, low-income families ﬁnd themselves priced
out of their homes in the higher parts of coastal cities as the
wealthy move away from their beachfront properties. Major climate events such as hurricanes and droughts are increasing in frequency and severity, causing sometimes temporary and sometimes permanent relocation. Hurricane
Katrina, for example, had a disproportionately disastrous
eﬀect on Black residents of New Orleans. What insights
can mathematical models give into the disproportionate
eﬀects climate change is having on various intersectional
identities?
Skylar Grey
University of Wisconsin
drskylargrey@gmail.com

MS50
Modeling Testing Strategies to Reduce SARSCOV-2 Transmission
As vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 are not yet available
for everyone, it is important that a variety of nonpharmaceutical interventions such as quarantine, contact
tracing, social distancing, and widespread mask wearing be
implemented to reduce SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Testing
is a necessary factor in quantifying the number of infected
individuals and reducing their interaction with the population via isolation. In addition, identifying positive cases
allows public health oﬀcials to track chains of transmission
via contact tracing and prevent additional infections with
quarantine. To better inform testing strategies, we develop
a deterministic ordinary diﬀerential equation mathematical model for given available resources in a community.
Speciﬁcally, our model includes a number of characteristics which can be attributed to the variability in testing
strategies, including the sensitivity of testing, availability
of testing, delay in testing results, and priority of testing.
Three types of test with varying sensitivity, availability,
and return time are incorporated: antibody tests, RT-PCR
tests, and antigen tests. Three scenarios are considered to
investigate the eﬀects of priority testing on disease transmission: test only symptomatic individuals, equally spread
available tests across all testable populations for surveillance, and prioritize tests for symptomatic individuals but
use the remaining testing for surveillance. Our model can
determine which allocation of testing type and strategy will
most signiﬁcantly decrease the infectious population (peak
and du- ration) given locally available testing information,
e.g. available test types and number. Such results can
inform interventions.
Quiyana Murphy
Virginia Tech
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qmurphy@vt.edu
MS51
High-Fidelity Reconstructions of the Shape and
Impedance using Scattered Data
The use of an impenetrable obstacle with an impedance
boundary condition was proposed to simplify the modeling
of scattering of an impinging source wave oﬀ of a penetrable obstacle, knowingly the transmission scattering problem. In this paper, we propose a framework to recover
both the shape and the impedance function of an obstacle from measurements of the scattered ﬁeld at multiple
frequencies. In our framework, we apply the recursive linearization algorithm (RLA) framing at each frequency the
inverse problem as a nonlinear optimization problem. The
single frequency inverse problem to recover the shape and
impedance is both nonlinear and ill-posed. To deal with
the nonlinearity, we apply the a Newton-like method advancing both variables, the shape and impedance function,
using the Fréchet derivative of the forward operator. We
treat ill-posedness by considering the approximation of the
shape and impedance function to be bandlimited functions,
where the limit is a function of the incident wave frequency.
We present examples to demonstrate the feasibility of the
method in diﬀerent settings. The framework presented can
recover the shape and impedance function with high accuracy when the scattered measurements used are generated
by forward models with Dirichlet, Fourier-Robin or Neumann boundary conditions.
Carlos Borges
University of Central Florida
carlos.borges@ucf.edu
MS51
Edge and Corner Preconditioners in Three Dimensions
In this talk, we present an RCIP-type scheme for discretizing corner and edge singularities in three dimensions. The
resulting scheme attempts to discretize the geometric singularities simultaneously and solves the resulting system
in a weak sense. We demonstrate the performance of the
algorithm in the context of the FMM-based ﬁeld solvers.
Zydrunas Gimbutas
National Institute of Standards and Technology
zydrunas.gimbutas@nist.gov
MS51
Low Rank Compression in the Numerical Solution
of the Nonequilibrium Dyson Equation
We propose a method to improve the computational and
memory eﬃciency of numerical solvers for the nonequilibrium Dyson equation (NDE), which appears in simulations of the eﬀect of strong radiation ﬁelds on atoms and
molecules, quantum materials, nuclear physics, and many
other many-body quantum systems. The NDE is a coupled
system of nonlinear Volterra integral equations, for which
the history integrals lead to O(N 3 ) computational complexity and O(N 2 ) memory complexity for N time steps
in traditional solvers. Our method is based on the empirical observation that for many problems of physical interest, the kernels of the integral operators in the NDE,
as well as its solutions, can be represented as hierarchical
oﬀ-diagonal low rank (HODLR) matrices. We present an
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algorithm which builds these HODLR representations on
the ﬂy during the course of time stepping, and uses the
them to reduce the cost of computing history integrals.
For systems with the hierarchical low rank property, our
method achieves O(N 2 log N ) computational complexity
and O(N log N ) memory complexity. We present numerical examples demonstrating orders of magnitude speedup
and memory reduction over previous methods, and reaching unprecedented propagation times.
Jason Kaye
Flatiron Institute
Simons Foundation
jkaye@ﬂatironinstitute.org
Denis Gole
Joef Stefan Institute
Department of Theoretical Physics
denis.golez@ijs.si
MS51
Eﬃcient Numerical Methods for Initial Value Control Problems
We present fast numerical algorithms for optimal control
problems with initial value control. Our contributions are
the design of eﬃcient computational methods for numerical
optimization, their analysis, and their application to realworld problems. The inverse problem we are considering
is commonly referred to as diﬀeomorphic image registration. In our formulation, we seek to ﬁnd an initial momentum, which represents the initial state of a diﬀerential
equation in the group of diﬀeomorphisms. This diﬀeomorphism establishes a pointwise correspondence between two
images of the same object or scene, e.g., acquired at two
diﬀerent timepoints (the input data to our problem). We
will showcase results for applications in medical imaging
sciences. We will consider diﬀerent formulations for this
problem, and discuss the rate of convergence, accuracy,
time-to-solution, and inversion quality of our formulations.
Andreas Mang
University of Houston
Department of Mathematics
andreas@math.uh.edu
Jae Youn Kim
Department of Mathematics
University of Houston
jaeyoun@math.uh.edu
MS52
Scientiﬁc Discovery via Spectral Analysis of Dynamical Systems
The spectral theory of dynamical system provides a powerful mathematical framework for identifying observables
with a coherent (e.g., persistent or cyclical) temporal evolution through spectral decomposition of Koopman or transfer operators. From a learning perspective, such observables provide a distinguished class of features which are
compatible with the dynamics, and can facilitate scientiﬁc discovery from analysis of high-dimensional time series data. In this talk, we describe how machine learning
approaches, and in particular kernel methods, can be employed for spectral approximation of evolution operators on
observables of dynamical systems with consistency guarantees in the large-data limit. Using idealized systems and
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real-world examples from climate science, we illustrate how
these methods provide physically interpretable representations of coherent patterns generated by complex dynamics.
Dimitrios Giannakis
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
dimitris@cims.nyu.edu
MS52
Sparse Model Identiﬁcation for Dynamical Systems
with Hidden Variables
Inferring the structure and dynamical interactions of complex systems is critical to understanding and controlling
their behavior. One can frame the inference problem as selecting from a library of possible terms the interactions, or
model terms, most likely responsible for the observed dynamics. Despite the increased availability of data, we often
do not have access to measurements of all relevant state
variables, which greatly increases the challenge of model
selection. Methods for the discovery of chaotic systems
with hidden variables have been particularly tantalizing
since in the early 80s Taken showed that the chaotic manifold structure could be constructed from time-delays of a
subset of variables. Yet, until now, reconstruction of the
manifold has not led to a method for model discovery in the
correct coordinates. I will discuss a parameter estimation
and model selection method for chaotic systems with hidden or unmeasured variables. We use a data-assimilation
strategy coupled with sparsity constraints. We apply our
method to experimental data from an electronic circuit
well-characterized by the Lorenz system with one hidden
variable. I will also discuss issues of method robustness
and computational scaling
Helena Ribera, Sasha Shirman
Northwestern University
helena.ponsa@northwestern.edu,
aleksandra.shirman@northwestern.edu
Anh V. Nguyen
Eng. Sci. adn Applied Mathematics
Northwestern University
anhnguyen2024@u.northwestern.edu
Niall M. Mangan
Dept. Eng. Sci. and Applied Mathematics
Northwestern University
niall.mangan@northwestern.edu
MS52
Dynamical Systems with an Unknown Observation
Function
A low-dimensional dynamical system is observed in an experiment as a high-dimensional signal, e.g., a video of a
chaotic pendulums system. Assuming that we know the
dynamical model up to some unknown parameters, can
we estimate the underlying system’s parameters by measuring its time-evolution only once? The key information for performing this estimation lies in the temporal
inter-dependencies between the signal and the model. We
present a kernel-based score to compare these dependencies, and then estimate the system’s underlying parameters
by maximizing the proposed score. We apply out method
to two chaotic dynamical systems - the double pendulum
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and the Lorenz ’63 model.
Amir Sagiv
Columbia University
as6011@columbia.edu
MS53
Topological Insulators and Nonlinear Waves
Longitudinally driven periodic optical lattices, called ‘Floquet Topological Insulators’ and properties will be discussed. They admit a class of linear and nonlinear edge
waves that propagate unidirectionally without backscatter
from defects along boundary edges. The envelope of the
underlying discrete nonlinear edge wave satisﬁes the classical integrable Nonlinear Schrödinger equation. If time
permits eﬀects due to nonlinearity will mentioned.
Mark Ablowitz
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
University of Colorado
mark.ablowitz@colorado.edu
MS53
Giant Vortices in Liquid Light
The existence of quantized vortices is a hallmark of superﬂuidity and Bose-Einstein condensates. In equilibrium condensates only quantum vortices of unit topological charge
are stable, due to the dynamical instabilities of multiply
charged vortices, unless supported by strong external rotation. Here we show that in Bose-Einstein condensates
of exciton-polariton quasiparticles pumped in an annular
geometry, not only do the constant particle ﬂuxes intrinsic to the system naturally stabilize multiply charged vortex states, but that such states can form spontaneously
through a dynamical symmetry breaking mechanism. We
elucidate the properties of these novel states, notably ﬁnding that they radiate acoustically at topologically quantized frequencies. We show that the vorticity of these ﬂuids
of light are fundamentally limited by a quantum KelvinHelmholtz instability, and therefore by the condensate radius and pumping intensity.
Samuel Alperin
University of Cambridge
sna30@cam.ac.uk
Natalia G. Berloﬀ
University of Cambridge and
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Russia
N.G.Berloﬀ@damtp.cam.ac.uk
MS53
Superharmonic Instability of Stokes Waves
The classical problem of water waves on the surface of an
ideal ﬂuid in 2D is considered. We provide new insight
into the stability of the Stokes waves by identifying previously inaccessible branches of instability in the equations
of motion for ﬂuid. We ﬁnd that eigenvalues of the linearized problem that become unstable follow a self-similar
law as they approach instability threshold, and a power
law is suggested for unstable eigenvalues in the immediate
vicinity of the limiting Stokes wave. The theoretical explanation of the self-similar nature of the instability branches
remains an open problem.
Anastassiya Semenova
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Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of New Mexico, USA
asemenov@math.unm.edu
Alexander O. Korotkevich
Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, University of New
Mexico
L.D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS
alexkor@math.unm.edu
Pavel M. Lushnikov
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of New Mexico
plushnik@math.unm.edu
Sergey Dyachenko
University at Buﬀalo
sergeydy@buﬀalo.edu
MS53
On Integrable Systems Gauge Equivalent to Duality Equations
After a proper gauge transformation, the self-duality reduction of Yang-Mills equation leads to an integrable system that can be studied in the spaces of diﬀerent signatures. Signature (2+2) leads to a hyper-hyperbolic system with two time-like variables. Elimination of one time
variable leads to the relativistic invariant system in (2+1)
dimensional space that was studied in (1977). We oﬀer
a much more general class of reductions of (2+2) systems
that generates new classes of integrable systems in (2+1)
dimensions. Finally, we discover integrable relativistic invariant systems in full 3-dim coordinate space.
Christopher Lester
Oxford University
lesterc@maths.ox.ac.uk
Vladimir E. Zakharov
Department of Mathematics, University of Arizona,
Tucson
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute RAS, Moscow, Russia
zakharov@math.arizona.edu
MS54
Study Groups and Think Tanks. Hands on Industrial Training for Faculty and Post-Graduate Students
For over ﬁfty years Study Groups have proved to be a
remarkably eﬀective mechanism for engaging mathematicians with industry, generating a strong transfer of knowledge, training, and enthusiasm for collaborative working,
and of training students and faculty in the techniques
needed to engage with industry. Whilst lasting under
a week, they have been the route to long term engagement, training, and much new mathematics. A development of these have been Integrative Think Tanks (ITTs)
in which the training aspects of engagement with industry
are emphasised for PhD students. Following the COVID-19
lock down these have been transformed into Virtual Study
Groups (VSGs), in which teams of mathematicians, especially students have worked on COVID-19 related problems
ranging from reopening schools, HE and retail, to running
trains, and conducting heart operations. The results from
these in the UK have fed directly into government policy.
Knowing that their work has been important in the ﬁght
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against COVID-19 has been a transformative experience
for the PhD students who have taken part in these events.
In this talk I will describe both the mechanism of Study
Groups, VSGs, ITTs, and also the creation of V-KEMS,
the Virtual Forum for Knowledge Exchange in the Mathematical Sciences, which has acted to organise these events
and to ensure that the work done in the VSGs gets to the
right end users where it can make a real diﬀerence.
Chris Budd
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences
University of Bath, UK
mascjb@bath.ac.uk
MS54
K12 and the M3 Challenge
Engaging in the mathematical modeling process is an ideal
way to prepare students for the real-world and create a
workforce capable of tackling the wide range of problems
ahead. In this talk, we highlight how early classroom experiences in mathematical modeling can be integrated into
the curriculum and have an impact. In particular, faculty
and industrial partners can play a role in helping teachers and students can conﬁdence in math modeling. The
SIAM Mathworks Math Modeling Challenge is an excellent example of this. Furthermore, most of the strategies
and resources presented here can be extended to the undergraduate curriculum.
Kathleen Kavanagh
Clarkson University
kkavanag@clarkson.edu
MS55
A Functional Analysis Approach to the Static
Replication of European Options
The replication of any European contingent claim by a
static portfolio of calls and puts with strikes forming a continuum, formally proven by Carr and Madan (1998), is part
of the more general theory of integral equations. We use
spectral decomposition techniques to show that exact payoﬀ replication may be achieved with a discrete portfolio of
special options. We discuss applications for fast pricing of
vanilla options that may be suitable for large option books
or high frequency option trading, and for model pricing
when the characteristic function of the underlying asset
price is known.
Sebastien Bossu
New York University
sb2853@nyu.edu

ing optimal investment problems (e.g. utility maximization problems) when the underlying asset follows onedimensional or a speciﬁc type of two-dimensional Markov
processes, e.g. stochastic local volatility models, which
include Heston model and SABR model. It is based on
a novel application of the continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC) approximation to the underlying asset price process. We manage to solve the optimal value function and
the optimal strategy explicitly for the case of log utility
function, and semi-explicitly for the case of power utility
functions, and establish the convergence of the closed-form
formula to the true value function. Extensive numerical
experiments shows the accuracy and eﬃciency of the proposed approach.
Zhenyu Cui
Stevens Institute of Technology
zcui6@stevens.edu
MS55
Dispersion-Constrained Martingale Schrdinger
Problems and the Exact Joint S&P 500/VIX
Smile Calibration Puzzle
Since VIX options started trading in 2006, many researchers have tried to build a model that jointly and
exactly calibrates to the prices of S&P 500 (SPX) options, VIX futures and VIX options. So far the best
attempts, which used parametric continuous-time jumpdiﬀusion models on the SPX, could only produce approximate ﬁts. In this talk we solve this longstanding puzzle using a completely diﬀerent approach: a nonparametric discrete-time model. The model is cast as
a dispersion-constrained martingale Schrodinger problem
which is solved using the Sinkhorn algorithm. We prove
by duality that the existence of such a model means that
the SPX and VIX markets are jointly arbitrage-free. The
algorithm identiﬁes joint SPX/VIX arbitrages should they
arise. Our numerical experiments show that our algorithm
performs very well in both low and high volatility environments. Finally, we discuss how our technique extends to
continuous-time stochastic volatility models, via what we
dub VIX-constrained martingale Schrodinger bridges.
Julien Guyon
Bloomberg, Columbia University and NYU
jguyon2@bloomberg.net
MS55
Optimal Hedging under Fast-Varying Stochastic
Volatility

MS55
A General Framework for Optimal Investment Under Stochastic Local Volatility Models

In a market with a rough or Markovian mean-reverting
stochastic volatility there is no perfect hedge. Here it is
shown how various delta-type hedging strategies perform
and can be evaluated in such markets. A precise characterization of the hedging cost, the replication cost caused by
the volatility ﬂuctuations, is presented in an asymptotic
regime of rapid mean reversion for the volatility ﬂuctuations. The optimal dynamic asset based hedging strategy
in the considered regime is identiﬁed as the so-called ‘practitioners’ delta hedging scheme. It is moreover shown that
the performances of the delta-type hedging schemes are
essentially independent of the regularity of the volatility
paths in the considered regime and that the hedging costs
are related to a vega risk martingale whose magnitude is
proportional to a new market risk parameter.

In this paper, we propose a general framework for solv-

Knut Solna

Andrew Papanicolaou
North Carolina State University
apapani@ncsu.edu
Peter Carr
Department of Finance and Risk Engineering
New York University
petercarr@nyu.edu
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University of California at Irvine
ksolna@math.uci.edu

oliveras@seattleu.edu

Josselin Garnier
Ecole Polytechnique
josselin.garnier@polytechnique.edu

MS56
Ocean-Depth Measurements using Shallow-Water
Wave Models

MS56
On the Variation of of Bi-Periodic Waves in the
Transverse Direction
Bi-periodic patterns of waves that propagate in the x direction with amplitude variation in the y direction are generated in a laboratory. The amplitude variation in the
y direction is studied within the framework of the vector
(vNLSE) and scalar (sNLSE) nonlinear Schrödinger equations using the uniform-amplitude, Stokes-like solution of
the vNLSE and the Jacobi elliptic sine function solution of
the sNLSE. The wavetrains are generated using the Stokeslike solution of vNLSE; however, a comparison of both
predictions shows that while they both do a reasonably
good job of predicting the observed amplitude variation
in y, the comparison with the elliptic function solution of
the sNLSE has signiﬁcantly less error. Additionally, for
agreement with the vNLSE solution, a third harmonic in
y term from a Stokes-type expansion of interacting, symmetric wavetrains must be included. There is no evidence
of instability growth in the x-direction, consistent with the
work of Segur and colleagues, who showed that dissipation
stabilizes the modulational instability. There is some extra
amplitude variation in y, which is examined via a qualitative stability calculation that allows symmetry breaking in
that direction.
Diane Henderson
Department of Mathematics
Penn State University
dmh@math.psu.edu
Megan Catalano
Penn State University Department of Mathematics
megan.e.catalano@gmail.com
John Carter
Seattle University
Mathematics Department
carterj1@seattleu.edu
MS56
Conservation Laws and Multiple Scales Methods
for Free-Boundary Problems in Water Waves
We consider a nonlocal formulation of the water-wave problem for a free surface with an irrotational ﬂow, and show
how the problem can be reduced to a single equation for
the interface. The formulation is also extended to constant
vorticity and interfacial ﬂows of diﬀerent density ﬂuids.
We show how this formulation can be used to systematically derive Olvers conservation laws not only for an irrotational ﬂuid, but for constant vorticity and interfaces.
This framework easily lends itself to computing the related
conservation laws for various asymptotic models via a nontraditional approach to multiple-scales expansions.
Katie Oliveras
Seattle University
Mathematics Department

The shape of the bottom boundary of the ocean impacts a
number of physical and biological processes. In this talk,
within the context of shallow-water models, I will present a
method to recover the bottom-proﬁle given only measurements of the free-surface deviation. Starting from a relatively inaccurate initial guess for the bottom-boundary,
reconstruction is possible for two diﬀerent shallow-water
models both of which are members of a class of such equations. Lastly, I will emphasize the role played by model
selection in designing the reconstruction algorithm. This
is joint work with Manisha and Didier Auroux.
Vishal Vasan
International Centre for Theoretical Sciences
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
vishal.vasan@icts.res.in
MS56
Quasi-Periodic Water Waves
We present a framework to compute and study twodimensional water waves that are quasi-periodic in space
and/or time. This means they can be represented as periodic functions on a higher-dimensional torus by evaluating along irrational directions. In the spatially quasiperiodic case, the nonlocal Dirichlet-Neumann operator is
computed using conformal mapping methods and a quasiperiodic variant of the Hilbert transform. In the temporally quasi-periodic case, we devise a shooting method to
compute standing waves with 3 quasi-periods as well as
hybrid traveling-standing waves that return to a spatial
translation of their initial condition at a later time. Many
examples will be given to illustrate the types of behavior
that can occur.
Jon Wilkening
UC Berkeley Mathematics
wilken@math.berkeley.edu
MS57
Fresnel Diﬀraction for Starshade Design using the
Non-Uniform FFT
Monochromatic wave scattering from planar apertures and
occulters is often modeled in the scalar Fresnel diﬀraction
approximation. The downstream (target plane) amplitude
is a 2D convolution of the aperture function with a complex
2
2
Gaussian eiκ(x +y ) . For sharp-edged scatterers the aperture function is discontinuous, rendering grid-based FFT
methods at best 2nd-order accurate, leading to adoption
of slower ”edge-integral” methods (not to be confused with
boundary integral equation methods!) I present a fast algorithm that uses high-order areal quadrature over the aperture and a single 2D nonuniform fast Fourier transform
(NUFFT) to evaluate rapidly at all targets (of order 107
targets/second). Its cost is O(n2 log n), where n is the
in-plane resolution, vs O(n3 ) for edge-integral methods.
This gives between 2 and 5 orders of magnitude acceleration when many targets are needed. Its benign scaling
with Fresnel number (number of oscillations in the complex Gaussian) allows 103 to be reached on a laptop. I
apply this to the modeling of ”starshades”—30-meter di-
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ameter space-based occulters carefully shaped to shadow
the direct light of a star reaching a space telescope, while
allowing imaging of its planets (a billion times dimmer).
Design requires many simulation runs, and 6-digit accuracy to model the deep shadow. The new code is roughly
104 × faster than the state of the art.
Alex H. Barnett
Flatiron Institute
Simons Foundation
abarnett@ﬂatironinstitute.org
MS57
An O(k Log(k) ) Algorithm for the Simulation of
Scattering from a Radially Symmetric Potential in
Two Dimensions
Standard algorithms for solving the variable coeﬃcient
Helmholtz equation in two spatial dimensions have running
times which scale at least quadratically with the wavenumber k of the problem. We will describe an algorithm with
a running time which grows as k log(k), but which only
applies in the special case of radially symmetric potentials.

far-ﬁeld contributions and its number of expansion terms
can be analyzed using tools from the classical fast multipole method (FMM). The plane wave type expansion in
the QB2X method is derived by ﬁrst applying the Fourier
extension technique to the density and polynomial approximation of the boundary geometry, and then analytically
evaluating the integral using the Residue Theorem. The
plane wave type expansion accurately captures the highfrequency properties of the layer potential that are determined only by the local features of the density function and
boundary geometry and the nonlinear impact of the boundary on the layer potential becomes explicit. The QB2X
technique allows high order numerical discretizations and
can be adopted easily in existing FMM based fast integral
equation solvers.
Lingyun Ding
Department of Mathematics
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill
dingly@live.unc.edu
MS58
The Neumann Problem for the Fractional Laplacian

James Bremer
UC Davis
bremer@math.ucdavis.edu

We study a Neumann problem for the fractional Laplacian.
We start with some basic properties, such as its variational
formulation, probabilistic interpretation, existence of solutions, and then turn our attention to their regularity.

MS57
Fast Boundary Integral Methods for Dense Rigid
Suspensions in Stokes Flow

Alessandro Audrito
ETH Zürich, Switzerland
alessandro.audrito@math.ethz.ch

Stokesian particle suspensions are important models of soft
matter, omnipresent in nature and industry. They are crucial models to the study of biological media self-assembly
and both nano and micro-structural smart materials. In
this talk, we present a general computational framework
for the simulation of dense Stokesian suspensions in 3D featuring boundary integral formulations for inter-particle interactions, fast evaluation schemes and optimization-based
collision resolution. We present three case studies applying this framework to simulate self-assembly and complex
suspension ﬂows of spherical Janus particles (i.e. particles
displaying two distinct physical or chemical properties on
their surface). We will also discuss ongoing work extending
our integral operator evaluation schemes to non-spherical
shapes.
Eduardo Corona
New York Institute of Technology
ecorona@nyit.edu
MS57
Evaluating Laplace Layer Potentials Using Complex Polynomial and Plane Wave Expansions
The quadrature by expansion (QBX) technique accurately
evaluates the layer potentials with singular kernels in
the integral equation reformulations of partial diﬀerential
equations. The idea is to form a local complex polynomial or partial wave expansion centered at a point away
from the boundary to avoid the singularity in the integrand, and then extrapolate the expansion at points near
or exactly on the boundary. We derive new representations
of the Laplace layer potentials using both the local complex polynomial and plane wave type expansions. Unlike
in the QBX, the complex polynomial expansion in the new
quadrature by two expansions (QB2X) method collects the

Xavier Ros Oton
University of Zurich
xros@ub.edu
MS58
Nonlocal Variational Problems:
Preservation During Relaxation?

Structure-

Nonlocal variational problems arise in various applications,
such as in continuum mechanics through peridynamics, the
theory of phase transitions, or image processing. Naturally, the presence of nonlocalities leads to new eﬀects, and
the standard methods in the calculus of variations, which
tend to rely intrinsically on localization arguments, do not
apply. This talk addresses the relaxation of two classes
of functionals double-integrals and nonlocal supremals.
Our focus lies on the question of whether the resulting
relaxed functionals preserve their structure. We give an
aﬃrmative answer for nonlocal supremals in the scalar setting, along with a closed representation formula in terms
of separate level convexiﬁcation of a suitably diagonalized
supremand, and discuss results in the vectorial case. As
for double-integrals, a full understanding of the problem is
still missing. We present the ﬁrst counterexample showing that weak lower semicontinuous envelopes fail to be
double-integrals in general. On a technical level, both ﬁndings rely on a characterization of the asymptotic behavior
of (approximate) nonlocal inclusions via Young measures,
a theoretical result of independent interest.
Carolin Kreisbeck
Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
carolin.kreisbeck@ku.de
Antonella Ritorto
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Utrecht University
a.ritorto@uu.nl
Elvira Zappale
Sapienza University of Rome
elvira.zappale@uniroma1.it
MS58
Analysis of Self-Repulsive Curvature Energies in
Relation to Harmonic Maps
I will report about progress in the theory of minimizing and
critical curves and possibly surfaces under self-repulsive
curvature energies. These curvature energies (among them
O’Hara, Tangentpoint type energies) are nonlocal in nature, and very little is known in the scale-invariant case.
This is based on joint works with S. Blatt, Ph. Reiter, and
N. Vorderobermeier.
Armin Schikorra
University of Pittsburgh
armin@pitt.edu
MS58
Nonlocal Minimal Surfaces and Applications
We will present some recent developments about nonlocal
minimal surfaces in terms of (ir)regularity and qualitative
properties. Surfaces which minimize a nonlocal perimeter
functional exhibit quite diﬀerent behaviors than the ones
minimizing the classical perimeter. Among these peculiar
features, an interesting property, which is also in contrast
with the pattern produced by the solutions of linear equations, is given by the capacity, and the strong tendency,
of adhering at the boundary. In this talk, we will analyze
this stickiness phenomenon from diﬀerent perspectives and
discuss some open problems.
Enrico Valdinoci
University of Western Australia
enrico.valdinoci@uwa.edu.au
MS59
Dispersive Riemann problem for the BenjaminBona-Mahony equation
The Benjamin-Bona-Mahony (BBM) equation ut + uux =
uxxt as a model for unidirectional, weakly nonlinear dispersive shallow water wave propagation is asymptotically
equivalent to the celebrated Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)
equation while providing more satisfactory short-wave behavior in the sense that the linear dispersion relation is
bounded for the BBM equation, but unbounded for the
KdV equation. However, the BBM dispersion relation is
nonconvex, a property that gives rise to a number of intriguing features markedly diﬀerent from those found in the
KdV equation. Some of these features exemplify phenomena previously observed in other dispersive equations, but
some are new, providing the motivation for the study of the
BBM equation as a distinct dispersive regularization of the
Hopf equation. Long time dynamics of the smoothed step
initial value problem or dispersive Riemann problem for
BBM equation are studied using asymptotic methods and
numerical simulations. Emergent wave phenomena for the
dispersive Riemann problem can be roughly split into two
categories: classical and nonclassical. Classical phenomena
include dispersive shock waves and rarefaction waves, also
observed in convex KdV-type dispersive hydrodynamics.
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The nonclassical features are due to nonconvex dispersion
and include the generation of two-phase linear wavetrains,
expansion shocks, solitary wave shedding, dispersive Lax
shocks, DSW implosion and the generation of incoherent
solitary wavetrains.
Thibault Congy
Mathematics, Physics and Electrical Engineering
Northumbria University
thibault.congy@northumbria.ac.uk
Gennady El
Northumbria University
gennady.el@northumbria.ac.uk
Mark A. Hoefer
University of Colorado, Boulder
U.S.
hoefer@colorado.edu
Michael Shearer
Mathematics
NC State University
shearer@ncsu.edu
MS59
Stability of Periodic Lugiato-Lefever Waves
In this talk I will describe recent advances in the stability
analysis of T-periodic stationary solutions of the LugiatoLefever equation, a damped nonlinear Schrodinger type
equation with forcing that arises in nonlinear optics. Several recent works have studied the stability of such waves
to so-called ”subharmonic” perturbations, i.e. NT-periodic
perturbations for some natural number N. In this talk, we
will instead discuss the stability of such waves to localized,
i.e. integrable on the line, perturbations. As a byproduct
of this analysis one can achieve subharmonic stability results which are uniform in N in both the decay rate and
the domain of attraction.
Mathew Johnson
University of Kansas
matjohn@ku.edu
MS59
Modulation Theory for a Class of Dispersive Hydrodynamic Equations
Unidirectional dispersive hydrodynamic models typically
consist of a conservation law modiﬁed by a conservative,
integro-diﬀerential operator. In his 1967 paper, Whitham
put forth a weakly nonlinear scalar model that matched
the dispersion relation for unidirectional waves. We propose a generalization of Whitham’s model consisting of a
general nonlinear ﬂux function and a general linear dispersion relation. A multiple scales calculation yields the modulation equations, a system of three conservation laws that
describe the slow evolution of the periodic traveling waves
wavenumber, amplitude, and mean. In the weakly nonlinear limit, explicit criteria that depend on the nonlinear
ﬂux function and linear dispersion relation are presented
that establish the strict hyperbolicity and genuine nonlinearity of the modulation equations. These criteria indicate
the onset of modulational instability of the ﬁnite amplitude
wavetrain, and they are interpereted as a generalization of
the Lighthill criterion.
Patrick Sprenger
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Department of Mathematics
North Carolina State University
pgspreng@ncsu.edu

tlupovs@farmingdale.edu
MS61

Mark A. Hoefer
University of Colorado, Boulder
U.S.
hoefer@colorado.edu
Boaz Ilan
School of Natural Sciences
University of California, Merced
bilan@ucmerced.edu
Adam Binswanger
University of California, Merced
abinswanger@ucmerced.edu

MS59
Soliton-Nonconvex Mean Flow Interaction
We present a study of soliton-mean ﬂow interactions in the
case of nonconvex systems. The loss of strict hyperbolicity is shown to be the condition for trapping of solitons
within mean ﬂows. The modiﬁed Korteweg-de-Vries equation is used as a canonical example of nonconvexity. Interaction of solitons with both classical convex mean ﬂows
and nonconvex mean ﬂows such as kinks and contact dispersive shock waves that arise from the Riemann problem
are intestigated. We show that kinks can be considered
as soliton-like waves and their interaction with mean ﬂows
can also be described.
Kiera Van der Sande
University of Colorado Boulder
kiera.vandersande@colorado.edu

MS61
Regularized Single and Double Layer Surface Integrals in Stokes Flow
We describe the main features of a method, developed with
Svetlana Tlupova, for computing single and double layer
integrals on closed surfaces in 3D Stokes ﬂow. The integral
kernel is the Stokeslet or stresslet. When evaluated near
the surface, the integral is nearly singular. We obtain computed values which are uniformly about third order accurate, without needing extra resolution close to the surface.
We use a quadrature rule on the surface, due to J. Wilson,
which is high order accurate for smooth integrands. We
discretize the integral with a regularized or smooth version
of the kernel and add corrections for the error which have
been derived analytically. For evaluation at points on the
surface, a more special regularized kernel can be used with
higher accuracy, and no correction is needed. We have veriﬁed the method with a variety of examples.
J. Thomas Beale
Duke University
beale@math.duke.edu
Svetlana Tlupova
Department of Mathematics
Farmingdale State College

Regularized Stokeslets: Looking Back and Moving
Forward
This presentation will begin with an introduction of the
method of regularized Stokeslets (MRS) for computing viscous ﬂows generated by external forces, and the work that
motivated it. The MRS was originally presented as a uniﬁed formulation that was applicable to situations where the
external forces are located at scattered points, on curves,
on surfaces, or in a volume. Additional regularized elements can be deﬁned by diﬀerentiation, in analogy with the
singular theory. For particular applications, the method
can be specialized by selecting a regularizing function with
speciﬁc properties (fast decay rate, moments, and smoothness). Examples in which forces are distributed on curves
and where regularized source doublets are used will be presented. Opportunities for further extensions and possible
directions for future development will be highlighted.
Ricardo Cortez
Tulane University
Mathematics Department
rcortez@tulane.edu
MS61
Regularized Stokeslets as Means to Recover the
Undisturbed Fluid Velocity in Two-way Coupled Euler-Lagrange Simulations of Particle-Laden
Flows
The two-way coupled Euler-Lagrange method is widely
used to simulate particle-laden ﬂows, owing to its relatively
low computational cost and the straightforward modeling
of particle-particle interactions. In such simulations, the
no-slip condition at the surface of each particle is not enforced, meaning that the details of the ﬂow around the particles are not resolved on the Eulerian grid. Instead, the
momentum that a particle transfers to the ﬂuid is modeled
as a single regularized momentum source, and the hydrodynamic forces acting on a particle are estimated from the
underlying Eulerian ﬂow ﬁelds, using reduced models. One
major limitation of this modeling stems from the nature
of the reduced models: they require access to the undisturbed ﬂow velocity, which is the conceptual ﬂow velocity
as though the particle under consideration had been taken
out of the ﬂow domain. In this work, we propose a new
idea for recovering the undisturbed ﬂow velocity from the
available disturbed Eulerian ﬂow ﬁelds. This is done by
assimilating the self-induced particle ﬂow disturbance to a
combination of regularized Stokeslets. The presence of noslip ﬂow domain boundaries can be accounted for by building relevant systems of images. The newly proposed framework is scrutinized by comparing its prediction of particle
motion in the Eulerian-Lagrangian framework with a number of test-cases.
Fabien Evrard, Fabian Denner, Berend van Wachem
Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg
fabien.evrard@ovgu.de,
fabian.denner@ovgu.de,
berend.vanwachem@ovgu.de
MS61
Some Recent Developments in Treecodes and Ap-
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plication to Regularized Stokeslets
We review a recently developed kernel-independent
treecode (KITC) for fast summation of pairwise particle
interactions. The method is based on barycentric Lagrange interpolation at Chebyshev points to approximate
well-separated particle-cluster interactions. We present results for systems of regularized Stokeslets and rotlets in
3D, and note that the KITC is a relatively simple algorithm with low memory consumption, enabling a straightforward OpenMP parallelization. Although such treecodes
can provide high accuracy approximations, the approximations are inherently discontinuous. We will also present a
treecode method based on local tricubic interpolation that
guarantees C1 continuity in the approximations.
Svetlana Tlupova
Department of Mathematics
Farmingdale State College
tlupovs@farmingdale.edu
Lei Wang
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
wang256@uwm.edu
Robert Krasny
University of Michigan
Department of Mathematics
krasny@umich.edu
Henry A. Boateng
San Francisco State University
boateng@sfsu.edu
MS62
Optimization Based Model Order Reduction for
Stochastic Systems
In this talk, we will link worlds of model order reduction
for stochastic linear systems and H2 -optimal model order
reduction for deterministic systems. In particular, we supplement and complete the theory of error bounds for model
order reduction of stochastic diﬀerential equations. With
these error bounds, we establish a link between the output
error for stochastic systems (with additive and multiplicative noise) and modiﬁed versions of the H2 -norm for both
linear and bilinear deterministic systems. When deriving
the respective optimality conditions for minimizing the error bounds, we see that model order reduction techniques
related to iterative rational Krylov algorithms (IRKA) are
very natural and eﬀective methods for reducing the dimension of large-scale stochastic systems with additive and/or
multiplicative noise. We apply modiﬁed versions of (linear
and bilinear) IRKA to stochastic linear systems and show
their eﬃciency in numerical experiments.
Melina Freitag
University of Potsdam
melina.freitag@uni-potsdam.de
Martin Redmann
Max Planck Institute, Magdeburg, Germany
martin.redmann@mathematik.uni-halle.de
MS62
Context-Aware Model Reduction for Uncertainty
Quantiﬁcation
Multiﬁdelity methods leverage low-cost surrogate models
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to speed up computations and make occasional recourse to
expensive high-ﬁdelity models to establish accuracy guarantees. Because surrogate and high-ﬁdelity models are
used together, poor approximations by the surrogate models can be compensated with frequent recourse to highﬁdelity models. Thus, there is a trade-oﬀ between investing
computational resources in training and improving surrogate models and the frequency of making recourse to highﬁdelity models; however, this trade-oﬀ is ignored by traditional model reduction and data-driven modeling methods
that learn surrogate models that are meant to replace highﬁdelity models rather than being used together with highﬁdelity models. This presentation introduces the concept
of context-aware learning that aims to derive models that
are explicitly trained to be used together with high-ﬁdelity
models in multi-ﬁdelity settings. Our analysis shows that
in certain situations this trade-oﬀ can be exploited explicitly, which leads to an optimal training of surrogate models.
The result is that fewer data points are provably suﬃcient
when learning models for multi-ﬁdelity computations than
when learning models to be used in single-ﬁdelity settings.
Terrence Alsup
New York University
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
alsup@cims.nyu.edu
Benjamin Peherstorfer
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
pehersto@cims.nyu.edu
MS62
Multiﬁdelity Ensemble Kalman Filtering using
Physics-informed Autoencoders
The multiﬁdelity ensemble Kalman ﬁlter aims to combine a
full-order model and a hierarchy of reduced order surrogate
model in an optimal statistical framework for Bayesian inference in sequential data assimilation. In this work we
extend the multiﬁdelity ensemble Kalman ﬁlter to work
with non-linear couplings between the models. Using autoencoders it is possible to train optimal projection and
interpolation operators, and to obtain reduced order surrogate models with less error than conventional linear methods. We show on the canonical Lorenz ’96 model that such
a surrogate does indeed perform better in the context of
multiﬁdelity ﬁltering.
Adrian Sandu
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Computational Science Laboratory
sandu@cs.vt.edu
Andrey A. Popov
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
apopov@vt.edu
MS62
Certiﬁed Reduced Order Methods for Variational
Data Assimilation: A Space-Time Approach
In the process of reproducing the state dynamics of a physical system, data from physical measurements can be incorporated into a mathematical model to improve the state
prediction. This process, referred to as Data Assimilation,
must deal with the discrepancies between data and model
arising both from the measurement noise and model inaccuracies and uncertainties. Among diﬀerent methods
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developed, in our study, we focused on the strong 4DVAR method. It perturbs the initial conditions in order
to ﬁnd a state dynamics that better justiﬁes the physical
observations, while preserving the physics of the system
as described by the model. In this context, our research
introduced two main novelties: for physical problems described by linear parabolic PDEs, we derived a rigorous
space-time formulation of the 4D-VAR method, employing a P1-P0 Petrov-Galerkin discretization in time and reduced basis (RB) in space. In addition, we modelled the
sensors as linear functional over this Bochner space. We
derived eﬃcient and eﬀective a-posterior error bounds both
for the primal and adjoin problem and for the error in the
estimation of the initial condition. Besides this, we proposed an algorithm for the selection of sensors locations
in space and measurement intervals in time with the goal
of achieving a nearly optimal space-time experimental design. Numerical tests have been performed studying the 2D
convection-diﬀusion of contaminants with unknown initial
concentrations.
Nicole Aretz
RWTH Aachen University
aretz@aices.rwth-aachen.de
Francesco Silva
TU/e Eindhoven University of Technology
f.a.b.silva@tue.nl
Martin Grepl
RWTH Aachen University
grepl@igpm.rwth-aachen.de
Karen Veroy
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Eindhoven University of Technology
k.p.veroy@tue.nl
MS63
Rational Neural Networks
The choice of the nonlinear activation function in deep
learning architectures is crucial and heavily impacts the
performance of a neural network. In this talk, we consider neural networks with rational activation functions.
We then establish optimal bounds in terms of network
complexity and prove that rational neural networks approximate smooth functions more eﬃciently than ReLU
networks with exponentially smaller depth. The ﬂexibility
and smoothness of rational activation functions make them
an attractive alternative to ReLU.
Nicolas Boulle
Mathematical Institute
University of Oxford
boulle@maths.ox.ac.uk

works
This talk is concerned with the approximation power of
deep neural networks, an active research area currently
producing many interesting papers. The most common results found in the literature prove that neural networks approximate functions with classical smoothness to the same
accuracy as classical methods, e.g. approximation by polynomials or piecewise polynomials on prescribed partitions.
However, approximation by neural networks depending on
n parameters is a form of nonlinear approximation and as
such should exhibit the increased eﬃciency of nonlinear approximation methods. The present work shows that this is
indeed the case. Furthermore, the performance of neural
networks in targeted applications indicate that they actually possess even greater approximation power than traditional methods of nonlinear approximation, such as free
knot splines or n-term approximation from a dictionary.
The present work again shows that this is indeed the case.
To do so, we exhibit large classes of functions which can
be eﬃciently captured by neural networks where classical
nonlinear methods fall short of the task. We purposefully
limits ourselves to studying the approximation of univariate functions by ReLU networks. Many generalizations to
functions of several variables and other activation functions
exist. However, even in this simplest of settings, a theory
that completely quantiﬁes the approximation power of neural networks is still lacking.
Simon Foucart
Texas A&M University
foucart@tamu.edu
MS63
Universal Approximation for Neural Diﬀerential
Equations
Diﬀerential equations and neural networks are two of the
most widespread modelling paradigms. Neural diﬀerential
equations are an emerging blend combining old and new,
with applications to deep learning and the promise to revolutionise traditional mathematical modelling. I will begin
with a brief introduction to the topic, its intuition, applications etc., before discussing the central theme of whether
such models can be universal approximators (UAs). We
shall see several key results: ﬁrst that ‘unaugmented’ neural ODEs are not UAs; next that ‘augmented’ neural
ODEs can be UAs whether or not their vector ﬁelds are
themselves UAs; ﬁnally how neural controlled diﬀerential
equations–featuring a time-varying input, to be thought of
as ‘continuous RNNs’ – can be shown to be UAs with respect to the time-varying input path, through application
of rough path theory.
Patrick Kidger
University of Oxford
kidger@maths.ox.ac.uk

Yuji Nakatsukasa
University of Oxford
nakatsukasa@maths.ox.ac.uk

MS64
Mixed Precision Algorithms for Pushing the Performance Limits of Modern HPC Architectures

Alex J. Townsend
Cornell University
townsend@cornell.edu

On the road to exascale computing, the gap between the
compute power available in the arithmetic cores on the
one hand and the bandwidth to main memory or between
nodes on the other hand keeps increasing dramatically,
making data access and communication prohibitively expensive compared to arithmetic operations. With no disruptive hardware changes on the horizon, we are facing a
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Nonlinear Approximation and (deep) Relu Net-
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situation where all high performance computing applications suﬀer from the slow communication to main memory
or in-between nodes. A promising strategy to overcome
this problem is to utilize the bandwidth capacity more carefully, reduce the communication volume and the number
of communication points, and - whenever possible - trade
communication against computations. The idea is to radically decouple the memory precision from the arithmetic
precision, employ high precision only in the computations,
and lower the precision as much as possible when accessing data in main memory or communicating with remote
processors. In this talk, we motivate and present the idea
of decoupling the memory precision from the arithmetic
precision, and discuss the potential and limitations of the
approach in the sense of preserving the algorithm correctness. We also provide examples for bandwidth-bound numerical linear algebra algorithms that are amenable to the
format separation, and evaluate the performance gains we
can achieve for real-world problems on recent HPC architectures.
Hartwig Anzt
University of Tennessee, U.S.
hanzt@icl.utk.edu
Fritz Goebel, Thomas Gruetzmacher, Terry Cojean
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
fritz.goebel@kit.edu, thomas.gruetzmacher@kit.edu,
terry.cojean@kit.edu
Andres Tomas
universidad Politecnica de Valencia
atomas@dsic.upv.es
Enrique S. Quintana-Orti
Universitat Politècnica de València
quintana@disca.upv.es
MS64
Heﬀte: Fft Computations Towards Exascale
The fast Fourier transform (FFT), widely used by applications from various ﬁelds of science and engineering, is
known to be a communication-bound algorithm, and its
parallel implementation on the upcoming exascale systems
need to be carefully tailored to architectural capabilities.
In this talk, we present novel techniques to accelerate 2D
and 3D FFT computation on hybrid CPU-GPU systems.
We propose novel architecture-aware tuning techniques and
present further developments on heFFTe library. We provide substantial experiments on scalability and comparison
among diﬀerent state-of-the-art FFT libraries. We used
up to 24,576 IBM Power9 cores and 6,144 NVIDIA V-100
GPUs on Summit supercomputer, and up to 1.3 million
A64fx Fujitsu cores on Fugaku supercomputer.
Alan F. Ayala
University of Tennessee
aayala@icl.utk.edu
Miroslav Stoyanov
Oak Ridge National Lab
mkstoyanov@gmail.com
Stanimire Tomov
University of Tennessee
tomov@icl.utk.edu
Sebastien Cayrols
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University of Tennessee, Knoxville
sebastien.cayrols@icl.utk.edu
Jack J. Dongarra
University of Tennessee, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
USA
dongarra@icl.utk.edu
MS64
When Floating-Point Error Matters: the Hazards
and Challenges of Low-Precision Computation
Within the next few years, exascale-level machines will become a reality. Making use of this available computing
power in applications will require a massive eﬀort towards
optimizing parallel large-scale computations. This challenge is complicated by the increasing heterogeneity of machines at the node level. Notably is the emergence of low
and mixed precision hardware, the use of which oﬀers potentially huge performance gains. A common technique
in scientiﬁc computing is to introduce inexactness into the
computation to reduce computation time, e.g. in model order reduction, sparsiﬁcation, low-rank approximation, and
randomized and communication-avoiding algorithms. In
many cases, roundoﬀ error is assumed to be orders of magnitude smaller than any approximation error, and thus the
interaction between these diﬀerent errors is often ignored.
In the world of low precision computation, however, this
may no longer be a valid assumption. We therefore ask the
question: When does ﬂoating-point error matter, and what
can go wrong if we use low precision blindly? This talk will
give examples, summarize some existing work in this area,
and explain the remaining gaps in our knowledge.
Erin C. Carson
Charles University
carson@karlin.mﬀ.cuni.cz
MS64
Randomization for Solving Large Systems of Linear
Equations
This talk focuses on recent advances on using randomization techniques for solving linear systems of equations. We
ﬁrst focus on computing sketches eﬃciently in parallel by
using subsampled randomized hadamard transforms. Then
we present a randomized Gram-Schmidt algorithm for orthogonalizing a set of vectors that has numerical accuracy
close to Modiﬁed Gram-Schmidt while having the cost of
classical Gram-Schmidt. We present then its usage in GMRES for solving large systems of linear equations.
Laura Grigori
INRIA
France
laura.grigori@inria.fr
Oleg Balabanov, Matthias Beaupere
INRIA
olegbalabanov@gmail.com, matthias.beaupere@inria.fr
MS65
Computational Barriers in Continuous Optimization for Machine Learning
Researchers in the ﬁeld of continuous optimization have
repeatedly expanded and re-deﬁned the realm of tractable
optimization problems. This endeavor has culminated in
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the well-known class of convex optimization problems with
applications in a wide range of scientiﬁc ﬁelds. In this
talk, I will present the traditional oracle-based complexity
model, which has dominated (unstructured) continuous optimization for the past 40 years, and highlight some of its
successes and failures in predicting the hardness of convex optimization problems. I will then introduce a novel
structural-based model aimed at addressing major oraclebased complexity gaps. The new approach is intimately
tied with approximation theory, and is proven to be particularly advantageous for characterizing the complexity of
optimization methods in machine learning.
Yossi Arjevani
Weizmann Institute of Science
yossi.arjevani@weizmann.ac.il
MS65
Lessons from Trace Estimation Lower Bounds:
Testing, Communication, and Anti-Concentration
In Implicit-Matrix Trace Estimation, we are given access
to a Matrix-Vector Oracle and want to estimate the trace
of the underlying matrix with as few queries as possible.
This classical problem has many downstream applications,
from estimating log-determinants to approximate the number of triangles in a graph. This talk will brieﬂy cover two
algorithms for trace estimation. Using the intuitions underlying these algorithms, we will design and compare three
lower bounds for trace estimation. All three lower bounds
agree that the existing algorithms are optimal, but they
rely on very diﬀerent mathematical tools, and therefore
give subtly diﬀerent results. The majority of this talk will
examine these diﬀerences: Which proofs generalize easily
to other problems? How do these proofs reﬂect our intuitions? Do these proofs allow for additional computational
constraints (e.g. non-adaptive algorithms)?
Raphael A. Meyer
New York University
ram900@nyu.edu
MS65
Conditional Lower Bounds for Spectral Sums
We studythe complexity of estimating spectral sums of
the form n
i=1 f (σi (A)) where A is an n × n matrix, σi (A)
is its ith singular value, and f : R → R is some function.
Examples include the matrix Schatten p-norms (including
the nuclear norm), the SVD entropy, the trace inverse, the
log-determinant, and many more. In recent work, we show
that, using stochastic linear system solvers, many sums can
be estimated to (1 + �) relative error in nγ · poly(1/�) time,
where γ is smaller than the current fast matrix multiplication constant ω ≈ 2.37. E.g., the nuclear norm can be
approximated in Õ(n2.18 /�3 ) time. Complementing this,
we show that the complexity of spectral sum approximation is inherently tied to fast matrix multiplication in the
small � regime. We give conditional lower bounds, showing that achieving milder � dependencies in our algorithms
would imply triangle detection algorithms running in faster
than matrix multiplication time. This further implies that
highly accurate spectral sum algorithms running in subcubic time can be used to give subcubic time matrix multiplication. As an application of our bounds, we show that
precisely computing all eﬀective resistances in a graph in
less than matrix multiplication time is likely diﬃcult, bar-

ring a major algorithmic breakthrough.
Cameron Musco
University of Massachusetts Amherst
cmusco@cs.umass.edu

MS65
Hardness via the Matrix-Vector Query Framework
and via Reductions
Although unconditional computational hardness for problems is diﬃcult to show, we give an overview of several
methods for proving lower bounds for linear algebraic tasks.
One method is to consider the matrix-vector query product setting: in this setting the algorithm is assumed to
proceed by making a sequence of possibly adaptive matrixvector products to an input matrix A, where the queries
form a sequence v1 , . . . , vr of vectors, the responses are
Av1 , . . . , Avr , and the vi can be chosen adaptively based
on previous responses. We give an overview of several fundamental problems for which nearly optimal lower bounds
have been shown in this setting. Another method for showing hardness is via reduction, showing that if one can solve
certain linear algebraic tasks then one can solve some other
problem in time faster than what is currently known, such
as counting triangles in a graph or multiplying arbitrary
matrices with a certain sparsity. We survey several fundamental problems for which this technique has been successful as well.
David Woodruﬀ
Carnegie Mellon University
dwoodruf@cs.cmu.edu

MS66
A Periodic Fast Multipole Method
Many physical models prescribe periodic or quasiperiodic
boundary conditions on a unit cell. For interacting charged
particles, these boundary conditions can be imposed directly by calculating the potential induced by an inﬁnite
tiling of ”images” of the charges in the unit cell. In this
talk, we present a novel planewave-based representation
for the potential induced by these image charges and we
describe how to eﬀectively couple this representation with
a fast multipole method (FMM). The resulting scheme is
eﬀective for general parallelogram unit cells and has been
implemented for several common interaction kernels.
Travis Askham
New Jersey Institute of Technology
askham@njit.edu
Leslie Greengard
Simons Foundation and Courant Institute
New York University
lgreengard@ﬂatironinstitute.org
Shidong Jiang
Department of Mathematical Sciences
New Jersey Institute of Technology
shidong.jiang@njit.edu
Ruqi Pei
New Jersey Institute of Technology
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rp696@njit.edu
MS66
Accurate Integral Equation Methods Using the
Layered Media Green’s Function
This talk will present numerical issues evaluating the layered media Green’s function for the Helmholtz equations.
One of the well-known issues is the slow convergence of
Sommerfeld integral when the source and target points are
near the layer interface. We overcome the issue by using alternative direction formulas based on contour integrals that are equivalent to the original integrals. The alternative direction formulas converge exponentially when
the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature is used. Boundary integral
equations for acoustic wave scattering from objects located
close to the layer interface are set up using the layered media Green’s function and solved using the Nystrom method
with high precision.
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potentials on and oﬀ the surface using locally corrected precomputed quadratures, FMM accelerated iterative solvers,
interfaces for matrix entry generation for dense and fast direct solvers. The solvers are capable of obtaining high order
accuracy, are robust in the presence of close-to-touching
features in the geometry and can interface with standard
mesh formats like gmsh and TRI ﬁle format. In this talk,
we will present the diﬀerent locally corrected quadrature
schemes used in fmm3dbie and demonstrate its capability
with several numerical examples.
Manas N. Rachh
Center for Computational Mathematics
Flatiron Institute
mrachh@ﬂatironinstitute.org
Leslie Greengard
Simons Foundation and Courant Institute
New York University
lgreengard@ﬂatironinstitute.org

Min Hyung Cho
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Massachusetts Lowell
minhyung cho@uml.edu

Michael O’Neil
New York University
oneil@cims.nyu.edu

Jinfang Huang
UNC Chapel Hill
Applied Mathematics
huang@email.unc.edu

Felipe Vico
Departamento de Comunicaciones
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia
felipe.vico@gmail.com

Djeneba Kassambara
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Massachusetts Lowell
djeneba kassambara@student.uml.edu

MS67
Experimental Design and Identiﬁability in Models
of Blood Coagulation

MS66
Fmm-Accelerated Adjoint Methods
PDE-constrained optimization has led to many eﬃcient
techniques for the design of electrical and mechanical devices, relying on the solution of many PDEs inside an
outer optimization loop. Computationally, most of these
optimization procedures rely on PDE-based solvers (ﬁnite
elements, etc.) of the underlying equations and adjoint
methods, despite the superiority of computational integral
equation methods in various regimes. In this talk well give
an overview of integral equation-based FMM-accelerated
methods for performing optimization using adjoint operators.
Michael O’Neil
New York University
oneil@cims.nyu.edu
MS66
Fmm3dbie - a High Order Solver for Boundary
Value Problems in Complex 3d Geometries
Fmm3dbie (https://fmm3dbie.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)
is a set of libraries to solve constant coeﬃcient elliptic boundary value problems on surfaces in three dimensions. The library currently supports Dirichlet, Neumann,
and transmission boundary value problems for Laplace,
Helmholtz, and Yukawa equations; velocity, mobility and
traction boundary value problems for Stokes equations;
and PEC and dielectric boundary value problems for
Maxwell’s equations on multi-core shared memory machines. The library provides support for evaluating layer

Blood coagulation is a complex network of biochemical reactions necessary for blood clots to form. To combat or
enhance clotting, components of the coagulation system
can be targeted by therapeutic agents, the kinetic properties of which are studied using indirect measurements of
enzymatic activity and inhibition via synthetic substrates
in biochemical assays. Mathematical models are thus indispensable tools that allow for interpretation of such data,
elucidation of biochemical mechanisms, and experimental
design. In particular, systems of nonlinear ODEs give interpretable rate equations and allow for data ﬁtting. We
recently used Bayesian parameter estimation to determine
that product inhibition plays an important role in even
the simplest of biochemical assays that use synthetic substrates. In this work, as a ﬁrst step toward modeling more
complex reactions, we consider multiple enzymes and inhibitors in the assays, for which the kinetic parameters,
initial concentrations, and kinetic schemes are uncertain.
It is well known that parameters in these systems can be
diﬃcult to estimate or possibly not even identiﬁable. The
challenge is to formulate an accurate biochemical model
and identify the speciﬁc experimental designs that will result in useful estimates of the process parameters. Some
promising results have been obtained using Monte Carlo
simulations of synthetic observations and then examining
proﬁle likelihoods to determine the identiﬁability of parameters.
Laura Albrecht
Colorado School of Mines
lalbrecht@mymail.mines.edu
Karin Leiderman
Department of Applied Mathematics & Statistics
Colorado School of Mines
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kleiderman@mines.edu

Model of the Eye

Dougald Monroe
UNC Chapel Hill, Department of Medicine
dmonroe@med.unc.edu

Optic neuropathies such as glaucoma are often late-onset,
progressive and incurable diseases. Despite the recent
progress in clinical research, there are still numerous open
questions regarding the etiology of these disorders and their
pathophysiology. The recent use of mathematical models
applied to biomedical problems has helped unveiling complex mechanisms of human physiology. We have designed
a mathematical and computational model, namely the Ocular Mathematical Virtual Simulator, in order to simulate
the hemodynamics and biomechanics of the main tissue
of the eye. To understand the propagation of uncertainties from input and output and to quantify the eﬀect of
parameter variability on the results, we have performed
a variance-based sensitivity analysis on the hemodynamic
components of our model. In particular, I will present the
eﬀect of intraocular pressure and systemic blood pressure
on the ocular posterior tissue vasculature. The combination of a physically-based model with experiments-based
stochastic input allows us to gain a better understanding
of the physiological system, accounting both for the driving mechanisms and the data variability. Additionally, the
results obtained with this analysis support the validity of
the model and its clinical application.

Suzanne Sindi
University of California, Merced
ssindi@ucmerced.edu
Douglas Nychka
National Center for Atmospheric Research
nychka@ucar.edu
MS67
Quantifying Uncertainty in Time-Varying Parameters for Biological Systems
Estimating and quantifying uncertainty in system parameters remains a big challenge in many biological and biomedical applications. In particular, many such systems involve
parameters that are known to vary with time but have
unknown dynamics and cannot be measured. This talk
will address aspects of uncertainty in ensemble-based ﬁltering estimates of time-varying parameters, with particular emphasis on how uncertainty in the parameter estimates aﬀects the corresponding model output predictions.
Results will be demonstrated on examples from biological
and biomedical systems.
Andrea Arnold
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
anarnold@wpi.edu
MS67
Equation Learning and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation
for Biological Transport Models of Glioblastoma
Growth
A recent area of research is applying machine learning
methods towards learning mathematical models from data.
These methods have shown promise in physical applications in which data quality and quantity is high, however,
testing and extending equation learning methodology to biological settings with high noise levels and few data points
has been less well investigated. We adapted and tested
equation learning methods in a biologically realistic setting
using the Fisher-KPP model, a commonly utilized model
for describing spatiotemporal glioblastoma tumor growth
and invasion. We simulated glioblastoma patient data with
1%, 5%, and 10% noise levels, generating only a few time
points (either 3, 5, or 10) which could be used for equation learning. We used bootstrapping to assess parameter
uncertainty in the learned equations. We found that the
ability of equation learning methods to recover the correct
equation and parameters was sensitive to the parameter
domain, i.e., the proliferation and diﬀusion rates describing the tumor growth. We found that the correct equations
and parameters for slower growing tumors could be recovered with as few as 3 time points.
Kevin Flores
Mathematics
North Carolina State University
kbﬂores@ncsu.edu
MS67
Sensitivity Analysis Applied to a Hemodynamic

Lorenzo Sala
Inria
lorenzo.sala@inria.fr
MS68
Manifold Embeddings with Physical Meaning
Scientiﬁc research involves ﬁnding patterns in data, formulating hypotheses, and validating them with new observations. Machine learning is many times faster than humans
at ﬁnding patterns, yet the task of validating these ”discoveries” is still left to the human expert or to further experiment. My Unsupervised Validation for Unsupervised
Learning program aims to design broad-ranging, mathematically and statistically grounded methods to interpret,
verify and validate the output of Unsupervised Learning
algorithms. Manifold embedding algorithms aim to ﬁnd intrinsic coordinates that describe a data manifold, yet they
return ”abstract” coordinates; domain experts must relate
these with phyiscally meaningful variables, mainly by visualization or other ad-hoc procedures. We introduce a
method to automate this work. Namely, to explain embedding coordinates as non-linear compositions of functions from an expert-deﬁned dictionary. We show that this
problem can be set up as a sparse linear recovery problem, ﬁnd suﬃcient recovery conditions, and demonstrate
its eﬀectiveness on data. With this class of new methods,
called ManifoldLasso, a scientist can specify a (large) set of
functions of interest, and obtain from them intrinsic coordinates for her data in a semi-automatic, principled fashion.
Marina Meila, Samson Koelle, Hanyu Zhang, Yu-Chia
Chen
University of Washington
Department of Statistics
mmp2@uw.edu, sjkoelle@uw.edu, hanyuz6@uw.edu, yuchaz@uw.edu
MS68
Dense Single-Molecule Localization Microscopy
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Using Deep Learning

wayne.uy@cims.nyu.edu or wtu4@cornell.edu

In biological imaging, fast acquisition of depth information is crucial e.g. for accurate 3D tracking of sub-cellular
elements and for 3D super-resolution. Snapshot depth
sensing is commonly achieved via wavefront coding. In
this technique, the optics is modiﬁed such that the pointspread function (PSF) varies distinctively as a function of
the depth of the imaged object. However, to date, this
approach has shown limited success in samples with very
dense emitters, due to the lateral overlaps of the emitter
PSFs in the captured image. Here, we present an approach
for jointly designing the PSF and the 3D reconstruction algorithm, by using deep learning. Speciﬁcally, we introduce
a neural network whose training determines both a phasemask to insert at the optical path of a micropscope, and a
neural model that recovers 3D positions of point emitters
from their imaged PSFs. We demonstrate our approach
experimentally with super-resolution reconstructions of mitochondria and volumetric imaging of ﬂuorescently labeled
telomeres in cells. Our method, DeepSTORM3D, enables
the study of biological processes in whole cells at timescales
that are rarely explored in localization microscopy. We
also present a multi-channel variant of DeepSTORM3D, in
which the optical signal is split to two sensors. Here, endto-end learning of two phase masks allows us to double the
detection rate and to reach improved precision compared
to the single-channel design.

Benjamin Peherstorfer
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
pehersto@cims.nyu.edu

Elias Nehme, Ferdman Boris, Lucien E. Weiss,
Tomer Michaeli, Yoav Shechtman
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
seliasne@campus.technion.ac.il,
borisferd@gmail.com,
lucien.e.weiss@gmail.com,
tomer.m@ee.technion.ac.il,
yoavsh@bm.technion.ac.il
MS68
Operator Inference for Learning Reduced Models with Non-Markovian Terms from Partially Observed State Trajectories
This work introduces a non-intrusive model reduction approach for learning reduced models from partially observed
state trajectories of high-dimensional dynamical systems.
The proposed approach compensates for the loss of information due to the partially observed states by constructing
non-Markovian reduced models that make future-state predictions based on a history of reduced states, in contrast
to traditional Markovian reduced models that rely on the
current reduced state alone to predict the next state. The
core contributions of this work are a data sampling scheme
to sample partially observed states from high-dimensional
dynamical systems and a formulation of a regression problem to ﬁt the non-Markovian reduced terms to the sampled states. Under certain conditions, the proposed approach recovers from data the very same non-Markovian
terms that one obtains with intrusive methods that require
the governing equations and discrete operators of the highdimensional dynamical system. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed approach leads to non-Markovian
reduced models that are predictive far beyond the training
regime. Additionally, in the numerical experiments, the
proposed approach learns non-Markovian reduced models
from trajectories with only 20% observed state components
that are about as accurate as traditional Markovian reduced models ﬁtted to trajectories with 99% observed components.
Wayne Isaac T. Uy
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

MS69
Phase Field Method for Mass Transfer Through
Permeable Bio-Membranes
In this work, we develop a new mathematical model for
mass transfer phenomenon with the help of phase ﬁeld
method. The resulting model is a coupled system including Navier-Stokes equations, Cahn-Hilliard equation and
a reaction-diﬀusion equation with variable diﬀusion coefﬁcient. The sharp interface limit is also conducted. Besides, we establish a decoupled, linear and unconditional
energy stable numerical scheme to solve this system eﬃciently. The centered-block ﬁnite diﬀerence method with
stagger mesh is made use of discretization in space. Some
numerical experiments are carried to varify our theoretical
result and explain this new model.
Yuzhe Qin
Beijing Normal University (Zhuhai)
yzqin@bnu.edu.cn
MS69
Variational Schemes to Generalized Diﬀusions,
Gradient Flows and Beyond: A Discrete Energetic
Variational Approach
In this talk, we present a systematic framework of deriving variational numerical schemes for generalized diﬀusions
and gradient ﬂows. The proposed numerical framework is
based on the energy-dissipation law, which describes all
the physics and the assumptions in a given system and can
combine diﬀerent types of spatial discretizations including
both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches. The resulting
semi-discrete equation inherits the variational structures
from the continuous energy-dissipation law. As examples,
we apply such an approach to construct variational Lagrangian schemes to porous medium type generalized diffusions and Allen-Cahn type phase-ﬁeld models, and particle methods for variational inference. Numerical examples show the advantages of variational Lagrangian schemes
in capturing singularities, thin diﬀuse interfaces, and free
boundaries.
Yiwei Wang
Illinois Institute of Technology
ywang487@iit.edu
MS69
A Tridomain Model for Optic Nerve Microcirculation
Flows of water and various organic and inorganic molecules
in the central nervous system are important in a wide range
of biological and medical processes, as has recently become apparent (Nedergaard and Goldman 2020). However, the exact mechanisms that drive these ﬂows are often
not known. Here we investigate the forces and ﬂows in a
tridomain model of the central nervous system. We use
the experimental system of the optic nerve, investigated
by the Harvard group (Orkand, Nicholls, and Kuﬄer 1966)
as a protype of the central nervous system in general. We
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construct a model and choose its parameters to ﬁt the experimental data in detail. Our model is three dimensional
and is meant to include signiﬁcant anatomical detail in a
general way. In this way, the model can be adapted to
describe other systems with other structures, channels and
transporters.
Shixin Xu
Duke Kunshan University
Department of Mathematics
shixin.xu@dukekunshan.edu.cn
MS70
New Results for Collisionless Damping in Relativistic Plasmas
In this talk I discuss new theoretical and computational
results for relativistic Landau damping. The plasma dispersion function is solved to machine precision using direct
line integration in the complex plane, in combination with
an analytic evaluation of the residue to account for the
deformation along the Landau contour. The approach is
generic in that it applies to arbitrary distribution functions, and numerical subtleties related to the placement of
the contour are discussed. As is well-known, we conﬁrm
that the Landau root becomes increasingly undamped as
the plasma becomes hotter, and furthermore show that the
Landau root ceases to exist for suﬃciently relativistic plasmas. Connection to full phase-space Vlasov simulation is
provided by discussing results from the 2D+2P Vlasov code
LOKI. Building on prior work, we address the signiﬁcant
computational cost associated with high-dimensional phase
space approximation using high-order accurate numerical
schemes as a means to reduce the cost required to deliver
a given level of error in the computed solution. Fully conservative and minimally diﬀuse diﬀerence formulations of
order four and six are used.
Jeﬀrey W. Banks
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
banksj3@rpi.edu
MS70
Eﬀective Dispersion Relations and Linearization of
Nonlinear Waves
Eﬀective dispersion arises in a number of weakly nonlinear wave systems, typically from the leading-order nonlinear self-interactions of waves, and implies that nonlinear
waves act approximately, on average, like collections of linear dispersive waves. This talk describes how nonlinear
dispersion also arises for moderately and even highly nonlinear waves in systems such as the Majda-McLaughlinTabak model of wave turbulence, the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam
chain, and the Nonlinear Schroedinger Equation. For the
ﬁrst two, we describe how eﬀective dispersion arises even
in the case in which linear dispersion is absent. For the
Nonlinear Schroedinger Equation, we show that, counterintuitively, the approximation by the Eﬀective Dispersion
Relation improves with wave amplitude, and yields an effective linearization of waves in the inﬁnite-amplitude limit.
This work was initiated by the late David Cai.
Gregor Kovacic
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst
Dept of Mathematical Sciences
kovacg@rpi.edu
Jeﬀrey W. Banks

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
banksj3@rpi.edu
Alexander O. Korotkevich
Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, University of New
Mexico
L.D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS
alexkor@math.unm.edu
Peter R. Kramer
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Department of Mathematical Sciences
kramep@rpi.edu
Wonjung Lee
Department of Mathematics
City University of Hong Kong
lee.wonjung@cityu.edu.hk
Katelyn J. Leisman
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
katelyn.leisman@northwestern.edu
Michael Schwarz
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
mschwarz137@gmail.com
Douglas Zhou
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
zdz@sjtu.edu.cn
David Cai
Courant Institute for Mathematical Sciences, NYU
Shanghai Jiao-Tong University
cai@cims.nyu.edu
MS70
Magnetic Filamentation in the Convective Zone of
the Sun
We discuss the question about magnetic collapse as a possible process for the singularity formation of the magnetic
ﬁeld for a ﬁnite time in the framework of the ideal incompressible MHD. This process is important for the formation
of magnetic ﬁlaments in the convective zone of the Sun.
The possibility of the collapse is connected with the compressibility of the magnetic ﬁeld lines (E.A. Kuznetsov, T.
Passot, P.L. Sulem, Phys. Plasmas 11, 1410 (2004)). One
of the well-known examples of the formation of magnetic ﬁlaments with known velocity ﬁeld ﬁrst considered by Parker
in 1963 (E.N. Parker, Astrophysical Jour. 138, 552 (1963))
demonstrates rather that the magnetic ﬁeld growth has exponential character. It is shown that due to the frozenness
of the magnetic ﬁeld within the kinematic approximation
for the induction equation the formation of ﬁlaments with
the exponential growth of the magnetic ﬁeld takes place on
regions with hyperbolic velocity proﬁle (E.A. Kuznetsov,
E.A. Mikhailov, JETP 131, 496505 (2020)). Due to account of the magnetic viscosity which destroys the magnetic ﬁeld frozenness, this growth saturates at the level
−1/2
where B0 is the initial magnetic ﬁeld strength
B0 Rem
and Rem is the magnetic Reynolds number. For the Solar convective zone, this value reaches 1 KG or even more.
This work was performed under the ﬁnancial support of
the Russian Science Foundation (grant no. 19-72-30028).
Evgeny A. Kuznetsov
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology &
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MS70
Generalized Constantin-Lax-Majda Equation: Collapse vs. Blow Up and Global Existence
We investigate the behavior of the generalized ConstantinLax-Majda (CLM) equation which is a 1D model for the
advection and stretching of vorticity in a 3D incompressible
Euler ﬂuid. Similar to Euler equations the vortex stretching term is quadratic in vorticity, and therefore is destabilizing and has the potential to generate singular behavior,
while the advection term does not cause any growth of
vorticity and provides a stabilizing eﬀect. We study the
inﬂuence of a parameter a which controls the strength of
advection, distinguishing a ﬁnite time singularity formation (collapse or blow-up) vs. global existence of solutions.
We ﬁnd a new critical value ac = 0.6890665337007457...
below which there is ﬁnite time singularity formation that
has a form of self-similar collapse, with the spatial extent
of blow-up shrinking to zero, and above which up to a = 1
we have an expanding blow up solutions. We identify the
leading order complex singularity for general values of a
which controls the leading order behavior of the collapsing
solution. We also rederive known exact analytical collapsing solutions for a = 0 and a = 1/2 using this approach.
For ac < a ≤ 1, we ﬁnd a blow-up solution on the real
line in which the spatial extent of the blow-up region expands inﬁnitely fast at the singularity time. For a > 1,
we ﬁnd that the solution exists globally with exponentiallike growth of the solution amplitude in time. Reference:
arXiv:2010.01201
Denis Silantyev
Courant Institute, New York University
dsilant@nyu.edu
Pavel M. Lushnikov
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of New Mexico
plushnik@math.unm.edu
Michael Siegel
New Jersey Institute of Technology
michael.s.siegel@njit.edu
MS71
Title: Data Driven Learning of Robust Nonlocal
Models: from Molecular Dynamics to Nonlocal
Models for Continuum Mechanics
In this talk I will present an operator-regression technique
to obtain accurate surrogates that reproduce molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at coarser scales. Starting from
MD data of graphene at diﬀerent temperatures, we ﬁrst
apply a coarse-graining technique to project the data onto
a much coarser grid and then use coarse-grained data to
train a nonlocal model that accurately reproduces MD data
from a validation set. Our results for a perfect crystal and
in presence of thermal noise illustrate the excellent generalization properties of our learning algorithm.
Marta D’Elia
Sandia National Laboratories
mdelia@sandia.gov
Huaiqian You
Lehigh University
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Yue Yu
Department of Mathematics, Lehigh University
yuy214@lehigh.edu
Stewart Silling
Sandia National Laboratories
sasilli@sandia.gov
MS71
Approximation of Integral Fractional Laplacian
and Fractional PDEs via Sinc-Basis
We introduce a spectral method to approximate the fractional Laplacian employing a sinc basis. Using our scheme,
the evaluation of the operator and its application onto
a vector has complexity of O(N log(N )) where N is the
number of unknowns. Thus, using iterative methods such
as conjugate gradient, we provide an eﬃcient strategy to
solve fractional partial diﬀerential equations with homogeneous exterior Dirichlet conditions on arbitrary Lipschitz
domains. Our implementation works in arbitrary dimension and we further illustrate its eﬃciency by applying it
to fractional Allen-Cahn and image denoising problems.
Finally we discuss issues of convergence analysis for this
method, noting that experimentally we recover the same
convergence rates for certain benchmark problems as predicted by numerical analysis of ﬁnite-element-based methods.
Harbir Antil
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
hantil@gmu.edu
Patrick Dondl, Ludwig Striet
Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg
patrick.dondl@mathematik.uni-freiburg.de,
ludwig.striet@mathematik.uni-freiburg.de
MS71
Optimal Control of Fractional PDEs
In the ﬁrst part of this talk, we discuss a novel Deep Neural Network (DNN) which allows connectivity between all
the layers. The latter is accomplished by using of fractional
time derivatives. We apply the resulting fractional-DNN to
learn parameter to solution map in parameterized partial
diﬀerential equations (PDEs). Subsequently, we use this
approximation to solve Bayesian inverse problems. We observe a speedup of 100x over the existing approaches. In
the second part of this talk, we shall focus on yet another
nonlocal/fractional operator, i.e., fractional Laplacian. By
appealing to the nonlocal nature of this operator, we introduce a completely novel class of inverse/optimal control
problems. We conclude the talk by studying the regularity and designing Moreau-Yosida regularization based optimization algorithms for state constrained optimal control
problems with fractional PDEs as constraints.
Deepanshu Verma
George Mason University
dverma2@masonlive.gmu.edu
MS72
The Uniﬁed Transform Method for Linear Semi-
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Discrete Evolution IBVPs
In this work, we present a semi-discrete analogue of the
Uniﬁed Transform Method proposed by A. S. Fokas to solve
initial-boundary value problems for evolution linear partial
diﬀerential equations. The semi-discrete method is presented via applications to spacial discretizations of several
linear equations on the half-line x ≥ 0 and on the ﬁnite
interval x ∈ [0, L]. We discuss the continuum limit of the
integral solutions and numerical results.
Jorge Cisneros Paz
University of Washington
jorgec5@uw.edu
MS72
Analytic Continuation of Solutions of InitialBoundary Value Problems Outside the Domains
The Uniﬁed Transform Method (UTM), or the method of
Fokas, gives solutions to half-line and ﬁnite-interval, linear, constant-coeﬃcient initial and boundary value problems (IBVPs) as contour integrals over a spectral parameter with the space and time variables as parameters in
the integral. The contour integrals are deﬁned when the
space variable is inside the domain of the problem. We
extend the space variable outside the domain and ﬁnd the
appropriate initial conditions that would generate the same
solution inside the domain. In general, the extended initial condition is not diﬀerentiable or continuous unless the
boundary and initial conditions satisfy some compatibility conditions. We analyze both dispersive and dissipative
IBVPs.
Matthew Farkas
University of Washington
mfarkas@uw.edu
MS72
The Phenomenon of Dispersive Revivals
I will give an introduction and discuss recent results to the
phenomenon of ”dispersive quantization” or ”revivals”. Although ﬁrst reported in 1835 by Talbot, this phenomenon
was only studied in the 90s, in particular for the periodic
free space Schrodinger equation by Berry and al. It was
then rediscovered for the Airy equation by Peter Olver in
2010. Since then, a sizeable literature has examined revivals for the periodic problem for linear dispersive equations with polynomial dispersion relation. What I will discuss in this talk is further occurrences of this phenomenon
for diﬀerent boundary conditions, a novel form of revivals
for more general dispersion relations and nonlocal equations such as the linearized Benjamin-Ono equation, and
nonlinear (integrable) generalizations. This work is joint
with Lyonell Boulton, George Farmakis, Peter Olver and
David Smith.
Beatrice Pelloni
Heriot-Watt University
b.pelloni@hw.ac.uk
MS72
Linear Evolution Equations on the Half Line with
Dynamic Boundary Conditions
The classical half line Robin problem for the heat equation
may be solved via a spatial Fourier transform method. In
this talk, we study the problem in which the static Robin

condition bq(0, t) + qx(0, t) = 0 is replaced with a dynamic
Robin condition; b = b(t) is allowed to vary in time. We
present a solution representation, and justify its validity,
via an extension of the Fokas transform method. We show
how to reduce the problem to a variable coeﬃcient fractional linear ordinary diﬀerential equation for the Dirichlet
boundary value. We implement the fractional Frobenius
method to solve this equation, and justify that the error
in the approximate solution of the original problem converges appropriately. We also demonstrate an argument
for existence and unicity of solutions to the original dynamic Robin problem for the heat equation. Finally, we
extend these results to linear evolution equations of arbitrary spatial order on the half line, with arbitrary linear
dynamic boundary conditions.
David Smith
Yale-NUS College
dave.smith@yale-nus.edu.sg
MS73
Applications of the Singular Value Decomposition
in Media Processing and Watermarking Schemes
The singular value decomposition, or the SVD, was ﬁrst
discovered independently by Eugenio Beltrami and Camille
Jordan in the 1870s as they were tackling problems related
to bilinear forms in linear algebra. Since then, it has become one of the most useful tools in linear algebra, seeing
applications in widely disparate ﬁelds. In our presentation, we introduce applications of the SVD in image processing, audio processing, and digital ownership protection.
We provide several examples illustrating applications and
properties of the SVD, including image compression, image
and audio processing, video background extraction, and
watermarking for digital ownership protection. Finally, we
propose a modiﬁed version of a watermarking scheme introduced in Jain, Arora, and Panigrahi, A reliable SVD based
watermarking scheme, CoRR abs/0808.0309 (2008) which
oﬀers improved robustness and imperceptibility properties.
Faculty Advisors: Minah Oh, James Madison University,
ohmx@jmu.edu
Katherine Keegan
Mary Baldwin University
keegan1624@marybaldwin.edu
David Melendez
University of Central Florida
davidmelendez@knights.ucf.edu
Jennifer Zheng
Emory University
jennifer.zheng@emory.edu
MS73
Origami Hexagon Deformations and Flip Graph
By utilizing origami folding processes, researchers have
been able to solve a wide range of engineering problems
such as fabricating diﬀerent robot morphologies and manufacturing folding-based mechanisms. Leveraging origami
structures with given crease pattern requires geometric and
numerical understanding of folding conﬁgurations. Faculty Advisors: Richman, Harry, University of Washington,
hrichman@uw.edu
Yuqing Lu
University of Michigan
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MS73
√
Factor- 2 Acceleration of Accelerated Gradient
Methods
The
√ optimized gradient method (OGM) provides a factor2 speedup upon Nesterov’s celebrated accelerated gradient method in the convex (but non-strongly convex) setup.
However, this improved acceleration mechanism has not
been well understood; prior analyses of OGM relied on a
computer-assisted proof methodology, so the proofs were
opaque for humans despite being veriﬁable and correct. In
this work, we present a new analysis of OGM based on
a Lyapunov function and linear coupling. These analyses
are developed and presented without the assistance of computers and are understandable by humans. Furthermore,
we generalize
OGM’s acceleration mechanism and obtain
√
a factor- 2 speedup in other setups: acceleration with a
simpler rational stepsize, the strongly convex setup, and
the mirror descent setup. Faculty Advisors: Ernest, Ryu,
Department of Mathematical Sciences, Seoul National University, ernestryu@snu.ac.kr
Chanwoo Park
Seoul National University
chanwoo.park@snu.ac.kr
MS73
Interactions of Matrix Shape, Coherence, and
Rank on Matrix Completion
In this project, we explore matrix completion for recommender systems. Using synthetic data and real datasets
such as Amazon, Netﬂix, MovieLens, we draw the relations
among matrix coherence, rank, and regularization models
in order to understand matrix recovery. We observe that
the most-squared matrix tends to give the highest accuracy for matrix completion via nuclear norm minimization,
which can be justiﬁed by matrix coherence. Most matrix
completion techniques rely on singular value decomposition
(SVD). We ﬁnd that an approximated scheme of SVD is not
only faster but also better than the standard SVD. Lastly,
we discover that the transform L1 model achieves the best
matrix recovery results among some existing approaches
such as nuclear norm and Lp Schatten norm. Faculty Advisors: Dr. Lou, Yifei, University of Texas at Dallas
Adam Shaker, Alex Osypov, David Terry
University of Texas at Dallas
azs190002@utdallas.edu, alexander.osypov@utdallas.edu,
david.terry@utdallas.edu
MS73
Numerical Computation of the Tracy-Widom Distribution
Recently, random matrix theory has become one of the
most exciting ﬁelds in probability theory, and has been applied to problems in high dimensional data analysis, wireless communications, ﬁnance, etc. The Tracy-Widom distribution, describing the normalized largest eigenvalue of
a random Hermitian matrix, is one of the most important
probability distributions in random matrix theory. In the
ﬁrst half of the talk, we will give an overview of existing
numerical methods for evaluating the Tracy-Widom distribution, including methods based on solving an ordinary
diﬀerential equation, and approximating a Fredholm de-
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terminant. In the second half of the talk, we will give
an introduction to a new method, which also approximates a Fredholm determinant, and is based on exploiting a pair of commuting diﬀerential and integral operators. Our new method evaluates the distribution to full
absolute precision everywhere rapidly, including in both
tails. Moreover, it evaluates the right tail of the distribution to full relative precision. Faculty Advisors: Kirill Serkh, Department of Mathematics at University of
Toronto, kserkh@math.toronto.edu
Zewen Shen
University of Toronto
zewen.shen@mail.utoronto.edu
MS73
Automated Computer Discovery of Geometric
Theorems
We introduce a new feature to the online GeoGebra Math
App called the Discover Command. The Discover Command is implemented through an open-source Java extension that analyzes Euclidean geometric ﬁgures, identiﬁes
their salient patterns and properties, determines relevant
theorems, proves them symbolically, and reports these ﬁndings to the user. GeoGebra translates the geometric setup
into an algebraic equation system and uses Grbner bases
to determine whether a statement is always true, generally
true, partially true, or false. We discuss algorithms used
in the Discover Command, including identiﬁcation of congruent segments, parallel lines, collinear points, concyclic
points, parallel lines, and perpendicular lines. We demonstrate the capabilities of the Discover Command computations to a 20-gon, Eulers line, the nine-point circle, as
well as proofs of Brahmaguptas theorem, Napoleons theorem, and Thebaults ﬁrst two theorems. We discuss the
mathematical strategies to optimize the scope of the analysis and avoid combinatorial explosion. Applications to
education, geometric discovery and exploration, and upper level mathematics are reviewed. Faculty Advisors:
Kovcs, Zoltn, Private University of Education, Diocese
Linz, zoltan.kovacs@ph-linz.at
Jonathan H. Yu
Gilman School, U.S.
jonathanhy314@gmail.com
MS74
Coordination and Symmetry-Breaking in Cilia and
Flagella
Biological microﬁlaments, such as cilia and ﬂagella, exhibit
a variety of synchronization modes. As the surrounding
ﬂuid is an obvious medium for force transmission, hydrodynamic interactions are deemed crucial for synchronization.
Two ﬂagella coupled via the ﬂuid medium only have been
shown to synchronize their beating in phase or antiphase
at close interﬂagellar distance. Synchronized states with
non-trivial phase lags have also been observed. Here, we
use an elastohydrodynamic ﬁlament model in conjunction
with numerical simulations and a Floquet-type theoretical
analysis, to demonstrate that it is possible to reach multiple synchronization states by varying the intrinsic activity of the ﬁlament and the strength of hydrodynamic coupling between the two ﬁlaments. Then, through derivation
of reduced-order evolution equations for the phase diﬀerence between the ﬁlaments at weak coupling, and using
a Kuramoto-style phase sensitivity analysis, we reveal the
nature of the bifurcations underlying transitions between
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diﬀerent synchronized states, especially states with broken
symmetry.

sookkyung.lim@uc.edu
Charles S. Peskin
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
peskin@cims.nyu.edu

Eva Kanso
University of Southern California
kanso@usc.edu
MS74
Hydrodynamical Coupling of Flagella on a Spherical Body

Yongsam Kim
Chung-Ang University
kimy@cau.ac.kr

Flagella are hair-like appendages attached to microorganisms that allow the organisms to traverse their ﬂuid environment. The algae Volvox are phototactic, spherical
swimmers with thousands of biﬂagellate somatic cells embedded in their surface. Their ﬂagella coordinate their
beating, which leads to forward swimming with slight rotations; the coordination of their ﬂagella is not fully understood. In this work, we extend a previously published
mathematical model of coordinated ﬂagella on a ﬂat surface
to study coordination on the exterior surface of a sphere.
The goal was to determine if factors related to the spherical
shape aﬀected ﬂagellar synchronization. Each beating ﬂagella itself is modeled as a small rotating sphere, attached to
a point just above the spherical surface by a spring, and the
eﬀects of all other ﬂagella are accounted for with a regularized image system for Stokes ﬂow outside of a sphere. We
consider ﬂagellar beating in meridional planes with slight
oﬀsets and from the anterior to posterior pole. We found
that this minimal model can achieve large-scale coordination of ﬂagella that leads to metachronal waves and also
results in velocity ﬁelds that represent forward swimming
with rotation. We varied parameters for meridional oﬀsets,
spring stiﬀness and number of ﬂagella to study how they
each aﬀected the coordination.

Wanho Lee
National Institute for Mathematical Sciences
lwh3958@gmail.com

Karin Leiderman
Department of Applied Mathematics & Statistics
Colorado School of Mines
kleiderman@mines.edu

Mi-

Peritrichously ﬂagellated bacteria swim in a ﬂuid environment by rotating motors embedded in the cell membrane
and consequently rotating multiple helical ﬂagella. We
present a novel mathematical model of a microswimmer
that can freely run propelled by a ﬂagellar bundle and tumble upon motor reversals. Our cell model is composed of
a rod-shaped rigid cell body and multiple ﬂagella that are
randomly distributed over the cell body. These ﬂagella can
go through polymorphic transformations. We demonstrate
that ﬂagellar bundling is inﬂuenced by random distribution
of ﬂagella and the number of ﬂagella. Moreover, reorientation of cells is aﬀected by the number of ﬂagella, how many
ﬂagella change their polymorphisms within a cell, when the
tumble time starts, and diﬀerent combinations of polymorphic sequences. Our new method can simulate numerous
types of microorganisms and may help to understand their
characteristic swimming mechanisms.
Sookkyung Lim
University of Cincinnati

Microorganisms often navigate a complex environment
composed of a viscous ﬂuid with suspended microstructures such as elastic polymers and ﬁlamentous networks.
These microstructures can have similar length scales to the
microorganisms, leading to complex swimming dynamics.
Some microorganisms are known to remodel the viscoelastic networks they move through. In order to gain insight
into the coupling between swimming dynamics and network remodeling, we use a regularized Stokeslet boundary
element method to compute the motion of a microswimmer
consisting of a spherical body and rotating helical ﬂagellum. The viscoelastic network is represented by a cloud
of points with virtual Maxwell element links. We consider
two models of network remodeling in which (1) links break
based on their distance to the microswimmer body, modeling enzymatic dissolution, or (2) links break based on a
threshold tension force. We compare the swimming performance of the microbes in each remodeling paradigm as
they penetrate and move through the network.
Rudi Schuech
Tulane University
rudi.schuech@gmail.com

Forest O. Mannan, Miika Jarvela
Colorado School of Mines
fmannan@western.edu, mjarvela@mymail.mines.edu
MS74
A Computational Approach to Simulate
croswimmers Propelled by Bacterial Flagella

MS74
Viscoelastic Network Remodeling by Microswimmers

Lisa J. Fauci
Tulane University
Department of Mathematics
fauci@tulane.edu
Ricardo Cortez
Tulane University
Mathematics Department
rcortez@tulane.edu
MS75
Sparse Nonlinear Models of Flow Physics from
Data
Many tasks in ﬂuid mechanics, such as design optimization and control, are challenging because ﬂuids are nonlinear and exhibit a large range of scales in both space and
time. This range of scales necessitates exceedingly highdimensional measurements and computational discretization to resolve all relevant features, resulting in vast data
sets and time-intensive computations. Indeed, ﬂuid dynamics is one of the original big data ﬁelds, and many highperformance computing architectures, experimental measurement techniques, and advanced data processing and
visualization algorithms were driven by decades of research
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in ﬂuid mechanics. Machine learning constitutes a growing set of powerful techniques to extract patterns and build
models from this data, complementing the existing theoretical, numerical, and experimental eﬀorts in ﬂuid mechanics. In this talk, we will explore current goals and opportunities for machine learning in ﬂuid mechanics, and we
will highlight a number of recent technical advances. Because ﬂuid dynamics is central to transportation, health,
and defense systems, we will emphasize the importance of
machine learning solutions that are interpretable, explainable, generalizable, and that respect known physics.

equation, and I will describe a framework to pursue analogous results for the KP equation. I will also discuss some
numerical experiments based on this theory, and potential
avenues for further asymptotic analysis. This talk will involve collaborations with Dmitry Zakharov and Vladimir
Zakharov.

Steve Brunton
University of Washington
sbrunton@uw.edu

MS76
Three-Dimensional Waves under Ice in Various
Regimes Computed with Novel Preconditioning
Methods

MS76
Extreme Superposition: High-Order Rogue Waves
in the Far-Field Regime

In this talk, we present solutions to the three-dimensional
Euler equations describing travelling waves under an ice
sheet. Reformulating the equations using a boundaryintegral method, we solve the resulting equations based
on a Newton-Krylov method, employing a novel preconditioning technique. Using elastic plate theory, we examine
solutions for a variety of conditions at the boundary such
as waves generated by diﬀerent pressure distributions and
the eﬀect varying thickness of ice has on wave propagation. We show that even under these diﬀerent conditions,
our preconditioning methods are eﬃcient and allow us to
increase the grid reﬁnement and decrease the run-time of
our computations in comparison to previous methods.

It is known from our recent work that both fundamental rogue wave solutions (with Peter D. Miller and Liming
Ling) and multi-pole soliton solutions (with R. Buckingham) of the nonlinear Schrdinger (NLS) equation exhibit
the same asymptotic behavior in the limit of large order
near the peak amplitude point, despite the quite diﬀerent
boundary conditions these solutions satisfy at inﬁnity. In
this work, we place solitons and rogue wave solutions in
a single continuum family of solutions of the NLS equation parametrized by a positive real parameter M , whose
diﬀerent quantizations give rogue waves and solitons, in
which case M becomes correlated with the order of these
special solutions. We show that the above-mentioned similar asymptotic behavior in fact extends to a large region
of the space-time, expanding in size as M → +∞ at a
rate proportional to M . Within this region, the large-M
asymptotic behavior of solutions is rather insensitive to
any particular choice of speciﬁc unbounded and increasing
sequence of values of M . On the other hand, in the complementary region one sees qualitatively diﬀerent asymptotic
behavior along diﬀerent sequences.
Deniz Bilman
University of Cincinnati
bilman@uc.edu
Peter D. Miller
University of Michigan
millerpd@umich.edu
MS76
Local Solutions to Completely Integrable Partial
Diﬀerential Equations
More than a century ago, Whittaker developed a theory
of the 3D Laplace equation and the (2+1)D wave equation based on a general expression of the local solutions.
This theory was eclipsed by more general methods of linear
PDEs, but at the time it provided a powerful tool for analysis. For completely integrable nonlinear PDEs, a general
expression of the local solutions is still a work in progress.
The nonlocal dbar problem dressing method of Zakharov
and Manakov (based on the approach of Ablowitz, Bar
Yaacov, and Fokas to the IST for the KP equation) provides a candidate for a general expression of the local solutions to completely integrable systems. In this talk I will
describe some recent results that give evidence that nonlocal dbar problem dressing method has the potential to
provide a general local theory of real solutions to the KdV

Patrik Nabelek
Oregon State University
nabelekp@oregonstate.edu

Claudia C. Tugulan
Western University
ctugulan@uwo.ca
Emilian I. Parau
University of East Anglia
e.parau@uea.ac.uk
Olga Trichtchenko
Physics and Astronomy
The University of Western Ontario
otrichtc@uwo.ca
MS77
Experiments on Upper Hessenberg and Toeplitz
Bohemians
We look experimentally at Bohemian matrices, primarily
those with entries from {−1, 0, +1}. More, we specialize
the matrices to be upper Hessenberg, with subdiagonal
entries 1. We also examine subfamilies of these families.
Many properties remain after these specializations, some
of which surprised us. We count stable matrices, normal
matrices, and neutral matrices, and tabulate the results of
our experiments. We generate a list of conjectures from
our experiments; some of these conjectures have now been
proved, but others remain open.
Eunice Chan
Western University
echan295@uwo.ca
MS77
Putting Skew-Symmetric Tridiagonal Bohemians
on the Calendar
This talk is intended as a light-hearted introduction to Bohemian Matrices and some of their applications, in prepa-
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ration for the rest of the minisymposium. A Bohemian Matrix family is a set of matrices, usually structured in some
way, all of whose entries come from a bounded (usually
ﬁnite and thus discrete) population. This idea is a useful
specialization in the sense of Plya: by restricting the class
of entries, we may be able to discover and prove something
useful. In this talk I will look at skew-symmetric tridiagonal matrices with entries from such populations as {1 ± i};
if the dimension of the matrix is m, then there are precisely
2m−1 such matrices. The symmetries of the eigenvalues include negation and conjugation, however, and so a density
plot of all the eigenvalues of all matrices of dimension (say)
22 has a pleasing appearance, enough so that I put it on a
calendar (available at bohemianmatrices.com, though not
so useful in July as it is at this time of writing). But at
dimensions 7, 15, and 31 there are surprises; we will talk
about what we can learn from these pictures, and what we
can prove.
Robert M. Corless
Western University
rcorless@uwo.ca
MS77
Determinants of Normalized Bohemian Upper Hessenberg Matrices
A matrix is Bohemian if its elements are taken from a ﬁnite
set of integers. A upper Hessenberg matrix is normalized
if all its subdiagonal elements are ones, and hollow if it
has only zeros along the main diagonal. All possible determinants of families of normalized and hollow normalized
Bohemian upper Hessenberg matrices are enumerated. It
is shown that in the case of hollow matrices the maximal
determinants are related to a generalization of Fibonacci
numbers. Several conjectures recently stated by Corless
and Thornton follow from these results.
Massimiliano Fasi
Orebro University, Sweden
massimiliano.fasi@oru.se
Jishe Feng
Longdong University
School of Mathematics and Statistics
gsfjs6567@126.com
Gian Maria Negri Porzio
The University of Manchester
gianmaria.negriporzio@manchester.ac.uk
MS77
Eigenvalues of Magic Squares and Related Bohemian Matrices
Magic squares are a special class of BOunded HEight Matrices with Integer entries. This talk is about the spectrum
of magic squares generated by MATLAB’s eig() command
for doubly even and odd dimensions. Interestingly, the odd
magic squares are related to g-circulant matrices. The gcirculant is a matrix with every row being a g-cyclic shift
of the previous row. We further explore the spectra of gcirculant matrices and diagonally scaled permutation matrices.
Hariprasad Manjunath Hegde
Mr

hariprasadm@iisc.ac.in
MS78
On Stability of Deep Neural Network-Based Models
In this talk, we present a dynamical systems perspective
on deep neural networks (DNNs). As a base, we leverage
the equivalence of neural networks with parameter-varying
aﬃne maps parameterized by the state (feature) vector,
which allows us to apply a range of analysis methods from
linear systems theory. In particular, we focus on the operator norms and provide suﬃcient conditions for the stability of DNNs via Banach ﬁxed point theorem. We expose links between the operator norms of layer-wise weight
parametrizations, diﬀerent activation functions, and their
eﬀect on the stability of the network’s dynamics. As a
next step, we propose a natural extension of the deterministic stability conditions of DNNs to stochastic stability
in the context of Deep Markov models (DMM). DMMs
are popular generative models that use neural networks
to parametrize the transition of Markov probability distributions. However, the fundamental stochastic stability
guarantees of such models have not been thoroughly investigated. We demonstrate that constraints on the operator
norms of the layer weights and careful choice of the activation functions lead to guaranteed stability of models
based on deep neural networks. We empirically substantiate our theoretical results via several tutorial numerical
experiments.
Jan Drgona
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
Richland WA
jan.drgona@pnnl.gov
Sayak Mukherjee
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
sayak.mukherjee@pnnl.gov
Jiaxin Zhang, Frank Liu
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
zhangj@ornl.gov, liufy@ornl.gov
Mahantesh Halappanavar
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
mahantesh.halappanavar@pnnl.gov
MS78
Data-Driven Framework for Decision and Control
of Dynamic Systems
In many engineering and scientiﬁc research areas, analyses, simulations and optimizations of complex systems have
been objectives of many past research eﬀorts. One of the
fundamental challenges of complex system modeling and
control, which is that high-ﬁdelity ab initio models can be
prohibitively expensive to construct. This limitation is not
necessarily due to the lack of fundamental understanding
of the underlying natural phenomena but due to practical
constraints, such as the diﬃculties in instrumenting the
complex systems to collect relevant data, the need to resolve inherent uncertainties in the models (e.g., due to unmodeled physics), and the loss of observability due to excessive exogenous noise. In this talk, we will present a highlevel overview of the collaborative project Data-Driven Decision Control for Complex Systems (DnC2S), and provides
an overview to bring together the various topics featured
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Frank Liu
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
liufy@ornl.gov
Mahantesh Halappanavar
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
mahantesh.halappanavar@pnnl.gov
Yu Cao
Arizona State University
yu.cao@asu.edu
Peng Li
University of California, Santa Barbara
lip@ucsb.edu
David Womble
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
womblede@ornl.gov
MS78
A Reliable Feature Extraction Approach for RealTime Processing and Analytics of Neutron Scattering Data
The eﬃciency and reliability of extracting meaningful features from neutron scattering data generated in an experiment is critical to the design of follow-up experiments.
Unfortunately, due to the unreliability of existing data analytics tools, instrument scientists often need to manually
analyze large amount of scattering data after each experiment, which usually delays progress of users programs.
To alleviate such challenge, exploiting our recent achievements on UQ for ML, we developed a reliable algorithm
for feature extraction and demonstrated its performance
on extracting the Bragg peak feature from neutron diﬀraction data. Speciﬁcally, our approach introduces ensemble UQ method into R-CNNs to detect and extract Bragg
peaks from diﬀraction data. We demonstrated that our
method achieves similar accuracy as manual analysis but
signiﬁcantly improves the eﬃciency. More importantly, the
conﬁdence score associated with each detected feature can
correctly indicate out-of-distribution (OOD) data by assigning low conﬁdence scores to data shifted from training
data, while the current R-CNN model often provides overconﬁdent scores for OOD data.
Dan Lu, Guannan Zhang
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
lud1@ornl.gov, zhangg@ornl.gov
MS78
Overview of Drivers for AI-Informed Decision and
Control in Energy Applications
The need for modeling, controlling, and optimizing complex systems arises often in energy generation, distribution, and end-use applications. An illustrative list
of examples includes building energy optimization, automatic/autonomous control of electrical and process heat
generation in fossil and nuclear plants, high-energy user
facility operations and control, and resource allocation in
high-performance computing systems. Recent research in
this area has focused on developing the mathematical foundations and framework for controlling and optimizing complex systems through data-driven machine learning and ar-
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tiﬁcial intelligence (AI). Although these complex systems
have generally had a history of robust control and operations, challenges from an application perspective include
surrogate system model development and updates from
data, accounting for uncertainties in data and model predictions, and learning optimal control policies. This talk
describes the application drivers for research described in
other presentations in this mini-symposium, on the mathematical framework for AI-informed decision and control
using probabilistic graph models and neural network models. The applications drivers discussed here were selected
based on availability of the curated data, existing (baseline)
solutions for control and optimization, and—to a lesser
extent—the availability of physical or surrogate models
that are expected to be of use in PGM and NN model
construction and evaluation.
Pradeep Ramuhalli
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
ramuhallip@ornl.gov
Malachi Schram
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
malachi.schram@pnnl.gov
Jan Drgona
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
Richland WA
jan.drgona@pnnl.gov
David Womble
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
womblede@ornl.gov
Vikas Chandan, Mahantesh Halappanavar
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
vikas.chandan@pnnl.gov,
mahantesh.halappanavar@pnnl.gov
Frank Liu
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
liufy@ornl.gov
MS79
Using the Tools of Machine Learning to Accelerate
Data Assimilation in Experiments
I will discuss two examples of experimental collaborations
we have been carry out that aim to use the tools of machine learning to accelerate data assimilation in experiments. The ﬁrst example involves taking 2d slices of a
ﬂuid ﬂow, in which there is particle image velocimetry in
each slice. We aim to take diﬀerent slices and together with
the equations of motion (the Navier-Stokes equations) reconstruct the entire 3d ﬂow. In the second project, we try
to infer particle tracks in dense colloidal suspensions. Experiments use confocal microscopy to ﬁnd the location of
the particles in the individual frames. We explore diﬀerent
algorithms for reconstructing the track of each particle at
high resolution.
Michael Brenner
Harvard Univ. & Google
Cambridge, MA
brenner@seas.harvard.edu
MS79
Data-Free and Data-Driven Uncertainty Quantiﬁ-
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cation in Turbulent Flow Simulations

justin.sirignano@maths.ox.ac.uk

Despite continued advances in high-ﬁdelity turbulent
ﬂow simulations, closure models based on the ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are projected
to remain in use for considerable time to come. However, it
is common knowledge that RANS predictions are corrupted
by epistemic model-form uncertainty to a degree which is
unknown a-priori. Hence, to obtain a computational framework of predictive utility, a model-form Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation framework is indispensable. Applying the spectral decomposition to the modeled Reynolds-Stress Tensor (RST) allows for the introduction of decoupled perturbations into the baseline intensity (kinetic energy), shape
(eigenvalues), and orientation (eigenvectors). Within this
perturbation framework, we look for a-priori known limiting physical bounds. Since these bounds are universal,
they can be used to constrain uncertainty estimates in any
predictive ﬂow scenario. Thus, even in the absence of relevant training data, we can maximize the spectral perturbations in order to obtain conservative uncertainty intervals.
On the other hand, any high-ﬁdelity reference data can be
used to further constrain the uncertainty estimates using
commonly available data assimilation techniques. We will
demonstrate our framework on canonical ﬂow problems using random forest regression and deep neural networks to
incorporate DNS data into the uncertainty estimates of
conventional RANs closures.
Gianluca Iaccarino
Stanford University
Mechanical Engineering
jops@stanford.edu
MS79
Deep Learning-Based PDE
Large-Eddy Simulation

Augmentation

for

MS79
Multi-Fidelity Bayesian Neural Networks for Inverse Problems with Noisy Data
We propose a new class of Bayesian neural networks
(BNNs) that can be trained using noisy data of variable
ﬁdelity, and we apply them to learn function approximations as well as to solve inverse problems based on partial
diﬀerential equations (PDEs). These multi-ﬁdelity BNNs
consist of three neural networks: The ﬁrst is a fully connected neural network, which is trained following the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) method to ﬁt the
low-ﬁdelity data; the second is a Bayesian neural network
employed to capture the cross-correlation with uncertainty
quantiﬁcation between the low- and high-ﬁdelity data; and
the last one is the physics-informed neural network, which
encodes the physical laws described by PDEs. Speciﬁcally,
we ﬁrst approximate a one- and four-dimensional function, and then infer the reaction rates in one- and twodimensional diﬀusion-reaction systems. Moreover, we infer
the sea surface temperature (SST) in the Massachusetts
and Cape Cod Bays using satellite images and in-situ measurements. Taken together, our results demonstrate that
the present method can capture both linear and nonlinear
correlation between the low- and high-ﬁdelity data adaptively, identify unknown parameters in PDEs, and quantify
uncertainties in predictions, given a few scattered noisy
high-ﬁdelity data. Finally, we demonstrate that we can effectively and eﬃciently reduce the uncertainties and hence
enhance the prediction accuracy with an active learning
approach.
Xuhui Meng
Brown University
xuhui meng@brown.edu

Standard applications of deep learning methods to physics
can be considered ad hoc in the absence of governing
laws, which are typically most completely stated as systems of PDEs. We introduce a framework that leverages as much a priori known physics as possible by embedding deep neural networks in PDE systems and optimizing them over the (possibly unsteady) solutions. In
this manner, the solution itself is the training target,
rather than the simple mismatch between the model and
a-priori unclosed terms such as the Reynolds-stress tensor for Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes (RANS) formulations or the subgrid-stress tensor for large-eddy simulation
(LES). The framework augments the spatio-temporally
averaged (RANS) or coarse-grained (LES) PDEs by accounting for dynamical discrepancies between these and
the trusted PDE solution. The method is applied to the
closure of the LES governing equations. Filtered (LES)
and averaged (RANS) velocity ﬁelds, obtained from direct numerical simulation (DNS), serve as training and
out-of-sample prediction targets. Applications are demonstrated in isotropic turbulence, turbulent jets, and turbulent wakes. The model is found to identify dynamically important asymmetries that are unsupported by symmetric
subgrid-stress models. Extensions are made to turbulent
combustion and high-speed ﬂows.

George E. Karniadakis
Brown University
Division of Applied Mathematics
george karniadakis@brown.edu

Jonathan F. MacArt
Princeton University
jmacart@nd.edu

MS80
Long Wave Nanopterons in Dimer Fermi-PastaUlam-Tsingou Lattices via Spatial Dynamics

Justin Sirignano
University of Oxford

Mass and spring dimer Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou
(FPUT) lattices are known to possess nanopteron travel-

MS80
Breathers in Hexagonally Packed Magnetic Lattices
This talk concerns breathers, which are temporally periodic
and spatially localized structures, in a two-dimensional array of repelling magnets. In particular a lattice with a
hexagonal conﬁguration with a light-mass defect is considered. Using a damped, driven variant of a vector FermiPastaUlamTsingou lattice we ﬁnd good qualitative agreement
between theory and experiments for a variety of dynamical
behaviors. Bifurcations that result from variation of the
drive amplitude, angle, and frequency will be discussed as
well as quasi-periodic dynamics.
Christopher Chong
Bowdoin College
cchong@bowdoin.edu
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ing wave solutions to their equations of motion in the long
wave limit, close to suitably scaled KdV solitary waves.
These are traveling waves whose proﬁles asymptote to
small periodic oscillations at spatial inﬁnity. Just how
small are these oscillations? Can their amplitudes ever be
zero? How about exponentially small in the relevant small
parameter, or just algebraically small? And what happens
to the behavior of the original position coordinates of the
lattice, since these traveling wave results are known only
in relative displacement coordinates? Using results and
techniques from spatial dynamics and center manifold
theory (and nontrivial modiﬁcations and corrections
thereof), we will answer these questions.

of the lattice. For a special model, we exhibit a family
of breather solutions for the undamped problem and show
that the rate of energy dissipation can be explained by
a very slow drift along this family of breathers. This is
joint work with No Cuneo (Univ. of Paris 7), Jean-Pierre
Eckmann (Univ. of Geneva) and Daniel Caballero (Boston
Univ.)

Timothy E. Faver
Universiteit Leiden
t.e.faver@math.leidenuniv.nl

MS81
On the Spatial and Temporal Order of Convergence
of Partial Diﬀerential Equations

Hermen Jan Hupkes
Leiden University
hhupkes@math.leidenuniv.nl

In this talk, I will discuss the leading order terms of the
local truncation error of hyperbolic and parabolic partial
diﬀerential equations (PDEs). In the asymptotic regime,
where the local truncation error is dominated by the powers of the grid-spacing and the time-step rather than their
coeﬃcients, we make the following observations. The order
of convergence of stable numerical solutions of hyperbolic
or parabolic PDEs at constant ratio of time-step to gridspacing is governed by the minimum of the orders of the
spatial and temporal discretizations. If reﬁnement is performed only in space or time, convergence cannot even be
attained. Our theory is independent of the order of spatial
and temporal discretizations, and applies to any hyperbolic or parabolic PDE, be it linear or nonlinear, and employing ﬁnite diﬀerence, ﬁnite volume or ﬁnite element discretization in space, and advanced in time with a predictorcorrector, multi-stage or a deferred correction method. If
the PDE is reduced to an ordinary diﬀerential equation
(ODE) by specifying the spatial gradient(s) of the dependent variable and the coeﬃcients and the source terms to
be zero, then the standard local truncation error of the
ODE is recovered. A number of numerical experiments are
performed to demonstrate our theoretical ﬁndings.

MS80
Stability of Traveling Waves in a Driven FrenkelKontorova Model
In this work we revisit a classical problem of traveling waves
in a damped Frenkel-Kontorova lattice driven by a constant external force. We compute these solutions as ﬁxed
points of a nonlinear map and obtain the corresponding
kinetic relation between the driving force and the velocity
of the wave for diﬀerent values of the damping coeﬃcient.
We show that the kinetic curve can become non-monotone
at small velocities, due to resonances with linear modes,
and also at large velocities where the kinetic relation becomes multivalued. Exploring the spectral stability of the
obtained waveforms, we identify a criterion for instability of the traveling wave solutions: monotonically decreasing portions of the kinetic curve always bear an unstable
eigendirection. Our stability results are corroborated by
direct numerical simulations which also reveal the possible
outcomes of dynamical instabilities.
Anna Vainchtein
Department of Mathematics
University of Pittsburgh
aav4@pitt.edu
Jesús Cuevas-Maraver
Universidad de Sevilla
jcuevas@us.es
Panos Kevrekidis
University of Massachusetts Amherst
kevrekid@math.umass.edu
Haitao Xu
Huazhong University of Science and Technology
hxumath@hust.edu.cn
MS80
Breathers As Metastable States for Weakly
Damped Lattices of Hamiltonian Oscillators
We discuss the ﬂow of energy in a lattice of Hamiltonian
oscillators with weak damping at one end of the lattice. We
derive bounds on the rate of dissipation when the initial
energy in the lattice is localized in a spatially distant part

C. Eugene Wayne
Boston University
Dept. of Mathematics and Statistics
cew@math.bu.edu

Siddhartha Bishnu
Florida State University
Los Alamos National Laboratory
sb12y@my.fsu.edu
Mark R. Petersen
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Computational and Computer Science Division
mpetersen@lanl.gov
Bryan D. Quaife
Scientiﬁc Computing
Florida State University
bquaife@fsu.edu
MS81
Paralpha:
Solver

a Parallel-in-Time and Space PDE

Parallel-in-Time algorithms for hyperbolic problems often
encountered in physics are notoriously diﬃcult to design,
even for linear problems. In this talk, we propose a new
parallel-in-time iterative method for solving linear composite collocation problems, even those stemming from hyperbolic PDEs. These composite collocation problems are
typically the basis for the multi-level PFASST algorithm.
In contrast to PFASSTs multi-level approach which may
cause problems when it comes to hyperbolic problems, we
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use a single-level preconditioned Richardson iterations with
a near-circulant preconditioner that can be diagonalized using fast Fourier transformations in time. As a consequence,
we obtain time-interval decoupled problems in each iteration which we propose to solve directly in parallel across
the collocation nodes, using a diagonalization of the slightly
modiﬁed quadrature matrix arising from the Runge-Kutta
propagation. This brings us to a doubly parallel-in-time
method called Paralpha which solves linear problems very
eﬃciently. Using fast Fourier transformations in time on
the preconditioner, the communication becomes very eﬃcient and there is no need to worry about coarsening strategies. We present theoretical and practical convergence and
performance results as well as strengths and weaknesses of
this method.

results for the resulting Boris spectral deferred correction
method (Boris-SDC) when tracking fast ions in the equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld of the DIIID and JET fusion reactor.
Furthermore we will describe a modiﬁcation to make the
method work for the relativistic case and show some results
when it is used as particle pusher in a particle-in-cell code.
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MS81
Highly Accurate and Flexible Multirate TimeStepping Methods for Multiphysics Applications
Dynamics of varying time scales are a staple in simulations
of multiphysics scientiﬁc applications. In order to resolve
these diﬀerent time scales, multirate methods use diﬀerent
optimal time steps and algorithms for the slow and fast
dynamics. Of recent interest are methods for which the
fast solution is propagated between slow stages through the
solution of modiﬁed initial value problems. We refer to such
methods as multirate inﬁnitesimal (MIS) type methods. In
this talk, we discuss our recent work in constructing MIStype methods that are high order and ﬂexible. Our new
approaches include methods with IMEX treatment of the
slow dynamics, integration of the fast dynamics with any
scheme of suﬃcient order, and multirate schemes with up
to sixth order convergence. We present numerical results
on convergence and eﬃciency and compare our methods
with other well-known MIS-type methods.
Rujeko Chinomona
Southern Methodist University
rchinomona@mail.smu.edu
Daniel R. Reynolds
Southern Methodist University
Mathematics
reynolds@smu.edu
Vu Thai Luan
Department of Mathematics, SMU, Dallas, TX
luan@math.msstate.edu
MS81
Integration of the Lorentz Equations with Boris
Spectral Deferred Corrections (Boris-SDC)
The Boris integrator is one of the most popular time stepping method for solving the Lorentz equations. We will
introduce a new time stepping method with arbitrary order of accuracy that combines Boris’ method with spectral deferred corrections (SDC) as well as ideas from the
GMRES iterative linear solver. We will show performance
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MS82
RDMA-Based Sparse Matrix Multiplication on
GPUs
Sparse matrix multiplication is an important kernel for
large-scale graph processing as well as a host of other dataintensive applications. As GPUs become more dominant
in both data centers and supercomputers, it is crucial to
capitalize on new network technologies, such as GPUDirect RDMA, as well as new asynchronous algorithms that
allow for better strong scaling. In this talk, we examine
RDMA-based data structures and algorithms for implementing sparse matrix multiplication on GPUs, including
both sparse-times-dense (SpMM) and sparse-times-sparse
(SpGEMM). We explore asynchronous algorithms, as well
as work-stealing algorithms, that allow for better scaling,
and demonstrate how they can outperform state-of-the-art
bulk synchronous algorithms.
Benjamin Brock
University of California, Berkeley
brock@berkeley.edu
MS82
Chapel: An Example of Language Level PGAS
Support
Programs that involve data intensive computations should
carefully distribute the data and computation on the available computer system. This is easier to do when working
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with programming abstractions that support a Partitioned
Global Address Space, as demonstrated by the Chapel programming language. From explicit control over the node
where an operation will run via the locale type and on
statements, to the use of diﬀerent distributions for an array that determine where its contents are located in memory, Chapels multi-resolution design allows users to take
as active or as passive a role as desired in distributing
their data. Chapel also handles the communication necessary for accessing the distributed data, minimizing the
potential for user errors and enabling compiler optimizations that would not be possible in a library-based solution. Using Chapels variable representation of index sets
(known as domains) and the optional extension that allows them to be distributed (known as domain maps), the
same Chapel executable can be run over varying numbers
of nodes without having to recompile the program. And
swapping to diﬀerent distribution strategies for experimentation during development is as simple as changing a line of
code. This talk will go into all of these language features
and their uses, illustrating some of the productivity and
performance beneﬁts with code snippets and performance
results.

Library

Lydia R. Duncan
HPE
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The Whitham equation is a model for the evolution of unidirectional waves on shallow water. Aceves-Sanchez et al.
(2012) and Hur & Pandey (2018) proposed diﬀerent bidirectional generalizations of the Whitham equation. Although these systems have been shown to accurately predict the evolution of waves of depression in the laboratory,
it is unknown if these systems are well-posed. The AcevesSanchez system has been proven to be well-posed in the
nonphysical case where the surface displacement is never
nonpositive. Numerical simulations of both systems show
some characteristics of ill-posedness. The goal of the current work is to study the stability of traveling-wave solutions to a family of bidirectional Whitham systems in hopes
of gaining a deeper understanding of their well-posedness.

MS82
Graph Algorithms in PGAS: Runtime vs Language
Support
The Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming model has been proposed as an alternative to the
message-passing programming model, that can be implemented either as a runtime or a programming language.
Targeting both productivity and performance, eﬃcient execution of irregular applications such as graph algorithms
require additional support from the PGAS model. In particular, the following aspects are important: message coalescing, termination detection, better support for overlapping communication and computation with messaging
primitives, lightweight tasking/threading, and active message support. Replacing existing two-sided communication
usage in graph application codes with PGAS models in a
manner that fully exploits the beneﬁt of these programming models may require nontrivial development eﬀorts,
but oﬀers interesting prospects for enhancing the expressiveness and composability of graph applications. In this
talk, we will brieﬂy discuss our experience with implementing graph algorithms in various PGAS/Pseudo-PGAS runtimes and programming languages: Indiana Universitys
AM++ runtime, Berkeleys UPC++, Indiana Universitys
HPX-5 runtime, PNNLs ARTS runtime and CRAY/HPEs
Chapel programming language and MPI RMA. We will
also discuss some of the strategies and incentives to transform two-sided graph applications such as clustering and
matching to a one-sided model, particularly in the context
of MPI-3 RMA and UPC++.
Jesun S. Firoz, Sayan Ghosh, Mahantesh Halappanavar
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
jesun.ﬁroz@pnnl.gov,
sayan.ghosh@pnnl.gov,
mahantesh.halappanavar@pnnl.gov

We will provide a brief overview of the Global Arrays (GA)
Toolkit and discuss the underlying runtimes. GA provides an abstraction for creating large arrays distributed
across multiple processors that can be accessed using simple, one-sided shared memory style semantics. GA supports put/get/accumulate operations that can be used to
access data from anywhere in the array without coordinating directly with the processors holding the data. This can
greatly simplify the implementation of many parallel algorithms. This talk will provide a description of available GA
runtimes, basic GA operations and current work to extend
GA to GPUs.
Bruce Palmer
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
bruce.palmer@pnnl.gov
MS83
Stability of Traveling-Wave Solutions to a Family
of Bidirectional Whitham Systems

John Carter
Seattle University
Mathematics Department
carterj1@seattleu.edu
MS83
Soliton Dynamics in the Korteweg-de Vries Equation with Nonzero Boundary Conditions
Inspired by recent experiments, the Korteweg-de Vries
equation with nonzero Dirichlet boundary conditions is
considered. Two types of boundary data are examined:
step up (which generates a rarefaction wave) and step down
(which creates a dispersive shock wave). Soliton dynamics are analytically studied via inverse scattering transform
and a small dispersion asymptotic approximation. Depending on the initial position and amplitude, an incident soliton will either transmit through or become trapped inside
a step-induced wave. A formula for the transmitted soliton
and its phase shift is derived. The asymptotic approximation provides a description of the trapped soliton dynamics.
Justin Cole
University of Colorado Colorado Springs
jcole13@uccs.edu
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The Global Arrays Toolkit: A PGAS Programming

Unstable Water Waves: A Periodic Evans Function
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Approach
I will discuss a new periodic Evans function approach
for cylindrical domains, and an application to the spectral instability of Stokes waves. Numerical evidence suggests instability whenever the unperturbed wave is ’resonant’ with its inﬁnitesimal perturbations. This has not
been studied analytically except the Benjamin-Feir instability, near the origin of the spectral plane, when
(wave number)x(depth)¿1.3627.... I will discuss an alternative proof of the Benjamin-Feir instability and, also,
the ﬁrst proof of spectral instability away from the origin when 0.86430...¡(wave number)x(depth)¡1.00804..., elucidating numerical ﬁndings. I will remark about extensions
to capillary-gravity waves and Stokes waves in a constant
vorticity ﬂow.
Vera Mikyoung Hur, Ting-Yang Hsiao, Zhao Yang
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
verahur@math.uiuc.edu,
tyhsiao2@illinois.edu,
zhaouiuc@illinois.edu
MS83
Shock Wave Stabilization in Superﬂuids with
Higher-Order Dispersion
Ultracold atomic gases are highly adaptable platforms that
can be used to investigate a variety of superﬂuid hydrodynamic features. Over the last decade, a particularly ﬂexible tool has been developed that provides researchers the
ability to modify a systems dispersion such that regions
of higher-order dispersive terms emerge. Using an elongated Bose-Einstein condensate, we induce spin-orbit coupling by coherently coupling two spin states, which breaks
Galilean invariance. We then experimentally probe the system using a pulsed attractive optical potential. We show
the observed dynamics diverge from those found in past
experiments due to the interaction of emerging vorticity
and the governing dispersion in the system, which leads to
a stabilized traveling shock front in the region of higherorder dispersion. The results of our experiments establish
ultracold atomic gases as a platform for discovering new
varieties of hydrodynamic shock features in regions with
higher-order dispersion and open the door to a new era of
quantum shock wave studies. We recognize support and
funding from the NSF under Grant No. PHY-1607495 and
PHY-1912540.
Maren Mossman
University of San Diego
mmossman@sandiego.edu
Peter Engels
Washington State University
engels@wsu.edu
Michael McNeil Forbes
Washington State University
University of Washington
michael.forbes@wsu.edu
MS84
Mathematical Modelling of Salmonella-Infected
Red Onions using Markov Processes
The consumption of Salmonella-infected produce has been
an alarming issue to human health after numerous reports
of Salmonellosis outbreaks linked to red onions have been
reported by the CDC in 2020. Hence, a mathematical

model that examines the growth of red onions with potential exposure to the foodborne pathogen is necessary in
gaining insights on how the bacteria can be contained at the
farm-level to mitigate human health risks. In particular,
we employ Markov processes to model the mechanism that
simulates the dynamics of Salmonella pathogens in onions.
We later found that irrigation water is the pathogens most
likely transmission route onto the onions. Thus, we provide agricultural advice by proposing recommendations on
how frequent irrigation water sources should be cleaned
in reducing substantial amounts of Salmonella concentration while minimizing cleaning costs. On average, irrigation water tanks should be cleaned every 2-7 days based
on the results of our simulations. Through our research
study, we desire to see less cases reported, should another
massive outbreak of Salmonella-infections linked to fresh
produce such as in red onions happen in some foreseeable
future. Faculty Advisors: Moyles, Iain, York University,
imoyles@yorku.ca
Gian Carlo Alix
York University, Canada
gian.alix@gmail.com
MS84
Modeling Chytridiomycosis Disease and its Thermal Acclimation within a Frog Population
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis is a pathogenic fungus implicated in the global decline of amphibians. Several studies suggest that temperature plays a signiﬁcant role in Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis and a frog’s development.
However, there are many questions unanswered regarding
these interactions. To investigate the eﬀect of temperature dependency on the disease dynamics, we developed
a mathematical model with vital rates of both the fungus
and frogs depending on temperature. We utilized parameter estimation to compute and ﬁt the model to diﬀerent
regions and show the decimation impact of the frog population. Our simulation results corroborate with literature
studies showing the correlation between temperature and
chytridiomycosis disease. Moreover, Our results suggest
that temperature plays a major role in the life history of
frogs and in disease dynamics. Furthermore, our results
suggest critical intervention strategies that can be utilized
to mitigate the disease within frog populations. Faculty
Advisors: Vinodh Chellamuthu, Dixie State University,
Vinodh.Chellamuthu@dixie.edu
Rosa Flores, Addesyn Marshall
Dixie State University
D00351877@dmail.dixie.edu, d00342509@dmail.dixie.edu
MS84
Modeling the Impact of Wolbachias Transinfection
and its Eﬀectiveness on Mitigating the Spread of
Dengue
Dengue fever is one of the worlds most common viralborne diseases, its spread is most prominent in tropical
and subtropical climates. The infection is caused by bites
from mosquitoes carrying the disease and a secondary infection can lead to severe dengue fever. The cycle of transmission can be broken by using Wolbachia, a bacterium
shown to reduce levels of dengue virus in the mosquito,
shorten the host mosquitos lifespan, and cause reproductive abnormalities in the host. We develop a mathematical model using a system of nonlinear ordinary diﬀerential equations that incorporate Wolbachia transinfection
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to study the epidemiologic trends of two viral dengue
serotypes. Moreover, our model considers temporary crossimmunity within the two serotypes and the impact of temperature dependency on mosquitoes’ vital rates. Our simulation results suggest the introduction of Wolbachia carrying mosquitoes at optimal times can decrease the number
of dengue transmitting vectors and, consequently, reduce
the frequency and prevalence of outbreaks. Faculty Advisors: Chellamuthu, Vinodh, Dixie State University, vinodh.chellamuthu@dixie.edu.
Austin Harper
Dixie State University
d00272269@dmail.dixie.edu
MS84
Mathematical Modeling of U.S. Elections Dynamics
Forecasting the outcomes of U.S. elections is a relevant and
complex task that has been approached in many ways, often incorporating statistical or political-science methods.
We take a diﬀerential-equations approach to forecasting
elections by applying a prior compartmental model for the
evolution of voting intentions. The model accounts for two
types of dynamics: the spread of Democratic or Republican voting intentions between states, and the turnover of
committed voters to undecided ones. The model parameters are determined based on polling data, and simulations are run in MATLAB. Through thousands of simulated elections with our stochastic diﬀerential equations,
we forecast a range of election outcomes at the state level.
The models ﬁnal forecasts for past presidential, senatorial, and gubernatorial elections are comparable to those
of popular forecasting sites like FiveThirtyEight. We have
examined how the accuracy of the models forecasts of past
elections changes in time as we approach each election day,
and applied the model to create forecasts of the 2020 U.S.
elections. Leading up to the 2020 elections, we continuously posted forecasts with visualizations on a website
that we created. We will discuss our 2020 election forecasts, our work on visualizing uncertainty, and our efforts to improve the accuracy of the model by weighting the polling data in diﬀerent ways. Faculty Advisors:
Volkening, Alexandria, Northwestern University, alexandria.volkening@northwestern.edu
William He, Christopher Lee, Samuel Chian, Emily
Mansell
Northwestern University
willhe2023@u.northwestern.edu,
christopherlee2023@u.northwestern.edu,
samuelchian2023@u.northwestern.edu,
emmamansell2023@u.northwestern.edu
MS84
Optimal Control of Algae Bioﬁlm Growth in
Wastewater Treatment using Computational
Mathematical Models
Microalgal bioﬁlms are comprised of a syntrophic consortium of microalgae and other microorganisms embedded
within an extracellular matrix. Despite signiﬁcant processes in the application of microalgal bioﬁlms in wastewater treatment, mechanistic understanding and optimization
of microalgal biomass yield and productivity under environmental constraints is still lacking. This paper identiﬁes theoretical insights on this challenging biological problem by leveraging novel mathematical and computational
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tools. In particular, utilizing a computational mathematical model to advance the understanding of microalgal
bioﬁlm growth kinetics under environmental constraints
through a systematic parameter study. Moreover, the design of algae bioﬁlm reactors for optimal biomass yield and
productivity in wastewater treatment under diﬀerent environments is explored. The proposed model could be further calibrated to generate reliable predictions that can improve the design, operation, and management of microalgal
bioﬁlms in wastewater treatment. Faculty Advisors: Zhao,
Jia, Utah State University, jia.zhao@usu.edu
Gerald Jones, Jia Zhao, Dylan Ellis, Ronald Sims,
Zengyan Zhang
Utah State University
bengionz@yahoo.com,
jia.zhao@usu.edu,
dylantellis@gmail.com,
ron.sims@usu.edu,
zengyan@aggiemail.usu.edu
MS84
A Mathematical Model of COVID-19: Eﬃcacy of
Vaccination with Heterogeneous Populations
Infections from the novel coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) remain superﬂuous as the disease continues
to spread profusely across the world. Currently, there is
no available vaccine to protect against COVID-19. As scientists work to develop a vaccine, our goal is to explore
scenarios for diﬀerent levels of vaccine eﬀectiveness and
varying proportions of vaccinated populations in order to
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of a vaccine in mitigating the
spread of COVID-19. We develop a mathematical model to
analyze the disease dynamics of COVID-19 in relation to
vaccine eﬀectiveness. Furthermore, we performed a dataﬁtting algorithm to estimate parameters within the model
to best resemble current infection trends using data from
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). We
incorporate a vaccinated population and demonstrate the
mitigation of COVID-19 with the introduction of a vaccine. Our simulation results determine possible best-case
scenarios at varying degrees of vaccine-eﬀectiveness and
proportions of vaccinated populations. Moreover, to account for the diseases varying infection and mortality rates
based on an individual’s age, we further partition the population by age groups to determine which age groups are
most vital to vaccinate. Our simulation also identiﬁes
the minimal required vaccine eﬃcacy for a given proportion of vaccinated individuals. Faculty Advisors: Chellamuthu,Vinodh,Professor,Vinodh.chellamuthu.dixie.edu
Brandon Payne, Cesar Vasquez
Dixie State University
brandon.payne@dmail.dixie.edu,
sar.vasquez@dmail.dixie.edu
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MS84
Modeling, Analysis, and Control of Student Loan
Debt using Epidemiological Models
Student loan debt is a debilitating problem that threatens
a large subset of the American population. As of February
2019, the total amount of debt in the U.S. due to student loans amounted to $1.56 trillion. This paper works
to mathematically model the student debt situation from
the lens of an infectious disease contagion model. The
study describes a belief proliferation model. Speciﬁcally,
the spread occurs through the unfounded external reassurance to students that the value of their college education will amount to a future job that will enable them
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to pay oﬀ their loans in full and on time. Built on the
classical SEIR compartmental model of epidemiology, this
study analyses the movement of individuals in the study
set from the susceptible stage to recovered stage using interconnected diﬀerential equations. We additionally consider an enhanced model to study the potential eﬀect of an
educational awareness program and the ﬁnancial strain of
the COVID-19 pandemic through respective optimal control variables. Utilizing Pontryagin’s maximum principle,
the augmented model determines the ideal control value to
mitigate the rate of students reﬁnancing their loans when
unable to meet the required payments. Faculty Advisors:
Seshaiyer, Padmanabhan, George Mason University
Kayva Ravishankar
University of Pennsylvania
kayva24@wharton.upenn.edu
MS84
Advanced Analysis of Hispanic Voter Activity in
Florida through Sub-Ethnicities Identiﬁcation
The aim of this project is to analyze Hispanic voter trends
and to categorize each voter into selected sub-groups based
on publicly available census data and voter information to
then pinpoint which sub-groups need assistance in increasing the overall Hispanic voter turnout. However, public
voter information does not include an individuals Hispanic
sub-group and Hispanic is a broad term to classify any individual from Latin or South America. Census data was
used to help determine the number of Hispanic sub-groups
and percentages of individuals within each Hispanic subgroup at a given zip code. The process of identifying an
individuals most probable sub-group was determined by
creating probability percentages based on their ﬁrst name,
last name(s), and zip code. By calculating percentages of
the popularity of a given ﬁrst name and last name(s) within
each of the 19 selected Latin and South American countries, a probability of their sub-group was calculated after
combining it with their zip code. After the development of
a model and algorithm written in Python, all self-identiﬁed
Hispanic voters were classiﬁed in an eﬀort to analyze Floridas Hispanic Voter trends. This data will help reveal the
patterns and behaviors of Hispanic sub-group voting trends
for future local and national elections. Faculty Advisors:
Berezovski, Mihhail, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, berezovm@erau.edu
Naomi Rodriguez, Emily Rivera, Nickolas Baumann,
Kamila Soto-Ortiz
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
rodrin26@my.erau.edu,
rivere21@my.erau.edu,
baumann@my.erau.edu, sotoortk@my.erau.edu
MS86
A Force Doublet Model for Bacterial Locomotion
in Viscoelastic Environments
In the world of bacterial locomotion, motile organisms generate wakes and eddies that aﬀect their local ﬂuid environment. When many of them are present around each other,
they interact with the ﬂows generated by other organisms
and form active suspensions whose complex ﬂow structures
play a signiﬁcant role in ﬂuid transport and mixing. In this
talk, we present a reduced model for bacterial locomotion
that describes their self-propelled motion in a low Reynolds
number viscous incompressible ﬂuid. The model is based
on a particular limit of regularized Stokeslets with builtin asymmetry in order to produce a swimming direction.

The result is a single-particle model of a swimmer that does
not require special treatment of the self velocity due to the
regularization, while allowing us to eﬃciently study the
collective motion of bacteria. With this model, we are able
to model pusher and puller organisms in a straightforward
manner for both free-space and periodic domains. We will
characterize the particle dynamics and discuss the diﬀusion
of these particles as a function of the concentration density.
We will then take advantage of the regularized Stokeslets
framework to understand how active suspensions interact
with viscoelastic structures, such as bioﬁlms.
Alexander P. Hoover
The University of Akron
ahoover1@uakron.edu
Ricardo Cortez
Tulane University
Mathematics Department
rcortez@tulane.edu
MS86
Ewald Summations for Doubly-Periodic Regularized Stokes Flows Near a Plane Wall
A method is presented for the eﬃcient computation of
Stokes ﬂow due to doubly-periodic arrays of regularized
forces in 3D near a plane wall. Our approach is based on
a variation of Ewald’s summation method and the method
of images for Stokeslets and regularized Stokeslets. The
slowly convergent series resulting from the direct summation of the doubly-periodic array of regularized Stokeslets
is recast into the sum of two series, one in real space and
one in Fourier space, both having partial sums decaying in
a Gaussian manner. The formulation of our method guarantees that the velocity on the wall is analytically zero
independent of the number of summands used. We also
introduce an empirical approach to compute the ‘optimal’
number of summands in the real space and Fourier space
corresponding to a given splitting parameter.
Hoang-Ngan Nguyen
University of California, Merced
zhoangngan@gmail.com
Karin Leiderman
Department of Applied Mathematics & Statistics
Colorado School of Mines
kleiderman@mines.edu
MS86
Parallel-in-Time Simulation of Bioﬂuids
We extend Parareal, a parallel-in-time method, to simulate the ﬂuid around bio-inspired, dynamic structures over
a period of time. The shapes and positions of the structures can be tracked by solving a system of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). We usually apply an ODE
solver to it and invoke a solver for ﬂuid-structure interactions, such as the Method of Regularized Stokeslets (MRS),
in the ODE solver to compute the ﬂow ﬁeld. Parareal
aims to accelerate the solution of ODEs by solving them
on slices of the time domain simultaneously on multiple
processors. It alternates between a ”parallel sweep” and a
”serial sweep”: in the parallel sweep, the solutions on the
time slices are predicted simultaneously; and in the serial
sweep that follows, a less accurate but faster coarse ODE
solver is applied to correct the predicted solutions serially.
Our main contributions are demonstrating the applicability
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of Parareal to the simulation of bioﬂuids, proposing three
novel coarse solvers for the serial sweep, and performing
convergence analysis for the proposed solvers and for the
Parareal equipped with them. The new solvers are constructed by extrapolating existing solvers that use various
regularization parameters in the MRS and/or time steps
and are easy to implement; they also take advantage of
parallel computing. We show that the Parareal equipped
with the proposed coarse solvers can achieve a considerably
higher parallel speedup than spatial parallelization.
Weifan Liu, Minghao W. Rostami
Syracuse University
wliu07@syr.edu, mwrostam@syr.edu
MS86
Algorithmic Developments for the Method of Regularized Stokeslets
The regularized stokeslet method is an accessible and elegant method for the solution of Stokes ﬂow problems with
complex shaped moving boundaries which arise in biological ﬂuid mechanics. This talk will discuss algorithmic developments that preserve the implementational simplicity
of the method while signiﬁcantly reducing computational
cost, thereby extending the range of biological systems that
can be investigated. Computational approaches include
nearest-neighbour interpolation for the traction, which removes the trade-oﬀ between regularization and quadrature error, graphical processing unit implementation, and
Richardson extrapolation in the regularization parameter.
We conclude by discussing applications to sperm motility
and the left-right symmetry breaking organ of the vertebrate embryo.
David Smith
University of Birmingham
d.j.smith@bham.ac.uk
Cara Neal
University of Birmingham, UK
cvn368@student.bham.ac.uk
Atticus Hall-McNair
University of Birmingham
axh968@student.bham.ac.uk
Meurig Gallagher
University of Birmingham, UK
m.t.gallagher@bham.ac.uk
MS87
Principal Trading Arrangements: Optimality under Temporary and Permanent Price Impact
We study the optimal execution problem in a principalagent setting. A client contracts to purchase a large position from a dealer at a future point in time. In the interim,
the dealer acquires the position from the market, choosing how to split the parent order into smaller child orders.
Price impact may have a temporary and a permanent component. There is hidden action in that the client cannot
directly dictate the dealer’s trades. Rather, she chooses
a contract with the goal of minimizing her expected payment, taking as given how the dealer’s trading will depend
on the contract. Solving the coupled optimization problems of the client and dealer, we characterize explicitly the
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optimal contract and the dealer’s trading strategy.
Markus Baldauf
University of British Columbia
markus.baldauf@sauder.ubc.ca
Christoph Frei
University of Alberta
cfrei@ualberta.ca
Joshua Mollner
Northwestern University
joshua.mollner@kellogg.northwestern.edu
MS87
Mortality and Healthcare: a Stochastic Control
Analysis under Epstein-Zin Preferences
This paper studies optimal consumption, investment, and
healthcare spending under Epstein-Zin preferences. Given
consumption and healthcare spending plans, Epstein-Zin
utilities are deﬁned over an agent’s random lifetime, partially controllable by the agent as healthcare reduces mortality growth. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
time Epstein-Zin utilities are formulated on a controllable
random horizon, via an inﬁnite-horizon backward stochastic diﬀerential equation with superlinear growth. A new
comparison result is established for the uniqueness of associated utility value processes. In a Black-Scholes market,
the stochastic control problem is solved through the related Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. The veriﬁcation argument features a delicate containment of the
growth of the controlled morality process, which is unique
to our framework, relying on a combination of probabilistic
arguments and analysis of the HJB equation. In contrast
to prior work under time-separable utilities, Epstein-Zin
preferences largely facilitate calibration. In four countries
we examined, the model-generated mortality closely approximates actual mortality data; moreover, the calibrated
eﬃcacy of healthcare is in broad agreement with empirical
studies on healthcare across countries.
Yu-Jui Huang
Department of Applied Mathematics
University of Colorado at Boulder
yujui.huang@colorado.edu
Joshua Aurand
University of Colorado, Boulder
joshua.aurand@dcu.ie
MS87
Mortgage Contracts and Selective Default
We analyze recently proposed mortgage contracts which
aim to eliminate selective borrower default when the loan
balance exceeds the house price (the “underwater’ eﬀect).
We show that contracts which automatically reduce the
outstanding balance in the event of local house price decline
remove the default incentive, but may induce prepayment
in low price states. However, low state prepayments vanish
if the borrower beneﬁt from home ownership is suﬃciently
high. We also show that capital gain sharing features, such
as prepayment penalties in high house price states, are ineﬀective, as they virtually eliminate prepayment. For observed foreclosure costs, we ﬁnd that contracts with automatic balance adjustments become preferable to the traditional ﬁxed rate mortgage at contract rate spreads between
50-100 basis points, depending on how far prices must fall
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before adjustments are made. Furthermore, these spreads
rapidly decrease with the borrower beneﬁt from home ownership. Our results are obtained using American options
pricing methods, in a model with diﬀusive home prices,
and either diﬀusive or constant interest rates. We determine the contract, default and prepayment option values
with optimal decision rules. We provide explicit solutions
in the perpetual case with constant interest rates; and numerically compute the prepayment and default boundaries
in the general setting. This is joint work with Scott Roberston.
Yerkin Kitapbayev
North Carolina State University
Department of Mathematics
ykitapb@ncsu.edu
Scott Robertson
Questrom School of Business
Boston University
scottrob@bu.edu
MS87
A Case Study on Stochastic Games on Large
Graphs in Mean Field and Sparse Regimes
We study a class of linear-quadratic stochastic diﬀerential
games in which each player interacts directly only with
its nearest neighbors in a given graph. We ﬁnd a semiexplicit Markovian equilibrium for any transitive graph,
in terms of the empirical eigenvalue distribution of the
graphs normalized Laplacian matrix. This facilitates largepopulation asymptotics for various graph sequences, with
several sparse and dense examples discussed in detail. In
particular, the mean ﬁeld game is the correct limit only
in the dense graph case, i.e., when the degrees diverge in
a suitable sense. Even though equilibrium strategies are
nonlocal, depending on the behavior of all players, we use a
correlation decay estimate to prove a propagation of chaos
result in both the dense and sparse regimes, with the sparse
case owing to the large distances between typical vertices.
We show also that the mean ﬁeld game solution can be
used to construct decentralized approximate equilibria on
any suﬃciently dense graph sequence, even without assuming that the graphs are transitive.
Daniel Lacker
Columbia University
daniel.lacker@columbia.edu
Agathe Soret
Columbia University, U.S.
acs2298@columbia.edu
MS88
Stein Variational Reduced Basis Bayesian Inversion
We present a Stein variational reduced basis method
(SVRB) to solve large-scale PDE-constrained Bayesian inverse problems. To address the computational challenge
of drawing numerous samples requiring expensive PDE
solves from the posterior distribution, we integrate an
adaptive and goal-oriented model reduction technique with
an optimization-based Stein variational gradient descent
method (SVGD). We present a detailed analysis for the
reduced basis approximation errors of the potential and
its gradient, the induced errors of the posterior distribution measured by Kullback–Leibler divergence, as well as
the errors of the samples. To demonstrate the computa-
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tional accuracy and eﬃciency of SVRB, we report results of
numerical experiments on a Bayesian inverse problem governed by a diﬀusion PDE with random parameters with
both uniform and Gaussian prior distributions. Over 100X
speedups are shown to be achieved while the accuracy of
the approximation of the potential and its gradient is preserved.
Peng Chen
University of Texas in Austin
peng@oden.utexas.edu
MS88
Space and Chaos Expansion Galerkin POD for Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation of PDEs with Random Parameters
Already a single forward simulation of a PDE model in
three spatial dimensions can be demanding in terms of
memory requirements and computational eﬀort. To quantify uncertainties in the solution that are induced by random changes in model parameters, either many sample simulations are needed (like in Monte-Carlo approaches) or
additional model dimensions have to be introduced (as in
Galerkin-type approaches). The Galerkin-type approach of
polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) bases on a (truncated)
expansion of the uncertainty component in the solutions.
In this PCE model, every uncertainty component adds one
dimension to be discretized. It has been observed that the
resulting multidimensional problem can be well approximated in a tensorized space. In this talk, we report on
our recent work using Galerkin POD for tensorized bases
to reduce the single dimensions optimally with respect to
multidimensional snapshot data. We will introduce the relevant generalizing point of view of POD that we have successfully applied for optimal control of deterministic PDEs
and show its extension to combined Finite Elements and
PCE discretizations, and how it eﬃciently enables Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation of a 3D convection-diﬀusion process.
Jan Heiland, Peter Benner
Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical
Systems, Magdeburg, Germany
heiland@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de,
benner@mpimagdeburg.mpg.de
MS88
Rate-Optimal Reﬁnement Strategies for Inference
with Expensive Models
Many Bayesian inference problems involve target distributions whose density functions are computationally expensive to evaluate. Replacing the target density with a local
approximation based on a small number of carefully chosen density evaluations can signiﬁcantly reduce the computational expense of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling. Moreover, continual reﬁnement of the local approximation can guarantee asymptotically exact sampling.
We devise a new strategy for balancing the decay rate of
the bias due to the approximation with that of the MCMC
variance. We prove that the error of the resulting local
approximation MCMC (LA-MCMC)
algorithm decays at
√
roughly the expected 1/ T rate, and we demonstrate this
rate numerically. We also introduce an algorithmic parameter that guarantees convergence given very weak tail
bounds, signiﬁcantly strengthening previous convergence
results. We discuss generalizations of this approach, and
demonstrate LA-MCMC on a computationally intensive
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Bayesian inverse problem arising in groundwater hydrology.
Andrew D. Davis
MIT
add8536@cims.nyu.edu
Youssef M. Marzouk
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ymarz@mit.edu
Natesh Pillai
Statistics
Harvard
pillai@fas.harvard.edu
Aaron Smith
University of Ottawa
asmi28@uottawa.ca
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Functions by Deep Neural Networks
Functions with structured singularities appear in various
areas of applied math. In image processing, they are
models for natural images, they appear as solutions of
transport dominated PDEs, and in classiﬁcation problems
they model the classiﬁers. These functions are traditionally problematic for classical approximation methods due
to their non-smoothness and often also high dimensionality. We will show that in many scenarios deep neural networks approximate high dimensional discontinuous
functions with structured singularities with a similar order as if no discontinuity were present. This observation is especially striking in high dimensions, where we
will demonstrate that high dimensional discontinuous functions, the singularities of which have a generalised form of
bounded variation, can be approximated at a dimensionindependent rate.
Philipp C. Petersen
University of Vienna
pc.petersen.pp@gmail.com

MS89
Can Stable and Accurate Neural Networks Be
Computed? - On the Barriers of Deep Learning
and Smale’s 18th Problem
Deep learning (DL) has had unprecedented success and is
entering scientiﬁc computing with full force. However, DL
suﬀers from a universal phenomenon: instability, despite
universal approximating properties often guaranteeing the
existence of stable and accurate neural networks (NNs).
We demonstrate basic well-conditioned problems in scientiﬁc computing where NNs with great approximation qualities are proven to exist, however, there does not exist any
algorithm, even randomised, that can train (or compute)
such a NN to even 1-digit of accuracy with a probability
greater than 1/2. These results provide basic foundations
for Smale’s 18th problem (”What are the limits of AI?”)
and imply a potentially vast classiﬁcation theory describing conditions under which (stable) NNs with a given accuracy can be computed by an algorithm. We begin this
theory by initiating a uniﬁed theory for compressed sensing
and DL, leading to suﬃcient conditions for the existence
of algorithms that compute stable NNs in inverse problems. We introduce Fast Iterative REstarted NETworks
(FIRENETs), which we prove and numerically verify (via
suitable stability tests) are stable. Moreover, we prove that
only O(| log(�)|) layers are needed for an � accurate solution to the inverse problem (exponential convergence), and
that the inner dimensions in the layers do not exceed the
dimension of the inverse problem. Thus, FIRENETs are
computationally very eﬃcient.
Matthew Colbrook
University of Cambridge
mjc249@cam.ac.uk
Vegard Antun
University of Oslo
vegarant@math.uio.no
Anders Hansen
University of Cambridge
a.hansen@damtp.cam.ac.uk
MS89
Approximation of High-Dimensional Discontinuous

MS89
A Few Thoughts on Deep Network Approximation
Deep network approximation is a powerful tool of function
approximation via composition. We will present a few new
thoughts on deep network approximation: given an arbitrary width and depth of neural networks, what is the optimal approximation rate of various function classes? Does
the curse of dimensionality exist for generic functions? Can
we obtain exponential convergence for generic functions?
We will answer these questions for networks with diﬀerent
activation functions and discuss open questions for numerical implementation.
Zuowei Shen
University of Wisconsin
Computer Science Department
matzuows@nus.edu.sg
Haizhao Yang
Purdue University
haizhaoyang@yahoo.com
Shijun Zhang
National University of Singapore
zhangshijun@u.nus.edu
MS90
Mixed Precision Randomized SVD
Randomized algorithms are a popular technique for performing low rank approximation, with many applications in
scientiﬁc computing. Given a matrix A with low numerical
rank, our aim is to compute cheaply some decomposition
that approximates A well. Error analyses for randomized
algorithms typically assume that any ﬂoating-point errors
are swamped by the errors introduced by the randomization process. Focusing on the randomized SVD, we investigate how a mixed precision algorithm can be developed
to balance the requirements of speed and accuracy.
Michael P. Connolly
University of Manchester
michael.connolly-3@manchester.ac.uk
Nicholas J. Higham
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The University of Manchester
nick.higham@manchester.ac.uk
Srikara Pranesh
University of Manchester
srikara.pranesh@manchester.ac.uk
MS90
Replacing Pivoting in Distributed Gaussian Elimination with Randomized Transforms
Gaussian Elimination is the primary technique for solving
dense systems of linear equations. For many problems,
pivoting is necessary for numerical stability, but can add
a signiﬁcant overhead on distributed systems, especially
when accelerated with GPUs. We discuss using recursive
butterﬂy transforms to randomize the matrices and make
pivoting is unnecessary. These transforms use an FFT-like
structure, which allows them to be eﬃciently applied.
Neil Lindquist, Piotr Luszczek
University of Tennessee
nlindqu1@icl.utk.edu, luszczek@icl.utk.edu
Jack J. Dongarra
University of Tennessee, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
USA
dongarra@icl.utk.edu
MS90
Data-Aware Mixed Precision Algorithms
The accuracy of linear algebra computations is heavily
dependent on the data computed with. For example,
ﬂoating-point operations on numbers of small magnitude
produce rounding errors of correspondingly small magnitude. This property is becoming increasingly important
with the emergence of fast low precision arithmetics supported in modern hardware, and has given birth to a
wide class of data-driven mixed precision algorithms, which
adapt the precisions they use to the data given to them.
My intention is to survey these data-driven algorithms in
linear algebra, show that they share strong connections,
and propose new research directions to explore within this
new subﬁeld of mixed precision HPC.
Theo Mary
Sorbonne Universite, CNRS, LIP6
theo.mary@lip6.fr
MS90
Performance and Numerical Behaviour of Sparse
Lu Factorization in Single-Precision
It is well established that mixed precision algorithms that
factorize a matrix at a precision lower than the working
precision can reduce the execution time and the energy
consumption of parallel solvers for dense linear systems.
Much less is known about the eﬃciency of mixed precision parallel algorithms for sparse linear systems, and existing work focuses on single-core experiments. We evaluate the beneﬁts of using single-precision arithmetic in solving double-precision sparse linear systems using multiple
cores, focusing on the key components of LU factorization
and matrix-vector products. We ﬁnd that single-precision
sparse LU factorization is prone to a severe loss of performance due to the intrusion of subnormal numbers. We
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identify a mechanism that allows cascading ﬁll-ins to generate subnormal numbers and show that automatically ﬂushing subnormals to zero avoids the performance penalties.
Our results show that the anticipated speedup of 2 over a
double-precision LU factorization is obtained only for the
very largest of our test problems. We also ﬁnd that using single precision for the matrix-vector product kernels
provides an average speedup of 1.5 over double precision
kernels, but new mixed-precision algorithms are needed to
exploit this beneﬁt without losing the performance gain
in the process of reﬁning the solution to double precision
accuracy.
Mawussi Zounon
The Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG)
mawussi.zounon@nag.co.uk
Nicholas J. Higham
School of Mathematics
The University of Manchester
nick.higham@manchester.ac.uk
Francoise Tisseur
The University of Manchester
Department of Mathematics
francoise.tisseur@manchester.ac.uk
Craig Lucas
The Numerical Algorithms Group
craig.lucas@nag.co.uk
MS92
Contrasting Sensitivity and Data Assimilation in
the Context of the Autoimmune Disease Alopecia
Areata
Alopecia Areata (AA) is an autoimmune disease characterized by hair loss, often in distinct spatial patches. Hair follicles are one of the few immune privilege sites meaning foreign antigens do not elicit an immune response. The cause
of AA is thought to be a catastrophic loss of immune suppression through an autoimmune guardian mechanism. We
have previously developed a model that characterizes the
dynamics of a both single hair follicles and larger patches of
follicles, the immune guardian mechanism, and the immune
system response. The model captures key characteristics
of the disease and sensitivity analysis shows that there are
speciﬁc processes that play a district role in the progression
of the hair loss patches. Recently we began studying the
inverse problem associated with taking partial observations
that might be made in a clinic to estimate the disease state.
Using synthetic data, we show that the data assimilation
method capitalizes on sensitivity to enhance the convergence to true parameters. This is a non-intuitive result
since sensitive parameters are often diﬃcult to estimate
with other methods.
Nick Cogan
Department of Mathematics
Florida State University
cogan@math.fsu.edu
Atanaska Dobreva
North Carolina State University
azdobrev@ncsu.edu
Feng Bao
Florida State University
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MS92
Bayesian Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation for ParticleBased Simulation of Lipid Bilayer Membranes
A number of problems of interest in applied mathematics and biology involve the quantiﬁcation of uncertainty in
computational and real-world models. A recent approach
to Bayesian uncertainty quantiﬁcation using transitional
Markov chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC) is extremely parallelizable and has opened the door to a variety of applications which were previously too computationally intensive
to be practical. In this talk, we ﬁrst explore the machinery required to understand and implement Bayesian uncertainty quantiﬁcation using TMCMC. We then describe dissipative particle dynamics, a computational particle simulation method which is suitable for modeling biological
structures on the subcellular level, and develop an example
simulation of a lipid membrane in ﬂuid. Finally, we apply
the algorithm to a basic model of uncertainty in our lipid
simulation, eﬀectively recovering a target set of parameters
(along with distributions corresponding to the uncertainty)
and demonstrating the practicality of Bayesian uncertainty
quantiﬁcation for complex particle simulations.
Anastasios Matzavinos
Brown University
tasos@brown.edu
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treatment outcomes or the onset of treatment resistance.
While mathematical models have been developed to incorporate structured heterogeneity, little work has been done
to validate and parameterize these models with aggregate
preclinical or clinical data. It is diﬃcult to ascertain cellular heterogeneity from clinical data such as biomarker
measurements, since clinical data is aggregated and does
not provide information about the various subpopulations
of the tumor (e.g., how sensitive or resistant they are to
treatment). Here we discuss a mathematical methodology to discover the underlying distribution of sensitive and
resistant tumor cells using aggregated clinical data from
prostate cancer patients. These distributions are then used
to predict the likelihood of success of additional treatment
cycles.
Erica M. Rutter
University of California, Merced
erutter2@ucmerced.edu

MS93
A Process-Based Forecast of Near-Term Distributional Shifts in Marine Species

MS92
Estimating Heterogeneity in Prostate Cancer and
its Eﬀect on Treatment Resistance

Species around the globe are shifting their geographical
ranges in response to climate change. Accurate, near-term
prediction of their future distributions is critical for natural resource management and biodiversity conservation.
At short time scales, transient dynamics of populations
not in equilibrium with the environment may strongly inﬂuence species distributions, underscoring the need to explicitly model demography. We developed a process-based
dynamic range model that estimates demographic rates,
and the relationship between those rates and the environment, to forecast species range shifts in response to temperature change. This hierarchical Bayesian model uses
only data on species occurrences and abundances to estimate parameters and simulate future states. We ﬁtted this
model to historical occurrence and abundance data from
demersal trawl surveys conducted annually by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration since the 1960s.
We focused on four species of importance to ﬁsheries in the
mid-Atlantic region summer ﬂounder, shortﬁn squid, spiny
dogﬁsh, and gray triggerﬁsh and made forecasts for every
year up to a decade (2009-2018). We then compared our
annual forecasts to the real data from the testing interval,
and to predictions from correlative models. The dynamic
range model outperformed a generalized additive model in
explaining historical species distributions when tested on
out-of-sample data. Incorporating stage-structured population dynamics improved forecast skill. Ongoing work will
expand on model evaluation and comparison, and address
the selection of appropriate observation models. This work
is among the ﬁrst applications to real data of a class of
models that shows great promise in ecological forecasting:
dynamic range models that can make mechanistic predictions about the future by estimating process rates from survey data. By explicitly modeling demographic processes,
this study advances the ability to predict short-term range
dynamics of species on the move.

Prostate cancer is treated with hormonal therapy, which
is very successful initially but eventually becomes resistant. Without accounting for the phenotypic heterogeneity present in tumors, it is impossible to reliably predict

Alexa Fredston
Rutgers University
School of Environmental and Biological Sciences

MS92
UQ and Estimation of Quantities of Interest in
Safety Pharmacology Applications
The main goal of cardio-toxicity studies is to assess the impact of molecules on the electrical activity of cardiac cells.
In experiments, groups of cells are monitored in a control
state and when a given concentration of a molecule is injected; an electro graph is recorded (called Field Potential).
The main goal is to determine, based on the recorded signals, the electrical conductivity of the diﬀerent ionic channels and how they are altered by the molecule. The intrinsic variability, the heterogeneities and the parametric
uncertainty of the system have to be taken into account in
order to perform a robust estimation of the ionic channel
properties. To this end, some methods are investigated:
ﬁrst, numerical strategies to account for the uncertainties
of the system and build an in-silico population of experiments are presented; second, a greedy dimension reduction
strategy for classiﬁcation in high-dimensional setting is detailed. Several realistic test cases are presented.
Damiano Lombardi
INRIA Paris-Rocquencourt
damiano.lombardi@inria.fr
Fabien Raphel
INRIA
fabien.raphel@inria.fr
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Invasive Eurasian Watermilfoil

MS93
Modeling Optimal Responses in a Changing Arctic
Animals must balance a series of tradeoﬀs in order to maximize their ﬁtness, continuously balancing risks and rewards. Their decisions depend on complex interactions between environmental conditions, behavioral plasticity, reproductive biology, and energetic demands. As animals respond to novel environmental conditions caused by climate
change, their optimal decisions may shift. Stochastic dynamic programminga stochastic optimal control approachprovides a ﬂexible modeling framework within which to
explore these trade-oﬀs, but this method has not yet been
used to study possible changes in optimal behaviors caused
by climate change. We created a stochastic dynamic programming model capturing trade-oﬀ decisions required by
an individual adult female polar bear as well as the ﬁtness
consequences of her decisions. We predicted optimal foraging habitat selection throughout her lifetime as well as the
energetic thresholds below which it is optimal for her to
abandon a reproductive attempt. To explore the eﬀects of
climate change, we shortened the spring feeding period by
up to 3 weeks, which led to predictions of shifted foraging
habitat use and higher reproductive thresholds. The resulting changes in ﬁtness may be interpreted as a best-case
scenario, where bears adapt instantaneously and optimally
to new environmental conditions.
Jody Reimer
University of Utah
Mathematics
reimer@math.utah.edu
MS93
Soil-Climate Feedbacks:
Simulations with Math

Illuminating Black Box

Soil carbon stocks have the potential to be a strong source
or sink for carbon dioxide over the next century, playing a
critical role in climate change. Yet there was little agreement on soil carbon stocks between 11 Earth system models
(ESMs) in the Climate Model Intercomparison Project 5.
Predicted present-day stocks ranged from roughly 500 Pg
to over 3000 Pg and predicted changes over the 21st century ranged from -70 Pg to +250 Pg. Why do such large
diﬀerences exist between the models and are they all right?
Examining the codebase for all ESMs was intractable. Instead, we ﬁt a simpliﬁed model to ESM simulation outputs
based on underlaying documented mathematical structure
and initialization routines. We were able to explain most
of the underlaying simulation behavior using this reduced
complexity model. In general, model diﬀerences were explained by diﬀerent in parameterization and inputs (mass
and temperature), not underlaying structure. Furthermore, this variation reﬂects real world uncertainties in our
observations, implying that the soil carbon response to climate change is extremely uncertain over the next century.
Kathe Todd-Brown
University of Florida
Environmental and Engineering Sciences
ktoddbrown@uﬂ.edu
MS93
Modeling the Growth, Spread, and Control of the

Eurasian watermilfoil (EWM) is one of the most invasive
aquatic plants in the US, found throughout most of the
US and in Southern Canada and introduced into North
America in the 1940s (originating from Europe, Asia, and
North Africa). Like other invasive plants, EWM has the
ability to grow and spread quickly, forming dense monocultures, due to its ability to outcompete many native aquatic
plants. Expanding on previous theoretical models, we use
an ordinary diﬀerential equation (ODE) approach to model
the growth of IWM, which depends on lake characteristics
such as lake clarity, available nutrients, temperature, and
depth, and a partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) model to
account for seasonal diﬀusion of the plants roots (stolons).
In addition, we describe some of the ﬁeld work being done
on the infested Lake Norwood in Upstate NY, where EWM
samples are being taken to ﬁt modeling results. One of the
main parts of this project is to design a sustainable approach, to aid in EWM reduction with minimal cost and
eﬀort by inﬂuenced lake stakeholders. With this in mind,
we show using numerical simulations how various control
techniques, such as localized handpulling and placement of
mats that block sunlight, can be used to mitigate EWM invasions. In addition, another appealing control technique
is the use of biocontrol to reduce EWM. Here, we describe
a machine-learning approach that predicts biocontrol success (the milfoil weevil)) at EWM reduction. To develop
our predictive model, we ﬁrst performed a metadata analysis from 133 published peer-reviewed literature and professional reports of weevil augmentation ﬁeld experiments,
collecting data lake characteristics (limnological and landscape) and weevil augmentation strategies. The predictive
model works by learning patterns among lake characteristics, along with the recorded augmentation strategy (absolute number of weevils, number of applications) and the
reported success of each study.
Diana White
Clarkson University
dtwhite@clarkson.edu
MS94
Selectivity of the KcsA Potassium Channel: Analysis and Computation
Ion channels regulate the ﬂux of ions through cell membranes and play signiﬁcant roles in many physiological
functions. Most of the existing literature focuses on computational approaches based on molecular dynamics simulation or numerical solution of the modiﬁed Poisson-NernstPlanck (PNP) system. In this paper, we present an analytical and computational study of a mathematical model
of the KcsA potassium channel, including the eﬀects of ion
size (Bikerman model) and solvation energy (Born model).
Under equilibrium conditions, we obtain an analytical solution of our modiﬁed PNP system, which is used to explain
selectivity of KcsA of various ions. For the nonequilibrium
cases, due to diﬃculties associated with a pure analytical or
numerical approach, we use a hybrid analytical-numerical
method to solve the modiﬁed PNP system. Our predictions
of selectivity of KcsA channels and saturation phenomenon
of the current-voltage (I-V ) curve agree with experimental
observations.
Zilong Song
University of California, Riverside
buctsongzilong@163.com
Huaxiong Huang
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interactions.
Sergey Dyachenko
University at Buﬀalo
sergeydy@buﬀalo.edu
Alexander Dyachenko
Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics
alexd@itp.ac.ru
Vladimir Zakharov
University of Arizona
U.S.
zakharov@math.arizona.edu

MS95
Numerical Evidence for the Validity of the Kinetic
Wave Equation
In this talk, I will present joint work with Banks, Korotkevich, Kovacic and Shatah related to the validity of kinetic
wave equation (KWE) for the Nonlinear Schrdinger equation under certain scaling regimes. More speciﬁcally, I will
provide numerical evidence that supports the validity of the
KWE under regimes predicted by theory. I will link this
work to prior analytical work of myself, Germain, Hani and
Shatah.
Jeﬀ Banks
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
banksj3@rpi.edu
Tristan Buckmaster
New York University
Courant Institute
buckmaster@math.princeton.edu
Alexander O. Korotkevich
Dept. of Mathematics & Statistics, University of New
Mexico
L.D. Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS
alexkor@math.unm.edu
Gregor Kovacic
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst
Dept of Mathematical Sciences
kovacg@rpi.edu

MS95
Is Dark Matter a Manifestation of Energy Trapped
in Pattern Structures?
We investigate the origin of the ﬂattening of the rotation
curves for both HSB and LSB disk galaxies and many of the
observed scaling relations from the point of view that ’dark
matter’ may simply be a manifestation of energy trapped
in pattern defects arising as the result of gravitationally
induced instabilities of ordinary baryonic matter. Our theory leads to detailed rotation curves, to the Tully-Fisher
(BFTR), the radial acceleration relation (RAR), the Freeman Law and provides a physical mechanism to explain
the eﬀectiveness of MOND theory.
Alan Newell, Shankar C. Venkataramani
University of Arizona
Department of Mathematics
anewell@math.arizona.edu, shankar@math.arizona.edu
MS95
On the Derivation of the Kinetic Wave Equation
Wave turbulence is out-of-equilibrium statistical mechanics of random weakly nonlinear dispersive waves. It conjectures the existence of a kinetic wave equation which describes the evolution of the expected value of the square
of the amplitude of the Fourier modes. This description
is supposed to occur at a time scale depending on wavelength localization and the strength of the nonlinearity. In
this talk we will describe theoretical and numerical results
towards conﬁrming this conjecture.

Jalal Shatah
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
shatah@cims.nyu.edu

Jalal Shatah
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
shatah@cims.nyu.edu

MS95
Description of Potential Fluid Flow with Free Surface by Singularities of Analytic Functions

MS96
Variational Characterization of Order Parameters
in Stochastic Dynamical Systems

As evident from numerical simulations of free surface waves
in conformal variables, the ﬂuid ﬂow can be described by
analytic functions with square–root type branch points.
We introduce a complex ﬂuid potential having exactly
two square–root branch points, and formulate a system of
pseudo-diﬀerential PDEs posed on a branch cut connecting these points. This result is of fundamental importance
for understanding of formation of singularities on the free
surface of ideal ﬂuid in 2D. The present approach allows
generalization two multiple pairs of branch points. Pairs of
branch points may be viewed as particles with long range

A prevalent theme in quantitative science is the prediction of emergent large-scale phenomena in systems consisting of many microscopically interacting entities. Examples include molecular dynamics, traﬃc ﬂow and sociodynamics. The identiﬁcation of representative macroscopic observables (also known as order parameters or reaction coordinates, depending on context), often marks the
ﬁrst step for understanding these phenomena. In the ﬁrst
half of my talk, I will present how the problem of identifying optimally-consistent order parameters from microscopic simulation data can be posed as a variational prob-
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lem that is accessible to modern machine learning methods,
such as deep neural networks. Such methods are however
notorious for demanding a large amount of training data in
order to develop their full predictive capacity. In the case
of predicting order parameters, one might expect that the
amount of simulation data needs to grow with the size of
the system, and in the worst case depends exponentially
on the dimension of the state space. I will show that under
the right re-formulation of the variational problem this is
not the case, and that the data requirement depends only
on the dimension of the optimal order parameter.
Andreas Bittracher, Mattes Mollenhauer
Freie Universität Berlin
Department of Mathematics
bittracher@mi.fu-berlin.de, mattesm@zedat.fu-berlin.de
Peter Koltai
Freie Universitaet Berlin
peter.koltai@fu-berlin.de
Christof Schütte
Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
schuette@mi.fu-berlin.de
MS96
Exploring High Dimensional Conﬁguration Spaces
of Molecules using Reinforced Dynamics
Enhanced sampling methods such as metadynamics and
umbrella sampling have become essential tools for exploring the conﬁguration space of molecules and materials. At
the same time, they have long faced the following dilemma:
Since they are only eﬀective with a small number of collective variables (CVs), choosing the right CVs become critical for their accuracy. Yet until now, we still lack systematic methodologies for selecting the correct CVs. In this
talk, we will demonstrate that reinforced dynamics can be
used to eﬃciently explore the conﬁguration space and free
energy landscapes with a large set of CVs, thereby alleviating the diﬃculty associated with choosing the right CVs.
We illustrate this by studying various representative and
challenging examples.
Weinan E
Princeton Univesity
Department of Mathematics
weinan@math.princeton.edu
MS96
Automatic Diﬀerentiation to Simultaneously Identify Nonlinear Dynamics and Extract Noise Probability Distributions from Data
The sparse identiﬁcation of nonlinear dynamics (SINDy) is
a regression framework for the discovery of parsimonious
dynamic models and governing equations from time-series
data. As with all system identiﬁcation methods, noisy measurements compromise the accuracy and robustness of the
model discovery procedure. In this work, we develop a
variant of the SINDy algorithm that integrates automatic
diﬀerentiation and recent time-stepping constrained motivated by Rudy et al. for simultaneously (i) denoising
the data, (ii) learning and parametrizing the noise probability distribution, and (iii) identifying the underlying
parsimonious dynamical system responsible for generating
the time-series data. Thus within an integrated optimization framework, noise can be separated from signal, resulting in an architecture that is approximately twice as
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robust to noise as state-of-the-art methods, handling as
much as 40% noise on a given time-series signal and explicitly parametrizing the noise probability distribution. We
demonstrate this approach on several numerical examples,
from Lotka-Volterra models to the spatio-temporal Lorenz
96 model. Further, we show the method can identify a
diversity of probability distributions including Gaussian,
uniform, Gamma, and Rayleigh.
Kadierdan Kaheman
University of Washington
kadierk@uw.edu
MS96
Identiﬁcation of Information Bottleneck for Model
Reduction of Stochastic Systems
Model reduction is one of the most important problems
for analysis of complex physical and chemical processes in
many scientiﬁc disciplines. The general aim of model reduction is to ﬁnd a small number of observations of the
system state, usually called reaction coordinate (RC), and
project the original kinetics to the space of the observations so that the essential part of the full kinetics can be
accurately characterized. The information bottleneck provides a powerful analysis tool for the model reduction of
stochastic systems, but the identiﬁcation algorithm of information bottleneck remains challenging for nonlinear and
high-dimensional stochastic systems. In this talk, we will
introduce some novel deep learning based algorithms for
this problem. In contrast with existing algorithms, our algorithms can (i) provide the explicit representation of the
full-state kinetics reconstructed from the reduced model,
and (ii) lead to an interpretable reduced kinetic model due
to the practical requirements.
Hao Wu
Tongji University
School of Mathematical Sciences
hwu@tongji.edu.cn
MS97
Dynamic Behavior of Fluid-Conveying Pipe under
Axial Force and Travelling Load
In this study, the problem of the dynamic behaviour of
ﬂuid-conveying pipe under axial force and travelling load
is considered. The Generalized Galerkin Method (GGM)
is used to reduce the governing ﬁfth order partial diﬀerential equation(PDE) to a set of ordinary second order
diﬀerential equation(ODE). Impulse response function is
further used to treat this problem to obtain analytical
solution.Analytical solution of this problem is obtained
and various results depicting the eﬀects of vital parameters of the system on the vibration of the ﬂuid-conveying
pipe are presented. Vibration proﬁles of the vibrating
system are presented for various values of Fluid Velocity, Axial Tension, Natural frequency, the Damping parameter and Foundation Stiﬀness. Faculty Advisors: Babatope Omolofe, Federal University of Technology Akure,
bomolofe@futa.edu.ng
Sunday Ayodeji
Federal University of Technology Akure
ayodejimts149788@futa.edu.ng
MS97
Accelerated Alternating Minimization for X-ray
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Tomographic Reconstruction
While Computerized Tomography (CT) images can help
detect disease such as Covid-19, regular CT machines are
large and expensive. Cheaper and more portable machines
suﬀer from errors in geometry acquisition that downgrades
CT image quality. The errors in geometry can be represented with parameters in the mathematical model for
image reconstruction. To obtain a good image, we formulate a nonlinear least squares problem that simultaneously
reconstructs the image and corrects for errors in the geometry parameters. We develop an accelerated alternating
minimization scheme to reconstruct the image and geometry parameters. Faculty Advisors: Nagy, James, Emory
University, jnagy@emory.edu
Peijian Ding
Emory University
pding@umd.edu
MS97
Analyzing Gyrostat Equilibria using Numerical Algebraic Geometry
A gyrostat, ﬁrst designed by Lord Kelvin, is a gyroscope
encased in a rigid box. Its dynamical properties are controlled by six homogeneous representing inertia and angular momentum of the wheel with the steady-state solutions of the gyrostat are dependent on the parameters.
This talk will discuss an analysis of the parameter space of
a simpliﬁed gyrostat model with only three homogeneous
parameters using numerical algebraic geometry in spherical coordinates to compute the connected components of
the parameter space with the same steady-state solution
behavior. This is joint work with Jonathan Hauenstein.
Faculty Advisors: Jonathan Hauenstein, Professor at the
University of Notre Dame, hauenstein@nd.edu
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ah839@cornell.edu, andrew@graven.com

MS97
Predicting Time-Delayed Chaotic Dynamical Systems with Machine Learning
The dynamics of physiological systems are signiﬁcantly impacted by delay. The time-delay caused by the transport
and processing of chemical components and signals may
be of signiﬁcant consequence. Biological systems present
a challenge to model, analyze and predict. The utilization
of machine learning to build mathematical models of complex systems has rapidly grown. For time-dependent series,
generally a recurrent neural network (RNN), capable of returning past states, is used. In most common RNN implementations, multiple hidden layers are rebalanced during
training to achieve adequate results. However, these implementations can be computationally expensive and may
require extensive training data. Here, we utilize a type of
RNN called an echo state network (ESN), a static, randomly initialized reservoir of nodes. We study systems
exhibiting chaotic time-delay such as the degrade-and-ﬁre
circuits and delay-linear shear ﬂow, with a primary focus
on the physiological insulin-glucose system. Manipulating
only signal propagation and input smoothing, we model
these systems with generated reservoirs. In future works,
we will further tune the reservoir, addressing stability and
noise. We intend to research the use of other machine
learning techniques in determining the optimal parameters
for reservoir generation. Faculty Advisors: Ott, William,
University of Houston, wrott@central.uh.ed
Tammy Lam
University of Houston
ttlam9@uh.edu

Matthew Howard
University of Notre Dame
mhowar22@nd.edu
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A fundamental problem on graph-structured data is that
of quantifying similarity between graphs. Graph kernels
are an established technique for such tasks; in particular, those based on random walks and return probabilities
have proven to be eﬀective in wide-ranging applications,
from bioinformatics to social networks to computer vision.
However, random walk kernels generally suﬀer from slowness and tottering, an eﬀect which causes walks to overemphasize local graph topology, undercutting the importance
of global structure. To correct for these issues, we recast
return probability graph kernels under the more general
framework of density of states — a framework which uses
the lens of spectral analysis to uncover graph motifs and
properties hidden within the interior of the spectrum —
and use our interpretation to construct scalable, composite
density of states based graph kernels which balance local
and global information, leading to higher classiﬁcation accuracies on benchmark datasets. Faculty Advisors: Bindel,
David, Cornell University, Bindel@cs.cornell.edu

In this talk, we describe the ﬁrst classical model for Anderson localization of conduction electrons by demonstrating analogous localization phenomena in a hydrodynamic
pilot-wave system. Anderson localization is understood exclusively as a wave interference eﬀect; we are taught that
no deterministic particle-based theory can rationalize the
localization of electrons in disordered media. We are thus
forced to neglect the twofold nature of quantum systems
as both particles and waves. By examining the emergent
statistics of a wave-driven walking droplet as a classical
analog of a quantum particle guided by the Schrdinger
equation, we demonstrate that Anderson localization can
be rationalized by a deterministic pilot-wave interpretation
of quantum mechanics, such as the de Broglie-Bohm theory. As the ﬁrst particle-based model for Anderson localization, our project contributes to the rapidly growing list
of quantum phenomena reproduced with pilot-wave hydrodynamics, motivating the use of such model systems for
classical and mechanistic interpretations of the counterintuitive predictions made by quantum mechanics. Faculty
Advisors: Pedro Saenz, Physical Mathematics Laboratory,
saenz@unc.edu

Leo Huang, Andrew Graven
Cornell University

Stepan Malkov
University of North Carolina

Density of States Graph Kernels

Anderson Localization of Walking Droplets in a
Random Topography
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malkov@email.unc.edu

djpassey@unc.edu

MS97
Numerical Experiments in compuGUT

MS98
Regularized Stokeslets for Geometric Eﬀects on Locomotion

The colon is a diﬃcult area to research and perform experiments on due to its physical inaccessibility within the
body. We run numerical experiments in a software package
called compuGUT, that is used to simulate intestinal digestion and fermentation as ﬁber moves through the colon.
This program was created with the intention of being accessible to scientists even if they had limited programming
knowledge through the use of user-friendly adjustment of
parameters. The process of digestion, exchange, and transport that occurs within the colon is described by a set of
mathematical models. Due to the complexity of the models, computational methods were implemented to approximate this solution. In order to determine the sensitivity of
the approximate solution, we perturb parameters by small
numerical values. Then by comparing the perturbed solution to the original solution, we can gain insight into the
sensitivity of the solution with respect to each parameter. This presentation will give a general overview of how
compuGUT works and some preliminary results. Faculty
Advisors: Melara, Luis, Advisor, lamelara@ship.edu

Helicobacter pylori is a bacterium which infects the human
stomach, where it is known to cause ulcers and stomach
cancer. It has a helical cell body and swims using rotating ﬂagellar ﬁlaments. First, combining imaging of swimming H. pylori and numerical modeling using the method
of Regularized Stokeslets, we investigate how much advantage the helical shape can provide for swimming through
Newtonian ﬂuids. We ﬁnd that it only increases swimming
speed by at most 15% relative to rod-shaped cells. Second,
while swimming through the gastric mucus on its way to
colonize the epithelium, H. pylori actively remodels its surrounding by generating ammonia that turns the nearby gel
into a ﬂuid pocket. We investigate how this active remodeling produces complex three-dimensional conﬁnement of
the swimming bacteria, and show how three-dimensional
conﬁnement aﬀects swimming in diﬀerent ways than twodimensional conﬁnement. Both the bacterium and the conﬁnement by nearby gel are modeled using the method of
Regularized Stokeslets.

Andrew Mueller
Shippensburg University
am2209@ship.edu

Henry Fu
University of Utah
henry.fu@utah.edu

MS97
Exploring the Ability of Reservoir Computers to
Learn Chaotic Systems
A Reservoir Computer is a machine learning model governed by an ordinary diﬀerential equation with an internal complex network. We experimented with millions of
Reservoir Computers that were applied to learn and predict the chaotic dynamics described by the Lorenz Attractor. We examined the dynamics and numerical ﬁndings
of these experiments. We investigated how predictability
is aﬀected by diﬀerent topologies of the internal network
including extremely sparse versions of these networks. Another hyper-parameter in the experiments was the spectral
radius of the internal network as controlled by a rescaling
of the adjacency matrix to yield the desired spectral radius.
Numerous experiments describe an interesting interaction
between these two hyper-parameters, namely the sparsity
and spectral radius of the network. When models have no
edges removed then they perform well with a small spectral
radius. Remarkably, when edge removal is increased to 70%
or above, then a higher spectral radius will yield better predictors of Chaos than standard models. These experiments
suggest that the spectral radius hyper-parameter and the
random edge removal percentage of the network combine in
unexpected ways to improve predictability. These experiments illustrate design principles to enhance learning of
Reservoir Computers on Chaotic Systems like the Lorenz
Attractor. Faculty Advisors: Webb, Benjamin, Brigham
Young University,bwebb@math.byu.edu
Joseph Wilkes, Joseph Jamieson
Brigham Young University
joseph.benson.wilkes@gmail.com,
joebobjamieson@gmail.com
DJ Passey
University of North Carolina

MS98
Cell-Body Rocking and the Synchronization of
Flagella
Flagella and cilia are widespread across eukaryotic cells
and their coordinated beating is integral to many important biological processes. The origin of this synchronization is an active area of research. In this talk, a previously
proposed integrative 2d model of the structure and internal force generating mechanisms of a ﬂagellum is extended
to three dimensions. The resulting ﬂuid-structure interaction is modeled using the method of regularized Stokeslets
combined with a system of images that allows the no-slip
condition to be enforced on spherical surfaces. This model
is used to investigate the inﬂuence cell-body rocking has
on the hydrodynamical coupling between ﬂagella.
Forest O. Mannan
Colorado School of Mines
fmannan@western.edu
MS98
Force and Torque Free Swimming near a Boundary
The hydrodynamic eﬀects of a nearby boundary are likely
to be important in the evolution of bacterial motility. We
use the method of images for regularized Stokeslets in numerical simulations to investigate these eﬀects by modeling bacteria of diﬀerent body sizes and helical geometries swimming near a wall. We verify the results from
the numerical simulations with scaled macroscopic experiments using rotating cylinders, translating cylinders and
constrained rotating helices of diﬀerent wavelengths. We
compare our numerical and experimental results for rotating cylinders to the theory by Jeﬀrey and Onishi. Their
theory is conﬁrmed by our results and it provides a benchmark for establishing the correct blob size of regularized
Stokeslets in numerical simulations on a cell body. The
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blob size on the helical ﬂagellum is chosen to match the
numerical results with the experimental ones. We also
ﬁnd that the propulsive eﬃciency of bacterial swimming increases for all helical wavelengths when our model is near
a wall, and that the maximum increase in eﬃciency occurs for biologically relevant helical wavelengths. Our results show that the body sizes of bacteria are also close to
this optimum for maximal swimming speed. These results
suggest that boundary eﬀects exert an important selective
pressure on bacterial evolution because biological values
are close to the optimal ﬂagellum wavelength and optimal
body size necessary for eﬃcient swimming near a boundary.
Hoa Nguyen, Orrin Shindell
Trinity University
hnguyen5@trinity.edu, oshindel@trinity.edu
Bruce Rodenborn
Centre College
bruce.rodenborn@centre.edu
Nicholas Coltharp
Trinity University
ncolthar@trinity.edu
MS98
Collective Swimming and Its Implications for Reproduction
Undulatory ﬁlaments are vital for many cellular- and
organism-level processes. These ﬁlaments typically serve
to move ﬂuid as well as propel cells, depending on the context. In this talk, we focus on the collective motion of
ﬁlaments in a Stokesian ﬂuid, where regularized Stokeslets
are used to model forces exerted along the ﬁlament. Our
model is based on the dynamics of sperm, who swim in
highly heterogeneous, viscous ﬂuid environments, and exhibit collective behavior in some species. We will explore
the energetic implications of collective swimming, both in
free-space and near surfaces, and relate this to reproductive
strategies.
Julie Simons
California Maritime Academy
jsimons@csum.edu
MS99
Data-Driven Modeling of Subgrid-Scale Processes
using Deep Neural Nets and Transfer Learning
Resolving all the relevant length and time scales in many
ﬂuid ﬂow simulations, particularly of turbulent ﬂows, is
computationally challenging. In practice, low-resolution
models resolve the large-scale processes while the eﬀects
of the small-scale processes are often parameterized in
terms of the large-scale variables. In the past few years,
non-parametric data-driven parameterization (DD-P) using deep learning has shown promising results, but numerical stability (in online or a posteriori simulations) and generalization (i.e., extrapolation) have remained as challenging and important issues to address. In this talk, using 1D
forced Burgers and 2D turbulent ﬂows as testbeds, we 1)
show the promises of DD-P, once correctly trained, in representing subgrid-scale eﬀects, in particular by capturing
energy backscattering, while remaining numerically stable,
and 2) demonstrate how transfer learning enables DD-P
to generalize to ﬂows with higher Reynolds numbers and
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diﬀerent numerical resolutions.
Pedram Hassanzadeh
Mechanical Engineering and Earth Science
Rice University
pedram@rice.edu
Yifei Guan, Adam Subel
Rice University
yg62@rice.edu, as170@rice.edu
Ashesh K. Chattopadhyay
Mechanical Engineering
Rice University
akc6@rice.edu
MS100
Calculating the 3D Kings Multiplicity Constant
We present lower and upper bounds for F (k1 , k2 , k3 ), the
number of conﬁgurations of non-attacking kings on a 3-D
chess board of dimensions k1 × k2 × k3 . We develop techniques to compress adjacency matrices enabling us to compute eigenvalues of matrices with dimensions up to 157M
by 157M. We obtain
1.1722475193 ≤

lim

k1 ,k2 ,k3 →∞

F (k1 , k2 , k3 )1/k1 k2 k3 ≤ 1.179842897.

Nicholas Cohen
Clemson University
nickrccohen@gmail.com
Neil Calkin
Clemson University, U.S.
calkin@clemson.edu
MS100
Recent Progress in the Rational Factorisation of
Integer Matrices
We identify and analyse obstructions to factorisation of
integer matrices into products N T N or N 2 of matrices
with rational or integer entries. The obstructions arise as
quadratic forms with integer coeﬃcients and raise the question of the discrete range of such forms. They are obtained
by considering matrix decompositions over a superalgebra
in which we identify a co-Latin symmetry space.
Matthew Lettington
Cardiﬀ University
lettingtonmc@cardiﬀ.ac.uk
MS100
Bohemian Inners Inverses: A First Step Toward
Bohemian Generalized Inverses
Inner inverses are a particular type of generalized inverses.
More precesily, for a given m x n matriz A, over a ﬁeld
K, the n x m matrices X, over K, satisfying that AXA
= A, are called inner inverses of A. Inner inverses, due
to Urquhart Theorem, play an important role in the representation of many other generalized inverses, and have
the geometric property of being an aﬃne linear space. In
this talk we will study the inner inverses, being bohemian,
of a bohemian matrix, all over the same population. In
particular we will be dealing with some particular families of bohemians and, for them, we will show a complete
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description of the corresponding bohemian inners. In addition, when the population is restricted to 0, 1, -1, we
will show exact formulas for the cardinality of the set of
all bohemian inner matrices of a given bohemian matrix.
The work in this talk has been partially supported by the
Spanish Ministerio de Economia y Competitividad, and by
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), under
the Project MTM2017-88796-P.
Laureano Gonzalez-Vega
Departamento de Matematicas, Estadistica y
Computacion
Universidad de Cantabria
laureano.gonzalez@unican.es
Juan Rafael Sendra
Universidad Alcalá de Henares
Spain
rafael.sendra@uah.es
Juana Sendra Pons
Universidad Politecnica Madrid
juana.sendra@upm.es
MS100
Which Columns are Independent? Why does Row
Rank = Column Rank?
At the start of a linear algebra course, we want to recognize
independent columns without using elimination. Small Bohemian matrices A are great candidates. If columns 1 and
2 are independent then they go into C. Suppose column 3
of A equals column 1 + 5 (column 2). The goal is to see
how matrix multiplication A = CR needs 1,0 and 0,1 and
1,5 in the columns of R. Here is a special but important
case. Suppose every column of A is a multiple of column
1. Then all rows are multiples of one row. This starts with
experiment and grows into proof. Gradually the great fact
emerges that column rank equals row rank. The course is
on its way.
Gilbert Strang
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Mathematics Department
gilstrang@gmail.com
MS101
Fast and Eﬃcient Multi-Domain Learning, A Software and Hardware Co-Design Perspective
Nowadays, one practical limitation of deep neural network
(DNN) is its high degree of specialization to a single task or
domain (e.g. one visual domain). It motivates researchers
to develop algorithms that can adapt DNN model to multiple domains sequentially, meanwhile still performing well
on the past domains. This process of gradually adapting DNN model to learn from diﬀerent domain inputs over
time is known as multi-domain learning. In this talk, we
will present his recent research in developing fast and efﬁcient multi-domain learning method from a software and
hardware co-design perspective.
Deliang Fan
Arizona State University
dfan@asu.edu
MS102
Reduced Order Modeling and Deep Learning of
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Turbulent Reacting Flows
Some of the principal impediments of high-ﬁdelity simulation of turbulent hydrocarbon ﬂames are: (i) Keeping track
of O(1000) number of species, each requiring solution of
a transport partial diﬀerential equation (PDE). (ii) Modeling of the eﬀects of turbulence, particularly turbulencechemistry interactions. (iii) Solving high dimensional equations describing turbulent combustion closures, such as
those in transported probability density function (PDF)
methods. In this work, we present an arsenal of techniques from deep learning to reduced order modeling to
tackle these open problems in reactive turbulence simulations. We present a novel on-the-ﬂy reduced order modeling methodology to signiﬁcantly reduce the computational
cost of solving the species transport equation by exploiting correlations between species. We present a physicsinformed neural network for learning the unclosed terms
in the PDF transport equation from high ﬁdelity numerical or experimental data. We also present a novel approach for solving high-dimensional PDF transport equation using time-dependent basis. We demonstrate that this
method overcomes the curse of dimensionality and does not
have the limitations of Monte-Carlo based Lagrangian PDF
solvers.
Hessam Babaee
University of Pittsburgh
h.babaee@pitt.edu
Peyman Givi
University of Pittsburgh, USA
Givi@engr.pitt.edu
MS102
Structure-Infused Autoencoders for Generative
and Reduced Order Modeling of Spatio-Temporal
Dynamics
This works describes the design of variational autoencoders
for generative modeling and and reduced order modeling of
spatio-temporal dynamics. Particular emphasis is on the
choice of priors and constraints to ensure that the latent
manifold is interpretable and robust enough to be learnt
with small amounts of data. Priors are enforced via a hierarchical Bayesian approach which is implemented as a
nested variational autoencoder within the variational autoencoder. The geometry of the latent space is shaped via
the use of Riemannian metrics. Applications are demonstrated on model combustion problems with an emphasis
on predictions in regions of sparse data.
Karthik Duraisamy
University of Michigan Ann Arbor
kdur@umich.edu
MS102
Construction of Non-Equilibrium Hydrodynamic
Models: Combining Physics and Machine Learning
The talk presents a new paradigm for the construction of
predictive modeling for the description of non-equilibrium
hypersonic ﬂows from a fundamental physics perspective,
rejecting the empiricism that has prevented progress in the
modeling of hypersonic ﬂows for decades. This eﬀort will
establish the ﬁrst physics-aware reduced-order model which
relies on a robust Coarse-Grain modeling technique enhanced by physics-infused adaptive neural networks. The
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methodology can signiﬁcantly improve the accuracy, robustness, and computational eﬃciency of physical models
for complex multi-physics hypersonic ﬂows. Substantial
progress in the area of computational mathematics and
machine learning have allowed to carry out tasks that a
decade ago seemed unachievable. Particularly interesting
are the Physics-Informed Reduced Order Models, which allow for integration of physical constraints into the reduced
order models. We will cover the key aspects involved in
model development, namely: (1) using ab-initio quantum
calculations as a powerful tool to construct high-ﬁdelity
physics-based models; (2) deﬁning reduced-order models
for the simulation of 3D ﬂows leveraging a Maximum Entropybased coarse grain model and deep learning to solving partial diﬀerential equations, to enhance computational
complexity while ensuring compliance with physics; (3) validating physical models leveraging the most recent developments in Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation algorithms.
Marco Panesi
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
marco.panesi@gmail.com
MS102
Global Convergence of PDE Models with Neural
Networks
We rigorously study the optimization of a class of partial
diﬀerential equations (PDEs) with neural networks, speciﬁcally linear elliptic PDEs with neural network source terms.
The neural network parameters in the PDE are optimized
using gradient descent where the gradient is evaluated using an adjoint PDE. As the number of parameters become
large, the PDE and adjoint PDE converge to a non-local
PDE system. Using this limit PDE system, we are able to
prove convergence of the neural network-PDE to a global
minimum during the optimization. The limit PDE system
contains a non-local linear operator whose eigenvalues are
positive but become arbitrarily small. The lack of a positive lower bound (i.e., a spectral gap) on the eigenvalues
poses the main challenge for the global convergence proof.
Careful analysis of the spectral decomposition of the coupled PDE and adjoint PDE system is required.
Justin Sirignano
University of Oxford
justin.sirignano@maths.ox.ac.uk
MS103
Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problems in the Theory of
Lattice Waves
Traveling waves in Hamiltonian lattices can often be interpreted as eigenfunctions of certain nonlinear integral
operators. We discuss how this setting can be used to
prove the existence of waves, to implement eﬃcient numerical schemes, and to derive simpliﬁed formulas for asymptotic regimes. We further address the notoriously diﬃcult
uniqueness problem and present ﬁrst results for a simple
toy model.
Michael Herrmann
University of Braunschweig
Germany
michael.herrmann@tu-braunschweig.de
Karsten Matthies
University od Bath
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k.matthies@bath.ac.uk
MS103
Language Growth and Death on a Square Lattice
We consider a language dynamics ODE model for two languages on a square lattice which is an extension of the
one popularized by Abrams and Strogatz. The coupling
between adjacent sites is inherently nonlinear. For this
model we are interested in the existence and spectral stability of structures such as stripes and spots, and the dynamics associated with perturbations of these structures.
The competition between the inter-site coupling strength
and the prestige of the language has interesting dynamical consequences. In particular, the competition leads to
conditions which allow for a language to spread through
the network, or alternatively die. This is joint work with
Panayotis Kevrekidis.
Todd Kapitula
Calvin College
tmk5@calvin.edu
Panos Kevrekidis
University of Massachusetts Amherst
kevrekid@math.umass.edu
MS103
Non-Reciprocal Lattices with Wave Redirection
Features: Theory and Experiment
We study the non-reciprocal acoustics of a disordered 2D
network of two nonlinear dissipative lattices with weak linear inter-lattice coupling. Each lattice consists of linearly
grounded unit cells coupled by essentially nonlinear intralattice stiﬀnesses. This system enables irreversible passive wave redirection from an impulsively excited lattice
to an absorbing one, governed by the spatial macroscopic
analogue of the Landau-Zener tunneling (LZT) quantum
eﬀect. We theoretically show that LZT wave redirection
occurs only for appropriate selection of the lattice parameters and predict it to be robust over a deﬁnite energy
range. Wave redirection is in the form of propagating
breathers and is passively tunable (self-adaptive) to the
impulse intensity (energy). The predictions are validated
by experiments by means of a lattice ﬁxture which was
built according to theoretical predictions, and the diﬀerent regimes of the nonlinear acoustics are experimentally
recovered. In addition, we experimentally conﬁrm the nonreciprocal acoustics of the experimental lattice system, in
good agreement with theory. Our results prove the eﬃcacy
of passive wave redirection in practical dissipative lattice
systems combining nonlinearity, weak coupling and asymmetry.
Chongan Wang, Ali Kanj
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering
chongan2@illinois.edu, alimk2@illinois.edu
Alireza Mojahed
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
mojahed2@illinois.edu
Alexander Vakakis
University of Illinois
avakakis@illinois.edu
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Sameh Tawﬁck
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
Department of Mechanical Science and Engineering
tawﬁck@illinois.edu
MS103
Random FPUT Chains
We consider a linear Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou lattice
with random spatially varying material coeﬃcients. Using
the methods of stochastic homogenization we show that
solutions with long wave initial data converge in an appropriate sense to solutions of a wave equation. The convergence is both strong and almost sure, but the rate is quite
slow. The technique combines energy estimates with powerful classical results about random walks, speciﬁcally the
law of the iterated logarithm.
J. Douglas Wright
Drexel
jdw66@drexel.edu
Joshua McGinnis
Department of Mathematics
Drexel University
jam887@drexel.edu
Doug Wright
Drexel University
Mathematics
jdoug@math.drexel.edu
MS104
A Posteriori Error Analysis for a Space-Time Parallel Algorithm: Parareal in Time and Domain Decomposition in Space
This talk presents error estimates for the numerically computed value of a quantity-of-interest (QoI) when timeparallel and spatial domain decomposition techniques are
employed for the approximation of the solution of a
parabolic partial diﬀerential equation (PDE). In particular,
we consider two algorithms: the Parareal algorithm and a
Parareal-Domain Decomposition Algorithm. The Parareal
algorithm is a time-parallel method to solve PDEs while,
as the name suggests, the Parareal-Domain Decomposition
algorithm also employs a parallel domain decomposition
strategy in space in addition to the time-parallelism of the
Parareal method. The error estimates developed in this
work decompose the error in the QoI due to spatial and
temporal discretizations, as well as quantifying the eﬀect
of Parareal and domain decomposition iterations.
Jehanzeb H. Chaudhry
University of New Mexico
jehanzeb@unm.edu
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perbolic Problems
Local domain-of-dependence is a fundamental feature of
hyperbolic pdes. Mathematically, this means that updates
of the solution at a point or in an element over a time step
can be expressed as the action of some integral operator applied to neighboring data. In ideal circumstances this fact
enables the use of standard explicit time stepping methods
with time step constrained only by the CFL restriction.
However, in the presence of local reﬁnements or even due
to the use of artiﬁcially stiﬀ diﬀerentiation operators, the
standard methods require small steps. In this talk we describe techniques which are both explicit and do not aﬀect
the global time steps.
Thomas M. Hagstrom
Southern Methodist University
Department of Mathematics
thagstrom@smu.edu
MS104
Fast Parallel Solution of Fully Implicit RungeKutta Methods for Numerical PDEs
Fully implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods have many desirable accuracy and stability properties as time integration schemes, but are rarely used in practice with largescale numerical PDEs because of the diﬃculty of solving
the stage equations. Here we introduce a theoretical and
algorithmic framework for the fast, parallel solution of the
(non)linear equations that arise from IRK methods applied
to (non)linear numerical PDEs, including PDEs with algebraic constraints. The new method is built using the
same preconditioners needed for backward Euler-type time
stepping schemes. Several new linearizations of the nonlinear IRK equations are developed, oﬀering faster and
more robust convergence than the often-considered simpliﬁed Newton. Inverting these linearizations requires solving
a set of block 1 × 1 or 2 × 2 systems. Under quite general assumptions on the spatial discretization, it is proven
that the preconditioned operator has a condition number
of ∼ O(1), with only weak dependence on the number of
stages. The new methods are applied to several challenging
ﬂuid ﬂow problems, including the compressible Euler and
Navier Stokes equations, and the vorticity-streamfunction
formulation of the incompressible Euler and Navier Stokes
equations.
Ben Southworth
Los Alamos National Laboratory
southworth@lanl.gov
Oliver A. Krzysik
School of Mathematics
Monash University
oliver.krzysik@monash.edu

Simon Tavener
Colorado State University
tavener@math.colostate.edu

Will Pazner
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
pazner1@llnl.gov

Don Estep
Simon Fraser University
donald.estep@sfu.ca

Hans De Sterck
University of Waterloo, Canada
hdesterck@uwaterloo.ca

MS104
High-Order Local Propagation Algorithms for Hy-

MS104
High-Order Parallel in Time Multiderivative IMEX
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Solvers

PDEs

In this work, we present a novel class of parallelizable
high-order time integration schemes for the approximate
solution of additive diﬀerential equations. The methods
achieve high order through a combination of a suitable
quadrature formula involving multiple derivatives of the
right-hand side of the diﬀerential equation and a predictorcorrector ansatz. The latter approach is designed in such a
way that parallelism in time is made possible. We present
thorough analysis as well as numerical results that showcase scaling opportunities of methods from this class of
solvers.

Partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) play a fundamental
role in modeling and simulating problems across a wide
range of disciplines. Recent advances in deep learning
have shown the great potential of physics-informed neural networks (PINNs) to solve PDEs as a basis for datadriven modeling and inverse analysis. However, the majority of existing PINN methods, based on fully-connected
NNs, pose intrinsic limitations to low-dimensional spatiotemporal parameterizations. Moreover, since the initial/boundary conditions (I/BCs) are softly imposed via
penalty, the solution quality heavily relies on hyperparameter tuning. To this end, we propose a novel
physics-informed convolutional-recurrent learning architecture (PhyCRNet) for solving PDEs without any labeled data. Speciﬁcally, an encoder-decoder convolutional
long short-term memory network is proposed for lowdimensional spatial feature extraction and temporal evolution learning. The loss function is deﬁned as the aggregated
discretized PDE residuals, while the I/BCs are hardly encoded in the network to ensure forcible satisfaction (e.g.
periodic boundary padding). The performance of PhyCRNet has been assessed by solving three nonlinear PDEs,
and compared against the start-of-the-art PINN. The numerical results demonstrate the superiority of PhyCRNet
in solution accuracy and extrapolability/generalizability.

Jochen Schuetz
Universiteit Hasselt
jochen.schuetz@uhasselt.be
David C. Seal
United States Naval Academy
seal@usna.edu
Jonas Zeifang
University of Stuttgart
zeifang@iag.uni-stuttgart.de
MS105
Optimal Experimental Design for Variational System Identiﬁcation of Material Physics Phenomena
We focus on the problem of identifying underlying governing PDEs—i.e. system identiﬁcation—for the evolution of
patterns or microstructures in materials. We ﬁrst employ
a variational approach taking advantage of the weak form
ﬁnite-element formulation, thus allowing the incorporation
of boundary conditions, and ultimately leading to a linear
regression problem. While the eﬀectiveness of this method
has been previously demonstrated with synthetic data that
is rich in both space and time, real-life laboratory specimen will only be sparsely available due to the expensive
and time-consuming nature of these experiments. Therefore, it is important to carefully design when and where
to best acquire these experimental measurements. We describe an optimal experimental design procedure to select
the best sampling times, targeting to minimize the estimator covariance of the PDE coeﬃcients through expected
linear A- and D-optimal design criteria. We demonstrate
this method on a materials physics problem, starting with
the identiﬁcation among Allen-Cahn, Cahn-Hilliard, and
diﬀusion-reaction PDEs.
Wanggang Shen, Zhenlin Wang
University of Michigan
wgshen@umich.edu, wzhenlin@umich.edu
Krishna Garikipati
Mechanical Engineering
University of Michigan
krishna@umich.edu
Xun Huan
University of Michigan
xhuan@umich.edu

Pu Ren, Chengping Rao
Northeastern University
ren.pu@northeastern.edu, rao.che@northeastern.edu
Jianxun Wang
University of Notre Dame
jwang33@nd.edu
Yang Liu, Hao Sun
Northeastern University
yang1.liu@northeastern.edu, h.sun@northeastern.edu
MS105
Learning Stochastic Closures Using
Promoting Ensemble Kalman Inversion

Sparsity-

Closure models are widely used in simulating complex systems such as turbulence and Earths climate, for which direct numerical simulation is too expensive. Although it
is almost impossible to perfectly reproduce the true system with closure models, it is often suﬃcient to correctly
reproduce time-averaged statistics. Here we present a
sparsity-promoting, derivative-free optimization method to
estimate model error from time-averaged statistics. Specifically, we show how sparsity can be imposed as a constraint in ensemble Kalman inversion (EKI), resulting in
an iterative quadratic programming problem. We illustrate how this approach can be used to quantify model
error in the closures of dynamical systems. In addition,
we demonstrate the merit of introducing stochastic processes to quantify model error for certain systems. We also
present the potential of replacing existing closures with
purely data-driven closures using the proposed methodology. The results show that the proposed methodology
provides a systematic approach to estimate model error in
closures of dynamical systems.

MS105

Jinlong Wu, Tapio Schneider
California Institute of Technology
jinlong@caltech.edu, tapio@caltech.edu

PhyCRNet:
Physics-Informed ConvolutionalRecurrent Network for Solving Spatiotemporal

Andrew Stuart
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for distributed data analysis and machine learning.
Max Grossman
Georgia Institute of Technology
jmaxg3@gmail.com

MS106
Lamellar: PGAS + Active Messaging in Rust
Lamellar (https://github.com/pnnl/lamellar) is an investigation of the applicability of the Rust systems programming language for HPC as an alternative to C and C++,
with a focus on PGAS approaches. Lamellar provides several diﬀerent communication patterns to distributed applications. First, Lamellar allows for sending and executing
active messages on remote nodes in a distributed environments. The runtime supports two forms of active messages:
The ﬁrst method works with Stable rust and requires the
user the register the active message by implementing a runtime exported trait (LamellarAM) and calling a procedural macro (#lamellar::am]) on the implementation. The
second method works on nightly Rust, but allows users
to write serializable closures that are transferred and executed by the runtime without registration Second, Lamellar provides PGAS abstractions allowing users to allocate
and operate on distributed arrays. Aside from the standard
Put/Get operations (allowing remote nodes to read/write
to memory on other nodes), Lamellar utilizes its Active
Message framework to allow users to easily implement custom distributed reductions, by simply representing the reduction as a closure. In this talk we will provide a high
level overview of the Lamellar Runtime, including examples that illustrate our communication primitives, as well
as present some example benchmark implementations and
results (e.g. triangle count, distributed histogram,...).
Ryan D. Friese
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
ryan.friese@pnnl.gov
MS106
Experiences Building Domain Speciﬁc Libraries for
Irregular Applications over Openshmem
OpenSHMEM is a distributed, SPMD, one-sided communication model that facilitates asynchronous, ﬁne grain
communication among hundreds or thousands of processes.
OpenSHMEM’s ﬂexibility means that it has found uses in
a number of domains, from geophysics to high performance
graph analytics. Like many distributed programming models in high performance computing, OpenSHMEM’s programming model can be a barrier to entry for application developers that are more accustomed to higher level
programming languages or models. It is rarely straightforward to translate high level operations (e.g. graph algorithms, sparse matrix operations) in to OpenSHMEM
remote memory operations – and even when it is, doing
a straightforward translation can yield suboptimal performance or scalability. However, building domain-speciﬁc
libraries on top of OpenSHMEM allows users of leadership class computing facilities to leverage the scalability
of OpenSHMEM while retaining high level programmability. This talk will discuss why OpenSHMEM’s focus
on irregular, ﬁne grain, and asynchronous communication
makes it ﬁt-for-purpose for a wide range of application domains, including streaming graph analytics and data analytics/machine learning. We will walk through two case
studies: (1) HOOVER, a DSL for distributed streaming
graph modeling and analysis, and (2) SHMEM-ML, a DSL

MS106
Legate NumPy: Accelerated and Distributed Array Computing
NumPy is a popular Python library used for performing
array-based numerical computations. The canonical implementation of NumPy used by most programmers runs
on a single CPU core and is parallelized to use multiple
cores for some operations. In this talk we discuss Legate, a
drop-in replacement for NumPy that requires only a singleline code change and can scale up to an arbitrary number
of GPU accelerated nodes. Legate works by translating
NumPy programs to the Legion programming model and
then leverages the scalability of the Legion runtime system
to distribute data and computations across an arbitrary
sized machine.
Marcin Zalewski
NVIDIA
marcin.zalewski@gmail.com
MS107
Time Evolution Problems for (2+1)-Dimensional
Evolution Equations: Whitham Modulation Theory and its Applications
Whitham modulation theory has been applied with great
success in large a variety of settings. Until recently,
however, most studies were limited to (1+1)-dimensional
systems, i.e., PDEs in one spatial dimension. In this
talk I will show how a (2+1)-dimensional generalization of Whitham modulation theory can be used to derive the genus-1 Whitham modulation equations for the
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation as well as other
(2+1)-dimensional nonlinear evolution equations. I will
then discuss some key properties of the resulting KPWhitham system. Finally, I will show how the system can
be successfully used to characterize analytically the time
evolution of a variety of initial conditions, including soliton stems and a combination of solitons and a mean ﬂow.
Gino Biondini
State University of New York at Buﬀalo
Department of Mathematics
biondini@buﬀalo.edu
MS107
Long-Time Asymptotics and Modulational Instability in Self-Focusing Media
Modulational instability, also known as Benjamin-Feir instability in the context of deep water waves, is one of the
most ubiquitous phenomena in nonlinear science. The behavior of many modulationally unstable systems is governed by the focusing nonlinear Schrödinger equation on
the line supplemented with some kind of nonzero boundary conditions at ±∞. This talk will discuss results on
the long-time asymptotics of focusing NLS in the case of
a generic class of symmetric nonzero boundary conditions
by using the Deift-Zhou nonlinear steepest descent method
for oscillatory Riemann-Hilbert problems. In the absence
of discrete spectrum, it will be shown that the solution is
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given to leading order by a plane wave or by a modulated
elliptic wave, depending on the value of the similarity ratio
x/t. Moreover, in the case of discrete spectrum, the interaction between solitons and the aforementioned asymptotics will be characterized. Finally, numerical results for
certain variations of focusing NLS will also be presented.
This is joint work with Gino Biondini and Sitai Li.
Dionyssis Mantzavinos
University of Kansas
mantzavinos@ku.edu
MS107
Numerical Inverse Scattering for the Periodic
Problem for the KdV Equation
We consider forward and inverse scattering for the periodic problem for the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation.
Using well-known spectrum approximation techniques, we
compute the scattering data for general initial data. The
(generically) inﬁnite-genus initial data is replaced with a
genus g approximation with g large. The map from the
scattering data to the solution is computed by solving a
Riemann–Hilbert problem on 2g disjoint intervals. Fast
linear algebra can be used to compute with g ≈ 1000.
The solution for the KdV equation can be computed for
arbitrarily long times. Discontinuous initial data is also
considered.
Thomas Trogdon
University of Washington
Department of Applied Mathematics
trogdon@uw.edu
Deniz Bilman
University of Cincinnati
bilman@uc.edu
Patrik Nabelek
Oregon State University
nabelekp@oregonstate.edu
MS108
Duality Gap Estimation via a Reﬁned ShapleyFolkman Lemma
Based on a reﬁnement of the Shapley-Folkman lemma and
a ﬁner characterization of the nonconvexity of a function,
we propose a new estimate for the duality gap of nonconvex
optimization problems with separable objective functions.
We apply our result to a network ﬂow problem and the
dynamic spectrum management problem in communication
systems as examples to demonstrate that the new bound
can be qualitatively tighter than the existing ones. The
idea is also applicable to cases with separable nonconvex
constraints.
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nization patterns we can ultimately observe are determined
by their stabilities. It is widely believed that utilizing symmetries in the network structure is crucial to the characterization of a patterns stability. However, symmetry-based
methods are limited in the types of synchronization patterns they can directly treat and can be computationally
expensive. In this talk, I will show that when symmetry
information is discarded, the stability problem becomes
easier, not harder. By forgoing symmetry, we not only
can analyze all synchronization patterns in a uniﬁed fashion but also develop algorithms that are orders of magnitude faster than symmetry-based ones. Our symmetryindependent method is based on ﬁnding the ﬁnest simultaneous block diagonalization of noncommuting matrices
in the variational equation. This framework can be naturally extended to networks with generalized interactions,
including hypergraphs and temporal networks.
Yuanzhao Zhang
Northwestern University
yuanzhao@u.northwestern.edu
MS109
Trading Signals in VIX Futures
We propose a new approach for trading VIX futures. We
assume that the term structure of VIX futures follows a
Markov model. The trading strategy selects a multi-tenor
position by maximizing the expected utility for a day-ahead
horizon given the current shape and level of the VIX futures
term structure. Computationally, we model the functional
dependence between the VIX futures curves, the VIX futures positions, and the expected utility as a deep neural
network with ﬁve hidden layers. Out-of-sample backtests
of the VIX futures trading strategy suggest that this approach gives rise to reasonable portfolio performance, and
to positions in which the investor can be either long or
short VIX futures contracts depending on the market environment.
Tom Li
New York University
nl747@cims.nyu.edu
Marco Avellaneda
Courant Institute
New York University
avellaneda@courant.nyu.edu
Andrew Papanicolaou
North Carolina State University
apapani@ncsu.edu
Gaozhan Wang
Columbia University
gw2376@columbia.edu

Yingjie Bi
UC Berkeley
yingjiebi@berkeley.edu

MS109
When Uncertainty and Volatility are Disconnected:
Implications for Asset Pricing and Portfolio Performance

MS108
Stability Analysis of Synchronization Patterns: Is
Symmetry Really Your Friend?

We analyze an environment where the uncertainty in the
equity market return and its volatility are both stochastic,
and may be potentially disconnected. We solve a representative investor’s optimal asset allocation and derive the
resulting conditional equity premium and risk-free rate in
equilibrium. Our empirical analysis shows that the equity
premium appears to be earned for facing uncertainty, es-

Many biological and technological networks show intricate
synchronization patterns, where several internally coherent
but mutually independent clusters coexist. Which synchro-
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pecially high uncertainty that is disconnected from lower
volatility, rather than for facing volatility as traditionally
assumed. Incorporating the possibility of a disconnect
between volatility and uncertainty signi cantly improves
portfolio performance, over and above the performance obtained by conditioning on volatility only.
Felix Matthys
Instituto Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico (ITAM)
felix.matthys@itam.mx
Emilio Osambela
Federal Reserve System
emilio.osambela@frb.gov
Yacine Aı̈t-Sahalia
Princeton University
yacine@princeton.edu
Ronnie Sircar
ORFE
Princeton University
sircar@princeton.edu
MS109
PCA for Implied Volatility Surfaces
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a useful tool when
trying to construct factor models from historical asset returns. For the implied volatilities of U.S. equities there is
a PCA-based model with a principal eigenportfolio whose
return time series lies close to that of an overarching market factor. The authors show that this market factor is the
index resulting from the daily compounding of a weighted
average of implied-volatility returns, with weights based on
the options’ open interest (OI) and Vega. The authors also
analyze the singular vectors derived from the tensor structure of the implied volatilities of S&P500 constituents, and
ﬁnd evidence indicating that some type of OI and Vegaweighted index should be one of at least two signiﬁcant
factors in this market.
Andrew Papanicolaou
North Carolina State University
apapani@ncsu.edu
MS109
Statistical Consequences of Fat Tails: Real World
Preasymptotics, Epistemology, and Applications
Switching from thin tailed to fat tailed distributions requires more than ”changing the color of the dress”. Traditional asymptotics deal mainly with either n=1 or n=8,
and the real world is in between, under of the ”laws of
the medium numbers” –which vary widely across speciﬁc
distributions. Both the law of large numbers and the generalized central limit mechanisms operate in highly idiosyncratic ways outside the standard Gaussian or Levy-Stable
basins of convergence. A few examples: + The sample
mean is rarely in line with the population mean, with effect on ”naive empiricism”, but can be sometimes be estimated via parametric methods. + The ”empirical distribution” is rarely empirical. + Parameter uncertainty has
compounding eﬀects on statistical metrics. + Dimension
reduction (principal components) fails. + Inequality estimators (GINI or quantile contributions) are not additive
and produce wrong results. + Many ”biases” found in psychology become entirely rational under more sophisticated
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probability distributions + Most of the failures of ﬁnancial
economics, econometrics, and behavioral economics can be
attributed to using the wrong distributions.
Nassim Taleb
NYU Tandon
nnt1@nyu.edu
MT1
Optimal Transport for Machine Learning
This tutorial aims at presenting the mathematical theory of
optimal transport (OT) and providing a global view of the
potential applications of this theory in machine learning,
signal and image processing. The ﬁrst part of the tutorial will present the theory of optimal transport and the
optimization problems through the original formulation of
Monge and the Kantorovitch formulation in the primal and
dual. The problem will be illustrated on simple examples.
We will also introduce the OT-based Wasserstein distance
and the Wasserstein barycenters that are fundamental tools
in data processing of histograms. Finally we will present
recent developments in regularized OT that bring eﬃcient
solvers and more robust solutions. The second part of the
tutorial will present recent applications of OT in the ﬁeld
of machine learning. We will see how the mapping inherent
to optimal transport can be used to perform domain adaptation. Finally we will discuss the use of OT on empirical
datasets with applications such as generative adversarial
networks and subspace estimation.
Rémi Flamary
CNRS, OCA Lagrange
Université Côte dAzur
remi.ﬂamary@polytechnique.edu
MT1
An Introduction to Deep Generative Modeling
Deep generative models (DGM) are neural networks with
many hidden layers trained to approximate complicated,
high-dimensional probability distributions from a ﬁnite
number of samples. When trained successfully, we can
use the DGMs to estimate the likelihood of each observation and to create new samples from the underlying distribution. Developing DGMs has become one of the most
hotly researched ﬁelds in artiﬁcial intelligence in recent
years. The literature on DGMs has become vast and is
growing rapidly. Some advances have reached the public sphere, for example, the recent successes in generating
realistic-looking images, voices, or movies; so-called deep
fakes. Despite these successes, several mathematical issues
limit the broader use of DGMs: given a speciﬁc dataset, it
remains challenging to design and train a DGM and even
more challenging to ﬁnd out why a particular model is or is
not eﬀective. To help students contribute to this ﬁeld, this
talk provides an introduction to DGMs and provides a concise mathematical framework for modeling the three most
popular approaches: normalizing ﬂows (NF), variational
autoencoders (VAE), and generative adversarial networks
(GAN). We illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of
these basic approaches using numerical experiments. Our
goal is to enable and motivate the reader to contribute
to this proliferating research area. Our presentation also
emphasizes relations between generative modeling and optimal transport.
Lars Ruthotto
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
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Emory University
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mabartol@ncsu.edu
MP2
Continuous Dependence for Nonlocal Systems

MT2
Tensor Decompositions:
rithms

Applications and Algo-

Tensor decompositions are generalizations of low-rank matrix approximations to higher dimensional data. They have
become popular for their utility across applicationsincluding blind source separation, dimensionality reduction, compression, anomaly detectionwhere the original data is represented as a multidimensional array. Well highlight a few
applications where tensor decompositions, such as CP and
Tucker decompositions, are particularly eﬀective. Well discuss properties of the various decompositions and guidelines for employing decompositions in diﬀerent scenarios,
and well describe the algorithms used to compute them.
Grey Ballard
Wake Forest University
ballard@wfu.edu
MT2

Nonlocal models have gained interest due to their ﬂexibility in handling discontinuities. In this poster we concentrate on the stability/continuous dependence of these for
the nonlocal Poissons boundary value problem. We consider the stability of the solution with regards to changes
in both a linear forcing term and a nonlinear forcing term,
the collar (nonlocal boundary) term, and the kernel (a part
of the operator itself that depicts the interactions between
points).
Nicole Buczkowski
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
nbuczkowski@huskers.unl.edu
MP2
Lattice Point Counting: From Gauss Circle Problem to Heisenberg Norms

The ﬁeld of topology, within mathematics, has been around
for centuries. For most of that time it was studied by theoretical mathematicians. But in the late 1990s and early
2000s researchers began to develop the ﬁeld of Topological
Data Analysis (TDA). The idea of TDA is that the “shape
of data’ can tell you interesting information about the data
or system itself. In this tutorial I will provide topological background for TDA including the basic theory behind
two of the most popular tools, persistent homology and
mapper, along with brief code demos. I will give some examples of where TDA has been useful in real applications
from understanding the space of natural images to detecting when certain kinds of machines are in proper working
order. There will not be enough time to cover all of the
exciting topics or applications of TDA but I hope to give
you enough of a ﬂavor of the ﬁeld, along with plenty of
references, to enable further exploration and application of
these ideas.

The question of how many integer lattice points are in, on,
and near convex surfaces is a classical problem in number
theory and other similar areas of mathematics. Beginning
with the Gauss circle problem, the question of how many
integer lattice points are in, on, and near convex surfaces
has been rephrased over the years and expanded to include other surfaces. We will survey some of these variants
and interesting proof techniques, such as tools in geometric
measure theory. We conclude with a bound on the number of lattice points on and near a Heisenberg norm ball
α,A
:= {(z, t) ∈ Z2d x Z : |z|α +A|t|α/2 ≤ Rα }), achieved
(BR
by deﬁning a measure on a thickened and truncated lattice.
Our work was inspired by [A. Iosevich, K. Taylor, ”Lattice points close to families of surfaces, nonisotropic dilations and regularity of generalized Radon transforms.” New
York Journal of Mathematics 17, pp. 811-828, 2011] and
[R. Garg, A. Nevo, K. Taylor, ”The lattice point counting
problem on the Heisenberg groups.” Ann. Inst. Fourier,
Grenoble 65, 5, pp. 2199-2233, 2015]. We extend the
method introduced by Iosevich and Taylor to allow for
surfaces with points of vanishing curvature, such as the
Heisenberg norm balls studied by Garg, Nevo, and Taylor.

Emilie Purvine
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
emilie.purvine@pnnl.gov

Elizabeth G. Campolongo, Krystal Taylor
The Ohio State University
campolongo.4@osu.edu, taylor.2952@osu.edu

MP2

MP2

Numerical Predictions of Shear Stress and Cyclic
Stretch in the Healthy Pulmonary Vasculature

Three-Dimensional Structured-Tree Model for Predicting Fluid Dynamics in Pulmonary Arterial Networks with Pulmonary Hypertension

Topological Data Analysis: Computational Topology Tools for Data Science

Pulmonary hypertension due to left heart failure (PHLHF) is a progressive disease associated with vascular remodeling. This study uses in-silico computational ﬂuid
dynamics of large and small pulmonary arteries and veins
to predict wall shear stress (WSS) and cyclic stretch (CS),
quantities serving as biomarkers for disease severity. We
calculate dynamic blood pressure, blood ﬂow, area deformation, WSS, and CS in the pulmonary circulation, providing a new way to investigate hypotheses related to disease
progression.

Pulmonary arteries form a rapidly branching network that
serves to oxygenate blood. Pressure and ﬂow can be determined by solving a multiscale 1D ﬂuid dynamics model,
where large arteries dimensions are taken from data and
small vessels are represented by self-similar structured
trees. This study uses a data-driven approach to obtain
scaling factors and branching angles required to generate
3D structured trees. This allows us to predict perfusion in
lungs with and without pulmonary hypertension.

Michelle Bartolo
North Carolina State University

Megan Chambers
North Carolina State University
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MP2
Metric Entropy and Nonlinear PDEs
Inspired by a question posed by Lax in 2002, the study
of metric entropy for nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations has received increasing attention in recent years. This
poster demonstrates methods to obtain sharp upper and
lower bounds on the metric entropy for a class of realvalued bounded total variation functions [P. Dutta and
K.T. Nguyen, Covering numbers for bounded variation
functions, J. Math. Anal. Appl., 468, no. 2, 1131–1143,
2018] and then for a class of bounded total generalized variation functions taking values in a general totally bounded
metric space [R. Capuani, P. Dutta and K.T. Nguyen,
Metric entropy for functions of bounded total generalized
variation, to appear in SIAM Journal on Mathematical
Analysis, 2021 (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1912.00219.pdf)].
Thereafter we use each of these results to establish εentropy estimates for the set of viscosity solutions to
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with uniformly directionally convex Hamiltonian [S. Bianchini, P. Dutta and
K.T. Nguyen, Metric entropy for Hamilton-Jacobi equation with uniformly directional convex Hamiltonian, 2020
(https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.10577.pdf, submitted)] and
the set of entropy admissible weak solutions to a scalar
conservation law with weak genuinely nonlinear ﬂux, respectively. Estimates of this type could provide a measure
of the order of resolution of a numerical method required
to solve the corresponding equation.
Prerona Dutta, Tien Khai E. Nguyen
North Carolina State University
pdutta2@ncsu.edu, khai@math.ncsu.edu
Stefano Bianchini
SISSA-ISAS, Italy
bianchin@sissa.it
Rossana Capuani
Department of Mathematics
NC State University, Raleigh
rcapuan@ncsu.edu
MP2
Singular Limit and Global Stabilization of a PDE
Model for Chemotaxis with Dynamic Boundary
Conditions
We obtain global well-posedness and large-time behavior
of a PDE model for chemotaxis with logarithmic sensitivity and logistic growth with dynamic boundary condition
by imposing appropriate conditions on the boundary data.
We show that there are boundary layer proﬁles for the singular diﬀusion limit similar to the Navier-Stokes equations
boundary layer phenomena.
Padi Fuster Aguilera
Tulane University
rfustera@tulane.edu
MP2
Using Bayesian Inference to Learn the Role of Inhibitors in Blood Coagulation
Blood coagulation is a complex network of biochemical reactions involving positive and negative feedback. Positive
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feedback initiates the formation of blood clot and negative feedback stops its growth. Because both over-clotting
and under-clotting result in serious, and sometimes deadly
consequences, it is important to understand the regulation
of coagulation by inhibitors. In this study, we investigate
a speciﬁc coagulation inhibitor, tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI), for which the mechanism of action is not
fully understood. Previous mathematical models of TFPI
have ﬁt kinetic parameters to a single experimental time
course but these models fail when applied to data from
multiple experimental time courses simultaneously. We use
Bayesian Inference to determine the posterior distribution
of kinetic parameters by considering multiple experimental
data sets simultaneously and to uncover the precise mechanism of action. Our likelihood framework is highly generalizable and will enable us to work toward a more complete
understanding of inhibitors in coagulation.
Amandeep Kaur
School of Natural Sciences, UC Merced
School of Natural Sciences, UC Merced
akaur87@ucmerced.edu
MP2
A Finite Horizon Optimal Stochastic Impulse Control Problem with a Decision Lag
We discuss an optimal stochastic impulse control problem
in a ﬁnite horizon with a decision lag, by which we mean
that after an impulse is made, a ﬁxed number units of
time has to be elapsed before the next impulse is allowed
to be made. The continuity of the value function is proved.
A suitable version of dynamic programming principle is established, which takes into account the dependence of state
process on the elapsed time. The corresponding HamiltonJacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation is derived, which exhibit
some special feature of the problem. The value function
of this optimal impulse control problem is characterized
as the unique viscosity solution to the corresponding HJB
equation. An optimal impulse control is constructed provided the value function is given. Moreover, a limiting case
with the waiting time approaching 0 is discussed.
Chang Li, Jiongmin Yong
University of Central Florida
changli@knights.ucf.edu, jiongmin.yong@ucf.edu
MP2
Lipid-Mediated Enzyme Reactions
Blood coagulation is a network of biochemical reactions
whereby dozens of proteins act collectively to initiate a
rapid clotting response. It is known that coagulation reactions are lipid-surface dependent, and this dependence is
thought to help localize coagulation to the site of injury
and enhance the association between reactants. Current
mathematical models of coagulation fail to agree with laboratory studies under variations in lipid concentrations. In
particular, models overestimate conversion eﬃciencies of
critical coagulation proteins, speciﬁcally the prothrombinthrombin reaction pathway. We developed a a mathematical model of lipid-mediated enzyme reactions where the association rate between lipid-bound reactants are modiﬁed
by an interaction probability. The interaction probability
is derived by considering the fraction of the lipid surface
that is occupied by any lipid-bound species, and accounts
for surface crowding. Preliminary model results agree with
experiments and reveal a critical lipid concentration where
the rate of prothrombin conversion is maximized, inferring
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that the model can describe the dilution eﬀect where, as
lipid is increased, proteins are physically separated, and
reaction rates decrease.
Jamie Madrigal
Colorado School of Mines
jmadrigal@mymail.mines.edu
MP2
Characterizing Absorbing Sets using Syndromes
and Cosets
Absorbing sets are combinatorial structures in a codes Tanner graph that have been shown to characterize iterative
decoder failure of LDPC codes. This poster examines the
connection between absorbing sets and the syndromes of
their support vectors. We provide a new characterization
of fully absorbing sets and show how sets of absorbing
set support vectors appear as translates of codewords in
a codes subspaces. These techniques are used to derive
new absorbing set search methods.
Emily McMillon
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
emily.mcmillon@huskers.unl.edu
MP2
Convergence of Nonlinear Nonlocal Operators to
Classical Counterparts
Nonlinear diﬀusion models phenomena where diﬀusivity is
temperature or concentration dependent. Nonlocal operators can model eﬀects that classical partial diﬀerential
systems cannot capture. Combining the two, we consider
nonlinear nonlocal models. In particular, showing that the
action of a nonlocal operator localizes to the analogous
classical operator and that solutions to a nonlocal boundary value problem converges to the classical solution.

Kevin A. Mitchell
University of California, Merced
Physics
kmitchell@ucmerced.edu
Laura Miller
University of Arizona
lauram9@math.arizona.edu
Shilpa Khatri
Applied Mathematics
University of California, Merced
skhatri3@ucmerced.edu
MP2
Optimal Control in Fluid Flows through Deformable Porous Media
We consider an optimal control problem subject to a nonlinear poro-visco-elastic model with applications to ﬂuid
ﬂows through biological tissues. In particular, our goal
is to optimize the ﬂuid pressure using either distributed
or boundary control. We present results on the existence
of optimal control and the associated necessary optimality
conditions.
Sarah L. Strikwerda
North Carolina State University
slstrikw@ncsu.edu
Lorena Bociu
NC State University
Raleigh, NC
lvbociu@ncsu.edu
MP2

Hayley Olson
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Department of Mathematics
hayley.olson@huskers.unl.edu

Bilinear Control of Parabolic Evolution Equations

Mikil Foss, Petronela Radu
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
mikil.foss@unl.edu, pradu@unl.edu
MP2
Pulsing and Photosynthesis:
tions of Soft Corals

ghobson@ucsd.edu

Numerical Simula-

Corals in the family Xeniidae actively pulse their tentacles. It is hypothesized that the pulsing mixes the ﬂuid
to facilitate the photosynthesis of the symbiotic algae on
their tentacles. Numerical simulations of the resulting ﬂuid
ﬂow of a pulsing soft coral, using the immersed boundary
method, coupled to a novel photosynthesis model will be
presented. The beneﬁt of pulsing for mixing and photosynthesis in diﬀerent parameter regimes is quantiﬁed to gain
insight into this behavior.
Matea Santiago
University of California Merced
malvarado27@ucmerced.edu
Gabrielle Hobson
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UCSD

Despite the importance of control systems governed by bilinear controls for the description of phenomena that could
not be modeled by additive controls, such as for instance
the vibration of a beam composed by smart materials, or
the process of increasing the speed of a chemical reaction
by adding catalysts, the action of multiplicative controls is
generally not so widely studied as it happens for boundary and locally distributed controls. The main reasons of
this fact might be found in the intrinsic nonlinear nature of
such problems and furthermore, for controls that are scalar
functions of time, in an ineluctable obstruction for proving results of classical exact controllability which is contained in the celebrated work of Ball, Marsden and Slemrod (1982). In this poster I will present results, obtained in
collaboration with F. Alabau-Boussouira and P. Cannarsa,
of stabilization and controllability of evolution equations of
parabolic type via bilinear control to some particular target trajectories called eigensolutions. Moreover, I will show
the application of our abstract results to parabolic equations such as the heat equation with Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions, degenerate parabolic equations and
furthermore to diﬀusion equations on a network structure.
Cristina Urbani
University of Rome Tor Vergata
urbani@mat.uniroma2.it
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Fatiha Alabau-Boussouira
LJLL Sorbonne Université,
Université de Lorraine
alabau@ljll.math.upmc.fr
Piermarco Cannarsa
University of Rome
cannarsa@mat.uniroma2.it
MP2
Frictionless Indentation of a Rigid Stamp into a
Half-Space
Material properties at nanoscale exhibit size-dependent behavior which can be attributed to the inﬂuence of surfaces
and interfaces on the properties of materials. Due to this,
contact problems at nanoscale have to take into account
surface energy. In this talk, we consider an isotropic halfspace subjected to nanoscale contact with a rigid punch.
The surface energy in the Steigmann-Ogden form is used
to model the surface of the half-space while linear elasticity
is used to model the bulk of the material. The nanoindentation problem is solved using Boussinesqs displacement
potentials and Hankel integral transforms. The problem is
reduced to a single integral equation, the character of which
is studied, and a numerical method of solution to the corresponding integral equation using Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature is presented.
Lauren M. White
Kansas State University
Department of Mathematics
laurenmwhite@ksu.edu
Anna Zemlyanova
Department of Mathematics
Kansas State University
azem@ksu.edu
MP3
Analysis of a Foragers Decision-Making Heuristic
Optimal foraging theory favors ecological behavior that
maximizes long term caloric gains over time, and laboratory observations indicate that decisions for such longterm maximization are impulsive and depend on minimal
information. We posit that if the foragers current energy
state is less than the preys proﬁtability, then the forager
will consume the prey. Otherwise, the forager continues searching. We will prove that this decision-making
heuristic optimizes the forager’s energy state through a
proof of convergence in mean. Faculty Advisors: Theodore
Pavlic, Professor, tpavlic@asu.edu; Naala Brewer, Lecturer, nbrewer@asu.edu
Liliaokeawawa Cothren
Arizona State University
lcothren@asu.edu
MP3
Comparing Numerical Solution Methods for the
Cahn-Hilliard Equation
In this presentation, we will consider numerical methods
based on the convexity splitting technique to solve the
Cahn-Hilliard equation, a model for phase separation, with
periodic boundary conditions. These methods include linear extrapolation, second-order backward diﬀerence for-
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mulas, and implicit-explicit Runge-Kutta methods. The
Cahn-Hilliard equation, which is derived from a gradient
ﬂow of an energy functional, is a higher-order, parabolic
nonlinear partial diﬀerential equation. As such, each of
the proposed solvers preserves the energy decreasing property of this equation. The solution methods, which were
implemented using fast Fourier transformations, were compared by means of accuracy and computational runtime.
Furthermore, the convexity splitting parameter was varied
in order to observe its eﬀects on the accuracy and stability of numerical solvers. The best method for modest
accuracy was determined to be the ﬁrst-order linear extrapolation method. The preferred higher-order solver was
an implicit-explicit Runge-Kutta scheme with relatively
low computational cost. Simulations conﬁrmed that this
method preserves stability at larger timesteps while maintaining a high degree of accuracy at both large and small
timesteps. This method can be extended to the 3D form of
the Cahn-Hilliard equation for applications, such as modeling tumor growth. Faculty Advisors: Saulo Orizaga, New
Mexico Tech, saulo.orizaga@nmt.edu
Riley Fisher, Mckenzie Garcia, Nagaprasad Rudrapatna
Duke University
raf39@duke.edu, mg373@duke.edu, nr131@duke.edu
MP3
Developing Computational Models to Detect Radiation in Urban Environments
The main objective of this project is to detect, characterize,
and locate radioactive sources in urban environments using computational models based on machine learning and
statistical techniques. The project explores multiple approaches such as signal processing methods, and neural
networks. Unnatural radiation sources, such as Uranium
or Plutonium, can compromise the safety of the population if they remain undetected by radiological search and
response teams. Moreover, the computational model being developed must be capable of identifying the type of
radiation source, classifying it as innocuous (i.e., isotopes
used in medical and industrial settings) or harmful (nuclear weapons). The project is currently supported by the
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), in collaboration with the Department of Mathematics at EmbryRiddle. Faculty Advisors: Mihhail Berezovski, Assistant
Professor of Mathematical Sciences, berezovm@erau.edu
Nicolas Gachancipa
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
nicolasgapar@gmail.com
MP3
Comparing Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponents and
Lagrangian Descriptors for Identifying PhaseSpace Structures in Two-Dimensional Double-Gyre
Flow
In this presentation we will compare the advantages, limitations, and computational considerations of using FiniteTime Lyapunov Exponents (FTLEs) and Lagrangian Descriptors (LDs) as tools for identifying phase-space structures in two-dimensional time-periodic ﬂows. These structures include mechanisms of transport and mixing present
in oceanic ﬂows, and the methods have been recently applied to other dynamical systems such as in chemical reaction dynamics. We speciﬁcally use these tools to study
the stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic stagnation
points, and the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) tori as-
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sociated with elliptic stagnation points. The background
and theory of both FTLEs and LDs will be presented, and
examples of both methods will be shown based on a simpliﬁed two-dimensional version of double-gyre ﬂow, which
is a feature of large-scale ocean circulation. Faculty Advisors: Kevin McIlhany, United States Naval Academy, mcilhany@usna.edu
Timothy Getscher
United States Naval Academy
getscher@mit.edu

MP3
Let Optimization be Your Guide for a Magical
Family Trip in Disneyland Paris
Disneyland is a magical place for young and old alike. Yet
the size of the park, the age restrictions of the attractions,
the preferences amongst diﬀerent age groups and the time a
family could spend in the park, makes it diﬃcult to decide
which attractions to visit. In order to simplify this complication, we start by collecting data from the Disneyland
Paris website and other reliable sources which include ratings of the attractions for each age group and we formulate
an Orienteering Problem that aims to ﬁnd the route achieving the maximum total rating. Our case study tries to answer two questions: (i) how each family member should
individually navigate the park maximizing his/hers total
rating, and (ii) how a family as a single group should navigate the park such that all family members achieve their
goals. Our results show that if the family stay as a single group, the loss in total rating is negligible compared to
each family member navigating the park individually. Faculty Advisors:, Angelos Georghiou, University of Cyprus,
angelos.georghiou@gmail.com
Konstantina Kyriakou, Georgia Lazaridou, Amalia
Chatzigeorgiou
University of Cyprus
kkyria01@ucy.ac.cy,
glazar01@ucy.ac.cy,
achatz04@ucy.ac.cy

MP3
Near-Optimal Histogram Testing
Histograms are probability distributions with piecewise
constant probability mass function: if the mass function
is piecewise constant on k intervals, the distribution is said
to be a k-histogram. When dealing with large datasets,
histograms are one of the most common ways to represent data succinctly. We study the following testing problem: given i.i.d. samples from an unknown distribution
p supported on 1, 2, ..., n, one must distinguish between
the cases that p is a k-histogram versus far from any khistogram in total variation (statistical) distance. Our
main contributions are an eﬃcient testing algorithm whose
sample complexity is optimal, within logarithmic factors,
and a nearly matching sample complexity lower bound;
both improving on the previous state-of-the-art. Faculty Advisors: Ilias Diakonikolas, University of Wisconsin
Madison, ilias.diakonikolas@gmail.com; Clment Canonne,
University of Sydney, clement.canonne@sydney.edu.au
Sihan Liu
University of Wisconsin Madison
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sliu556@wisc.edu
MP3
Predictive Analytics for Dynamic Pricing in Private Aviation
The method of predicting private ﬂight demand exists only
as a manual process, resulting in restrictions with time
and overall eﬃciency. In the private aviation industry,
dynamic pricing is a tool used to help computerize the
ﬂight demand predictions as it decreases time consumption in the procedure, increases company revenue while
maintaining competitiveness in the industry and improves
customer satisfaction. OneSky Network, the IT branch
of a private jet company located in Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Universitys Micaplex, teamed up with a few students at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University for a research project that explores the concept of dynamic pricing
with the ultimate goal of implementing such an algorithm
for the private aviation industry. The objective of this
research project is to create prediction models that will
accurately predict private ﬂight demand over the course
of a year using three years of historical ﬂight data that
were provided by OneSky. Support for this project is provided by the National Research Experience for Undergraduates Program (NREUP) of the Mathematical Association
of America funded by the NSF Grant #1950644. Faculty
Advisors: Mihhail Berezovski, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, berezovm@erau.edu
Mariah Marin, Malfalda Soares, Camryn Wills
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
marinm4@my.erau.edu,
soaresm1@my.erau.edu,
willsc2@my.erau.edu
MP3
Money Managers Portfolio Relations.
from South Africa

Evidence

This paper explores the hypothesis that money managers
and prospective investors exchange information and ideas
about assets to one another directly, through word-ofmouth communication. Our sets of hypotheses appear as
follows; Based on location, a mutual Fund manager is more
likely to buy (or sell) a particular stock in any quarter if
other managers in the same city are buying (or selling) that
same stock. This pattern shows up even when the Fund
manager and the stock in question are located far apart.
On gender basis, a male Fund manager is more likely to relate his investment style to other male managers in his lines
and the same is true for the female counterparts. Lastly,
based on race, white managers do spread market trading
information faster than the black mangers due to some factors. The evidence to all these above conjectures can be interpreted in terms of an epidemic model in which investors
spread information about stocks to one another by word
of mouth. Thus, this study employs an epidemic approach
to modelling the word of mouth information transmission
among various mutual Fund managers, with eﬀect analysis
on market performance and behaviour. Faculty Advisors:
Mashasha Maxwell
Leonard Mushunje
Midlands State University
leonsmushunje@gmail.com
MP3
Discrepancy-Based Inference for Intractable Gen-
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erative Models using Quasi-Monte Carlo

Settlers of Catan

Intractable Generative models are models for which the
likelihood is unavailable but sampling is possible. Most approaches to parameter inference in this setting require the
computation of some discrepancy between the data and the
generative model. This is for example the case for minimum distance estimation and approximate Bayesian computation. These approaches require sampling a high number of realisations from the model for diﬀerent parameter
values, which can be a signiﬁcant challenge when simulating is an expensive operation. In this paper, we propose
this approach by enforcing ”sample diversity” in simulations of our models. This will be implemented through the
use of quasi-Monte Carlo point sets. Our key results are
sample complexity bounds which demonstrate that this approach can signiﬁcantly reduce the number of samples required to obtain a given level of accuracy when using three
of the most common discrepancies in this ﬁeld: the maximum mean discrepancy, the Wasserstein distance, and the
Sinkhorn divergence. Faculty Advisors: Francois-Xavier
Briol, University College London, f.briol@ucl.ac.uk

In recent years, the abilities of Chess and Go playing artiﬁcial intelligences has increased greatly to become superior
to most human competitors, but this focus has rarely been
turned toward specialist games. This project is aimed at
creating a competent game playing AI in the game of Settlers of Catan. In attempting to replicate the artiﬁcial
intelligences that were created to play Chess and Go, this
project will analyze what is needed for a computer to play
the game eﬃciently and at a high level. While Chess and
Go utilize simpler boards and options in game, Settlers of
Catan oﬀers a large amount of decisions every turn that
can be explored that would de-incentivize a brute force
method of computation. By taking advantage of the board
design, the strict turn order, and the expanding options of
play as the game goes on, the computer intelligences could
compete better than random choice and standard human
players. Faculty Advisors: Quan Tran, University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma, qtran@usao.edu

Ziang Niu
Renmin University of China
ziangniu6@gmail.com
Johanna Meier
Leibniz Universität Hannover
meier@statistik.uni-hannover.de
MP3
Analysing Early Warning Signals of Disease Elimination by Approximating the Potential Surface
The theory of critical slowing down states that a system
displays increasing relaxation times as it approaches a critical transition. Such changes in relaxation times can be seen
in statistics generated from data timeseries, which can be
used as early warning signals of a transition. While analytic equations have been derived for various early warning signals in a variety of epidemiological models, there
is frequent disagreement with the general theory of critical slowing down, with some indicators performing well
when used in prevalence data but not when applied to incidence data. We investigate this eﬀect in an SIS model
by reconstructing the potential surface for diﬀerent types
of data. By modelling prevalence, incidence and the rate
of infection as stochastic diﬀerential equations, then using
an equation-free method to approximate their drift functions from simulated timeseries, we reconstruct the potential surface for each data type. Slowly varying parameters provides insight into how the shape of the potential
surface changes. Analytic equations for the drift functions are also derived for comparison with simulated results, showing that the potential surface for all data types
becomes shallower upon the approach to a critical transition from either direction, as predicted by critical slowing
down. Faculty Advisors: Louise Dyson, University of Warwick, l.dyson@warwick.ac.uk
Andrew Nugent, Emma R. Southall
University of Warwick
andjnugent@gmail.com, e.r.southall@warwick.ac.uk
MP3
Building an Artiﬁcially Intelligent Player to Play

Nicholas Stachovic
University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma
nsta4662@usao.edu
MP3
Best Strategy for Each Team in the Regular Season
to Win Champion in the Knockout Tournament
In J. Schwenk.(2018) What is the Correct Way to Seed
a Knockout Tournament? Retrieved from The American Mathematical Monthly, Schwenk identiﬁed a surprising weakness in the standard method of seeding a single
elimination (or knockout) tournament. In particular, he
showed that for a certain probability model for the outcomes of games it can be the case that the top seeded team
would be less likely to win the tournament than the second seeded team. This raises the possibility that in certain
situations it might be advantageous for a team to intentionally lose a game in an attempt to get a more optimal
(though possibly lower) seed in the tournament. We examine this question in the context of a four team league
which consists of a round robin regular season followed by
a single elimination tournament with seedings determined
by the results from the regular season. Using the same
probability model as Schwenk we show that there are situations where it is indeed optimal for a team to intentionally
lose. Moreover, we show how a team can make the decision as to whether or not it should intentionally lose. We
did two detailed analysis. One is for the situation where
other teams always try to win every game. The other is for
the situation where other teams are smart enough, namely
they can also lose some games intentionally if necessary.
The analysis involves computations in both probability and
(multi-player) game theory. Faculty Advisors: Jonathon
Peterson, Purdue University, Department of Mathematics,
peterson@purdue.edu
Zijie Zhou
Purdue University
zhou19981107@gmail.com
PP1
Computational Simulation
Reaction-Difussion Model

of

Patterns

in

a

Recent studies in reaction-diﬀusion models have been oriented to produce patterns for studying polycrystalline materials as graphene oxide. Here we show an algorithm
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to obtaining patterns from a reaction-diﬀusion equation.
Results suggest that it is possible to obtain theoretical patterns from the reaction-diﬀusion equation, as expected, compared with the experimental patterns of highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) in
graphite oxide samples.
Cesar Acosta-Minoli, Jhon Prias, Monica Velasco
Universidad del Quindı́o
cminoli@uniquindio.edu.co,
jjprias@uniquindio.edu.co,
mbvelasco@uniquindio.edu.co
PP1
LGN-CNN: a Biologically Inspired CNN Architecture
In our work, we introduce a biologically inspired Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture called LGNCNN, that has a ﬁrst convolutional layer composed by a
single ﬁlter and that mimics the role of the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN). Then we investigate the retinex eﬀect
induced by this ﬁlter. The presence of an unique ﬁlter
induces rotational invariant properties of the network, so
that the lerned ﬁlter shows a rotationally symmetric pattern and turns out to be a good approximation of a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) and of receptive proﬁles (RPs) of
the cells in the LGN. In this way we establish a strong analogy between our LGN-CNN and the visual system structure. We give computational results, and investigate the
contrast invariance capability of the LGN-CNN, comparing
the Retinex eﬀects of the ﬁrst layer of LGN-CNN and the
Retinex eﬀects of a LoG. Finally, we compare the statistics
of ﬁlters of the second layer with the biological distribution of recorded RPs of simple cells in the Primary Visual
Cortex. The similarity we ﬁnd enforces the analogy between our architecture and the structure of the ﬁrst layers
of the visual system. A preprint on this topic is available
at https://arxiv.org/abs/1911.06276.
Federico Bertoni
Sorbonne University and University of Bologna
federico.bertoni4@unibo.it
PP1
The Select Boost Algorithm Improves Variable Selection in Linear Models
With the growth of big data, variable selection has become
one of the critical challenges in statistics. Although many
methods have been proposed in the literature their performance in terms of recall and precision are limited in a context where the number of variables by far exceeds the number of observations or in a highly correlated setting. We
propose a general algorithm which improves the precision
of any existing variable selection method. This algorithm
is based on highly intensive simulations and takes into account the correlation structure of the data. The user of
selectBoost can use this algorithm to produce a conﬁdence
index or choose an appropriate precision-selection trade-oﬀ
to select variables with high conﬁdence and avoid selecting
non-predictive features. The main idea behind our algorithm is to take into account the correlation structure of
the data and thus use intensive computation to select reliable variables. We succeeded in improving the precision of
the lasso selection method with relative stability on recall
and F-score and we demonstrate the performance of our
algorithm on both simulated and real data for linear models. The select boost algorithm is available on the CRAN
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as an R package.
Frederic Bertrand
Universite de Strasbourg
frederic.bertrand@utt.fr
Myriam Maumy
Universite de Strasbourg
IRMA
myriam.maumy@utt.fr
PP1
Viscoelastic Flows with First-Order Conservation
Laws and Relaxation
We propose a system of ﬁrst-order conservation laws with
relaxation (i.e. a system of balance laws) for the compressible non-isothermal viscoelastic ﬂows of Maxwell ﬂuids,
possibly heat-conducting following the Maxwell–Cattaneo
law. By establishing a strictly convex mathematical entropy, the system is shown symmetric-hyperbolic. The
prominent feature of the proposed model is the shorttime existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions that
are genuinely causal (perturbations of uniform ﬂows propagate at ﬁnite speed). Viscoelastic ﬂows of Maxwell ﬂuids with conservation laws, Sebastien Boyaval, ESAIM:
M2AN, https://doi.org/10.1051/m2an/2020076
Sebastien J. Boyaval
Laboratoire Saint-Venant
Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
sebastien.boyaval@enpc.fr
PP1
Seamless Numerical Homogenization for Multiscale
Problems
Many numerical methods inspired by analytic averaging
theory for dynamical systems or homogenization theory for
elliptic operators require scale separation between the small
and large scales in the problem. Recently some techniques
for dynamical systems have been proposed to mitigate
this restriction, such as the Seamless Multiscale Method
[E, Ren, Vanden-Eijnden, A general strategy for designing seamless multiscale methods] and FLAVORS [Tao,
Owhadi, Marsden, Non-intrusive and structure preserving
multiscale integration of stiﬀ ODEs, SDEs and Hamiltonian systems with hidden slow dynamics via ﬂow averaging]. We establish a rigorous link between multiscale
dynamical systems and one-dimensional homogenization,
which implies a seamless multiscale framework also for numerical homogenization. This framework is then generalized to higher dimensions. Analysis and numerical examples show desirable properties of the proposed technique as
well as the broad scope of application. This framework also
works with partial observations of the system. A practical
component is preprocessing by scale detection, for example by, empirical mode decomposition or Synchrosqueeze
algorithms.
Ziheng Chen, Björn Engquist
Department of Mathematics
the University of Texas at Austin
ziheng.chen@math.utexas.edu,
gquist@oden.utexas.edu

en-

PP1
Cpﬂoat: A C Library for Emulating Low-Precision
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Arithmetic
Low-precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic can be simulated
via software by executing each arithmetic operation in
hardware and rounding the result to the desired number
of signiﬁcant bits. For IEEE-compliant formats, rounding
requires only standard mathematical library functions, but
handling subnormals, underﬂow, and overﬂow demands
special attention, and numerical errors can cause mathematically correct formulae to behave incorrectly in ﬁnite
arithmetic. Moreover, the ensuing algorithms are not necessarily eﬃcient, as the library functions these techniques
build upon are typically designed to handle a broad range
of cases and may not be optimized for the speciﬁc needs of
ﬂoating-point rounding algorithms. CPFloat is a C library
that oﬀers eﬃcient routines for rounding arrays of binary32
and binary64 numbers to lower precision. The software exploits the bit level representation of the underlying formats
and performs only low-level bit manipulation and integer
arithmetic, without relying on costly library calls. In numerical experiments the new techniques bring a considerable speedup (typically one order of magnitude or more)
over existing alternatives in C, C++, and MATLAB. To
the best of our knowledge, CPFloat is currently the most
eﬃcient and complete library for experimenting with custom low-precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic available in any
language.
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Kate Johnson
University of California Davis
kj864ltj@gmail.com
Ling Huang
Sacramento City College
ling.huang@scc.losrios.edu
PP1
Eﬀectivity of Crowd-Sourcing Functional Connectivity Network Inference Methods of fMRI Data

Massimiliano Fasi
Orebro University, Sweden
massimiliano.fasi@oru.se

Understanding brain network interactions is one step towards understanding behavior, cognition, and various neurological disorders. Functional MRI (fMRI) scans are a
source of information to infer such network interactions.
In the neuroscience community, there are several methods
based on say, correlation, coherence, mutual information
to deduce functional connectivity networks. Sometimes,
these methods on their own may lead to false positives
or give partial network connectivity results. In this work,
we explore the utility of crowd-sourcing inference methods
to obtain more accurate network connectivity maps. To
that end, we utilize a rich dataset of around 1400 fMRI
timeseries generated from 28 diﬀerent networks [Smith et
al., 2011]. The results of the poster show that, in the absence of a gold standard, rather than using a single reverseengineering method, it is more prudent to use a combination of high-performing methods.

Mantas Mikaitis
The University of Manchester
mantas.mikaitis@manchester.ac.uk

Sherli Koshy-Chenthittayil
Postdoctoral Fellow, UConn Health
koshychenthittayil@uchc.edu

PP1

Martha Paola Vera-Licona
Assistant Professor, Center for Quantitative Medicine
UConn Health
veralicona@uchc.edu

Repeated Measures Analysis of Natural Killer Cell
Data at the 50% Cytotoxicity Level
A repeated measures analysis of natural killer cell data is
conducted. The SAS/STAT (2018) procedure proc mixed
was used for the repeated measures analysis. The immune
parameter of interest is the natural killer cell values obtained for an input 50% cytotoxicity level [NK50]. The
original study was carried out at the University of California San Francisco. SAS software functions were used to
simulate stress and health data by randomly selecting observations on a sample of subjects to demonstrate methodology. Simulations based upon summary data and models
ﬁt to the data were used for representative data. Two
types of stress outcome are examined. These are the acute
(short-term) stress and chronic (long-term) stress levels.
The grouping variables used include gender, employment
status and a cluster variable obtained from a cluster analysis of nine mood variables. A principal component analysis
is used on sets of (NK100, NK50, NK25, NK12, NK6) sequences of data. The NK100, NK50, NK25, NK12 and
NK6 are the natural killer cell values obtained for input
100%, 50%, 25%, 12.5% and 6.25% cytotoxicity levels, respectively. Models often used in predicting cytotoxicity
values involve an exponential ﬁt (Archontoulis and Miguez,
2014). Models are ﬁt to the data to obtain estimates of the
NK50 using the modiﬁed Gauss Newton to obtain parameter estimates for the exponential growth model.
Paul Johnson
Biostatistical Software Development
PJohnson@biostatsoftware.com

PP1
Machine Learning Assisted Chimera and Solitary
States in Networks
Chimera and Solitary states have captivated scientists and
engineers due to their peculiar dynamical states corresponding to co-existence of coherent and incoherent dynamical evolution in coupled units in various natural and
artiﬁcial systems. In this work, using supervised machine
learning, we predict (a) the precise value of delay which is
suﬃcient for engineering chimera and solitary states for a
given set of system’s parameters, as well as (b) the intensity
of incoherence for such engineered states. Ergo, using few
initial data points we generate a machine learning model
which can then create a more reﬁned phase plot as well as
by including new parameter values. We demonstrate our
results for two diﬀerent examples consisting of single layer
and multi layer networks. First, the chimera states (solitary states) are engineered by establishing delays in the
neighbouring links of a node (the interlayer links) in a 2-D
lattice (multiplex network) of oscillators. Then, diﬀerent
machine learning classiﬁers, K-nearest neighbours (KNN),
support vector machine(SVM) and multi-layer perceptron
neural network (MLP-NN) are employed by feeding the
data obtained from the network models. Once a machine
learning model is trained using the limited amount of data,
it predicts the precise value of critical delay as well as the
intensity of incoherence for a given unknown systems pa-
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real microarray or RNA-Seq data.

Niraj Kushwaha, Naveen Mendola
Indian Institute of Technology Indore
nirajkkushwaha1@gmail.com,
naveen.maindola95@gmail.com

Myriam Maumy
Universite de Strasbourg
IRMA
myriam.maumy@utt.fr

Saptarshi Ghosh
Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience
saptarshi.ghosh@ntnu.no

Frederic Bertrand
Universite de Strasbourg
frederic.bertrand@utt.fr

Ajaydeep Kachhvah, Sarika Jalan
Indian Institute of Technology Indore
ajaydeep@iiti.ac.in, sarika@iiti.ac.in
PP1
Two-Dimensional Laminar Flow of the Generalized
Fluid Across an Unconﬁned Inclined Square Cylinder using Finite Element Methods
The work concerns a least-squares ﬁnite element method
(LSFEM) for the power-low generalized ﬂuid ﬂow across a
square cylinder. The LSFEM method oﬀers the advantages
of always generating a symmetric positive deﬁnite system,
insensitivity to equation type, and no need for compatibility conditions between ﬁnite element spaces. This can be
accomplished using low-order basis functions without substantial complications in coding. The LSFEM uses the L2 norm of the residuals of each equation multiplied by appropriately adjusted weights. Numerical results indicate that
we can apply the LS method to ﬂow problems and obtain
the drag coeﬃcients, viscosity, and velocity. The eﬀects of
the power-law index have been investigated in the steady
ﬂow regime. These results agree with others published
in the literature. Hence, we obtain that the LSFEM in
non-Newtonian ﬂuid simulations with shear-thinning and
shear-thickening characteristics.
Hsueh-Chen Lee
General Education Center
Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages, Taiwan
87013@mail.wzu.edu.tw
PP1
A New Algorithm for Reverse-Engineering Patterned Heterogenous Networks
We created a new algorithm dedicated to biological network reverse-engineering that allows for single or joint
modelling of, for instance, genes and proteins. It is designed to work with patterned data. Famous examples of
problems related to patterned data are: recoveringsignalsin
networks after astimulation(cascade network reverse engineering) and analysingperiodic signals. The algorithm begins with a step to select the actors that will be used in
the reverse engineering upcoming step. An actor can be
included in that selection based on itsdiﬀerential eﬀects
(for instance gene expression or protein abundance) or on
its time course proﬁle. The actors are then clustered and
various time-varying patterns of interaction between the
clusters can be speciﬁed. Manyinference functions can be
used in the inference step of the algorithm. They are dedicated to getting speciﬁc features for the inferred network
such as sparsity, robust links, high conﬁdence links or stable through resampling links. In order to include biological
a priori knowledge in the network inference, we wanted to
enable weighted inference and had to extend some known
algorithm such as stability selection. We will provide examples of the use of the algorithm on simulated data or on

PP1
Modeling of Cooperative Associations in Harvester
Ant, Pogonomyremx Californicus
The understanding and study of the evolution of cooperation present a challenge in biological studies, especially
among non-relatives. For non-relatives, indirect beneﬁts
have no payoﬀ or relevance for individuals since in a system of non-relatives, group selection occurs as opposed to
individual selection. In these systems, cooperation evolves
as a result of a group-level advantage. There are few examples of group-level selection found in nature. Among
these few examples are the species of the harvester ant
Pogonomyremex californicus. These ants provide an ideal
example for study since they consist of newly mated queens
who either primarily found nests alone or form cooperative
groups of non-relatives to establish nests. There is experimental data on these ants that have shown a group-level
advantage among cooperator ants. I will create an agentbased model that incorporates both lab and ﬁeld data in
order to analyze the ampliﬁcation and damping of diﬀerent
phenotypes. In addition to cooperators and noncooperators, I will add a cheater phenotype to see if they will aﬀect
the system and if the cooperator phenotype will prevail. I
hope to create a realistic agent-based model that addresses
the question of how social phenotypes are shaped by the
transition to cooperative associations.
Tamantha C. Pizarro
Arizona State University
tcpizarr@asu.edu
PP1
Conﬁdence Assessment using Optimal Feature and
State Characterization for an In-Situ Phosphate
Level Time Series Array
The ability to understand riverine phosphate level spatial structure is important for the comprehension of baseline pollutant dynamics of watersheds from which anomalous system behavior can be assessed. This comprehension
in turn impacts water quality evaluation, sanitation, and
public health. Acquired riverine phosphate measurements
taken at three sites in the Mississippi watershed stretching from fall 2016 to summer 2018 allow the opportunity
to examine site dimensional structure of phosphate levels
via Bayesian and manifold learning algorithms. More importantly, such techniques allow for the development of a
conﬁdence assessment methodology based on optimized parameter learning and state prediction which includes Gaussian mixture modeling, Laplacian eigenmaps, and Gaussian
processes. Preliminary machine learning statistical results
demonstrate a formulism in which future data points can
be assessed or judged as anomalous or not conditioned on
the optimal modeling of the spatio-temporal variability and
structure of old training data. The data processing technique shows great promise for the creation of an ensemble
algorithmic approach to optimal conﬁdence assessment of
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complex system data.
Nicholas V. Scott
Riverside Research
Riverside Research
nscott@riversideresearch.org
Jack McCarthy
Duke University, Dept. of Statistical Science
jack.mccarthy@duke.edu
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this study, we present a machine-learning approach to
identifying clinically signiﬁcant ﬂare-ups of respiratory illness using globally available clinical characteristic data.
The methodology leverages Bayesian Inference and Monte
Carlo methods to generate representative patient scenarios from marginally distributed health severity data and
train triage algorithms. Machine-learning prediction models are evaluated in out-of-sample validation tests of accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, ppv, and npv when detecting
health deterioration and recommending the most appropriate responsive care.

PP1
Multiparameter Full Waveform Inversion and Optimal Transport

Sumanth Swaminathan
Vironix
sswami@vironix.ai

Full waveform inversion (FWI) is a powerful computational
tool in seismic imaging and widely used to determine high
resolution of subsurface properties in seismology today.
FWI is a PDE constrained optimization technique. The
traditional misﬁt or objective function in this optimization is the L2 norm. Earlier the Wasserstein metric from
optimal transport has proved to be a superior choice for
misﬁt function in many situations. Properties as, for example, convexity and insensitivity to noise were established
in theory and in practice. This was the case for a single
parameter wave equation with inversion for the wave velocity. The multiparameter case is much more challenging
with ﬁnding both density and bulk modulus. This will require matching amplitudes in refractions in the recorded
signals and not just travel time. Earlier results of applying the Wasserstein metric to problem of velocity recovery
below a reﬂecting surface clearly indicate that the Wasserstein metric is sensitive to amplitude variations. In this
project we are investigating the performance in the multiparameter setting based on ﬁnite diﬀerence wave equation
approximations. The preliminary numerical results indicate that the Wasserstein metric is a very promising choice
of misﬁt function for FWI in the multiparameter case.

Botros Toro
Vironix Health, Inc
btoro@vironix.ai

Yiran Shen
Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and
Sciences,
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA
shenyiran91@utexas.edu
Björn Engquist
Department of Mathematics
the University of Texas at Austin
engquist@oden.utexas.edu
PP1
Diagnosing Respiratory Illness Deterioration Using
Machine-Learning Classiﬁers Trained on Simulated
Patient Vignettes
Viral and chronic respiratory illnesses are responsible for
$100s of billions in global healthcare utilization and 10s
of millions of deaths annually. While the recent Covid-19
pandemic has been a singular phenomenon leaving more
than 107M conﬁrmed cases and 2.3M deaths (as of February 2021) in its wake, chronic Lung Disease (primarily
Asthma and COPD) and seasonal inﬂuenza have persisted
for decades as a source of nearly $1 trillion in annual health
expenditures and millions of global deaths. The particular event that drives the majority of healthcare spending and morbidity among these illnesses is a rapid health
deterioration episode that manifests as either emergency
care (in the case of chronic lung disease) or rapid infection spread (in the case of Covid-19 and Inﬂuenza). In

Anna Berryman, James Morrill
Oxford University
anna.berryman@maths.ox.ac.uk,
james.morrill@maths.ox.ac.uk
Nicholas Wysham
The Vancouver Clinic
nwysham@tvc.org
Vinay Konda
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
vkonda2001@gmail.com
Shreyas Iyer
Charlotte Latin School
shreyasiyer75@gmail.com
Christopher Landon
Ventura Clinic
chris.landon@ventura.org
PP1
Hemodynamics in Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome Patients Assessed with a 1D Arterial Network Model
Patients with cardiovascular disease experience physiologic
changes in their heart, large vessels, and peripheral vessel
networks. An example is hypoplastic left heart syndrome
(HLHS), a disease in which the left side of the heart is
underdeveloped leaving patients with only one functioning
ventricle. Treatment of HLHS involves reconstructing the
aorta removing it from the left ventricle and attaching it
to the right ventricle. This initial reconstruction is the
ﬁrst step in a series of surgeries that lead to a Fontan circulation; a circuit that allows patients to live with univentricular circulation. While patients survive into adulthood,
most experience cardiovascular problems including reduced
cardiac output leading to insuﬃcient cerebral perfusion.
Current clinical assessments are made from analysis of 4D
MRI images quantifying 3D ﬂow patterns in the aorta.
However, these do not provide information about energy
loss, wave-intensity, or cerebral perfusion. This study uses
1D arterial network model computing these quantities in
patients with HLHS. To investigate the eﬀects that vascular remodeling has on perfusion, predictions will be compared to a single ventricle control patient; a patient with
double outlet right ventricle (DORV), for which the aorta
does not have to be reconstructed. Outputs include pres-
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sure and ﬂow predictions in vessels of the systemic system
for patients at supine rest and upright exercise as well as
wave-intensity analysis.
Alyssa Taylor
North Carolina State University
amtayl25@ncsu.edu
PP1
Premelting Controlled Active Matter in Ice
A collection of self-propelled particles can undergo complex
dynamics due to hydrodynamic and steric interactions. In
the case of a foreign particle inside a subfreezing solid, such
as a particle in ice, a premelted ﬁlm can form around it allowing the particle to migrate under the inﬂuence of an external temperature gradient, which is a phenomenon called
thermal regelation. It has recently been shown that the
migration of particles of a biological origin can accelerate
melting in a column of ice and thereby migrate faster. We
have previously shown that the eﬀect of regelation plays a
major role in the migration of inert particles and impurities
inside ice, with important environmental implications. In
particular, the question of how the activity aﬀects a particles position over time is essential for paleoclimate dating
methods in ice cores. We re-cast this class of regelation
phenomena in the stochastic framework of active OrnsteinUhlenbeck dynamics and make predictions relevant to this
and related problems of interest in geophysical and biological problems.
Jeremy Vachier
NORDITA
jeremy.vachier@su.se
John S. Wettlaufer
Yale University
john.wettlaufer@yale.edu
PP1
A Dynamic Inﬂammatory Response Model for Bolus Versus Continuous Administration of Endotoxin
Uncontrolled, persistent inﬂammation is a hallmark of individuals with medical conditions such as sepsis, a leading
cause of death in U.S. hospitals. While a bolus administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to healthy volunteers
is a common short-term inﬂammation model, a continuous
infusion of LPS over an extended time frame better represents the sustained inﬂammation present in conditions like
sepsis. A number of studies have used mathematical modeling to examine the inﬂammatory feedback in response
to a bolus administration of endotoxin, and these models were validated against bolus murine and human data.
Analysis of bolus versus continuous administration of endotoxin data reveals that a continuous administration of
LPS results in delayed peaks of pro and anti-inﬂammatory
cytokines and increases in peak magnitude of TNF-α and
IL-10. To further the understanding behind these diﬀerences, we adapt a 2 ng/kg bolus-dose inﬂammatory response model formulated as a system of ordinary diﬀerential equations tracking selected cytokines and cells to study
the inﬂammatory response to a continuous infusion of endotoxin over an extended period of time. Using sensitivity
analysis and parameter estimation, we validate the model
using experimental data from a study where 2 ng/kg of
LPS is administered over a 4-hour period in nine healthy
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volunteers.
Kristen Windoloski, Mette S. Olufsen
North Carolina State University
kawindol@ncsu.edu, msolufse@ncsu.edu
PP1
Parameter
Walks

Estimation

in

Branching

Random

Branching random walks are used to model a variety of
phenomena in biological systems. We consider a simple
branching random walk model, originally introduced in the
study of dendritic growth, and introduce analytic results
on the branching parameter. We compare parameter estimation techniques that utilize the analytic results and
describe their sensitivity to a number of variables. We will
also show how the techniques we develop can be utilized
when exact analytic results are not attainable.
Duncan Wright, Andrea Arnold, Sarah D. Olson
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
dwright2@wpi.edu, anarnold@wpi.edu, sdolson@wpi.edu
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IP1
Shortest Path Algorithms for Road Navigation
Computer-generated driving directions are commonplace
nowadays. Eﬃcient shortest path and distance oracle algorithms for road networks are one of the main enablers
of modern navigation systems. We discuss the evolution of
these algorithms for the last three decades. In particular,
we discuss ideas that lead to speed-ups of over three orders
of magnitude. We also discuss incorporation of real-world
constraints and algorithmic extensions, which make driving directions more precise and easier to use in the real
world.
Andrew V. Goldberg
Microsoft Research Silicon Valley
andvgol@gmail.com
IP2
Matrix-Free Jacobian Chaining
Algorithmic Diﬀerentiation (AD) yields tangent and adjoint versions of diﬀerentiable programs. Known Jacobians
of a set of elemental functions are multiplied according to
the chain rule of diﬀerentiation. Tangent [adjoint] programs evaluate matrix-free products of the [transposed]
Jacobian with a given matrix. Modular AD views on largescale numerical simulation programs can be represented as
directed acyclic graphs with edges representing (partial)
Jacobians of individual subprograms. The combinatorial
optimization problem aiming to accumulate the Jacobian
of the entire program with minimal computational cost
turns out to be intractable. Matrix-free Jacobian chain
products represent a relevant special case. They are deﬁned in terms of tangents and adjoints of individual modules. In this talk we discuss several variants of the MatrixFree Jacobian Chaining problem. We propose a dynamic
programming solution for the unconstrained case. Bounds
on the available persistent memory (required by the adjoint) make the problem computationally intractable. Our
results represent an important step towards rigorous AD
mission planning.
Uwe Naumann
RWTH Aachen University
Software and Tools for Computational Engineering
naumann@stce.rwth-aachen.de
IP3
Combinatorial Optimization Algorithms for Clustering and Machine Learning
Algorithms for machine learning tasks fall most often in
the realm of AI or continuous optimization of intractable
problems. We present combinatorial algorithms for machine learning, data mining, and image segmentation that,
unlike the majority of existing machine learning methods,
utilize pairwise similarities. These algorithms are eﬃcient
and reduce the classiﬁcation problem to a network ﬂow
problem on a graph. One of these algorithms addresses the
problem of ﬁnding a cluster that is as dissimilar as possible
from the complement, while having high similarity within
the cluster, is called HNC (Hochbaum’s Normalized Cut).
An extensive empirical study demonstrates that incorporating pairwise similarities improves accuracy of classiﬁcation and clustering. Another experimental study that
compared the performance of HNC to that of the spectral technique, for imaging instances, demonstrates that in
practice HNC’s performance dominates the performance
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of the spectral technique. To address the quadratic rate
of growth in the size of the data with the use of similarities we employ a method called ”sparse computation”
which enables the scalability of similarity-based algorithms
to very large-scale data sets while maintaining high levels
of accuracy. Several applications of HNC will be presented,
including medical imaging; image segmentation tasks and
the recent use of HNC for cell identiﬁcation in neuroscience
datasets.
Dorit Hochbaum
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research
University of California, Berkeley
hochbaum@ieor.berkeley.edu
IP4
Diﬀusion-Based Methods for Biological Network
Analysis
Algorithms for machine learning tasks fall most often in
the realm of AI or continuous optimization of intractable
problems. We present combinatorial algorithms for machine learning, data mining, and image segmentation that,
unlike the majority of existing machine learning methods,
utilize pairwise similarities. These algorithms are eﬃcient
and reduce the classiﬁcation problem to a network ﬂow
problem on a graph. One of these algorithms addresses the
problem of ﬁnding a cluster that is as dissimilar as possible
from the complement, while having high similarity within
the cluster, is called HNC (Hochbaum’s Normalized Cut).
An extensive empirical study demonstrates that incorporating pairwise similarities improves accuracy of classiﬁcation and clustering. Another experimental study that
compared the performance of HNC to that of the spectral technique, for imaging instances, demonstrates that in
practice HNC’s performance dominates the performance
of the spectral technique. To address the quadratic rate
of growth in the size of the data with the use of similarities we employ a method called ”sparse computation”
which enables the scalability of similarity-based algorithms
to very large-scale data sets while maintaining high levels
of accuracy. Several applications of HNC will be presented,
including medical imaging; image segmentation tasks and
the recent use of HNC for cell identiﬁcation in neuroscience
datasets.
Lenore J. Cowen
Dept. of Computer Science
Tufts University
cowen@cs.tufts.edu
IP5
Scaling up Network Centrality Computations
Network science methodology is increasingly applied to a
large variety of real-world phenomena, often leading to big
network data sets. Thus, networks (or graphs) with millions or billions of edges are more and more common. To
process and analyze these data, we need appropriate graph
processing systems and fast algorithms. Yet, many analysis
algorithms were pioneered on small networks when speed
was not the highest concern. Developing an analysis toolkit
for large-scale networks thus often requires faster variants,
both from an algorithmic and an implementation perspective. In this talk, we focus on computational aspects of vertex centrality measures, as encountered in our work on the
NetworKit toolkit. Such measures indicate the (relative)
importance of a vertex based on its position in the network. We describe several common measures, some based
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on shortest paths, others on algebraic concepts. Our focus
is on techniques to compute corresponding vertex rankings
eﬃciently on large networks - in particular via approximation and parallelism. Finally, we sketch families of hard
optimization problems in the centrality context and point
to appropriate solution methods as well as open problems.
Henning Meyerhenke
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
meyerhenke@hu-berlin.de
JP1
Towards Scalable and Practical Real-Time Computational Epidemiology

a job is above or below a given threshold. Further, onebit advice schemes can correspond to mechanisms that tell
whether to put a job at the front or the back for the queue,
a limitation which may be useful in many implementation
settings. Finally, queues with a single bit of advice have a
simple enough state that they can be analyzed in the limiting mean-ﬁeld analysis framework for the power of two
choices. Our work follows in the path of recent work by
showing that even small amounts of even possibly inaccurate information can greatly improve scheduling performance.
Michael Mitzenmacher
Harvard University
michaelm@eecs.harvard.edu

Infectious diseases cause more than 10 million deaths a year
worldwide. Globalization, urbanization, climate change,
and ecological pressures increase the risk and impact of future pandemics. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has exempliﬁed many of these issues. The social, economic, and
health impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has been immense and will continue to be felt for decades to come. AI,
data science, and scalable computation can play a multifaceted role in reorganizing, augmenting and supporting
global real-time epidemic science and the rapid translation to practical public health systems. Since February
2020, our group has been providing local, state, and federal authorities continuous modeling and analytics support
to contain the COVID-19 pandemic. The talk will give an
overview of the state of the art in real-time computational
epidemiology. Then using COVID-19 as an exemplar, we
will describe how scalable computing, AI and data science
can play an important role in advancing real-time epidemic
science. Computational challenges , combinatorial problems and directions for future research will be discussed.

CP1
The Quantile Matching Problem and Point Cloud
Registration

Madhav Marathe
University of Virginia
marathe@virginia.edu

Stephane Chretien
University of Lyon II
stephane.chretien@univ-lyon2.fr

CP1
Jacobian Sparsity Detection using Bloom Filters

Oya Karasan, Ecenur Oguz
Bilkent University
karasan@bilkent.edu.tr, ecenur.oguz@ug.bilkent.edu.tr

Determining Jacobian sparsity structure is an important
step in the eﬃcient computation of sparse Jacobians. We
introduce a new method for determining Jacobian sparsity patterns by combining bit vector probing with Bloom
ﬁlters. We further reﬁne Bloom ﬁlter probing by combining it with hierarchical probing to yield a highly eﬀective
strategy for Jacobian sparsity pattern determination.
Paul D. Hovland
Argonne National Laboratory
MCS Division
hovland@anl.gov
CP1
Queues with Small Advice
Motivated by recent work on scheduling with predicted job
sizes, we consider the performance of scheduling algorithms
with minimal advice, namely a single bit. The analysis
of such schemes, besides demonstrating the power of very
limited advice, is quite natural. In the prediction setting,
one bit of advice can be used to model a simple prediction
as to whether a job is “large’ or “small’; that is, whether

One of the fundamental problems in computer vision is
the matching of two point clouds. For the case when the
two point clouds do not match exactly we introduce a new
approach based on quantile matching using curvature information. We deﬁne the quantile matching problem on a
bipartite graph, the two parts of which represent two point
clouds. The goal is to achieve an optimal registration of
a point cloud with another point cloud. The problem is
posed as the problem of computing a (perfect when possible) matching, which maximizes the α-quantile of aﬃnity
weights between the nodes of the graph. We prove that
the problem is polynomially solvable in bipartite and nonbipartite graphs. Numerical illustrations are given. Implementations of the proposed algorithms in Python are
described along with computational results with synthetic
as well as real data from an optical coherence tomography
application.

Mustafa Pinar
Bilkent University
Dept of Industrial Engineering
mustafap@bilkent.edu.tr
CP1
General Discussion and Q&A
General discussion.
Peter Sanders
Karlsruhe Institue of Technology
Institute of Theoretical Informatics
sanders@kit.edu
CP2
A Parallel Approximation Algorithm for Maximizing Submodular b-matching
We design new serial and parallel approximation algorithms for computing a maximum weight b-matching in
an edge-weighted graph with a submodular objective func-
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tion. This problem is NP-hard; the new algorithms have
approximation ratio 1/3 and are relaxations of the Greedy
algorithm that rely only on local information in the graph,
making them parallelizable. We have designed and implemented Local Lazy Greedy algorithms for both serial and
parallel computers. We have applied the approximate submodular b-matching algorithm to assign tasks to processors
in the computation of Fock matrices in quantum chemistry
on parallel computers, in order to balance the computational load on the processors and bound the number of messages that a processor sends. We show that an assignment
of tasks to processors here provides a four fold speedup over
the currently used assignment in the NWChemEx software
on 8000 processors on the Summit supercomputer at Oak
Ridge National Lab.
S M Ferdous
Purdue University
sferdou@purdue.edu
Alex Pothen
Purdue University
Department of Computer Science
apothen@purdue.edu
Arif Khan
Paciﬁc Northwest National Lab
ariful.khan@pnnl.gov
Ajay Panyala
High Performance Computing Division
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
ajay.panyala@pnnl.gov
Mahantesh Halappanavar
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
mahantesh.halappanavar@pnnl.gov
CP2
Fully-Dynamic Weighted Matching Approximation
in Practice
Finding large or heavy matchings in graphs is a ubiquitous combinatorial optimization problem. In this paper, we
engineer the ﬁrst non-trivial implementations for approximating the dynamic weighted matching problem. Our ﬁrst
algorithm is based on random walks/paths combined with
dynamic programming. The second algorithm has been
introduced by Stubbs and Williams without an implementation. Roughly speaking, their algorithm uses dynamic
unweighted matching algorithms as a subroutine (within a
multilevel approach); this allows us to use previous work
on dynamic unweighted matching algorithms as a black
box in order to obtain a fully-dynamic weighted matching algorithm. We empirically study the algorithms on
an extensive set of dynamic instances and compare them
with optimal weighted matchings. Our experiments show
that the random walk algorithm typically fares much better
than Stubbs/Williams (regarding the time/quality tradeoﬀ), and its results are often not far from the optimum.
Christian Schulz
Heidelberg University, Germany
christian.schulz@informatik.uni-heidelberg.de
Eugenio Angriman, Henning Meyerhenke
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
eugenio.angriman@informatik.hu-berlin.de,
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LIP, ENS-Lyon, France.
Bora.Ucar@ens-lyon.fr
CP2
Using Predicted Weights for Ad Delivery
We study the performance of a proportional weights algorithm for online capacitated bipartite matching modeling
the delivery of impression ads. The algorithm uses predictions on the advertiser nodes to match arriving impression nodes fractionally in proportion to the weights of its
neighbors. This paper gives a thorough empirical study of
the performance of the algorithm on a data-set of ad impressions from Yahoo! and shows its superior performance
compared to natural baselines such as a greedy water-ﬁlling
algorithm and the ranking algorithm. The proportional
weights algorithm has recently received interest in the theoretical literature where it was shown to have strong guarantees in the beyond the worst-case model of algorithms
augmented with predictions. We extend these results to
the case where the advertisers capacities are no longer stationary over time. Additionally, we show the algorithm
has near optimal performance in the random-order arrival
model when the number of impressions and the optimal
matching are suﬃciently large.
Thomas J. Lavastida, Benjamin Moseley, R Ravi
Carnegie Mellon University
tlavasti@andrew.cmu.edu, moseleyb@andrew.cmu.edu,
ravi@andrew.cmu.edu
Chenyang Xu
Zhejiang University
xcy1995@zju.edu.cn
CP3
A Metric on Directed Graphs and Markov Chains
based on Hitting Probabilities
The shortest-path, commute time, and diﬀusion distances
on undirected graphs have been widely employed in applications such as dimensionality reduction, link prediction, and trip planning. Increasingly, there is interest in
using asymmetric structure of data derived from Markov
chains and directed graphs, but few metrics are speciﬁcally adapted to this task. We introduce a metric on the
state space of any ergodic, ﬁnite-state, time-homogeneous
Markov chain and, in particular, on any Markov chain derived from a directed graph. Our construction is based on
hitting probabilities, with nearness in the metric space related to the transfer of random walkers from one node to
another at stationarity. Notably, our metric is insensitive
to shortest and average walk distances, thus giving new
information compared to existing metrics. We use possible degeneracies in the metric to develop an interesting
structural theory of directed graphs and explore a related
quotienting procedure. Our metric can be computed in
O(n3 ) time, where n is the number of states, and in examples we scale up to n = 10, 000 nodes and ≈ 38M edges
on a desktop computer. In several examples, we explore
the nature of the metric, compare it to alternative methods, and demonstrate its utility for weak recovery of community structure in dense graphs, visualization, structure
recovering, dynamics exploration, and multiscale cluster
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detection.

csyuanjing@gmail.com

Zachary M. Boyd
University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill
boyd@mathematics.byu.edu

CP3
Local Hyper-Flow Diﬀusion
Recently, hypergraphs attracted a lot of attention due to
their ability to capture complex relations among entities.
The insurgence of hypergraphs has resulted in data of increasing size and complexity that exhibit interesting smallscale and local structure, e.g., small-scale communities and
localized node-ranking around a given set of seed nodes.
Popular and principled ways to capture the local structure are the local hypergraph clustering problem and the
related seed set expansion problem. In this work, we propose the ﬁrst local diﬀusion method that achieves edge-sizeindependent quadratic approximation error for the problem of local hypergraph clustering, while applying to a substantially richer class of higher-order relations with only
a submodularity assumption. Our method is based on
a primal-dual optimization formulation where the primal
problem has a natural network ﬂow interpretation, and the
dual problem has a cut-based interpretation using the �2 norm penalty on associated cut-costs. We demonstrate the
new technique is signiﬁcantly better than state-of-the-art
methods on both synthetic and real-world data.
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CP3
Non-Monotone
Learning

Adaptive

Submodular

Meta-

Pan Li
Department of Computer Science
Purdue University
panli@purdue.edu

The core idea of meta-learning is to leverage prior experience to design solutions that can be quickly adapted
to new, unseen tasks. Most of existing studies consider
the case where the feasible parameter space is continuous. Recently, [?] develops the framework of a discrete
variant of meta-learning, called submodular meta-learning,
and they treat each task as a discrete optimization problem, i.e., they intend to select a group of items that maximizes the average expected utility of all tasks. Motivated
by their framework, we consider the submodular metalearning problem under the adaptive setting. In particular, we assume that each item has a random state, which
is drawn from some known prior distribution. One must
select an item before observing its realized state. Given a
task, the utility function is deﬁned over items and states.
Our goal is to adaptively select a group items, each selection is based on the feedback from the past, to maximize the average expected utility of all tasks. Following
the framework of standard meta-learning, we propose an
eﬀective policy that is composed of two phases: We ﬁrst
pre-compute an initial set of items, called initial solution
set, based on previously visited tasks, then, once a new
task is revealed, we add more items to the initial solution
set to complete the selection process. We show that our
policy achieves a 1/32 approximation ratio if the utility
function of each task is adaptive submodular.

Shenghao Yang
University of Waterloo
shenghao.yang@uwaterloo.ca
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CP3
Binary Level-Set Method for Variational Implicit
Solvation Model
The Variational Implicit Solvent Model (VISM) is a theoretical and computational tool to study biomolecular systems with complex topology. Central in VISM is an eﬀective free-energy of all possible interfaces separating solutes
(e.g., proteins) from solvent (e.g., water). Such a functional
can be minimized numerically by a level-set method to determine the stable equilibrium conformations and solvation
free energies. However, the PDE-based approach is timeconsuming. We developed a discrete formulation of the
problem using the binary level set method. The interface
is approximated by a binary level set function that takes
value ±1 on the solute/solvent region. The VISM energy
can be minimized by iteratively “ﬂipping’ the binary level
set function. The new method is fast enough to be coupled with the Monte Carlo method for biomolecular simulations. We also show that with the discrete formulation,
the VISM energy functional can be globally minimized by
min-cut max-ﬂow algorithms.
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CP4
Shared-Memory Implementation of the KarpSipser Kernelization Process
We investigate the parallelization of the Karp-Sipser kernelization technique, which constitutes the central part of
the well known Karp-Sipser heuristic for the maximum
cardinality matching problem. The technique reduces a
given problem instance to a smaller but equivalent one,
by a series of two operations: vertex removal, and merging/unifying two vertices. The operation of merging two
vertices poses the principal challenge in parallelizing the
technique. We describe an algorithm that minimizes the
need for synchronization and present an eﬃcient sharedmemory parallel implementation. Using extensive experiments on a variety of multicore CPUs, we show that our
implementation scales well up to 32 cores on one socket.
Johannes Langguth
Simula research laboratory
langguth@simula.no

Such sketches are used to answer post-hoc queries in several
data analytics tasks. The algorithm for computing sketches
typically requires to be fast, accurate, and space-eﬃcient.
In this work, we focus on the problem of computing frequency moments of a data stream and computing the inner
product of the frequency vectors corresponding to a pair
of data streams. The seminal work of Alon, Matias, and
Szegedy, a.k.a. Tug-of-war sketch gives a randomized sublinear space (and linear time) algorithm for these problems.
However, the variance of the estimates given by the Tugof-war sketch typically tends to be large. In this work, we
focus on minimizing the variance of these estimates using
the techniques from the classical Control-Variate method,
which is primarily known for variance reduction in MonteCarlo simulations. As a consequence, we are able to obtain
signiﬁcant variance reduction, at the cost of a little computational overhead. We present a theoretical analysis of our
proposal and complement it with supporting experiments
on synthetic as well as real-world datasets.
Rameshwar Pratap, Bhisham Dev Verma
IIT Mandi
H.P.
rameshwar.pratap@gmail.com,
bhishamdevverma@gmail.com
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CP5
Fairmandering: A Column Generation Heuristic
for Fairness-Optimized Political Districting

Ioannis Panagiotas
Sorbonne University
ioannis.panagiotas@lip6.fr
Bora Ucar
LIP, ENS-Lyon, France.
Bora.Ucar@ens-lyon.fr
CP4
On the Diﬀerence Between Search Space Size and
Query Complexity in Contraction Hierarchies
In this paper we present results that underline the significant diﬀerence between the size of node search space size
and the query complexity in Contraction Hierarchies. Under diﬀerent input models, node search spaces were proven
to be sublinear. In this paper we prove for the same settings that edge search spaces are not sublinear. Our results
make clear, that only analyzing the number of processed
nodes during a CH query does not suﬃce for a thorough
understanding of the CH query complexity. A broader definition of the search space that takes edges into account
appears to be necessary.
Claudius Proissl, Tobias Rupp
University of Stuttgart
claudius.proissl@fmi.uni-stuttgart.de,
stuttgart.de
CP4
Improving Tug-of-War
Variates Method
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Computing space-eﬃcient summary, or a.k.a. sketches, of
large data, is a central problem in the streaming algorithm.

The American winner-take-all congressional district system empowers politicians to engineer electoral outcomes by
manipulating district boundaries. Existing computational
solutions mostly focus on drawing unbiased maps by ignoring political and demographic input, and instead simply
optimize for compactness. We claim that this is a ﬂawed
approach because compactness and fairness are orthogonal qualities, and introduce a scalable two-stage method
to explicitly optimize for arbitrary piecewise-linear deﬁnitions of fairness. The ﬁrst stage is a randomized divideand-conquer column generation heuristic which produces
an exponential number of distinct district plans by exploiting the compositional structure of graph partitioning problems. This district ensemble forms the input to a master
selection problem to choose the districts to include in the
ﬁnal plan. Our decoupled design allows for unprecedented
ﬂexibility in deﬁning fairness-aligned objective functions.
The pipeline is arbitrarily parallelizable, is ﬂexible to support additional redistricting constraints, and can be applied to a wide array of other regionalization problems. In
the largest ever ensemble study of congressional districts,
we use our method to understand the range of possible
expected outcomes and the implications of this range on
potential deﬁnitions of fairness.
Wes Gurnee, David B. Shmoys
Cornell University
rwg97@cornell.edu, david.shmoys@cornell.edu
CP5
Faster Parallel Multiterminal Cuts
We give an improved branch-and-bound solver for the multiterminal cut problem, based on the recent work of Hen-
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zinger et al. We contribute new, highly eﬀective data reduction rules to transform the graph into a smaller equivalent instance. In addition, we present a local search algorithm that can signiﬁcantly improve a given solution to
the multiterminal cut problem. Our exact algorithm is
able to give exact solutions to more and harder problems
compared to the state-of-the-art algorithm by Henzinger
et al.; and give better solutions for more than two third of
the problems that are too large to be solved to optimality.
Additionally, we give an inexact heuristic algorithm that
computes high-quality solutions for very hard instances in
reasonable time.
Monika Henzinger
University of Vienna, Austria
monika.henzinger@univie.ac.at

factors and a latent variable analysis of co-expression in
varying cell types.
Madison Cooley
University of Utah
mcooley@cs.utah.edu
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CP6
CP5
Augmented Sparsiﬁers for Generalized Hypergraph Cuts
A number of recent advances in hypergraph clustering and
related higher-order machine learning tasks rely on minimizing generalized hypergraph cut functions. These assign
diﬀerent cut penalties for diﬀerent ways of partitioning the
nodes of a hyperedge. We introduce new techniques for approximately solving generalized hypergraph cut problems
by reducing a hypergraph to a sparse directed graph on
an augmented set of nodes. We show that this can be accomplished by ﬁnding piecewise linear approximations to
certain concave functions representing cut penalties. In
addition to producing faster algorithms for the minimum
hypergraph s-t cut problem, our sparsiﬁcation technique
leads to improved sparsiﬁers for graphs constructed from
co-occurrence data, as well as faster approximation algorithms for minimizing certain classes of decomposable submodular functions.
Nate Veldt, Austin R. Benson, Jon Kleinberg
Cornell University
nveldt@cornell.edu,
arb@cs.cornell.edu,
berg@cornell.edu
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CP6
Parameterized Algorithms for Identifying Gene
Co-Expression Modules via Weighted Clique Decomposition
We present a new combinatorial model for identifying regulatory modules in gene co-expression data using a decomposition into weighted cliques. To capture complex interaction eﬀects, we generalize the previously-studied weighted
edge clique partition problem. As a ﬁrst step, we restrict
ourselves to the noise-free setting, and show that the problem is ﬁxed parameter tractable when parameterized by
the number of modules (cliques). We present two new
algorithms for ﬁnding these decompositions, using linear
programming and integer partitioning to determine the
clique weights. Further, we implement these algorithms in
Python and test them on a biologically-inspired synthetic
corpus generated using real-world data from transcription

BELLA: Berkeley Eﬃcient Long-Read to LongRead Aligner and Overlapper
Recent advances in long-read sequencing allow characterization of genome structure and its variation within and
between species at a resolution not previously possible. Detecting overlap between reads is an essential component of
many long-read genome pipelines, such as de novo genome
assembly. Longer reads simplify genome assembly and improve reconstruction contiguity, but current long-read technologies are associated with moderate to high error rates.
Here we present BELLA, a novel algorithm for overlap detection and alignment using sparse matrix-matrix multiplication. Furthermore, we present a probabilistic model that
demonstrates the feasibility of using k-mers for overlap detection and shows its ﬂexibility when applied to diﬀerent
k-mer selection strategies. Based on such a model, we introduce a notion of reliable k-mers. Combining reliable
k-mers with our binning mechanism increases the computational eﬃciency and accuracy of our algorithm. Finally,
we introduce a new method based on Chernoﬀ bounds to
separate true overlaps from false positives using a combination of alignment techniques and probabilistic modeling.
Our goal is to maximize the balance of precision and recall. BELLA is among the best F1 scores and exhibits
performance stability than competing software often lacks.
BELLA’s F1 score is consistently within 1.7% of the top
performer. BELLA improves the de novo assembly quality
on synthetic data when coupled with the Miniasm assembler.
Giulia Guidi, Marquita Ellis
University of California, Berkeley
gguidi@berkeley.edu, mme@berkeley.edu
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CP6
Elruna : Elimination Rule-Based Network Alignment
In this paper, we propose ELRUNA (elimination rule-based
network alignment), a novel network alignment algorithm
that relies exclusively on the underlying graph structure.
Under the guidance of the elimination rules that we deﬁned, ELRUNA computes the similarity between a pair
of cross-network vertices iteratively by accumulating the
similarities between their selected neighbors. The resulting cross-network similarity matrix is then used to infer
a permutation matrix that encodes the ﬁnal alignment of
cross-network vertices. In addition to the novel alignment
algorithm, we improve the performance of local search, a
commonly used postprocessing step for solving the network alignment problem, by introducing a novel selection
method RAWSEM (random walk-based selection method)
based on the propagation of vertices mismatching across
the networks. The key idea is to pass on the initial levels
of mismatching of vertices throughout the entire network
in a random-walk fashion. Through extensive numerical
experiments on real networks, we demonstrate that ELRUNA signiﬁcantly outperforms the state-of-the-art alignment methods in terms of alignment accuracy under lower
or comparable running time. Moreover, ELRUNA is robust
to network perturbations such that it can maintain a close
to optimal objective value under a high level of noise added
to the original networks. Finally, the proposed RAWSEM
can further improve the alignment quality compared with
the naive local search method.
Zirou Qiu
University of Virginia
zq5au@virginia.edu
Ruslan Shaydulin
Argonne National Laboratory
rshaydu@g.clemson.edu
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University of Delaware
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CP7
Sphynx: A Parallel Multi-GPU Graph Partitioner
Graph partitioning has been an important tool to partition
the work among several processors to minimize the communication cost and balance the workload. While acceleratorbased supercomputers are emerging to be the standard, the
use of graph partitioning becomes even more important
as applications are rapidly moving to these architectures.
However, there is no distributed-memory parallel, multiGPU graph partitioner available for applications. We developed a spectral graph partitioner, Sphynx, using the
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portable, accelerator-friendly stack of the Trilinos framework. In Sphynx, we allow using diﬀerent preconditioners
and exploit their unique advantages. We use Sphynx to
systematically evaluate the various algorithmic choices in
spectral partitioning with a focus on the GPU performance.
We perform those evaluations on two distinct classes of
graphs: regular (such as meshes, matrices from ﬁnite element methods) and irregular (such as social networks and
web graphs), and show that diﬀerent settings and preconditioners are needed for these graph classes. The experimental results on the Summit supercomputer show that
Sphynx is the fastest alternative on irregular graphs in
an application-friendly setting and obtains a partitioning
quality close to ParMETIS on regular graphs. Sphynx provides a good and robust partitioning method across a wide
range of graphs for applications looking for a GPU-based
partitioner.
Erik G. Boman
Center for Computing Research
Sandia National Labs
egboman@sandia.gov
Seher Acer, Siva Rajamanickam, Christian Glusa
Sandia National Laboratories
seheracer@gmail.com,
srajama@sandia.gov,
caglusa@sandia.gov

CP7
A Message-Driven, Multi-GPU Parallel Sparse Triangular Solver
Sparse triangular solve is used in conjunction with Sparse
LU for solving sparse linear systems, either as a direct
solver or as a preconditioner. As GPUs have become ﬁrstclass compute citizens, designing an eﬃcient and scalable
SpTRSV on multi-GPU HPC systems is imperative. In
this paper, we leverage the advantage of GPU-initiated
data transfers of NVSHMEM to implement and evaluate a Multi-GPU SpTRSV. We create a novel producerconsumer paradigm to manage the computation and communication in SpTRSV and implement it using two CUDA
streams. Our multi-GPU SpTRSV implementation using
CUDA streams achieves up to a 3.7× speedup when using
up to eighteen GPUs (three nodes) relative to our implementation on a single GPU, and up to 6.1× compared to
cusparse csrsv2() with a scale from single GPU to eighteen GPUs. To further explain the observed performance
and explore the key features of matrices to estimate the
potential performance beneﬁts when using multi-GPU, we
extend the critical path model of SpTRSV to GPUs. We
demonstrate the ability of our performance model to understand various aspects of performance and performance bottlenecks on multi-GPU and motivate code optimizations.
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CP8
Optimal Portfolio Execution in a Regime-Switching
Market with Non-Linear Impact Costs: Combining
Dynamic Program and Neural Network

Parallel Clique Counting and Peeling Algorithms
We present a new parallel algorithm for k-clique counting/listing that has polylogarithmic span (parallel time)
and is work-eﬃcient (matches the work of the best sequential algorithm) for sparse graphs. Our algorithm is
based on computing low out-degree orientations, which
we present new work-eﬃcient parallel algorithms for. We
also present new parallel algorithms for approximate clique
counts using graph sparsiﬁcation. Finally, we design two
new parallel work-eﬃcient algorithms for approximating
the k-clique densest subgraph, the ﬁrst of which is a 1/kapproximation and the second of which is a 1/(k(1 + �))approximation and has polylogarithmic span. Our ﬁrst algorithm does not have polylogarithmic span, but we prove
that it solves a P-complete problem. In addition to the theoretical results, we implement the algorithms and propose
optimizations to improve their practical performance. On a
30-core machine with two-way hyper-threading, our algorithms achieve 13.23–38.99x and 1.19–13.76x self-relative
parallel speedup for k-clique counting and k-clique densest subgraph, respectively. Compared to the state-of-theart parallel k-clique counting algorithms, we achieve up
to 9.88x speedup, and compared to existing implementations of k-clique densest subgraph, we achieve up to 11.83x
speedup. We are able to compute the 4-clique counts on
the largest publicly-available graph with over two hundred
billion edges for the ﬁrst time.
Jessica Shi
Princeton University
jeshi@mit.edu
Laxman Dhulipala, Julian Shun
MIT
laxman@mit.edu, jshun@mit.edu
CP8
A Dynamic Program for Computing the Joint Cumulative Distribution Function of Order Statistics
We consider the problem of computing the joint cumulative distribution function of d select order statistics of
n ≥ d independent random variables representing m ≤ n
distinct populations. We present an eﬃcient dynamic programming algorithm for this problem that is polynomial in
both d and n, though exponential in m, hence most practical when m � n. Previously, the fastest known algorithms
were exponential in d, and either exponential in m or exponential in n, as well. Like others before us, we reduce the
problem to a combinatorial one of tossing balls into bins,
and then we calculate the probability of satisfying various
bin conditions: i.e., of suﬃciently many balls landing in
bins. The key observation that leads to such a signiﬁcant
speedup is that one need not keep track of the exact conﬁgurations of balls in bins to determine if the requisite bin
conditions are satisﬁed. Instead, the relevant information
can be compressed by merging conﬁgurations that satisfy
the same bin conditions.
Rigel C. Galgana, Cengke Shi, Amy Greenwald, Takehiro
Oyakawa
Brown University
rigel galgana@alumni.brown.edu, cengkeshi@gmail.com,
takeamy greenwald@brown.edu,

Optimal execution of a portfolio have been a challenging
problem for institutional investors. Traders face the tradeoﬀ between average trading price and uncertainty. Traditional methods suﬀer from the curse of dimensionality,
and easily become intractable when multiple assets are
considered. Here, we consider a set of discrete chunks,
and propose a four-step numerical framework for the optimal portfolio execution problem where multiple market
regimes exist, with the underlying regime switching based
on a Markov process. The market impact costs are modelled with a temporary part and a permanent part, where
the former aﬀects only the current trade while the latter persists. Our approach accepts impact cost functions
in generic forms, and provides robust strategies for both
CRRA (constant relative risk aversion) and mean-variance
objective functions.
Xiaoyue Li, John Mulvey
Department of Operations Research and Financial
Engineering
Princeton University
xiaoyuel@princeton.edu, mulvey@princeton.edu
CP9
Eﬃcient Signed Backward Substitution for Piecewise Aﬃne Functions via Path Problems in a Directed Acyclic Graph
We introduce an eﬃcient signed backward substitution for
a highly-structured system. More precisely, the problem
is to ﬁnd a vector u of dimension s that solves the system of piecewise aﬃne equations u = c + L|u|, where L
is a strictly lower left triangular s × s matrix, c denotes
a given vector of dimension s, and the notation | · | indicates the component-wise absolute value of a vector. The
novel approach is based on a Neumann series reformulation and attempts to exploit a high degree of parallelism.
We provide an analysis of its parallel run-time and show
that it is suited for large, sparse systems whose triangular
matrix has a small switching depth. The general idea behind this approach which is also used in the convergence
proof is based on modelling the switching depth by a graph
theoretic model. The key observation is that the computation of the switching depth corresponds to a single-pair
shortest path problem in a directed acyclic graph. The
proposed method is implemented and numerically evaluated using several examples whose problem structures are
representative of various applications in scientiﬁc computing.
Torsten F. Bosse, H. Martin Bücker, Ralf Seidler
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena
torsten.bosse@uni-jena.de,
matrin.buecker.uni-jena.de,
ralf.seidler@uni-jena.de
CP9
Limitations of Chung-Lu Random Graph Generation
Random graph models play a central role in the study
of social networks and in broader network analysis. The
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Chung-Lu model, which connects nodes vi , vj based on
their expected degrees wi ,wj according to the attachment
w w
probabilities iw j , is of particular interest. It is widely
k
used to generate null-graph models with expected degree
sequences. In addition, these attachment probabilities
implicitly deﬁne network measures such as modularity.
Despite its popularity, practical methods for generating
instances of Chung-Lu model-based graphs do relatively
poor jobs in terms of accurately realizing many degree sequences. We perform a theoretical analysis of the ChungLu random graph model in order to understand this discrepancy. We approximate the output of the Chung-Lu
random graph model with a linear system and use properties of this system to predict distribution errors. We
provide bounds on the maximum proportion of nodes with
a given degree that can be reliably produced by the model
for both general and non-increasing distributions. We additionally provide an explicit inverse of our linear system
and in cases where the inverse is non-negative, we introduce
a simple method for improving the accuracy of Chung-Lu
graph generation. Our analysis serves as an analytic tool
for determining the accuracy of Chung-Lu random graph
generation as well as correcting errors under certain conditions.
Christopher Brissette, George M. Slota
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
brissc@rpi.edu, slotag@rpi.edu
CP9
Multidimensional Included and Excluded Sums
This paper presents algorithms for the included-sums and
excluded-sums problems used by scientiﬁc computing applications such as the fast multipole method. These problems are deﬁned in terms of a d-dimensional array of N
elements and a binary associative operator ⊕ on the elements. The included-sum problem requires that the elements within overlapping boxes cornered at each element
within the array be reduced using ⊕. The excluded-sum
problem reduces the elements outside each box. The weak
versions of these problems assume that the operator has
an inverse, whereas the strong versions do not require this
assumption. In addition to studying existing algorithms to
solve these problems, we introduce three new algorithms.
The bidirectional box-sum (BDBS) algorithm solves the
strong included-sums problem in Θ(dN ) time, asymptotically beating the classical summed-area table (SAT) algorithm, which runs in Θ(2d N ) and which only solves the
weak version of the problem. Empirically, the BDBS algorithm outperforms the SAT algorithm in higher dimensions by up to 17.1×. The box-complement algorithm can
solve the strong excluded-sums problem in Θ(dN ) time,
asymptotically beating the state-of-the-art “corners’ algorithm by Demaine et al., which runs in Ω(2d N ) time. In 3
dimensions the box-complement algorithm empirically outperforms the corners algorithm by about 1.4× given similar
amounts of space.
Helen Xu
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.
hjxu@mit.edu
Sean Fraser
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
sfraser@mit.edu
Charles E. Leiserson
MIT CSAIL & Cilk Arts
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CP10
RCHOL: Randomized Cholesky Factorization for
Solving Sdd Linear Systems
We introduce a randomized algorithm, namely RCHOL,
to construct an approximate Cholesky factorization for a
given Laplacian matrix (a.k.a., graph Laplacian). The
exact Cholesky factorization for the matrix introduces
a clique in the associated graph after eliminating every
row/column. By randomization, RCHOL keeps a sparse
subset of the edges in the clique using a random sampling
developed by Spielman and Kyng. We prove RCHOL is
breakdown-free and apply it to solving large sparse linear
systems with symmetric diagonally dominant matrices. In
addition, we parallelize RCHOL based on the nested dissection ordering for shared-memory machines. Numerical
experiments demonstrated the robustness and the scalability of RCHOL. For example, our parallel code scaled up
to 64 threads on a single node for solving the 3D Poisson equation, discretized with the 7-point stencil on a
1024 × 1024 × 1024 grid, or one billion unknowns.
Chao Chen, Tianyu Liang, George Biros
University of Texas at Austin
chenchao.nk@gmail.com,
liangty1998@hotmail.com,
biros@oden.utexas.edu

CP10
Algorithmic Techniques for Finding Resistance
Distances on Structured Graphs with an Application to Linear 2-Trees
The resistance distance (occasionally referred to as the effective resistance) of a graph is a measure that quantiﬁes
its structural properties. Resistance distance in graphs has
played a prominent role not only in circuit theory and
chemistry, but also in combinatorial matrix theory and
spectral graph theory. Moreover, resistance distance has
been used in applied settings to sparsify a graphs while
maintaining spectral properties, in the ﬁeld of distributed
control and estimation, and as a tool for link prediction in
networks. The ﬁrst half of the presentation will focus on
common methods of determining the resistance distance in
graphs and provide examples of these methods. In particular, we will discuss the the combinatorial Laplacian, electric
circuit transformations, recursive techniques and spanning
two forests. With each of these techniques we will include
informative examples, as well as potential applications. In
addition to surveying methods for calculating resistance
distance, we will also discuss some results concerning resistance distance on the family of graphs known as linear
2trees. Finally we will close the presentation with several
interesting open conjectures involving resistance distance.

Emily Evans
Mathematics Department
Brigham Young University
ejevans@math.byu.edu
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General Discussion and Q&A
General Discussion.
Xiaoye (Sherry) Li
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
xsli@lbl.gov
CP10
Eﬃcient Parallel Sparse Symmetric Tucker Decomposition for High-Order Tensors
Tensor based methods are receiving renewed attention in
recent years due to their prevalence in diverse real-world
applications. There is considerable literature on tensor
representations and algorithms for tensor decompositions,
both for dense and sparse tensors. Many applications in
hypergraph analytics, machine learning, psychometry, and
signal processing result in tensors that are both sparse and
symmetric, making it an important class for further study.
Similar to the critical Tensor Times Matrix chain operation
(TTMc) in general sparse tensors, the Sparse Symmetric
Tensor Times Same Matrix chain (S3 TTMc) operation is
compute and memory intensive due to high tensor order
and the associated factorial explosion in the number of
non-zeros. In this work, we present a novel compressed
storage format, CSS, for sparse symmetric tensors, along
with an eﬃcient parallel algorithm for the S3 TTMc operation. We theoretically establish that S3 TTMc on CSS
achieves a better memory vs. run-time trade-oﬀ compared
to state-of-the-art implementations. We demonstrate experimental ﬁndings that conﬁrm these results and achieve
up to 2.9× speedup on synthetic and real datasets.
Shruti Shivakumar
Georgia Institute of Technology
sshivakumar9@gatech.edu
Jiajia Li
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
jiajia.li@pnnl.gov
Ramakrishnan Kannan
Oak Ridge National Laboratories
kannanr@ornl.gov
Srinivas Aluru
Georgia Institute of Technology
aluru@cc.gatech.edu
CP11
The Traveling Fireﬁghter Problem
We introduce the routing problem, Lp -TSP, for which the
input includes a set of destinations, the origin, along with
the underlying distances. The objective is to schedule a
traveler, of unit speed, to minimize the Minkowski p-norm
of the consequent vector of visit/service times. For p = ∞
the problem becomes a path variant of the Traveling Salesman Problem and for p = 1 it deﬁnes the Traveling Repairman Problem, both at the center of classical combinatorial optimization. Lp -TSP can be formulated as a convex mixed-integer program and enables a smooth interpolation between path-TSP and TRP, corresponding to optimal

routes from the perspective of a server vs. the clients, respectively. p can aﬀect fairness or eﬃciency of the solution.
Case p = 2 models the scenario when the cost/damage due
to delay in service is quadratic in time, which we term as
the Traveling Fireﬁghter Problem and provide a 5.65 approximation for it, on general metrics. We also provide a
reduction of Lp -TSP to segmented-TSP, resulting PTAS
for the Euclidean and tree metrics, for any p. We further study all-norm-TSP, in which the objective is to ﬁnd
a route that is near optimal concerning the minimization
of any norm of the visit times. We improve the competitive/approximation bound for this problem to 8, for general metrics, and introduce a ﬁrst impossibility bound. We
leave open several interesting directions to further develop
this line of research.
Majid Farhadi, Alejandro Toriello
Georgia Institute of Technology
farhadi@gatech.edu, atoriello@isye.gatech.edu
Prasad Tetali
School of Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Ga 30332-0160
tetali@math.gatech.edu

CP11
Search and Evacuation with a Near Majority of
Faulty Agents
There are n ≥ 3 unit speed mobile agents placed at the
origin of the inﬁnite line. In as little time as possible, the
agents must ﬁnd and evacuate from an exit placed at an
initially unknown location on the line. The agents can
communicate in the wireless mode in order to facilitate the
evacuation (i.e. by announcing the target’s location when
it is found). However, among the agents are a subset of
at most f crash faulty agents who may fail to announce
the target when they visit its location. In this paper we
study this aforementioned problem for the speciﬁc case that
n = 2f + 1. We introduce a novel type of search algorithm
and analyze its competitive ratio – the supremum, over all
possible target locations, of the ratio of the time the agents
take to evacuate divided by the initial distance between the
agents and the target. In particular, we demonstrate that
the competitive ratio of evacuation is at most 7.437011 for
(n, f ) = (3, 1); at most 7.253767 for (n, f ) = (5, 2) and
(7, 3); and at most 7.147026 for (n, f ) = (9, 4). For larger
values of√n = 2f + 1 we prove an asymptotic upper bound
of 4 + 2 2. We also adapt our evacuation algorithm for
(n, f ) = (3, 1) to the problem of search by three agents
with one byzantine fault, i.e. the faulty agent may also lie
about ﬁnding the target. In doing so we improve the best
known upper bound on this search problem from 8.653055
to 7.437011.
Ryan Killick, Evangelos Kranakis
Carleton University
ryankillick@cmail.carleton.ca, kranakis@scs.carleton.ca
Jurek Czyzowicz
Universite du Quebec en Outaouais
jurek.czyzowicz@uqo.ca
Grzegorz Stachowiak
Uniwersytet Wroclawski
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ably going to have to start looking at the actual data in
order to grab it.

CP11
On the Request-Trip-Vehicle Assignment Problem

Rob Johnson
VMWare Research
robj@vmware.com

The request-trip-vehicle assignment problem is at the heart
of a popular decomposition strategy for online vehicle routing. In this framework, assignments are done in batches in
order to exploit any shareability among vehicles and incoming travel requests. We study a natural ILP formulation and its LP relaxation. Our main result is an LPbased randomized rounding algorithm that, whenever the
instance is feasible, leverages mild assumptions to return
an assignment whose: i) expected cost is at most that of
an optimal solution, and ii) expected fraction of unassigned
requests is at most 1/e. If trip-vehicle assignment costs are
α-approximate, we pay an additional factor of α in the expected cost. We can relax the feasibility requirement by
considering the penalty version of the problem, in which a
penalty is paid for each unassigned request. We ﬁnd that,
whenever a request is repeatedly unassigned after a number of rounds, with high probability it is so in accordance
with the sequence of LP solutions and not because of a
rounding error. We additionally introduce a deterministic
rounding heuristic inspired by our randomized technique.
Our computational experiments show that our rounding algorithms achieve a performance similar to that of the ILP
at a reduced computation time, far improving on our theoretical guarantee. The reason for this is that, although
this assignment problem is hard in theory, its natural LP
relaxation tends to be very tight in practice.
J. Carlos Martinez Mori, Samitha Samaranayake
Cornell University
jm2638@cornell.edu, samitha@cornell.edu
MS0
Performance Analysis of HPC Applications
We present a method for performance analysis of distributed HPC applications. The method is based on representing application trace as a DAG of communication calls,
function calls and kernel calls. For applications running on
up to 16 GPUs the application graph normally has several
millions of nodes and arcs. The application graph allows
to estimate concurrency across kernels, overlap of computations and communications, overhead due to synchronizations. The application graph can be mapped on future architectures to predict performance of the application. We
will list a few problems that impede application analysis:
detecting loop nests (graph FFT), identifying irreducible
core of the application graph, calculating the skeletones,
deleting shortcuts and DAG visualizations.
Michael A. Frumkin
NVIDIA, U.S.
michael.a.frumkin@gmail.com
MS0
What’s left in dictionary design?
The last two decades have seen phenomenal advances in
the design of external-memory dictionaries, largely driven
by the needs of internet-scale big-data companies, such as
Google and Facebook. This talk will outline a few research
questions for where to go next in the design of dictionary
data structures. Surprisingly, there may still be an orderof-magnitude of performance on the table, but we’re prob-

MS0
Next Generation of Parallel and Distributed Graph
Mining Algorithms: Theory and Practice
We present two approaches to scaling up graph algorithms
in theory and practice. First, we show how to take advantage of a distributed hash table to obtain a more powerful model of distributed computation [SPAA’19]. In this
model, we give new algorithms for fundamental graph problems, such as connected components, minimum spanning
tree, maximum matching and maximal independent set,
which use much fewer rounds in theory and work up to
7x faster in practice [VLDB’20]. Second, we present our
single-machine algorithms capable of clustering 1B edge
graphs in under 2 minutes, which uses shared-memory
parallelism. To do so, we apply GBBS framework, and
also present fast parallel algorithms for a range of graph
clustering problems, e.g., linear-time algorithms with polylogarithmic depth for min-size clustering, and hierarchical
clustering [ICML’21,Arxiv].
Vahab Mirrokni
Google Inc.
mirrokni@google.com
MS0
Mixed Integer Programming - A Conﬂuence of Algorithms
Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is a powerful technology that is used in a variety of applications. While people
often ask what algorithm is used to solve MIP models, the
reality is that a modern MIP solver combines algorithms
from a wide range of domains, including linear algebra,
number theory, polyhedral mathematics, numerical analysis, graph theory, parallel computing, group theory, ...
The underlying MIP problem is NP-hard, so the best we
can expect from each ingredient is to chip away at some
part of the imposing whole. We’ll talk about some of the
techniques that go into a modern MIP solver, and discuss
the extent to which each is able to manage the task put in
front of it.
Edward Rothberg
Gurobi Optimization
erothberg@gmail.com
MT0
An Introduction to Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing
Graph algorithms have played an important role in numerical methods since at least 1961 when Parter noted that
graphs could be used to describe the structure of sparse matrix algorithms. Through the intervening decades, graphs
have been used to encode a wide variety of concepts in
scientiﬁc computing and have played key roles in sparse
factorizations, parallel algorithms, algorithmic diﬀerentiation, mesh generation and many other problems. In the
early 2000s, researchers in this ﬁeld coalesced around the
name Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing (CSC). A series
of SIAM Workshops on CSC has now been folded into the
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new ACDA Conference. This minitutorial will provide an
accessible introduction to CSC with a focus on three illustrative research topics: (i) applications of graph matching
for entity pairing, (ii) large-scale graph partitioning for load
balancing, and (iii) graph models in algorithmic diﬀerentiation for computing exact derivatives of computer-generated
functions. Through these exemplar problems we will touch
on some of the recurring elements of CSC including: Graph
abstractions in numerical algorithms Practical approximation algorithms for expensive graph operations Empirical
performance studies Performance on modern and emerging computer architectures Connections between scientiﬁc
computing and data mining
Assefaw Gebremedhin
Washington State University
assefaw.gebremedhin@wsu.edu
MT0
Combinatorial Frontiers in Computational Biology
There are numerous subﬁelds of computational biology
and bioinformatics where important mathematical questions arise that require a combinatorics or graph theory
toolbox. This tutorial will introduce some biological problems that are ripe for collaboration opportunities with the
ACDA community. We will provide a high-level overview of
the landscape and then focus on two emerging ”hot topic”
areas protein-protein interaction networks and single cell
sketching. For the ﬁrst topic, we will provide an overview
of network science methods in protein-protein interaction
networks, which will set the stage for the ACDA21 plenary
talk by Prof. Lenore Cowen. The second topic area will
be on the challenge of representing, denoising, and ultimately sketching single cell data. This work includes applications of spectral graph theory and manifold learning
to denoise and model cellular systems faithfully for predictive insight. This mini-tutorial aims to introduce a set of
biologically-important yet mathematically deep problems
in an accessible way to applied mathematicians with little
prior engagement with biology.
Christine Heitsch
School of Mathematics
Georgia Institute of Technology
heitsch@math.gatech.edu
MT0
Combinatorial Frontiers in Computational Biology
There are numerous subﬁelds of computational biology
and bioinformatics where important mathematical questions arise that require a combinatorics or graph theory
toolbox. This tutorial will introduce some biological problems that are ripe for collaboration opportunities with the
ACDA community. We will provide a high-level overview of
the landscape and then focus on two emerging ”hot topic”
areas protein-protein interaction networks and single cell
sketching. For the ﬁrst topic, we will provide an overview
of network science methods in protein-protein interaction
networks, which will set the stage for the ACDA21 plenary
talk by Prof. Lenore Cowen. The second topic area will
be on the challenge of representing, denoising, and ultimately sketching single cell data. This work includes applications of spectral graph theory and manifold learning
to denoise and model cellular systems faithfully for predictive insight. This mini-tutorial aims to introduce a set of
biologically-important yet mathematically deep problems
in an accessible way to applied mathematicians with little

prior engagement with biology.
Xiaozhe Hu
Tufts University
xiaozhe.hu@tufts.edu

MT0
Combinatorial Frontiers in Computational Biology
There are numerous subﬁelds of computational biology
and bioinformatics where important mathematical questions arise that require a combinatorics or graph theory
toolbox. This tutorial will introduce some biological problems that are ripe for collaboration opportunities with the
ACDA community. We will provide a high-level overview of
the landscape and then focus on two emerging ”hot topic”
areas protein-protein interaction networks and single cell
sketching. For the ﬁrst topic, we will provide an overview
of network science methods in protein-protein interaction
networks, which will set the stage for the ACDA21 plenary
talk by Prof. Lenore Cowen. The second topic area will
be on the challenge of representing, denoising, and ultimately sketching single cell data. This work includes applications of spectral graph theory and manifold learning
to denoise and model cellular systems faithfully for predictive insight. This mini-tutorial aims to introduce a set of
biologically-important yet mathematically deep problems
in an accessible way to applied mathematicians with little
prior engagement with biology.
Smita Krishnaswamy
Yale University
smita.krishnaswamy@yale.edu

MT0
An Introduction to Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing
Graph algorithms have played an important role in numerical methods since at least 1961 when Parter noted that
graphs could be used to describe the structure of sparse matrix algorithms. Through the intervening decades, graphs
have been used to encode a wide variety of concepts in
scientiﬁc computing and have played key roles in sparse
factorizations, parallel algorithms, algorithmic diﬀerentiation, mesh generation and many other problems. In the
early 2000s, researchers in this ﬁeld coalesced around the
name Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing (CSC). A series
of SIAM Workshops on CSC has now been folded into the
new ACDA Conference. This minitutorial will provide an
accessible introduction to CSC with a focus on three illustrative research topics: (i) applications of graph matching
for entity pairing, (ii) large-scale graph partitioning for load
balancing, and (iii) graph models in algorithmic diﬀerentiation for computing exact derivatives of computer-generated
functions. Through these exemplar problems we will touch
on some of the recurring elements of CSC including: Graph
abstractions in numerical algorithms Practical approximation algorithms for expensive graph operations Empirical
performance studies Performance on modern and emerging computer architectures Connections between scientiﬁc
computing and data mining
Fredrik Manne
University of Bergen, Norway
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MT0
Combinatorial Frontiers in Computational Biology
There are numerous subﬁelds of computational biology
and bioinformatics where important mathematical questions arise that require a combinatorics or graph theory
toolbox. This tutorial will introduce some biological problems that are ripe for collaboration opportunities with the
ACDA community. We will provide a high-level overview of
the landscape and then focus on two emerging ”hot topic”
areas protein-protein interaction networks and single cell
sketching. For the ﬁrst topic, we will provide an overview
of network science methods in protein-protein interaction
networks, which will set the stage for the ACDA21 plenary
talk by Prof. Lenore Cowen. The second topic area will
be on the challenge of representing, denoising, and ultimately sketching single cell data. This work includes applications of spectral graph theory and manifold learning
to denoise and model cellular systems faithfully for predictive insight. This mini-tutorial aims to introduce a set of
biologically-important yet mathematically deep problems
in an accessible way to applied mathematicians with little
prior engagement with biology.
James Murphy
Tufts University
jmurphy@math.jhu.edu
MT0
An Introduction to Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing
Graph algorithms have played an important role in numerical methods since at least 1961 when Parter noted that
graphs could be used to describe the structure of sparse matrix algorithms. Through the intervening decades, graphs
have been used to encode a wide variety of concepts in
scientiﬁc computing and have played key roles in sparse
factorizations, parallel algorithms, algorithmic diﬀerentiation, mesh generation and many other problems. In the
early 2000s, researchers in this ﬁeld coalesced around the
name Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing (CSC). A series
of SIAM Workshops on CSC has now been folded into the
new ACDA Conference. This minitutorial will provide an
accessible introduction to CSC with a focus on three illustrative research topics: (i) applications of graph matching
for entity pairing, (ii) large-scale graph partitioning for load
balancing, and (iii) graph models in algorithmic diﬀerentiation for computing exact derivatives of computer-generated
functions. Through these exemplar problems we will touch
on some of the recurring elements of CSC including: Graph
abstractions in numerical algorithms Practical approximation algorithms for expensive graph operations Empirical
performance studies Performance on modern and emerging computer architectures Connections between scientiﬁc
computing and data mining
Christian Schulz
Heidelberg University, Germany
christian.schulz@informatik.uni-heidelberg.de
PP0
1 - Families of Optimization Problems Related to
Network Centrality
Networks (or graphs) are widely used to model relation-
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ships in numerous real-world applications, and network
analysis aims to unveil hidden information or patterns in
the structure of those networks. Centrality measures indicate the importance of a vertex (or edge) in the network
and are widely used for network analysis. Numerous measures exist, some based on shortest paths, others consider
paths of arbitrary lengths none is universal and appropriate for all applications. In this poster, we present our
research on three families of centrality-related optimization
problems: - group centrality maximization - centrality improvement - graph robustness Our solution methods are
designed for speciﬁc centrality measures; yet, the generic
optimization problems can be parameterized with any such
measure. The resulting approximation algorithms are able
to scale to much larger instances than the state of the art,
while the solution quality in practice is often comparable.
Henning Meyerhenke, Eugenio Angriman, Alexander Van
Der Grinten, Maria Predari
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
meyerhenke@hu-berlin.de,
angrimae@hu-berlin.de,
avdgrinten@hu-berlin.de, predarim@hu-berlin.de
PP0
2 - Analytic Solutions to Quadratic Programs
In 2011, a fascinating paper appeared in the Journal of
Portfolio Management. Its authors (Clarke, De Silva &
Thorley 2011) produced an analytic expression for a minimum variance portfolio without short sales. The expression
solved an important special case of a problem in optimization theory. While the formula of Clarke et al. (2011)
had no rigorous proof, contained an error and had a narrow scope, it supplied a new result. Unfortunately, the
focus of the authors and the journal on portfolio theory
obscured this novel contribution to the ﬁeld of numerical
optimization generally, and quadratic programming in particular. We extend the results of Clarke et al. (2011) establishing a rigorous theoretical foundation. Speciﬁcally,
we develop analytic expressions for solutions to quadratic
programs constrained to a standard simplex currently only
solvable numerically. Our approach uses ﬁxed point theory to characterize the solution in a way that reveals its
geometric properties. The associated ﬁxed-point maps are
discontinuous necessitating an analysis that does not rely
on contraction properties. When the objective matrix has a
factor structure, our fomulae also yield highly eﬃcient algorithms. The iterates of these algorithms behave very diﬀerently from those produced by traditional numeric solvers.
We analyze the complexity of our algorithms, develop a
corresponding convergence theory, and benchmark them
against state-of-the-art.
Alex Bernstein, Alex Shkolnik
University of California, Santa Barbara
bernstein@pstat.ucsb.edu, shkolnik@ucsb.edu
PP0
3 - A Dynamic Programming Heuristic for Dense
Hessian Chain Bracketing
Second derivatives of mathematical models for real-world
phenomena are fundamental ingredients of a wide range of
numerical simulation methods including parameter sensitivity analysis, uncertainty quantiﬁcation, nonlinear optimization and model calibration. The evaluation of such
Hessians often dominates the overall computational eﬀort.
Various combinatorial optimization problems can be formulated based on the highly desirable exploitation of the
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associativity of the chain rule of diﬀerential calculus. The
fundamental Hessian Accumulation problem aiming to
minimize the number of ﬂoating-point operations required
for the computation of a Hessian turns out to be NPcomplete. The restriction to suitable subspaces of the
exponential search space proposed in this paper ensures
computational tractability while yielding improvements by
factors of ten and higher over standard approaches based
on second-order tangent and adjoint algorithmic diﬀerentiation. This paper focusses on bracketing of dense Hessian
chain products with the aim of minimizing the total number of ﬂoating-point operations to be performed. The results from a given dynamic programming algorithm for optimized bracketing of the underlying dense Jacobian chain
product are used to reduce the computational cost of the
corresponding Hessian. Minimal additional algorithmic effort is required.
Uwe Naumann
RWTH Aachen University
Software and Tools for Computational Engineering
naumann@stce.rwth-aachen.de
Shubhaditya Burela
RWTH Aachen University
shubhaditya.burela@rwth-aachen.de
PP0
4 - Parallel Nearest Neighbors in Low Dimensions
with Batch Updates
We present a set of parallel algorithms for computing exact k-nearest neighbors in low dimensions. Most k-nearest
neighbor algorithms in the literature use either a kd-tree
or the Morton ordering of the set of points: our algorithm combines these approaches. We present a variant
of our algorithm specialized for computing the k-nearest
neighbor graph of an entire point set, and one for general queries. Furthermore, both of these variants support
batch-dynamic insertions to the original data structure; to
our knowledge, these are the ﬁrst k-nearest neighbor algorithms to support batch-dynamic updates. We benchmark
our algorithms against existing parallel nearest neighbor
algorithms, experimenting on tree-based implementations
as well as implementations based on the Morton ordering.
Our experimental results show that our implementations
are generally faster than all the algorithms we use to benchmark, as well as achieving 75x speedup for calculating all
nearest neighbors on 144 cores. Our batch-dynamic insertions achieve 10−3 speedup per element for a batch of size
5 million.
Magdalen Dobson
MIT
mrdobson@andrew.cmu.edu
Guy Blelloch
Computer Science Department
Carnegie Mellon University
guyb@cs.cmu.edu
PP0
5 - Robust Problems in General Norms
We initiate study of robust combinatorial optimization
problems in general norms. The contribution is as follows:
- we develop a general framework based on LP formulation
that is applicable to several instances of combinatorial optimization problems including shortest paths and matroid

optimization, - we prove that problems falling into our
framework can be solved eﬃciently with arbitrary small
error in polynomial time for general perturbation norms,
e.g., Lp -norms, - we present a more eﬃcient instantiation of
our framework in the case of L1 -norm, - we derive a possible approach how to handle multi-objective versions of
robust problems. To the best of our knowledge, no framework this general has been developed before. Previous research focuses on speciﬁc problems, e.g., shortest paths, or
matroid optimization, and/or is limited to speciﬁc perturbation norms, e.g., L1 .
Krzysztof Fleszar
University of Warsaw
krzysztof.ﬂeszar@mimuw.edu.pl
Marek Adamczyk
University of Wroclaw
marek.adamczyk@cs.uni.wroc.pl
Marcin Mucha
University of Warsaw
Faculty of Mathematics, Informatics and Mechanics
mucha@mimuw.edu.pl
Piotr Sankowski
Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw
sank@mimuw.edu.pl

PP0
6 - Spectral Hypergraph Partitioning Revisited
Most state-of-the-art hypergraph partitioning algorithms
follow a multilevel approach that constructs a hierarchy of
coarser hypergraphs that in turn are used to drive partition
reﬁnements. These partitioners are widely accepted as the
current standard, as they have proven to be quite eﬀective.
On the other hand, spectral partitioners are considered to
be less eﬀective in cut quality, and too slow to be used
in industrial applications. In this work, we revisit spectral hypergraph partitioning and we demonstrate that the
use of appropriate solvers eliminates the running time deﬁciency. In fact, spectral algorithms can compute competing
solutions in a fraction of the time needed by standard partitioning algorithms, especially on larger designs. We also
introduce several novel modiﬁcations in the common spectral partitioning workﬂow, that enhance signiﬁcantly the
quality of the computed solutions. We run our partitioner
on FPGA benchmarks generated by an industry leader,
generating solutions that are directly competitive both in
runtime and quality.
Ioannis Koutis
New Jersey Institute of Technology
New Jersey Institute of Technology
ikoutis@njit.edu
Bodhisatta Pramanik
Iowa State University
bodhi91@iastate.edu
Ismail Bustany
Xilinx
ismailb@xilinx.com
Grigor Gasparyan
Xilinx, Inc.
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PP0
8 - A Framework for Eﬃcient Line Graph Computation for Hypergraphs
Hypergraphs are increasingly becoming important in data
science applications due to their capability for robust data
representation. However, their computational complexity
can be high. To reduce this complexity, lower order approximations of hypergraph to compute relevant structures are
often employed. Line graphs, in particular, higher order
s-line graphs for s > 1, of hypergraphs can be considered
as a critical tool for this purpose. Such line graphs are sufﬁcient to capture important hypergraph properties, while
leveraging ﬁne-tuned graph algorithms on the s-line graphs
to approximate diﬀerent hypergraph metrics. Obtaining
high order s-line graphs is highly compute-intensive. In
this work, we present a framework for s-line graph computations, including eﬃcient, parallel algorithms to accelerate s-line graphs computation, and demonstrate approximately 1.4× to 9× speedup compared to a prior state of
the art algorithm proposed recently. To the best of our
knowledge, ours is the ﬁrst framework for high order line
graph computation of hypergraphs.
Xu T. Liu
Washington State University
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
xu.liu2@wsu.edu
Jesun S. Firoz
Paciﬁc Northwest National Lab
jesun.ﬁroz@pnnl.gov
Andrew Lumsdaine
University of Washington
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
andrew.lumsdaine@pnnl.gov
Cliﬀ Joslyn, Brenda Praggastis
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
cliﬀ.joslyn@pnnl.gov, brenda.praggastis@pnnl.gov
Assefaw Gebremedhin
Washington State University
assefaw.gebremedhin@wsu.edu
PP0
7 - Theoretical Study of DenseNet Scheduling on
Heterogeneous System Architecture
This paper discusses the scheduling problem for DenseNet
on a heterogeneous system. DenseNet is a promising network topology for AI learning. It has extensive data dependency, so it is very challenging to schedule the tasks among
processing units. Modern computing systems have heterogeneous processors for diﬀerent computing needs, and communication among processors is expensive. Therefore, it is
essential to scheduling the computation tasks to the suitable processors while reducing the communication among
them. We show that the DenseNet scheduling problem is
NP-Complete when the number of heterogeneous processors is n2 , where n is the size of the DenseNet. Nevertheless, we show that when there are only two heterogeneous processors, dynamic programming can schedule the
DenseNet computation optimally in O(n) time by a series
of optimizations. This heterogeneous system model is con-
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sistent with the current computer systems, which mostly
have one CPU and one GPU as the primary resources for
AI computation. We also implement these algorithms and
compare their timing results. The dynamic programming
relies on two keen observations to improve the time complexity. First, we observe that the delay eﬀect due to communication will not aﬀect later tasks assigned to the same
processor. Second, we observe that we can simplify the dependency by considering one task at a time in increasing
time order and perform an amortized cost analysis over all
tasks.
Pangfeng Liu, Yu-Che Cheng
National Taiwan University
pangfeng.liu@gmail.com, b07902139@ntu.edu.tw
Jan-Jan Wu
Academia Sinica
Inst of Information Sciences
wuj@iis.sinica.edu.tw
PP0
9 - MTK: A Composable Graph Transformation
System for Equation-Based Modeling
Not available
Yingbo Ma
University of Maryland Baltimore County and Julia
Computing
mayingbo5@gmail.com
Shashi Gowda, Ranjan Anantharaman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
gowda@mit.edu, ranjanan@mit.edu
Christopher Laughman
Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratory
laughman@merl.com
Viral Shah
Julia Computing, Inc.
Julia Computing, Inc.
viral@juliacomputing.com
Christopher Rackauckas
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
crackauc@mit.edu
PP0
10 - Classifying E-Commerce Product Listings using Word Co-Occurrence Graphs
We consider the problem of classifying short sentences,
where the sentences correspond to titles of products in ecommerce marketplaces such as Amazon, Etsy, and eBay.
Automated product categorization is of interest because
sellers may upload information corresponding to multiple
listings, and may not be aware of the category tree the
marketplace is using. It may be diﬃcult for sellers to manually enter the appropriate category for each listing. A
popular approach to solve such natural language processing (NLP) problems is to learn vector representations of
words, subwords, or sentences and build classiﬁers. The
subword model-based classiﬁer in the fastText library is
shown to be signiﬁcantly faster than several deep neural
network-based models and achieves comparable accuracy
for a variety of NLP tasks, including single-sentence classi-
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ﬁcation. In this work, we develop an alternate method that
does not require learning vector representations of words.
Our method works by constructing multiple weighted word
co-occurrence graphs, one for each category. Given a new
sentence/listing, we look for occurrences of the words in
this sentence in each of the graphs, and predict the category
based on a scoring heuristic. We show that for two publicly
available datasets with millions of listings (from Etsy and
Amazon), our approach achieves performance that is very
close to a classiﬁer built using the fastText library.
Ashirbad Mishra
Pennsylvania State University
ashirbadm@gmail.com
Shad Kirmani
Ebay
skirmani@ebay.com
Kamesh Madduri
Pennsylvania State University
madduri@cse.psu.edu
PP0
11 - Reducing Memory Requirements of Quantum
Optimal Control
N/A
Sri Hari Krishna Narayanan, Paul Hovland, Jan
Hückelheim
Argonne National Laboratory
snarayan@mcs.anl.gov, hovland@mcs.anl.gov,
jhueckelheim@anl.gov
Marcelo Bongarti
University of Memphis
msbngrti@memphis.edu
PP0
12 - Fast Tree-Based Algorithms for Dbscan on
GPUs
DBSCAN is a well-known density-based clustering algorithm to discover clusters of arbitrary shape. The eﬀorts
to parallelize the algorithm on GPUs often suﬀer from high
thread execution divergence (for example, due to asynchronous calls to range queries). In this poster, we propose a new general framework for DBSCAN on GPUs, and
propose two tree-based algorithms within that framework.
Both algorithms fuse neighbor search with updating clustering information, and diﬀer in their treatment of dense
regions of the data. We show that the cost of computing
clusters is at most twice the cost of neighbor determination
in parallel. We compare the proposed algorithms with existing GPU implementations, and demonstrate their competitiveness and excellent performance in the presence of
a fast traversal structure (bounding volume hierarchy). In
addition, we show that the memory usage can be reduced
by processing the neighbors of an object on the ﬂy without
storing them.
Andrey Prokopenko
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
prokopenkoav@ornl.gov
PP0
13 - Temporal Analysis of Epidemiology Indicators

and Air Travel Data for Covid-19
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (Covid-19) is an ongoing outbreak and the latest threat to global health. It is imperative to understand the implications of social interaction
on Covid-19 indicators in order to help formulate policies
and guidelines by governments and local authorities. We
present a case-study of curating state-level Covid-19 indicators such as Active Cases, Deaths, Hospitalization Rate,
etc. for the United States. We also curate open source
domestic USA air travel data and present its impact on
Covid-19 indicators. We also perform a time-series analysis
of the dataset using Independent Temporal Motif (ITeM)
to ﬁnd weekly trends in the data. We publish the dataset
and the results for further exploration by the research community.
Sumit Purohit
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
Sumit.Purohit@pnnl.gov
Filipp Shelobolin
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
shelobolin@cmu.edu
Lawrence Holder
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-2752
holder@wsu.edu
George Chin
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
Richland, WA, 99352
george.chin@pnnl.gov
PP0
14 - Scalable Approaches to Selecting Key Entities
in Networked Infrastructure Systems
This work aims at bringing advances in discrete optimization algorithms to solving practical engineering problems
at scale. Often times, in many engineering design problems, there is a need to select a small set of inﬂuential or
representative elements from a large ground set of entities
in an optimal fashion. Submodular optimization provides
for a formal way to solve such problems. Common examples with infrastructure systems involve sensor placement
and identiﬁcation of key entities with certain objectives.
However, scaling these approaches to large infrastructure
systems can be challenging. In this work, we explore a wellstudied and widely-applicable paradigm, namely leaderselection in a multi-agent networked setting in the context
of scalable methodologies. We demonstrate novel frameworks that utilize variations of accelerated submodular optimization algorithms along with linear-algebraic methods
that can help accelerate the oracle computations. We further explore this combination in conjunction with graph
partitioning paradigms to take advantage of the accelerated
algorithms in a distributed setting. Finally we demonstrate
the key ﬁndings on a practical problem in a traﬃc control
application, where we seek k = 200 key intersections. This
problem can be solved in a serial setting in just under 5
hours providing more than 2 orders of magnitude speed-up
over methods that do not consider acceleration techniques.
Arun Sathanur
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
University of Washington
arun.sathanur@pnnl.gov
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Arif Khan
Paciﬁc Northwest National Lab
ariful.khan@pnnl.gov
PP0
15 - Towards Better Renyi Entropy Estimation
Estimation of Rényi entropy is of fundamental importance
to many applications in cryptography, statistic or machine
learning. This paper addresses some of the challenges with
existing estimators, particularly the question about the
sample size. The contribution is a novel analysis of the
generalized ”birthday paradox” collision estimator. The
analysis is considerably simpler than in prior works, gives
clear formulas and strengthens existing bounds. We use
the improved bounds to study adaptive estimation, and
show that it outperforms previous methods, particularly
in regimes of low or moderate entropy. Last but not least,
to demonstrate the usefulness of our techniques, a number
of applications concerning theoretical and practical properties of ”birthday estimators” is discussed.
Maciej Skorski
University of Luxembourg
University of Luxembourg
maciej.skorski@gmail.com
PP0
16 - Linear Time Algorithms for Edge Clique Cover
of Graphs with Bounded Degeneracy
A set of cliques C is an edge clique cover of a graph if every
edge of the graph is contained in at least one of the cliques
in C. Finding minimum cardinality edge clique cover is
an NP-hard problem, and the problem does not admit
constant-factor approximation algorithm unless P = N P .
Edge clique cover is an abstraction of many real world
problems, and for many of these problems, fast polynomial time algorithms are of paramount importance. We
deﬁne a type of edge clique cover that admits desirable
properties. Using theoretical foundations of the properties, we design a new framework of heuristic algorithms for
computing edge clique cover. We describe fast instantiations of the framework. For a graph with degeneracy d
and m edges, one such algorithm takes O(md + |C|d2 ) time
and O(m + |C|d) space. We further show that for many
graph families, the algorithm can compute their solutions
in O(md) time, using O(m) space. Our experiments show
that our algorithms signiﬁcantly outperform state-of-theart heuristic algorithms for the problem, both on minimum
cardinality objective and execution time. For real-world
graphs (social networks, brain networks, gene regulatory
networks) with billions of edges, the algorithms show linear
dependence of computation time on number of edges. We
also have applied the algorithms on a problem of improving
neighbourhood communication patterns in MPI (message
passing interface) library.
Ahammed Ullah
Purdue University
aullah@purdue.edu
Alex Pothen
Purdue University
Department of Computer Science
apothen@purdue.edu
Sayan Ghosh, Mahantesh Halappanavar
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory

sayan.ghosh@pnnl.gov,
hantesh.halappanavar@pnnl.gov
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PP0
17 - Conditional Preconditioning
In the ﬁeld of combinatorial optimization preconditioning
methods prove to be of crucial importance. We present a
generic way of modifying some of these methods so that
they are more eﬀective in reducing the problem size. As
an example we use the k-clique decision problem and two
sets of kernelization methods. One set is based on coloring
the neighborhood of a node or edge, the other is based
on dominance of neighborhoods. We show that we can
not only delete edges but put them back and thus delete
more nodes and edges from the graph in the end. The
presented method is versatile and can possibly be used in
other examples as well.
Sandor Szabo
Institute of Mathematics and Informatics
University of Pecs
sszabo7@hotmail.com
Bogdan Zavalnij
Alfred Renyi Institute of Mathematics
bogdan@renyi.hu
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IP1
Opening Remarks and Presentation: Exploiting
Redundancy in Nonlinear Optimal Control
Optimal Control provides the foundation for highly successful computational controller design methods such as
model predictive control (MPC) or reinforcement learning (RL). However, even sophisticated computational approaches can only work if the complexity of the underlying
optimal control problem is not too high. Methods that
are able to tackle large-scale problems induced, e.g., by
networked control systems or by discretized partial diﬀerential equations require some kind of redundancy of the
underlying problem in order to be eﬃcient. In this talk we
will revisit two classical redundancy properties in nonlinear
control and show why they are beneﬁcial for modern computational methods. In the case of MPC, we will consider
the turnpike property, a classical property of optimal control problems whose discovery goes back at least until the
1920s. We will show that the turnpike property explains
why the receding horizon paradigm behind MPC works
and that it allows for rigorous statements about stability,
feasibility and near-optimal performance of MPC schemes.
Concerning RL, we will argue that small-gain conditions,
that are classical in linear control and were established in
nonlinear control since the 1990s, can explain why deep
neural networks can overcome the curse of dimensionality.
We will investigate this property rigorously for a prototype
problem of computing Lyapunov functions for nonlinear
systems.
Lars Grune
University of Bayreuth, Germany
lars.gruene@uni-bayreuth.de
IP2
Robustness in Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) hold a huge promise in many important applications, reshaping every aspect of our lives.
Despite the promise and successful outcomes in applications that involve stationary environments, many existing
ML algorithms fail drastically when data inputs or task
objectives change from those used during algorithm training. Developing ML methods with robustness guarantees
against such changes becomes even more crucial in the
context of the safety critical applications. This talk will
give an overview of ML methods and algorithms that can
maintain performance in the presence of perturbations and
gracefully adapt to changes in input data, task objectives
and domain shifts. We will present new formulations and
eﬃcient training algorithms with both optimization and
generalization guarantees that would be essential for safe
and reliable deployment of ML technologies.
Asu Ozdaglar
MIT
asuman@mit.edu
IP3
Nevertheless it Persisted: Analyzing the Behavior
of Epidemic Processes over Networks
The study of epidemic processes has been of interest over a
wide range of ﬁelds for the past century, including in mathematical systems, biology, physics, computer science, social
sciences and economics. There has been a resurgent interest in the study of epidemic processes focused on the spread
of viruses over networks, motivated largely by recent out-
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breaks of infectious diseases, but also by the rapid spread
of opinions over social networks, and the security threats
posed by computer viruses. Many of the models considered in recent studies have been focused on network models
with static network structures, however, frequently the systems being considered have inherently dynamic structures.
In this talk we will discuss data-informed modeling, equilibria and convergence analysis results for epidemic processes over both static and time-varying networks, with
the goal being to elucidate the behavior of such spread
processes. Multi-strain/multi-virus models will also be discussed. Simulations and issues arising from the use of data
from ongoing viral outbreaks will be reviewed to conclude
the talk.
Carolyn Beck
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, U.S.
beck3@illinois.edu
IP4
Closing Remarks and Presentation: A Uniﬁed Approach to Convergence Analysis of Policy Update
Methods for Control
Motivated by the widely used ”policy gradients” and related methods that update a policy based on its observed
cost (especially in reinforcement learning), the application of these methods to classical control design problems
has been a recent focus of study. We start by examining
these methods—their convergence and optimality—for the
inﬁnite-horizon Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), where
we show that despite nonconvexity, gradient update methods converge to the optimal policy under mild assumptions. Next, we make a connection to classical convexiﬁcation techniques, such as Youla parameterization—which
leads to a uniﬁed way to prove similar results for a whole
host of control design problems, as long as they admit a
semideﬁnite programming representation.
Maryam Fazel
University of Washington
Electrical Engineering
mfazel@ee.washington.edu
SP1
Best SICON Paper Prize Lecture #1: An Inexact Bundle Algorithm for Nonconvex Nonsmooth
Minimization in Hilbert Space
We develop and analyze an inexact bundle method for nonsmooth nonconvex minimization on closed convex sets in
inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. The proposed method
requires only approximate (i.e., inexact) values of the cost
function and of an element of the generalized diﬀerential.
A quadratic term in the bundle subproblem allows to incorporate curvature information. We present a global convergence theory in a suitable inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert
space setting. The method requires to control the inexactness in function evaluations and subproblem solves via
accuracy conditions that are implementable. We illustrate
our framework by applications to the optimal control of
obstacle problems and present some numerical results.
Lukas Hertlein
Technical University of Munich, Germany
lukas.hertlein@ma.tum.de
Michael Ulbrich
Technical University of Munich
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SP2
Best SICON Paper Prize Lecture #2: Controllability for Coupled Linear Parabolic PDEs

JP1
Joint Plenary Speaker with the 2021 SIAM Annual
Meeting (AN21): Spiking Control Systems

Coupled parabolic PDEs abound in the study of practical
dynamical systems; for example, in atmospheric, epidemic,
and biological system modeling. When tasked with regulating such systems, it is seldom the case that controls enter every equation within the system. This underactuation
elicits the problem of determining whether such systems
are controllable. Our work studies this controllability problem for systems governed by coupled linear parabolic PDEs
that are controlled by interior inputs, where actuation is
available on a limited number of subsystems, and where
couplings appear as spatiallydistributed reaction and advectionlike terms. We provide an easily-veriﬁable suﬃcient
controllability condition reminiscent of the Kalman rank
condition for ﬁnite-dimensional systems, and in doing so,
advance a control design technique that can be utilized to
reduce the number of controls needed.

Spikes are the heart beats of neuronal circuits, event-based
cameras, and neuromorphic chips. How shall we control
such systems? How shall we make them robust to uncertainty? How shall we design artiﬁcial spiking systems that
will come even close to the eﬃciency, resilience, and learning capabilities of natural spiking systems? The control
theory of spiking systems is in infancy. Neither analog,
nor digital, nor hybrid theories properly acknowledge the
distinct feature of spiking. This talk will discuss some of
the core questions of spiking control and the potential of
spiking communication for the future of control and computation.

Drew Steeves
University of California, San Diego, U.S.
dsteeves@eng.ucsd.edu
Bahman Gharesifard
Queen’s University
bahman@mast.queensu.ca
Abdol-Reza Mansouri
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Queen’s University
mansouri@mast.queensu.ca
SP3
SIAG/CST Prize Lecture: Capture the Structure:
Parameter-free Analysis and Control of Dynamic
Behaviours
Dynamical networks are composed of several subsystems
that interact according to an interconnection topology.
This broad class of systems includes not only multi-agent
systems in engineering, but also natural systems in biology, ecology, epidemiology. Structural analysis aims at revealing properties of a dynamical network that are exclusively based on its structure (i.e., its topology along with
qualitative assumptions) and are independent of parameter
values, which are often uncertain or unknown. In particular, structural approaches can explain the extraordinary
robustness that biological systems exhibit despite huge uncertainties and environmental ﬂuctuations. We will introduce the BDC-decomposition as a local and global tool for
structural analysis, which allows us to ﬁnd criteria to structurally assess important properties, including the stability
of equilibria and the sign of steady-state input-output inﬂuences. We will also discuss a structural classiﬁcation of
oscillatory and multistationary behaviours in systems that
can be seen as the sign-deﬁnite interconnection of subsystems with suitable qualitative properties. We will ﬁnally
illustrate how structural properties can be exploited for
control purposes, and for the design of systems that are
guaranteed to exhibit the desired behaviour even in highly
uncertain environments.
Giulia Giordano
University of Trento

Rodolphe Sepulchre
University of Cambridge
Cambridge, UK
r.sepulchre@eng.cam.ac.uk
CP1
Error Bounds for Carleman Linearization of General Nonlinear Systems
In 1932, Carleman proposed his celebrated linearization
method for transforming (lifting) a ﬁnite-dimensional nonlinear system with an analytic right-hand side into an
equivalent inﬁnite-dimensional linear system. One of the
outstanding challenges with this method is that one usually
has to deal with linear systems with unbounded operators,
where a common approach to address this issue is to construct ﬁnite truncation of the inﬁnite-dimensional system.
It has been observed that the trajectory of the truncated
system eventually diverges from the solution of the original
nonlinear system, which raises several questions: what is
the proper truncation size? How well does the truncated
system approximate the original system? How long do the
trajectories stay close to each other? This work provides
explicit theoretical error bounds for the truncated system
and proves that its trajectories stay close to the original
nonlinear system over a quantiﬁable time interval. Moreover, if the original nonlinear system is asymptotically stable, the error vanishes as time goes to inﬁnity. Our results
hold for general time-varying nonlinear dynamical systems
with analytic right-hand sides. To support our theoretical
estimates, we will present several numerical case studies.
Arash Amini
Lehigh University
ara416@lehigh.edu
CP1
Converse Lyapunov Theorems for Exponential Stability of Lipschitz Continuous Nonlinear Systems
It is proven that a necessary and suﬃcient condition for exponential stability of the zero equilibrium point of a Lipschitz continuous nonlinear system is existence of a Lyapunov function that is linearly bounded, and decreases
monotonously along the system trajectories. This statement holds for both discrete and continuous time systems.
Moreover, two diﬀerent small gain theorems for discrete
and continuous perturbed systems are given to demon-
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strate the potential of the given converse Lyapunov theorems. The addressed systems and Lyapunov functions
are allowed to be nonsmooth. Hence, the present work can
also be seen a contribution to nonsmooth analysis.
Cumhur Baspinar
RheinMain University of Applied Sciences
Faculty of Engineering
cumhur.baspinar@hs-rm.de
CP1
Online Inner Approximation of Reachable Sets of
Nonlinear Systems with Diminished Control Authority
This work presents a method of eﬃciently computing inner approximations of forward reachable sets for nonlinear
control systems with diminished control authority, given
an a priori computed reachable set for the nominal system. The method functions by shrinking a precomputed
convex reachable set based on a priori knowledge of the system’s trajectory deviation growth dynamics. The trajectory deviation growth dynamics determine an upper bound
on the minimal deviation between two trajectories emanating from the same point that are generated by control inputs from the nominal and diminished set of control inputs,
respectively. These growth dynamics are a function of a
given Hausdorﬀ distance bound between the nominal convex space of admissible controls and the possibly unknown
impaired space of admissible controls. Because of its relative computational eﬃciency compared to direct computation of the oﬀ-nominal reachable set, this procedure can
be applied to on-board fault-tolerant path planning and
failure recovery. We consider the implementation of the
approximation procedure by way of numerical integration
and a root ﬁnding scheme, and we present two illustrative
examples, namely an application to a control system with
quadratic nonlinearities and aircraft wing rock dynamics.
Hamza El-Kebir
Dept. of Aerospace Engr., University of Illinois at U-C
elkebir2@illinois.edu
Melkior Ornik
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
mornik@illinois.edu
CP1
A Modiﬁed Fixed Point Methods for Controlling
Dynamical Systems
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FST Mohammedia
amattouch36@gmail.com
Belhadj Hassan
FST Of Tangier
hassan.belhadj@gmail.com
CP1
A Temporal Logic-Based Hierarchical Network
Connectivity Controller
In this paper, we consider networks of static sensors with
integrated sensing and communication capabilities. The
goal of the sensors is to propagate their collected information to every other agent in the network and possibly a
human operator. Such a task requires constant communication among all agents which may result in collisions and
congestion in wireless communication. To mitigate this issue, we impose locally non-interfering communication constraints that must be respected by every agent. We show
that these constraints along with the requirement of propagating information in the network can be captured by a
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) framework. Existing temporal logic control synthesis algorithms can be used to design
correct-by-construction communication schedules that satisfy the considered LTL formula. Nevertheless, such approaches are centralized and scale poorly with the size of
the network. We propose a hierarchical LTL-based algorithm that designs communication schedules that determine which agents should communicate while maximizing network usage. We show that the proposed algorithm
is complete and demonstrate its eﬃciency and scalability
through numerical experiments.
Hans M. Riess
University of Pennsylvania
Department of Electrical and Systems Engineering
hmr@seas.upenn.edu
CP1
Saddle Flow Dynamics: Observable Certiﬁcates
and Separable Regularization
This paper proposes a certiﬁcate, rooted in observability, for asymptotic convergence of saddle ﬂow dynamics
of convex-concave functions to a saddle point. This observable certiﬁcate directly bridges the gap between the
invariant set and the equilibrium set in a LaSalle argument, and generalizes conventional conditions such as strict
convexity-concavity and proximal regularization. We further build upon this certiﬁcate to propose a separable regularization method for saddle ﬂow dynamics that makes
minimal requirements on convexity-concavity and yet still
guarantees asymptotic convergence to a saddle point. Our
results generalize to saddle ﬂow dynamics with projections
on the vector ﬁeld and have an immediate application as a
distributed solution to linear programs.

In this work we treat in general non-linear dynamical systems. We give some results about the stable solutions
of this type of equations and use a modiﬁed ﬁxed point
method to stabilize and control the system. In deed the resolution of the equations begins with an initial guess (that
we don’t know), we build a sequence that converge to the
stable solution of our system if it exists. To have a good
accuracy for the solution we treat, we apply an implicit
scheme to this equation and use a modiﬁed ﬁxed point
technique to linearize our problem with a generalized nonlinear reaction and diﬀusion equation. Next, we apply this
methods in particular to the the dynamical system of some
chemical process. Several test-cases of analytical problems
illustrate this approach and show the eﬃciency of the proposed new method.

Pengcheng You, Enrique Mallada
Johns Hopkins University
pcyou@jhu.edu, mallada@jhu.edu

Amattouch Mohamed Ridouan

In this work, control and estimation problems have been

CP2
Observer Design and Temperature Regulation of
a Catalytic Reverse Flow Reactor Distributed Parameter Model
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studied for a catalytic reversal ﬂow reactor (CFRR). A
stabilizing compensator is developed on the basis of the
inﬁnite-dimensional state-space description of the CFRR.
Linear-quadratic technique is used to design both an optimal state-feedback controller and an output injection operator. The developed compensator is tested numerically
for the catalytic combustion of lean methane emissions.
Ilyasse Aksikas
Qatar University
aksikas@qu.edu.qa

CP2
Approximate Controllability of Nonlocal and Impulsive Integro-Diﬀerential Equations of Finite Delay
In this lecture, we derive suﬃcient conditions for the approximate controllability of nonlocal and impulsive integrodiﬀerential equations of ﬁnite delay using the resolvent operator theory in a Hilbert space. For this, we ﬁrst convert
the controllability problem into a ﬁxed point problem to
show the existence of a mild solution of the system and
then establish the approximate controllability of the system. The main tools applied in our analysis are semigroup
theory, the resolvent operator theory, fractional power theory, Krasnoselskii’s ﬁxed point theorem, and Schauder’s
ﬁxed point theorem. Finally, we provide an example to
show the application of our main results.
Kamal Jeet, Dwijendra Narain Pandey
IIT Roorkee
kamaljeetp2@gmail.com, dwij@ma.iitr.ac.in

CP2
Viscosity Solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
PDEs for Fractional-Order Systems
We consider optimal control problems for systems governed
by fractional diﬀerential equations of Caputo type. In addition to memory properties due to fractional derivatives,
we suppose that the vector ﬁelds and costs depend on
past histories of state trajectories. We deﬁne value functions as functionals of past state trajectories and show that
they satisfy path-dependent dynamic programming principles. Using co-invariant derivatives of fractional type,
we propose a viscosity solution notion for nonlinear PDEs
with co-invariant derivatives of fractional type. We show
that the value functionals are unique viscosity solutions
for Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDEs derived from the pathdependent dynamic programming principles.
Hidehiro Kaise, Yuta Masuda
Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University
kaise@kumamoto-u.ac.jp,
ymasuda@sigmath.es.osakau.ac.jp

CP2
Approximate Controllability from the Exterior of
Space-Time Fractional Parabolic-Elliptic Coupled
Systems
We study the approximate controllability of the following
parabolic-elliptic coupled system involving the fractional
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Laplacian (−Δ)s , s ∈ (0, 1),
⎧
∂t u + (−Δ)s u = au + bv in Ω × (0, T ),
⎪
⎪
⎨
(−Δ)s v = cu + dv in Ω × (0, T ),
u = g1O , v = 0 in (RN \ Ω) × (0, T ),
⎪
⎪
⎩
u(., 0) = u0 in Ω,

(1)

and of a similar system to (1) with the following exterior
Dirichlet condition u = 0, v = h1O in (RN \Ω)×(0, T ) with
a, b, c, d ∈ R. The controls g and h are located on a nonempty open subset O of the complementary of the open
bounded domain Ω in RN . For this reason, the approximate controllability is said to be exterior. To obtain the
controllability properties, we ﬁrst prove the existence and
uniqueness of the series solution of the studied systems and
their dual. Then we state a unique continuation principle
for the dual equation which follows from a unique continuation property for the eigenvalues of (−Δ)s with the homogeneous exterior Dirichlet condition. Finally, we show that
for any s ∈ (0, 1) and any control in Cc∞ (O × (0, T )), under certain conditions on the coeﬃcients, the approximate
controllability at any time T > 0 holds.
Carole Louis-Rose
Université des Antilles
carole.louis-rose@univ-antilles.fr
CP2
Mixed Monotone Iterative Technique for Impulsive
Hilfer Fractional Evolution Equations
The well established mixed monotone iterative technique
that is used to study the existence and uniqueness of fractional impulsive system is extended to Hilfer fractional
order in this paper. The results are derived by using
the method of upper and lower quasi-solution and C0 semigroup. Also, conditions on non-compactness of measure is used eﬀectively to prove the main result. An illustrative example is also presented. Recent results from
the work of “Haide Gou, Monotone iterative technique for
Hilfer fractional evolution equation with non-local conditions” and “Jing Zhao & Rui Wang, Monotone iterative
technique for fractional impulsive evolution equations” are
used as main references.
Divya Raghavan
Indian Institue of Technology, Roorkee.
divyar@ma.iitr.ac.in
Sukavanam Nagarajan
Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
India
n.sukavanam@ma.iitr.ac.in
CP2
Approximate Controllability of Riemann-Liouville
Fractional Order Systems with Non-Instantaneous
Impulses
The study is dedicated towards Riemann-Liouville fractional order diﬀerential equations with non-instantaneous
impulses. Firstly, the uniqueness and existence of solutions
are proven using ﬁxed point approach. Then approximate
controllability for the system is examined. The motivation of the work is mainly due to two reasons, one is the
property of non-instantaneous impulses which starts all at
once but holds for a ﬁnite time interval. The other is lesser
availability of literature on study of non-instantaneous impulses associated with Riemann-Liouville derivatives. The
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considered system is:
Dtη z(t)
z(t) =

= Az(t) + Bu(t) + g(t, z(t)),

�i (t, z(t−
i )),

t ∈ (ti , pi ],

t∈
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the population will reside in urban areas. In 2017, congesthe US caused drivers to spend an
on the road and purchase an extra
3.3 billion gallons of fuel resulting in $166 billion cost. In
addition, about 35K people in the US lose their lives in
traﬃc accidents each year. One of the promising ways to
mitigate congestion and improve safety is the integration
of information and communication technologies with cities.
Using connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) is one of
the intriguing ways towards transitioning to smart cities.
In this talk, we present a decentralized optimal control
framework for CAVs crossing two adjacent intersections.
The framework consists of an upper-level scheduling problem and a low-level optimal control problem. The solution
of the upper-level problem designates the optimal time of
each CAV aimed at minimizing its travel time to cross the
intersections. The outcome of the upper-level scheduling
problem becomes the input of the low-level problem, the
solution of which yields the optimal control input (acceleration/deceleration) of each CAV to exit the intersections at
the time speciﬁed in the upper-level scheduling problem.
We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed framework through numerical simulation.

tion in urban areas in
∪n
],
i=0 (pi , ti+1extra
8.8 billion hours

i = 1, 2, ...., n,

It1−η z(t)|t=0 = z0 ∈ Z,

where Dtη denotes the Riemann-Liouville derivative of order η, 0 < η < 1, the constants pi and ti satisfy the relation
0 = p0 = t0 < t1 < p1 < t2 < ... < pn < tn+1 = T , and
�i and g are functions to be speciﬁed later. A : D(A) ⊆
Z → Z is the inﬁnitesimal generator of a C0 -semigroup
T (t)(t > 0) on the Banach space Z. B is a linear operator and z(t) and u(t) belong to Banach spaces Z and U
respectively.
Lavina Sahijwani
Department of Mathematics
Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, Roorkee,
Uttarakhand
sahijwani.lavina@gmail.com
N. Sukavanam
Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee,
Roorkee, Uttarakhand, India
nsukvfma@iitr.ac.in
CP3
Quantitative Resilience of Linear Driftless Systems
This paper introduces the notion of quantitative resilience
of a control system. Following prior work, we study linear
driftless systems enduring a loss of control authority over
some of their actuators. Such a malfunction results in actuators producing possibly undesirable inputs over which the
controller has real-time readings but no control. By deﬁnition, a system is resilient if it can still reach a target after a
partial loss of control authority. However, after such a malfunction, a resilient system might be signiﬁcantly slower to
reach a target compared to its initial capabilities. We quantify this loss of performance through the new concept of
quantitative resilience. We deﬁne such a metric as the maximal ratio of the minimal times required to reach any target
for the initial and malfunctioning systems. Nave computation of quantitative resilience directly from the deﬁnition
is a complex task as it requires solving four nested, possibly nonlinear, optimization problems. The main technical
contribution of this work is to provide an eﬃcient method
to compute quantitative resilience. Relying on bang-bang
control theory and on two novel geometric results we reduce the computation of quantitative resilience to a single
linear optimization problem. We demonstrate our method
on an opinion dynamics scenario.
Jeanbaptiste Bouvier
Aerospace Engineering Department
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
bouvier3@illinois.edu
Melkior Ornik, Kathleen Xu
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
mornik@illinois.edu, ksxu2@illinois.edu

Behdad Chalaki
University of Delaware
Phd candidate
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Andreas Malikopoulos
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andreas@udel.edu

CP3
Mean Field Models to Regulate Carbon Emission
Levels in Electricity Production
The most serious threat to ecosystems is the global climate change fueled by the uncontrollable increase in the
carbon emission levels. In this project, mean-ﬁeld control
and mean-ﬁeld game models are proposed to analyze the
decision of electricity producers on how much nonrenewable and renewable energy resources to use in the electricity generation and the inﬂuence of carbon tax policies
imposed by a regulator on this decision. The trade-oﬀ between higher levels of revenue from electricity production
and the negative eﬀects of carbon emission on the environment aﬀects electricity producers decisions to choose how
much cheaper, reliable but polluting nonrenewable energy
or clean but random renewable energy to use in production.
We compare these decisions under two diﬀerent settings
where the producers are competitive (Nash Equilibrium)
or cooperative (Social Optimum) and we further analyze
the Stackelberg Equilibrium with the addition of a regulator that decides on the carbon tax levels.
Gokce Dayanikli
Princeton University
gokced@princeton.edu

CP3
Time-Optimal Coordination for Connected and
Automated Vehicles at Adjacent Intersections

Rene Carmona
Princeton University
Dpt of Operations Research & Financial Engineering
rcarmona@princeton.edu

Traﬃc congestion has become a signiﬁcant concern in big
metropolitan areas. By 2050, it is expected that 68% of

Mathieu Lauriere
Princeton University
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CP3
Learning Shape Control of Multi-Agent Systems
with Lagrangian Neural Networks
Shape control of double integrator agents can be seen as a
stabilization system whose evolution can be described by
forced Euler-Lagrange equations. If agents are subject to
unknown disturbances, desired shapes can not be achieved
with the classical controllers. We propose a Neural Network for forced Lagrangian systems to learn the unknown
disturbances, and we use the learning to re-design the controller to achieve the desired shape. A numerical example
highlights the eﬀectiveness of the proposed learning-based
control law.
Manuela Gamonal Fernandez, Leonardo J. Colombo
Instituto de Ciencias Matemáticas
(CSIC-UAM-UCM-UC3M)
manuela.gamonal@icmat.es, leo.colombo@icmat.es
Patricio Moreno
Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA), Facultad de
Ingenierı́a
Laboratorio de Automática y Robótica (LAR)
pamoreno@ﬁ.uba.ar
CP3
Resource Allocation for Prioritization and Gating
of Memory Traces in Linear Systems
When presented with stimuli, internal processes within the
brain must somehow determine which, if any, of this information to retain, and which to ignore in order to prevent
redundancy or exceed its available resources. The process
and mechanisms the brain uses to vet the stimuli it receives is still greatly unknown and a long-standing research
question in brain science. Here, we use a linear dynamical systems framework, treating the state trajectory as a
memory trace of prior inputs, to study hypothetical mechanisms for how neural circuits might allocate resources to
incoming stimuli. We propose and formulate the concept
of importance of stimuli as a quantitative representation of
relevance to anticipated events. Using this notion of importance as well as the size of incoming signals, we deﬁne a
cost function to be used by the system to balance the need
to gather important stimuli with the demands of practicality. Minimizing this cost, we derive a decision policy that
allows the network to determine whether and how a given
input should impinge on the system, allocating its ﬁnite
resources optimally. We show that this decision policy is
biophysically interpretable, insofar as subnetworks can independently accept or reject each stimulus and still achieve
the global optimal solution.
BethAnna Jones
Electrical and Systems Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis
bethannajones@wustl.edu
ShiNung Ching
Washington University in St. Louis
shinung@wustl.edu
CP3
A Nonzero-Sum Game Formulation for a Markov
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Regime-Switching Portfolio Strategy
We apply dynamic programming principle to discuss an
optimal investment problems by nonzero-sum stochastic game approach in a continuous-time Markov regimeswitching environment. We represent diﬀerent states of an
economy or investors ﬂoating levels of psychologica by a Dstate Markov chain. We formulate a nonzero-sum stochastic diﬀerential portfolio game as the sensitivity of two investors terminal gains.We derive regime-switching HamiltonJacobiBellmanIsaacs equations and obtain explicit optimal portfolio strategies with FeynmanKac representations
of value functions.We illustrate our results in a two-state
special case and observe the impact of regime switches by
comparative results.
Emel Savku
Middle East Technical University
Institute of Applied Mathematics
esavku@gmail.com
CP4
On the Rare-Event Simulations of Diﬀusion Processes Pertaining to a Chain of Dynamical Systems
with Small Random Perturbations
In this talk, we consider an importance sampling problem
for a certain rare-event simulations involving the behavior
of a diﬀusion process pertaining to a chain of dynamical
systems with small random perturbations. Here we assume that the dynamical system formed by n-subsystems
- in which a small random perturbation enters in the ﬁrst
subsystem and then subsequently transmitted to the other
subsystems - satisﬁes an appropriate Hörmander condition.
We provide an eﬃcient importance sampling estimator for
the asymptotics of the probabilities of the rare events involving such a diﬀusion process that ensures a minimum
relative estimation error in the small noise limit. The
framework for such an analysis relies on the connection
between the probability theory of large deviations and the
values functions for a family of stochastic control problems
associated with the underlying system, where such a connection provides a computational paradigm - based on an
exponentially-tilted biasing distribution - for constructing
eﬃcient importance sampling estimators for the rare-event
simulation. As a by-product, the framework allows us to
derive a family of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman for which we
also provide a solvability condition for the corresponding
optimal control problem. Moreover, the applicability of the
proposed framework is demonstrated through diﬀusion processes pertaining to an opioid epidemic dynamical model
with small random perturbations.
Getachew K. Befekadu
Department of Industrial System Engineering
University of Florida - REEF
getachew.befekadu@morgan.edu
CP4
Nonlinear Two-Time-Scale Stochastic Approximation: Convergence and Finite-Time Performance
Two-time-scale stochastic approximation, a generalized
version of the popular stochastic approximation, has found
broad applications in many areas including stochastic control, optimization, and machine learning. Despite of its
popularity, theoretical guarantees of this method, especially its ﬁnite-time performance, are mostly achieved for
the linear case while the results for the nonlinear coun-
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terpart are very sparse. Motivated by the classic control
theory for singularly perturbed systems, we study in this
paper the asymptotic convergence and ﬁnite-time analysis of the nonlinear two-time-scale stochastic approximation. Under some fairly standard assumptions, we provide
a formula that characterizes the rate of convergence of the
main iterates to the desired solutions. In particular, we
show that the method achieves a convergence in expectation at a rate O(1/k2/3 ), where k is the number of iterations. The key idea in our analysis is to properly choose
the two step sizes to characterize the coupling between the
fast and slow-time-scale iterates.
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Thinh T. Doan
Virginia Tech
thinhdoan@vt.edu

model the environment as a Markov decision process, and
aim to ﬁnd a control policy that minimizes the expected
time to reach a set of target states. By reducing our problem to a Hamiltonian path problem, we show that ours is
at least NP-complete. Using Bellman’s optimality equation, we present an optimal algorithm that is exponential
in the number of target states. Then, we trade-oﬀ optimality for time complexity by presenting an algorithm that is
polynomial at each time step. We prove that the proposed
suboptimal procedure generates optimal policies for certain
types of Markov decision processes. We compare the performance of our algorithms with previous approaches, and
show that ours produce better results on random Markov
decision processes, as well as on a gridworld environment
inspired by autonomous underwater vehicles operating in
an ocean.

CP4
Inverse Stochastic Optimal Controls

Farhad Nawaz Savvas Sadiq Ali
Graduate Student
fns3@illinois.edu

We study an inverse problem of the stochastic control
of general diﬀusions with performance index having the
quadratic penalty term of the control process. Under mild
conditions on the drift, the volatility, the cost functions of
the state, and under the assumption that the optimal control belongs to the interior of the control set, we show that
our inverse problem is well-posed. Then, with the wellposedness, we reduce the inverse problem to some root
ﬁnding problem of the expectation of a random variable
involved with the value function, which has a unique solution. Based on this result, we propose a numerical method
for our inverse problem by replacing the expectation above
with arithmetic mean of observed optimal control processes
and the corresponding state processes. Several numerical
experiments show that the numerical method recover the
unknown weight parameter with high accuracy.
Yumiharu Nakano
Graduate School of Innovation Management
Tokyo Institute of Technology
nakano.y.ai@m.titech.ac.jp
CP4
Execution Shortfall Algorithms under Regime
Switching
This paper is concerned with the problem of trading a large
position in the market place when the stock price follows
a regime-switching process. In this work, we are particularly interested in trading algorithms that minimize the
execution shortfall. The underlying problem is formulated
as a discrete-time stochastic optimal control problem with
resource constraints. The value function and optimal trading strategies are derived in closed-form. Numerical simulations with market data are reported to illustrate the
pertinence of these results.
Moustapha Pemy
Towson University
Department of Mathematics
mpemy@towson.edu
CP4
Optimal Multi-Target Path Planning in Markov
Decision Processes
Visiting multiple targets is a common path planning scenario in various autonomous missions. In this work, we

Melkior Ornik
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
mornik@illinois.edu
CP5
A New Perspective for Oﬄine LQ Optimal Control:
the LQ Reproducing Kernel and Its Relation to the
Dual Riccati Equation
We provide an interpretation of the dual diﬀerential Riccati
equation of Linear-Quadratic (LQ) optimal control problems. Adopting a novel viewpoint, we show that LQ optimal control can be seen as a regression problem over the
space of controlled trajectories, and that the latter has
a very natural structure as a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space (RKHS). When initial and ﬁnal times are ﬁxed, the
corresponding LQ kernel shines a new light on classical
control notions, such as the Gramian of controllability.
When the initial time changes, the dual Riccati equation
describes the evolution of the values of the LQ reproducing
kernel. Whereas the solution J(·, T ) of the diﬀerential Riccati equation maps the optimal trajectory x̄(·) to its adjoint
vector p(·), the kernel K(·, t0 ) maps an initial covector p0
to the optimal trajectory x̄(·). This eﬀectively inverts the
graph of the relation between x̄(·) and p(·). The inversion
performed is related to a general change of perspective,
from an online and diﬀerential approach to an oﬄine and
integral one, more suitable for optimal synthesis. This unveils new connections between control theory and kernel
methods, a ﬁeld widely used in machine learning.
Pierre-Cyril Aubin-Frankowski
MINES ParisTech
pierrecyrilaubin@gmail.com
CP5
Toward Analytical Solutions of Constraint-Driven
Optimal Planning Problems
In this work, we present our recent results in optimal
planning for constraint-driven agents. There has been a
growing interest in constraint-driven systems recently, i.e.,
energy-minimizing agents with a feasible action space that
describes the admissible control actions. This approach is
advantageous for long-duration autonomy tasks, where an
agents behavior is closely tied to the uncertain dynamics
of the environment. To this end, we have derived sev-
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eral key results for energy-optimal planning by constraintdriven agents. First, we demonstrate that diﬀerential ﬂatness, i.e., invertibility of the agent dynamics, is suﬃcient
to decouple the forward-backward equations that emerge
from Hamiltonian analysis. This result enables the agent
to generate the energy-optimal trajectory independent of
the costate dynamics, reducing the agents computational
load. Next, we show that continuity in the control input is
an equivalent optimality condition for integrator systems
in some instances. This result allows us to decouple the
boundary and interior conditions from the costate dynamics; thus, numerical shooting methods become a feasible
technique to generate energy-optimal trajectories with constraint activations. We also present a class of self-relaxing
constraints that improve the robustness of the constraintdriven optimal control approach. Finally, we demonstrate
our results in simulation using a multi-agent environment.
Logan E. Beaver
Marquette University
lebeaver@udel.edu
Michael Dorothy, Christopher Kroninger
Combat Capabilities Development Command
US Army Research Laboratory
michael.r.dorothy.civ@mail.mil,
christopher.m.kroninger.civ@mail.mil
Andreas Malikopoulos
Energy & Transportation Science Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
andreas@udel.edu
CP5
Deep Reinforcement Learning Initialization and
Acceleration of Direct Collocation Optimal Control Problems Solvers
Direct collocation has become one of the main approaches
we use to solve optimal control problems in practice. High
accuracy requirements create the demand to make such
solvers as performant as possible. However, the accuracy
and convergence rate of direct collocation solvers is known
to depend on the quality of their initialization. Recently
we saw the successful application of deep reinforcement
learning algorithms to several optimal control tasks. Such
algorithms provide an eﬃcient method for fast initialization near globally optimal solutions. We thus propose the
use of deep Q networks to generate initial solutions for collocation algorithms.
Christoph Hoeppke
University of Oxford
christoph.hoeppke@gmail.com
CP5
Optimal Time Trajectory and Coordination for
Connected and Automated Vehicles
Connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) provide the
most intriguing opportunity for enabling users to better
monitor transportation network conditions and make better operating decisions to improve safety and reduce pollution, energy consumption, and travel delays. As we move
to increasingly complex emerging mobility systems, new
control approaches are needed to optimize the impact on
system behavior of the interplay between vehicles at diﬀerent traﬃc scenarios. In this talk, I will present a decentralized control framework for coordination of CAVs in diﬀer-
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ent traﬃc scenarios, e.g., merging at roadways and roundabouts, crossing unsignalized intersections. The framework
includes: (1) an upper-level optimization that yields for
each CAV its optimal path, including the time and lane, to
pass through a given traﬃc scenario by alleviating congestion; and (2) a low-level optimization that yields for each
CAV its optimal control input (acceleration/deceleration)
to achieve the optimal path and time derived in the upperlevel. I will present a geometric duality framework using
hyperplanes to prove strong duality of the upper-level optimization problem and the condition under which the optimal solution always exists. Strong duality implies that
the optimal path for each CAV does not activate any of
the state, control, and safety constraints of the low-level
optimization, thus allowing for online implementation.
Andreas Malikopoulos
Energy & Transportation Science Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
andreas@udel.edu
CP5
Results on Optimal Control for Abstract Semilinear Second-Order Systems
The article provides suﬃcient conditions for optimal control of the second-order semilinear system in abstract
space. In this article, we convert the second-order system into a ﬁrst-order simultaneous system of equations and
derive suﬃcient conditions for the optimal control of the
ﬁrst-order system. As both the systems are equivalent, the
second-order system also follows the optimal control. Also,
time-optimal control is discussed.
Rohit Patel
Rajkiya Engineering College Kannauj
rohit2851993@gmail.com
Anurag Shukla, D.N. Pandey
IIT Roorkee
anuragshukla259@gmail.com, dwij.iitk@gmail.com
SHIMPI Jadon
Rajkiya Engineering College Kannauj
shimpisingh2k6@gmail.com
CP5
Well-Posedness of History/State-Dependent Implicit Sweeping Processes
This talk is devoted to present a new class of implicit statedependent sweeping processes with history-dependent operators. Based on the methods of convex analysis, we
prove the equivalence of the history/state dependent implicit sweeping process and a nonlinear diﬀerential equation, which, through a ﬁxed point argument for historydependent operators, enables us to prove the existence,
uniqueness, and continuous dependence of the solution in
a very general framework. Moreover, we present some
new convergence results with respect to perturbations in
the data, including perturbations of the associated moving
sets. Finally, the theoretical results are applied to prove
the well-posedness of a history-dependent quasi-static contact problem.
Emilio Vilches
O’Higgins University
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MS1
Error Bounds for Port-Hamiltonian
Order Controllers

Reduced-

Linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control design for portHamiltonian systems is studied. A recently proposed
method from the literature is reviewed and modiﬁed such
that the resulting controllers have a port-Hamiltonian (pH)
realization. Based on this new modiﬁcation, a reducedorder controller is obtained by truncation of a balanced
system. The approach is shown to be closely related to classical LQG balanced truncation and shares a similar a priori
error bound with respect to the gap metric. With regard to
this error bound, a theoretically optimal pH-representation
is derived. Consequences for pH-preserving balanced truncation model reduction are discussed and shown to yield
two diﬀerent classical H∞ -error bounds.
Tobias Breiten
University of Graz
tobias.breiten@tu-berlin.de
MS1
Optimal Feedback Law Recovery by GradientAugmented Sparse Polynomial Regression
A sparse regression approach for the computation of highdimensional optimal feedback laws arising in deterministic
nonlinear control is proposed. The approach exploits the
control-theoretical link between Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
PDEs characterizing the value function of the optimal control problems, and ﬁrst-order optimality conditions via
Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. The latter is used as
a representation formula to recover the value function and
its gradient at arbitrary points in the space-time domain
through the solution of a two-point boundary value problem. After generating a dataset consisting of diﬀerent
state-value pairs, a hyperbolic cross polynomial model for
the value function is ﬁtted using a LASSO regression. An
extended set of low and high-dimensional numerical tests in
nonlinear optimal control reveal that enriching the dataset
with gradient information reduces the number of training
samples, and that the sparse polynomial regression consistently yields a feedback law of lower complexity.
Behzad Azmi
RICAM Linz, Austria
behzad.azmi@ricam.oeaw.ac.at
Dante Kalise
School of Mathematical Sciences
University of Nottingham
dkaliseb@ic.ac.uk
Karl Kunisch
University of Graz and Radon Institute, Austrian
Academy of
Science, Austria
karl.kunisch@uni-graz.at
MS1
Balanced Truncation Model Reduction via Nonlinear Energy Functions
Balanced truncation model reduction uses the input and
output energies of a systems to determine which states
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are relatively more important than others. The theoretical
foundation proposed by Scherpen in the 1990s deﬁnes input
and output energy functions and shows that they can be
computed by solving Hamilton-Jacobi partial diﬀerential
equations. The computation of balancing transformations
for nonlinear large-scale systems remains an immense challenge. In this talk, we discuss polynomial approximationbased computation of the energy functions and nonlinear
state transformations, which are scalable via tensor methods to large-scale systems. We then derive reduced-order
models. We present numerical results on Burgers equation
and other nonlinear test problems.
Boris Kramer
University of California San Diego
bmkramer@ucsd.edu
Serkan Gugercin, Jeﬀ Borggaard
Virginia Tech
Department of Mathematics
gugercin@vt.edu, jborggaard@vt.edu
MS1
Model Reduction of Monotone Nonlinear Systems
by Dc Gains
In this presentation, we develop data-driven model reduction methods for monotone nonlinear control systems based
on a nonlinear version of the dc gain. The nonlinear dc
gain is a function of the amplitude of the input and can
be used to evaluate the importance of each state variable.
In fact, the nonlinear dc gain is directly related to the
inﬁnity-induced norm of the system as well as a notion of
output reachability. Given the dc gain, model reduction is
performed by either truncating not-so-important state variables or aggregating state variables having similar importance. Under such truncation and clustering, monotonicity
and boundedness of the nonlinear dc gain are preserved;
moreover, these two operations can be approximately performed based on simulation or experimental data alone.
This empirical model reduction approach is illustrated by
an example of a gene regulatory network.
Yu Kawano
Kyoto Univ.
ykawano@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Bart Besselink
University of Groningen
b.besselink@rug.nl
Jacquelien M. Scherpen
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
j.m.a.scherpen@rug.nl
MS2
Regularized and Distributionally Robust DataEnabled Predictive Control
We study the problem of ﬁnite-time constrained optimal
control of unknown systems. We propose a novel distributionally robust data-enabled predictive control (DeePC)
algorithm which uses noise-corrupted input/output data
to predict future trajectories and compute optimal control
inputs while satisfying output chance constraints. The algorithm is based on (i) a non-parametric representation of
the subspace spanning the system behaviour, where past
trajectories are sorted in Page or Hankel matrices; and (ii)
a distributionally robust optimization formulation which
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gives rise to strong probabilistic performance guarantees.
We show that for certain objective functions, DeePC exhibits strong out-of-sample performance, and at the same
time respects constraints with high probability. We illustrate our results with nonlinear noisy simulations and experiments in an aerial robotics case study.
Jeremy Coulson
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
jcoulson@control.ee.ethz.ch
MS2
Wasserstein Distributionally Robust Risk Map for
Learning-Based Motion Planning and Control: A
Semideﬁnite Programming Approach
Motion planning and control are considered to be fundamental problems in today’s robotics as robots are making
their way into the cluttered urban environment where humans inhabit. Therefore, a crucial task is constructing a
path for the robot and controlling it to track the given reference, considering the dynamic and possibly uncertain behavior of the environment. State-of-the-art learning techniques enable predicting the uncertainties in the perceived
information about surroundings, making the operation of
the robots more intelligent. The diﬃculty arises when the
environment changes rapidly and predictions about its future realizations might be inaccurate. To tackle this issue, we present a novel risk map for learning-based mobile
robots, that is robust against distributional uncertainties
of the environment. The proposed tool ﬁrst learns the obstacles’ unknown motion from observations using Gaussian
Process Regression, then limits the risk of unsafety of the
system given the learning results. This is accomplished by
considering the worst-case risk of collision within an ambiguity set constructed as a statistical ball centered at the
learned distribution. The resulting risk map, formulated
as a semideﬁnite program, can be used in various motion
planning and control algorithms, such as RRT* and MPC
to ensure the safe navigation of the robot.
Astghik Hakobyan
Seoul National University
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
astghikhakobyan@snu.ac.kr
MS2
Improved Decision Rule Approximations for MultiStage Robust Optimization via Copositive Programming
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MS2
Towards Integrated Perception and Motion Planning with Distributionally Robust Risk Constraints
Safely deploying robots in uncertain and dynamic environments requires a systematic accounting of various risks,
both within and across layers in an autonomy stack from
perception to motion planning and control. Many widely
used motion planning algorithms do not adequately incorporate inherent perception and prediction uncertainties,
often ignoring them altogether or making questionable assumptions of Gaussianity. This talk describes a distributionally robust incremental sampling-based motion planning framework that explicitly and coherently incorporates
perception and prediction uncertainties. The framework
produces output feedback policies based on moment-based
ambiguity sets of distributions to enforce probabilistic collision avoidance constraints under the worst-case distribution in the ambiguity set. Our solution approach, called
Output Feedback Distributionally Robust RRT*(OFDRRRT*), produces asymptotically optimal risk-bounded trajectories and policies for robots operating in dynamic, cluttered, and uncertain environments, explicitly incorporating
mapping and localization error, stochastic process disturbances, unpredictable obstacle motion, and uncertain obstacle locations. The talk will discuss emerging issues including nonlinear control and ﬁltering algorithms, dynamic
ambiguity sets, and incorporation of learning algorithms.
Tyler Summers
University of Texas at Dallas
tyler.summers@utdallas.edu
MS3
Uniqueness and Structure of Kinematic Chains
Kinematic chains play a central role in the design and calibration of industrial robotics. In essence, industrial robots
attach their ”end eﬀector” to an object, reposition and reorient the object, and then release it; repeating any number
of such operations as determined by a program. That is,
they generate sequences of displacements in R3 . In many
cases the physical motion is implemented by a “chain”,
consisting of rigid links connected, one to the next, using
a motorized single degree of freedom joint. If there are six
such joints, and if the attachment angles are suﬃciently
diﬀerent, then such a device can generate a rich subset of
the set of all elements of SE(3), the six-dimensional Euclidean group. As is standard, we associate with a rigid
displacement of the form x �→ Θx + d a matrix


Θ d
T =
0 1

We study decision rule approximations for generic multistage robust linear optimization problems. We consider
linear decision rules for the case when the objective coeﬃcients, the recourse matrices, and the right-hand sides are
uncertain, and consider quadratic decision rules for the case
when only the right-hand sides are uncertain. The resulting
optimization problems are NP-hard but amenable to copositive programming reformulations that give rise to tight
conservative approximations. We further enhance these approximations through new piecewise decision rule schemes.
Finally, we prove that our proposed approximations are
tighter than the state-of-the-art schemes and demonstrate
their superiority through numerical experiments.

with xi representing the programmable joint angles and
the Ai , elements of the Lie algebra of SE(3), determined
by the geometry of the chain.

Guanglin Xu
The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
gxu7@uncc.edu
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This leads to the description of the motion generated


Θ d
= eA1 x1 eA2 x2 · · · eA6 x6
0 1
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MS3
Practical Reinforcement Learning for Robotics in
the Presence of Symmetries
When a mechanical system exhibits a symmetry, the system’s dynamics can often be realized in a reduced form that
simpliﬁes the interpretation of these dynamics or facilitates
the synthesis of relevant control policies. The mathematical formalism for reduction in the presence of symmetries
was developed in the context of systems with fully modeled dynamics, but a system’s dynamics can be known to
exhibit a symmetry associated, for instance, with an obvious conservation law even if an explicit dynamic model is
unavailable. A control policy for a system with unmodeled
dynamics can often be developed algorithmically though
some form of reinforcement learning, but the practical success of such an approach depends on its computational
complexity, which depends in turn on issues of dimensionality, motivating dimensional reduction whenever possible.
When reinforcement learning is applied in the context of a
robotic system, the system’s dynamics and the control objective may exhibit distinct independent symmetries, both
of which aﬀect reducibility. This talk will outline basic features of this problem, illustrated with examples involving
both continuous and discrete symmetries.
Scott D. Kelly
Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Science
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
scott@kellyﬁsh.net
MS3
Why Is Geometric Control Theory So Diﬃcult?
Problems in geometric control theory having to do with the
structure of the reachable set are notoriously challenging.
While a great deal of progress has been made, and important and general theorems have been proved to answer
certain questions, e.g., the Orbit Theorem, the fact remains
that a comprehensive understanding of some of the most
fundamental questions remains absent. In this talk we will
discuss some reasons why such problems as controllability, stabilisability, and optimality remain unresolved. The
emphasis is on diﬃculties associated with ﬂows.
Andrew D. Lewis
Queen’s University
Dept of Mathematics & Stats
andrew.lewis@queensu.ca
MS3
Liouville Geometry and Control of Thermodynamic Systems
Since the early 1970s contact geometry has been recognized as a natural framework for the geometric formulation of classical thermodynamic systems. As initiated one
can go further by replacing the intensive variables by their
homogeneous coordinates, and thus formulating thermodynamics on the cotangent bundle of the space of external
variables. This construction, known in diﬀerential geometry, has several advantages, including the uniﬁcation of
the energy and entropy representation of thermodynamic
systems. Furthermore, it leads to the deﬁnition of portthermodynamic systems. The underlying geometry can be
called Liouville geometry, since all notions (submanifolds,
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vector ﬁelds, ports) are deﬁned in terms of the Liouville
form on the cotangent bundle. We consider the control of
thermodynamic systems by shaping by feedback the system
into a desired thermodynamic system.
Arjan J. van der Schaft
Univeristy of Groningen, The Netherlands
a.j.van.der.schaft@rug.nl
MS4
Fast and Safe Charging of Li-Ion Batteries via
Closed-Loop Control
This talk presents a closed-loop control strategy based on
Reference Governors (RG) for safe and fast charging of
lithium-ion batteries and its experimental validation. Although battery rapid charging has been the subject of much
research in recent years, mitigating battery aging while
charging has been barely accounted for. The latter issue is overriding if degradation mechanisms like lithium
plating occur, which can compromise the safe use of the
battery. The proposed control scheme consists of two
parts, both of them exploiting a reduced electrochemical
model. The ﬁrst part uses a linear quadratic regulator to
push the battery (fast) charging performance. The second part resorts to a RG to handle electrochemical constraints that enforce the proper (safe) operation of the
battery. Since these constraints deﬁne a nonconvex region, a novel computationally eﬃcient formulation of the
RG was derived. The proposed feedback charge strategy
was experimentally validated and contrasted with commercially available and widely used charging strategies such as
constant-current/constant-voltage (CCCV). The proposed
approach charges the battery faster than a high current
CCCV while degrading its capacity as much as a mild current CCCV over one hundred full charge/discharge cycles.
These encouraging results highlight the conservativeness
and even dangerousness of standard charging strategies
obtained from empirical evidence with respect to physicsbased control theoretic approaches.
Luis Couto
Université libre de Bruxelles
lcoutome@ulb.ac.be
MS4
Real-Time Detection and Estimation of Thermal
Faults in Batteries
This talk will present online algorithm for detection and
estimation of thermal faults in batteries. Batteries are
promising candidates for energy storage solutions in renewable power grids, electriﬁed transportation and consumer
electronics. However, the current battery technologies still
suﬀer from safety issues. Online battery management algorithms have the potential to signiﬁcantly improve battery safety. In this context, we will discuss how to design
real-time algorithms for battery diagnostics by combining
system-theoretic tools and physics-based battery models.
Speciﬁcally, the algorithm is based on Partial Diﬀerential
Equation (PDE) ﬁltering techniques and distributed parameter thermal model that captures temperature distribution in battery cells. We will illustrate the eﬀectiveness
of the algorithms via experimental and simulation studies.
Satadru Dey
Pennsylvania State University
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MS4
Analysis and Optimization of Input and Output
Data for Estimation of Battery States and Parameters
Estimation of battery internal states and parameters is one
of the most important tasks of battery management. Estimation typically involves 3 basic elements, i.e. model,
algorithm and data (e.g. current, voltage, and temperature measurements). While substantial eﬀorts have been
devoted to model development and algorithm design, our
interest focuses on exploring the role of data in estimation,
e.g. what are the optimal data pattern that would yield
the best estimation accuracy? We will ﬁrst demonstrate
data optimization using the Fisher information criterion,
which is the traditional gold standard for optimal experiment design, based on our analytically derived sensitivity
expression of battery parameters. We will then show that
such approach suﬀers major limitations including inability to address system uncertainties. We will then present
our recently discovered data structures that relate estimation errors to system uncertainties. By incorporating these
data structures for data optimization, the accuracy of estimation can be dramatically improved under system uncertainties (by up to 1 order of magnitude). Based on these
data structures, we are developing a new set of criteria and
framework applicable to a variety of data-optimization-forestimation problems, including optimal experiment design
and parameter management for system identiﬁcation, and
data selection/mining (from passive data stream) for online
estimation.
Xinfan Lin
University of California, Davis
lxﬂin@ucdavis.edu
MS4
PDE Observer for All-Solid-State Batteries via an
Electrochemical Model
All-solid-state batteries (ASSB) are one of the most
promising candidates for next-generation energy storage
devices capable of delivering higher speciﬁc energy. Signiﬁcant eﬀorts have been spent on understanding and controlling the degradation mechanisms associated with dendrite formation, while energy management and modelbased control/estimation for solid-state batteries has received very limited attention. This talk presents a partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) state estimation scheme
for a one-dimensional electrochemical all-solid-state battery model, using only voltage and current measurements.
Knowledge on real-time electrochemical information will
enable high-ﬁdelity internal state estimation and optimal
control in advanced battery management systems. By assuming a uniform lithium-ion concentration in solid electrolyte and compensating the neglected component with a
boundary disturbance in the electrode dynamics, we propose an asymptotically convergent state estimation algorithm using concepts from active disturbance rejection control and PDE backstepping technique. The key novelty lies
in proposing the ﬁrst PDE estimator for electrochemical
model-based monitoring that identiﬁes physical variables
for all-solid-state batteries.
Dong Zhang
Carnegie Mellon University
dongzhr@cmu.edu
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Shuxia Tang
Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer
Sciences
University of California, Berkeley
shuxiatang.control@gmail.com
Luis Couto
Université libre de Bruxelles
lcoutome@ulb.ac.be
MS5
High-Dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi PDEs with
State-Dependent Hamiltonians Arising from Certain Optimal Control Problems
We present analytical solutions for certain optimal control problems, where the running cost depends on the
state variable. An analogue of the Lax-Oleinik representation formula is provided for the corresponding HamiltonJacobi PDEs, where the Hamiltonian also depends on the
state variable. We propose eﬃcient optimization-based algorithms for solving these optimal control problems and
Hamilton-Jacobi PDEs in high dimensions. Numerical experiments show that our algorithms are suitable for numerically solving these optimal control problems in highdimensional real-time applications.
Paula Chen, Jerome Darbon
Brown University
paula chen@brown.edu, jerome darbon@brown.edu
Tingwei Meng
Brown university
tingwei meng@brown.edu
MS5
Improving Reliability in Neural Network Optimal
Feedback Control Design
Recent work has demonstrated the potential of supervised learning as an eﬀective method for solving highdimensional Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations, which
arise in optimal feedback control. In this talk we discuss
further developments to these methods to improve robustness during learning and enhance stability properties of the
learned controller. Concretely, we augment neural network
controllers with linear quadratic regulators to improve local stability and scaﬀold learning. We apply the proposed
method to design candidate optimal feedback controllers
for high-dimensional and unstable nonlinear systems, and
through these examples, demonstrate improved reliability
and accuracy compared to existing neural network formulations.
Tenavi Nakamura-Zimmerer, Qi Gong
University of California, Santa Cruz
tenakamu@ucsc.edu, qigong@soe.ucsc.edu
Wei Kang
Naval Postgraduate School
Department of Applied Mathematics
wkang@nps.edu
MS5
Interior Point Diﬀerential Dynamic Programming
This work introduces a novel Diﬀerential Dynamic Programming (DDP) algorithm for solving discrete-time ﬁnite-
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horizon optimal control problems with inequality constraints. Two variants, namely Feasible and Infeasible Interior Point Diﬀerential Dynamic Programming (IPDDP)
algorithms, are developed using primal-dual interior-point
methodology, and their local quadratic convergence properties are characterised. We show that the stationary points
of the algorithms are the perturbed KKT points, and thus
can be moved arbitrarily close to a locally optimal solution.
While general purpose primal-dual interior-point methods
are successful in practice, there were no extension of the
DDP algorithm accommodating primal-dual interior-point
techniques reported so far. Our aim is to ﬁll this gap.
The proposed IPDDP framework is a natural extension
to DDP. It requires neither modifying the objective function nor identifying active/inactive constraints by a separate procedure. Being free from the burden of active-set
methods, it can handle nonlinear state and input inequality
constraints without a discernible increase in its computational complexity relative to the unconstrained case. The
performance of the proposed algorithms is demonstrated
using numerical experiments on three diﬀerent problems:
control-limited inverted pendulum, car-parking, and unicycle motion control and obstacle avoidance. This work
is accepted for application in the IEEE Transactions on
Control Systems Technology.
Andrei Pavlov
University of Melbourne
apavlov@student.unimelb.edu.au
Iman Shames
Australian National University
iman.shames@anu.edu.au
Chris Manzie
University of Melbourne
manziec@unimelb.edu.au
MS5
Tropical Dynamic Programming for Discrete Time
Stochastic Optimal Control Problems
In this talk, we consider discrete time stochastic optimal
control problems with ﬁnite independent noises and Lipschitz continuous costs and dynamics. We present an iterative algorithm which approximates the value function at
each time step by both max-plus and min-plus linear combinations of basic functions. If the basic functions added at
each iteration are tight and valid, then we have an asymptotic convergence result. We illustrate numerically this
convergence result on a toy example with linear dynamics and polyhedral costs.
Marianne Akian
INRIA and CMAP, Ecole Polytechnique
marianne.akian@inria.fr
Jean-Philippe Chancelier
CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
jean-philippe.chancelier@enpc.fr
Benoit Tran
FGV EMAp Brazil
CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech
benoit.tran@tutanota.com
MS6
Event-Triggered Safety-Critical Control for Sys-
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tems with Unknown Dynamics
Solutions to optimal control problems subject to safetycritical constraints have been shown to be obtained through
a sequence of Quadratic Programs (QPs) making use of
Control Barrier Functions (CBFs). A key challenge in this
approach is obtaining accurate system dynamics, which is
especially diﬃcult in multi-agent systems where one agent
may not have adequate data to estimate other agents dynamics. We propose to deﬁne nominal dynamics that are
adaptively updated through real-time measurements and a
high-order CBF that captures a safety requirement based
on the nominal dynamics and error states. This leads to
a sequence of QPs whose solution is triggered by speciﬁc
events. We derive a condition that guarantees the satisfaction of the CBF constraint between events and illustrate how this approach works compared to the conventional time-driven approach for an adaptive cruise control
problem.
Christos Cassandras
Boston University
cgc@bu.edu
MS6
Resource-Aware Control for the Design of Accelerated Optimization Algorithms
This talk takes a dynamical systems and control approach
to the design of fast optimization solvers in machine learning. Recent work in the machine learning and optimization
communities seeks to shed light on the behavior of accelerated optimization methods via high-resolution diﬀerential
equations. These diﬀerential equations are continuous-time
counterparts of discrete-time optimization algorithms and,
remarkably, their convergence properties can be characterized using the powerful tools provided by classical Lyapunov stability analysis. An outstanding open question of
pivotal importance is how to discretize these continuous
ﬂows while maintaining their convergence rates. We provide an answer to this question by employing ideas from
resource-aware control. The main idea is to take advantage of the Lyapunov functions employed to characterize
the rate of convergence of high-resolution diﬀerential equations to design variable-stepsize discretizations that preserve by design the convergence properties of the original
dynamics.
Jorge Cortes
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, San Diego
cortes@ucsd.edu
MS6
Event-Triggered Control for Time-Varying Systems using a Positive Systems Approach
We provide new event-triggered control methods, using the
notions of interval observers and positive systems. We
cover time-varying linear systems, output feedback, and
robustness with respect to uncertainty in the dynamics. In
each case, our methods ensure global exponential stability
of the closed loop system. Our illustrations include a curve
tracking system from marine robotics
Michael Malisoﬀ
Louisiana State University
Department of Mathematics
malisoﬀ@lsu.edu
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Frederic Mazenc
INRIA
frederic.mazenc@l2s.centralesupelec.fr

Terry L. Herdman
Interdisciplinary Center for Applied Mathematics
Virginia Tech
Terry.Herdman@vt.edu

Zhong-Ping Jiang
Dept of Electrical and Computer Eng
Polytechnic Institute of NYU
zjiang@poly.edu

MS7
Optimal Control of the 2d Evolutionary NavierStokes Equations with Measure Valued Controls

Corina Barbalata
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Louisiana State University
cbarbalata@lsu.edu
MS6
Event-Triggered
Design

Control

and

Scheduling

Co-

Event-triggered control plays a prominent role in current
research in control and optimization, owing to its potential
to reduce the computational burden as compared with traditional continuous time or zero-order hold control methods. This talk will provide an overview of recent advances
in event-triggered control, including a timing model approach that co-designs controls and priority assignments
to resolve contentions in networked systems, and an application to traﬃc management.
Fumin Zhang
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
fumin@gatech.edu

This paper is concerned with a sensor location problems for
“optimal” state estimation based on Luenberger observers.
The framework is fairly general and applies to both ﬁnite
and inﬁnite dimensional systems. We consider a general
system deﬁne on a Hilbert space Z of the form
(2)

with measured outputs
y(t) = C(q)z(t) + v(t),

(3)

where q ∈ Q ⊆ Rd is a parameterization of the output
operator that determines the location of the sensor and the
operators G : Rm → Z and C(q) : Z −→ Rp are HilbertSchmidt. Given the system above a (time independent)
Luenberger observer is a linear dynamical system driven
by the measured output has the form
(4)
z˙e (t) = Aze (t) + F [y(t) − C(q)ze (t)] + Gω(t),
 m 
where F ∈ B R , Z . The goal is to ﬁnd F and q so
that the error e(t) = e(t, F, q) = ze (t, F, q) − z(t) is “as
small as possible”. We employ diﬀerent cost functions and
formulate several optimization problems to simultaneously
optimize sensor location and observer gains. Examples are
given to illustrate the ideas and to compare this approach
to other methods.
John A. Burns
Virginia Tech
Interdisciplinary Center for Applied Mathematics
jaburns@vt.edu

Eduardo Casas
Universidad de Cantabria
ETSI Ind y de Telecom
eduardo.casas@unican.es
Karl Kunisch
University of Graz and Radon Institute, Austrian
Academy of
Science, Austria
karl.kunisch@uni-graz.at
MS7
Control of PDEs with Actuator Guidance Constrained over Time-Varying Reachability Sets

MS7
Joint Optimization of Sensor Placement and Constant Luenberger Observers Gains

ż(t) = Az(t) + Gω(t),

In this talk, we consider an optimal control problem for
the two- dimensional evolutionary Navier-Stokes system.
Looking for sparsity, we take controls as functions of time
taking values in a space of Borel measures. The cost functional does not involve directly the control but we assume
some constraints on them. We prove the well-posedness
of the control problem and derive necessary and suﬃcient
conditions for local optimality of the controls.

This work focuses on the guidance of mobile actuators
employed for the control of PDEs. A practical aspect
on the implementation of the actuator guidance considers the mechanical constraints of the mobile platforms
carrying the actuators. Terrain platforms cannot behave
as point masses without inertia; instead they must satisfy constraints which are adequately represented as pathdependent reachability sets When control algorithm commands a mobile platform to reposition itself in a diﬀerent
spatial location within the spatial domain, this does not occur instantaneously and for the most part the motion is not
omnidirectional. This constraint is combined with a computationally feasible and suboptimal control policy with
mobile actuators to arrive at a numerically viable control
and guidance scheme. The control decision comes from a
continuous-discrete control policy whereby the mobile actuator platform is repositioned at discrete times and dwells
in a speciﬁc position for a certain time interval. Moving to
a subsequent spatial location and computing its associated
path over a physics-imposed time interval, a set of candidate positions and paths is derived using a path-dependent
reachability set. The scheme is demonstrated with a 2D
PDE having two sets of collocated actuator-sensor pairs.
Michael A. Demetriou
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
mdemetri@wpi.edu
MS7
Analysis and Approximations to the Dirichlet
Boundary Control of Stokes Equations
We study Dirichlet boundary control of Stokes ﬂows in
2D polygonal domains. We consider cost functionals with
two diﬀerent boundary control regularization terms: the
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L2 norm and an energy space seminorm. We prove wellposedness and regularity results for both problems, develop
ﬁnite element discretizations for both problems, and prove
ﬁnite element error estimates. The motivation to study
the energy space problem follows from our analysis: we
prove that the choice of the control space L2 (Γ) can lead
to an optimal control with discontinuities at the corners,
even when the domain is convex. We observe this phenomenon in numerical experiments. This behavior does
not occur in Dirichlet boundary control problems for the
Poisson equation on convex polygonal domains, and may
not be desirable in real applications. For the energy space
problem, we derive the ﬁrst order optimality conditions,
and show that the solution of the control problem is more
regular than the solution of the problem with the L2 (Γ)
regularization. We also prove a priori error estimates for
the control in the energy norm, and present several numerical experiments for both control problems on convex and
nonconvex domains.
Wei Gong
Institute of Computational Mathematics
Chinese Academy of Sciences
wgong@lsec.cc.ac.cn
MS8
Ergodic Linear-Quadratic Control for Systems with
a Rosenblatt Noise
A control problem for an ergodic quadratic cost functional
for a two dimensional system driven by a Rosenblatt process is formulated and a solution is given. Rosenblatt processes are a family of non-Gaussian processes that have
a useful stochastic calculus. The noise in many physical
control systems has been shown to be non-Gaussian and
Rosenblatt processes seem to be a useful family of continuous non-Gaussian processes for modelling non-Gaussian
noise in physical systems.
Tyrone E. Duncan
University of Kansas
Department of Mathematics
duncan@ku.edu
Bozenna J. Pasik-Duncan
University of Kansas
bozenna@ku.edu
MS8
Computable Bound for Almost Sure Convergence
Rate of Ratio Consensus Algorithms
Reaching average consensus using only local communication along a network is a fundamental building block in the
area of distributed computing, leading to applications such
as sensor fusion and distributed optimization. Maintaining
precision despite communication deﬁciencies is a key challenge, to tackle asynchronous message passing occurring,
the concept of ratio consensus (also named push-sum) has
been proposed by Kempe, Dobra, and Gehrke (2003). Besides precision for applicability one needs speed. In the
current work we prove a bound on the almost sure convergence rate that is also computable for a class of ratio consensus algorithms. This extends on the works of Iutzeler,
Ciblat and Hachem (2013) on similar bounds but in a more
restrictive setup and conclusion, and complements the results of Gerencsr and Gerencsr (2019) identifying the exact convergence rate but providing no computable access
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or approximation.
Balazs Gerencser
Alfréd Rényi Institute of Mathematics
Eötvös Loránd University
gerencser.balazs@renyi.hu
MS8
Stochastic Chemostat Models: Modeling, LongTime Behavior, Optimal Controls, and Applications to Wastewater Treatment
In this talk, we consider the stochastic chemostat models.
First, the system is formulated as a hybrid switching diﬀusion. Then, a complete characterization of the asymptotic
behavior of the system is provided. The rate of convergence
is also obtained. Moreover, we consider an application to
wastewater treatment and numerical examples are given
to illustrate our results. Next, controlled diﬀusions with a
long-run average objective function are treated. The associated HamiltonJacobiBellman (HJB) equation is derived
and the existence of an optimal Markov control is established. The techniques and methods of analysis in this paper can be applied to many other stochastic Kolmogorov
systems.
Nhu N. Nguyen
University of Connecticut, Storrs
nguyen.nhu@uconn.edu
Dang H. Nguyen
University of Alabama
dangnh.maths@gmail.com
George Yin
University of Connecticut, Storrs
gyin@uconn.edu
MS8
Distributed Filtering for Gaussian Channels with
Feedback: Continuous-Time Scenarios
This paper provides a new perspective for distributed ﬁltering based on the information-theoretic analysis of ﬁltering problems by Mitter and Newton. We design real-time
encoding strategies for Gaussian channels with feedback
and provide optimality conditions for inferring states of
stochastic systems.
Zhenyu Liu
LIDS
MIT
zliu14@mit.edu
Andrea Conti
Department of Engineering
University of Ferrara
andrea.conti@unife.it
Sanjoy K. Mitter
LIDS
MIT
mitter@mit.edu
Moe Z. Win
MIT
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MS9
Bilinear Dynamic Mode Decomposition for Quantum Control

Matthias Heinkenschloss
Department of Computational and Applied Mathematics
Rice University
heinken@rice.edu

Data-driven methods for establishing quantum optimal
control (QOC) using time-dependent control pulses tailored to speciﬁc quantum dynamical systems and desired
control objectives are critical for many emerging quantum
technologies. We develop a data-driven regression procedure, bilinear dynamic mode decomposition (biDMD), that
leverages time-series measurements to establish quantum
system identiﬁcation for QOC. The biDMD optimization
framework is a physics-informed regression that makes use
of the known underlying Hamiltonian structure. Further,
the biDMD can be modiﬁed to model both fast and slow
sampling of control signals, the latter by way of stroboscopic sampling strategies. The biDMD method provides
a ﬂexible, interpretable, and adaptive regression framework
for real-time, online implementation in quantum systems.
Further, the method has strong theoretical connections to
Koopman theory, which approximates nonlinear dynamics
with linear operators. In comparison with many machine
learning paradigms minimal data is needed to construct a
biDMD model, and the model is easily updated as new data
is collected. We demonstrate the eﬃcacy and performance
of the approach on a number of representative quantum
systems with control.
Andy Goldschmidt, Eurika Kaiser, Steve Brunton
University of Washington
andygold@uw.edu, eurika@uw.edu, sbrunton@uw.edu
Jonathan L. Dubois
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
dubois9@llnl.gov
J. Nathan Kutz
University of Washington, Seattle
Dept of Applied Mathematics
kutz@uw.edu
MS9
A Data-Driven Approach to Lifting Polynomial
Systems
We study the impact of diﬀerent lifting transformations,
that equivalently transform a dynamical system with polynomial nonlinearity into a quadratic-bilinear (QB) system.
This is performed for the computation of reduced-order
models (ROMs) in the Loewner QB framework. This is a
data-driven interpolation-based approach that computes a
ROM whose generalized transfer functions (approximately)
interpolate those of the original system. An attractive feature of the Loewner framework is that the ROM is computed using only data and does not require explicit access
to the system matrices. We present diﬀerent lifting formulations and their impact on the transfer functions associated with the resulting QB system. The scope is to
provide guidelines for selecting lifting transformations in
an automatic way; of course, this might heavily depend on
the application. Although the main method of our study
is the Loewner framework, the choice of lifting transformations could also be relevant for other reduced-order modeling approaches.
Ion Victor Gosea
Max Planck Institute Magdeburg

Athanasios C. Antoulas
Dept. of Elec. and Comp. Eng.
Rice University
aca@rice.edu

MS9
Data-Driven Feedback Control Design and Stability Analysis for Complex Dynamical Systems
Recent developments in data-driven interpolatory methods has shown fantastic eﬃciency in model approximation,
allowing to construct linear and nonlinear reduced order
surrogate models based on input-output data. In this presentation, this data-driven framework is used to address
(i) the linear and nonlinear controller design, and (ii) the
stability analysis for applications where model description
is not accessible or of inﬁnite dimension (or not at a reasonable cost). Broad applications including both academic
and industrial irrational inﬁnite dimensional models and
data collected on ﬂuidic benchmark are used to illustrate
the versatility and eﬃciency of the proposed method. Theoretical properties, limitations and numerical issues are
also described.
Charles Poussot-Vassal
Onera - Toulouse
charles.poussot-vassal@onera.fr

MS9
A Matrix Oriented HJB-POD Method for the Control of PDEs on a Tree Structure
The classical Dynamic Programming (DP) approach to optimal control problems is based on the characterization of
the value function as the unique viscosity solution of a
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. We will discuss
a new approach for ﬁnite horizon optimal control problems
where we compute the value function on a tree structure
constructed directly by the time discrete dynamics and we
do not use a space triangulation to solve the HJB equation. We will also apply a novel matrix-oriented reduction process (Two-sided POD-DEIM) leading to an eﬀective, structure aware low order approximation of the original problem. Furthermore, we provide an error estimate
which guarantees the convergence of the proposed method.
Finally, we show the eﬃciency of the method through numerical tests on linear and nonlinear PDEs.
Luca Saluzzi
University of Bath
ls2498@bath.ac.uk
Maurizio Falcone
Università di Roma “La Sapienza’, Italy
falcone@mat.uniroma1.it
Gerhard P. Kirsten
University of Bologna
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MS10

MS10

Wasserstein Distributionally Robust Constrained
Optimization: Reformulations and Consistency

Online Learning and Optimization in Uncertain
Dynamical Environments with Performance Guarantees

This talk will focus on distributionally robust risk- and
chance-constrained programs. The ambiguity set deﬁning the distributional robustness is given as a Wasserstein
neighborhood of the empirical distribution constructed
from data. The ﬁrst part of the talk will cover reformulations of these problems. Focussing on distributionally robust chance-constrained programs (DRCCP), we provide
an exact ﬁnite-dimensional reformulation of the problem
for a general class of constraint functions. We then study
the convex inner approximation of the DRCCP using distributionally robust risk-constrained programs (DRRCP).
We present a tractable exact reformulation of the DRRCP
when the constraint function is aﬃne in both the decision
variable and the uncertainty. We then study computational
strategies for solving DRRCP when the constraint function
is convex or concave in the uncertainty. For the second part
of the talk, we focus on asymptotic consistency of DRCCP and DRRCP. Under the assumption that the data is
drawn i.i.d from an underlying distribution and that the
constraint function satisﬁes mild technical conditions, we
show that the optimal value and optimizers of the distributionally robust versions of these problems converge to the
respective quantities of the original problems (deﬁned for
the underlying distribution), as the sample size increases
and the radius of the ambiguity set decreases. The talk
will conclude with applications of our results.
Ashish Cherukuri
University of Groningen
a.k.cherukuri@rug.nl

MS10
Chance-Constrained Set Covering with Wasserstein Ambiguity
We study a generalized distributionally robust chanceconstrained set covering problem (DRC) with a Wasserstein ambiguity set, where both decisions and uncertainty
are binary-valued. We establish the NP-hardness of DRC
and recast it as a two-stage stochastic program, which facilitates decomposition algorithms. Furthermore, we derive
two families of valid inequalities. The ﬁrst family targets
the hypograph of a ”shifted” submodular function, which
is associated with each scenario of the two-stage reformulation. We show that the valid inequalities give a complete
description of the convex hull of the hypograph. The second family mixes inequalities across multiple scenarios and
gains further strength via lifting. Our numerical experiments demonstrate the reliability of the DRC model and
the eﬀectiveness of our proposed reformulation and valid
inequalities.
Haoming Shen
Industrial and Operations Engineering
University of Michigan
hmshen@umich.edu
Ruiwei Jiang
Industrial and Operations Engineering
University of Michigan

The ongoing development of online optimization methods is changing the way dynamical systems are characterized and controlled, focusing on online-data integration to
achieve responsive system with performance guarantees under uncertainty. Examples include robotic-system learning
in unknown environments and as well as online portfolio
selections under extreme ﬂuctuations in equity markets.
In this talk, we discuss how our online learning and optimization frameworks were developed, by leveraging the
modern measure concentration results on Wasserstein ambiguity sets. Two frameworks will be brieﬂy outlined: 1)
We focus on designing online learning algorithms that allow
us to obtain high-conﬁdence models for uncertain dynamical systems, and 2) We simultaneously learn the system
while making online and optimized decisions in a quantiﬁably robust manner. The two frameworks are illustrated
with applications to motion planning of robotic systems
in various uncertain environments, and to online portfolio
learning and optimization in equity markets. The proposed
frameworks are unique in that they pave the way for online learning algorithms with rigorous performance bounds
for control and optimization of dynamical systems, which
brings a signiﬁcant advancement of the state of the art.
Dan Li
University of California, San Diego
lidan@ucsd.edu
MS10
A General Framework for Optimal Data-Driven
Optimization
We consider data-driven optimization problems where a
decision-maker cannot observe the distribution of its exogenous uncertainties but rather must base its decision on
a ﬁnite set of data. Recently, many such data-driven decision formulations have been considered in literature. In
the face of so much choice, the question of whether some
decision formulations should be preferred over others becomes pressing. We develop a general framework which allows us to compare decision formulations in terms of their
statistical power. In particular, our framework allows the
characterization of decision formulations which are optimal
in a precise sense. Here the optimal decision formulation
is characterized as the least conservative decision formulation which can guarantee that the probability of a disappointment event in which the cost of the proposed decision
exceeds its predicted value decays suﬃciently fast as more
data becomes available. We show that under certain mild
technical assumptions closely related to the existence of a
suﬃcient statistic satisfying a large deviation principle, the
optimal decision enjoys an intuitive separation into an estimation and a subsequent robust optimization step. The
optimization step is robust with respect to an ambiguity
set induced by the large deviation rate function of the considered estimator and is hence indirectly adapted to the
underlying data-generating process.
Bart Van Parys
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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MS11
Deep Learning as Optimal Control and Structure
Preserving Deep Learning
Over the past few years, deep learning has risen to the foreground as a topic of massive interest, mainly as a result of
successes obtained in solving large-scale image processing
tasks. There are multiple challenging mathematical problems involved in applying deep learning. We consider recent work of Haber and Ruthotto 2017 and Chang et al.
2018, where deep learning neural networks have been interpreted as discretisations of an optimal control problem subject to an ordinary diﬀerential equation constraint. We review the ﬁrst order conditions for optimality, and the conditions ensuring optimality after discretisation. There is a
growing eﬀort to mathematically understand the structure
in existing deep learning methods and to systematically design new deep learning methods to preserve certain types
of structure in deep learning. Examples are invertibility, orthogonality constraints, or group equivariance, and
new algorithmic frameworks based on conformal Hamiltonian systems and Riemannian manifolds. References Deep
learning as optimal control problems: models and numerical methods Martin Benning, Elena Celledoni, Matthias J.
Ehrhardt, Brynjulf Owren, Carola-Bibiane Schnlieb Structure preserving deep learning Elena Celledoni, Matthias J.
Ehrhardt, Christian Etmann, Robert I McLachlan, Brynjulf Owren, Carola-Bibiane Schnlieb, Ferdia Sherry
Elena Celledoni
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
elena.celledoni@ntnu.no
MS11
Geometric Integration of Second-Order Kinematic
Vehicle Models in Route-Relative Coordinates
We propose a numerical integrator for second-order kinematic vehicle models deﬁned in route-relative frame, often
employed for decision and motion planning of au- tonomous
vehicles. Under the assumption of piece-wise constant control inputs, we derive an exact spatial integrator based
on simple geometric reasoning. Unlike standard numerical ODE methods, the proposed integrator has no approximation error, avoids singularities typical for route-frame
integration, and is simple and eﬃcient to implement. The
method is evaluated through both open-loop simulations
and optimal control through standard least-squares trajectory optimization. Based on em- pirical comparison with
other integrators, we show that the developed geometric
integrator is robust to edge-cases such as route-frame mapping singularities and zero velocities and also to the choice
of initial guess for the optimization. This suggests that the
proposed method could be a reliable choice for real-time
autonomous vehicle planning and control applications.
Marin Kobilarov
Johns Hopkins University
marin@jhu.edu
MS11
Geometric Numerical Integration in Simulation
and Optimal Control
Studying nonlinear mechanical systems from a geometric
point of view, one ﬁnds that symmetries and invariants con-
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tain valuable information on their behaviour. These structural properties play a fundamental role when designing
numerical methods leading to so called structure preserving simulation tools. For example variational integrators
yield symplectic-momentum conserving approximate trajectories. The beneﬁts of structure preserving algorithms
are widely accepted in forward dynamic simulations and in
the numerical solution of optimal control problems using
e.g. DMOCC (Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control for
Constrained Systems). On the one hand, the ﬁdelity of the
approximate solution is improved compared to standard
methods by representing symmetries and invariants correctly. On the other hand, their preservation stabilises the
numerical integration and thus enables coarser time grids
and longterm simulation. Further, the use of symplectic integrators for the dynamics in a direct transciption method
for optimal control problems leads to a special structure
for the complete problem approximation.
Sigrid Leyendecker
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
sigrid.leyendecker@ltd.uni-erlangen.de
MS11
Reconstruction Theory: a Tool for Trajectory Generation
The connection between the dynamics in relative periodic
orbits of equivariant vector ﬁelds with respect to noncompact symmetry groups, and periodic control for certain
class of nonholonomic control systems on Lie groups, has
promising implications and applications. We advocate the
relevance, for trajectory generation problem in these type
of control systems, of the qualitative properties of the dynamics in relative periodic orbits. The dynamics in relative orbits of noncompact groups can be only be of two
types: either quasi-periodic, or a drift, that is the motion
leave any compact subset of the relative periodic orbit as
t → ∞, moreover, in a given group, one of the two behaviors may be predominant, and this aspect only depends
on the group. Having in mind underwater applications,
we focus on the system of the hydrodynamic Chaplygin
sleigh, investigating which trajectories can be obtained, at
least asymptotically, by controlling some of the coordinates
(shape-control variables) and using reconstruction theory
from relative periodic orbits.
Marta Zoppello
Politecnico di Torino.
marta.zoppello@polito.it
MS12
Optimal Design of Graded Electrodes for Li-Ion
Batteries
As Li-ion battery technology continues to mature, there is a
growing need to optimise current battery designs. Doing so
will improve battery power densities and lifespans without
relying upon new material discovery. One recent innovation in battery design is graded electrodes which have controlled variations through the electrode thickness of the relative fractions of active particles, carbon and binder. Finding the optimal graded electrode design remains a challenge
and experimental approaches have proven to be either too
limited, too expensive or to take too long. To accelerate this process, this work introduces a model-driven approach to optimise graded electrode designs. The optimal
designs were generated by solving a convex semi-deﬁnite
programme to minimise the variation in the overpotential
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through the electrode thickness, with the optimised designs for Li-ion half-cells with graded LiFePO4 cathodes
then being built using a spray forming process. Compared
to slurry-cast electrodes with the same weight fraction of
active material, the optimised graded electrodes demonstrated a 44.7% increase in capacity and a 50.2% reduction in degradation rate when cycled at 1C. These results
highlight the potential for model-driven approaches to efﬁciently and eﬀectively optimise battery designs.
Ross Drummond
University of Oxford
ross.drummond@eng.ox.ac.uk
MS12
Advanced Battery Management
Informed Machine Learning

via

Physics-

Advanced battery management is of central importance for
today’s lithium-ion battery systems in ensuring their safety,
performance and longevity. By nature, it is data-driven interaction with the physics of batteries. Machine learning,
extending its proven success for various data understanding tasks, holds signiﬁcant potential for high-performance
battery modeling and control. This talk will discuss our
recent journey in this emerging ﬁeld. The focus will be
on developing physics-aware machine learning methods to
build battery models with low complexity but high predictive accuracy. We will also discuss data-based battery
model identiﬁcation techniques. The talk will further give
an outlook the future landscape of this ﬁeld by showing
some potential opportunities and challenges.
Huazhen Fang
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045, United States
fang@ku.edu
MS12
Learning and Controls for Battery Management
System
With the aim of minimum time charging without damaging
the cells, we propose an optimal-charging procedure based
on deep reinforcement learning. In particular, we focus
on a policy gradient method to cope with continuous sets
of states and actions. First, we assume full state measurements from the Doyle-Fuller-Newman (DFN) model, which
is projected to a lower-dimensional feature space via Principal Component Analysis. Subsequently, this assumption
is removed and only output measurements are considered
as the agent observations. Finally, we show the adaptability of the proposed policy to changes in the environment’s
parameters. The results are compared with other methodologies presented in the literature, such as the reference
governor and proportional-integral-derivative approach.
Saehong Park
University of California, Berkeley
sspark@berkeley.edu
MS13
The Reduction from Ergodic to Discounted Inﬁnite
Horizon Stochastic Zero-Sum Games Problems
We consider zero-sum stochastic games with ﬁnite state
and action spaces, perfect information, and mean payoﬀ
criteria. When the Markov chains associated to strategies
satisfy some connectivity and acyclicity assumptions, the
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value of the game can be computed either by using policy
iteration algorithm, or by using relative value iterations.
In a previous work, we introduced a transformation of the
mean-payoﬀ problem to a discounted problem with state
dependent discount rates, depending on the ﬁrst hitting
times of a distinguished state, which combines a Doob htransform with a deﬂation technique. We shall show how
this transformation allows one to transfer some recent techniques or results from the discounted framework to the ergodic one, and in particular how it allows : – to relax the
conditions under which policy iterations, or value iterations
can be applied; – to obtain complexity bounds for both
policy and value iterations; – to apply recent techniques of
variance reduced random value iterations.
Marianne Akian, Stephane Gaubert
INRIA and CMAP, Ecole Polytechnique
marianne.akian@inria.fr, stephane.gaubert@inria.fr
Zheng Qu
The University of Hong Kong
zhengqu@hku.hk
Omar Saadi
CMAP, Ecole Polytechnique and Inria
omar.saadi@polytechnique.edu

MS13
Lifting Non-Quadratic Regulator Problems to
Games via Semiconvex Duality
Finite horizon linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problems represent a rare class of optimal control problems
for which the associated non-stationary Hamilton-JacobiBellman (HJB) partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) has an
explicit solution. This explicit solution is quadratic, and
its Hessian is the solution of a diﬀerential Riccati equation
(DRE) with terminal data determined by the Hessian of
the terminal cost. The introduction of non-quadratic cost
terms, nonlinear state dynamics, or state constraints into
an LQR problem destroys this quadratic structure, so that
a general HJB PDE must again be solved. Such solutions
are computationally expensive to obtain, often intractably
so, as the numerical methods involved suﬀer from a curseof-dimensionality. In this work, as a means of preserving
quadratic structure, semiconvex duality is exploited to relax problematic terms in a class of non-quadratic regulator problems to yield a corresponding class of games. In
these games, the two players involved select actions that
correspond to the open-loop optimal controls deﬁned in
the original regulator problem, and to dual variables that
select the appropriate quadratic forms that locally represent the aforementioned problematic terms. By virtue of
the quadratic representations introduced, solutions of these
games again involve DREs. Feedback policies for the actions of the two players are available, leading to new solution techniques for such non-quadratic regulator problems.

Peter M. Dower
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Melbourne
pdower@unimelb.edu.au
William M. McEneaney
Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, San Diego
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wmceneaney@ucsd.edu

pdower@unimelb.edu.au

MS13
Ambitropical Convexity: The Geometry of Fixed
Points Sets of Shapley Operators

Tao Wang
Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace Eng.
University of California, San Diego
taw003@eng.ucsd.edu

Shapley operators of undiscounted zero-sum two-player
games are order-preserving maps that commute with the
addition of a constant. The ﬁxed points of these Shapley operators play a key role in the study of games with
mean payoﬀ: ﬁxed points that diﬀer, up to an additive
constant, determine diﬀerent optimal stationary strategies.
We provide a series of characterizations of ﬁxed point sets
of Shapley operators in ﬁnite dimension (i.e., for games
with a ﬁnite state space). Some of these characterizations
are of a lattice theoretical nature, whereas some other rely
on metric or tropical geometry. More precisely, we show
that ﬁxed point sets of Shapley operators are special instances of hyperconvex spaces: they are sup-norm nonexpansive retracts, and also lattices in the induced partial
order. Moreover, they retain properties of convex sets, with
a notion of “convex hull’ deﬁned only up to isomorphism.
We ﬁnally study the special case of deterministic games
with ﬁnite action spaces, in which these results become
computational. Then, ﬁxed point sets have a structure of
polyhedral complex, encompassing both tropical polyhedra and their duals. These polyhedral complexes have a
cell decomposition attached to stationary strategies of the
players, in which each cell is an alcoved polyhedron of An
type.

MS14
An Event-Triggered Approach to Speeding Up Parallel Computation

Stephane Gaubert, Marianne Akian
INRIA and CMAP, Ecole Polytechnique
stephane.gaubert@inria.fr, marianne.akian@inria.fr

One of the many uses of parallel computing is to numerically solve partial diﬀerential equations. Such numerical
simulations involve communication of data among the parallel processing elements. A typical implementation requires such communication at every iteration of the numerical algorithm. As the number of processors increases,
the time and energy required for communication turns out
to be a major portion of the overall simulation time and energy. Developing strategies to reduce communication without compromising on the quality of the solution are, thus,
an important research area. In this paper, we cast the
parallel numerical solution as a problem of reaching consensus in a multi-agent system. Consequently, we propose
two relaxed communication schemes inspired from consensus in multi-agent systems periodic and event-triggered to
reduce communication and, thus, save on simulation time
and energy while guaranteeing convergence to the same
solution. We model the system as a switched dynamical
system and analyze properties such as stability and rate of
convergence of the resulting numerical algorithm. The reduction in simulation time and communication energy due
to reduced communication is shown through numerical experiments.

Sara Vannucci
University of Salerno
svannucci@unisa.it

Vijay Gupta
University of Notre Dame
vgupta2@nd.edu

MS13
Conversion of Nonlinear Second-Order HamiltonJacobi PDE Problems into Exact and Approximate
Nonlinear First-Order Problems
A class of nonlinear, stochastic staticization control problems (including minimization problems with smooth, convex, coercive payoﬀs) driven by diﬀusion dynamics with
constant diﬀusion coeﬃcient is considered. The nonlinearities are addressed through stat duality. The second-order
Hamilton-Jacobi partial diﬀerential equations (HJ PDE) is
converted into a ﬁrst-order HJ PDE in the dual variable,
which contains a correction term. Approximations to the
correction term will be indicated. In the subclass of cases
where the nonlinearity is only in the zeroth-order term,
this may be reduced to a heat equation. More generally,
the new form may be converted into an HJ PDE associated to a problem where the controlled nonlinear dynamics
interact with a Brownian motion only through a bilinear
terminal cost, which has profound numerical implications.
William M. McEneaney
Dept. of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, San Diego
wmceneaney@ucsd.edu
Peter M. Dower
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Melbourne

Soumyadip Ghosh
University of Norte Dame
sghosh2@nd.edu
MS14
On Lyapunov-Krasovskii Methods for Event-Based
Control of Retarded Systems with SampledData Measures, Non-Smooth Feedback, and NonUniform Sampling
In our 2016 SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization
paper, we presented an event-based controller for nonlinear
retarded systems with these features: i) only sampled-data
measures of the Euclidean internal variable are needed and
ii) the event function is only evaluated on sampling instants of a partition with dwell time and suitably small
diameter, and involves at most a ﬁnite number of recent
measures. This prior work used a function describing the
feedback that needs to be Lipschitz on bounded sets, thus
preventing the use of discontinuous feedbacks. This talk
shows how discontinuous feedbacks can still be accommodated. We use a Lyapunov-Krasvoskii methodology, and a
sampled-data event-based controller with the same features
(i)-(ii). The allowed discontinuities are signiﬁcant, as they
include feedbacks which are discontinuous in the current
internal variable. With respect to our 2021 L-CSS paper,
where even more general discontinuities in the feedback are
allowed at the price of only involving commensurate time
delays, and of mandatory uniform sampling with suitably
constrained sampling period related to delays, here these
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signiﬁcant limitations are removed. First order interpolations of sampled-data measures are used for feedback approximation and easy implementation. It is proved that,
for suitably small maximal sampling period, semi-global
practical sample-and-hold asymptotic stability is guaranteed with arbitrarily small ﬁnal target ball of the origin.
Pierdomenico Pepe
University of L’Aquila
pierdomenico.pepe@univaq.it
Alessandro Borri
CNR-IASI
alessandro.borri@iasi.cnr.it
Mario Di Ferdinando
University of L’Aquila
mario.diferdinando@univaq.it

MS14
Event-Triggered Control Through the Eyes of Hybrid Small-Gain Theorem
A common approach to design event-triggered controllers
is emulation. The idea is to ﬁrst construct a feedback law
in continuous-time, which ensures the desired closed-loop
properties. Then, the communication constraints between
the plant and the controller are taken into account and a
triggering rule is synthesized to generate the transmission
instants in such a way that the properties of the continuoustime closed-loop system are preserved, and a strictly positive minimum inter-event time exists, which is essential in
practice. Various triggering rules have been proposed in
this context in the literature, including relative threshold,
ﬁxed threshold, dynamic triggering law to mention a few.
We will show in this talk that these seemingly unrelated
techniques can all be interpreted in a uniﬁed manner. Indeed, it appears that all them guarantee the satisfaction of
the conditions of a hybrid small-gain theorem. This unifying perspective provides clear viewpoints on the essential
diﬀerences and similarities of existing event-triggering policies. Interestingly, for all the considered laws, the smallgain condition vacuously holds in the sense that one of the
interconnection gains is zero. We then exploit this fact to
modify the original triggering law in such a way that the
small-gain condition is no longer trivially satisﬁed. By doing so, we obtain redesigned strategies, which may reduce
the number of transmissions as illustrated by an example.

Romain Postoyan
CRAN-ENSEM
Universite de Lorraine
romain.postoyan@univ-lorraine.fr
Wei Wang
University of Melbourne
wweiqust@gmail.com
Dragan Nesic
The University of Melbourne
dnesic@unimelb.edu.au
W.P.M.H. Heemels
TU Eindhoven
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MS14
Event-Triggered Backstepping for Hyperbolic PDE
Sandwiched Between ODEs
Motivated by vibration control of a mining cable elevator avoiding frequent actions of a massive actuator which
is a hydraulic cylinder driving a head sheave, we design
an event-triggered output-feedback backstepping boundary controller for coupled hyperbolic PDEs sandwiched by
two ODEs, where only the measurement at the PDE actuated boundary is required. The state observer design
for the overall sandwich hyperbolic PDE system, and a
two-step control design including an output-feedback lowpass-ﬁlter-based backstepping boundary stabilization law
and a dynamic event-triggered mechanism, are presented.
The existence of a minimal dwell-time between two triggering times, and exponential convergence in the event-based
closed-loop system are proved. In numerical simulations,
the proposed control design is validated in the application
of axial vibration control of a mining cable elevator that
is 2000 meters deep, and whose dynamics include the hydraulic actuator, mining cable, and cage.
Ji Wang
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, San Diego
jiw248@eng.ucsd.edu
Miroslav Krstic
University of California, San Diego
Dept of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
krstic@ucsd.edu
MS15
Boundary Control for Fluid Mixing: Analysis and
Computation
The question of what velocity ﬁelds eﬀectively enhance or
prevent transport and mixing, or steer a scalar ﬁeld to a
desired distribution, is of great interest and fundamental
importance to the ﬂuid mechanics community. In this talk,
we mainly discuss the problem of optimal mixing of an inhomogeneous distribution of a scalar ﬁeld via active control
of the ﬂow velocity, governed by the Stokes or the NavierStokes equations. Speciﬁcally, we consider that the velocity
ﬁeld is steered by a control input which acts tangentially on
the boundary of the domain through the Navier slip boundary conditions. This is motivated by mixing within a cavity
or vessel by rotating or moving walls. Our main objective
is to design a Navier slip boundary control that optimizes
mixing at a given ﬁnal time. Non-dissipative scalars governed by the transport equation will be of our main focus
in this talk. A rigorous proof of the existence of an optimal
controller and the ﬁrst-order necessary conditions for optimality will be derived. Computational challenges in solving the optimality conditions will be addressed. Finally,
numerical experiments will be presented to demonstrate
our ideas and control designs.
Weiwei Hu
University of Georgia
Weiwei.Hu@uga.edu
MS15
Indirect Controller Design for Non-Parabolic Par-
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tial Diﬀerential Equations
It can be diﬃcult to design a controller directly for a system modelled by a partial diﬀerential equation (PDE). Approximation of the PDE using one of the many methods
for obtaining a lumped approximation and then designing a
controller using this approximation is a practical approach.
There is now a well-established theory of approximation
for controller design of parabolic PDEs. Many PDEs arise
in theory and application are not parabolic. An important class of applications involve wave propagation. There
are many diﬀerent approximation methods for these systems that are ﬁne for simulation. But the qualitative behaviour of the approximated eigenvalues can be quite different, depending on the numerical approximation used.
This can aﬀect controller design. Of particular interest is
optimal linear quadratic control of systems that may be
only asymptotically stabilizable. For linear systems, this
issue only arises with inﬁnite-dimensional systems. Sufﬁcient conditions that guarantee when approximations to
the optimal feedback result in the cost converging to the
optimal cost have recently been obtained with O. Iftime
and H. Zwart. Several important classes of systems, lightly
damped second-order systems and a platoon-type system,
have been shown to satisfy these suﬃcient conditions.
Kirsten Morris
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
University of Waterloo
kmorris@uwaterloo.ca
MS15
In Domain Energy Shaping Control of Distributed
Parameter Port-Hamiltonian Systems
In this paper we consider in-domain control of inﬁnite dimensional port-Hamiltonian systems deﬁned on a one dimensional spatial domain. Through an early lumping approach we extend the control by interconnection and energy
shaping approach to the use of distributed control over the
spatial domain. The aim is to modify the closed-loop performances over a given range of frequencies while guaranteeing the closed-loop stability of the inﬁnite dimensional
system. Two cases are investigated, the ideal case where
the controller acts on the complete spatial domain (inﬁnite dimensional distributed control), and the more realistic one where the control is piecewise homogeneous (ﬁnite
rank distributed control). The proposed control strategies
are illustrated through simulations on the stabilization of
a vibrating Timoshenko beam.
Ning Liu
UBFC/FEMTO-ST AS2M
ning.liu@femto-st.fr
Yongxin Wu
LAGEP, University Lyon1, 43 Bvd du 11 Nov. 1918
69100 Villeu
yongxin.wu@femto-st.fr
Yann Le Gorrec
FEMTO-ST AS2M, ENSMM
yann.le.gorrec@ens2m.fr
Laurent P. Lefèvre
LAGEP - INP Grenoble
Laurent.Lefevre@inpg.fr
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MS16
Nonlinear
Model
Predictive
Control
Constraint-Aware Particle Filtering

via

Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) has gained
wide use to enable various control applications. Its formulation traditionally involves repetitively solving a nonlinear
constrained optimization problem online. In this talk, we
examine NMPC through the lens of Bayesian estimation
and highlight that the Monte Carlo sampling method offers a favorable way to implement NMPC. We develop a
constraint-aware particle ﬁltering/smoothing method and
exploit it to implement NMPC. The new sampling-based
NMPC algorithm allows easy and eﬃcient execution even
for complex nonlinear systems, while potentially mitigating
the issues of computational complexity and local minima
faced by conventional numerical optimization. We apply
the proposed NMPC approach to motion planning for autonomous vehicles and illustrate its eﬀectiveness.
Huazhen Fang
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045, United States
fang@ku.edu
Iman Askari
University of Kansas
askari@ku.edu
MS16
Covid-19 Multimodal Data Analysis
We have developed COVID-19 Data Archive (COVIDARC), a platform of networked and centralized webaccessible data archives to store multimodal data related
to COVID-19 and make them broadly available and accessible to the world-wide scientiﬁc community to expedite research in this area due to the urgent nature of the
COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-ARC provides tools for researchers to visualize and analyze various types of data as
well as a website with tools for training, announcements,
virtual information sessions, and a knowledgebase wherein
researchers post questions and receive answers from the
community. We have performed lung and infection segmentation to generate lung masks and segmented infections
to help researchers with their COVID-19 image analyses.
Moreover, we have performed a variety of analyses, focusing mainly on imaging data, to identify COVID-19 positive
and negative patients with high accuracy. Several examples of preliminary ﬁndings using COVID-ARC machine
learning analysis as well as correlational analysis are presented.
Dominique Duncan
University of Southern California
duncand@usc.edu
MS16
Ergodic Control for Linear Stochastic Diﬀerential
Equations with Quadratic-Type Cost Having Indefinite Weights
In this talk, I will talk about the ergodic control for linear stochastic diﬀerential equations with quadratic-type
costs having indeﬁnite weights. We present some suﬃcient
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conditions for the ﬁniteness and solvability of the ergodic
Linear-quadratic control problem.

aachen.de

Hongwei Mei
Rice University
hongwei.mei@ucf.edu

MS17
Near-Minimal Sensor Placement for Reconstructing States in Highly Nonlinear Sets

Jiongmin Yong
University of Central Florida
jiongmin.yong@ucf.edu

Sensor placement and feature selection are critical steps
in engineering, modeling, and data science that share a
common mathematical theme: the selected measurements
should enable solution of an inverse problem. Most realworld systems of interest are nonlinear, yet the majority of
available techniques for feature selection and sensor placement rely on assumptions of linearity or simple statistical
models. We show that when these assumptions are violated, standard techniques can lead to costly over-sensing
without guaranteeing that the desired information can be
recovered from the measurements. In order to remedy
these problems, we introduce a novel data-driven approach
for sensor placement and feature selection for a general
type of nonlinear inverse problem based on the information
contained in secant vectors between data points. Using the
secant-based approach, we develop three eﬃcient greedy algorithms that each provide diﬀerent types of robust, nearminimal reconstruction guarantees. We demonstrate them
on two problems where linear techniques consistently fail:
sensor placement to reconstruct a ﬂuid ﬂow formed by a
complicated shock-mixing layer interaction and selecting
fundamental manifold learning coordinates on a torus.

MS16
Master Adjoint Systems for Risk-Sensitive MeanField-Type Games
Mean-Field-Type Games are games in which the payoﬀ and
or state dynamics involve not only the state-action proﬁle
but also a distribution of them. In this talk we present
master adjoint systems for risk-sensitive mean-ﬁeld-type
games.
Hamidou Tembine
Learning and Game Theory Lab
tembine@landglab.com
Julian Barreiro-Gomez
L&G Lab & SITE
landg@landglab.com
Boualem Djehiche
Stockholm
boualem@math.kth.se

Clarence Rowley
Princeton University
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
cwrowley@princeton.edu

Salah Choutri
NYUAD
sc8101@nyu.edu

Samuel Otto
Princeton University
sotto@princeton.edu

MS17
Stability Analysis of Reduced Basis Model Predictive Control for Parametrized Partial Diﬀerential
Equations
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a well established approach to solve inﬁnite horizon optimal control problems.
Since optimization over an inﬁnite time horizon is, in general, infeasible, the method determines a suboptimal feedback control by repeatedly solving ﬁnite time optimal control problems. For large-scale systems, this procedure
causes immense computational eﬀort and we thus employ
the reduced basis method (RB) as a low-dimensional surrogate model. Considering a linear-quadratic optimal control problem governed by a parametrized parabolic partial
diﬀerential equation, we provide a posteriori error estimators as rigorous bounds for the errors of the optimal control and the associated cost functional. Additionally, these
bounds can be evaluated online eﬃcient and can therefore
be utilized to choose the length of the ﬁnite time horizon
adaptively achieving provable asymptotic stability of the
feedback controller of the combined RB-MPC approach.
We present numerical results to validate our approach.
Although we can provide rigorous results only for linearquadratic problems, our approach may provide a guideline
even for nonlinear problems.
Saskia Dietze, Martin Grepl
RWTH Aachen University
dietze@igpm.rwth-aachen.de,

grepl@igpm.rwth-

MS17
Error Analysis of System-Theoretic Model Reduction Techniques for Bilinear Systems
In this talk, we present new results on bilinear control systems. We show under which conditions a bilinear system is
asymptotically stable. Moreover, we provide a global characterization of reachability and observability in bilinear
systems based on diﬀerent choices of Gramians. Moreover,
a new link between the output error and the H2 -error of
two bilinear systems is proved having several consequences
in the ﬁeld of model order reduction for such equations.
It explains, e.g., why H2 -optimal model order reduction
leads to good approximations in terms of the output error. Furthermore, output errors based on the H2 -norm can
now be proved for balancing related model order reduction
schemes.
Martin Redmann
Max Planck Institute, Magdeburg, Germany
martin.redmann@mathematik.uni-halle.de
MS17
Robust Output-Feedback Stabilization for Incompressible Flows using Low-Dimensional H-Inﬁnity
Controllers
The control, in particular the stabilization, of incompressible ﬂows using feedback controllers is of interest in practical applications and a ﬁeld of ongoing research. While
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many output-based controller designs are known to be fragile, the standard H∞ -control theory provides a suitable
approach to synthesize robust output-based controllers using the solution of the H∞ -Riccati equations. In view of
stabilizing incompressible ﬂows in simulations, two major
challenges have to be addressed: the high-dimensional nature of the spatially discretized model and the structure
of the diﬀerential-algebraic equations (DAEs) that comes
with the incompressibility constraint. In our work, we extend the H∞ -balanced truncation approach and the H∞ controller design to structured DAE systems, as they arise
in the discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations, to construct robust low-order output-feedback controllers. Using
appropriate error bounds, we can determine a priori the
size of the reduced-order controller depending on the stabilization of the full-order system as well as the amount of
disturbances in the discretization that needs to be handled.

distributionally robust optimization we talk about how to
construct Wasserstein ambiguity sets that track the evolution of dynamic probability distributions. To this end,
we leverage tools from state estimation and uncertainty
quantiﬁcation to fuse the information from the data with
the known dynamic model and provide robust uncertainty
descriptions for reliable decisions. The ambiguity sets are
accompanied by rigorous guarantees of containing the true
distribution of the process while their construction is based
on ﬁrst-principles assumptions like the classes where the
unknown distributions of random initial conditions, parameters, and noise elements belong.

Peter Benner, Jan Heiland
Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical
Systems, Magdeburg, Germany
benner@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de,
heiland@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de

MS18
Learning for Control: An Inverse Optimization Approach

Steﬀen W. R. Werner
Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical
Systems
werner@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
MS18
Statistical Aspects of Wasserstein Distributionally
Robust Optimization Estimators
Wasserstein-based distributional robust optimization problems are formulated as min-max games in which a statistician chooses a parameter to minimize an expected loss
against an adversary (say nature) that wishes to maximize the loss by choosing an appropriate probability model
within a certain non-parametric class. Recently, these
formulations have been studied in the context in which
the non-parametric class chosen by nature is deﬁned as
a Wasserstein-distance neighborhood around the empirical
measure. It turns out that by appropriately choosing the
loss and the geometry of the Wasserstein distance one can
recover a wide range of classical statistical estimators (including Lasso, Graphical Lasso, SVM, group Lasso, among
many others). This talk studies a wide range of rich statistical quantities associated with these problems; for example, the optimal (in a certain sense) choice of the adversarial perturbation, weak convergence of natural conﬁdence
regions associated with these formulations, and asymptotic
normality of the DRO estimators. (This talk is based on
joint work with Y. Kang, K. Murthy, and N. Si.)
Jose H. Blanchet
Stanford University
jose.blanchet@stanford.edu
MS18
Data-Driven Distributionally Robust Uncertainty
Quantiﬁcation from Dynamic Partial-State Observations
There are several control and optimization problems with
dynamic random elements of an unknown distribution for
which the designer seeks to make inferences using a limited
amount of data. This data may only reveal partial-state
information of the process, frequently also corrupted by
noise. Drawing from this problem and recent advances in

Dimitris Boskos
Delft University of Technology
d.boskos@tudelft.nl

In data-driven inverse optimization an observer aims to
learn the preferences of an agent who optimizes an unknown objective function to make decisions. Inspired by
recent developments in inverse optimization, we develop a
tractable learning algorithm to eﬀectively mimic the behavior of a complex nonlinear feedback control law. The
power of the proposed method is showcased in learning the
popular model predictive control law. We further discuss
how the control design can be robustiﬁed using the techniques from the emerging ﬁeld of distributionally robust
optimization. Simulation and experimental results illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach.
Peyman Mohajerin Esfahani
Delft University of Technology
P.MohajerinEsfahani@tudelft.nl
MS18
From Moderate Deviations Theory to Distributionally Robust Optimization: Learning from Correlated Data
Given a single trajectory of correlated data generated from
an unknown linear dynamical system, we study how to
learn a wide class of performance functions of the underlying invariant state distribution. The function to be learned
may represent, for example, an identiﬁcation objective or
a value function. To this end, we develop a distributionally robust estimation scheme that evaluates the worst- and
best-case values of the given performance function across
all stationary state distributions that are suﬃciently likely
to have generated the observed state trajectory. By leveraging new insights from moderate deviations theory, we
prove that our estimation scheme oﬀers consistent upper
and lower conﬁdence bounds whose exponential convergence rate can be actively controlled. In the special case
of a quadratic cost, we show that the proposed conﬁdence
bounds can be characterized via the solution to Algebraic
Riccati equations and as such can be computed eﬃciently.
Tobias Sutter
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne
tobias.sutter@epﬂ.ch
Daniel Kuhn
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
daniel.kuhn@epﬂ.ch
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Wouter Jongeneel
EPFL
wouter.jongeneel@epﬂ.ch

MS19
New and Surprising Perspectives on Geometric Integrators for Nonholonomic Systems
We will present a new result in nonholonomic mechanics and explore some applications to geometric integrators. Nonholonomic mechanics is not variational unlike unconstrained dynamics. However, we have recently
discovered that mechanical nonholonomic systems may
be seen as variational by choosing a modiﬁed Riemannian structure. In fact, its trajectories become geodesics
and, in particular, they are length minimizing!
We
will only consider kinetic nonholonomic systems (determined by a distribution and a metric). The case of mechanical nonholonomic systems may be reduced to the
kinetic case (Anahory Simoes, A.,et al:Contact bundle
formulation of nonholonomic Maupertuis-Jacobi principle
and a length minimizing property of nonholonomic dynamics. arXiv:2104.13178v1,2021). We will deﬁne the
nonholonomic exponential map similar to its Riemannian counterpart (Anahory Simoes, A.,et al.: Radial kinetic nonholonomic trajectories are Riemannian geodesics!.
arXiv:2010.12444, 2020) and a new Riemannian metric on
the image submanifold of this map. In this way, we show
that nonholonomic trajectories starting at q are geodesics
in the new Riemannian manifold. Finally, we will discuss
how one could obtain geometric integrators. We will look
at two integrators arising from the theory: one uses a discretization of the nonholonomic exponential map to introduce a ”Newmark-type” integrator; and another one uses
the modiﬁed Riemannian metric to apply a variational integrator at each step.
Alexandre Anahory Simoes
Instituto de Ciencias Matemáticas
(CSIC-UAM-UCM-UC3M)
alexandre.anahory@icmat.es

MS19
Retraction Maps: a New Seed for Geometric Integrators
The notion of retraction map is used in many research ﬁelds
such as approximation of trajectories of diﬀerential equations, optimization theory, interpolation theory etc. In this
talk we will review the concept of retraction map in diﬀerentiable manifolds to generalize it to obtain an extended
retraction map from the tangent bundle to two copies of the
conﬁguration manifold. These new maps do not necessarily
ﬁx the initial point. We describe how to lift these extended
retraction maps to the tangent and cotangent bundle which
are the typical phase spaces for mechanical systems. Thus,
those lifted maps are used to deﬁne geometric integrators
for mechanical systems both in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian framework.
Maria Barbero Liñán
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
m.barbero@upm.es
David Martin De Diego
ICMAT-CSIC (UAM-UC3M-UCM)
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david.martin@icmat.es
MS19
Sub-Riemannian Structures on Stiefel Manifolds
We reveal the geometric origins for a class of curves on
Stiefel manifolds that have proved to be particularly important in solving interpolation problems arising in real applications. We show that these curves, called quasi-geodesics,
are the projections of sub-Riemannian geodesics generated by certain left-invariant distributions on Lie groups
that act on Stiefel manifolds. This search for the geometric characterization of quasi-geodesic curves uncovered a
large class of left-invariant sub-Riemannian systems on Lie
groups that turn out to admit explicit solutions with certain important properties. This will also be highlighted.
Fátima Silva Leite
Institute of Systems and Robotics
University of Coimbra
ﬂeite@mat.uc.pt
Velimir Jurdjevic
University of Toronto
Department of Mathematics
Irina Markina
Department of Mathematics
University of Bergen
irina.markina@uib.no
MS19
Geometric Optimal Control and Applications to
Aerospace
I will report on nonlinear optimal control theory and show
how it can be used to address problems in aerospace, such
as orbit transfer. The knowledge resulting from the Pontryagin maximum principle is in general insuﬃcient for
solving adequately the problem, in particular due to the
diﬃculty of initializing the shooting method. I will show
how the shooting method can be successfully combined
with geometric control, allowing one to know in advance
the structure of optimal trajectories ; or, with numerical homotopies, which consist of deforming continuously
a problem towards a simpler one. In view of designing lowcost interplanetary space missions, optimal control can also
be combined with dynamical system theory and its geometric issues, using the nice dynamical and geometric properties around Lagrange points that are of great interest for
mission design.
Emmanuel Trélat
Laboratoire Jacques-Louis Lions
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie - Paris 6
emmanuel.trelat@upmc.fr
MS20
General Convergence Result for
Discrete Feedback Particle Filter

Continuous-

In this paper, we shall discuss the convergence of the
continuous-discrete feedback particle ﬁlter (FPF) proposed
in Yang, Blom, and Mehta (2014). The FPF is an interacting system of N particles where the interaction is designed
such that the empirical distribution of the particles approximates the posterior distribution by error-based feedback
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control structure. Under some assumptions, it is proved
that, for a class of functions φ, the estimate of φ(Xtn ) by
FPF converges to its optimal estimate E[φ(Xtn )|Ftn ] in
Lp (∀p ≥ 2) sense, as the number of particles goes to inﬁnity and the numerical approximation error of computing
the control input U goes to zero. Furthermore, the bound
of the estimation error is also delicately analyzed.
Xiuqiong Chen
Yau Mathematical Sciences Center, Tsinghua University
weizhicxq@163.com
MS20
New Classes of Finite Dimensional Filters with
Non-Maximal Rank Estimation Algebra
Ever since the Kalman ﬁlter technique was popularized,
there has been an abundance of interest in ﬁnding new
classes of ﬁnite dimensional recursive ﬁlters. In this work,
by applying Wong’s theorem about estimation algebra, we
successfully construct a new class of ﬁnite dimensional ﬁlters with arbitrary state dimension n and linear rank n-2.
Importantly, we show that in the new class of nonlinear
ﬁltering systems, the entries of Wong’s matrix need not
be constants or polynomials and can be C inﬁnity smooth
functions. This is the ﬁrst time to ﬁnd the non-Yau ﬁnite
dimensional ﬁlters with arbitrary state dimension.
Xiaopei Jiao
Department of mathematical sciences, Tsinghua
university
jxp17@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn
MS23
Error Estimates for a Pointwise Tracking Optimal
Control Problem of a Semilinear Elliptic Equation
We consider a pointwise tracking optimal control problem
for a semilinear elliptic partial diﬀerential equation. We
derive the existence of optimal solutions and obtain ﬁrst
order and, necessary and suﬃcient, second order optimality conditions. We devise two strategies of discretization to
approximate the solution of the optimal control problem: a
semi discrete scheme where the control variable is not discretized – the so-called variational discretization approach
– and a fully discrete scheme where the control variable is
discretized with piecewise constant functions. We analyze
convergence properties of discretizations and derive error
estimates for both solution techniques.
Enrique Otarola
Department of Mathematics
Universidad Tecnica Federico Santa Maria, Chile
enrique.otarola@usm.cl
MS23
Reduced Order Robust Output Regulation of
Parabolic Systems
In this presentation we study robust output tracking and
disturbance rejection for unstable linear parabolic partial
diﬀerential equations. As our main result, we show that
output tracking and disturbance rejection for our class of
PDE models can be achieved using a ﬁnite-dimensional dynamic error feedback controller, and present an algorithm
for construction of a low-order internal model based controller. The main novelty of the results is that all previous internal model based controller design methods have
required an inﬁnite-dimensional controller in the case of
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an initially unstable control system. The results are illustrated with numerical simulations of convection-diﬀusion
equations on 1D and 2D spatial domains.
Lassi Paunonen
Tampere University
lassi.paunonen@tuni.ﬁ
MS23
Turnpike Property for Fractional Optimal Control
Problems
We consider averages convergence as the time-horizon goes
to inﬁnity of optimal solutions of time-dependent optimal
control problems to optimal solutions of the corresponding stationary optimal control problems. Control problems
play a key role in engineering, economics and sciences. To
be more precise, in climate sciences, often times, relevant
problems are formulated in long time scales, so that, the
problem of possible asymptotic behaviors when the timehorizon goes to inﬁnity becomes natural. Assuming that
the controlled dynamics under consideration are stabilizable towards a stationary solution, the following natural
question arises: Do time averages of optimal controls and
trajectories converge to the stationary optimal controls and
states as the time-horizon goes to inﬁnity? This question
is very closely related to the so-called turnpike property
that shows that, often times, the optimal trajectory joining
two points that are far apart, consists in, departing from
the point of origin, rapidly getting close to the steady-state
(the turnpike) to stay there most of the time, to quit it only
very close to the ﬁnal destination and time. Here we deal
with heat equations with non-zero exterior conditions associated with the fractional Laplace operator. We prove the
turnpike property for the nonlocal Robin optimal control
problem and the exponential turnpike property for both
Dirichlet and nonlocal Robin optimal control problems.
Mahamadi Warma
George Mason University
mwarma@gmu.edu
MS24
Stabilization of Partial Diﬀerential Equations with
Disturbances
In this talk we shall discuss about the stabilization of partial diﬀerential equations subjected to disturbances. We
shall review some recent results and then we shall address
the stabilization of the heat equation with disturbance at
the ﬂux boundary condition, where the sign multivalued
operator is used to reject the eﬀects of the boundary disturbance.
Patricio Guzmán
Technical University Federico Santa Maria
patricio.guzmanm@usm.cl
MS24
Feedback Stabilization of Parabolic Systems with
Input Delay
This talk is devoted to the stabilization of parabolic systems with a ﬁnite-dimensional control subjected to a constant delay. Our main result shows that the FattoriniHautus criterion yields the existence of such a feedback
control, as in the case of stabilization without delay. The
proof consists in splitting the system into a ﬁnite dimensional unstable part and a stable inﬁnite-dimensional part
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and to apply the Artstein transformation on the ﬁnitedimensional system to remove the delay in the control.
Using our abstract result, we can prove new results for
the stabilization of parabolic systems with constant delay: the N -dimensional linear reaction-convection-diﬀusion
equation with N ≥ 1 and the Oseen system. We end the
talk by showing that this theory can be used to stabilize
nonlinear parabolic systems with input delay by proving
the local feedback distributed stabilization of the NavierStokes system around a stationary state.
Julie Valein
University of Lorraine, France
julie.valein@univ-lorraine.fr

Liguo Zhang
Beijing University of Technology, China
zhangliguo@bjut.edu.cn

MS25
Balanced Truncation for Linear and Nonlinear
Truly Large-Scale Systems

Imene Djebour
University of Lorraine
imene.djebour@univ-lorraine.fr

of

the boundary condition. An adaptive boundary observer,
providing the simultaneous estimates of the system state
and parameters, is designed by using the Lyapunov-based
method. The exponentially convergent of the observer is
guaranteed with a set of matrix inequalities. Finally, the
non-equilibrium Aw-Rascle-Zhang traﬃc ﬂow model is simulated to illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the designed observer.

Jiahao Wu
Beijing University of Technology
jiahaowu@emails.bjut.edu.cn

Takéo Takahashi
INRIA
Institut Élie Cartan de Lorraine
takeo.takahashi@inria.fr

MS24
Backstepping Control
Parabolic PDEs
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Mixed

Hyperbolic-

In this work, we consider a class of hyperbolic-parabolic
PDE system with mixed coupling terms. Compared with
previous work, the coupled system we explore contains
three interior-coupled terms in the domain of hyperbolic
system: a coupled boundary term, an integral term, and
a direct coupling term both driven by the parabolic system, which brings more challenge for controller design.
Our goal is to design a boundary controller for stabilizing
the whole coupled PDE system exponentially. Here, backstepping transformations are utilized to achieve the control
law. Main contribution of our work is: two types of target
systems are proposed and we prove they are both exponentially stable without any restrained condition; Highly
coupled kernels are derived, and the well-posedness of kernels are proven by employing appropriate spaces and the
inﬁnite induction energy series without the assumption of
kernels monotonicity; The invertibility of transformations
are analyzed by applying the inverse transformations. Finally, numerical simulation is implemented and the results
illustrate that the control laws derived from the two target
system can both stabilize the mixed PDE system exponentially.
Rafael Vazquez
Universidad de Sevilla
rvazquez1@us.es
Guangwei Chen, Zhitao Liu, Hongye Su
Zhejiang University
gwchen@zju.edu.cn,
ztliu@zju.edu.cn,
hysu@iipc.zju.edu.cn
MS24
Adaptive Boundary Observer for Linear Hyperbolic Systems Subject to Domain and Boundary
Uncertainties
We are considering the problem of the state observation
for a class of inﬁnite dimensional systems modeled by the
hyperbolic PDEs. The model is subject to parameter uncertainties which enter in both the domain equation and

Balanced truncation has been one of the most successful
model reduction techniques during the past four decades.
Its use in systems and control theory is ubiquitous, and
it also has been adopted by many neighboring disciplines
that utilize state-space modeling and transfer function concepts. Originally designed for linear (stochastic) systems,
it has seen adaptations to deal with structured linear (e.g.,
delay, network, mechanical) systems, as well as extensions
to general and structured nonlinear systems. Often, balanced truncation is perceived with the misconception that
it can only be used for model order reduction of systems
with a few hundred state space variables due to the high
computational cost involved in computing system Gramians. In this talk, we will summarize our eﬀorts on enabling
balanced truncation to deal with truly large-scale engineering problems arising from high-ﬁdelity modeling using, e.g.,
ﬁnite element methods. We will see that using enhanced
numerical linear and multilinear algebra techniques, we are
able to reduce linear systems with tens of millions of states,
and nonlinear systems with a couple of thousands of states
on desktop computers, enabling its use as building block
in digital twinning and other engineering areas.
Peter Benner
Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical
Systems, Magdeburg, Germany
benner@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
Pawan Goyal
Max Planck Institute Magdeburg for
Dynamics of Complex Technical Systems
goyalp@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
MS25
Nonlinear Model Reduction by Moment Matching
for Deterministic and Stochastic Systems
Aim of this talk is to illustrate model reduction methods
for nonlinear deterministic and stochastic systems which
rely on the notion of moment and to demonstrate that
moments provide a powerful tool to formulate and solve
complex control problems. A fundamental preliminary result for the development of model reduction by moment
matching for nonlinear systems has been to recognize that
the problem of determining the moments of a system corresponds to the problem of solving a particular Sylvester
equation. This in turns provides an interpretation in terms
of systems interconnection. Exploiting this property and
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this interpretation, the notion of moment has been revisited for linear systems and extended ﬁrst to nonlinear systems and then in multiple directions, from time-delay to
stochastic systems. In addition, the same perspective has
been exploited to provide a nonlinear enhancement of the
notion of phasors, to derive data-driven methods for optimal model reduction, and to develop the so-called Loewner
framework for model reduction of nonlinear systems.
Giordano Scarciotti, Alessandro Astolﬁ
Imperial College London
g.scarciotti@imperial.ac.uk, a.astolﬁ@imperial.ac.uk
MS25
Structure Preserving Discretizations of PortHamiltonian Distributed Parameter Systems
Many methods in scientiﬁc computing are based on generic
discretizations of diﬀerential operators and disregard the
underlying physical properties of the systems they simulate. In this presentation, we review a number of methods
for the spatial discretization of distributed parameter systems that allow a port-Hamiltonian representation. It is
shown that both the Dirac structure and the underlying
energy balance of these systems can be exploited and preserved in the spatial discretization. As a consequence of
the composition properties of Dirac structures, any mesh
of the spatial geometry can preserve the local energy density of the system while interconnections of linked mesh
elements are power preserving. It is demonstrated through
a number of examples that this provides a physically meaningful approximation of the distributed parameter system.
Siep Weiland
Eindhoven University of Technology
s.weiland@tue.nl
MS25
An Adaptive Model Order Reduction Method for
Nonlinear Evolution Equations
In this work, we present an adaptive model order reduction method for parametrized nonlinear evolution equations. Precisely, we use an eﬃcient a posteriori output
error bound for constructing a reduced order model for
the underlying system, so that the reduced order model
is adaptively generated with a desired accuracy. Several
numerical experiments are carried out to demonstrate the
eﬃciency of the proposed adaptive model order reduction
method.
Yongjin Zhang
Henan Polytechnic University
zhyj@hpu.edu.cn
MS26
On the Neuman Bound in Rational Approximation
On the Neuman bound and the Loewner framework in rational interpolation In 1964 D.J. Newman showed that the
absolute value function can be approximated by means of
rational functions of degree n with an error which is less
than 3 times exp(-sqrt(n)). Newmans proof was constructive. It actually turns out that his approximant is interpolatory. This leads to a connection of this circle of ideas
with the Loewner framework. A few years later A.P. Bulanov improved on this bound by deﬁning a diﬀerent interpolatory approximant. In this talk we will review these
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and more recent results on rational approximation, discuss
connections to the Loewner framework and show how interpolation points can be chosen which lead to good Loewner
approximants.
Athanasios C. Antoulas
Dept. of Elec. and Comp. Eng.
Rice University
aca@rice.edu
MS26
Data-Driven Prediction of Partially Observed Multiscale Systems
Complex systems with dynamics evolving on multiple
timescales pose a tremendous challenge for data-driven
modeling. For complex systems in oceans and climate exhibiting scale separation, the macroscopic (slow) dynamics
are often modeled by treating fast variables as stochastic
eﬀects. Motivated by this idea, we use kernel methods
in machine learning to approximate the Koopman evolution operator associated with the dynamical system based
on only observing the slow variables. This method, called
kernel analog forecasting, applies a Gaussian kernel to data
points to build a Markov kernel operator and diﬀusion features from its eigenfunctions. Using these eigenfunctions
as a basis, we construct an operator semigroup modeling
the slow dynamics, and study its predictive skill on chaotic
multiscale examples.
Krithika Manohar
California Institute of Technology
kmanohar@uw.edu
MS26
Control Insights in Deep Neural Networks
The talk will concern Neural Ordinary Diﬀerential Equations from a control theoretical perspective to address some
of the properties of Deep Neural Networks. These objectives are tackled and achieved from the perspective of the
simultaneous control of systems of Neural diﬀerential equations. We will ﬁrst present a strategy to achieve simultaneous control and then explain how to obtain a universal
approximation theorem. Afterwards we will also present
the counterparts in the context of the control of neural
transport equations, enhancing the link between transport
and deep neural networks.
Doménec Ruiz-Balet
University of Duesto, Spain
domenec.ruiz@duesto.es
MS26
Context-Aware Learning of Models for DataDriven Robust Control
Classic learn-then-stabilize approaches treat learning models of dynamical systems and computing stabilizing controllers as two separate steps. This can lead to overly
conservative requirements on the accuracy of the learned
models and in turn to infeasible requirements on data quality and volume in science and engineering applications. We
show that if the purpose of learning models is to ultimately
compute low-order stabilizing H-inﬁnity controllers, then
higher model errors can be tolerated, which lowers the sampling complexity of the learning process. In the context of
H-inﬁnity control, errors in the learned dynamical system
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models are compensated by a decrease in the controlled systems stability radii. This relationship between model error
and stability radius allows us to quantify the amount of
tolerable error. We numerically demonstrate on examples
from aerospace engineering that context-aware learning of
models and controllers reduces the number of samples required to stabilize dynamical systems compared to classic
learn-then-stabilize approaches.
Nitin Shyamkumar, Benjamin Peherstorfer
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
nhs9171@nyu.edu, pehersto@cims.nyu.edu
MS27
Kernel Flows for Learning Dynamical Systems
from Data
Regressing the vector ﬁeld of a dynamical system from a
ﬁnite number of observed states is a natural way to learn
surrogate models for such systems. We present variants of
the method of Kernel Flows, a variant of cross-validation,
based on Maximum Mean Discrepancy and Lyapunov exponents as simple approaches for learning the kernel that
appear in the emulators we use in our work.
Boumediene Hamzi
Imperial College London
b.hamzi@imperial.ac.uk
Houman Owhadi
Applied Mathematics
Caltech
owhadi@caltech.edu
MS27
On the Curse of Memory in Recurrent Neural Networks: Approximation and Optimization Analysis
We study the approximation properties and optimization
dynamics of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) when applied to learn input-output relationships in temporal data.
We consider the simple but representative setting of using
continuous-time linear RNNs to learn from data generated
by linear relationships. Mathematically, the latter can be
understood as a sequence of linear functionals. We prove
a universal approximation theorem of such linear functionals and characterize the approximation rate. Moreover, we
perform a ﬁne-grained dynamical analysis of training linear
RNNs by gradient methods. A unifying theme uncovered
is the non-trivial eﬀect of memory, a notion that can be
made precise in our framework, on both approximation and
optimization: when there is long term memory in the target, it takes a large number of neurons to approximate it.
Moreover, the training process will suﬀer from slowdowns.
In particular, both of these eﬀects become exponentially
more pronounced with increasing memory - a phenomenon
we call the curse of memory. These analyses represent a
basic step towards a concrete mathematical understanding
of new phenomenons that may arise in learning temporal
relationships using recurrent architectures.
Jiequn Han
Princeton University
jiequnh@princeton.edu
Zhong Li
Peking University
li zhong@pku.edu.cn
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Weinan E
Princeton Univesity
Department of Mathematics
weinan@math.princeton.edu
Qianxiao Li
National University of Singapore
Singapore
qianxiao@nus.edu.sg
MS27
The Complexity of Neural Networks for the Approximation of Optimal Control
As demonstrated in many areas of real-life applications,
neural networks have the capability of dealing with high
dimensional data. In the ﬁelds of optimal control and dynamical systems, the same capability was studied and veriﬁed in many published results. Towards the goal of revealing the underlying reason why neural networks are capable of solving some high dimensional problems, we present
an algebraic framework and an approximation theory for
compositional functions and their neural network approximations. The theoretical foundation is developed in a way
so that it supports the error analysis for not only functions
as input-output relations, but also numerical algorithms.
This capability is critical because it enables the analysis
of approximation errors for problems for which analytic
solutions are not available, such as diﬀerential equations
and optimal control. We identify a set of key features of
compositional functions and the relationship between the
features and the complexity of neural networks. In addition
to function approximations, we introduce several formulae
of error upper bounds for neural networks that approximate the solutions to diﬀerential equations, optimization,
and optimal control.
Wei Kang
Naval Postgraduate School
Department of Applied Mathematics
wkang@nps.edu
Qi Gong
University of California, Santa Cruz
qigong@soe.ucsc.edu
MS27
Approximation, Identiﬁability, Controllability, Observability, and Learnability Results for Recurrent
Neural Networks: A View from the 1990s
There has been much recent interest on recurrent nets, either in discrete or continuous time, which have been proposed as models for control, computation, and signal processing, and also represent limits of ”deep” feedforward
networks. In a control-theoretic sense, they approximate
nonlinear systems on ﬁnite (or, under fading memory assumptions, inﬁnite) time intervals, and from a computer
science view point they provide universal models for digital as well as analog computation. This talk will review
results from the author regarding these properties as well as
learnability (in the PAC sense) and system-theoretic properties such as controllability, observability, minimality, and
parameter identiﬁability. We’ll talk about results obtained
over 20 years ago, and also discuss some open problems.
Eduardo Sontag
Northeastern University
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sontag@sontaglab.org
MS28
Optimal Transportation Structure of Filtering System with Correlated Noises
The feedback particle ﬁlter (FPF) is one of the important particle ﬁlter method in ﬁltering. The FPF of noiseindependent time-invariant ﬁltering system was ﬁrst proposed in 2013. After years of development, this method
has been extended to high dimensions, even to the ﬁltering
problem of probability distribution of Riemannian manifolds, and the numerical method is more eﬃcient. But the
FPF of ﬁltering system with correlated noise was proposed
in 2019 by Luo. In this talk, we derive a novel optimal
transportation particle ﬁlter for linear time-varying systems with correlated noises. This method can be regarded
as the extension of the FPF with optimal transportation
structure. However, the particles in our method are evolved
in a deterministic way while we need to generate random
particles in feedback particle ﬁlter. Consequently, we only
need a very few particles to obtain the satisfying results and
this property is especially signiﬁcant for high dimensional
problems. The error analysis of our method and FPF have
been carried out when the system is time-invariant. Compared with feedback particle ﬁlter and ensemble Kalman
ﬁlter, our method shows great eﬃciency in numerical experiments including both scalar case and high dimensional
case.
Jiayi Kang
Department of mathematical science, Tsinghua university
kangjy19@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn
MS28
Feedback Particle Filter with Correlated Noises
Motivated by the mean-ﬁeld game theory, the feedback particle ﬁlter (FPF) for the signal-observation nonlinear ﬁltering (NLF) model with independent white noises, has been
developed in YMM for the ﬁrst time. In this talk, we shall
extend this algorithm to the case where the signal process
is correlated with the scalar observation process. The equation that the control inputs (K,u) satisﬁed has been derived
by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence of the
conditional density and the conditional posterior empirical
distribution of the controlled particles. Then we show rigorously that the control inputs obtained is consistent, in
the sense that if the initial conditional density and the empirical distribution are the same, so are the posterior ones.
The explicit expression for the control input u is given if
K is obtained. The numerical simulation of a scalar NLF
problem with transition phenomenon has been solved by
our algorithm with satisfactory performance not only in
accuracy but also in eﬃciency.
Huimin Miao
School of Mathematical Sicences, Beihang University
by1909011@buaa.edu.cn
MS28
A Novel Real-Time Filtering Method to General
Nonlinear Filtering Problem without Memory
Motivated by the supervised learning in machine learning, we develop an eﬃcient method to numerically solve
the FKE oﬀ-line. By making a temporal inverse transformation of the FKE and optimizing the loss function, the
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computation of the solution to the FKE is reduced to computing a linear system of equations. The proposed method
has the merits of easily implementing, real-time, memoryless and more importantly applicable for moderate-high
dimensional case. The eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm
has been clearly shown by the numerical experiments.
Ji Shi
Academy for Multidisciplinary Studies,
Capital Normal University
shiji@cnu.edu.cn
MS29
Reinforcement Learning for Approximate Optimal
Control of Switched Systems
Decision making in adversarial environments can be complex, with the potential need to shift between diﬀerent desired behaviors by an agent. Such changes in the desired
behavior can be quantiﬁed by diﬀerent cost functions that
an agent seeks to minimize. This talk describes a reinforcement learning-based approach to approximate the optimal controller for diﬀerent subsystems. Each subsystem
may have varying characteristics, such as a diﬀerent cost or
diﬀerent system dynamics. Lyapunov-based methods are
developed to prove boundedness of individual subsystems
and to determine a minimum dwell-time condition to ensure stability of the overall switching sequence. Uniformly
ultimately bounded regulation of the states, approximation
of the value function, and approximation of the optimal
control policy is achieved for arbitrary switching sequences
provided the minimum dwell time condition is satisﬁed.
Max Greene
University of Florida
maxgreene12@uﬂ.edu
MS29
Event-Triggered Control with Resilience to Byzantine Adversaries
Event-triggered control (ETC) is an intermittent state
feedback strategy motivated by advantages such as the efﬁcient use of energy and communication bandwidth. Because communication timing conditions of ETC methods
create potential vulnerabilities, resilient strategies are motivated for assured coordination in contested environments.
A distributed event-triggered strategy is described for formation control and leader tracking with robustness to adversarial Byzantine agents for a class of heterogeneous
multi-agent systems (MASs). A reputation-based strategy is developed for each agent to detect Byzantine agent
behaviors within their neighbor set and then selectively
disregard Byzantine state information. Selectively ignoring Byzantine agents results in time-varying discontinuous
changes to the network topology. Nonsmooth dynamics
also result from the use of the event triggered strategy enabling intermittent communication. Nonsmooth Lyapunov
methods are used to analyze the developed result.
Federico M. Zegers
University of Florida
fredzeg@uﬂ.edu
MS31
Complementary H2 and H∞ Filtering for Remote
State Estimation with Data Dropouts
A new robust and optimal ﬁltering design is presented ﬁrst.
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It is shown that this new ﬁltering structure achieves complementary H2 and H∞ instead of trade-oﬀ performance
as demonstrated in traditional mixed H2 /H∞ ﬁltering design. The simulation shows that the new ﬁltering mechanism possesses much improved robustness while the optimal performance is well preserved. In the second part
of the presentation, the new ﬁltering scheme is applied to
develop a remote estimation of state variables through unreliable communication channels characterized with data
packet dropouts at no additional computational expense.
Such state estimation scheme exhibits better robust and
optimal performance simultaneously in terms of disturbance attenuation and transient performance than either a
Kalman ﬁlter or an H∞ Gaussian ﬁlter when the plant is
subject to both model uncertainty and white noise. As an
example, a distributed state estimation over lossy sensor
networks is presented where each sensor locally constructs
an estimate based on its own observation and on those collected from its neighbors.
Yu Feng
Zhejiang University of Technology
yfeng@zjut.edu.cn
Xiang Chen
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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xchen@uwindsor.ca
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Guoxiang Gu
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MS31
Dynamic Resilient Network Games for MultiAgent Consensus under Jamming Attacks
Cyber security issues in networked multi-agent systems
have gained much attention in recent years. The local nature of the agents capabilities in computation and communication leaves vulnerabilities that can be exploited by
malicious attackers. In this talk, we focus on the eﬀects
of jamming attacks on the process of consensus forming
by agents from a game-theoretic perspective. Speciﬁcally,
we formulate a resilient network problem, which is a twostage game where an attacker and a defender play over the
connectivity of the network. The attacker attempts to disable some edges by jamming while the defender recovers
them by increasing transmission power. Their utilities are
based on the connectivity and the number of connected
components within the graph, but the players also have
constraints in the energy available for their actions. We
provide full characterization of the optimal strategies for
both players and then apply the game to a consensus problem, where the game is played repeatedly over time. It will
be shown how diﬀerent notions of connectivities aﬀect the
behaviors of the players and hence the states of the agents.

Hideaki Ishii
Department of Computer Science
Tokyo Institute of Technology
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MS31
Statistical Parameter Privacy
In this talk, we will discuss the statistical parameter privacy problem which entails privacy ﬁlter design for a sequence of sensor measurements whose joint probability
density function (p.d.f.) depends on a private parameter.
To ensure parameter privacy, we propose a privacy ﬁlter
design framework that consists of two components: a randomizer and a nonlinear transformation. The randomizer
takes the private parameter as input and randomly generates a pseudo parameter. The nonlinear mapping transforms the measurements such that the joint p.d.f. of the ﬁlter’s output depends on the pseudo parameter rather than
the private parameter. It also ensures that the joint p.d.f.
of the ﬁlter’s output belongs to the same family of distributions as that of the measurements. The design of the randomizer is formulated as an optimization problem subject
to a privacy constraint, in terms of mutual information, and
it is shown that the optimal randomizer is the solution of a
convex optimization problem. Using information-theoretic
inequalities, we show that the performance of any estimator of the private parameter, based on the output of the
privacy ﬁlter, is limited by the privacy constraint. The
structure of the nonlinear transformation is studied in the
special cases of independent and identically distributed,
Markovian, and Gauss-Markov measurements. The applications of the proposed framework in building automation
and vehicular ad hoc networks will be discussed.
Ehsan Nekouei
Department of Electrical Engineering
City University of Hong Kong
enekouei@cityu.edu.hk
MS31
Platooning with Imperfect Inter-Vehicle Communication
In the future, ordinary vehicles are expected to be automated and navigate most of the time in a self-driving mode.
The potential beneﬁts of individual automation, such as
reducing fuel consumption, time eﬃciency, and safety, can
be considerably increased if inter-vehicle communication
and coordinated navigation are included. The study of
platoons of vehicles that navigates together in a coordinated manner is named platooning, and usually considers
vehicles that move in one-dimensional space since has a
direct application to automated highway systems. With a
proper control design, a platoon of vehicles should move
coordinately, maintaining a desired speed and inter-vehicle
distance, whenever is possible. But, additionally, the controller must ensure string stability, which is the property
that guarantees that disturbances do not amplify along
the string of vehicles, allowing scalability. String stability for platooning has been widely studied in a deterministic setup. However, a stochastic setup should be considered since, in a more realistic scenario, the inter-vehicle
communication is random by nature. Indeed, inter-vehicle
communication could be subject to noisy communication,
random data-loss, fading, random delays, etc. In this talk,
we analyze the eﬀect that noisy communication and random data-loss may have on the string stability of a platoon
of vehicles. We also discuss alternatives to reduce the eﬀect
of such non-ideal communication.
Francisco J. Vargas
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Feedback Stabilization of the Korteweg-De Vries
Equation on a Star-Shaped-Network with Internal
Input Delay
In this work we deal with the exponential stability of the
nonlinear Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation on a ﬁnite
star-shaped network in the presence of delayed internal
feedback. We start proving the well posedness of the system and some regularity results. Then we state an exponential stabilization result using a Lyapunov Function
by imposing small initial data and a restriction over the
lengths. In this part also we are able to obtain explicit
expression for the rate of decay. Then we prove the exponential stability of the solutions without restrictions on the
lengths and for small initial data, this result is based on an
observability inequality. After that we obtain a semi-global
stabilization result working directly with the nonlinear system. Next we study the case where it may happen that a
control domain with delay that is outside of the control
domain without delay. In that we obtain also a local exponential stabilization result. Finally we present some numerical simulations in order to illustrate the stabilization.
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Learning for Traﬃc Flow Model
We develop reinforcement learning (RL) boundary controllers to mitigate stop-and-go traﬃc congestion on a freeway segment. The traﬃc dynamics of the freeway segment
are governed by a macroscopic Aw-Rascle-Zhang (ARZ)
model, consisting of 2 × 2 quasi-linear partial diﬀerential
equations (PDEs) for traﬃc density and velocity. Boundary stabilization of the linearized ARZ PDE model has
been solved by PDE backstepping, guaranteeing spatial
L2 norm regulation of the traﬃc state to uniform density and velocity. However, the stabilization result only
holds locally and is sometimes aﬀected by model uncertainty. Therefore, we reformulate the PDE boundary control problem as a RL problem that pursues stabilization
without knowing the system dynamics, simply by observing the state values. The proximal policy optimization,
a neural network-based policy gradient algorithm, is employed to obtain RL controllers by interacting with a numerical simulator of the ARZ PDE. The RL state-feedback
boundary controllers are compared and evaluated against
the rigorously stabilizing controllers in a system with perfect knowledge of the traﬃc ﬂow dynamics, and then in
one with only partial knowledge. We demonstrate that RL
approach has learning (i.e. adaptation) potential for traﬃc
PDE system under uncertain and changing conditions, but
RL is neither simple nor a fully safe substitute for modelbased control in real traﬃc systems.
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MS32
Regulation of Reaction-Diﬀusion Equation with
Boundary Control
This paper solves a regulation problem for an inﬁnitedimensional control system. More precisely, under the
assumption that a bounded observation is given for a
reaction-diﬀusion partial diﬀerential equation, a boundary
controller is designed so that the setpoint output of the
equation converges to a prescribed reference signal. This
control law satisﬁes a ﬁnite-dimensional dynamics obtained
by coupling a pole-placement control law with a converging observer. The proof of the regulation problem is based
on a Lyapunov function and properties of Sturm-Liouville
operators.

Scott J. Moura
University of California, Berkeley, USA
smoura@berkeley.edu
Miroslav Krstic
University of California, San Diego
Dept of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
krstic@ucsd.edu
MS32
A Backstepping Approach to Stabilize Hyperbolic
Systems: Application to a Water-Tank
We consider the so-called water tank system, modelled by
shallow water equations in 1-D:
⎧
∂t H + ∂x (HV ) = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
∂t V + V ∂x V + g∂x H = −U (t),
� L
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ V (t, 0) = V (t, L) = 0,
H(t, x)dx = cst.
0

Christophe Prieur
CNRS GIPSA-Lab
christophe.prieur@gipsa-lab.fr
Hugo Lhachemi
Supelec, France
hugo.lhachemi@centralesupelec.fr
MS32
PDE Backstepping Control Versus Reinforcement

It is well-known that this system is locally controllable in
C 1 ([0, L])2 around non-uniform steady states. This also
holds in Sobolev spaces, and we use this controllability result to construct exponentially stabilizing feedbacks for the
linearized water-tank system around non-uniform steady
states. The proof relies on the notions of system equivalence, pole-shifting, and backstepping for PDEs. This
strategy of proof was already implemented to stabilize the
linearized bilinear Schrdinger equation. It was adapted to
the 1-D linear transport. The contrasting spectral properties of these systems lead to very diﬀerent technical devel-
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opments. Its success for linearized water tank shows that
it can be adapted to more complex hyperbolic systems, despite the additional diﬃculties due to the coupling terms,
and the conservation of mass.

Christopher A. Beattie
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
beattie@vt.edu

Christophe Zhang
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität, Germany
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MS33
From Data to Reduced-Order Models via Moment
Matching
A new method for data-driven interpolatory model reduction is presented in this paper. Using the so-called data
informativity perspective, we deﬁne a framework that enables the computation of moments at given (possibly complex) interpolation points based on time-domain inputoutput data only, without explicitly identifying the highorder system. Instead, by characterizing the set of all systems explaining the data, necessary and suﬃcient conditions are provided under which all systems in this set share
the same moment at a given interpolation point. Moreover, these conditions allow for explicitly computing these
moments. Reduced-order models are then derived by employing a variation of the classical rational interpolation
method. The condition to enforce moment matching model
reduction with prescribed poles is also discussed as a means
to obtain stable reduced-order models. An example of an
electrical circuit illustrates this framework.

An Adaptive Reduced Basis ANOVA Method for
High-Dimensional Bayesian Inverse Problems
In Bayesian inverse problems sampling the posterior distribution is often a challenging task when the underlying models are computationally intensive. To this end,
surrogates or reduced models are often used to accelerate the computation. However, in many practical problems, the parameter of interest can be of high dimensionality, which renders standard model reduction techniques
infeasible. In this work, we present an approach that employs the ANOVA decomposition method to reduce the
model with respect to the unknown parameters, and the
reduced basis method to reduce the model with respect to
the physical parameters. Moreover, we provide an adaptive scheme within the MCMC iterations, to perform the
ANOVA decomposition with respect to the posterior distribution. With numerical examples, we demonstrate that
the proposed model reduction method can signiﬁcantly reduce the computational cost of Bayesian inverse problems,
without sacriﬁcing much accuracy.
Qifeng Liao
ShanghaiTech University
liaoqf@shanghaitech.edu.cn
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Data-Driven Balancing of Linear Dynamical Systems
We present a novel reformulation of balanced truncation,
a classical model reduction method. The principal innovation that we introduce comes through the use of system
response data that has been either measured or computed,
without reference to any prescribed realization of the original model. Data are represented by sampled values of the
transfer function corresponding to the original model. We
discuss parallels that our approach bears with the Loewner
framework, another popular data-driven MOR method.
We illustrate our approach numerically in both continuoustime and discrete-time cases.
Ion Victor Gosea
Max Planck Institute Magdeburg
gosea@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
Serkan Gugercin
Virginia Tech
Department of Mathematics
gugercin@vt.edu

Sensitivity Analysis and Error Bounds for DataDriven Reduced-Order Models
In this contribution, we discuss novel results concerning the
Loewner method for data-driven modeling and reduction of
linear time-invariant systems. We study the sensitivities of
eigenvalues corresponding to the Loewner pencil, which is
composed of two Loewner matrices. Based on a general factorization of the Loewner pencil, a quadruple constructed
directly from the data using the Loewner framework yields
a model without further processing. This is veriﬁed by
computing the transfer function using the generalized inverse of the resolvent. We provide a study of the sensitivity of the eigenvalues of the Loewner pencil, which are,
the poles of the underlying system to be modeled. Based
on an explicit generalized eigenvalue decomposition of this
pencil and by making use of perturbation theory of matrix
pencils, we explore two types of eigenvalue sensitivities.
The ﬁrst one is deﬁned with respect to unstructured perturbations, while the second one is deﬁned for structured
perturbations. The motivation for studying these two sensitivities is that they reﬂect the robustness of the Loewner
surrogate model. We show that the ﬁrst is related to the
numerical conditioning of the Loewner pencil and can be
used in comparison to the pseudospectrum of the pencil.
Moreover, it is shown that the second can be used to estimate eigenvalue perturbations as a result of the noise in
data.
Ion Victor Gosea
Max Planck Institute Magdeburg
gosea@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
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MS34
Data-Driven Stability Analysis with the Koopman
Operator
The Koopman operator oﬀers a linear representation of
nonlinear dynamical systems in terms of the evolution
of observable functions. This representation is inﬁnitedimensional, but can be approximated through a projection onto a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace, which yields a
(possibly high-dimensional) linear approximation of the
nonlinear dynamics. This framework provides a systematic
tool for global stability analysis, since the global stability
properties of the nonlinear system can be directly inferred
from the linear stability analysis of the ﬁnite-dimensional
approximation. In this talk, we will leverage this approach
in a data-driven context, where the linear Koopman approximation is estimated through the so-called EDMD algorithm. In particular, we will construct a candidate Lyapunov function for the linear approximation and, considering the true dynamics as a perturbation of the linear
approximation, we will estimate validity bounds for the
original nonlinear system. This allows to derive stability
guarantees and compute an inner approximation of the attraction region in a purely data-driven fashion.

On the Universal Transformation of Data-Driven
Models to Control Systems
As in almost every other branch of science, the advances
in data science and machine learning have also resulted in
improved modeling and simulation of nonlinear dynamical
systems. In many cases, predictive methods are advertised
to ultimately be useful for control. However, the question of how to use a predictive model for control is left
unanswered in most cases due to the associated challenges,
namely a signiﬁcantly higher system complexity, the requirement of much larger data sets and an increased and
often problem-speciﬁc modeling eﬀort. To solve these issues, we present a universal framework to transform arbitrary predictive models into control systems and use them
for feedback control. The advantages are a linear increase
in data requirements with respect to the control dimension,
performance guarantees that rely exclusively on the accuracy of the predictive model, and only little prior knowledge requirements in control theory to solve complex control problems.
Sebastian Peitz
Paderborn University
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Learning Optimal Reduced-Basis Projections for
Nonlinear Systems
Reduced-order modeling techniques including balanced
trunction and H2 -optimality exploit the structure of linear dynamical systems to produce models that accurately
capture the dynamics. For nonlinear systems operating
far away from equilibria, on the other hand, current approaches seek low-dimensional representations of the state
that often neglect small-scale features that have high dynamical signiﬁcance. This leads to models with poor predictive accuracy despite being able to accurately encode
and decode states. In order to improve predictive accuracy,
we propose to optimize the reduced-order model to ﬁt a collection of coarsely sampled trajectories from the original
system. In particular, we optimize over the smooth manifold of biorthogonal matrices deﬁning Petrov-Galerkin projections of the full-order governing equations. The method
demonstrates signiﬁcantly improved accuracy over proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD)-based Galerkin projections on several ﬂuid ﬂow problems.
Sam Otto, Alberto Padovan
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Princeton University
sotto@princeton.edu, apadovan@princeton.edu

Operator Inference and Physics-Informed Learning of Low-Dimensional Models for Incompressible
Flows
Dynamical modeling of a process is essential to study its
dynamical behavior and to perform engineering studies
such as control and optimization. With the ease of accessibility of data, learning models directly from the data
have recently drawn much attention. It is also desirable to
construct compact low-dimensional models describing complex non-linear dynamics, leading to perform simulations
and engineering studies on modest computer hardware. To
that aim, the construction of low-order models is well reﬂected in the recent successes of data-driven approaches
such as dynamic mode decomposition and operator inference. However, for a process, typically, there are some
known physical constraints (e.g., mass conversation, energy conversation), which are not incorporated in learning
models using the approaches above. In this work, we discuss the use of the operator inference approach to learning
structured low-order models for incompressible ﬂow from
data. To that end, we utilize the intrinsic structure of the
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible ﬂows and show
that learning dynamics of the velocity and pressure can be
decoupled, thus leading to an eﬃcient operator inference
approach for learning the underlying dynamics of incompressible ﬂows. Finally, we show the operator inference performance in learning low-order models using some benchmark problems and compare it with an intrusive method
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and other data-driven approaches.
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Distributed Learning and Consensus Formation
with Dynamic Networks
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action. Her opinion is updated as a function of the opinions and actions of her peers. Simultaneously, she decides
on the action through game-like reasoning under the social pressure to conform with others actions. We apply the
proposed framework to study the introduction of an advantageous innovation. The model is able to reproduce various
important real-world phenomena: the rejection of the innovation and popularity of the disadvantageous status quo,
the emergence of unpopular norms, and the widespread
diﬀusion of innovation. Analytical tools and simulations
are used to prove a convergence result and elucidate the
eﬀect of the model parameters and of the network on the
emergent behavior of the system.
Ming Cao
University of Groningen
The Netherlands
m.cao@rug.nl
MS35
Nonlinear Opinion Dynamics on Networks: Consensus, Dissensus, and Tunable Sensitivity to Input

For a number of years now, there has been growing interest in developing algorithms for information processing and distribution, and computation in multi-agent systems, with interactions among agents taking place within
neighborhoods over a network topology. Following a brief
overview of this development, the presentation will focus
on distributed computation and learning as it applies to
consensus problems. In a typical consensus process, agents
in a given group all try to agree on some quantity by
communicating what they know only to their neighboring
agents, dictated by an underlying network whose associated graph could be time varying, and directed or undirected. A particular type of consensus process is the socalled distributed (belief) averaging (DA), where the goal
is to compute the average of some values of a quantity of
interest to the agents. The talk will present several recent
results (algorithms, convergence, and rates) that pertain
to DA, under diﬀerent scenarios, involving constraints on
communication and/or information processing capabilities
of neighborhood agents (such as bandwidth and compute
constraints, leading to quantized iterations), or ﬂow of private streaming data to agents. One speciﬁc application of
the latter, that will be covered, is distributed on-line parametric learning in a multi-agent network, which constitutes
an improved alternative to decentralized machine learning
with no central agent to distribute the incoming stream of
data.

A well-deﬁned model of opinion dynamics can be used
to explain decision-making in social networks and to enable decision-making in designed networks. Such a model
should exhibit fast and reliable opinion formation that rejects disturbance but responds to change without hesitancy
or jitter. Since this is not possible with linear models, researchers have introduced nonlinear models. Motivated by
models in engineering, biology, physics, and social science,
we have derived an analytically tractable nonlinear model
that exhibits the broadest range of opinion formation behaviors for an arbitrary number of agents that communicate over a network and form real-valued opinions about an
arbitrary number of options. Our model can reliably (be
controlled to) reach consensus or dissensus, or to switch between them, as a function of few interpretable parameters,
even in fully homogeneous networks. A number of existing
models are recovered as special cases of our model. Sensitivity to input is controlled through a feedback dynamic for
an attention parameter that multiplies the saturated opinion exchanges. Parameters in the feedback dynamic tune
implicit thresholds that govern sensitivity of the opinion
formation process to input. The model provides new means
for systematic study of dynamics on social and engineered
networks, with applications ranging from robotic navigation and dynamic task allocation to information spread and
political polarization.
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Coevolution of Opinions and Decisions in Complex
Social Networks

Anastasia Bizyaeva
Princeton University
Princeton NJ USA
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In the past few decades, mathematical models have been
widely adopted to study complex behaviors in social systems. Surprisingly, despite strong evidence of interdependence between social dynamics of opinion formation and
interactive dynamics of collective decisions-making, there
have been few eﬀorts in developing a uniﬁed framework
that captures the coevolution of these two dynamics on
social networks. We propose a novel mathematical framework at the interface between opinion dynamics and evolutionary decision-making. Each individual, connected to
the others in a network, has an opinion and can take an
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MS35
A Novel Homophily Model for Opinion Dynamics
A novel discrete time model for the evolution of the interpersonal ties in a social network is provided. In the
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proposed model the state variables are the entries of the
adjacency matrix of a social graph. They are binary variables that take either positive or negative values depending
on whether the agents have a positive or a negative appraisal of each other. The agents update their mutual ties
according to the homophily mechanism that minimizes the
cognitive dissonance of the social network. At each time
step all the group members compare their opinions about
all the remaining agents in the network and take a deterministic decision on their mutual relationship. The model
aims at emulating the dynamics of social networks in which
the dynamical evolution only depends on the type of ties
and not on their intensity, as it usually occurs in team supporter groups, politics, gamesThis translates into the fact
that the mutual relationships only take values in the binary
set {−1, 1}. Necessary and suﬃcient conditions for a network conﬁguration to be an equilibrium point of the binary
homophily model are formalized. A (V, Σ) factorization for
the special class of matrices involved is provided, in order
to give a general characterization and a social interpretation to the non-structurally balanced equilibrium points of
the state space model. It allows to associate any equilibrium conﬁguration with the structurally balanced maximal
classes in the social network.
Maria Elena Valcher
University of Padova
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meme@dei.unipd.it
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MS36
Controllability of Hypergraphs
We develop a notion of controllability for hypergraphs via
tensor algebra and polynomial control theory. Inspired
by uniform hypergraphs, we propose a new tensor-based
multilinear dynamical system representation, and derive
a Kalman-rank-like condition to determine the minimum
number of control nodes (MCN) needed to achieve controllability of even uniform hypergraphs. We present an
eﬃcient heuristic to obtain the MCN. MCN can be used
as a measure of robustness, and we show that it is related
to the hypergraph degree distribution in simulated examples. Finally, we use MCN to examine robustness in real
biological networks.
Can Chen
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
canc@umich.edu
MS36
Optimal Control of an Epidemiological Model for
Curbing the Spread of Infectious Disease
In this talk, we consider an optimal control problem formulation for curbing the spread of an infectious disease.
More speciﬁcally, a SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-InfectedRecovered) epidemiological model serves as a controlled
dynamical model and the cost functional comprises of a
running and terminal cost, which are functions only of the
”exposed” and ”infected” fractions of the total population
and a perturbation term, which accounts for the eﬀect of
measurement inaccuracy on the size of the infected subpopulation. Numerical results will be presented for the above
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mentioned optimal control problem.
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First Order Methods for Control Synthesis
In this talk, we reexamine feedback control synthesis
through the lens of ﬁrst order methods in optimization.
Control synthesis has historically been approached via parameterization of certiﬁcates for robustness and performance. In this talk, I will ﬁrst show that ﬁrst order methods facilitate a streamlined approach to directly embed
data in the control synthesis process. I will then examine how such methods open up a new way of looking at
some old and new problems in control. These problems include structured synthesis, indeﬁnite least squares optimal
control, and linear quadratic games. We will also discuss
various geometric properties of the underlying sets for such
ﬁrst order methods and some of their algorithmic implications.
Mehran Mesbahi
University of Washington
mesbahi@uw.edu
MS36
Signed Control Network Curvature for Analysis of
Cancer Networks-I
We study the properties of biological networks by applying
analogues of fundamental concepts in Riemannian geometry and optimal mass transport theory for weighted graphs.
Speciﬁcally, we employ a version of Ricci curvature for discrete spaces in order to infer robustness properties of the
networks of interest. We compare three possible discrete
notions of Ricci curvature (Ollivier-Ricci curvature, BakryEmery Ricci curvature, and Forman-Ricci curvature) on
certain biological networks. While the exact relationship
of each of the three deﬁnitions of curvature to one another
is still not known, our network analysis based on these
three notions of curvature yields very similar results. We
apply the three discretizations of Ricci curvature to cancer
and complementary normal networks from TCGA data for
seven cancer types. All three curvatures distinguish cancer
and normal networks and identify similar gene biomarkers
within cancer gene interaction networks. We also compare the three Ricci curvatures to the well-known network
measures betweenness centrality and clustering coeﬃcients.
Finally, we generalize Forman-Ricci curvature, which is initially deﬁned on directed positively weighted networks, to
a form that also considers the signs of the directions (e.g.,
activator and repressor in gene regularity networks). We
call this notion the signed-control Ricci curvature.
Allen Tannenbaum
Stony Brook University
Allen.Tannenbaum@stonybrook.edu
Maryam Pouryahya
PathAI
maryam.pouryahya@gmail.com
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MS37
When And How Are Hybrid Dynamical Systems
Conjugate To Their Classical Quotients?
In a hybrid dynamical system, the state ﬂows until a guard
is reached, at which point the state is reset so ﬂow can
continue. Identifying each state in the guard with the
state it resets to deﬁnes a topological quotient—termed
the hybrifold —onto which the hybrid systems ﬂow descends. Our joint talk explores the smooth and topological
dynamics of the hybrid system using this classical quotients ﬂow. Near periodic orbits that pass transversely
through non-overlapping guards, the hybrid systems ﬂow
is smoothly (semi)conjugate to a smooth ﬂow on a smooth
manifold. Near trajectories that pass transversely through
overlapping guards in mechanical systems subject to unilateral constraints, the hybrid systems ﬂow is piecewisediﬀerentiable and generally not smoothly (semi)conjugate
to a classical ﬂow. These results motivate consideration of
coarser topological methods better suited to the intrinsic
non-smoothness that arises in physically-grounded hybrid
models. For many such hybrid systems, topological dynamical objects correspond naturally to those of the hybrid
suspension semiﬂow (related but not equal to the hybrifold semiﬂow). Moreover, Conleys fundamental theorem
of dynamical systems generalizes to such hybrid systems.
Mild conditions ensure that hybrid suspensions/hybrifolds
are metrizable; additional conditions enable metrization results furnishing speciﬁc compatible metrics on these quotients.
Samuel Burden
University of Washington Seattle
sburden@uw.edu
Matthew Kvalheim
University of Pennsylvania
kvalheim@seas.upenn.edu
MS37
Brief Introduction and Overview: Categorical
Characterization As a Precursor to Programming.
Physical and Information Based Dynamical Systems
Many robotics problems can be modeled via a class of hybrid dynamical systems whose formalization yields a double category accounting at once for a physically relevant
hybrid notion of semiconjugacy as well as hierarchical and
sequential compositions. The steady state of the sequential composition is determined by that of the ﬁnal constituent while its basin comprises the union of the constituents basins, thereby modeling accepted constructions
of robotics. The hierarchical composition embeds a dynamical conjugate of the target dynamics upon an attracting invariant subspace of the higher dimensional host dynamics a collapse of dimension popularized by bioinspired
robotics. Work in progress aims to reﬁne the standard categorical monoidal product toward robotics methods that
apply completely decoupled control modules to strongly
coupled subsystems whose cross-talk can be shown to stabilize rather than disrupt the desired coordinated behavior.
Systematic use of these constructions has aﬀorded physically robust and logically well characterized robotic deployments capable of navigation and mobile manipulation
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amidst unexplored environments with empirical behavior
surpassing in complexity and utility any of those provably
correct components. Collectively, such interlocking formal
and empirical developments seem like the precursors of a
formal, physically grounded programming language, motivating this minisymposium.
Jared Culbertson
Air Force Research Laboratory
jared.culbertson@afresearchlab.com
Daniel Koditschek
University of Pennsylvania
kod@seas.upenn.edu
MS37
Geometric/Homotopical Semantics for Hybrid Dynamical Systems
Hybrid dynamical systems can often be modeled as a certain hybrid mathematical structure, a diagram of phase
spaces. The diagram structure and the topologies respectively reﬂect discrete and continuous aspects of the dynamics. It is possible to synthesize this diagram of phase spaces
into a single state space as a certain universal construction
in homotopy theory called a homotopy colimit. However,
passage to the homotopy colimit forgets important information about time. This talk describes an ad-hoc, but
natural, reﬁnement of the homotopy colimit as a directed
space that remembers the directionality of time. Dynamical properties, such as periodicity, can then be characterized and even computed as suitable invariants on these
directed homotopy colimits. With a view towards developing a higher type theory for hybrid dynamical systems,
this talk then speculates on how this ad-hoc construction
might be characterized as a universal construction in directed homotopy theory.
Sanjeevi Krishnan
Ohio State University
sanjeevi@math.osu.edu
MS37
Directed Type Theory for State Space Analysis
Type theories, which have been around in various forms for
almost a century, form an important connection between
computer science and mathematics. This is because of the
Curry-Howard correspondence: that is to say, a type can
be interpreted as a program speciﬁcation to be fulﬁlled, as
a logical proposition to be proved, or as a mathematical
set (to be inhabited). Since the beginning of this century, homotopy type theory has added yet another facet
to this correspondence: a type can also be interpreted as a
topological space. In addition to theoretical interest, this
correspondence is also of practical interest in mathematics and its applications. Since statements in type theory
can be checked by a computer proof assistant (for example, by Coq or Agda), one can use this correspondence
to check theorems in topology. Currently, there is much
interest in extending type theory to encompass correspondences with other domains. I will talk about my development of directed homotopy type theory. This corresponds
with directed homotopy theory and thus to the homotopical semantics for hybrid dynamical systems. We hope to
use such a type theory then for automatically checking
mathematical statements about hybrid dynamical systems.
Such automatic checking is especially useful when dealing
with mathematical objects, such as realistic state spaces,
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that are more complex than those traditionally studied by
mathematicians.
Paige North
University of Pennsylvania
pnorth@seas.upenn.edu
MS39
Stability Properties of a Multilayered StructureFluid Interactive PDE System
In this talk, we present recently derived results for a partial
diﬀerential equation (PDE) system which models a ﬂuidstructure interaction of current interest within the mathematical literature. The coupled PDE model under discussion involves a Stokes system, which evolves on a three dimensional domain, interacting with a Lamé system of elasticity which evolves on a ﬂat portion of said ﬂuid domain.
Moreover there is an additional coupling PDE which determines the associated pressure variable of the ﬂuid-structure
system. In addition, because of the presence of an “ambient ﬂow” vector ﬁeld, the coupled PDE is not disipative.
George Avalos
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
gavalos2@unl.edu
Pelin Geredeli
Hacettepe University
Ankara, Turkey
pguven@hacettepe.edu.tr
Justin Webster
Department of Mathematics
College of Charleston
websterj@cofc.edu
MS39
Optimal Control in Fluid-Structure Interactions
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Fluid-Structure Interaction Model
The model couples an internal structure (a fourth order
plate) inside a ﬂuid, with coupling at the interface between
the two media. Well-posedness and asymptotic behavior
are analyzed.
Roberto Triggiani, Rasika Mahawattege
University of Memphis
rtrggani@memphis.edu, rmhwttge@memphis.edu
MS40
The Switch Point Algorithm
The Switch Point Algorithm is a new approach for solving
optimal control problems whose solutions are either singular or bang-bang or both singular and bang-bang, and
which possess a ﬁnite number of jump discontinuities in
an optimal control at the points in time where the solution structure changes. Problems in this class can often be
reduced to an optimization over the switching points. Formulas are derived for the derivative of the objective with
respect to the switch points, the initial costate, and the terminal time. All these derivatives can be computed simultaneously in just one integration of the state and costate
dynamics.
Mahya Aghaee
Department of Mathematics
University of Florida
mahyaaghaee@uﬂ.edu
William Hager
University of Florida
Department of Mathematics
hager@uﬂ.edu
MS40
Singular Optimal Control Problems in Chemical
Reactor Networks

We are interested in minimizing the uid vorticity in the case
of an elastic body moving and deforming inside the ﬂuid,
using a distributed control. This translates into analyzing
an optimal control problem subject to a moving boundary ﬂuid-structure interaction (FSI). The FSI is described
by the coupling of Navier-Stokes and wave equations. The
control is inherently a nonlinear control, acting as feedback
on the moving frame. Its action depends on the map of the
domain, which is itself dened through the dynamics of the
problem. A key ingredient in the optimal control problem
is represented by the long time behavior of the forced dynamics, which was an open problem in the eld. Our results
include existence of solutions for all times with small distributed sources and small initial data, as well as existence
of optimal control for the problem of minimization of drag
in the ﬂuid.

Catalyst mixing problems in chemical reactor design have
been a rich source of singular optimal control problems,
with strong economic impacts and examples going back
ﬁve decades. A number of examples contain many states
(e.g., from discretized or reformulated PDEs), with strong
nonlinearities and instabilities. This talk presents a novel
bilevel nonlinear programming strategy for the singular
control problem. The inner problem applies a direct transcription approach with ﬁxed ﬁnite elements, while the
outer problem adjust the ﬁnite elements to further improve
the objective function and satisfy constraints on errors in
the state equations and stationarity conditions of the singular problem. A challenging partial oxidation reactor
optimization problem is considered, with severe instabilities due to runaway temperatures. The bilevel approach
is demonstrated on this problem by ﬁnding the optimal
catalyst mixing policy and signiﬁcant improvement in performance.

Lorena Bociu
NC State University
Raleigh, NC
lvbociu@ncsu.edu

Lorenz Biegler
Carnegie Mellon University
Department of Chemical Engineering
lb01@andrew.cmu.edu
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Optimal Control of the Fuel Allocation in a Model

Well-Posedness and Asymptotic Analysis of a
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for a Runner Competing in a Race

tem and the reduced one.

Nutrition is important when running long distance races
and needs to be included in models of running strategies.
We formulate a system of ordinary diﬀerential equations
to represent the velocity, energy, and nutrition for a runner competing in a long-distance race. The food consumed
during the race is a source term for the nutrition diﬀerential
equation. In our optimal control problem, we are investigating strategies to manage the nutrition and force (source
in velocity diﬀerential equation), to minimize the running
time in a ﬁxed distance race. This problem is linear in the
control and involves singular components.

Pablo Borja
University of Groningen
l.p.borja.rosales@rug.nl

Suzanne M. Lenhart
University of Tennessee
Department of Mathematics
slenhart@utk.edu
Cameron Cook
Department of Mathematics
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
ccook54@vols.utk.edu
MS40
Framework for Solving Bang-Bang and Singular
Optimal Control Problems using Regularization
and An Adaptive Radau Collocation Method
An optimization framework is described for solving bangbang and singular optimal control problems using adaptive Legendre-Gauss-Radau collocation and control regularization. The framework consists of three stages including structure detection, structure decomposition, and domain reﬁnement. Structure detection detects discontinuities in the control solution and analyzes the control for
bang and singular arcs. After the structure is detected, the
problem is decomposed into a multiple-domain formulation
and transcribed using adaptive Radau collocation. The
adaptive Radau collocation allows the time horizon to be
partitioned into a multiple-domain setup and includes the
addition of new decision variables to represent the switch
times in the control proﬁle. The last stage introduces additional constraints into the problem corresponding to each
domain type. The framework is demonstrated on multiple
examples, and results indicate that the method solves nonsmooth optimal control problems to a higher accuracy when
compared with previously developed methods for smooth
optimal control.
Elisha R. Pager
Graduate Research Assistant
University of Florida
epager@uﬂ.edu
Anil Rao
University of Florida
anilvrao@uﬂ.edu
MS41
Structure Preserving Balanced Model Reduction
for Electrical Circuits
In this talk, we discuss how extended Gramians and balanced truncation can be exploited to reduce a linear electrical circuit model while preserving its structure. Accordingly, the reduced-order model admits a physical interpretation. Moreover, using dissipative arguments, we compute
the error bound between the response of the original sys-

MS41
On the Matrix Equations and Matrix Inequalities
in Model Order Reduction
This paper seeks to provide a retrospective study on the
matrix equations and matrix inequalities involved in the
prevailing model order reduction schemes. At ﬁrst, Wellknown Lyapunov equations, Riccati equations, Sylverster
equations as well as the associated high-eﬃcient solving
algorithms are introduced. Secondly, we collect several important model order reduction problems which can only
be recasted and solved in terms of linear matrix inequlities
(LMI). Furthermore, we presents the new reported results
on solving large-scale structured/sparse LMI.
Zhongyi Huang
Shanghai University duxin@shu.edu.cn
247065420@qq.com
Mohammad Monir Uddin
North south University Dhaka, Bangladesh
monir.uddin@northsouth.edu
Xin Du
Shanghai University
duxin@shu.edu.cn
MS41
Clustering-Based Model Order Reduction for Water Networks
Management of large-scale water distribution networks
leads to a complex optimization problem. One way to
simplify this problem is to reduce the system of nonlinear
diﬀerential-algebraic equations modeling the network. To
reuse available network optimization software, it is beneﬁcial to preserve the network structure in the reduced
model. Clustering-based model order reduction is an approach that was proposed for structure-preserving reduction of linear multi-agent network systems. We show how
this approach can be extended to water network models
for a given partition. Furthermore, we propose an eﬃcient
method to ﬁnding good partitions. Finally, we demonstrate the method on a Berlin water distribution network
example.
Sara Grundel
MPI Magdeburg
grundel@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
Petar Mlinaric
Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex Technical
Syste
mlinaric@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
Marc C. Steinbach
Leibniz Universität Hannover
Institute for Applied Mathematics
mcs@ifam.uni-hannover.de
MS41
A Method for Networks Generation with Pre-
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scribed Spectrum of Laplacian Matrix
Complex real-world phenomena are often modeled as dynamical systems on networks. Moreover, dynamics in such
network systems depend on the graph Laplacian and in
particular on its spectrum of eigenvalues. In this paper, we
focus on the problem of constructing the network structure
with the pre-designed eigenvalues of a dynamical system.
That is, for arbitrary pre-designed spectra, we show how to
explicitly constructing such a network whose Laplacian matrix has spectrum as pre-designed. Compared with the existing network constructed methods, such as the clusteringbased model reduction method, the balanced truncation
model reduction method, the advantages of our proposed
method are twofold:(1) a non-complete network may yield
while only a complete network can be constructed with the
pre-designed spectrum by using balanced truncation model
reduction method;(2) our proposed constructed method
also can be applied for the directed weighted networks.
Lanlin Yu
Westlake University
yulanlin1992@gmail.com
Xiaodong Cheng
University of Cambridge
x.cheng.auto@gmail.com
Jacquelien M. Scherpen
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
j.m.a.scherpen@rug.nl
Changbin Yu
Westlake University
zhangwh18@lzu.edu.cn
MS42
Data-Driven Reduced-Order Models via Regularized Operator Inference for a Single-Injector Combustion Process
We derive predictive reduced-order models for rocket engine combustion dynamics via Operator Inference, a scientiﬁc machine learning approach that blends data-driven
learning with physics-based modeling. The non-intrusive
nature of the approach enables variable transformations
that expose system structure. We advance the formulation robustness and algorithmic scalability of the Operator Inference approach by formally introducing regularization to avoid over-ﬁtting. The task of determining an
optimal regularization is posed as an optimization problem that balances training error and stability of long-time
integration dynamics. A scalable algorithm and opensource implementation are presented, then demonstrated
for a single-injector rocket combustion example. This example exhibits rich dynamics that are diﬃcult to capture
with state-of-the-art reduced models. With appropriate
regularization and an informed selection of learning variables, the reduced-order models exhibit high accuracy in
re-predicting the training regime and acceptable accuracy
in predicting future dynamics, while achieving close to a
million times speedup in computational cost. When compared to a state-of-the-art model reduction method, the
Operator Inference models provide the same or better accuracy at approximately one thousandth of the computational cost.
Shane McQuarrie
The University of Texas at Austin
shanemcq18@gmail.com
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MS42
Accelerated Maximum Likelihood Estimation of
States and Parameters in Power Grids using Clustering
In this presentation, we discuss maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) of states and parameters in power
grids, based on ﬁrst-principles models involving stochastic diﬀerential-algebraic equations. State and parameter
estimation is essential for enhancing power grid resilience
in the presence of ﬂuctuating energy consumption and production. Stochastic ﬁrst-principles models combine knowledge of the key phenomena in the system (conservation of
energy, Kirchhoﬀ’s laws, etc.) with knowledge of the uncertainty in parameters, inputs, or other model quantities.
Furthermore, based on the maximum likelihood estimates,
the Cramr-Rao bound provides conﬁdence intervals on the
parameters, and the goodness-of-ﬁt of the model can be
assessed using the likelihood ratio test. Such information
is useful in the design of experiments, e.g., in choosing the
number and placement of sensors or frequency of measurements. As power grid models are nonlinear, we use linearization to approximate the nonlinear transformations of
the stochastic variables and evaluate the likelihood function which is maximized in MLE (essentially, we use the
continuous-discrete extended Kalman ﬁlter for this purpose). MLE involving these approximations is computationally demanding. Therefore, we present a clustering approach for reducing the power grid models, and we demonstrate that the reduced model can be used in the design
of experiments, e.g., in choosing the frequency of observations.
Tobias Ritschel
Computational Methods in Systems and Control Theory
MPI for Dynamics of Complex Technical Systems,
Magdeburg
ritschel@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
Sara Grundel
MPI Magdeburg
grundel@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
MS42
Closed-Loop Controller Synthesis for Mixed Data
and First-Principle Models
In complex applications, a model description in terms of
diﬀerential equations, which accurately represent the realworld phenomenon’s dynamics, may not be available. Instead, the actual dynamics may be decomposed into modeled and unmodeled components. If data of the unmodeled
components is available, then machine learning can be used
to enrich the ﬁrst-principle model with a purely data-driven
model. In this talk, we discuss the challenges that come
with such a mixed model and present a novel method to
synthesize a controller such that the closed-loop system is
passive. The methodology uses the port-Hamiltonian system formulation in combination with the small-gain theorem. The theoretical ﬁndings are illustrated with a numer-
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Benjamin Unger
TU Berlin
University of Stuttgart
benjamin.unger@simtech.uni-stuttgart.de
MS42
Funnel-MPC: a Data-Driven MPC Paradigm
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is nowadays a widely
used control technique for linear and nonlinear systems
due to its ability to handle multi-input multi-output systems under control and state constraints. However, for the
usage of MPC initial and recursive feasibility have to be
ensured. Furthermore, it is inherently necessary to have
a suﬃciently accurate model to predict the system behavior and compute an optimal control signal. Complementary, funnel control is an adaptive high-gain output-error
feedback. Under certain structural assumptions this concept guarantees the tracking of a prescribed reference signal
within predetermined bounds. In this talk we propose the
new concept Funnel-MPC, which combines both concepts,
i.e. MPC and funnel control. During an initial learning
phase the model-free funnel control guarantees that the
imposed constrains are met. Afterwards, the advantages
of the model-based MPC scheme are exploited. To this
end, funnel-inspired stage costs are used, for which initial
and recursive feasibility can be rigorously shown.
Thomas Berger
Paderborn University
thomas.berger@math.upb.de
Dario Dennstädt, Achim Ilchmann
Technische Universität Ilmenau
dario.dennstaedt@tu-ilmenau.de,
achim.ilchmann@tu-ilmenau.de
Karl Worthmann
University of Bayreuth, Germany
karl.worthmann@tu-ilmenau.de
MS43
A Biased Assimilation Model in Presence of Antagonism
A biased assimilation model of opinion dynamics is a nonlinear model in which opinions exchanged in a social network are multiplied by a state dependent term having the
bias as exponent, and expressing the bias of the agents
towards their own opinions. The aim of this work is to extend the bias assimilation model to signed social networks.
We show that while for structurally balanced networks polarization to an extreme value of the opinion domain (the
unit hypercube) always occurs regardless of the value of the
bias, for structurally unbalanced networks a stable state of
indecision (corresponding to the centroid of the opinion
domain) also appears, at least for small values of the bias.
When the bias grows and passes a critical threshold which
depends on the amount of ’disorder’ encoded in the signed
graph, then a bifurcation occurs and opinions become again
polarized.
Lingfei Wang, Yiguang Hong
Chinese Academy of Sciences
wlf@amss.ac.cn, yghong@iss.ac.cn
Guodong Shi
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Linkoping University
Linkoping, Sweden
claudio.altaﬁni@liu.se
MS43
Social Inﬂuence and Opinion Dynamics from Expertise and Conﬁdence
In this work, we study interpersonal inﬂuence in small
groups of individuals who collectively execute a sequence
of intellective tasks. We observe that along an issue sequence with feedback, individuals with higher expertise
and social conﬁdence are accorded higher interpersonal inﬂuence. We also observe that low-performing individuals
tend to underestimate their high-performing teammate’s
expertise. Based on these observations, we introduce three
hypotheses and present empirical and theoretical support
for their validity. We report empirical evidence on longstanding theories of transactive memory systems, social
comparison, and conﬁdence heuristics on the origins of social inﬂuence. We propose a cognitive dynamical model
inspired by these theories to describe the process by which
individuals adjust interpersonal inﬂuences over time. We
demonstrate the model’s accuracy in predicting individuals’ inﬂuence and provide analytical results on its asymptotic behavior for the case with identically performing individuals. This presentation includes the results obtained in
[O. Askarisichani, E. Y. Huang, K. S. Sato, N. E. Friedkin,
F. Bullo, and A. K. Singh. Expertise and conﬁdence explain how social inﬂuence evolves along intellective tasks.
http://arxiv.org/abs/2011.07168].
Omid Askarisichani, Elizabeth Y. Huang, Noah E.
Friedkin, Ambuj K. Singh
UC Santa Barbara
omidas55@gmail.com, lizhuang1234@gmail.com,
friedkin@ucsb.edu, ambuj@ucsb.edu
Francesco Bullo
Mechanical Engineering
University of California at Santa Barbara
bullo@engineering.ucsb.edu
MS43
Opinion Dynamics and Social Instabilities:
Roles of Zealots, Homophily and Ranking

the

Why do people change their minds and what are the consequences? This talk will discuss several models which use
approaches from statistical physics and dynamical systems
to analyze opinion dynamics in social systems. In particular we show the splintering role of zealots, how homophily
which is meant to increase social cohesion can actually impede global consensus, and how the balance of talent and
social reputation can cause cascading rank rearrangements
in established social hierarchies.
Raissa D’Souza
University of California, Davis
raissa.cse@gmail.com
MS43
Modelling Expressed and Private Opinion Forma-
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tion in Social Inﬂuence Networks
Mathematical models of opinion formation on social networks originate from seminal works of French and Harary
(1950s), and DeGroot (1970s). Subsequent advances have
enabled models to capture a range of social phenomena,
such as a group of individuals converging to a consensus,
reaching a persistent disagreement, or becoming polarised.
However, almost all models assume that individuals always
share their true opinions, despite a wealth of social psychology literature indicating that in many social scenarios, an
individual may express an opinion that is diﬀerent from
his/her true one. In this talk, we propose a model in which
each individual has both a private (true) opinion and an
expressed opinion that he/she shares with others in the
network. For each individual, the two opinions co-evolve
in an interdependent manner. We prove a general convergence result, and show that under generic conditions, a
discrepancy arises between the steady state expressed and
private opinion of each individual. The model is then used
to revisit two classical social psychology phenomena. First,
we revisit Aschs seminal conformity experiments from the
1950s, showing how all observed outcomes of the experiments can be recovered from intuitively reasonable model
parameter values. Then, we show how a few extremist
zealots can create pluralistic ignorance, whereby the majority of individuals privately support one position, while
assuming there is a majority support for a diﬀerent position.
Mengbin Ye
Curtin University, Australia
mengbin.ye@curtin.edu.au
Yuzhen Qin
University of California, Riverside
yuzhenq@ucr.edu
Alain Govaert
Lund University
alain.govaert@control.lth.se
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Australian National University
brian.anderson@anu.edu.au
Ming Cao
University of Groningen
The Netherlands
m.cao@rug.nl
MS44
Low-Dimensional Dynamics of Morphogenetic Patterning
During early Drosophila embryogenesis, a network of gene
regulatory interactions orchestrates terminal patterning,
playing a critical role in the subsequent formation of the
gut. We used the MS2/MCP mRNA labeling system and
light sheet microscopy to monitor the individual components of this network across 90 minutes prior to gastrulation. We developed a computational approach for fusing imaging datasets of the individual components into a
common multivariable trajectory. We will discuss details,
advantages, and statistical and conceptual limitations of
our heterogeneous data fusion approach and demonstrate
how it reveals low intrinsic dimensionality of posterior patterning and cell fate speciﬁcation. High conservation of the
network in question suggests that our results could provide
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insight into mechanisms of gene regulation during development of other species. The presented data fusion strategy
is the ﬁrst step towards our overarching aim of establishing a uniﬁed framework that would allow to explore how
stochastic spatiotemporal signals give rise to highly reproducible morphogenetic processes.
Shannon Keenan
Princeton University
skeenan@princeton.edu
Maria Avdeeva
Flatiron Institute, New York, NY
mavdeeva@ﬂatironinstitute.org
Stanislav Shvartsman
Department of Chemical Engineering
Princeton University
stas@princeton.edu
MS44
Moment-Based Methods for Data-Enabled Inference and Control of Dynamic Populations
In many cutting-edge applications involving large dynamic
population systems, such as neuronal networks, robot
swarms, quantum spin ensembles, and cellular oscillators,
placing dedicated sensors to monitor the time-evolution of
the states of individual systems in a population is infeasible. However, aggregated type of spatially sparse measurements, such as coarse or fragmented images and partial
snapshots, can be obtained. The availability of such aggregated measurements opens up the possibility for utilizing
population-level observation and feedback to learn system
dynamics and to close the loop in ensemble control systems.
In this talk, we will introduce a moment-based framework
that utilizes the idea of statistical moments induced by
aggregated measurements to synthesize a novel approach
for learning, analysis, and control of ensemble systems. In
particular, we will cast ensemble control problems as the
classical moment problem and present the dynamic connection between ensemble systems and their moment systems,
by which the control-theoretic analysis, e.g., controllability, and design can be carried over through the study of the
moment system. Moreover, we will illustrate how the proposed moment-based method enables a purely data-driven
architecture to infer ensemble systems with unknown dynamics and close the loop via designing moment-dependent
feedback laws for ensemble control systems.
Jr-Shin Li
Washington University in St. Louis
jsli@wustl.edu
MS44
Robustness of Networked Systems to Unintended
Interactions with Application to Engineered Genetic Circuits
In a networked dynamical system, subsystems are interconnected through prescribed interactions to achieve a desired emergent behavior. In many applications, one subsystem can also aﬀect others through ”unintended” interactions that change the emergent network’s behavior.
Although unintended interactions can be modeled as disturbance inputs to the subsystems, these disturbances depend on the network’s states. Therefore, a disturbance
attenuation property of each isolated subsystem is, alone,
insuﬃcient to guarantee that the network behavior is ro-
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bust to unintended interactions. In this talk, I will provide suﬃcient conditions on subsystem dynamics and interaction maps, such that the network’s behavior is robust
to unintended interactions. These conditions require that
each subsystem attenuates external disturbances, is ”nearmonotone”, the unintended interaction map is monotone,
and the prescribed interaction map does not contain feedback loops. We apply these conditions to design decentralized biomolecular controllers in resource-limited genetic
circuits to ensure that a prescribed network behavior is
achieved despite unintended coupling due to resource sharing. More generally, our results provide conditions under
which robustness of constituent subsystems is suﬃcient to
guarantee robustness of a network to unintended interactions.
Domitilla Del Vecchio
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ddv@mit.edu
Yili Qian
MIT
yiliqian@mit.edu
MS44
Hypergraph Dissimilarity Measures
In this work we present a novel mathematical framework
for hypergraph comparison. Hypergraphs are generalizations of graphs in which edges may connect any number
of vertices, thereby representing multi-way relationships
which are ubiquitous in many real world networks including
neuroscience, cyber security, social networks, and bioinformatics. We propose two approaches for hypergraph comparison. The ﬁrst approach is based on transforming the
hypergraph into a graph representation and then invoking
the standard graph dissimilarity measures. The second approach relies on mathematical representations which intrinsically capture multi-way relations using tensor or higherorder hypergraph walks based methods. Within each approach we present a collection of measures which either
assess hypergraph similarity at a speciﬁc scale e.g. local,
mesoscopic or global, or provide a more holistic multi-scale
comparison. We test these measures on synthetic networks
to assess their usability and develop a guide for the selection of an appropriate one depending on the application. Finally, we apply the methods to real-world biological
datasets.
Amit Surana
Autonomous & Intelligent Systems
Raytheon Tecnologies Research Center
amit.surana@rtx.com
Can Chen
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
canc@umich.edu
Indika Rajapakse
University of Michigan
Computational Medicine & Bioinformatics, Mathematics
indikar@umich.edu
MS45
Programming Physical Systems with Linear Dependent Type Theory
Linear dependent type theory would be an essential feature of a quantum programming language, if quantum re-
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sources and classical control were to be integrated. ProtoQuipper is a family of functional programming languages
for describing quantum circuits that are susceptible of semantics and other formal foundations. Recent work presented categorical and operational semantics of linear dependent type theory, and thereby integrated (a version
of) Proto-Quipper with dependent types. In fact, this
formalism is ﬂexible enough to apply to not only quantum programming but also any linear type theory that integrates linear resources and non-linear parameters. We
therefore conjecture that it provides a new programminglanguage approach to various systems that can be described
by monoidal categories, one example being the hybrid dynamical compositions of robotics.
Frank Fu
Dalhousie University
frank-fu@dal.ca
Kohei Kishida
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
kishidakohei@gmail.com
MS45
Embedding Linear Temporal Logic into Hybrid Dynamical Type Theories
Linear-time temporal logic (LTL) is the state-of-the-art
language for specifying high-level behavioral invariants in
many safety-critical settings. In robotics, the dominant
implementation paradigm has been to translate an LTL
speciﬁcation into a discrete automaton which, in turn, is
translated into a hybrid controller. We present an alternative bottom-up approach based on linear logic, the internal
language of symmetric monoidal categories. Leveraging recent work on categories of hybrid systems, we develop linear type theories for mobile manipulation where the atomic
types are presheaves on a category of physically-grounded
hybrid systems. We then embed a useful fragment of LTL
into these hybrid dynamical type theories, enabling correctby-construction programming of hybrid controllers.
Paul P. Gustafson
Wright State University
paul.gustafson@gmail.com
MS45
Programming Robotic Tasks in Linear Temporal
Logic
In thistalk, I willpresent a new reactive temporal logic planning algorithm for multiple robots that operate in environments with unknown structure. The robots are equipped
with individual sensors that allow them to continuously
learn a map of the unknown environment. The goal of
the robots is to accomplish complex collaborative tasks
expressed using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas.
The majority of existing LTL planning approaches rely on
discrete abstractions of the robot dynamics operating in
known environments and, as a result, they cannot be applied to the more realistic scenarios where the environment
is initially unknown. We address this novel challenge by
proposing the ﬁrst reactive and abstraction-free LTL planning algorithm that can be applied for complex mission
planning of multiple robots operating in unknown environments. The proposed algorithm is complete under mild
assumptions on the structure of the environment and the
sensor models. I will present numerical simulations and
hardware experiments that illustrate the theoretical analy-
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sis and show that the proposed algorithm can address complex real-world planning tasks for large-scale multi-robot
systems in unknown environments.
Yiannis Kantaros
University of Pennsylvania
kantaros@seas.upenn.edu
MS45
Double-Categorical Semantics of Gradual Typing
Double categories have recently been used to model composition of hybrid systems. Recently, in the ﬁeld of programming languages, we have shown that the structure of
a logical relation for gradual typing exhibits the algebraic
structure of a double category, analogous to the relationship between parametricity and reﬂexive graph categories.
To study gradual typing axiomatically, we have developed
gradual type theory, a sound and complete formal syntax
for vertically thin double categories. In the talk, we will
give an introduction to double categories and discuss how
we might generalize gradual type theory to model arbitrary
double categories.
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larly diﬃcult with multiphysics problems involving legacy
codes, where the costs of implementing and maintaining
shape derivative capabilities are prohibitive. The volume
and boundary methods are two approaches to computing
shape derivatives. Each has a major drawback: the boundary method is less accurate, while the volume method is
more invasive to the FEM code. We introduce the strip
method, which computes shape derivatives on a strip adjacent to the boundary. The strip method makes code coupling simple. Like the boundary method, it queries the
state and adjoint solutions at quadrature nodes, but requires no knowledge of the FEM code implementations.
At the same time, it exhibits the higher accuracy of the
volume method. As an added beneﬁt, its computational
complexity is comparable to that of the boundary method,
i.e., it is faster than the volume method. We illustrate the
beneﬁts of the strip method with numerical examples.
Sean Hardesty
Sandia National Labs
shardes@sandia.gov

Max New
Wesleyan University
maxsnew@gmail.com

Harbir Antil
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
hantil@gmu.edu

MS46
Regularization with the Total (Generalized) Variation of the Normal using ADMM/Split-Bregman

Drew P. Kouri
Optimization and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation
Sandia National Laboratories
dpkouri@sandia.gov

The total variation of the normal vector as a regularizer for
geometric inverse problems is formulated. The normal vector is thereby explicitly treated as an element of the unit
sphere. Such non-smooth shape optimization problems can
be solved via a suitable Split Bregman approach (ADMM)
on a triangular discretization. Naturally, the TV regularizer suﬀers from staircasing, which yields piecewise planar
reconstructions. Therefore an extension that originated in
imaging, the total generalized variation, is formulated for
manifold-valued data on discrete surfaces. Numerical experiments are presented for mesh denoising and inpainting
problems.
Lukas Baumgärtner
Humboldt University, Berlin
lukas.baumgaertner@hu-berlin.de
Stephan Schmidt
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
s.schmidt@hu-berlin.de
Roland Herzog, Ronny Bergmann
Technische Universität Chemnitz
roland.herzog@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de,
ronny.bergmann@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de
Jose Vidal-Nunez
University of Alcalá de Henares
j.vidal@uah.es

Denis Ridzal
Sandia National Laboratories
dridzal@sandia.gov

MS46
On Pre-Shape Calculus
Deformations of the computational mesh arising from optimization routines usually lead to decrease of mesh quality or even destruction of the mesh. We propose a theoretical framework using pre-shapes to generalize classical shape optimization and -calculus. We deﬁne pre-shape
derivatives and derive according structure and calculus theorems. In particular, tangential directions are featured in
pre-shape derivatives, in contrast to classical shape derivatives featuring only normal directions. Techniques from
classical shape optimization and -calculus are shown to
carry over to this framework. An optimization problem
class for mesh quality is introduced, which is solvable by
use of pre- shape derivatives. This class allows for simultaneous optimization of classical shape objectives and mesh
quality without deteriorating the classical shape optimization solution. The new techniques are implemented and
numerically tested for 2D and 3D.

MS46
The Strip Method for Shape Derivatives

Daniel Luft
Trier University, Germany
luft@uni-trier.de

A major challenge in shape optimization is the coupling of
ﬁnite element method (FEM) codes in a way that facilitates
eﬃcient computation of shape derivatives. This is particu-

Volker H. Schulz
University of Trier
Department of Mathematics
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MS46
Shape Optimization Mitigating Coastal Erosion
Coastal Erosion describes the displacement of land caused
by destructive sea waves, currents or tides. Major efforts have been made to mitigate these eﬀects using groins,
breakwaters and various other structures. We try to address this problem by applying shape optimization techniques on the obstacles. We model the propagation of
waves towards the coastline, using Shallow Water Equations. The obstacle’s shape is optimized over an appropriate cost function to minimize the energy of water waves
along the shore, without relying on a ﬁnite-dimensional
design space, but based on shape calculus.
Luka Schlegel
Trier University, Germany
schlegel@uni-trier.de
Volker H. Schulz
University of Trier
Department of Mathematics
Volker.Schulz@uni-trier.de
MS47
The Relativistic Euler Equations with a Physical
Vacuum Boundary
We consider the relativistic Euler equations with a physical vacuum boundary and an equation of state p(�) = �γ ,
γ > 1. We establish the following results. (i) local wellposedness in the Hadamard sense, i.e., local existence,
uniqueness, and continuous dependence on the data; (ii)
low regularity solutions: our uniqueness result holds at the
level of Lipschitz velocity and density, while our rough solutions, obtained as unique limits of smooth solutions, have
regularity only a half derivative above scaling; (iii) stability: our uniqueness in fact follows from a more general
result, namely, we show that a certain nonlinear functional
that tracks the distance between two solutions (in part by
measuring the distance between their respective boundaries) is propagated by the ow; (iv) we establish sharp,
essentially scale invariant energy estimates for solutions;
(v) a sharp continuation criterion, at the level of scaling,
showing that solutions can be continued as long as the velocity is in L1t Lipx and a suitable weighted version of the
density is at the same regularity level. This is joint work
with Mihaela Ifrim and Daniel Tataru.
Marcelo M. Disconzi
Vanderbilt University
marcelo.disconzi@vanderbilt.edu
MS47
Null Controllability of Some Free-Boundary Problems
This talk is concerned with the null controllability of several free-boundary problems. Among them, we will consider the one-phase and two-phase Stefan problems with
distributed or boundary controls. We will prove some local results. More precisely, it will be shown that there
exist controls such that an associated dependent variable
(resp. an associated interface) is steered to zero (resp. to a
prescribed location) provided the initial data and interface
position are suﬃciently close to the targets. We will also
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present some numerical methods for the computation of
null controls and will illustrate the techniques with several
numerical experiments.
Enrique Fernández-Cara
University of Sevilla, Spain
cara@us.es
MS47
Stationary Variational Problems with Distributional Gradient Constraints
We consider nondiﬀusive variational problems with mixed
boundary conditions and (distributional and weak) gradient constraints. The upper bound in the constraint is either
a function or a Borel measure, leading to the state space being a Sobolev one or the space of functions of bounded variation. We address existence and uniqueness of the model
under low regularity assumptions, and rigorously identify
its Fenchel pre-dual problem. The latter in some cases
is posed on a non-standard space of Borel measures with
square integrable divergences. We also establish existence
and uniqueness of solution to this pre-dual problem under some assumptions. We ﬁnalize the talk with numerical
tests.
Carlos Rautenberg
George Mason University
crautenb@gmu.edu
Harbir Antil
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
hantil@gmu.edu
Rafael Arndt
George Mason University
tarndt@gmu.edu
Deepanshu Verma
Graduate Student
George Mason University
dverma2@gmu.edu
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IP1
Welcome Remarks and Presentation: On Some
Connections Between Combinatorics, Computational Complexity and the Physics of Phase Transition
We illustrate the connections in question on an example of
counting matchings (also known as monomer-dimer conﬁgurations) in graphs. It turns out that the total number
of matchings in a given graph is determined within any
prescribed relative error by the numbers of matchings of a
rather small size, roughly proportional to the product of
the square root of the largest degree of a vertex and the
logarithm of the number of vertices of the graph. This, in
turn, leads to an eﬃcient deterministic algorithm for approximate counting of matchings. The result follows from
the Heilmann - Lieb Theorem on the roots of the matching
polynomial of a graph, interpreted in statistical physics as
the absence of phase transition in monomer-dimer systems.
We will discuss a possibility to bypass the phase transition
obstruction in counting algorithms by using complex temperatures.
Alexander Barvinok
University of Michigan
U.S.
barvinok@umich.edu
IP2
Recent Advances in Ramsey Theory
Ramsey theory studies the paradigm that every suﬃciently
large system contains a well-structured subsystem. Within
graph theory, this translates to the following statement:
for every positive integer s, there exists a positive integer
n so that for every partition of the edges of the complete
graph on n vertices into two classes, one of the classes must
contain a complete subgraph on s vertices. Beginning with
the foundational work of Ramsey in 1928, the main question in the area is to determine the smallest n that satisﬁes
this property. For many decades, randomness has proved
to be the central idea used to address this question. Very
recently, we proved a theorem which suggests that “pseudorandomness and not complete randomness may in fact be a
more important concept in this area. This new connection
opens the possibility to use tools from algebra, geometry,
and number theory to address the most fundamental questions in Ramsey theory. This is joint work with Jacques
Verstraete.
Dhruv Mubayi
University of Illinois, Chicago
U.S.
mubayi@math.uic.edu
IP3
Longest Common Subsequences
Given two words, one way to measure their similarity is to
look for a longest common subsequence (LCS). The LCS is
commonly used in applications such as bioinformatics and
coding theory. In this talk we describe several extremal and
probabilistic problems related to the LCS. Various parts of
the talk are based on works with Chris Cox, Zichao Dong,
Venkatesan Guruswami, Johan Hstad, Raymond Hogenson, Jie Ma, and Lidong Zhou.
Boris Bukh
Carnegie Mellon University
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IP4
The Log-rank Conjecture
The log-rank conjecture is one of the tantalizing open problems in communication complexity. Initiated by Lovasz
and Saks in 1988, it speculates that any binary matrix
of low rank can be partitioned into a small number of
monochromatic rectangles. Despite over 30 years of research, we are still very far from resolving it. In this talk,
I will describe recent progress on the log-rank conjecture.
In particular, I will discuss progress on special cases, which
has surprising connections to the analysis of boolean functions; and a refutation of an extension of the log-rank conjecture to randomized communication.
Shachar Lovett
University of California San Diego
U.S.
slovett@ucsd.edu
IP5
Centrally Symmetric Neighborliness: Polytopes vs
Spheres
A centrally symmetric simplicial complex is called cs-kneighborly if every k of its vertices no two of which are
antipodal form a face. How neighborly can a centrally
symmetric polytope be as a function of its dimension
and the number of vertices? How neighborly can a centrally symmetric sphere be? Are there centrally symmetric
analogs of the cyclic polytope? The motivation for studying these questions stems from the desire to ﬁnd tight upper
bounds on the face numbers of various classes of simplicial
complexes as well as from the surprising connections between cs-neighborliness and the seemingly unrelated areas
of error-correcting codes and sparse signal reconstruction.
In the talk I will survey many fascinating developments in
this subject including some very recent results joint with
Hailun Zheng.
Isabella Novik
University of Washington
U.S.
novik@math.washington.edu
IP6
List-decodability of Random Ensembles of Codes
Given a set C of binary vectors, how many points of C
lie in any Hamming ball of a ﬁxed radius? This is the
(combinatorial version of the) list-decoding question in error correcting codes. List-decoding is a classical notion
in error correcting codes, and has applications from communication to complexity theory. In this talk, I’ll discuss
recent progress on the list-decodability of structured random ensembles of codes. For example, what happens if C
is a random subspace of GF (2)n ? Or the kernel of a random sparse matrix? Or a Reed-Solomon code with random
evaluation points?
Mary Wootters
Stanford University
U.S.
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Benny Sudakov. I will also discuss some new directions
joint with Lisa Sauermann.

IP7
Large Deviations in Random Graphs

Matthew Kwan
Stanford University
U.S.
matthew.a.kwan@gmail.com

Suppose that Y1 , . . . , YN are i.i.d. (independent identically
distributed) random variables and let X = Y1 + . . . + YN .
The classical theory of large deviations allows one to accurately estimate the probability of the tail events X <
(1 − c)E[X] and X > (1 + c)E[X] for any positive c. However, the methods involved strongly rely on the fact that X
is a linear function of the independent variables Y1 , . . . , YN .
There has been considerable interestboth theoretical and
practicalin developing tools for estimating such tail probabilities also when X is a nonlinear function of the Yi . One
archetypal example studied by both the combinatorics and
the probability communities is when X is the number of triangles in the binomial random graph G(n, p). I will discuss
recent developments in the study of the tail probabilities of
this random variable. The talk is based on joint works with
Matan Harel and Frank Mousset and with Gady Kozma.
Wojciech Samotij
Tel Aviv University
Isreal
samotij@tauex.tau.ac.il
IP8
Presentation and Closing Remarks: Local Computation Algorithms
Consider a setting in which inputs to and outputs from a
computational problem are so large, that there is not time
to read them in their entirety. However, if one is only interested in small parts of the output at any given time, is
it really necessary to solve the entire computational problem? Is it even necessary to view the whole input? We
survey recent work in the model of ”local computation algorithms” which for a given input, supports queries by a
user to values of speciﬁed bits of a legal output. The goal
is to design local computation algorithms in such a way
that very little of the input needs to be seen in order to determine the value of any single bit of the output. Though
this model describes sequential computations, techniques
from local distributed algorithms have been extremely important in designing eﬃcient local computation algorithms.
In this talk, we describe results on a variety of problems
for which sublinear time and space local computation algorithms have been developed – we will give special focus to
ﬁnding maximal independent sets and generating random
objects.
Ronitt Rubinfeld
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
U.S.
ronitt@csail.mit.edu
SP1
2020 Dnes Knig Prize Lecture: Ramsey Graphs
An n-vertex graph is called C-Ramsey if it has no clique or
independent set of size C log n. All known constructions
of Ramsey graphs involve randomness in an essential way,
and there is a line of research towards showing that in fact
all Ramsey graphs must obey certain richness properties
characteristic of random graphs. I will survey the history
of this area, and discuss the resolution of an old conjecture
posed by Erdos, Faudree and Ss, which was joint work with

JP1
Joint Plenary with SIAM Annual Meeting AN21:
Stability in Strategic Queueing Systems
Over the last two decades we have developed good understanding how to quantify the impact of strategic user behavior on outcomes in many games (including traﬃc routing and online auctions), and showed that the resulting
bounds extend to repeated games assuming players use a
form of no-regret learning to adapt to the environment.
Unfortunately, these results do not apply when outcomes
in one round eﬀect the game in the future, as is the case in
many applications. In this talk, we study this phenomenon
in the context of a game modeling queuing systems: routers
compete for servers, where packets that do not get served
need to be resent, resulting in a system where the number of packets at each round depends on the success of the
routers in the previous rounds. In joint work with Jason
Gaitonde, we analyze the resulting highly dependent random process. We ﬁnd that if the capacity of the servers
is high enough to allow a centralized and knowledgeable
scheduler to get all packets served even with double the
packet arrival rate, then despite selﬁsh behavior of the
queues, the expected number of packets in the queues will
remain bounded throughout time, assuming older packets
have priority. Further, if queues are more patient in evaluating their outcomes , maximizing their long-run success
rate, stability can be ensured with just 1.58 times extra capacity, strictly better than what is possible assuming the
no-regret property.
Éva Tardos
Cornell University, U.S.
eva.tardos@cornell.edu
CP1
Random Embeddings of Random Regular Graphs
Using the well-known correspondance between the maps
of a graph and the sets of assignments of cyclic rotations
to the boundary of each of its vertices, one may endow
the ensemble of maps of a given graph with the uniform
probability distribution and consider the number of faces
in a random map as a random variable. In 1990, Saul Stahl
conjectured that for almost all graphs G the expected number of faces in a random map of G is close to the natural
logarithm of its number of edges. This talk will present a
positive solution to this conjecture for regular graphs. In
particular, we show that the expected number of faces in
a random map of a random d-regular multigraph on n vertices is Θ(log(dn)), where d can be any function of n. We
then build upon this result to show that, if d is ﬁxed while
n grows arbitrarily large, the expected number of faces in
a random map of a random d-regular simple graph is Θ(n).
This is joint work with Jesse Campion Loth, Tom Masark,
Bojan Mohar, and Robert mal.
Kevin C. Halasz, Jesse Campion Loth, Tomáš Masarı́k,
Bojan Mohar
Simon Fraser University
khalasz@sfu.ca, jesse campion loth@sfu.ca,
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tarkencze@gmail.com, mohar@sfu.ca
Robert Šámal
IÚUK MFF UK – CSI of Charles University in Prague
samal@iuuk.mﬀ.cuni.cz
CP1
Phase Transition of Epidemic Contact Processes on
Networks
COVID-19 has a considerable eﬀect on public health and
the global economy. Mathematical modeling of contact
process on networks plays a vital part in predicting and
controlling the ongoing pandemic. In this proposal, we will
be interested in the general susceptible-infected susceptible
(SIS) epidemic model, where each site of the network is either infected or healthy (but susceptible). An infected site
becomes healthy at rate 1 independent of other sites and
is again susceptible to the disease, while a susceptible site
becomes infected at a rate λ times the number of its infected neighbors. The ﬁrst task of the proposal will analyze
the phase transition of epidemics reconstructability on general Galton-Watson trees, where each individual of a given
generation on the tree gives birth to a random number of
children in the next generation, and infection and recovery
events in the process happen independently from vertex
to vertex with mutations. Usually real-world networks are
quite large, and every vertex from the network plays the
diﬀerent role, leading to a inhomogeneous random graph.
Therefore, our second purpose is to establish the necessary and suﬃcient criterion of the phase transition on the
random graph with only a uniformly random vertex in the
graph infected initially while all the other ones healthy.
This project has wide applications in understanding the
propagation of a disease, predicting the future extension of
the outbreak, etc.
Wenjian Liu
City University of New York
wjliu@qcc.cuny.edu
CP1
Orthogonal
Graphs

Colourings

of

Random

Geometric

Two colourings of a graph are orthogonal if they have the
property that when two vertices receive the same colour
in one colouring, then those vertices must receive distinct
colours in the other colouring. In this talk, orthogonal
colourings of random geometric graphs are studied. First,
it is shown that sparse random geometric graphs have optimal orthogonal colourings. Then, an upper bound on the
orthogonal chromatic number for dense random geometric
graphs is obtained.
Kyle M. Mackeigan, Jeannette Janssen
Dalhousie University
kyle.m.mackeigan@gmail.com, Jeannette.Janssen@dal.ca
CP1
On the Independence Number of Random Graph
Built with Markov Chain
Motivated by network models, we consider random graphs
whose existence of edges is determined by a Markov process. In particular, for every i < t we have a Bernoulli
probability
variable Xit for the
 edge (i, t) whose 
 of suc
(i)

(t)

cess is given by Pr Xi+1 = 1 : Xi
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= 0 = Pr Xi
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(i)
(t)
(t)
and Pr Xi+1 = 1 : Xi = 1 = δ · Pr Xi = 1 where

δ ∈ (0, 1) is a decay parameter. Speciﬁcally, our model
reduces to Erdös-Rényi graph if δ = 1. We show that the
2
− e−h ) · n
maximum size of an independent set is (1 + 3e
and
 the size of the greedily maximal independent set is
Ω n1/(1+w) where w = �1/(1 − δ)�. Our proof technique
is to analyse a sequence of dependent Bernoulli random
variables and show that for this sequence its partial sum
equals to Θ (log(n)/(1 − δ)).
Yiran Zhu
School of Mathematics
University of Edinburgh
y.zhu-95@sms.ed.ac.uk
CP2
Ordering with Precedence Constraints and Budget
Minimization
We introduce a variation of the scheduling with precedence constraints problem that has applications to molecular folding and production management. Given a bipartite
graph H = (B, S), in which vertices in B are considered as
goods or services that must be bought to produce items in
S that must be sold and every edge from j ∈ S to i ∈ B
indicates the priority of i over j. The goal is to obtain an ordering of B ∪ S with respect to the precedence constraints
and maximize the minimal net proﬁt encountered as the
vertices are processed. This optimal value is called the budget or capital investment required for the bipartite graph.
We refer to our problem as the bipartite graph ordering
problem.The problem is equivalent to a version of an NPcomplete molecular folding problem that has been studied
recently[Jn Manuch, Chris Thachuk, Ladislav Stacho, and
Anne Condon. Np-completeness of the direct energybarrier
problem without pseudoknots]. The present work seeks exact algorithms for solving the bipartite ordering problem.
We give non-trivial polynomial time algorithms for ﬁnding the optimal solutions for bipartite permutation graphs,
trivially perfect bipartite graphs, co-bipartite graphs. The
ultimate goal is to completely characterize the classes of
graphs for which the problem can be solved exactly in polynomial time.
Sana Ebrahimi
Student
sebrahimi@sycamores.indstate.edu
Arash Raﬁey, Jeﬀ Kinne
Indiana State University
arash.raﬁey@indstate.edu, jkinne@cs.indstate.edu
CP2
Submodular Maximization over Easy Knapsack
Constraints
We consider the problem of maximizing a submodular function over multiple easy knapsack constraints. An easy
knapsack is a single linear inequality, either ≤ or ≥, over
binary variables such that the coeﬃcients of this inequality
form a super increasing sequence. There is also an alternative characterization with the clutter of minimal covers of
this knapsack. The question we consider is interesting not
only because it adds to the rich literature on approximating
submodular maximization over special independence families, but also because it can be shown that any independence family can be written as the intersection of ﬁnitely
many easy ≤ knapsacks (albeit exponentially many in gen-
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eral). We give several complexity results for our problem.
In particular, we show that the problem can be solved in
polynomial time when the number of knapsack constraints
is bounded by a constant, and we show that when this
number is taken as an input, there do not exist randomized
polynomial
time algorithms that approximate within fac√
tor Ω( n) where n is the dimension of each knapsack. The
hardness of approximation is achieved by a PTAS reduction from a fairly general class of cardinality optimization
problems.
Akshay Gupte
School of Mathematics
University of Edinburgh
akshay.gupte@ed.ac.uk
CP2
Attracting, Retaining, and Ensuring the Success of
All Learners
Attracting, retaining and promoting the success of all
learners in post-secondary education, including women,
people of colour, and other marginalized groups, is an important goal and can be assisted by adapting a variety of
teaching strategies. However, it is time-consuming to stay
on top of the latest and most relevant research on teaching
and learning mathematics. In this session, we will present
a high-level overview along with strategies you can implement immediately in your classrooms and when supervising students. We will discuss critical features of inclusive
math education, including contextualizing content, openended inquiry, role models, and the social construction of
mathematics. Instructional strategies included will focus
on both online and classroom instruction with actionable
ideas for faculty, staﬀ, teaching assistants, and students
themselves. Strategies and materials will be demonstrated
and an extensive resource list will be provided. Examples
are drawn from a typical third-year discrete mathematics
course.
Kirsten L. Nelson
Carleton University
Mathematics and Statistics
kirsten.nelson@carleton.ca
CP2
A Dichotomy for Approximation of H-Coloring
We study the approximability of minimum cost homomorphism (MinHOM) problem within a constant factor. Given two (di)graphs G, H and a cost function
c : (V (G), V (H)) → R ∪ {+∞}, in the MinHOM(H)
problem we are interested in ﬁnding a homomorphism
(a.k.a
H-coloring) f : V (G) → V (H) that minimizes

When all the costs are either zero
v∈V (G) c(v, f (v)).
or inﬁnity then the MinHOM(H) becomes the list homomorphism problem LHOM(H) in which the goal is
to ﬁnd a homomorphism from G to H with total cost
zero. When digraph H contains digraph asteroidal triple
(DAT) then LHOM(H) becomes NP-complete, and otherwise polynomial-time solvable. It is not diﬃcult to
see when the digraph LHOM(H) is NP-complete then
MinHOM(H) is not approximable. On the other hand,
when H is DAT-free, we design a constant approximation algorithm for MinHOM(H). Therefore, we obtain a
dichotomy classiﬁcation for approximability of minimum
cost homomorphism to digraphs. This somewhat comes
as a surprise that the class of DAT-free digraphs draws
dichotomy for both list homomorphism problem and ap-
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proximation of Minimum cost homomorphism.
Arash Raﬁey
Indiana State University
arash.raﬁey@indstate.edu
CP3
Rainbow Turan Numbers
How many edges can a graph with n vertices have while
still avoiding certain subgraphs? Deﬁned in the 1940’s,
the Turan number of a graph H is the largest number of
edges among all n vertex graphs with no H subgraph. In
2007, Keevash, Mubayi, Sudakov and Verstraete deﬁned
the rainbow Turan number of a graph H as the largest
number of edges for an n vertex graph, G, such that some
proper coloring of G does not contain a rainbow H subgraph. I will give a brief introduction to extremal graph
theory, Turan numbers and rainbow Turan numbers before
discussing results for the rainbow Turan numbers of double
stars. I will also introduce generalizations of the rainbow
Turan number as well as some related open problems.
Victoria Bednar, Neal Bushaw
Virginia Commonwealth University
bednarvd@vcu.edu, nobushaw@vcu.edu
CP3
A Metric on Directed Graphs and Markov Chains
Based on Hitting Probabilities
The shortest-path, commute time, and diﬀusion distances
on undirected graphs have been widely employed in applications such as dimensionality reduction, link prediction, and trip planning. Increasingly, there is interest in
using asymmetric structure of data derived from Markov
chains and directed graphs, but few metrics are speciﬁcally adapted to this task. We introduce a metric on the
state space of any ergodic, ﬁnite-state, time-homogeneous
Markov chain and, in particular, on any Markov chain derived from a directed graph. Our construction is based
on hitting probabilities, with nearness in the metric space
related to the transfer of random walkers from one node
to another at stationarity. Notably, our metric is insensitive to shortest and average walk distances, thus giving
new information compared to existing metrics.We use possible degeneracies in the metric to develop an interesting
structural theory of directed graphs and explore a related
quotienting procedure. Our metric can be computed in
O(n3 ) time, where n is the number of states, and in examples we scale up to n = 10, 000 nodes and ≈ 38M edges
on a desktop computer. In several examples, we explore
the nature of the metric, compare it to alternative methods, and demonstrate its utility for weak recovery of community structure in dense graphs, visualization, structure
recovering, dynamics exploration, and multiscale cluster
detection.
Zachary M. Boyd
University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill
boyd@mathematics.byu.edu
Nicolas Fraiman
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
fraiman@email.unc.edu
Jeremy Marzuola
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
marzuola@email.unc.edu
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Peter J. Mucha
University of North Carolina
mucha@unc.edu

Simon Fraser University
tarkencze@gmail.com,
ladislav stacho@sfu.ca

Braxton Osting
University of Utah
osting@math.utah.edu

CP4
Kissing Number in Non-Euclidean Spaces

Jonathan Weare
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
weare@cims.nyu.edu
CP3
Coloring of Graphs Avoiding Bicolored Paths of a
Fixed Length
The problem of ﬁnding the minimum number of colors to
color a graph properly without containing any bicolored
copy of a ﬁxed family of subgraphs has been widely studied.
Most well-known examples are star coloring and acyclic coloring of graphs (Grnbaum, 1973) where bicolored copies of
P4 and cycles are not allowed, respectively. In this talk, we
introduce a variation of these problems and study proper
coloring of graphs not containing a bicolored path of a ﬁxed
length and provide general bounds for all graphs. A Pk coloring of an undirected graph G is a proper vertex coloring of G such that there is no bicolored copy of Pk in G,
and the minimum number of colors needed for a Pk -coloring
of G is called the Pk -chromatic number of G, denoted by
sk (G). We provide bounds on sk (G) for all graphs, in particular, proving that for any graph G with maximum degree
k−1
d ≥ 2, and k ≥ 4, sk (G) = O(d k−2 ). Moreover, we ﬁnd the
exact values for the Pk -chromatic number of the products
of some cycles and paths for k = 5, 6.
Alaittin Kirtisoglu
Hacettepe University
TED University
alaittinkirtisoglu@gmail.com

pabradsh@sfu.ca,

We provide upper and lower bounds on the kissing number
of congruent radius r > 0 spheres in hyperbolic Hn and
spherical Sn spaces, for n ≥ 2. For that purpose, the kissing number is replaced by the kissing function κH (n, r),
resp. κS (n, r), which depends on the dimension n and the
radius r. After we obtain some theoretical upper and lower
bounds for κH (n, r), we study their asymptotic behaviour
and show, in particular, that κH (n, r) constdn−1 e(n−1)r ,
where dn is the sphere packing density in Rn . Then we produce numeric upper bounds by solving a suitable semideﬁnite program, as well as lower bounds coming from concrete
spherical codes. A similar approach allows us to locate the
values of κS (n, r) over subintervals in [0, π] with relatively
high accuracy.
Alexander Kolpakov
Universiry of Neuchâtel
kolpakov.alexander@gmail.com
Maria Dostert
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
dostert@kth.se
CP4
Limited Broadcast Domination in Graph Classes
A k-limited dominating broadcast on a graph G is a function f : V → {0, 1, . . . , k} such that, for every vertex x
with f (x) = 0, there exists a vertex y such that f (y) > 0
and d(x, y) ≤ f (y). The k-limited broadcast domination

f (x),
number of G is the minimum possible value of
x∈V

Lale Ozkahya
Hacettepe University
ozkahya@cs.hacettepe.edu.tr
CP3
Flexible List Colorings in Graphs with Special Degeneracy Conditions
For a given ε > 0, we say that a graph G is ε-ﬂexibly kchoosable if the following holds: for any assignment L of
color lists of size k on V (G), if a preferred color from a list
is requested at any set R of vertices, then at least ε|R| of
these requests are satisﬁed by some L-coloring. We consider the question of ﬂexible choosability in several graph
classes with certain degeneracy conditions. We characterize the graphs of maximum degree Δ that are ε-ﬂexibly
Δ-choosable for some ε = ε(Δ) > 0, which answers a
question of Dvork, Norin, and Postle [List coloring with
requests, JGT 2019]. In particular, we show that for any
Δ ≥ 3, any graph of maximum degree Δ that is not iso1
-ﬂexibly Δ-choosable. Our fraction
morphic to KΔ+1 is 6Δ
1
of 6Δ is within a constant factor of being the best possible.
We also show that graphs of treewidth 2 are 13 -ﬂexibly 3choosable, answering a question of Choi et al. [Flexibility
of Planar Graphs – Sharpening the Tools to Get Lists of
Size Four, arXiv 2020] about outer-planar graphs.
Tomáš Masarı́k, Peter Bradshaw, Ladislav Stacho

where f is a a k-limited dominating broadcast on G. We
describe polynomial-time algorithms for computing the klimited broadcast domination number in graph classes including strongly chordal graphs, interval graphs and proper
interval bigraphs.

Gary MacGillivray
University of Victoria
gmacgill@uvic.ca
Michael Henning
University of Johannesburg
mahenning@uj.ac.za
Feiran Yang
University of Victoria
fyang@uvic.ca
CP4
Random Embeddings: Expected Number of Faces
of Complete Graph
A random embedding of a graph is given by choosing randomly and independently a local rotation of edges incident
with each of the vertices. We can then study properties
of the resulting embedding, in particular the number of
faces (equivalently, the genus of the embedding). Random embeddings appear of suﬃcient interest not only in
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topological graph theory but also within several areas of
pure mathematics and theoretical physics. The area was
started by Stahl and Gross in the 80’s. Stahl proved that
the expected number of faces of a random embedding of a
complete graph Kn is at most n + ln n. We improve his
bound to 3.5 ln n + C and also give a lower bound of the
same asymptotic order. Joint work with Jesse Campion
Loth, Kevin Halasz, Tom Masark and Bojan Mohar.
Robert Samal
Charles University
Computer Science Institute
samal@iuuk.mﬀ.cuni.cz
CP5
Unigraphs and Hereditary Graph Classes
A unigraph is a graph that is the unique realization of its
degree sequence up to isomorphism. Most graphs are not
unigraphs, but the class of unigraphs includes several remarkable families of graphs, such as the threshold graphs,
the matroidal graphs, and the matrogenic graphs. Though
each of these subclasses is hereditary, the class of unigraphs
itself is not hereditary, though it ”almost” is. We characterize the largest hereditary subclass and the minimal
hereditary superclass of the unigraphs. We will see that like
the classes of threshold, matroidal, and matrogenic graphs,
these larger hereditary classes have several alternate characterizations in terms of forbidden subgraphs, structural
decompositions, and degree sequence conditions.
Michael D. Barrus
University of Rhode Island
barrus@uri.edu
Ann N. Trenk
Wellesley College
atrenk@wellesley.edu
Rebecca Whitman
University of California, Berkeley
rwhitman@wellesley.edu
CP5
Expressing Graphs As Symmetric Diﬀerences of
Cliques in the Complete Graph
Any ﬁnite simple graph G can be represented by a collection C of subsets its vertex set so that two vertices appear in an odd number of sets in C if and only if they
are connected by an edge in G. The minimum cardinality of such a collection is called the clique-build number
of G, denoted c2 (G). Such a collection induces a vector
representation of G over the ﬁeld of order 2, known as a
faithful orthogonal representation. We explore the close
relationship between c2 (G), the minimum dimension of a
faithful orthogonal representation of G over F2 , and the
minimum rank of G over F2 . In particular, we show that
mr(G, F2 ) ≤ c2 (G) ≤ mr(G, F2 ) + 1. In the case that G is a
forest, we show equality of the clique-build number and the
minimum rank of G. We provide upper bounds for c2 (G)
in terms of the number of vertices, the number of edges,
and the minimum size of a vertex cover of G. Finally, we
show that the graph property c2 (G) ≤ k is hereditary and
ﬁnitely deﬁned. We exhibit the sets of minimal forbidden
induced subgraphs for k = 1 and k = 2.
Calum Buchanan, Puck Rombach
University of Vermont
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Calum.Buchanan@uvm.edu, puck.rombach@uvm.edu
Christopher Purcell
University of West Bohemia
ccppurcell@gmail.com
CP5
KnigEgervry and Egervry Graphs
Fifty-six years ago, Jack Edmonds published his elegant
characterization of the perfect matching polytope P of a
graph G = (V, E), i.e., the convex hull of the characteristic
vectors of the perfect matchings of G. Edmonds described
P polyhedrally as the set of nonnegative vectors in RE satisfying two families of constraints: ‘saturation’ and ‘blossom’. We now call graphs for which the blossom constraints
are essential Edmonds graphs and those for which the blossom constraints are implied by the others Egervry graphs
(aka ‘BvN graphs’). As it turns out, the second graph class
interacts interestingly with more familiar classes. For example, bipartite graphs are Egervry—an assertion equivalent to the Birkhoﬀ-von Neumann Theorem on doublystochastic matrices. More generally, KnigEgervry graphs
are Egervry. This talk introduces these ideas and shares
a few results on Egervry graphs. (Joint work with Jack
Edmonds and Craig Larson.)
Mark Kayll
University of Montana
mark.kayll@umontana.edu
CP6
Eﬃcient K-Domination in Hamming Graphs
Rubalcaba and Slater (Robert R. Rubalcaba and Peter J.
Slater. Eﬃcient (j, k)-domination. Discuss. Math. Graph
Theory, 27(3): 409423, 2007.) deﬁne a (j, k)-dominating
function on X as a function f : V (X) → {0, . . . , j} so
that for each v ∈ V (X), f (N [v]) ≥ k, where N [v] is the
closed neighbourhood of v. Such a function is eﬃcient if
all of the vertex inequalities are met with equality. They
give a simple necessary condition for eﬃcient domination,
namely: if X is a d-regular graph on n vertices that has
an eﬃcient (1, k)-dominating function, then the size of the
corresponding dominating set divides n · k. The Hamming
graph H(q, d) is the graph on the vectors Zdq where two
vectors are adjacent if and only if they are at Hamming
distance 1. We show that if q is a prime power, then the
previous necessary condition is suﬃcient for H(q, d) to have
an eﬃcient (1, k)-dominating function. This result extends
a result of Lee (Jaeun Lee. Independent perfect domination
sets in Cayley graphs. J. Graph Theory, 37(4): 213219,
2001.) on independent perfect domination in hypercubes.
We mention diﬃculties that arise for H(q, d) when q is not
a prime power.
Brendan Rooney
Rochester Institute of Technology
brsma@rit.edu
CP6
B-Edge Consecutive Edge Magic Total Labeling of
Trees
Let G(V, E) be a simple, connected, and undirected graph,
where V and E are the set of vertices and the set of edges
of G. An edge magic total labeling on G is a bijection f :
V ∪ E −→ {1, 2, , |V | + |E|}, provided that for every uv ∈
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E, w(uv) = f (u)+f (v)+f (uv) = K for a constant number
K. Such a labeling is said to be a super edge magic total
labeling if f (V ) = {1, 2, , |V |} and a b-edge consecutive
edge magic total labeling if f (E) = {b + 1, b + 2, , b + |E|}
with b ≥ 1. In this research, we give suﬃcient conditions
for a graph G having a super edge magic total labeling to
have a b-edge consecutive edge magic total labeling. We
also give several classes of connected graphs which have
both labelings.
Eunike Setiawan, Kiki Sugeng, Denny Silaban
Department of Mathematics
Faculty of Mathematics and Science, Universitas
Indonesia
ike@sci.ui.ac.id, kiki@sci.ui.ac.id, denny@sci.ui.ac.id
CP7
On the Combinatorics of Placing Balls into Ordered
Bins
We consider a particular conﬁguration of the classic Balls
in Bins counting problem: we count the number of ways to
split n balls into nonempty, ordered bins so that the most
crowded bin has exactly k balls. We establish closed forms
for three of the diﬀerent cases that can arise: k > n2 , k = n2 ,
and where ∃ j < k such that n = 2k + j. As an immediate
result of our proofs, we ﬁnd a closed form for the number
of positive integer solutions to x1 + x2 + · · · + x� = n with
the attained maximum of the integers equalling k, and �
represents the number of bins in an arbitrary conﬁguration.
The problem is generalized to ﬁnd a formula that enumerates the total number of ways without speciﬁc conditions
on n, �, and k, using only direct enumeration instead of
generating functions. Subsequently, we prove various identities and properties associated with such sums and ﬁnd
lower and upper bounds on the generalized problem using
the modiﬁed version of Stirling’s approximation.
Joshua M. Siktar
University of Tennessee-Knoxville
jsiktar@vols.utk.edu
Vedant Bonde
University of Delhi
vedantbonde19@ducic.ac.in
CP7
2-Limited Broadcast Domination in Grids
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aslobodin@uvic.ca

CP7
Density of C−4 -Critical Signed Graphs
Given a signed graphs (G, σ), let gij (G, σ) (ij ∈ Z22 ) denote
the length of a shortest non-trivial closed walk whose parity
of the number of negative edges is i and parity of the length
is j. If (G, σ) is (H, π)-colorable, then gij (G, σ) ≥ gij (H, π)
for each ij ∈ Z22 . A signed graph (G, σ) is (H, π)-critical
if gij (G, σ) ≥ gij (H, π), it admits no homomorphism to
(H, π) but any proper subgraph of it does. By a signed
indicator construction, we ﬁrst show that the k-coloring
problem of graphs is captured by the C−k -coloring problem of signed graphs. Then we prove that, except for one
particular signed graph on 7 vertices and 9 edges, any C−4 �
critical signed graph on n vertices must have at least � 4n
3
�
+
1
is
attained
for
each
edges, and that this bound or � 4n
3
value of n ≥ 9. As an application to planarity, we conclude that every signed bipartite planar graph of negative
girth at least 8 admits a homomorphism to C−4 and show
that this bound is the best possible. This can be viewed
as a bipartite analog of Grtzsch’s theorem and ﬁts into a
larger framework of the study, namely analogs of Jaeger
conjecture on circular ﬂows and Jaeger-Zhang conjecture.
Zhouningxin Wang
Institut de recherche en informatique fondamentale
Université de Paris
wangzhou4@irif.fr
Reza Naserasr
Institut de recherche en informatique fondamentale
CNRS
reza@irif.fr
Lan-Anh Pham
Institut de recherche en informatique fondamentale
Université de Paris
lananh@irif.fr

CP7
Extendablility of k-Suitable Matchings in Cartesian
Products

Suppose there is a transmitter located at each vertex of
a graph G. A k-limited broadcast on G is an assignment
of the integers 0, 1, . . . , k to the vertices of G. The integer assigned to the vertex x represents the strength of
the broadcast from x, where strength 0 means the transmitter at x is not broadcasting. A broadcast of positive
strength s from x is heard by all vertices at distance at
most s from x. A k-limited broadcast is called dominating
if every vertex assigned 0 is within distance d of a vertex
whose transmitter is broadcasting with strength at least
d. The k-limited broadcast domination number of G is the
minimum possible value of the sum of the strengths of the
broadcasts in a k-limited dominating broadcast of G. Observe that the 1-limited broadcast domination number of G
equals the domination number of G. We give tight upper
and lower bounds for the 2-limited broadcast domination
of Cartesian products of paths, and of a path and a cycle.

A graph G is m-extendable if m < |V (G)|/2 and every
matching of size m extends to a perfect matching. The
largest value for which a graph G with a perfect matching
is m-extendable, called the extendability of G, has been
studied at length. We discuss a relatively new approach for
studying extendability in bipartite graphs that was initially
proposed by Vandenbussche and West in 2009. In a bipartite graph G, a set S ⊆ V (G) is deﬁcient if |N (S)| < |S|.
A matching M with vertex set U is k-suitable if G − U has
no deﬁcient set of size less than k. Deﬁne the extremal
function fk (G) to be the largest integer r such that every
k-suitable matching in G with at most r edges extends to
a perfect matching. We discuss known results on fk (G)
when G is a hypercube, and show that analogous results
hold for a much larger family of graphs, namely the d-fold
Cartesian product graph of an even cycle. We also pose
some related questions for future research.

Aaron Slobodin
University of Victoria

Erik E. Westlund, Jennifer Vandenbussche
Kennesaw State University
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MS1
The Threshold Strong Dimension of a Graph

Zhanar Berikkyzy
Fairﬁeld University, U.S.
zhanar@ucr.edu

Let G be a graph, u, v and w be vertices in G. Then w is
said to strongly resolve u and v if there is either a shortest
u-w path that contains v or a shortest v-w path that contains u. A set W of vertices of G is a strong resolving set if
every pair of vertices in G is strongly resolved by a vertex
of W . A smallest strong resolving set is called a strong basis and its cardinality, the strong dimension. The smallest
strong dimension among all graphs having G as spanning
subgraph is called threshold strong dimension of G and is
denoted by τs (G). We determine bounds on the threshold
strong dimension of a graph and determine some structural
properties of graphs with threshold strong dimension 2.

Jill Faudree
University of Alaska Fairbanks
jfaudree@alaska.edu
Rachel Kirsch
Iowa State University
kirsch@iastate.edu
Linda Lesniak
Western Michigan University
linda.lesniak@wmich.edu

Nadia Benakli
New York City College of Technology
CUNY
nbenakli@citytech.cuny.edu

Jessica McDonald
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Auburn University
jmm0094@auburn.edu

Linda Eroh
Department of Mathematics
University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh
eroh@uwosh.edu

MS1

Ortrud Oellerman
The University of Winnipeg
o.oellermann@uwinnipeg.ca
Shonda Dueck
University of Winnipeg
Canada
sm.dueck@uwinnipeg.ca
Pamela E. Harris
Williams College
Williamstown, MA
peh2@williams.edu
Beth Novick
Clemson University
nbeth@clemson.edu
MS1
An Edge Condition for Long Cycles in Balanced
Tripartite Graphs
The circumference c of a graph G is the length of a longest
cycle in G. In the event that c = |G|, we say that G is
Hamiltonian. Finding suﬃcient conditions for a graph to
be Hamiltonian or to have large circumference is a wellstudied problem in graph theory. In 1972, Woodall found
a minimum integer g(n, k) such that every graph with n ≥
2k + 3 vertices and at least g(n, k) edges has circumference
at least n − k. Adamus solved an analogous problem for
bipartite graphs in 2009. In this talk, we discuss a new edge
bound which guarantees that a balanced tripartite graph
has large circumference.
Kirsten Hogenson
Colorado College
khogenson@coloradocollege.edu
Gabriela Araujo-Pardo
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Women In
(WIGA)

Graph

Theory

and

Applications

Women have been getting PhDs in math at a rate well beyond what these numbers reﬂect. Although there has been
a slow increase in the number of tenure-track women faculty in university mathematics departments, the percentage of full professors is very far from that same percentage of students. This theme opener will discuss and highlight the exceptional research from the NSF funded IMA
research program Women in Graph Theory and Applications (2019). By promoting and showcasing the research
done by researchers at all levels, it is hoped to encourage
women to continue their pursuit of mathematics research.
A common thought among women in mathematics is : A
B- male can have a successful career. A woman needs to
be A+ for the same to happen. What can we do to make
this change for women at all career stages?
Linda Lesniak
Western Michigan University
linda.lesniak@wmich.edu
MS1
Graphs, Codes, and Compressed Sensing
The Interval-passing algorithm (IPA) used in compressed
sensing is an iterative process that is used to recover a
k-sparse signal ¡b¿x¡/b¿ ∈ Rn from a linear measurement
vector ¡b¿y¡/b¿ where ¡b¿y¡/b¿ = H ¡b¿x¡/b¿. The matrix
H is called the measurement matrix. Similar to the iterative decoder used in decoding low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes, the IPA may be modeled by a bipartite
graph called a Tanner graph. Yakimenka and Rosnes
showed that graphical substructures called termatiko sets
characterize when the IPA fails; the size of the smallest
termatiko set is called the termatiko distance. In this talk,
we present new results on the structure of diﬀerent types
of termatiko sets as well as bounds on the sizes of termatiko sets that exist in the graphs corresponding to certain classes of measurement matrices. This work gives new
insight to designing good graphs (and corresponding mea-
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surement matrices) for compressed sensing.
Esmeralda L. Nastase
Xavier University
nastasee@xavier.edu
Christine A. Kelley
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
ckelley2@math.unl.edu
Gretchen Matthews
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
gmatthews@vt.edu
Katherine Benson
University of Wisconsin-Stout, US
bensonk@uwstout.edu
Jessalyn Bolkema
Harvey Mudd College, US
jbolkema@hmc.edu
Kathryn Haymaker
Villanova University, US
kathryn.haymaker@villanova.edu
Sandra Kingan
Brooklyn College, City University of New York
skingan@brooklyn.cuny.edu
MS2
Bounds on the Defective, Multi-fold, List Chromatic Number of Planar Graphs via Alon-Tarsi
Number
Let G be a graph and d, m, k be natural numbers. A k-list
assignment L is a map that assigns a k-set to each vertex
of G. A d-defective, m-fold, L-coloring of G is a function
φ that assigns to each vertex v ∈ V an m-set φ(v) ⊆ L(v)
so that the color class Vα := {v ∈ V : α ∈ φ(v)} of each
color α induces a subgraph G[Vα ] with maximum degree
at most d. For a defective coloring, an edge is a ﬂaw if
its ends have the same color. Our main technical theorem
is: Theorem. Let K2 = ({u, u }, {uu }). For every planar
graph G = (V, E), the lexicographical product G[K2 ] has
a matching M with no edge of the form (v, u)(v, u ), where
v ∈ V , such that the Alon-Tarsi number of G[K2 ] − M is
at most 9. Corollary. For every planar graph G there is
a set F of edges inducing a subgraph in G with maximum
degree 2 such that for every 9-list assignment L there is a 1defective, 2-fold, L-coloring of G whose ﬂaws are contained
in F . The online version of the corollary also holds. The
novelty of the corollary is that the set F of possible ﬂaws
does not depend on the list assignment L. The proof of the
theorem uses the Combinatorial Nullstellensatz of Alon,
and requires considerably more algebraic calculation than
a similar result of Grytczuk and Zhu for 4-defective, 1-fold
coloring of planar graphs.
Ming Han, H.A. Kierstead
Arizona State University
mhan31@asu.edu, kierstead@asu.edu
MS2
Strong 4-Colourings of Graphs
In this talk well discuss strong 4-colourings of graphs and
prove two new cases of the Strong Colouring Conjecture.
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Let H be a graph with maximum degree at most 2, and let
G be obtained from H by gluing in vertex-disjoint copies
of K4 . Well show that if H contains at most one odd cycle
of length exceeding 3, or if H contains at most 3 triangles,
then G is 4-colourable.
Jessica McDonald
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Auburn University
jmm0094@auburn.edu
Gregory J. Puleo
Auburn University
gjp0007@auburn.edu
MS2
Implications in Rainbow Forbidden Subgraphs
An edge-colored graph G is rainbow if each edge receives
a diﬀerent color. For a connected graph H, G is rainbow
H-free if G does not contain a rainbow subgraph which
is isomorphic to H. By deﬁnition, if H  is a connected
subgraph of H, every rainbow H  -free graph is rainbow Hfree. On the other hand, in 2015, Bass, Magnant, Ozeki
and Pyron discovered a kind of reverse implication. Let
+
be the graph obtained from K1,3 by subdividing one
K1,3
edge with a single vertex. They proved that every rain+
-free complete graph edge-colored in 7 or more
bow K1,3
colors is rainbow K1,3 -free. Their result shows that even
if H  is a connected proper supergraph of a connected H,
it is possible that a rainbow H  -free complete graph edgecolored in suﬃciently many colors is rainbow H-free. In
+
be the graph
this talk, we discuss this possibility. Let K1,k
obtained from K1,k by subdividing one edge with a single
+
-free complete
vertex. We report that every rainbow K1,k
graph edge-colored in suﬃciently many colors is rainbow
K1,k -free. We also report that this implication occurs only
+
) for some k.
if (H, H  ) is (K1,k , K1,k
Akira Saito
Department of Information Science
Nihon University
asaito@chs.nihon-u.ac.jp
Qing Cui
Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics
cui@nuaa.edu.cn
Qinghai Liu
Department of Mathematics
Fuzhou University
qliu@fzu.edu.cn
Colton Magnant
United Parcel Service
dr.colton.magnant@gmail.com
MS2
Upper Bounds for Δ(Σ) where −53 ≤ χ(Σ) ≤ −8
Vizing’s Planar Graph Conjecture states that every planar
graph of maximum degree at least 6 is class one. If for a
surface Σ, we deﬁne Δ(Σ) = max{Δ(G) : G is a connected
class two graph of maximum degree Δ that is embedded in
Σ}, then one can claim that for a surface Σ, any connected
graph of maximum degree Δ that is embedded in Σ is class
one if Δ > Δ(Σ). Further, Vizing’s Planar Graph Conjecture also can be restated as Δ(S) = 5 if S is a sphere.
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In this talk, we will focus on Δ(Σ) and upper bounds for
Δ(Σ) for surfaces Σ of characteristic −53 ≤ χ(Σ) ≤ −8.
Yue Zhao
University of Central Florida
yue.zhao@ucf.edu
MS3
Rainbow Saturation
We introduce Rainbow Saturation, a variation on the recent Rainbow Extremal numbers which have seen much
attention.
Neal Bushaw
Virginia Commonwealth University
nobushaw@vcu.edu
MS4
Matchings in K-Partite K-Graphs
Let H be a k-partite k-graph with parts V1 , . . . , Vk each
of
 size n such that, for every i ∈ [k], every (k − 1)-set in
j∈[k]\{i} Vj lies in at least ai edges. Suppose further that
a1 ≥ . . . ≥ ak . Han, Zang and Zhao showed that for every
� > 0 and suﬃciently large n, with a1 , a2 
≥ �n, H contains a matching of size at least min{n − 1, i∈[k] ai }, answering and generalising a question of Rödl and Ruciński.
Their arguments use complex absorbing methods which fail
when all of a2 , . . . , ak are small. We consider the
kremaining
cases
and,
in
particular,
show
that
when
i=2 ai ≤

n/(k 
+ 1), H in fact contains a matching of size at least
min{n, i∈[k] ai }. Our proof takes a novel approach, making use of Aharoni and Haxell’s ’Hall’s theorem for hypergraphs’ and rainbow matchings. Joint work with Richard
Mycroft.
Candida Botwell
University of Oxford
bowtell@maths.ox.ac.uk
MS4
Spherical Two-Distance Sets and Spectral Theory
of Signed Graphs
A set of unit vectors in a Euclidean space is called a spherical two-distance set if the pairwise inner products of these
vectors assume only two values a ¿ . It is known that the
maximum size of a spherical two-distance grows quadratically as the dimension of the Euclidean space grows. However when the values a and are held ﬁxed, a very intricate
behavior of the maximum size emerges. Building on our
recent resolution in the case of a + = 0, we make a plausible conjecture which connects this behavior with spectral
theory of signed graphs in the regime ¡ 0 ¡ a, and we conﬁrm this conjecture when a + 2 ¡ 0 or (1 - a)/(a - ) is
1, v2 or v3. Joint work with Jonathan Tidor, Yuan Yao,
Shengtong Zhang and Yufei Zhao.
Zilin Jiang
Arizona State University
zilinj@asu.edu
MS5
Product Power Throttling Number and Domina-
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tion Number
The domination number of a graph G is a well-studied parameter. It is the size of the smallest set S of vertices so
that each vertex is either in S or adjacent to a vertex in
S. Thus, each vertex is “seen either initially or one step
later. Other graph parameters allow vertices to be seen at
later stages, such as zero forcing, power domination and
“Cops and Robbers. The product power throttling number of a graph G is deﬁned as the minimum product of
the size of a set S and the longest time it takes for every
vertex to be seen under power domination, with initial set
S. The product power throttling number of a graph was
deﬁned to study product throttling for power domination.
In this talk we compare and contrast the product power
throttling numbers of a variety of graph families with their
domination numbers.
Karen l. Collins
Wesleyan University, U.S.
tbd@tbd.org
Sarah Anderson
University of St. Thomas
ande1298@stthomas.edu
Daniela Ferrero
Texas State University at San Marcos
dferrero@txstate.edu
Leslie Hogben
Iowa State University,
American Institute of Mathematics
hogben@aimath.org
Carolyn Mayer
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
cdmayer@wpi.edu
Ann N. Trenk
Wellesley College
atrenk@wellesley.edu
Shanise Walker
University of Wisconsin Eau-Claire
walkersg@uwec.edu
MS5
The Structure of Social Networks using Iterated
Models
The Preferential Attachment Model (BarabsiAlbert, 1999)
and the ACL Preferential Attachment Model (Aiello,
Chung, Lu, 2001) for random networks, evolve over time
and rely on the structure of the graph at the previous time step. Further models of complex networks include: the Iterated Local Transitivity Model (Bonato,
Hadi, Horn, Pralat, Wang, 2011) and the Iterated Local
Anti-Transitivity Model (Bonato, Infeld, Pokhrel, Pralat,
2017). Yet, these models do not tell the whole picture. In
this talk we will explore two additional models that utilize
applications of complex networks including social networks
and internet traﬃc. We will focus on the structural properties of the networks described, and provide open problems
into applications of complex networks.
Erin Meger
Universite du Quebec a Montreal
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erin.k.meger@ruerson.ca

Georgia State University
yhao4@gsu.edu

MS5
Breaking Symmetries: Distinguishing Mycielskian
Graphs

Guoning Yu
Georgia State Universitysity
gyu6@gsu.edu

Symmetry in a graph G can be measured by investigating
possible automorphisms of G. One way to do this is to color
the vertices of G in such a way that only the trivial automorphism can preserve the color classes. If such a coloring
exists with d colors, G is said to be d-distinguishable. The
smallest d for which G is d-distinguishable is its distinguishing number. In this talk we’ll investigate this parameter
in the setting of simple graphs achieved by applying the
traditional Mycielskian and generalized Mycielskian constructions. The traditional Mycielskian construction was
introduced by Mycielski in 1955 to prove that there exist
triangle-free graphs with arbitrarily large chromatic number.
Katherine Perry
Soka University of America
kperry@soka.edu
Debra L. Boutin, Sally Cockburn
Hamilton College
dboutin@hamilton.edu, scockbur@hamilton.edu
Lauren Keough
Grand Valley State University, US
keoulaur@gvsu.edu
Sarah Loeb
Hampden-Sydney College, US
sloeb@hsc.edu
Puck Rombach
University of Vermont
puck.rombach@uvm.edu
MS6
On the Linear Arboricity Conjecture
A linear forest is a union of vertex-disjoint paths, and
the linear arboricity of a graph G, denoted by la(G), is
the minimum number of linear forests needed to partition
the edge set of G. Let G be a graph with maximum degree Δ(G). Clearly, la(G) ≥ �Δ(G)/2�. On the other
hand, the famous Linear Arboricity Conjecture (LAC) due
to Akiyama, Exoo, and Harary from 1981 asserts that
la(G) ≤ �(Δ(G) + 1)/2�. The conjecture has been veriﬁed
for very special graphs such as planar graphs and graphs
with maximum degree up to 6, and 8 and 10. A graph G
is k-degenerate for a positive integer k if it can be reduced
to a trivial graph by successive removal of vertices with
degree ≤ k. We prove that for any k-degenerate graph G,
la(G) = �Δ(G)/2� if Δ(G) ≥ 2k2 − k. In conjunction with
Lovasz’s classic result on partitioning edge set of a graph
into paths, we deﬁne a stronger version of linear forest partition and prove it holds for 2-degenerated graphs and a.a.s.
for random graphs Gn,p with a constant p ∈ (0, 1).

MS6
Factors of Edge-Chromatic Critical Graphs
In the 1960s, Vizing stated the now called critical graph
conjectures: (1) every edge-chromatic critical graph has
a 2-factor and (2) the independence number of an edgechromatic critical graph is at most 1/2. We approximate
these conjectures by showing that every edge-chromatic
critical graph has a path factor. To be precise we show that
they have a {K1,1 , K1,2 , C2n+1 : n ≥ 1}-factor. Furthermore, for every edge e, there is a {K1,1 , K1,2 , Cn : n ≥ 3}factor F with e ∈ E(F ). We also study fractional matchings of edge-chromatic critical graphs. A graph is even if
each of its components is Eulerian and diﬀerent from K1 .
We prove some suﬃcient conditions for the existence of
an even factor in an edge-chromatic critical graph. Consequences of these results for Vizing’s critical graph conjectures are discussed. (joint work with Antje Klopp and
Isaak Wolf)
Eckhard Steﬀen
Paderborn University
es@upb.de
MS6
Monochromatic Homeomorphically
Trees in Edge-Colored Graphs

Irreducible

A homeomorphically irreducible tree (or a HIT) is a tree
with no vertices of degree 2. If a graph G contains a HIT
T as a spanning subgraph, then T is called a homeomorphically irreducible spanning tree (or a HIST) of G. There
are a lot of known results for the existence of a monochromatic tree (with some property) in edge colored graphs.
For example, it was proved that every 2-edge-colored complete graph contains a monochromatic broom as a spanning
tree, where a broom is a tree obtained from a star and a
path by identifying the center of the star and one endpoint
of the path. In this talk, we investigate monochromatic
HITs and HISTs in edge-colored complete graphs.
Shoichi Tsuchiya
Senshu University of Science
wco.liew6.te@gmail.com
MS6
An Enhancement of the Erdos-Lovasz Tihany Conjecture for Line Graphs of Multigraphs

Guantao Chen
Department of Mathematics & Statistics
Georgia State University
gchen@gsu.edu

We will talk about an enhanced version of the Erdős-Lovász
Tihany Conjecture for line graphs of multigraphs. That is,
for every graph G whose chromatic number χ(G) is more
than its clique number ω(G) and for nonnegative integer
�, any two integers s, t ≥ 3.5� + 2 with s + t = χ(G) + 1,
there is a partition (S, T ) of the vertex set V (G) such that
χ(G[S]) ≥ s and χ(G[T ]) ≥ t + �. In particular, when
� = 1, we can obtain the same result just for any s, t ≥ 4.
The Erdős-Lov́asz Tihany conjecture is a special case when
� = 0.

Yanli Hao

Gexin Yu
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gyu@wm.edu
Yue Wang
Shandong University
m15064013175@163.com

extend to a wide class of other sparse treelike structures,
such as any orientation of a union of at most o(n1/4 ) cycles.
Richard Mycroft, Tássio Naia
University of Birmingham
r.mycroft@bham.ac.uk, txn485@bham.ac.uk

MS8
Maximizing Five-Cycles in Kr -free Graphs

MS8
Edge-Maximal Graphs on Orientable and Some
Non-Orientable Surfaces

The Pentagon Problem of Erdős problem asks to ﬁnd an
n-vertex triangle-free graph that is maximizing the number
of 5-cycles. The problem was solved using ﬂag algebras by
Grzesik and independently by Hatami, Hladk, Krl’, Norin,
and Razborov. Recently, Palmer suggested a more general
problem of maximizing the number of 5-cycles in Kk+1 -free
graphs. Using ﬂag algebras, we show that every Kk+1 -free
graph of order n contains at most

We study edge-maximal, non-complete graphs on surfaces
that do not triangulate the surface. We prove that there
is no such graph on the projective plane, K7 − e is the
unique such graph on the Klein bottle and K8 − E(C5 ) is
the unique such graph on the torus. In contrast to this
for each g > 1, we construct an inﬁ nite family of such
graphs on the orientable surface of genus g, that are at
least (g − 1)/2 edges short of a triangulation.

1
(k4 − 5k3 + 10k2 − 10k + 4)n5 + o(n5 )
10k4
copies of C5 for any k ≥ 3, with the Turn graph being the
extremal graph for large enough n.
Bernard Lidick
Iowa State University
lidicky@iastate.edu
Kyle Murphy
Dakota State University
Kyle.Murphy@dsu.edu
MS8
On the Edit Distance Function of the Random
Graph
Given a hereditary property of graphs H and a p ∈ [0, 1],
the edit distance function edH (p) is asymptotically the
maximum proportion of edge-additions plus edge-deletions
applied to a graph of edge density p suﬃcient to ensure
that the resulting graph satisﬁes H. The edit distance
function is directly related to other well-studied quantities such as the speed function for H and the H-chromatic
number of a random graph. Let H be the property of forbidding an Erdős-Rényi random graph G(n0 , p0 ), and let
ϕ represent the golden ratio. In this talk, we show that if
p0 ∈ [1 − 1/ϕ, 1/ϕ], then we know the asymptotic value of
the expectation of edH (p) over the entire interval p ∈ [0, 1].
Moreover, for any p0 ∈ [0, 1], then we know the asymptotic value of the expectation of edH (p) over the interval
p ∈ [1/3, 2/3].
Ryan R. Martin, Alex Riasaovsky
Iowa State University
rymartin@iastate.edu, awnr@iastate.edu
MS8
Trees and Tree-like Structures in Directed Graphs
In this talk I will present recent results regarding the embedding of spanning oriented trees and other tree-like directed graphs in dense directed graphs. In particular we
prove that every tree on n vertices with bounded maximum
degree is contained in every directed graph on n vertices
with minimum semidegree at least n/2 + o(n). Our results

James Davies
University of Waterloo
jgdavies@uwaterloo.ca
Florian Pfender
Dept. of Math & Stat Sciences
University of Colorado Denver
ﬂorian.pfender@ucdenver.edu
MS9
Label Propagation, Graph Convolutions, and Combinations
Semi-supervised machine learning on graphs is a widely applicable problem in network science and machine learning.
Two standard algorithms, label propagation and graph
neural networks, both operate by repeatedly passing information along edges, the former by passing labels and
the latter by passing node features, modulated by neural
networks. These two classes of algorithms have largely developed separately, and there is little understanding about
the structure of network data that would make one of these
approaches work particularly well compared to the other or
when the approaches can be meaningfully combined. Here,
we develop a random model for node attributes, based on
correlations of attributes on and between vertices, that motivates and uniﬁes these algorithmic approaches. In particular, we show that label propagation, a linearized graph
convolutional network, and their combination can all be derived as conditional expectations under our model, when
conditioning on diﬀerent attributes.
Austin R. Benson
Cornell University
arb@cs.cornell.edu
MS9
Reconstruction of Line-Embeddings of Stochastic
Networks
Consider a random graph process with n vertices corresponding to points embedded randomly in the interval
[0,1], and where edges are inserted between vertices independently with probability given by the graphon w :
[0, 1]2 − > [0, 1]. We call a graphon w diagonally increasing if, for each x, w(x,y) decreases as y moves away from
x. We call a permutation σ a correct ordering if the values of the points represented by the vertices in that order,
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form a monotone sequence. We then ask: how can we accurately estimate σ from an observed graph? We present a
randomized algorithm for ﬁnding an approximation of the
correct order
√ which, for a large class of graphons, achieves
error O∗ ( n) with high probability; we also show that this
is the best-possible convergence rate for a large class of
algorithms and proof strategies. Under an additional assumption that is satisﬁed by√some popular graphon models,
we break this ”barrier” at n and obtain the vastly better rate O∗ (n ) for any � > 0. These improved seriation
bounds can be combined with previous work to give more
eﬃcient and accurate algorithms for related tasks, including estimating diagonally increasing graphons and testing
whether a graphon is diagonally increasing.
Jeannette Janssen
Dalhousie University
Jeannette.Janssen@dal.ca
Aaron Smith
University of Ottawa
asmith3@math.stanford.edu
MS9
Network Classiﬁcation and Applications to Climate
Forecasting
Network models of complex systems are common in science and engineering, where nodes represent system elements, and edges represent relationships. Recently, network science-based models have found applications in analyzing climate and weather data on various spatial and
temporal scales, providing new insights into several local
and global climate and weather phenomena. One of the primary advantages of using networks for climate data analysis is that they provide cheap computational algorithms
in several situations, where one may have to employ large
scale, computational ﬂuid dynamics models. Although climate network analysis has shown much potential, we still
do not have algorithms that can be used for reliable forecasts of various climate and weather phenomena. In this
talk, we will present hybrid methods that combine extra
tree regression with network analysis to predict two of the
most critical climate phenomena: the summer monsoon
over south Asia and El NioSouthern Oscillation (ENSO).
Furthermore, we will show that our method can be used
for graph classiﬁcation.
Nishant Malik, Kamal Rana
Rochester Institute of Technology
nxmsma@rit.edu, kr7843@rit.edu
MS9
Geometric Learning of Molecular Conformational
Dynamics
Molecular graphs, generated from a molecule’s structural
formula, are a natural choice to describe molecules in AI
systems, and graph neural networks (GNNs) have proven
useful for the prediction of molecular properties at greatly
reduced computational cost. However, the traditional definition of molecular graphs reduces the structure to 2D
space and ignores information about the 3D orientation of
each atom relative to the rest of the system. This omission
prevents the prediction of conformational dynamics. In
this work, we redeﬁne the molecular graph to include edges
between atoms within a predeﬁned Euclidian distance to
capture each atom’s conformational geometry within the
graph structure. With this new deﬁnition, we apply a dy-
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namic GNN to predict changes in the relative atomic neighborhoods and atom-to-atom distances in molecular graphs
of isomers of C7 O2 H10 .
Jenna Pope
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
jenna.pope@pnnl.gov
MS10
Variations of Chromatic Index
For any graph G and any class F of graphs, let χ�F (G) =
min{k : G is the union of k graphs of F}. If F consists of all
matchings then χ�F is exactly chromatic index. In this talk
the speaker will report his attempts to obtain Vizing-like
theorems for a few choices of F.
Guoli Ding
Louisiana State University
ding@math.lsu.edu
MS10
Orientable Cycle Double Covers of Toroidal Graphs
An orientable cycle double cover of a graph is a collection of cycles that may be oriented to cover each edge exactly once in each direction. The Orientable Cycle Double
Cover Conjecture says that every 2-edge-connected graph
has an orientable cycle double cover. We verify this conjecture for graphs embeddable in the torus. The proof
uses embeddings of cubic graphs: we show that every 2connected toroidal cubic graph has a closed 2-cell embedding (in which each face is homeomorphic to an open disk
and is bounded by a cycle in the graph) in some orientable
surface. This last result also follows from the result of
Robertson, Seymour and Thomas proving Tutte’s conjecture that every 2-connected cubic graph not containing a
subdivision of the Petersen graph is 3-edge-colorable. Their
proof of Tutte’s conjecture uses machinery similar to the
proof of the Four Color Theorem. Our proof is much simpler and uses ideas that may extend to other surfaces besides the torus.
Mark Ellingham
Department of Mathematics
Vanderbilt University
mark.ellingham@vanderbilt.edu
Wenzhong Liu
Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
China
wzhliu7502@nuaa.edu.cn
Dong Ye
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Middle Tennessee State University
dong.ye@mtsu.edu
Xiaoya Zha
Middle Tennessee State University
xzha@mtsu.edu
MS10
Flows of 3-Edge Colorable Cubic Signed Graphs
Bouchet conjectured in 1983 that every ﬂow-admissible
signed graph admits a nowhere-zero 6-ﬂow which is equivalent to the restriction to cubic signed graphs. In this
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paper, we proved that every ﬂow-admissible, 3-edge colorable cubic signed graph admits a nowhere-zero 10-ﬂow.
This together with the 4-color theorem implies that every ﬂow-admissible bridgeless planar signed graph admits
a nowhere-zero 10-ﬂow. As a byproduct, we also show that
every ﬂow-admissible hamiltonian signed graph admits a
nowhere-zero 8-ﬂow.
Liangchen Li
Luoyang normal university
liangchenli@163.com

Benjamin Sudakov
ETH Zurich
benjamin.sudakov@math.ethz.ch

In 1971, Tomescu conjectured that every connected graph
G on n vertices with chromatic number k ≥ 4 has at most
k!(k − 1)n−k proper k-colorings. In this talk, we prove
Tomescu’s conjecture and show that equality occurs if and
only if G is a k-clique with trees attached to each vertex.
The key ideas are statistical importance sampling and an
entropy argument.

Cun-Quan Zhang
Department of Mathematics,
West Virginia University
cqzhang@math.wvu.edu
Hailiang Zhang
Taizhou University
hdsdzhl@163.com

Xiaoyu He, Jacob Fox
Stanford University
alkjash876@gmail.com, jacobfox@stanford.edu

Vizing’s

An easy observation about matchings in graphs is that,
for any maximal matching M in a simple graph G, the
vertices not saturated by M form an independent set. Such
a matching can be viewed as a maximal 1-edge-colorable
subgraph of G, and it is then natural to ask: what can be
said about the vertices of degree less than k in a maximal kedge-colorable subgraph of G? We prove that such vertices
induce (within in the full graph G) a subgraph of maximum
degree at most k − 1, generalizing the k = 1 observation.
A stronger, more technical version of this result – which
we will discuss in the talk – implies Vizing’s Theorem as
well as a special case of Tuza’s Conjecture on packing and
covering triangles.
Gregory J. Puleo
Auburn University
gjp0007@auburn.edu
MS11
Erdos-Szekeres Theorem for Multidimensional Arrays
The classical Erdos-Szekeres theorem dating back almost
a hundred years states that any sequence of (n − 1)2 + 1
distinct real numbers contains a monotone subsequence of
length n. This theorem has been generalised to higher dimensions in a variety of ways but perhaps the most natural
one was proposed by Fishburn and Graham more than 25
years ago. They deﬁned the concept of a monotone and a
lex-monotone array and asked how large an array one needs
in order to be able to ﬁnd a monotone or a lex-monotone
subarray of size n×. . .×n. Fishburn and Graham obtained
Ackerman type bounds in both cases. We signiﬁcantly improve these results. Regardless of the dimension we obtain
at most a triple exponential bound in n in the monotone
case and a quadruple exponential one in the lex-monotone
case.
Matija Bucic
ETH Zurich

Tuan Tran
IBS Korea
tuantran@ibs.re.kr

MS11
A Proof of Tomescu’s Graph-Coloring Conjecture

Chong Li, Rong Luo
West Virginia University
cl0081@mix.wvu.edu, rluo@math.wvu.edu

MS10
Maximal k-Edge-Colorable Subgraphs,
Theorem,and Tuza’s Conjecture

matija.bucic@math.ethz.ch

Freddie Manners
University of California, San Diego, U.S.
fmanners@ucsd.edu
MS11
Rainbow Subgraphs and Their Applications
A subgraph of an edge-coloured graph is called rainbow if
all its edges have distinct colours. The study of rainbow
subgraphs goes back to the work of Euler on Latin squares.
This talk will be about ﬁnding large rainbow trees in edgecoloured complete graphs. We will also discuss applications
of this area particularly to Ringel’s Tree Packing Conjecture.
Alexey Pokrovskiy
Birckbeck College
University of London
dr.alexey.pokrovskiy@gmail.com
Richard Montgomery
University of Birmingham
r.h.montgomery@bham.ac.uk
Benjamin Sudakov
ETH Zurich
benjamin.sudakov@math.ethz.ch
MS11
A New Nibble for Rainbow Problems
Ryser’s conjecture on Latin squares made in 60s says that
every Latin square of order n × n contains a transversal of
order n−1. We show that every such Latin square contains
a transversal of order n − O(log n) thus improving the previously known bound of n−O(log2 n) by Hatami and Shor.
We do so by exploiting the robust expansion properties of
coloured pseudorandom graphs. This method turns out
to be powerful enough for other applications as well. We
obtain a new lower bound on Brouwer’s conjecture on the
maximum matching in Steiner triple systems, showing that
every such system of order n is guaranteed to have a match-
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ing of size n/3 − O(log n). We also show that O(n log n)
many symbols suﬃce in any generalized Latin squares to
guarantee a transversal, improving on previously known
bound of n2−ε .
Liana Yepremyan
London School of Economics
l.yepremyan@lse.ac.uk
Alexey Pokrovskiy
Birckbeck College
University of London
dr.alexey.pokrovskiy@gmail.com
Benjamin Sudakov
ETH Zurich
benjamin.sudakov@math.ethz.ch
Peter Keevash
University of Oxford
Peter.Keevash@maths.ox.ac.uk
MS12
Size-Ramsey Numbers of Tight Paths
The s-colour size-Ramsey number of a hypergraph H is the
minimum number of edges in a hypergraph G whose every
s-edge-colouring contains a monochromatic copy of H. We
show that for every r, s and � the s-colour size-Ramsey
number of the �-th power of a tight r-uniform path on n
vertices is O(n), answering a question of Dudek, Fleur,
Mubayi, and Rdl (2017).
Shoham Letzter
University College London
s.letzter@ucl.ac.uk
Alexey Pokrovskiy
Birckbeck College
University of London
dr.alexey.pokrovskiy@gmail.com
Liana Yepremyan
London School of Economics
l.yepremyan@lse.ac.uk
MS12
Maximum Size Intersecting Families of Bounded
Minimum Positive Co-Degree
Let H be an r-uniform hypergraph. The minimum positive
+
(H), is the minimum k such
co-degree of H, denoted by δr−1
that if S is an (r − 1)-set contained in a hyperedge of H,
then S is contained in at least k hyperedges of H. For r ≥ k
ﬁxed and n suﬃciently large, we determine the maximum
possible size of an intersecting r-uniform n-vertex hyper+
(H) ≥ k and
graph with minimum positive co-degree δr−1
characterize the unique hypergraph attaining this maximum. This generalizes the Erdős-Ko-Rado theorem which
corresponds to the case k = 1. Our proof is based on the
delta-system method.
Jozsef Balogh
University of Illinois
jobal@math.uiuc.edu
Nathan Lemons
Los Alamos National Lab
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Cory Palmer
University of Montana
cory.palmer@umontana.edu
MS12
Tropicalization of Graph Proﬁles
A graph proﬁle records all possible densities of a ﬁxed ﬁnite
set of graphs. Proﬁles can be extremely complicated; for
instance the full proﬁle of any triple of connected graphs
is not known. To simplify these objects, we introduce
their tropicalization. We prove that the tropicalization of
a graph proﬁle is a closed convex cone, which still captures interesting combinatorial information. We explicitly
compute these tropicalizations for some sets of graphs, and
relate the results to some questions in extremal graph theory.
Annie Raymond
University of Massachusetts Amherst
raymond@math.umass.edu
Greg Blekherman
Georgia Tech
greg@math.gatech.edu
Mohit Singh
Georgia Institute of Technology
mohit.singh@isye.gatech.edu
Rekha Thomas
University of Washington
rrthomas@uw.edu
MS13
Eﬃcient Generation of Clustered Hypergraphs
Hypergraphs are an increasingly popular tool for modeling
network/graph data. The real networks we want to simulate are often large to begin with, and furthermore the
number of possible hyper-edges becomes computationally
problematic when allowing for combinations of 3 or more
edges. In this work we highlight the challenges and options in eﬃcient graph model generation to hyper-graphs.
In particular we will consider generative models for clustered hypergraphs.
Nicole Eikmeier
Grinnell College
eikmeier@grinnell.edu
MS13
Mixing Time of Stochastic Models for Chemical
Reaction Networks
Chemical reaction processes and cellular processes are often modeled by reaction networks that describe the interactions between the constituent molecules. The evolution of
the number of molecules are then described by a dynamical
system. Such dynamical systems can be deterministic or
stochastic, and they are usually challenging to analyse due
to the complexity of the underlying reaction network. In
this talk, I will present recent results about mixing time of
Markov models associated with reaction networks, explain
how stochastic analysis can help clarify the subtle discrepancies among diﬀerent modeling approaches, and discuss
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about the insights into the dynamical or stationary behavior of the system oﬀered by these analysis.

jennifer.webster@pnnl.gov, stephen.young@pnnl.gov

Wai-Tong Louis Fan, Dimitrios Diamantidis
Indiana University
waifan@iu.edu, didiaman@iu.edu

MS14
Graph Pebbling Problems and Conjectures

Jinsu Kim
University of California, Irvine, U.S.
jinsu.kim@uci.edu
Chaojie Yuan
Department of Mathematics, Indiana University
Bloomington
Indiana
yuan13@iu.edu

MS13
Ideal Reservoir Networks for Replicating Chaos
Reservoir computers are a machine learning model that,
unlike most standard models, make use of an internal complex network. Often these networks are chosen to have
a real-world like topology, e.g. Barabasi-Albert, WattsStrogatz, Erdos-Renyi, etc. To understand the eﬀect of
this network structure we trained a large number of reservoir computers to replicate the chaotic dynamics of the
Lorenz attractor. Over a wide range of network topologies we found that sparse or ”thinned” networks are better
suited to learn the dynamics of the Lorenz attractor. To
help interpret these ﬁndings we analyzed how the stability of the reservior’s ﬁxed points vary in response to the
training signal. Here we found that high spectral radius
and high connectivity of the network reduce the sensitivity
of reservoir computers to input data, making them poorly
suited for learning. This analysis oﬀers some insight into
better design principles for reservoir computers and a better understanding of the role of network topology in machine learning.
Ben Z. Webb
Brigham Young University
bwebb@mathematics.byu.edu

MS13
Map Inference from Separation Times
In this talk we will discuss the use of graph layout methods to infer a geometry with limited noisy transit times
between points. We apply a force-spring layout on graphs
whose edges are weighted by these noisy separation times.
Speciﬁcally, we explore the graph structure of US airports
through open-source ﬂight times to compare our results
with the ground truth airport locations. The goal of this
work is to use time series data to recover the full geometry
of the data space and to ﬁnd out when there is too much
noise in the data or not enough data to recover an accurate
geometry.
Nile Wynar
University of Washington
nile.wynar@pnnl.gov
Jennifer B. Webster, Stephen J. Young
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory

Along with Min-Cost Transportation, Max Flow, Cops &
Robbers, Chip Firing, and other games on graphs, Graph
Pebbling ﬁts under the umbrella of moving objects along
the edges of a graph according to some rule, to achieve an
objective in an optimum way. In this case, we require two
pebbles to traverse an edge, one of which is consumed during traversal. The traditional paradigm seeks to minimize
the number of pebbles for which any initial conﬁguration
of them on the vertices of the graph can reach any speciﬁed
target vertex. In 1989 Chung used graph pebbling to solve
a combinatorial number theory problem of Kleitman and
Lemke; an application to abelian groups followed, as did
another to p-adic Diophantine equations. Grahams conjecture on the behavior of pebbling in cartesian products
has been veriﬁed in many instances but remains widely
open. Generalizations to multiple targets and weighted
versions soon followed, as did variations on the pebbling
move (e.g. rubbling) and the objective (e.g. optimal pebbling, threshold pebbling — cops & robbers pebbling is
one of the newest). Linear and integer optimization have
come to bear, and complexity questions continue to be explored. A growing body of important results and techniques is emerging. This talk will be a gentle introduction
to the subject, and will include a nod to the other talks in
this section, with special mention of interesting conjectures
and open problems that may attract newcomers.
Glenn Hurlbert
Virginia Commonwealth University
ghurlbert@vcu.edu
MS14
Stacking Results in Cover Rubbling
Let w be a positive weight function on the vertices of a
graph G. If w is strictly positive, then Sjstrand and Vuong,
Wyckoﬀ independently proved a stacking theorem for wcover pebbling, i.e., that one need only consider simple
pebble distributions on G in order to determine the wcover pebbling number of G. In this talk we consider a
variant of cover pebbling, known as cover rubbling. We
ﬁrst use the result of Sjstrand and Vuong-Wyckoﬀ to show
that the w-cover pebbling number is equal to the w-cover
rubbling number when w is strictly positive. Second, we
present a stacking theorem for w-cover rubbling on trees,
where w need only be supported on a dominating set.
Rodney Keaton, Teresa Haynes
East Tennessee State University
keatonr@etsu.edu, haynes@etsu.edu
MS14
Pebbling in Directed Graphs
Previous work in graph pebbling has related the pebbling
π(G) to the diameter of G. Clarke, Hochberg, and Hurlbert demonstrated that every connected undirected graph
on n vertices with diameter 2 has π(G) = n unless it belongs to an exceptional family of graphs, consisting of those
that can be constructed in a speciﬁc manner; in which
case π(G) = n + 1. By generalizing a result of Chan and
Godbole, Postle showed that for a graph with diameter d,
d
π(G) ≤ n2 2  (1 + on (1)). In this talk, we continue this
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study relating pebbling and diameter with a focus on directed graphs. This leads to some surprising results. First,
we show that in an oriented directed graph G (in the sense
that if i → j then we cannot have j → i), it is indeed the
case that if G has diameter 2, π(G) = n or n + 1, and
if π(G) = n + 1, the directed graph has a very particular
structure. In the case of general directed graphs (that is,
if i → j, we may or may not have an arc j → i) with diameter 2, we show that π(G) can be as large as 32 n + 1, and
further, this bound is sharp. More generally, we show that
for general directed graphs, π(G) ≤ 2d n/d + f (d) where
f (d) is some function of only d.
Franklin Kenter
United States Naval Academy
kenter@usna.edu
John Asplund
Dalton State College
jsasplun@mtu.edu
MS14
Stackelberg Games for Graph Pebbling and Graph
Rubbling
We characterize graph pebbling and rubbling as two player
Stackelberg games via bilevel integer programming. As
a result, we develop novel models for the rooted graph
pebbling number, the rooted 2-pebbling property decision
problem, the rooted graph rubbling number and the rooted
optimal rubbling number. We will describe some preliminary results implementing a computational framework for
these models.
Hammurabi Mendes, Jonad Pulaj, Bryce Wiedenbeck
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Davidson College
hamendes@davidson.edu, jopulaj@davidson.edu,
brwiedenbeck@davidson.edu
Carl Yerger
Davidson College
Department of Mathematics
cayerger@davidson.edu
MS15
Large Monochromatic Components
We survey some recent results regarding the size of a
largest monochromatic component in an arbitrary edge coloring of a given family of (hyper)graphs. In particular, we
will discuss the setting of complete (hyper)graphs, graphs
with large minimum degree, random (hyper)graphs, inﬁnite complete graphs, and Steiner triple systems.
Louis DeBiasio
Miami University
debiasld@miamioh.edu
MS15
Rainbow Turn Number of Even Cycles
The rainbow Turn number ex∗ (n, H) of a graph H is the
maximum possible number of edges in a properly edgecoloured n-vertex graph with no rainbow subgraph isomorphic to H. We prove that for any integer k ≥ 2,
ex∗ (n, C2k ) = O(n1+1/k ). This is tight and establishes
a conjecture of Keevash, Mubayi, Sudakov and Verstraete.
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We use the same method to prove several other conjectures
in various topics. For example, we give an upper bound for
the Turn number of the blow-ups of even cycles, which can
be used to disprove a conjecture of Erdos and Simonovits.
Oliver Janzer
ETH Zurich
oliver.janzer@math.ethz.ch
MS15
Rainbow Matchings in Hypergraphs and Tensor
Rank
Given positive integers r and t, let f (r, t) denote the largest
f such that the following holds. There exists an r-uniform
multi-hypergraph H and a coloring of the edges of H with
f colors such that each colorclass is a matching of size t,
but H contains no rainbow matching of size t. Addressing
a question of Aharoni and Berger, we prove that
 
rt
f (r, t) ≤ (t − 1)
,
r
which improves earlier results of Glebov, Sudakov, and
Szab. Our proof is based on a result about the ﬂattening rank of tensors.
David Correia, Benjamin Sudakov, Istvan Tomon
ETH Zurich
bendavid correia1998@hotmail.com,
jamin.sudakov@math.ethz.ch, istvantomon@gmail.com
MS16
Greedy Matchings and Independent Sets in Random Regular Hypergraphs
We analyze two random greedy processes on sparse random graphs and hypergraphs with ﬁxed degree sequence.
We analyze the matching process, which builds a set of
disjoint edges one edge at a time, and then we analyze
the independent process which builds an independent set
of vertices one vertex at a time. Our work generalizes and
extends that of Frieze, Wormald, Brightwell, Janson and
Luczak who analyzed certain instances of these processes.
Deepak Bal
Montclair State University, USA
bald@montclair.edu
Patrick Bennett
Western Michigan University
patrick.bennett@wmich.edu
MS16
Longest Cycles in a Preferential Attachment Random Graph Model
In preferential attachment graph models, a graph is built
vertex by vertex and when each new vertex arrives, it sends
m new edges to older vertices, randomly, with vertices of
high degree being more likely to be selected as a neighbour.
One such example is the Buckley–Osthus random graph
model which is a generalisation of the Barabsi–Albert preferential attachment graph model. I will discuss new bounds
on the size of the longest cycles and the largest matchings in the Buckley–Osthus random graphs. These results
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can be used to answer a question of Frieze, Prez-Gimnez,
Pralat, and Reiniger on the Hamiltonicity of the Barabsi–
Albert preferential attachment graph model with parameter m = 3.
Karen Gunderson
University of Manitoba
Department of Mathematics
karen.gunderson@umanitoba.ca
Michal Przykucki
University of Birmingham
m.j.przykucki@bham.ac.uk
MS16
Disjoint Cycles in Graphs with Restricted Independence Number
In 1963, Corrdi and Hajnal proved that every graph with
at least 3k vertices and minimum degree at least 2k contains a collection of k disjoint cycles. Recently, Kierstead,
Kostochka, and Yeager reﬁned this result by describing all
graphs with at least 3k vertices and minimum degree at
least 2k − 1 that do not have k disjoint cycles. One corollary of this result is that when k ≥ 3, every graph with
n ≥ 3k vertices, minimum degree at least 2k − 1, and independence number at most n − 2k − 1 has k disjoint cycles.
Continuing along the lines of this corollary, we will explore
how relaxing the minimum degree condition aﬀects the independence number threshold for the existence of k disjoint
cycles by describing the following result. For every suﬃciently small c > 0 and
 when k and n are suﬃciently large
α = n−2k−ck+Θ( ck log(ck)) is the largest number such
that every graph on n vertices with independence number
at most α and minimum degree at least 2k − ck contains k
disjoint cycles.
Theodore Molla
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of South Florida
molla@usf.edu
Michael Santana
Department of Mathematics
Grand Valley State University
santanmi@gsvu.edu
MS17
Excluding Immersions in Graphs with No 3-EdgeCut
A graph G contains another graph H as an immersion if H
can be obtained from a subgraph of G by repeatedly splitting oﬀ edges and deleting isolated vertices. If G contains
H as an immersion, then for any integer k, the number of
vertices of G with degree at least k is at least the number
of vertices of H with degree at least k. We prove that the
converse almost holds for graphs with no edge-cut of size
3: every H-immersion free graph with no edge-cut of size 3
can be obtained from graphs nearly violating the previous
condition by using edge-sums. The condition for having
no edge-cut of size 3 is necessary. One application of this
result is the determination of the clustered chromatic number of H-immersion free graphs in terms of the maximum
degree of H, for any ﬁxed graph H, up to a small additive
constant error.
Chun-Hung Liu
Texas A&M University
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chliu@math.tamu.edu
MS17
Clustered Coloring of Minor-Closed Graph Classes
The clustered chromatic number of a class of graphs is the
minimum integer k such that for some integer c every graph
in the class is k-colorable with monochromatic components
of size at most c. In this talk I will discuss a conjectured
characterization of minor-closed graph classes with a given
clustered chromatic number, and a proof of this characterization for classes of bounded treedepth. Based on joint
works with Alex Scott, Paul Seymour and David Wood.
Sergey Norin
McGill University
snorine@gmail.com
MS17
Obstructions for Bounded Shrub-Depth and RankDepth
Shrub-depth and rank-depth are dense analogues of the
tree-depth of a graph. It is well known that a graph has
large tree-depth if and only if it has a long path as a
subgraph. We prove an analogous statement for shrubdepth and rank-depth, which was conjectured by Hlinen,
Kwon, Obdrlek, and Ordyniak [Tree-depth and vertexminors, European J. Combin. 2016]. Namely, we prove
that a graph has large rank-depth if and only if it has a
vertex-minor isomorphic to a long path. This implies that
for every integer t, the class of graphs with no vertex-minor
isomorphic to the path on t vertices has bounded shrubdepth.
O-Joung Kwon
Incheon National University
ojoungkwon@gmail.com
Rose McCarty
University of Waterloo
rmmccart@uwaterloo.ca
Sang-Il Oum
Institute for Basic Science / KAIST
sangil@ibs.re.kr
Paul Wollan
University of Rome ”La Sapienza”
paul.wollan@gmail.com
MS17
The Betti Number of the Independence Complex
of Ternary Graphs
Given a graph G, the independence complex I(G) is the
simplicial complex whose faces are the independent sets of
V (G). Let bi denote the i-th reduced Betti number of I(G),
and let b(G) denote the sum of bi (G)’s. A graph is ternary
if it does not contain induced cycles with length divisible by
three. G. Kalai and K. Meshulam conjectured that b(G) =
2 and b(H) ∈ {0, 1} for every induced subgraph H of G
if and only if G is a cycle with length divisible by three.
We prove this conjecture. This extends a recent results
proved by Chudnovsky, Scott, Seymour and Spirkl that
for any ternary graph G, the number of independent sets
with even cardinality and the independent sets with odd
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cardinality diﬀer by at most 1.
Hehui Wu
Shanghai Center for Mathematical Sciences
Fudan University
hhwu@fudan.edu.cn
Wentao Zhang
Fudan University
20110840003@fudan.edu.cn
MS18
Pebbling in Powers of Paths and the Strong Target
Conjecture
In the way of studying the pebbling number of chordal
graphs, we determined the t-pebbling number πt of split
graphs [SIAM JDM. 2014] and of semi-two-trees [DM.
2017]. In this work, we focus on another subclass of chordal
(k)
graphs: power of paths. The kth power Pn of the path
Pn is obtained from Pn by adding an edge between any
two vertices of distance at most k from each other. In
the literature there are references only for the cases t = 1
and k ≤ 4. A vertex is simplicial if its neighbors form a
complete graph. Chordal graphs are characterized by the
existence of a simplical-vertex decomposition order. We
analyze the crucial role that simplicial vertices of chordal
graphs play in the unsolvable pebbling conﬁgurations. We
also present our advances in the study of the following
conjecture of Herscovici et al. For a target conﬁguration D : V (G) → N on a graph G, the D-pebbling number, π(G, D), is deﬁned to be the minimum number m so
that from any initial conﬁguration of m pebbles on the
vertices of G, it is possible to place at least D(v) pebbles on each vertex v via pebbling moves. The Target
Conjecture states that π(G, D) ≤π|D| (G) for every target distribution D, where |D| = v D(v). We introduce
and provide evidence for a new Strong Target Conjecture:
π(G, D) ≤ π|D| (G) − (s(D) − 1), where s(D) is the number
of vertices s.t. D(v) > 0.
Liliana Alcon
Universidad Nacional De La Plata - CONICET
liliana.alcon.unlp@gmail.com
Glenn Hurlbert
Virginia Commonwealth University
ghurlbert@vcu.edu
MS18
Optimal Pebbling Number of the Square Grid
A pebbling move on a graph removes two pebbles from a
vertex and adds one pebble to an adjacent vertex. A vertex
is reachable from a pebble distribution if it is possible to
move a pebble to that vertex using pebbling moves. The
optimal pebbling number is the smallest number m needed
to guarantee a pebble distribution of m pebbles from which
any vertex is reachable. The optimal pebbling number of
the nxm square grid graph was investigated in several papers. In this paper, we present a new method using some
recent ideas to give a lower bound on the optimal pebbling
number.
Ervin Gyori
Renyi Institute, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Central European University, Department of Mathematics
gyori@renyi.hu
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Gyula Y Katona, Laszlo Papp
University of Technology an Economics, Budapest
kiskat@cs.bme.hu, lazsa@cs.bme.hu
MS18
On the Target Pebbling Conjecture
Graph pebbling is a network optimization model for satisfying vertex demands with vertex supplies (called pebbles),
with partial loss of pebbles in transit. The pebbling number of a demand in a graph is the smallest number for
which every placement of that many supply pebbles satisﬁes the demand. The Target Pebbling Conjecture posits
that the largest pebbling number of a demand of ﬁxed size
occurs when the demand is entirely stacked on one vertex.
This truth of this conjecture could be useful for attacking many open problems in graph pebbling, including the
famous conjecture of Graham (1989) involving graph products. It has been proven for complete graphs, cycles, cubes,
and trees. In this paper we consider 2-paths, split graphs,
and Kneser graphs, important classes of graphs in graph
structure theory, graph coloring, and algorithms. Using
recently developed cost-related methods and induction, we
prove the Target Pebbling Conjecture for all 2-paths, split
graphs of minimum degree 3, and Kneser graphs with k = 2
and m ≥ 5, and build tools potentially useful for attacking other graphs as well, such as, we believe, more general
classes of chordal graphs.
Essak Seddiq
Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Commonwealth University
Essak Seddiq ¡seddiqe@mymail.vcu.edu¿
Glenn Hurlbert
Virginia Commonwealth University
ghurlbert@vcu.edu
MS18
t-Pebbling in a Path of Complete Graphs
Given a distribution of pebbles on the vertices of a connected graph, a pebbling move removes two pebbles at a
vertex and places one pebble at an adjacent vertex. One
pebble is the cost of transportation. A vertex is t-reachable
if at least t pebbles can be moved to the vertex using pebbling moves. The t-pebbling number of a graph is the minimum number of pebbles that ensures that any vertex is
t-reachable from any initial distribution of the pebbles. A
path of graphs is a path in which every vertex is replaced
by a graph, and new vertices replacing old adjacent vertices
are joined by edges. We determine the t-pebbling number
of a path of complete graphs. This provides an example of
a graph family whose t-pebbling number is the maximum
of arbitrarily many linear functions in t.
Nandor Sieben
Department of Mathematics
Northern Arizona University
nandor.sieben@nau.edu
MS19
Extremal Graphs for the Tutte Polynomial
A graph transformation called the compression of a graph
G is known to decrease the number of spanning trees, the
all-terminal reliability, and the magnitude of the coeﬃcients of the chromatic polynomial of a graph G. All of
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these graph parameters can be derived from the Tutte polynomial of G. We determine more generally compressions
eﬀect on the Tutte polynomial, recovering the previous results and obtaining similar results for a wide variety of
other graph parameters derived from the Tutte polynomial.
Since any simple connected graph can be transformed into
a connected threshold graph via a series of compressions,
this gives that threshold graphs are extremal simple graphs
for all of the parameters considered.
Nathan Kahl
Seton Hall University
nathan.kahl@shu.edu
MS19
A Structural Result for H-Critical Graphs
Suppose G and H are simple 3-connected graphs and G
has a proper H-minor. We say G is H-critical if removal
of any edge either destroys 3-connectivity or the H-minor.
We present a splitter-type theorem for H-critical graphs.
We prove that if G is an H-critical graph and H �= W3 , then
one of three possibilities must occur: G/f is H-critical for
some edge f ; G/f \e is H-critical for some pair of edges e, f
incident to a vertex of degree 3; or G − w is H-critical for
some degree 3 vertex w. Moreover, if G is H-critical, then
|E(G)| ≤ |E(H)| + 3[|V (G|) − |V (H)|].
If H is the prism graph, then by Dirac’s 1963 result characterizing the class of graphs with no prism minor, minimally
3-connected graphs are prism-critical graphs with two exceptions: Wn−1 for n ≥ 4 and K3,n−3 for n ≥ 6. Thus
H-critical graphs may be viewed as a generalization of minimally 3-connected graphs, except that H is an arbitrary
3-connected graph and possibly highly connected. Finally,
Halin proved that if G is a minimally 3-connected graph
with n ≥ 8 vertices, then |E(G)| ≤ 3n − 10, with the exception of K3,n−3 whose size is 3n − 9. We enhance Halin’s
result by identifying precisely the minimally 3-connected
graphs of size 3n − 10.
Joao Paulo Costalonga
Federal University of Espı́rito Santo State - Vitória
Brazil
joaocostalonga@gmail.com
Sandra Kingan
Brooklyn College, City University of New York
skingan@brooklyn.cuny.edu
MS19
Balanced and Unbalanced Split Graphs

atrenk@wellesley.edu
MS19
Complexity of Ck -Coloring in Hereditary Classes of
Graphs
For a graph F , a graph G is F -free if it does not contain an
induced subgraph isomorphic to F . For two graphs G and
H, an H-coloring of G is a mapping f : V (G) → V (H) such
that for every edge uv ∈ E(G) it holds that f (u)f (v) ∈
E(H). We are interested in the complexity of the problem
H-coloring, which asks for the existence of an H-coloring
of an input graph G. In particular, we consider H-coloring
of F -free graphs, where F is a ﬁxed graph and H is an
odd cycle of length at least 5. This problem is closely
related to the well known open problem of determining the
complexity of 3-coloring of Pt -free graphs. We show that
for every odd k ≥ 5 the Ck -coloring problem, even in the
list variant, can be solved in polynomial time in P9 -free
graphs. The algorithm extends for the case of list version
of Ck -coloring, where k is an even number of length at least
10. On the other hand, we prove that if some component
of F is not a subgraph of a subdividecd claw, then the
following problems are NP-complete in F -free graphs:
1. extension version of Ck -coloring for every odd k ≥ 5,
2. list version of Ck -coloring for every even k ≥ 6.
Maria Chudnovsky
Princeton University
mchudnov@math.princeton.edu
Shenwei Huang
Nankai University
shenweihuang@nankai.edu.cn
Pawel Rzazewski
Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
p.rzazewski@mini.pw.edu.pl
Sophie Spirkl
University of Waterloo
sophie.spirkl@uwaterloo.ca
Mingxian Zhong
Lehman College, CUNY
mingxian.zhong@lehman.cuny.edu
MS20
Cycle-Free Subgraphs of Random Hypergraphs

A graph is a split graph if its vertex set can be partitioned
into a clique and an independent set. A split graph is
unbalanced if there exist two such partitions that are distinct, and balanced otherwise. We discuss a variety of results about balanced and unbalanced split graphs, including showing that these classes can be recognized by their
degree sequences and that all threshold graphs are unbalanced split graphs.

r
denote the random r-uniform n-vertex hyperLet Hn,p
graph obtained by including each edge independently and
with probability p. If F is a family of r-uniform hyperr
, F) denote the size of a largest Fgraphs, we let ex(Hn,p
r
. In this talk we study this function
free subgraph of Hn,p
when F is a family of hypergraph cycles, with a particular
emphasis on the case when F is the set of all Berge cycles
of length at most �.

Karen L. Collins
Wesleyan University
kcollins@wesleyan.edu

Jiaxi Nie, Sam Spiro
UC San Diego
jin019@ucsd.edu, sspiro@ucsd.edu

Ann N. Trenk
Wellesley College
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jverstra@math.ucsd.edu

for which A-paths of length L mod M satisfy the Erdos-Psa
property, and also some related results on cycles.

MS20
Generalized Graph Saturation Problems

Youngho Yoo
Georgia Institute of Technology
yyoo41@gatech.edu

The generalized saturation problem asks for the minimum
number of copies of H in an n-vertex F -saturated graph.
This function was recently introduced by Kritschgau,
Methuku, Tait, and the speaker. It has led to some interesting new results including a generalized version of the
Erdos-Hajnal-Moon Theorem proved by Chakraborti and
Loh in 2019. In this talk we will discuss this, and related
results, with an emphasis on counting bipartite graphs in
Kr -saturated graphs.
Craig Timmons
California State University Sacramento
craig.timmons@csus.edu
MS21
Weighted Separators in Graphs with Sublinear
Separators
Consider a graph G from a hereditary class with sublinear
separators. If we assign weights to its vertices, it is not
necessarily true that there exists a balanced separator of
small weight (e.g., if a large fraction of the weight is placed
on a universal vertex). We show this is essentially the
only obstruction: For any k, a balanced separator whose
weight is at most � fraction of the sum of all weights exists
after removal of fk (�) log log . . . log |V (G)| vertices, where
the logarithm is iterated k times.
Zdenek Dvorak
Computer Science Institute
Charles University, Prague
rakdver@iuuk.mﬀ.cuni.cz
MS21
Edge-Coloring Complex
Given a 3-colorable graph X, the 3-coloring complex B(X)
is the graph whose vertices are all the independent sets
which occur as color classes in some 3-coloring of X. Two
color classes C, D ∈ V (B(X)) are joined by an edge if C
and D appear together in a 3-coloring of X. The graph
B(X) is 3-colorable. Graphs for which B(B(X)) is isomorphic to X are termed reﬂexive graphs. In this talk, we
consider 3-edge-colorings of cubic graphs for which we allow half-edges. Then we consider the 3-coloring complexes
of their line graphs. The main result is a surprising outcome that the line graph of any connected cubic trianglefree outerplanar graph is reﬂexive. We also exhibit some
other interesting classes of reﬂexive line graphs.
Bojan Mohar, Nathan Singer
Simon Fraser University
mohar@sfu.ca, nsinger@sfu.ca
MS21
Packing A-Paths and Cycles with Modularity Constraints
We study the approximate packing-covering duality, known
as the Erdos-Psa property, of various families of paths and
cycles with modularity constraints. By reﬁning parts of the
graph minor theory to undirected group-labelled graphs,
we obtain a characterization of the integer pairs L and M

Robin Thomas
Georgia Tech
thomas@math.gatech.edu
MS21
The Extremal Function for K10 Minors
For positive integers t and n, the maximum number of
edges that an n-vertex graph with no Kt minor can have
is known as the extremal function for Kt minors. In 1968,
Mader proved that for every integer t = 1, 2, ..., 7, a graph
+ 1 edges
on n ≥ t vertices and at least (t − 2)n − t−1
2
has a Kt minor. Jørgensen showed that a graph on n ≥ 8
vertices and at least 6n − 20 edges either has a K8 minor
or is isomorphic to a graph obtained from disjoint copies of
K2,2,2,2,2 by identifying cliques of size 5. Song and Thomas
further generalized the results for K9 minors. These known
extremal functions for Kt minors have been important for
proving several results related to Hadwiger’s conjecture for
small clique minors. In this talk, I will discuss our work on
the extremal function for K10 minors.
Dantong Zhu
Georgia Institute of Technology
dzhu37@gatech.edu
Robin Thomas
Georgia Tech
thomas@math.gatech.edu
Xingxing Yu
School of Mathematics
Georgia Tech
yu@math.gatech.edu
MS22
More Eﬃcient Graph Distinguishing
A coloring of a graph with colors from {1, 2, . . . , d} is said
to be d-distinguishing if no nontrivial automorphism preserves the color classes. The distinguishing number of a
graph is the smallest d for which it has a d-distinguishing
coloring. One way to consider the cost of such a distinguishing coloring, if the original vertices are blue, is the
minimum number of vertices that need to be re-colored to
achieve a d-distinguishing coloring. Often, minimizing the
number of colors used to distinguish G increases the cost
of the distinguishing. We’ll look at these deﬁnitions, and
a new one, and examples, in order to ﬁnd a more eﬃcient
way to distinguish a graph.
Debra L. Boutin
Hamilton College
dboutin@hamilton.edu
MS22
The Distinguishing
Graphs

Number

of

Orthogonality

A graph G is said to be d -distinguishable if there is a labeling of the vertices with d labels so that only the trivial
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automorphism preserves the labels. The smallest such d
is the distinguishing number, Dist(G). A set of vertices
S ⊆ V (G) is a determining set for G if every automorphism of G is uniquely determined by its action on S. The
size of a smallest determining set for G is called the determining number, Det((G). The orthogonality graph Ω2k
has vertices which are bitstrings of length 2k with an edge
between two vertices if they diﬀer in precisely
  k bits. We
≥ 2k, then
show that Det(Ω2k ) = 22k−1 and that if m
2
2 < Dist(Ω2k ) ≤ m.
Sally Cockburn, Debra L. Boutin
Hamilton College
scockbur@hamilton.edu, dboutin@hamilton.edu

MS22
Switchable 2-Colouring is Polynomial
A (m, n)-mixed graph is a mixed graph whose edge set is
partitioned into m colours, and whose arc set is partitioned
into n colours. Let G be a (m, n)-mixed graph, Γ be a
permutation group acting on the colours of G, and π ∈ Γ be
a permutation. We deﬁne switching a vertex v with respect
to π as applying π on the colour of each edge incident to v
and on the colour and direction of each arc incident to v.
Given an (m, n)-mixed graph G, we study of the question
“Is there a sequence of switchings so that the resulting
(m, n)-mixed graph admits a homomorphism to a 2-vertex
target?” We show that this problem is polynomial for all
Γ.
Arnott Kidner
University of Victoria
akidner@uvic.ca

MS22
Cycles in Color-Critical Graphs
Tuza [1992] proved that a graph with no cycles of length
congruent to 1 modulo k is k-colorable. We prove that if
a graph G has an edge e such that G − e is k-colorable
and G
 is not, then for 2 ≤ r ≤ k, the edge e lies in at
of length 1 mod r in G, and G − e
least r−1
i=1 (k − i) cycles

contains at least 12 r−1
i=1 (k − i) cycles of length 0 mod r. A
(k, d)-coloring of G is a homomorphism from G to the graph
Kk:d with vertex set Zk deﬁned by making i and j adjacent
if d ≤ j − i ≤ k − d. When k and d are relatively prime,
deﬁne s by sd ≡ 1 mod k. A result of Zhu [2002] implies
that G is (k, d)-colorable when G has no cycle C with length
congruent to is modulo k for any i ∈ {1, . . . , 2d − 1}. In
fact, only d classes need be excluded: we prove that if
G − e is (k, d)-colorable and G is not, then e lies in at least
one cycle with length congruent to is mod k for some i
in {1, . . . , d}. Furthermore, if this does not occur with
i ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, then e lies in at least two cycles with
length 1 mod k and G − e contains a cycle of length 0
mod k.
Benjamin Moore
University of Waterloo
brmoore@uwaterloo.ca
Douglas B. West
Zhejiang Normal University and University of Illinois
Departments of Mathematics
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Mathematics
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MS23
Enumerative Nordhaus-Gaddum Inequalities
Nordhaus and Gaddum proved the following inequalities
that give upper and lower bounds on the sum and product
of the chromatic number of a graph and its complement.
√
2 n ≤ χ(G)+χ(G) ≤ n+1

and

n ≤ χ(G)χ(G) ≤

(n + 1)2
.
4

Inspired by these results, Nordhaus-Gaddum inequalities
have been studied for many other graph invariants. Recently, Wagner gave a lower bound on the sum of the number of dominating sets in a graph on its complement. In
this talk, we discuss some related results and their connections to well-known areas of study in graph theory.
Deepak Bal
Montclair State University, USA
bald@montclair.edu
Jonathan Cutler
Montclair State University
jonathan.cutler@montclair.edu
MS23
New Results and Open Problems in (t, R) Broadcast Domination
Domination theory is a subﬁeld within graph theory that
aims to describe subsets of the vertices of a graph which
satisfy certain distance properties. The original domination problem asked one to ﬁnd subsets of the vertices of
a graph (with minimal cardinality) so that every vertex
in the graph was either in the set or adjacent to a vertex
in the set. Since its development, thousands of papers on
domination theory and its many variants have appeared
in the literature. We focus our study on (t, r) broadcast
domination, a variant with a connection to the placement
of cell-phone towers, where some vertices send out a signal to nearby vertices (with the signal decaying linearly
along edges according to distance), and where all vertices
must receive a minimum predetermined amount of this signal. The overall goal is to minimize the number of tower
vertices needed to have all vertices receive the appropriate
amount of signal reception. We summarize our past work
and present a variety of open problems in this ﬁeld.
Pamela E. Harris
Williams College
Williamstown, MA
peh2@williams.edu
MS23
Bounding the K-Rainbow Total Domination Number
A k-rainbow dominating function of a graph G is the
following: a function f which assigns a subset of [k] =
{1, 2, . . . , k} to each vertex of G, such that if a vertex v
is assigned the empty set, then the values assigned to v’s
neighbors union to [k]. A k-rainbow total dominating function is a function f which satisﬁes the following additional
condition: if a vertex is assigned a singleton set {i} then
for some neighbor u,
 we have i ∈ f (u). In either case,
the weight of f is
v∈V (G) |f (v)|. For a graph G, the
k-rainbow domination number is deﬁned as the minimum
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weight k-rainbow dominating function for G, and the krainbow total domination number is deﬁned as the minimum weight k-rainbow total dominating function for G.
We present bounds on the rainbow total domination number in terms of the usual domination number, the total
domination number, the rainbow domination number and
the rainbow total domination number. One of the main
results lower bounds the rainbow total domination number
in terms of the usual domination number, generalizing a
result of Goddard and Henning (2018). Along with a number of partial results, we present questions and conjectures,
including a Vizing-like conjecture about graph products for
the rainbow total domination number.

lidicky@iastate.edu

Kerry Ojakian
Bronx Community College
kerry.ojakian@bcc.cuny.edu

Rachel Kirsch
Iowa State University
kirsch@iastate.edu

MS23
Strongly Regular Multigraphs

MS24
Many Cliques in Bounded-Degree Hypergraphs
In the past few years there has been substantial progress
in the general area of extremal enumeration problems: determining the maximum or minimum number of substructures of a certain type in a graph or hypergraph satisfying
certain conditions. In this talk I will discuss the recent
resolution of some graph problems concerning cliques in
graphs of bounded degree, and also discuss recent work
about generalizing to hypergraphs.

Jamie Radcliﬀe
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
jamie.radcliﬀe@unl.edu

Strongly regular graphs have a direct connection to structures in algebraic combinatorics. They are deﬁned by 4
parameters, n, k, a, and c where n is the number of nodes,
k is the degree of each node, a is the number of common
neighbors for every adjacent pair of nodes, and c is the
number of common neighbors for every nonadjacent pair of
nodes. A multigraph is a graph that has no self-loops, but
may have multiple edges and is formally deﬁned by specifying a graph G and assigning a multiplicity to each edge
of G. We examine underlying strongly regular multigraphs
in order to further clarify their properties, speciﬁcally with
regard to combinatorial conﬁgurations. This is joint work
with Leah H. Meissner.

MS24
Super-Pancyclic Hypergraphs

Leah Meissner, John Saccoman
Seton Hall University
lhmeissner@sbcglobal.net, john.saccoman2@shu.edu

Mikhail Lavrov
Kennesaw State University
mlavrov@kennesaw.edu

MS24

Ruth Luo
UC San Diego
ruthluo2@illinois.edu

Maximum Number of Almost Similar Triangles in
the Plane
A triangle T  is ε-similar to another triangle T if their
angles pairwise diﬀer by at most ε. Given a triangle T ,
ε > 0 and n ∈ N, Brny and Fredi asked to determine the
maximum number of triangles h(n, T, ε) being ε-similar to
T in a planar point set of size n. We show that for almost all triangles T there exists ε = ε(T ) > 0 such that
h(n, T, ε) = n3 /24(1 + o(1)). Exploring connections to hypergraph Turán problems, we use ﬂag algebras and stability techniques for the proof.
Jozsef Balogh
University of Illinois
jobal@math.uiuc.edu
Felix C. Clemen
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
fclemen2@illinois.edu
Bernard Lidicky
Iowa State University, Ames, IA

We say a hypergraph H is super-pancyclic if for every set of
vertices A, there exists a Berge cycle of H whose base vertices are exactly the vertices in A. In this talk, we give necessary conditions for a hypergraph to be super-pancyclic
and also prove that these conditions are suﬃcient in certain classes of hypergraphs. We will also discuss related
problems for ﬁnding Berge cycles in hypergraphs.
Zoltan Furedi
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
z-furedi@math.uiuc.edu

Alexandr Kostochka, Dara Zirlin
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
kostochk@math.uiuc.edu, zirlin2@illinois.edu
MS24
Low Diameter Monochromatic Covers of Complete
Multipartite Graphs
Deﬁne the tree cover number, tcr (G), of a graph G to
be the minimum number such that for any r coloring of
E(G) there exists tcr (G) connected monochromatic components covering all vertices. Ryser’s conjecture relates
this value to the independence number of G, stating that
tcr (G) ≤ (r − 1)α(G). In this talk, we consider a strengthening of this conjecture that requires the monochromatic
components to be not only connected, but also of bounded
diameter. We deﬁne a function which maps a graph G to
the smallest value d such that if we consider any r coloring of the edges of our graph we may ﬁnd tcr (G), the tree
cover number, monochromatic components, which are not
necessarily trees, each of diameter at most d covering all
vertices. Restricting ourselves to 2 colors, we completely
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classify the function for complete tripartite graphs, showing that it evaluates to 2, except for a few graphs on a
small number of vertices, where it evaluates to 3. We also
provide some results towards a classiﬁcation of the function for complete multi-partite graphs where each part has
a ﬁxed size, but the number of parts tends towards inﬁnity.
Connor Mates
University of Colorado Denver
connor.mattes@ucdenver.edu
Sean English, Grace McCourt
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
senglish@illinois.edu, mccourt4@illinois.edu
Michael Phillips
University of Colorado Denver
michael.2.phillips@ucdenver.edu
MS26
Representation of Antimatroids by Convex Shapes
Antimatroid is known as a formal set system based on
the anti-exchange axiom. Among many applications is the
modeling the state of human knowledge, discussed in recent
article by H. Yoshikawa, H. Hirai and K. Makino [Journal
of Mathematical Psychology, 2016]. A typical approach to
study antimatroids is to consider a closure system formed
by complements of feasible sets of antimatroid. Such closure systems are known as convex geometries. There was a
considerable progress in understanding a ﬁnite antimatroid
through an associated convex geometry by representing the
latter using convex shapes in Euclidean space as elements
of the base set and a version of the convex closure as a
closure operator. The goal of such representation was to
use geometry of some low dimensional spaces. In this talk
we give a survey of recent results about representations of
ﬁnite antimatroids or convex geometries of small convex
dimension, including results of the author with M. Bolat
[Discrete Mathematics, 2019] and G. Gjonbalaj [Algebra
Universalis, 2019]. Other related results were reported by
G. Czdli, L.L. Stach, . Kurusa, M. Richter, L.G.Rogers and
J. Kincses.
Kira Adaricheva
Hofstra University
kira.adaricheva@hofstra.edu
MS26
A ”Challenging Question” of Bjorner from 1976:
Every Inﬁnite Geometric Lattice of Finite Rank
Has a Matching
It is proven that every geometric lattice of ﬁnite rank
greater than 1 has a matching between the points and hyperplanes. This answers a question of Plya Prize-winner
Anders Bjrner from the 1981 Banﬀ Conference on Ordered
Sets, which he raised as a “challenging question’ in 1976.
Jonathan D. Farley
Morgan State University
lattice.theory@gmail.com
MS26
Designing Graph-Based Codes for Window Decoding
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are a class of linear
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codes deﬁned by sparse parity-check matrices and have corresponding sparse bipartite graph representations. They
have been shown to be capacity-achieving over many channels using low complexity graph-based iterative decoders.
Spatially-coupled LDPC (SC-LDPC) codes are a special
class of codes whose repetitive graph structure makes them
amenable to window decoding, in which the nodes are decoded in groups from one end to the other. This type of
decoding is useful for applications such as data streaming.
In this talk we show how to make the subgraph seen by
the window decoder have desirable distance properties and
compare these to the properties of the overall code.
Allison Beemer
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
beemera@uwec.edu
Christine A. Kelley, Emily McMillon
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
ckelley2@math.unl.edu, emily.mcmillon@huskers.unl.edu
MS26
Chains in Geometric Lattices
In constructing examples, it is often useful to view lattices
as join semilattices generated by ordered sets. We discuss
methods of testing lattice properties, such as semidistributivity and semimodularity. In particular, we consider various versions of the Exchange Property.
Kira Adaricheva
Hofstra University
kira.adaricheva@hofstra.edu
Ralph Freese, James B. Nation
University of Hawaii
ralph@math.hawaii.edu, jb@math.hawaii.edu
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IP1
Opening Remarks and Presentation: Mixed Integer Bilevel Optimization
In bilevel optimization there are two decision makers, commonly denoted as the leader and the follower. Decisions are
made in a hierarchical manner: the leader makes the ﬁrst
move, and then the follower reacts optimally to the leaders
action. It is assumed that the leader can anticipate the
decisions of the follower, hence the leader’s optimization
task is a nested optimization problem that takes into consideration the followers response. In this talk we focus on
branch-and-cut algorithms for dealing with mixed-integer
bilevel linear programs (MIBLPs). We focus on a subfamily of MIBLPs in which the leader and the follower share
a set of items, and the leader can select some of the items
to inhibit their usage by the follower. Interdiction Problems, Blocker Problems, and Critical Node/Edge Detection
Problems are some examples of optimization problems that
satisfy these conditions. We show how modeling of these
problems as two-player Stackelberg games leads to integer programming formulations in the natural space of the
variables. We also demonstrate how solving these problems
using branch-and-cut algorithms often outperforms stateof-the-art methods from literature.
Ivana Ljubic
University of Vienna
ljubic@essec.edu
IP2
Local Minima, Stable Sets, and Sums of Squares
We characterize the complexity of ﬁnding a local minimizer
of a polynomial optimization problem as a function of the
degrees of its deﬁning polynomials. The talk will highlight
the following two results: (1) Unless P=NP, there cannot
be a polynomial-time algorithm that ﬁnds a point within
Euclidean distance cn (for any constant c ≥ 0) of a local minimizer of an n-variate quadratic polynomial over a
polytope. This result (even with c = 0) settles a question
that had remained open since 1992. (2) A local minimizer
of a cubic polynomial can be eﬃciently found by solving
semideﬁnite programs of size linear in the number of variables. (This, as we show, stands in contrast to the fact
that the seemingly easier task of ﬁnding a critical point
of a cubic polynomial is strongly NP-hard.) The proofs
of statements (1) and (2) revolve around the concepts of
“stable sets’ from graph theory and “sum of squares polynomials’ from algebra. In the ﬁnal part of the talk, we
connect these two notions by giving an algebraic characterization of “perfect graphs’ (i.e., graphs in which the size of
the largest stable set of every induced subgraph equals the
chromatic number of the complement of that subgraph).
We show that a graph is perfect if and only if certain nonnegative polynomials associated with the graph are sums of
squares. Joint work with Jeﬀrey Zhang (CMU) and Cemil
Dibek (Princeton).
Amir Ali Ahmadi
Princeton University
aaa@princeton.edu
IP3
Polynomial Optimization and Optimal Control
The moment-sum-of-squares hierarchy allows to solve globally nonconvex optimization problems with polynomial
data at the price of solving a family of convex relaxations of
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increasing size, typically semideﬁnite programming problems. The propose of the talk is to explain how this approach can be extended to polynomial optimal control,
what are the convergence guarantees of the hierarchy in
this case, and how optimal trajectories can be approximated from the solutions of the convex relaxations.
Didier Henrion
LAAS-CNRS, University of Toulouse, France
and Czech Technical University in Prague, Czechia
henrion@laas.fr
IP4
Kronecker-Factored BFGS and L-BFGS Methods
for Deep Learning
Solving deep learning problems eﬃciently and eﬀectively
requires specialized optimization algorithms. Due to the
enormous amounts of data used to train deep neural network (DNN) models and the huge numbers of model parameters that need to be learned by minimizing a suitable
loss function, stochastic ﬁrst-order methods are usually relied upon. In this talk we present, what we believe to
be, the ﬁrst practical quasi-Newton method for training
DNNs. Because computing and storing a full BFGS or a
limited-memory L-BFGS approximation is impractical, we
approximate the Hessian by a block-diagonal matrix, and
use the structure of the gradient and Hessian to further
approximate these blocks, each of which corresponds to a
layer, as the Kronecker product of two much smaller matrices, analogous to the approach in KFAC for approximating
the Fisher matrix in a stochastic natural gradient method.
Also, due to the indeﬁnite and volatile nature of the Hessian with respect to changes in the parameters of a DNN,
we propose a damping approach to keep the BFGS and
L-BFGS approximations positive deﬁnite and to control
the size of the changes in them. In tests on autoencoder
feed-forward and convolutional DNN models, our methods
outperformed KFAC and were competitive with state-ofthe-art ﬁrst-order stochastic methods.
Donald Goldfarb
Columbia University
goldfarb@columbia.edu
IP5
Weighted Linear Matroid Parity
Matching and matroid intersection are two primary frameworks of combinatorial optimization problems that admit
polynomial-time algorithms. As a common generalization
of these two frameworks, the matroid parity (or matroid
matching) problem was introduced in the 70s. This framework is so general that it requires in the worst case an
exponential number of independence oracle calls. Nevertheless, Lovsz (1980) showed that this problem admits a
min-max formula and a polynomial-time algorithm for linearly represented matroids. Since then eﬃcient algorithms
have been developed for the linear matroid parity problem,
which ﬁnds applications in various ﬁelds including electric
circuit analysis, combinatorial rigidity theory, and topological graph theory. Recently, the weighted version of the
linear matroid parity problem turned out to be solvable in
polynomial time. The algorithm builds on a polynomial
matrix formulation using Pfaﬃan and adopts a primaldual approach based on the augmenting path algorithm of
Gabow and Stallmann (1986) for the unweighted problem.
In contrast to the weighted matching and matroid intersection, the algorithm does not rely on polyhedral description.
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This talk provides an overview of matroid parity, putting
emphasis on the weighted linear matroid parity algorithm
and its applications.
Satoru Iwata
University of Tokyo
iwata@mist.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp
IP6
Tailored Discrete Concepts in PDE Constrained
Optimization
Optimization problems with PDE constraints inherit a lot
of structure introduced by the governing PDE. The talk
addresses discrete concepts which are aligned to this structure while introducing as less as possible, but as much
as necessary degrees of freedom on the discrete level to
guarantee a prescribed quality of the approximation. The
key ingredient to achieve this is the discrete treatment of
the control variable. In addition, tailored numerical solution algorithms are proposed. Many ad-hoc approaches in
PDE constrained optimization use fully discrete schemes
which e.g. lead to over-discretization of the optimization
problem and thus introduce unnecessary degrees of freedom for the optimization problem. This can be avoided
through a sophisticated treatment of the control variable
on the discrete level, whose discrete structure can be controlled through the discretization of the PDE and its adjoint. Our discrete concepts are applicable to the whole
range of modern PDE constrained optimization, including distributed and boundary control problems, sparse optimal control problems, problems with measure controls,
estimation of fully distributed parameters (control in the
coeﬃcients), and also to shape optimization. This will be
illustrated by several numerical examples.
Michael Hinze
Universität Koblenz, Landau
hinze@uni-koblenz.de
SP1
Closing Remarks and Presentation: SIAM Activity
Group on Optimization Best Paper Prize Lecture:
Semideﬁnite Approximations of the Matrix Logarithm
The matrix logarithm, when applied to Hermitian positive
deﬁnite matrices, is concave with respect to the positive
semideﬁnite order. This operator concavity property leads
to numerous concavity and convexity results for other matrix functions, many of which are of importance in quantum
information theory. In this talk we show how to approximate the matrix logarithm with functions that preserve
operator concavity and can be described using the feasible regions of semideﬁnite optimization problems of fairly
small size. Such approximations allow us to use oﬀ-theshelf semideﬁnite optimization solvers for convex optimization problems involving the matrix logarithm and related
functions, such as the quantum relative entropy. The basic ingredients of our approach apply, beyond the matrix
logarithm, to functions that are operator concave and operator monotone. As such, we introduce strategies for constructing semideﬁnite approximations that we expect will
be useful, more generally, for studying the approximation
power of functions with small semideﬁnite representations.
Hamza Fawzi
University of Cambridge
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James Saunderson, James Saunderson
Department of Electrical and Computer Systems
Engineering
Monash University
james.saunderson@monash.edu,
james.saunderson@monash.edu
Pablo A. Parrilo
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
parrilo@MIT.EDU
SP2
SIAM Activity Group on Optimization Early Career Prize Lecture: Optimality in Optimization
I will discuss what it means for a method to be optimal
in optimization and machine learning. When a method
matches a lower bound, does that mean the method is
good? How can we develop lower bounds and optimality
results that are meaningful? Can theoretical results actually direct progress in what we do? While much of this
talk will cover my collaborators’ and my work, as well as
other’s results, parts will be speculative.
John C. Duchi
Stanford University
Departments of Statistics and Electrical Engineering
jduchi@stanford.edu
JP1
Joint Plenary Speaker with the 2021 SIAM Annual Meeting (AN21): Augmented Lagrangians
and Problem Decomposition in Optimization
An important approach to solving large-scale problems in
optimization is decomposing them iteratively into subproblems that are easier to handle numerically. This has long
been associated with exploiting block-separable structure
in the primal variables by way of solving a dual problem
derived from convexity. Without such convexity, problem
decomposition techniques have lacked an adequate platform for development. Augmented Lagrangians in nonlinear programming have been recognized as creating local
convex duality around a locally optimal solution, but in
doing so they thwart decomposition by disrupting separability. Now, however, a path to problem decomposition has
opened up that can utilize augmented Lagrangian methodology even in territory beyond just nonlinear programming.
R. Tyrrell Rockafellar
University of Washington, U.S.
rtr@math.washington.edu
CP1
Inﬁnite-Dimensional Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problems Arising from Energy Markets
Motivated by the current evolution of energy markets, we
investigate Generalized Nash equilibrium problems where
each player look to maximize their proﬁt by exchanging
goods. The time and space evolution of the goods obeys
a partial diﬀerential equation, which enters the game as
a shared constraint for all players. Motivated by possible
economical interpretations of the solution to this game, we
concentrate ourselves to the solution concept of variational
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equilibrium. Under appropriate regularity and convexity
assumptions, such solution also satisﬁes a variational inequality. This enables us to study the existence of a variational equilibrium via this inﬁnite dimensional variational
inequalities. We illustrate the ﬁndings on a stylized gas
market with an oligopoly setup.
Olivier Huber
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
huber@wias-berlin.de
Michael Hintermüller
WIAS Berlin
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
hintermueller@wias-berlin.de
CP1
A Cooperative Game for Optimal Multiuser Power
Control in Satellite Communication
Our research revolves around investigating optimal strategies in satellite communication systems to precisely allocate power among multiuser terminals who share a
frequency-selective Gaussian interference channel. These
terminals are competing for limited radio resources to meet
their respective data rates. A discrete cooperative game
model has been proposed in this study to visualize each
optimal spectrum management strategy in multiuser frequency selective interference channels. The KKT conditions for this model have be analyzed and solved to get
optimal solutions under symmetric conditions. This gives
the optimal control scheme with regards to the direct channel gain and the noise power spectrum density.
Tre’ Jeter
Claﬂin University
tjeter97@gmail.com
Wei Wan
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Claﬂin University
wwan@claﬂin.edu
CP1
Stochastic Bounds in Bilevel Programming
Bilevel programming stems from the seminal work of H.
von Stackelberg in the 30s, and has extensively gained
in popularity in the last thirty years, as it allows to adequately model many real-life situations. More recently,
stochasticity has been considered in bilevel optimization in
order to model situations involving uncertainty. In classical
stochastic optimization, it is common to study bounds to
evaluate the eﬃciency and relevance of a stochastic model,
where the most used ones are the value of the stochastic solution (VSS) and the expected value of perfect information
(EVPI). In this presentation, we show how to adapt the
classic stochastic bounds to the bilevel programming setting. Even more, we propose a new indicator, that we call
the value of shared information (VSI), which captures the
impact of a leader sharing information with the followers.
We provide academic examples showing that the VSI is independent of the EVPI and the VSS, and we present an
application to ridesharing companies (Uber, Lyft) where
the company must decide whether to forecast the demand
or not, and whether to share that information with the
drivers.
Gianfranco Liberona, David Salas, Leonard Von
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Universidad de O’Higgins
gianfranco.liberona@uoh.cl,
leonard.vonniederhausern@uoh.cl

david.salas@uoh.cl,

CP1
Well-Posedness of Deterministic Bilevel Games
Through a General Stochastic Approach
Bilevel games, also known as Stackelberg games and MultiLeader-Follower games, where ﬁst introduced by H. Von
Stackelberg in the 30’s to model hierarchical decision problems. In the last few decades they have attracted the attention of many researchers due to their vast modeling applications and their inherent challenging structure. In this
presentation, we propose a unifying approach for bilevel
games, called the stochastic approach, which solves the ambiguity that arises when optimal responses of followers are
not unique. This model provides a spectrum of alternatives
between the classic optimistic and pessimistic approaches
and includes, to the best of our knowledge, all other approaches already proposed in the literature. We model
how leaders anticipate the followers’ reaction as decisiondependent probability distributions, which we call beliefs.
Several constructions of beliefs and results of existence of
solutions are provided, particularly for bilevel games with
a single follower.
David Salas, Anton Svensson
Universidad de O’Higgins
david.salas@uoh.cl, anton.svensson@uoh.cl
CP1
Multi-Scale Control of Stackelberg Games
We present a linear–quadratic Stackelberg game with a
large number of followers and we also derive the mean ﬁeld
limit of inﬁnitely many followers. The relation between optimization and mean ﬁeld limit is studied and conditions
for consistency are established. Finally, we propose a numerical method based on the derived models and present
numerical results.
Anna Thünen, Michael Herty
RWTH Aachen University
thuenen@igpm.rwth-aachen.de,
herty@igpm.rwth-aachen.de
Sonja Steﬀensen
RWTH Aachen
steﬀensen@igpm.rwth-aachen.de
CP1
Cooperative Game for Optimal Multiuser Power
Control in Satellite Communication
Our research investigates optimal control strategies for
satellite communication systems to allocate power among
competing user terminals who share a multiuser frequency
selective interference channel, and would be competing for
limited radio resources to meet their selﬁsh data rates.
This class of optimal power resource allocation problems
for a satellite transponder power subsystem is classiﬁed as
a weighted sum gain optimization problem, so a discrete
cooperative game model has been set up to study optimal power control strategies for transponders. The KKT
condition for the game model has be analyzed and solved
analytically to get optimal solutions under symmetric con-
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ditions, which gives the optimal power control scheme in
terms of the channel gain and the power noise ratio.
Wei Wan
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Claﬂin University
wwan@claﬂin.edu
Tre’ Jeter
Claﬂin University
tjeter97@gmail.com
CP2
Distributionally Robust Expected Residual Minimization for Stochastic Variational Inequalities
The stochastic variational inequality problem (SVIP) is an
equilibrium model which involves random variables and has
been widely used in economics, engineering, and others.
The expected residual minimization (ERM) is known as
one of models to get a reasonable solution to SVIP, and its
objective function is an expected value of a suitable merit
function for the SVIP. However, the ERM is restricted to
the case where the distribution is already known. We extend the ERM so that robust solutions can be obtained
for the SVIP with uncertainty distribution (we call the extended one DR-ERM), where the worst case distribution
is taken from a set which consists of probability measures
whose expected value and variance take the same sample
mean and variance, respectively. Under suitable assumptions, we show that the DR-ERM can be reformulated as a
deterministic convex nonlinear semideﬁnite programming.
Atsushi Hori, Yuya Yamakawa, Nobuo Yamashita
Kyoto University
hori@amp.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp,
yuya@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp,
nobuo@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
CP2
Discrete-Continuous Robust Optimization Requiring Only Inexact Worst-Case Evaluations
Currently, there are few approaches available for general
nonlinear robust optimization, which typically require restrictive assumptions on the adversarial problem or do not
guarantee robust protection. We present an algorithm that
combines outer approximation and a bundle method and
which is applicable to convex mixed-integer nonlinear robust optimization problems requiring only inexact worstcase evaluations. In particular, our method does not rely
on a speciﬁc structure of the adversarial problem and allows it to be nonconvex. As robust protection requires
a global solution of the adversarial problem, it is a main
challenge in such a general nonlinear setting. Our method
requires these evaluations only up to a certain precision.
For example, approximating a nonconvex adversarial problem via piecewise linearization and solving the resulting
problem up to any requested error, the required assumptions are met. We model a robust optimization problem by
a nonsmooth mixed-integer nonlinear problem and tackle
it by an outer approximation approach that requires only
inexact function values and subgradients. For the arising nonlinear subproblems, we present an adaptive bundle
method. We prove its convergence to approximate critical points and, as a consequence, ﬁnite convergence of the
outer approximation method. As an application, we study
the gas transport problem under uncertainties on realistic
instances and provide computational results showing the
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eﬃciency of the method.
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CP2
Robust Shape Optimization of An Electric Motor
with Reduced Order Models
We examine the optimization of an asynchronous electrical machine. Our goal is to ﬁnd the optimal width and
height of conductive bars, located in the machines rotor,
such that the joule losses in these bars are minimized while
a given torque is preserved. The state of the machine can
be described by the magnetoquasistatic approximation of
Maxwell’s equations coupled with circuit equations describing the windings in the stator and the bar network in the
rotor. This leads to a system of partial diﬀerential algebraic
equations (PDAE). On the startup of the machine, huge
forces are acting on the openings of the rotor bar slots and
can deform them. Therefore we treat the opening widths
as uncertain and address these uncertainties with a worstcase approach. This approach leads to a bi-level structured
problem which is diﬃcult to treat numerically. We therefore employ a strategy utilizing a quadratic approximation
of the robust formulation as a surrogate model combined
with an adaptive strategy to control the introduced error.
Since the discretization of the PDAE system leads to a
system with a huge amount of degrees of freedom, we use
model order reduction techniques in the form of the proper
orthogonal decomposition to reduce the systems complexity. Numerical results are presented.
Björn Polenz
TU Darmstadt
polenz@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
CP2
Maximal Uncertainty Sets in Robust Optimization
The radius of robust feasibility (RRF) determines a value
for the maximal ”size” of the uncertainty set such that
robust feasibility of the considered uncertain optimization
problem can be guaranteed. In this talk, we focus on the
RRF for mixed-integer problems (MIPs) whereas the corresponding literature focuses on continuous optimization
problems. We ﬁrst analyze relations between the RRF of a
MIP and its continuous linear (LP) relaxation and derive
conditions under which a MIP and its LP relaxation have
the same RRF. In contrast to the setting commonly used
in the literature, we then consider a potentially diﬀerent
uncertainty set for every constraint that is not necessarily full-dimensional. Thus, we extend the RRF to include
”safe” variables and constraints, i.e., uncertainties do not
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aﬀect certain variables or constraints. This allows for the
RRF to be applied to a large variety of optimization problems and uncertainty sets. It further makes it possible to
compute a ”most robust” solution with respect to the size
of the uncertainty set such that the costs for integrating
data uncertainties stay within an a priori deﬁned budget.
We then present ﬁrst methods for computing the RRF of
LPs as well as of MIPs with safe variables and constraints.
We ﬁnally show that the new methodologies can be successfully applied to instances in the MIPLIB for computing the
RRF.
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ized variational duality for DRO, reformulating the inner
moment problem into the dual program that searches for
RKHS functions. Furthermore, we provide ﬁnite-sample
performance guarantees of our method by leveraging convergence rate for empirical kernel mean embedding. Finally, We study the function approximation aspect of DRO,
by comparing the Moreau-Yosida regularization, used in
Wasserstein DRO, and kernel-based function approximation. Our analysis highlights the roles that function approximation plays in enforcing distributional robustness,
especially when used with loss functions involve complex
function classes.
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CP2
ALSO-X and ALSO-X+: Better Convex Approximations for Chance Constrained Programs
Chance constrained programs (CCPs) are generic frameworks for decision-making under uncertain constraints.
The objective of a CCP is to ﬁnd the best decision that
violates the uncertainty constraints within the prespeciﬁed
risk level. A CCP is often nonconvex and is diﬃcult to
solve to optimality. This paper studies and generalizes the
ALSO-X, originally proposed by Ahmed, Luedtke, SOng,
and Xie (2017), for solving a CCP. We ﬁrst show that the
ALSO-X resembles a bilevel optimization, where the upperlevel problem is to ﬁnd the best objective function value
and enforce the feasibility of a CCP for a given decision
from the lower-level problem, and the lower-level problem is
to minimize the expectation of constraint violations subject
to the upper bound of the objective function value provided
by the upper-level problem. This interpretation motivates
us to prove that when uncertain constraints are convex
in the decision variables, ALSO-X always outperforms the
CVaR approximation. We further show (i) suﬃcient conditions under which ALSO-X can recover an optimal solution
to a CCP; (ii) an equivalent bilinear programming formulation of a CCP, inspiring us to enhance ALSO-X with a
convergent alternating minimization method (ALSO-X+);
(iii) extensions of ALSO-X and ALSO-X+ to solve distributionally robust chance constrained programs (DRCCPs)
under Wasserstein ambiguity set. Our numerical study
demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the proposed methods.
Weijun Xie, Nan Jiang
Virginia Tech
wxie@vt.edu, jnan97@vt.edu
CP2
On Distributionally Robust Optimization using Integral Probability Metrics and Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Spaces
We study distributionally robust optimization (DRO) using the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) and integral probability metrics (IPM), of which the type-1 Wasserstein distance is a special instance. We use RKHSs to construct a wide range of ambiguity sets, which can be viewed
as generalizing ﬁnite-order moment bounds to inﬁnite orders. This perspective uniﬁes multiple existing robust and
stochastic optimization methods. We prove the general-
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CP3
Automatically Extracting Diﬀerential Equations
from Data with Sparse Regression Techniques
As data-centric engineering continues to expand and we
proceed to collect, store, and manipulate data in more proliﬁc quantities, the ability to automatically extract governing equations from this information remains a crucial
challenge in the ﬁelds of data science and engineering.
Currently, engineers construct generalized linear models
manually to identify, expand, and forecast these systems
over time; a process better known as system identiﬁcation.
With this process, the only assumption is that just a few
essential terms regulate the dynamics of the model’s underlying structure, which holds for many physical systems
(Brunton et al., 2016). Therefore, we represent the equations using a sparse functional basis. Here, we aim to develop a method to determine equations automatically since
these data sets are often otherwise intractable. We thus
employ several optimization techniques to perform system
identiﬁcation by extracting a sparse solution for these dynamic equations to visualize and interpret the data accurately. In this work, we outline our Automatic Sparse Regression (TAPER) algorithm, which provides an iterative
process that implements various statistical learning methods to extract governing equations from data. The TAPER algorithm develops a fully automated process for the
identiﬁcation of the Lorenz chaotic system with a precision
that oﬀers advancement to state-of-the-art semi-automated
methods by at least one order of magnitude (Brunton et
al., 2016).
Kevin Egan, Rui Carvalho
Durham University
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CP3
On a New Shape Derivative Formula for Solving a
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Free Boundary Problem
In this work, we deal with numerical method for the approximation of a class of free boundary problem, which consist in minimizing an appropriate general cost. We show
the existence of the shape derivative of the cost functional
and express it by means of support functions, using the
formulas proposed in [A. Boulkhemair, A. Chakib, On a
shape derivative formula with respect to convex domains,
Journal of Convex Analysis, 21 (2014), n 1, 67-87.] for a
family of convex domains. Then the numerical discretization is performed using the boundary element method in
order to avert the remeshing task required when one use
the ﬁnite element method. Finally, we give some numerical results, based on the gradient method, showing the
eﬃciency of the proposed approach.
Azeddine Sadik
Technics Beni Mellal, Morocco
sadik.ufrnantes@gmail.com
CP3
Numerical Approximation of Optimal Boundary
Control Problems for Hyperbolic Conservation
Laws
We discuss boundary control problems for hyperbolic conservation laws. Since solutions may develop discontinuities
after ﬁnite time and/or some applications require discontinuous boundary data, a consistent numerical approximation of such problems is challenging. In this talk we focus
on the numerical approximation of the adjoint gradient representation for reduced tracking-type objective functionals, which are represented by the reversible solution of a
suitable adjoint equation. To this end we propose consistent numerical approximation of these optimal boundary
control problems for scalar hyperbolic conservation laws,
where we consider conservative ﬁnite diﬀerence schemes
with corresponding sensitivity and adjoint scheme. We introduce convenient characterizations of the solutions for
the adjoint equation in the case of boundary control, which
are suitable to show that the limit of discrete adjoints is in
fact the reversible solution of the adjoint equation. Choosing suitable approximations for the boundary controls, the
convergence of discrete sensitivities to the correct solution
of the sensitivity equation is obtained by a duality relation.
Paloma Schäfer Aguilar
Technical University Darmstadt (Germany)
aguilar@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
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CP3
Inexact Second-Order Adjoint Solves for Inverse
Problems Governed by PDEs
Second-order, Newton-like algorithms exhibit convergence
properties superior to gradient-based or derivative-free optimization algorithms. However, deriving and computing
second-order derivatives needed for the Hessian-vector
product in a Krylov iteration for the Newton step often is
not trivial. Second-order adjoints provide a systematic and
eﬃcient tool to derive second derivative information. In
this talk we show that the eﬃciency of an inexact Newton-
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CG approach to solve inverse problems governed by partial
diﬀerential-based forward models can be improved with inexact Hessian-vector products using approximate secondorder adjoint solves. We show numerical results for an
inverse problem governed by an elliptic PDE, which reveal
that close to the solution of the inverse problem, the tolerance of the second-order adjoint solves can be relaxed,
which leads to reducing the number of inner Krylov iterations.
Radoslav G. Vuchkov
University of California, Merced
rvuchkov@ucmerced.edu
Ekkehard W. Sachs
University of Trier
sachs@uni-trier.de
Noemi Petra
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CP3
Applying PDE Constrained Topology Optimization
Methods to Optimal District Heating Network Design
Being able to integrate a variety of renewable and lowcarbon energy sources, District Heating Networks (DHNs)
are an important driver of the energy transition in the
heating sector. Low network temperatures and ﬂuctuating
characteristics of renewable heat sources make it crucial to
design optimal networks based on an accurate non-linear
representation of the heat transport problem. To cope with
this complexity of modern DHNs, their design and topology is commonly optimized solving a MILP or MINLP with
classic combinatorial optimization methods. To overcome
the loss of detail intrinsic to MILP and the limits on the
problem scale for MINLPs, we present an adjoint gradient
based approach to DHN optimization. This approach is
inspired by well-established methods in the ﬁeld of PDE
constraint topology optimization. We reduce the amount
of optimization variables to the set of design variables by
solving the full nonlinear coupled ﬂow- and heat transfer
problem and computing adjoint gradients. To enforce discrete pipe design, we penalize cost and material properties
of intermediate pipe diameters comparable to e.g. SIMP
and ordered SIMP methods. We discuss the merits and
challenges of applying diﬀerent penalization methods to optimal DHN topology. Optimizing DHN topology requires
to satisfy a big number of additional non-linear constraints.
To maintain the scalability of the adjoint gradient calculation, we integrate this constraints using an Augmented
Lagrangian approach.
Yannick Wack
KU Leuven, Department of MEchanical Engineering,
Celestijnenlaan 300 B-3001 Heverlee (Leuven) Belgium
yannick.wack@kuleuven.be
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CP4
Optimization of Open-Loop Shallow Geothermal
Systems Using the Adjoint Approach
Groundwater temperature directly aﬀects the eﬃciency of
groundwater heat pumps, also known as open-loop shallow
geothermal systems. On the other side, groundwater heat
pumps cause thermal anomalies in the groundwater, which
can reach neighboring systems and deteriorate their operation. Therefore, it is important to optimally position these
systems to avoid negative interactions and maximize overall eﬃciency. Flow and heat transport in porous media
can be used to describe the inﬂuences of open-loop systems numerically. The processes are described with a system of nonlinear coupled PDEs. In addition, source/sink
terms, representing extraction and injection wells, are modeled by non-smooth delta functions. The underlying problem is a PDE-constrained optimization problem including
control (spatial coordinates of wells) and state (groundwater temperature) constraints. In this talk, we introduce
an adjoint-based approach to solve this non-smooth PDEconstrained optimization problem. Dirac delta functions
are approximated with smooth bump functions, which decouples source points from the mesh and enables computation of gradients. Nonlinear state constraints are incorporated using Moreau-Yosida type regularization terms. Spatial and temporal discretization, including meshing strategies, are analyzed as well. The approach is applied on real
case scenarios with diﬀerent numbers of heat pumps.
Smajil Halilovic
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Technical University of Munich
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CP4
A Rigorous Mathematical Method for Optimal Inventory Policies with Backlog Sales
This article is concerned with stochastic inventory control
problems with backlog sales in stockout situations. We
examine an inﬁnite horizon model for piecewise linear concave ordering costs. Unlike ﬁnite horizons, however, inﬁnite horizons lead to a functional equation for the value
function. Such functional equations are solved numerically. Here we give a rigorous theory that explicitly solves
this functional equation. We consider both the scenario in
which an optimal selection can be made among two suppliers, as well as the scenario in which inventory can be
purchased with incremental quantity discounts from a single supplier. We provide conditions that guarantee the
optimality of the standard (s,S) policy. Moreover, when
these conditions fail to hold, we show that an extended
four-parameter policy is optimal.
Md Abu Helal
University of Texas at Dallas
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CP4
Multi-Fidelity Parallel Simulated Annealing Algorithm for Constrained Nuclear Fuel Cycle Optimization
A multi-ﬁdelity parallel simulated annealing algorithm is
proposed for solving a class of constrained combinatorial
optimization problems in the application of design optimization for nuclear reactor cores. Solving these combinatorial problems is diﬃcult due to the high dimensional
design space, the non-smooth objective function and constraints, and, most importantly, expensive objective function and constraint evaluations that involve high-ﬁdelity
reactor simulations. While the existing parallel simulated
annealing algorithm has been applied to solving high dimensional, non-smooth reactor optimization problems, the
application to large scale problems is still hindered by the
expensive objective function. The proposed algorithm aims
to accelerate the optimization process by incorporating the
parallel simulated annealing algorithm into a multi-ﬁdelity
framework, in which a low-ﬁdelity, inexpensive reducedphysics model is used in the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampler to speed up the exploration the feasible set and to
guide the high-ﬁdelity simulations. The low-ﬁdelity model
is adaptively reﬁned in the course of the optimization by
constructing a data-driven correction term using the highﬁdelity simulation data. The combination of the parallel
simulated annealing algorithm and the multi-ﬁdelity modeling framework allows for eﬃcient solution of large scale
reactor core optimization problems and could beneﬁt other
scientiﬁc applications.
Paul Laiu, Benjamin Collins, William Gurecky, David
Kropaczek, Tara Pandya
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CP4
Convergence Analysis of a Real-Time Distributed
Control Algorithm for Radial Power Distribution
Systems
The optimal power ﬂow (OPF) problem optimizes a
network-level objective function subject to the power distribution system’s operating constraints. The large-scale
integration of distributed energy resources (DERs) poses
signiﬁcant computational challenges to traditional OPF
methods due to nonlinear power ﬂow equations and communication delays leading to infeasible intermediate solutions. We present new distributed real-time approaches
that optimize the objective while providing the voltage control and bounding communication delays. The Equivalence
of Network-based Distributed Controller for Optimization
(ENDiCo) algorithm is developed to achieve the networklevel optimal solutions in fewer time steps by exploring
the radial topology of the network based on the equivalence assumption. We present theoretical local and global
convergence guarantees for the ENDiCo control algorithm.
For the nonlinear model, the method of Lagrangian multipliers is used to prove the local convergence of every single
agent at each time step for a speciﬁed range of parameters
where KKT conditions are shown to hold. We further verify convergence numerically for speciﬁc parameter values
within this range that are commonly used in practice. We
also present rates of convergence of the algorithm using a
combination of theoretical and numerical analysis. Finally,
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we prove global convergence for the agent communication
case using the boundary of a small equivalent distribution
system.
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CP4
A Lexicographic Column Generation Algorithm for
Optimized Intra-Hospital Logistics
In this talk a solution algorithm is developed to dispatch
transport orders to employees in hospitals and comparable institutions. This type of application problem may
have several diﬀerent optimization goals that are diﬃcult
to compare or convert to each other. In our case, the task
is to compute an optimal transportation plan with respect
to some hierarchical objective function including economic
and ergonomic factors. For this purpose, a lexicographic
optimization approach was coupled with a column generation method based on an enumerative branch-and-bound
pricing algorithm to solve this vehicle routing problem. In
order to achieve fast convergence, special pruning methods for the branch-and-bound search tree were developed
to shorten the runtime of the enumeration process. In addition, the special structure of the lexicographic approach
was exploited to further accelerate the column generation
algorithm. Furthermore the solution method was evaluated using real-world data from several european clinics.
The computational study shows that the newly developed
algorithm can deliver high-quality results in most cases
even optimal solutions within a short time. In addition,
it signiﬁcantly outperforms both a standard mixed-integer
programming solver as well as the heuristics currently used
by our industrial partner.
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CP4
Derivative-Free Mixed Binary Necklace Optimization for Cyclic-Symmetry Optimal Design Problems
We present an adapted trust-region method for solving
computationally expensive black-box optimization problems with mixed binary variables that involve a cyclic symmetry property. This method is based on two main steps:
successive continuous quadratic sub-problems and mixed
binary quadratic sub-problems that both rely on interpolation models deﬁned for mixed variables, valid within an
adaptive trust region. To force exploration for binary variables, a no-good cut constraint is added to force the algorithm to explore outside of the previously explored regions. To deal with the cyclic symmetry, we introduce the
necklace concept to deﬁne a distance that can avoid costly
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black-box objective-function evaluations at equivalent solutions. A theoretical proof of the local convergence of the
adapted method is provided, based on simple reformulations of the sub-problems. Additionally, a new method for
design of experiments in the mixed space is presented in
order to choose scattered initial points for optimization.
We generalize the approach based on kernel-embedding of
probability to mixed discrete variables. Prior information
on the problem, cyclic symmetry in our case, is introduced
by the choice of an appropriate positive deﬁnite kernel.
Several applications will be presented for a benchmark of
functions and a simpliﬁed version of a turbine blade design
application and compared with the state-of-the-art blackbox optimization methods NOMAD and RBFopt.
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CP5
Concave Programming for ReLU-Based Neural
Networks
Consider one layer z = W x+b, y = f (z) of a neural network
with ReLU activation function for each vector component
f (z) = max(0, z). In a rather abstract setting (without
a loss function and convolutional layers) one can determine W, b (for a given set of inputs x and outputs y) by
solving the system of nonlinear equations y = max(0, z)
together with linear equalities z = W x + b. Note that
the max function is convex. Therefore, the solution set
is on the boundary of a convex set deﬁned by inequalities max(0, z) − y ≤ 0. Using the summation of the lefthand-side expressions in these inequalities (proposed in e.g.
V.P. Bulatov, O.V. Khamisov, Proc. of the 2nd SEI-IPRI
Seminar On methods for solving the problems on energy
power system development and control, pp. 90-95, 1992)
we arrive to a concave programming problem with solutions given by maximization of a convex nonsmooth function over the set of linear constraints. The sum of max
functions is a polyhedral function and a solution can be
computed using linear programming, although ﬁnding this
sum is prohibitively complex. We apply to this problem the
modiﬁed conditions for global optimality, ﬁrst proposed by
A.S. Strekalovsky (see e.g. J.B. Hiriart-Urruty and Y.S.
Ledyaev, “Note on the characterization of the global maxima of a (tangentially) convex function over a convex set”,
Journal of Convex Analysis, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 55-61,
1996).
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CP5
A Recursive Multilevel Algorithm for Deep Learning

A New Approach to High Contrast and Resolution
Reconstruction in Quantitative Photoacoustic Tomography
A new framework for reconstruction of optical diﬀusion
and absorption coeﬃcients in quantitative photoacoustic
tomography is presented. This framework comprises of a
partial diﬀerential equation constrained optimization problem and the use of a relation between the diﬀusion and
absorption coeﬃcients that allow to obtain superior reconstructions. Further, a robust and fast sequential quadratic
Hamiltonian scheme based on the Pontryagin’s maximum
principle (PMP) is used to solve for the optical coeﬃcients.
Results of several numerical experiments demonstrate that
the proposed computational strategy is able to obtain reconstructions of the optical coeﬃcients with high contrast
and resolution for a wide variety of objects.

Neural networks are one of the most popular approaches
in machine learning. They have been applied in many different scenarios like image classiﬁcation or voice recognition. As computing capacity advances in modern computers, the complexity of neural networks also increases leading to deep networks. This entails the challenge of ﬁnding
more eﬃcient learning algorithms. In this talk, we formulate residual neural networks as discretisations of an Euler
forward method. Motivated by this formulation, we explore measures to enhance the stability of residual neural
networks. Moreover, we propose a recursive multilevel optimisation approach for training residual neural networks
for image recognition by alternating training of networks
on a coarse and on a ﬁne dataset. We present numerical
results to demonstrate the usefulness of our approach.
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Eﬃcient Statistical Model Selection Framework for
High-Dimensional Reaction-Diﬀusion Systems

Simultaneous Optimal Stratiﬁcation and Allocation
The use of a stratiﬁed random sample is well known in
modern sample survey, for example, in the census problem
or in business statistics. The division of the entire population into meaningful groups is of central importance here.
The aim of using such a stratiﬁcation is to minimize the
variance of the estimator for the variable of interest. In connection with the census problem this variable of interest is
usually represented by the total population size and estimated by auxiliary data like registered persons in address
size classes in the central register. For a high correlation
between the auxiliary data and the variable of interest it
is possible to stratify the auxiliary data to increase the efﬁciency of the estimator for the variable of interest. Based
on this method it is also important to allocate the total
sample size to each strata in order to get a representative
result for the variable of interest. In my presentation I
will introduce a block-coordinate descent method to ﬁnd
and optimal stratiﬁcation as well as an optimal allocation
simultaneously and show some preliminary results.
Anke-Julia Gebhardt
german
gebhardt@uni-trier.de
Ralf Münnich
Economic and Social Statistics Department
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We propose a novel computational framework for efﬁcient high-dimensional parameter space characterization of reaction-diﬀusion models in systems biology.
The method leverages the Lp-Adaptation algorithm, an
adaptive-proposal statistical method for approximate highdimensional design centering and robustness estimation.
Today, access to unprecedented quality biological data allows us to build and test biochemically accurate reactiondiﬀusion models of intracellular processes. However, any
increase in model complexity increases the number of unknown parameters and the computational cost of model
analysis. To eﬃciently characterize the behavior and robustness of models with many unknown parameters is,
therefore, a key challenge in systems biology. Our method
is based on an oracle function, which describes for each
point in parameter space whether the corresponding model
fulﬁlls given speciﬁcations. We propose speciﬁc oracles to
estimate four parameter-space characteristics: bistability,
instability, capability for pattern formation and for pattern
maintenance. We benchmark the method and demonstrate
that it allows exploring the capability of a model to undergo pattern-forming instabilities and to quantify model
robustness for model selection in polynomial time with dimensionality. We present an application of the proposed
method to inferring molecular mechanisms of pattern formation on intracellular membranes, that potentially drive
self-organization in these systems.
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CP5
Reconstructing Functions from Nonlinear Observations
We consider nonlinear recovery problems which have traditionally been approached with nonconvex minimization
methods. We show that, in many instances, these recovery tasks involve observations which can be represented
using ﬁrmly nonexpansive operators, even when the original process is discontinuous. This allows our formulation
to be recast in terms of a common ﬁxed point problem,
which is tractable with eﬃcient and provenly-convergent
algorithms. We present a new block-iterative algorithm
for solving the best-approximation variant of this problem,
along with numerical examples in signal and image processing.
Zev Woodstock
NC State University
zwoodst@ncsu.edu
Patrick L. Combettes
Department of Mathematics
North Carolina State University
plc@math.ncsu.edu
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the diﬀerent ﬂuids or phases at their interfaces. Based on
Lp -maximal regularity of the underlying linear twophase
problem we show the diﬀerentiability of the solution with
respect to initial and distributed controls for appropriate
spaces. To describe dynamic wetting or dewetting, the
Navier-Stokes Equations are complemented by a transport
equation for ﬂow advection. This transport equation originates from an algebraic Volume-of-Fluid approach, that
leads to an One-Field-Formulation of the problem. We use
the introduced model for the simulation and optimization
of a wetting process, motivated by gravure printing. For
good printing results, it is essential to remove excess ink
from the printing plate, except for a thin ﬁlm that remains.
For this purpose, a steel strap is pulled over the surface,
which is also called a doctor blade. Our aim is to develop
a gradient-based multilevel optimization method for shape
optimization of the doctor blade and parameter identiﬁcation problems arising in wetting processes. To achieve
this, we derive sensitivity equations for the continuous ﬂow
problem together with a suitable descretization procedure.
Furthermore, we show numerical results.
Elisabeth Diehl
Technical University Darmstadt
diehl@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

CP6
CP6
Algebraic Multigrid Barrier Method for Topology
Optimization on Unstructured Meshes

Use of Topology Optimization to Improve the Energy Storage Capacity of Flywheels for Grid-Scale
Energy Storage

Academic examples of topology optimization are often
based on simple design domains that can be discretized
by structured meshes. For large-scale problems, where the
eﬃcient solution of linear systems becomes increasingly
important, this facilitates the use of geometric multigrid
(MG) methods. However, non-trivial design domains generally necessitate the use of unstructured meshes. This,
in turn, requires switching to algebraic MG methods, such
as the smoothed aggregation (SA) method, introduced by
Vaněk et al. in 1995. Building on previous work, we apply a penalty-barrier multiplier method to large-scale minimum compliance topology optimization problems, solving
the arising linear systems by an SA-MG preconditioned
MINRES solver. As the system matrix changes at every
iteration, diﬀerent SA strategies for computing the prolongation operators required for the MG method are employed. We compare these in terms of overall number of
iterations as well as overall time needed to solve the optimization problem.

The energy storage capacity of ﬂywheels used for short
duration grid energy storage functions, like power quality
and voltage support, can be improved by optimizing the
geometry of the ﬂywheel rotor. Low speed ﬂywheel rotors made from isotropic materials, such as steel, have a
low cost of energy storage compared to high-speed composite ﬂywheels and can be manufactured with complex
geometries. It is hypothesized that the use of topology
optimized rotors can reduce material costs and improve
the speciﬁc energy of the device. In this contribution, a
stress-constrained topology optimization framework to determine the best 2D rotor topology to maximize the energy
capacity of the ﬂywheel at varying operating speeds is developed. The ﬂywheel is subject to a local volume fraction
constraint to limit the amount of material used while ensuring connectivity between the shaft and the rim. An aggregated relaxed stress constraint is used to avoid material
failure. A density ﬁltering technique, along with a projection ﬁlter, ensures convergence of the topology to a discrete design without chequerboard patterns. Results from
the developed framework will aim at showing the possible
gains in speciﬁc energy by comparing the performance of
topologically optimized rotors to state-of-the-art designs.
The total cost of rotor material is also expected to reduce
as the speciﬁc energy increases.

Alexander Brune
University of Birmingham
acb795@bham.ac.uk
CP6
Simulation Based Optimization of Multiphase Flow
In this talk, we present a simulation based optimization approach for optimal control of multiphase ﬂow in the context
of wetting phenomena. In general, the mathematical model
of multiphase ﬂow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations together with jump conditions to connect the ﬂow of
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CP6
Consistency of a Phase Field Regularisation for
An Inverse Problem Governed by a Quasilinear
Maxwell System
We tackle an inverse problem of reconstructing a discontinuous coeﬃcient in quasilinear H(curl) magnetostatic equations from measurements in a subdomain. To overcome the
ill-posedness of the inverse problem, we investigate two regularisations posed as constrained minimisation problems.
The ﬁrst involves perimeter penalisation and the second
involves phase ﬁeld regularisation. Existence of minimisers and consistency as the penalisation parameters tending
to zero are discussed. We show under ideal situations a
relation between parameters that allows one to obtain a
solution to the inverse problem from the phase ﬁeld solutions. Then, we investigate the convergence of the ﬁrst order optimality conditions of the phase ﬁeld problem to the
optimal conditions obtained from shape calculus, leading
to a necessary optimality system for the perimeter regularised problem. This is joint work with Irwin Yousept.
Kei Fong Lam
Hong Kong Baptist University
akﬂam@hkbu.edu.hk
CP6
Detection of Model Uncertainty in the Dynamic
Linear-Elastic Model of Vibrations in a Truss
Dynamic processes have always been of profound interest
for scientists and engineers alike. Often, the mathematical models used to describe and predict time-variant phenomena are uncertain in the sense that governing relations
between model parameters, state variables and the time
domain are incomplete. In this talk we present an algorithm for the detection of model uncertainty which combines parameter estimation, optimum experimental design
and classical hypothesis testing within a probabilistic frequentist framework. The best setup of an experiment is deﬁned by optimal sensor positions and optimal input conﬁgurations which both are the solution of a PDE-constrained
optimization problem. The data collected by this optimized experiment then leads to variance-minimal parameter estimates. We develop eﬃcient adjoint-based methods
to solve this optimization problem with SQP-type solvers.
The crucial test which a model has to pass is conducted
over the claimed true values of the model parameters which
are estimated from pairwise distinct data sets. For this hypothesis test, we divide the data into k equally-sized parts
and follow a k-fold cross-validation procedure. We demonstrate the success of our approach in simulated experiments
with a vibrating linear-elastic truss.
Alexander Matei
Technical University of Darmstadt
Department of Mathematics
matei@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
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Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
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CP7
Machine Learning Directed Optimization for Force
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Fields
In this work, we propose a machine learning directed optimization framework to tune classical molecular simulation
force ﬁelds. We ﬁnd that our surrogate-assisted optimization approach, which integrates Gaussian process surrogate models and support vector machine classiﬁers, facilitates rapid tuning of force ﬁelds and provides a quick and
eﬃcient route to accurate, physics-based molecular models. In our case studies, we tune van der Waals repulsiondispersion interaction parameters to reproduce experimental property measurements. In our ﬁrst demonstration
case, we optimize force ﬁelds for two hydroﬂuorocarbons,
HFC-32 and HFC-125, for liquid and vapor densities, vapor
pressures, and enthalpies of vaporization. We can ﬁnd 4
HFC-32 and 4 HFC-125 force ﬁeld parameter sets in a timeframe of weeks which give less than 1.5% and 2.5% mean
absolute percent error, respectively, in all of the properties
of interest. Additionally, we ﬁnd that these parameter sets
are able to predict transport and critical properties accurately for HFC-32 and HFC-125 without further tuning.
In our second demonstration case, we apply our framework to develop a force ﬁeld to predict solid properties of
ammonium perchlorate, including lattice parameters, unit
cell structure, and hydrogen bond distances, angles, and
symmetry. Multiple parameter sets have been found that
outperform existing force ﬁelds in reproducing experimental observations of the listed quantities.
Bridgette J. Befort, Ryan DeFever, Garrett Tow, Edward
Maginn, Alexander Dowling
University of Notre Dame
bbefort@nd.edu,
rdefever@nd.edu,
gtow@nd.edu,
ed@nd.edu, adowling@nd.edu
CP7
Recognizing Staircase Compatibility on a Subclass
of m-Partite Graphs
For the problem to ﬁnd an m-clique in an m-partite graph
staircase compatibility is a polynominal-time solvable subcase. It has been successfully applied to improve solvability
of railway timetabling problems, where it appears as a central subproblem. Staircase compatibility is a property of an
m-partite graph together with total orders on the subsets
of the graph partition, and allows for eﬃciently solvable
totally unimodular linear programming formulations. Our
work focuses on determining the required total orders if the
partition is known, but the orders are yet to be determined.
This opens up the possibility to apply these formulations
to applications where the orders are not given canonically.
Although the problem is N P-hard in the general case, we
can prove polynominal computability of the required total
orders for bipartite graphs as well as a subcase of m-partite
graphs by providing polynomial-time algorithms. To empirically demonstrate the eﬃciency of our algorithm for mpartite graphs, we evaluate its performance on a set of artiﬁcial instances as well as real-world instances from a railway timetabling application. For the real-world instances
it showed, that applying our ordering-algorithm and subsequently solving the problem via the aforementioned totally
unimodular formulations indeed outperforms a generic formulation that does not exploit staircase compatibility.
Patrick Gemander
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CP7
The Non-Stop Disjoint Trajectories Problem
Given an undirected network with traversal times on its
edges and connection requests from sources to destinations
for commodities with release dates. The non-stop disjoint
trajectories problem is to ﬁnd trajectories that fulﬁll all
requests, such that the commodities never meet. In this
extension to the NP-complete disjoint paths problem, trajectories must satisfy a non-stop condition, which disallows
waiting at vertices or along arcs. This problem variant
appears, for example, when disjoint aircraft trajectories
shall be determined. We study the complexity of feasibility and optimization on three graph classes that are frequently used where space and time are discretized simultaneously: the path, the grid, and the mesh. We show that
if all commodities have a common release date, feasibility
can be decided in polynomial time on paths. For the unbounded mesh and unit-costs, we show how to construct
optimal trajectories. In contrast, if commodities have individual release intervals and restricted turning abilities,
then feasibility on paths is NP-complete. For the mesh
and arbitrary edge costs, with individual release dates and
restricted turning abilities of commodities, we show that
optimization and approximation are not ﬁxed-parameter
tractable. This is joint work with Frauke Liers, Sarah
Neumann (both FAU Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany) and
Francisco Javier Zaragoza Martnez (Universidad Autnoma
Metropolitana Azcapotzalco, Mexico).
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CP7
Eﬃcient Use of the Quantum Linear System Algorithms in Interior Point Methods for Linear Optimization
Due to its potential to revolutionize computing, Quantum
Computing (QC) has attracted signiﬁcant interest. Math-
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ematical optimization problems yield one of the most important classes of problems with widespread use in practice and intriguing computational challenges. After the
publication of the HHL method for solving linear equation
systems, Quantum Interior Point Methods (QIPMs), were
proposed to solve Semi-deﬁnite Optimization, Linear Optimization, and Second-order Cone Optimization problems.
Most of them have applied Quantum Linear Equation System (QLSA) solvers at each iteration of their algorithm.
However, the use of QLSA solvers in QIPMs comes with
many challenges, such as having ill-conditioned systems
and the error of QLSAs, which must be addressed when
combining classical Interior Point Methods and QLSA
solvers. In this presentation, we discuss how one can use
QLSAs in QIPMs eﬃciently. Accordingly, an inexact infeasible QIPM is developed to solve linear optimization problems. We also discuss how we can get an exact solution
by Iterative Reﬁnement without excessive time of QLSAs.
We also implemented our quantum method and analyze it
empirically by using quantum simulators.
Mohammadhossein Mohammadisiahroudi
Industrial & System Engineering Dep, Lehigh University
mom219@lehigh.edu
Tamas Terlaky
Lehigh University
Department of industrial and Systems Engineering
terlaky@lehigh.edu
Ramin Fakhimi
Industrial & System Engineering Dep, Lehigh University
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CP7
Tree Bounds for Sums of Bernoulli Random Variables: A Linear Optimization Approach
We study the problem of computing the tightest upper
and lower bounds on the probability that the sum of n
dependent Bernoulli random variables exceeds an integer
k. Under knowledge of all pairs of bivariate distributions
denoted by a complete graph, the bounds are NP-hard to
compute. When the bivariate distributions are speciﬁed on
a tree graph, we show that tight bounds are computable
in polynomial time using a compact linear program. These
bounds provide robust probability estimates when the assumption of conditional independence in a tree structured
graphical model is violated. We demonstrate, through numericals, the computational advantage of our compact linear program over alternate approaches. A comparison of
bounds under various knowledge assumptions such as univariate information and conditional independence is provided. An application is illustrated in the context of Chow
Liu trees, wherein our bounds distinguish between various
trees which encode the maximum possible mutual information.
Divya Padmanabhan
Indian Institute of Technology Goa
divya@iitgoa.ac.in
CP7
Multifacility Location Problems Based on Mixed
Integer Programming
The talk introduces a new approach to solve multifacility location problems based on mixed integer programming
and algorithms for minimizing diﬀerences of convex (DC)
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functions. This class of multifacility location problems is
very diﬃcult to solve because of its intrinsic discrete, nonconvex, and nondiﬀerentiable nature. We ﬁrst reformulate
the problem under consideration as a continuous optimization problem then develop a new DC type algorithm involving Nesterov’s smoothing. We also implement our method
with MATLAB, numerical tests are done on both artiﬁcial
and real data sets.

lated problem and the augmented Lagrangian. Numerical
experiments conﬁrm that the proposed method does inherit
the rank constraint and that it estimates sensor positions
faster than other methods without sacriﬁcing the estimation accuracy, especially when the measured distances contain errors. In addition, the results show that our method
does not run out of memory even for large-scale SNL problems.

Tuyen D. Tran
Loyola University Chicago
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CP8
A Gradient Descent Akin Method for Inequality
Constrained Optimization

Kazuhide Nakata
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management
nakata.k.ac@m.titech.ac.jp

We propose a gradient descent akin method for solving
inequality constrained optimization problems: at each iteration, we compute a search direction using a linear combination of the negative and normalized objective and constraint gradient. The method is derived from our previous
work, a modiﬁed search direction inspired by the singular
value decomposition. Our research interest has been in the
theory of the method, and some of the results can be found
in [Chen et al., arXiv: 1902.04040, 2020]. Using a dynamical systems perspective, we show some of the asymptotic
global and local behaviors of the method. Speciﬁcally, the
method is globally convergent to local minimizers, provided
that all saddle points are strict. Computational experiments in large-scale shape optimizations show that the
method is robust.
Long Chen
TU Munich
Germany
long.chen@tum.de
Wenyi Chen
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CP8
A Block Coordinate Descent Method for Sensor
Network Localization
The problem of sensor network localization (SNL) can be
formulated as a semideﬁnite programming problem with
a rank constraint. We propose a new method for solving
such SNL problems. We factorize a semideﬁnite matrix
with the rank constraint into a product of two matrices
via the Burer–Monteiro factorization. Then, we add the
diﬀerence of the two matrices, with a penalty parameter,
to the objective function, thereby reformulating SNL as an
unconstrained multiconvex optimization problem, to which
we apply the block coordinate descent method. In this
study, we also provide theoretical analyses of the proposed
method and show that each subproblem that is solved sequentially by the block coordinate descent method can also
be solved analytically, with the sequence generated by our
proposed algorithm converging to a stationary point of the
objective function. We also give a range of the penalty
parameter for which the two matrices used in the factorization agree at any accumulation point and point out the
relationship between the objective function of the reformu-

CP8
Stochastic Compositional Gradient Descent under
Compositional Constraints
This work studies constrained stochastic optimization
problems where the objective and constraint functions are
convex and expressed as compositions of stochastic functions. The problem arises in the context of fair classiﬁcation, fair regression, and the design of queuing systems.
Of particular interest is the large-scale setting where an
oracle provides the stochastic gradients of the constituent
functions. The goal is to solve the problem with a minimal
number of calls to the oracle. Owing to the compositional
form, stochastic gradients provided by the oracle do not
yield unbiased estimates of gradients. Instead, we construct approximate gradients by tracking the inner function evaluations, resulting in a quasi-gradient saddle point
algorithm. We prove that the proposed algorithm ﬁnds
optimal and feasible solution almost surely. We further establish that the proposed algorithm requires O(1/�4 ) data
samples to obtain an �-approximate optimal point while
also ensuring zero constraint violation. The result matches
the sample complexity of the stochastic compositional gradient descent method for unconstrained problems and improves upon the best-known sample complexity results for
the constrained settings. The eﬃcacy of the proposed algorithm is tested on both fair classiﬁcation and fair regression
problems. The numerical results show that the proposed
algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms in
terms of convergence rate.
Srujan Teja Thomdapu
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur
srujant@iitk.ac.in
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CP8
A Cone Decomposition Method for Semi-Integer
Problems
In many optimization problems, a decision variable is
mostly conﬁned in continuous decision variables or in discrete decision variables. However, in various real-world
applications, there are some cases that the decision vari-
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able should be conﬁned in a disconnected set, that is, the
feasible solution is either the lower bound or an integer in
an inclusive range. However, such semi-integer variables
are usually more challenging to solve than continuous variables. This talk will discuss the application of cone decomposition method (CDM), which is proposed based on a
cutting plane method and a mathematical structure of the
second order cones, to reduce computation time for solving a semi-integer problem arising from forest tree breeding. We will show some numerical results to compare the
performance of CDM with and without outer approximation by employing diﬀerent MILP solvers. Furthermore, we
discuss the implementation of other cutting method to improve CDM performance. All of these implementations are
not limited to the tree breeding problem, but they can also
be used for solving other similar problems such as portfolio
selection problem.
Sena Safarina
Tokyo Institute of Technology
safarinasena@gmail.com
Makoto Yamashita
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Dept. of Mathematical and Computing Science
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CP8
On the Implementation of Multidimensional
Searches into a Dual Simplex Solver and a PrimalDual Interior Point Solver
The class of multidimensional search algorithms has received attention in the last years as a method to solve linear
programs. Diﬀerently than the traditional one-dimensional
search algorithms, these techniques search over the space
of feasible solutions through multiple directions. For a
simplex framework, this consists in pivoting multiple variables in the basis simultaneously at each iteration while
for an interior point framework, multiple search directions determine the next interior solution at each step.
This talk will present the implementation details of two
and three-dimensional search methods into a dual simplex
solver and a primal-dual interior point solver. For the
ﬁrst, HiGHS, an open-source solver for large-scale sparse
linear programming is considered. For the second, PCx,
an interior-point predictor-corrector linear programming
solver is used. Computational results on benchmark linear programs will be presented as well some theoretical
advancements in the methods to solve the subproblems of
these algorithms.
Fabio Vitor
University of Nebraska at Omaha
ftorresvitor@unomaha.edu
CP8
Global Convergence of a Stabilized Sequential
Quadratic Semideﬁnite Programming Method for
Nonlinear Semideﬁnite Programs Without Constraint Qualiﬁcations
In this presentation, we propose a new sequential quadratic
semideﬁnite programming (SQSDP) method for solving
nonlinear semideﬁnite programs (NSDPs), in which we produce iteration points by solving a sequence of stabilized
quadratic semideﬁnite programming (QSDP) subproblems,
which we derive from the minimax problem associated with
the NSDP. Diﬀerently from the existing SQSDP meth-
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ods, the proposed one allows us to solve those QSDP subproblems just approximately so as to ensure global convergence. One more remarkable point of the proposed
method is that any constraint qualiﬁcations (CQs) are
not required in the global convergence analysis. Speciﬁcally, under some assumptions without CQs, we prove the
global convergence to a point satisfying any of the following: the stationary conditions for the feasibility problem; the approximate-Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (AKKT) conditions; the trace-AKKT conditions. The latter two conditions are the new optimality conditions for the NSDP
presented by Andreani et al. (2018) in place of the KarushKuhn-Tucker conditions. Finally, we conduct some numerical experiments to examine the eﬃciency of the proposed
method.
Yuya Yamakawa
Kyoto University
yuya@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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CP9
On a Primal-Dual Newton Proximal Method for
Convex Quadratic Programs
We introduce QPDO, a primal-dual method for convex
quadratic programs which builds upon and weaves together the proximal point algorithm and a damped semismooth Newton’s method. The outer proximal regularization yields a numerically stable method, and we interpret
the proximal operator as the unconstrained minimization
of the primal-dual proximal augmented Lagrangian function. This allows the inner Newton’s scheme to exploit
sparse symmetric linear solvers and multi-rank factorization updates. Moreover, the linear systems are always solvable independently from the problem data and exact linesearch can be performed. The proposed method can handle
degenerate problems, provides a mechanism for infeasibility detection, and can exploit warm starting, while requiring only convexity. We present details of our open-source
C implementation and report on numerical results against
state-of-the-art solvers. QPDO proves to be a simple, robust, and eﬃcient numerical method for convex quadratic
programming.
Alberto De Marchi
Bundeswehr University Munich
alberto.demarchi@unibw.de
CP9
Iteration Complexity of a Proximal Augmented Lagrangian Method for Solving Nonconvex Composite Optimization Problems with Nonlinear Convex
Constraints
This talk presents and analyzes a nonlinear inner accelerated proximal inexact augmented Lagrangian (NLIAPIAL) method for solving smooth nonconvex composite optimization problems with nonlinear K-convex constraints, i.e., the constraints are convex with respect to
the order given by a closed convex cone K. Each NLIAPIAL iteration consists of inexactly solving a proximal
augmented Lagrangian subproblem by an accelerated composite gradient (ACG) method followed by a Lagrange multiplier update. Under some mild assumptions, it is shown
that NL-IAPIAL generates an approximate stationary so-
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lution of the constrained problem in O(log(1/ρ)/ρ3 ) ACG
iterations, where ρ > 0 is a given tolerance. Numerical
experiments are given to illustrate the computational eﬃciency of the presented method.
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CP9
Adaptive Hessian Initialization Strategy for L-Bfgs
Solving Non-Linear Inverse Problems
Many inverse problems are treated as an optimization
problem, where the objective function is a sum of a dataﬁtting term and a regularization. Often, the Hessian of
data-ﬁtting is computationally expensive. But, the regularizers Hessian is easy to compute. The L-BFGS scheme
approximates Hessian based on an initial approximation
and an update rule that models current local curvature information. The initial approximation signiﬁcantly aﬀects
the scaling of a search direction and the overall convergence of the method. This talk discusses the various novel,
simple, and eﬀective Hessian initialization schemes. We replace the Hessian of the data-ﬁtting with a scalar and keep
the Hessian of the regularizer to re-initialize the Hessian
at every iteration. The scalar satisﬁes the secant equation in the sense of ordinary and total least squares and
geometric mean regression. We improve upon the secantbased schemes by tuning the scalar adaptively based on
the recent line-search steps. Our new strategy not only
leads to faster convergence, but the quality of the numerical solutions is generally superior to simple scaling based
schemes. We also prove that the proposed scalar parameters are eigenvalue estimates of the Hessian of a data-ﬁtting
term. The implementation of our strategy requires only a
small change of a standard L-BFGS code. Our experiments
on convex quadratic problems and non-convex image registration problems conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
approach.
Hari Om Aggrawal, Jan Modersitzki
Institute of Mathematics and Image Computing
University of Luebeck
hariom85@gmail.com, modersitzki@mic.uni-luebeck.de
CP9
Sequential Quadratic Optimization for Nonlinear
Optimization Problems on Riemannian Manifolds
We consider optimization problems on Riemannian manifolds with equality and inequality constraints, which we
call Riemannian nonlinear optimization (RNLO) problems.
Although they have numerous applications, the existing
studies on them are limited especially in terms of algorithms. In this paper, we propose Riemannian sequential quadratic optimization (RSQO) that uses a line-search
technique with an �1 penalty function as an extension of
the standard SQO algorithm for constrained nonlinear optimization problems in Euclidean spaces to Riemannian
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manifolds. We prove its global convergence to a KarushKuhn-Tucker point of the RNLO problem by means of parallel transport and exponential mapping. Furthermore, we
establish its local quadratic convergence by analyzing the
relationship between sequences generated by RSQO and
the Riemannian Newton method. Ours is the ﬁrst algorithm that has both global and local convergence properties for constrained nonlinear optimization on Riemannian
manifolds. Empirical results show that RSQO ﬁnds solutions more stably and with higher accuracy compared
with the existing Riemannian penalty and augmented Lagrangian methods.
Mitsuaki Obara
The University of Tokyo
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CP9
An Accelerated Proximal Gradient Method for
Multiobjective Optimization
In recent years, descent methods for multiobjective optimization problems have attracted much attention in the
optimization community. For example, Fliege and Svaiter
proposed the steepest descent method for diﬀerentiable
multiobjective optimization problems. Afterward, a proximal gradient method, which can solve non-diﬀerentiable
problems, was also considered. However, their accelerated
versions are not suﬃciently studied. Recently, El Moudden
and El Mouatasim proposed a natural extension of Nesterovs accelerated method. They proved the global convergence rate of the algorithm (O(1/k2 )) under the assumption that the sequence of the Lagrangian multipliers of the
subproblems is eventually ﬁxed. However, this assumption
is restrictive because it means that the method is regarded
as the Nesterovs method for the weighting problem. In this
work, we propose a new accelerated algorithm, in which
we solve subproblems with terms that only appears in the
multiobjective case. We also prove the proposed methods
global convergence rate (O(1/k2 )) under a more natural
assumption, using merit functions as a way to measure the
complexity.
Hiroki Tanabe, Ellen H. Fukuda, Nobuo Yamashita
Kyoto University
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CP9
Optimization Using Tunable Inexact Oracles
Simplicity of ﬁrst-order methods makes their use
widespread to solve many practical optimization problems.
Recent works addressed the impact of inexact ﬁrst-order
information about the objective or inexact proximal steps
in their convergence analysis, extending even further their
ﬁeld of applicability. In this work we highlight how both
classical and accelerated Bregman Proximal Gradient algorithms rely on the ability, at each iteration, to ensure
a common key decrease condition. We generalize existing
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results about the inexact counterpart of the above methods by relaxing this condition, combining both aforementioned sources of inexactness. As a byproduct we show that
this generic relaxed condition also arises in the context of
higher-order methods as the Inexact Tensor Method. We
detail situations where the tightness of the condition above
can be tuned upon demand, i.e. a more accurate ﬁrst-order
information about the objective or a more precise proximal step coming at the price of extra computations. We
study optimal inexactness schedules for Bregman Proximal Gradient algorithms according to oracles’ cost and a
worst-case convergence analysis. Two optimality criteria,
mutually dual, are investigated: ensuring a given primal
accuracy at lowest possible cost and achieving the best primal accuracy at ﬁxed computational budget. Our tunable
approach mainly applies in the context of robust optimization, projection free optimization, relatively or non-smooth
optimization.
Guillaume Van Dessel
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CP10
Duality Structure Gradient Descent: A FirstOrder Optimization Algorithm Based on a
Coordinate-Wise Smoothness Assumption with
Applications to Neural Nets
First-order optimization algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent are the method of choice for training machine learning models like neural networks. However, many
non-asymptotic analyses of ﬁrst-order algorithms involve
assumptions like smoothness (that is, Lipschitz continuous gradients) or uniform bounds on variance that are too
strong to hold for general neural nets. To address this we
introduce an algorithm, named duality structure gradient
descent (DSGD), that exploits a generalized ”coordinatewise” smoothness property that is satisﬁed by a large class
of functions including multi-layer neural nets. DSGD can
be viewed as a form of layer-wise coordinate descent, where
at each iteration the algorithm greedily chooses one layer
of the network to update, based on a rigorous lower bound
on the possible improvement for each choice of layer. In the
analysis, we bound the time required to reach approximate
stationary points, and stationarity is measured in terms
of a parameter-dependent family of norms that is derived
from the network architecture.
Thomas Flynn
Brookhaven National Laboratory
thomasﬂynn918@gmail.com
CP10
A Penalty Decomposition Approach for MultiObjective Cardinality-Constrained Optimization
Problems
We consider multi-objective optimization problems with
a cardinality constraint on the vector of decision variables and additional linear constraints. For this class of
problems, we analyze necessary and suﬃcient conditions
of Pareto optimality. We afterwards propose a Penalty
Decomposition type algorithm, exploiting multi-objective
descent methods, to tackle the aforementioned family of
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problems. We conduct a rigorous convergence analysis for
the proposed method, where we prove that the produced
sequence of points has limit points, each one being feasible
and satisfying ﬁrst-order optimality conditions. Numerical computational experiments, carried out on instances
of a relevant problem such as the mean/variance portfolio
selection, in its multi-objective formulation with sparsity
constraints, show that the proposed procedure is eﬀective
at ﬁnding solutions forming good Pareto sets approximations.
Matteo Lapucci
DINFO, Università degli Studi di Firenze
matteo.lapucci@uniﬁ.it
CP10
A Dca for Mpccs Converging to a S-Stationary
Point
This work deals with an Algorithm based on a DC decomposition (Diﬀerence of Convex functions) which solves
MPCCs and we prove that it converges to a strongly stationary point under MPCC-LICQ. More precisely, we consider the following MPCC:
min
subject to

f (w)
g(w) ≤ 0 , h(w) = 0
0 ≤ y ⊥ z ≥ 0.

(1)

The functions gi are supposed to be C 1 and convex on
their domain, and h is supposed to be aﬃne. We prove
that under suitable assumptions, (1) can be formulated as
a DC program. In this work, we relate the strong stationarity in MPCCs with the optimality conditions in DC
programs, and use it in order to prove the convergence of
the proposed algorithm based on a DC decomposition to
a strong stationary point for MPCC under MPCC-LICQ.
This work has been published in [M. Maréchal, A DCA for
MPCCs converging to a S-stationary point, Paciﬁc Journal on Optimization 16(3) (2020) 343-368], and it extends
the results obtained in [F. Jara-Moroni, J. S. Pang and A.
Wachter, A study of the diﬀerence-of-convex approach for
solving linear programs with complementarity constraints,
Mathematical Programming 169(1) (2018) 221-254]. We
have done some numerical tests and the results obtained
are consistent with the theoretical results we have demonstrated in this article.
Matthieu Maréchal
UNIVERSIDAD DIEGO PORTALES
matthieu.marechal@udp.cl
CP10
Nonlinear Primal-Dual Algorithms for Solving
Sparse Logistic Regression Problems
Logistic regression is the most frequently used model in
statistics to describe the relationship between a binary response variable and predictor variables in datasets. It is
often used as a variable selection tool to identify important
predictor variables in big datasets, whose number can range
from hundreds of thousands to billions. This task typically
amounts to constructing sparse solutions to logistic regression problems regularized by an l1 norm, and such problems are called sparse logistic regression problems. Due
to the sheer size of modern big datasets, solving sparse
logistic regression problems depends on fast and scalable
optimization algorithms. State-of-the-art algorithms for
solving sparse logistic regression problems, however, either
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scale poorly with the size of datasets or only approximate
solutions to these problems and may converge slowly at a
suboptimal rate or fail to converge outright. As a result,
solving large-scale sparse logistic regression problems remains challenging without access to adequate and costly
computational resources. In this talk, we propose new
nonlinear primal-dual algorithms for solving sparse logistic regression problems that address these shortcomings.
We compare the performance of our algorithms to various
state-of-the-art algorithms, including the coordinate based
descent method implemented in the GLMNET package.
Gabriel Provencher Langlois, Jerome Darbon
Brown University
gabriel provencher langlois@brown.edu,
jerome darbon@brown.edu
CP10
A Vectorization Scheme for Robust Multiobjective
Optimization Problems
In this talk, we consider a solution approach for set-based
robust solutions to multiobjective optimization problems
under uncertainty. Speciﬁcally, we derive a parametric
family of (deterministic) semi-inﬁnite multiobjective problems whose solution sets approximate, with desired accuracy, that of the original problem. The tractability of
the semi-inﬁnite constraints is also analyzed with tools of
Fenchel duality. Our approach generalizes the standard
epigraphical reformulation of robust scalar problems to the
multiobjective setting.
Ernest Quintana
Technical University of Ilmenau
ernest.quintana-aparicio@tu-ilmenau.de
Gabriele Eichfelder
Institute of Mathematics
Technische Universität Ilmenau
Gabriele.Eichfelder@tu-ilmenau.de
CP10
Uno: An Open-Source Framework for Unifying
Nonlinear Optimization Methods
Iterative methods for nonlinear optimization usually share
common ingredients, such as strategies to compute a descent direction or mechanisms that promote global convergence. Our new open-source framework for nonlinearly
constrained optimization, UNO, oﬀers a selection of oﬀthe-shelf strategies that can be assembled at will. UNO
thus uniﬁes a variety of methods (e.g. trust-region ﬁlter SQP, line-search penalty S1 QP, line-search ﬁlter interior point method, ...) and interfaces with specialized
solvers (BQPD, MA57) with no programming eﬀort from
the user. UNO also provides an interface to the algebraic
modeling language AMPL. We present extensive results
on a subset of problems from the CUTEst collection, and
compare UNO against state-of-the-art solvers ﬁlterSQP,
CONOPT, IPOPT, KNITRO, LANCELOT, LOQO, MINOS and SNOPT.
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Problems Given in Abs-Linear Form
The development of algorithms to optimize functions with
constraints is an essential part of applied mathematics and
of central importance for industrial applications. In an
application context, it happens often that points exists
where the objective functions and/or the constraints are
not diﬀerentiable. In this talk we consider the solution of
of pieceweise linear constrained optimization problems. For
such problems the non-diﬀerentiabilty is frequently caused
by an operator like the absolute value function. We exploit
this structure by allowing constrained piecewise linear optimization problems to be represented by a matrix-vector
based representation - the so-called Abs-Linear form. For
problems given in the Abs-Linear form, we use a decomposition of the variable space into signature domains deﬁned
by the absolute value invocations. We also present a possible application of the algorithm in gas network optimization.
Timo Kreimeier, Andrea Walther, Andreas Griewank
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
Timo.Kreimeier@hu-berlin.de, andrea.walther@math.huberlin.de, griewank@sdas-group.com
CP11
Accelerating Inexact Successive Quadratic Approximation for Regularized Optimization Through
Manifold Identiﬁcation
For regularized optimization that minimizes the sum of a
smooth term and a regularizer that promotes structured solutions, inexact proximal-Newton-type methods, or successive quadratic approximation (SQA) methods, are widely
used for their superlinear convergence in terms of iterations. However, unlike the counter parts in smooth optimization, they suﬀer from lengthy running time in solving
regularized subproblems because even approximate solutions cannot be computed easily, so their empirical time
cost is not as impressive. In this work, we ﬁrst show that
for partly smooth regularizers, although general inexact
solutions cannot identify the active manifold that makes
the objective function smooth, approximate solutions generated by commonly-used subproblem solvers will identify
this manifold, even with arbitrarily low solution precision.
We then utilize this property to propose an improved SQA
method, ISQA+, that switches to eﬃcient smooth optimization methods after this manifold is identiﬁed. We
show that for a wide class of degenerate solutions, ISQA+
possesses superlinear convergence not just only in iterations, but also in running time because the cost per iteration is bounded. In particular, our superlinear convergence
result holds on problems satisfying a sharpness condition
more general than that in existing literature. Experiments
on real-world problems also conﬁrm that ISQA+ greatly
improves the state of the art for regularized optimization.
Ching-Pei Lee
University of Wisconsin-Madison
chingpei@stat.sinica.edu.tw

Charlie Vanaret, Sven Leyﬀer
Argonne National Laboratory
vanaret@math.tu-berlin.de, leyﬀer@anl.gov

CP11
An Inexact Proximal Diﬀerence-of-Convex Algorithm Based on Memoryless Quasi-Newton Methods

CP11
On an Algorithm for Constrained Optimization

In this talk, we consider a class of diﬀerence-of-convex (DC)
optimization problems such that the objective function is
the sum of a smooth function with Lipschitz gradient, a
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proper closed convex function, and a continuous concave
function. For solving such problems, several proximal DC
algorithms have been proposed. To accelerate the algorithms, we incorporate the proximal mappings scaled by
memoryless quasi-Newton matrices to a classical proximal
DC algorithm and propose an inexact proximal DC algorithm based on memoryless quasi-Newton methods. Although usual proximal mappings can be easily obtained in
some special cases, calculating the scaled proximal mappings needs to solve a subproblem by iterative methods.
Because it is diﬃcult or much expensive to compute the
scaled proximal mappings exactly, we adopt an inexact rule
in the inner iterations. To calculate the scaled proximal
mapping more easily, we consider a one or two-dimensional
system of semismooth equations arising in calculating the
scaled proximal mapping. By solving inexactly the system by a semismooth Newton method, the scaled proximal
mapping can be obtained eﬃciently. Finally, we present
some numerical experiments to investigate the eﬃciency of
the proposed method.
Shummin Nakayama
Tokyo University of Science,Graduate School of Science,
Depa
shummin@kc.chuo-u.ac.jp
Yasushi Narushima
Keio University
narushima@keio.jp
Hiroshi Yabe
Tokyo University of Science
yabe@rs.tus.ac.jp
CP11
Subgradient Smoothing Method for Nonsmooth
Nonconvex Optimization
In this talk we present a method for solving an unconstrained nonsmooth nonconvex optimization problem. In
this method, the subproblem for ﬁnding search directions
is reduced to the unconstrained minimization of a smooth
function. This is achieved by using subgradients computed in some neighborhood of a current iteration point
and by formulating the search direction ﬁnding problem as
the minimization of the convex piecewise linear function
over the unit ball. The hyperbolic smoothing technique
is applied to approximate the minimization problem by a
sequence of smooth problems. The convergence of the proposed method is studied and its performance is evaluated
using a set of nonsmooth optimization academic test problems. In addition, the method is implemented in GAMS
and numerical results using diﬀerent solvers from GAMS
are reported. The proposed method is compared with a
number of nonsmooth optimization methods.
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CP11
A Smoothing Technique for Diﬀerence-of-Convex
(DC) Programs and Algorithmic Development
In this talk we consider the minimization of a diﬀerence-ofconvex (DC) function with or without linear constraints.
We ﬁrst propose a new smooth approximation for a generic
DC function by replacing both components with their
Moreau envelopes. The resulting smooth approximation is
shown to be Lipschitz diﬀerentiable with tractable gradient
evaluation, and captures both local and global structures
of the original DC function. We give suﬃcient conditions
that ensure the level-boundedness of the smooth approximation. Consequently, the classic gradient descent method
as well as its inexact variant converge on the smooth approximation with rate O(K −1/2 ), where K is the number of proximal evaluations of both components, and deliver a stationary point of the original DC function in the
limit. Furthermore, when the minimization is explicitly
constrained in an aﬃne subspace, we combine the proposed
smoothing technique with the augmented Lagrangian function and derive two variants of the augmented Lagrangian
method (ALM), named LCDC-ALM, focusing on diﬀerent
structures of the DC function. We show that LCDC-ALM
ﬁnds an �-approximate stationary solution in O(�−2 ) iterations. Comparing to existing ALM algorithms designed
for linearly constrained weakly convex minimization, the
proposed LCDC-ALM can be applied to a broader class of
problems where the objective contains a nonsmooth concave component.
Kaizhao Sun
Georgia Institute of Technology
ksun46@gatech.edu
Andy Sun
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering
andy.sun@isye.gatech.edu
CP11
On the Linear Convergence to Weak/standard DStationary Points of Dca-Based Algorithms for
Structured Nonsmooth Dc Programming

Sona Taheri
Federation University Australia
Faculty of Science and Technology
sona.taheri@rmit.edu.au

We consider a class of structured nonsmooth diﬀerenceof-convex minimization. We allow nonsmoothness in both
the convex and concave components in the objective function, with a ﬁnite max structure in the concave part. Our
focus is on algorithms that compute a (weak or standard)
d(irectional)-stationary point as advocated in a recent work
of Pang et al. in 2017. Our linear convergence results are
based on direct generalizations of the assumptions of error
bounds and separation of isocost surfaces proposed in the
seminal work of Luo et al. in 1993, as well as one additional assumption of locally linear regularity regarding the
intersection of certain stationary sets and dominance regions. An interesting by-product is to present a sharper
characterization of the limit set of the basic algorithm proposed by Pang et. al., which ﬁts between d-stationarity
and global optimality. We also discuss suﬃcient conditions
under which these assumptions hold. Finally, we provide
several realistic and nontrivial statistical learning models
where all assumptions hold.

Gurkan Ozturk
Eskisehir Technical University

Min Tao
Nanjing University

Nargiz Sultanova, Adil Bagirov
Federation University Australia
n.sultanova@federation.edu.au,
a.bagirov@federation.edu.au
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CP12
Non-Smooth Unadjusted Langevin Algorithms Via
Forward-Backward Envelope
One of the major key tools in high-dimensional Bayesian
learning is the sampling techniques from a posterior distribution. A combination of Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods with continuous dynamical systems and
continuous optimization oﬀers a fast and robust sampling
strategy. The unadjusted Langevin algorithm (ULA) and
its variants have received much attention during the last
decade. Traditionally, we consider the log-concave distribution as the target distribution, where the potential is
Lipschitz smooth and strongly convex. In the Bayesian
framework, the potential is the sum of two functions, where
the ﬁrst one stands for the log-likelihood and the second
one indicates the log-prior probability distributions that
can be non-smooth (e.g., Laplace distribution). As such,
in this study, we assume that the potential is the sum of
a smooth (non-convex) log-likelihood function and a (nonsmooth) convex log-prior function. This class of functions
can be smoothed by the so-called forward-backward envelope (FBE). Therefore, combining the FBE with the
classical unadjusted Langevin algorithm leads to a sampling method for non-smooth potentials. Owing to Lipschitz smoothness and (strong) convexity of FBE under
some mild assumptions, it is possible to provide asymptotic
and non-asymptotic convergence analysis of this algorithm.
Our numerical experiments on some applications illustrate
the eﬃciency of the proposed algorithm.
Susan Ghaderi
University of Luxembourg
susan.ghaderi@uni.lu
Masoud Ahookhosh
University of Antwerp, Belgium
masoud.ahookhosh@uantwerpen.be
Yves Moreau
K.U. Leuven, Dept. of Electrical Engineering ESAT-SCD
yves.moreau@esat.kuleuven.be
Alexander Skupin
University of Luxembourg
alexander.skupin@uni.lu
CP12
Small Errors in Zeroth Order Convex Optimization
Are Imaginary
The vast majority of zeroth order optimization methods
try to imitate ﬁrst order methods via some approximation
of the gradient. A common method is to sample objective
function evaluations and rely on a certain smoothing parameter to control the approximation error. If the function
evaluations are noise-free, then, the smaller the smoothing
parameter, the smaller the error. We show that for the best
part of zeroth order methods this smoothing parameter can
however not be chosen arbitrarily small as numerical cancellation errors will dominate. Using classical tools from
numerical diﬀerentiation we will propose a method which
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does allow for arbitrarily small errors while simultaneously
attaining (sub)optimal convergence rates.
Wouter Jongeneel
EPFL
wouter.jongeneel@epﬂ.ch
Man-Chung Yue
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
manchung.yue@polyu.edu.hk
CP12
On Benchmarking Numerical Methods for Constrained Global Optimization
Various aspects of benchmarking deterministic and
stochastic constrained global optimization methods are
considered in this talk. Several techniques for testing numerical global optimization algorithms are described with
a particular focus on the recently proposed operational
zones
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matcom.2016.05.006
and
aggregated
operational
zones
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-18940-4
.
A new generator of constrained test problems is
also presented which is based on the GKLS generator
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/962437.962444
widely
used in the global optimization literature. It extends the
previous generation procedure from the box-constrained
case to the case of nonlinear constraints. The user has
the possibility to ﬁx the diﬃculty of tests in an intuitive
way by choosing several types of constraints. A detailed
information (including the global solution) for each of
tests is provided to the user.
Dmitri E. Kvasov, Yaroslav Sergeyev, Marat
Mukhametzhanov
University of Calabria
kvadim@dimes.unical.it,
yaro@dimesunical.it,
m.mukhametzhanov@dimesunical.it
CP12
Moreau Envelope of Supremum Functions with Applications to Inﬁnite and Stochastic Programming
In this paper, we investigate the Moreau envelope of the
supremum of a family of convex, proper, and lower semicontinuous functions. Under mild assumptions, we prove
that the Moreau envelope of a supremum is the supremum
of Moreau envelopes, which allows us to approximate possibly nonsmooth supremum functions by smooth functions
that are also the suprema of functions. Consequently, we
propose and study approximated optimization problems
from inﬁnite and stochastic programming for which we obtain zero-duality results and optimality conditions without
the veriﬁcation of constraint qualiﬁcation conditions.
Pedro Pérez-Aros
Universidad de O’Higgins
Universidad de O’Higgins
pedro.perez@uoh.cl
CP12
Riemannian Trust-Region Method for Gaussian
Mixture Models
In this talk, we consider Gaussian Mixture Models that are
widely spread in Data Science and Statistics. The data is
modeled to follow a mixture of K Gaussian distributions
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and the optimization task therein lies in ﬁnding the optimal parameters of the Gaussians and the mixture components. This task is commonly solved by the ExpectationMaximization algorithm from computational statistics as
the positive-deﬁniteness constraint of covariance matrices
makes standard nonlinear optimization algorithms hard to
use. In an alternative approach, we exploit the geometric
structure of positive deﬁnite matrices and use the concepts
of optimization on manifolds. We reformulate the problem
for this setting such that we can obtain faster algorithms.
We present a Riemannian Newton Trust-Region method
and show preliminary numerical results.

Rachford solver that exploits a closed-form solution of
simple quadratically-constrained quadratic programs (QCQPs). Simulation results showcase the superior properties of OpReg-Boost w.r.t. the more classical forwardbackward algorithm, FISTA, and Anderson acceleration,
and with respect to its close relative convex-regressionboost (CvxReg-Boost) which is also novel but less performing.

Lena Sembach
Trier University
Universitaetsring 15, 54296 Trier
sembach@uni-trier.de

Andrea Simonetto
IBM Research Ireland
andrea.simonetto@ibm.com

Volker H. Schulz
University of Trier
Department of Mathematics
Volker.Schulz@uni-trier.de
Jan Pablo Burgard
Universitätsring 15, 54296 Trier
burgardj@uni-trierde
CP13
Non-Euclidean Multi-block Proximal Alternating
Linearized Minimization Algorithms for Nonsmooth Nonconvex Optimization
We introduce and analyze BPALM and A-BPALM , two
multiblock proximal alternating linearized minimization algorithms using Bregman distances for solving structured
nonconvex problems. The objective function is the sum
of a multi-block relatively smooth function (i.e., relatively
smooth by ﬁxing all the blocks except one) and blocks separable (nonsmooth) nonconvex functions. The sequences
generated by our algorithms are subsequentially convergent to critical points of the objective function, while they
are globally convergent under the KL inequality assumption. Moreover, the rate of convergence is further analyzed
for functions satisfying the Lojasiewiczs gradient inequality. We apply this framework to orthogonal nonnegative
matrix factorization (ONMF) that satisﬁes all of our assumptions and the related subproblems are solved in closed
forms. We ﬁnally report some numerical results conﬁrming
the theoretical foundations.
Masoud Ahookhosh
University of Antwerp, Belgium
masoud.ahookhosh@uantwerpen.be
CP13
OpReg-Boost: Learning to Accelerate Online Algorithms with Operator Regression
This paper presents a new regularization approach –
termed OpReg-Boost – to boost the convergence and lessen
the asymptotic error of online optimization and learning
algorithms. In particular, the paper considers online algorithms for optimization problems with a time-varying
(weakly) convex composite cost. For a given online algorithm, OpReg-Boost learns the closest algorithmic map
that yields linear convergence; to this end, the learning
procedure hinges on the concept of operator regression.
We show how to formalize the operator regression problem and propose a computationally-eﬃcient Peaceman-

Nicola Bastianello
University of Padova
nicola.bastianello.3@phd.unipd.it

Emiliano Dall’Anese
University of Colorado Boulder
emiliano.dallanese@colorado.edu
CP13
Beyond Local Optimality Conditions: the Case of
Maximizing a Convex Function
Traditionally, conditions under which a feasible solution of
a convex optimization problem is identiﬁed as optimal are
based on inﬁnitesimal calculus: the analysis of functions
through their behavior on a microlevel. Consequently, it is
unable to provide global optimality conditions for nonconvex problems such as convex maximization. We suggest
an intuitively appealing notion to identify globally optimal
solutions: distance to the global minimizer of the objective function. Based on this idea, we develop a two-phase
algorithm to solve convex maximization problems. First,
we ﬁnd, or approximate, the furthest point in the feasible set from the global minimizer. This is still a convex
maximization problem, but for ellipsoidal feasible sets it
can be solved eﬃciently. For other feasible sets, we elect
to approximate the feasible set and continue with the furthest point in this approximation instead. Then, in the
second phase, we use an alternating direction method initialized with this value that converges to at least a local
maximum, which is a good candidate to be a global maximizer by virtue of being an improvement over the furthest
point, a good candidate in its own right. The alternating direction method is highly tractable, as it only requires
maximizing a linear function over the feasible set in each
iteration. We demonstrate the performance of our algorithm on randomly generated instances and instances from
the literature.
Ernst Roos
Tilburg University
Department of Econometrics and Operations Research
e.j.roos@tilburguniversity.edu
Aharon Ben-Tal
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Management
abental@technion.ac.il
CP13
A Limiting Analysis on Regularization of IllConditioned SDP and Its Implication to Duality
Theory
We consider primal-dual pairs of semideﬁnite programs and
assume that they are ill-posed, i.e., both primal and dual
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are either weakly feasible or weakly infeasible. Under such
circumstances, strong duality may break down and the primal and dual might have a nonzero duality gap. Nevertheless, there are arbitrary small perturbations to the problem
data which makes the perturbed primal-dual pair strongly
feasible thus zeroing the duality gap. In this talk, we conduct an asymptotic analysis of the optimal value as the
perturbation is driven to zero. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁx two positive deﬁnite matrices Mp , Md , and add them to make the
primal and dual problems strictly feasible. Then, we analyze the behavior of the optimal value of the perturbed
problem when the perturbation is reduced to zero keeping their proportion, i.e., we consider the perturbation of
the form tMp and tMd with t = 1 and reduce t to zero.
No further assumptions such as compactness or constraint
qualiﬁcations are ever made. It will be shown that the optimal value of the perturbed problem converges to a value
between the primal and dual optimal values of the original problem. Finally, the analysis leads us to the relatively
surprising consequence that the infeasible interior-point algorithms for SDP generates a sequence converging to a
number between the primal and dual optimal values, even
in the presence of a nonzero duality gap.
Takashi Tsuchiya
National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies
tsuchiya@grips.ac.jp
Lorenco Bruno
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
bruno@ism.ac.jp
Masakazu Muramatsu
The University of Electro-Communications
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Takayuki Okuno
RIKEN Center for Advanced Intelligence Project
takayuki.okuno.ks@riken.jp
CP13
Determination of Convex Functions Via Subgradients of Minimal Norm
We show, in Hilbert space setting, that any two convex
proper lower semicontinuous functions bounded from below, for which the norm of their minimal subgradients coincide, they coincide up to a constant. Moreover, under
classic boundary conditions, we provide the same results
when the functions are continuous and deﬁned over an
open convex domain. These results show that for convex
functions bounded from below, the slopes provide suﬃcient
ﬁrst-order information to determine the function up to a
constant, giving a positive answer to the conjecture posed
in Boulmezaoud et al. (SIAM J Optim 28(3):20492066,
2018).
Emilio Vilches
O’Higgins University
emilio.vilches@uoh.cl
CP13
On Standard Quadratic Programs with Exact and
Inexact Doubly Nonnegative Relaxations
The problem of minimizing a (nonconvex) quadratic form
over the unit simplex, referred to as a standard quadratic
program, admits an exact convex conic formulation over
the computationally intractable cone of completely positive
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matrices. Replacing the intractable cone in this formulation by the larger but tractable cone of doubly nonnegative
matrices, i.e., the cone of positive semideﬁnite and componentwise nonnegative matrices, one obtains the so-called
doubly nonnegative relaxation, whose optimal value yields
a lower bound on that of the original problem. We present
a full algebraic characterization of the set of instances of
standard quadratic programs that admit an exact doubly
nonnegative relaxation. This characterization yields an algorithmic recipe for constructing such an instance. In addition, we explicitly identify three families of instances for
which the doubly nonnegative relaxation is exact. We also
provide an algebraic characterization of the set of instances
for which the doubly nonnegative relaxation has a positive
gap and show how to construct such an instance using this
characterization.
E. Alper Yildirim
The University of Edinburgh
The University of Edinburgh
E.A.Yildirim@ed.ac.uk
Gorkem Gokmen
Izmir University of Economics
ygorkem@ku.edu.tr
MS1
Large-Scale Linear Equality Constrained Optimization with Reduced Compact Representation
Large optimization problems with linear constraints Ax =
b have been used to formulate statistical and machine learning tasks. Computing search directions is the main challenge. When only gradient information is available, we
estimate the Hessian matrix by a limited memory BFGS
matrix. To handle the associated KKT system, we observe that the (1,1) block of the inverse KKT matrix is
unchanged when projected onto the nullspace of A. Using
this property, we develop a reduced compact representation (RCR) that decouples the computation of a search direction into an orthogonal projection and additional small
terms. Orthogonal projections are computed using sparse
QR of AT and preconditioned LSQR. We implement the
RCR in two trust-region algorithms. In numerical experiments on large problems, the proposed algorithms are more
eﬃcient, often signiﬁcantly, compared to existing implementations.
Johannes J. Brust
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
jbrust@anl.gov
Roummel F. Marcia
University of California, Merced
rmarcia@ucmerced.edu
Cosmin G. Petra
Lawrence Livermore National
Center for Advanced Scientiﬁc Computing
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MS1
A Structured Modiﬁed Newton Approach for Solv-
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ing Systems of Nonlinear Equations Arising in
Interior-Point Methods for Quadratic Programming

sizes. Numerical experiments demonstrate the eﬃciency
and signiﬁcant potential of the bandwidth-based step-size
in many applications.

We focus on interior-point methods for inequalityconstrained quadratic programs, and particularly on the
system of nonlinear equations to be solved at each iteration. Newton iterations give high quality solutions, but we
seek modiﬁed Newton systems that are computationally
less expensive at the expense of lower quality solutions.
We propose a structured modiﬁed Newton approach where
each modiﬁed Jacobian is composed of a previous Jacobian
plus one low-rank update matrix per succeeding iteration.
For a given rank, each update matrix is chosen to make the
modiﬁed Jacobian closest to the current Jacobian in both
2-norm and Frobenius norm, while preserving the sparsity
pattern of the Jacobian. Each modiﬁed Jacobian may be
viewed as a Jacobian at a diﬀerent point. The choice of update matrix is motivated by asymptotic results in an ideal
theoretical framework. We give numerical results with a
basic primal-dual interior-point implementation to investigate the practical performance within and beyond the theoretical framework. To improve performance, we motivate
and construct two heuristics to be added to the method.
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Chinese Academy of Sciences
Inst of Comp Math & Sci/Eng, AMSS
yyx@lsec.cc.ac.cn, wangxiao@ucas.ac.cn

David Ek
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
daviek@kth.se
Anders Forsgren
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Dept. of Mathematics
andersf@kth.se
MS1
Second-Derivative SQP Methods for Large-Scale
Nonconvex Nonlinear Optimization
We present an SQP method that uses ﬁrst and second
derivatives of the problem functions and solves the QP subproblems with a shifted primal-dual interior method. The
interior method can exploit a good starting point (it can
be “warm-started”), and it implicitly regularizes the subproblem, ensuring convergence under weak assumptions on
the problem. We discuss the treatment of infeasible and
unbounded subproblems, and present numerical results on
large nonconvex problems.
Philip E. Gill, Alexander Guldemond, Elizabeth Wong
University of California, San Diego
Department of Mathematics
pgill@ucsd.edu, aguldemo@ucsd.edu, elwong@ucsd.edu
MS1
Stochastic Gradient Descent
Bandwidth-Based Step Size

Method

with

We investigate the stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
method where the step size is given by a banded region
instead of a ﬁxed formula. The optimal convergence rate
under mild conditions and large initial step size is proved.
Our analysis provides comparable theoretical error bounds
for SGD associated with a variety of step sizes. In addition,
the convergence rates for some existing step size strategies,
e.g., triangular policy and cosine-wave, can be revealed by
our analytical framework under the boundary constraints.
The bandwidth-based step size provides eﬃcient and ﬂexible step size selection in optimization. We also propose
a 1/t up-down policy and give several non-monotonic step

MS2
Quasi-Newton Optimization Methods: Combining
Multi-Secant with Symmetry
Solving complex root-ﬁnding problems is now a common
situation in engineering. In most industrial applications,
numerical methods helped to develop pieces of software
that can simply be considered as a black box solving a problem based on given input variables. When such a black box
is available, optimization is a logical next step. After deﬁning some objective function, a new question arises: which
value should be given to the variables in order to reach this
objective? It is interesting to note that for root-ﬁnding
problems, one important strategy in recent research and
applications, in particular in interaction problems, is the
use of multi-secant (or multi-points) Quasi-Newton methods. However, this strategy has been very little explored
in the context of optimization where symmetrical methods
(BFGS in the lead) are the most used. It can be shown that
the multi-secant property and the symmetry are generally
mutually exclusive [Quasi-Newton Methods Using Multiple
Secant Equations, Schnabel 83]. Although, as multi-secant
methods perform very well for root-ﬁnding problems, we
are interested in the application of those methods in optimization. In order to tackle the stated general impossibility
to develop a symmetric multi-secant Quasi-Newton update
formula, we expose three strategies and give an overview of
some of their recent results: data perturbation, penalized
methods and alternating projections.
Nicolas Boutet
Ghent University
nicolas.boutet@ugent.be
Rob Haelterman
Royal Military Academy, Belgium
rob.haelterman@mil.be
Joris Degroote
Ghent University
joris.degroote@ugent.be
MS2
Behavior of Quasi-Newton Methods for Unconstrained Quadratic Optimization Problems with
Noisy Data
In this talk, we present specially designed quasi-Newton
methods for solving quadratic optimization problems in
a noisy frame-work, where there are errors in the data.
The methods range from well-known deterministic methods, such as the BFGS method, to stochastic methods solving stochastic optimization problems associated with each
iteration. We discuss the tradeoﬀ between computational
cost of each iteration and speed of convergence. We also
present results on problems where several samples of the
gradient may be obtained at each iteration.
Gianpiero Canessa, Shen Peng
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
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Anders Forsgren
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Dept. of Mathematics
andersf@kth.se

In this talk, we consider unconstrained quadratic optimization. We consider quasi-Newton methods that are identical
to the method of conjugate gradients in exact arithmetic.
We now study the behavior of diﬀerent such quasi-Newton
methods in a noisy frame-work, where there are errors in
the data. In particular, we propose methods for computing high-accuracy solutions, which are based on formulating and solving stochastic optimization problems associated with each iteration.

An adaptive regularization algorithm (AR1pGN) for unconstrained nonlinear minimization is considered, which
uses a model consisting of a Taylor expansion of arbitrary degree and regularization term involving a possibly
non-smooth norm. It is shown that the non-smoothness
−(p+1)/p)
) upper
of the norm does not aﬀect the O(�1
bound on evaluation complexity for ﬁnding ﬁrst-order �1 approximate minimizers using p derivatives. It is also
shown that, if p = 2, the bound of O(�−3 ) evaluations
for ﬁnding ”second-order” �-approximate minimizers still
holds for a variant of AR1pGN named AR2GN, despite
the possibly non-smooth nature of the regularization term.
Moreover, the adaptation of the existing theory for handling the non-smoothness results in an interesting modiﬁcation of the subproblem termination rules, leading to an
even more compact complexity analysis. In particular, it is
shown when the Newtons step is acceptable for an adaptive
regularization method. The approximate minimization of
quadratic polynomials regularized with non-smooth norms
is then discussed, and a new approximate second-order necessary optimality condition is derived for this case. A specialized algorithm is then proposed to enforce ﬁrst- and
second-order conditions that are strong enough to ensure
the existence of a suitable step in AR1pGN (when p = 2)
and in AR2GN, and its iteration complexity is analyzed.

Gianpiero Canessa, David Ek
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
canessa@kth.se, daviek@kth.se

Serge Gratton
ENSEEIHT, Toulouse, France
serge.gratton@enseeiht.fr

Anders Forsgren
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
Dept. of Mathematics
andersf@kth.se

Sadok Jerad
University of Toulouse, ANITI, France
sadok.jerad@toulouse-inp.fr

David Ek
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
daviek@kth.se
MS2
Modeling of Quasi-Newton Methods for Unconstrained Quadratic Optimization Problems with
Noisy Data

Shen Peng
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
shenp@kth.se
MS2
A New Multipoint Secant Method with a Dense
Initial Matrix
In this presentation, we discuss a new multipoint symmetric secant (MSS) that uses a dense initial matrix rather
than a multiple of the identity initial matrix. We discuss
the convergence analysis of the new method and compare
the numerical results of applying the new method with the
standard MSS, which uses a multiple of the identity initial
matrix, on several problems from the CUTEst test problem
set.
Mostafa Rezapour
Wake Forest University
rezapom@wfu.edu
Oleg Burdakov
Linkoping University
oleg.burdakov@liu.se

Philippe L. Toint
University of Namur, Belgium
philippe.toint@unamur.be
MS3
Constrained and Unconstrained Optimization in
the Presence of Noise
In the ﬁrst part of the talk, we consider the solution of constrained and unconstrained optimization problems when
only noisy evaluations of the functions, constraints, and
their derivatives are available. We present theoretical results characterizing the achievable accuracy in the solution when employing classical methods adapted to handle noise. In the second part of the talk we focus on the
noisy derivative-free setting and propose simple extensions
of Gauss-Newton, L-BFGS and interior points that employ
smoothed ﬁnite diﬀerence approximations. We argue that
these methods are highly competitive and versatile.
Jorge Nocedal
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management
Sciences
Northwestern University
j-nocedal@northwestern.edu

Jennifer Erway
Wake Forest University
erwayjb@wfu.edu

MS3
Inexact Proximal Methods with Subspace Acceleration for Sparse Problems

MS3
Regularisation methods for Large Scale Optimiza-

I discuss inexact proximal-gradient (PG) methods for solving sparse optimization problems such those problems using sparsity-inducing regularization (e.g., Lasso, group
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Lasso, and latent group Lasso). Unlike the majority of
related methods in the literature, we allow inexact PG calculations that are based on veriﬁable termination conditions. We also discuss enhanced second-order variants that
integrate subspace acceleration over small dimensional subspaces, thus keeping the cost per iteration relatively low.
Theoretical convergence results and numerical tests on various learning problems will be presented.
Daniel Robinson
Lehigh University
daniel.p.robinson@gmail.com
MS3
SQP Methods for Equality Constrained Stochastic
Optimization
Sequential quadratic optimization algorithms are proposed
for solving smooth nonlinear optimization problems with
equality constraints. The main focus is the case when
the constraint functions are deterministic, but the objective function is stochastic. It is assumed in this setting
that it is intractable to compute objective gradient values
explicitly, although one can compute stochastic gradient
estimates. We consider exact and inexact solves of the
Newton-SQP system separately. For exact solves, we propose an adaptive stepsize selection scheme, since the objective is stochastic, for which it is assumed that line searches
would be intractable. For inexact solves, we propose additional conditions for characterizing appropriate inexact
subproblem solutions to address challenges resulting from
the stochasticity in the objective function. Under reasonable assumptions, convergence in expectation are established for our proposed algorithms. The results of numerical experiments demonstrate the practical performance of
our proposed techniques.
Baoyu Zhou
Lehigh University
baz216@lehigh.edu
Albert S. Berahas
Department of Industrial and Operations Engineering
University of Michigan
albertberahas@gmail.com
Frank E. Curtis
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Lehigh University
frank.e.curtis@gmail.com
Daniel Robinson
Lehigh University
daniel.p.robinson@gmail.com
MS4
Variance-Reduced Proximal and Splitting Schemes
for Monotone Stochastic Generalized Equations
We consider monotone inclusion problems where the operators are expectation-valued. We propose two avenues
for addressing uncertainty in the mapping. (i) Variancereduced stochastic proximal point methods. We develop
amongst the ﬁrst variance-reduced stochastic proximalpoint schemes that achieves optimal deterministic rates
of convergence in terms of solving proximal-point problems, where we believe the rates for monotone regimes
are amongst the ﬁrst available. Our analysis reveals that
the schemes achieve optimal sample-complexity in some
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regimes. The generated sequences are shown to be convergent to a solution in an almost-sure sense. It is worth
emphasizing that the schemes do not rely on Lipschitzian
assumptions on the map. (ii) Variance-reduced stochastic modiﬁed forward-backward splitting scheme. In constrained settings, we consider structured settings when the
map can be decomposed into an expectation-valued map
A and a maximal monotone map B with a tractable resolvent. Akin to (i), we show that the proposed schemes are
equipped with a.s. convergence guarantees, linear (strongly
monotone A) and O(1/k) (monotone A) rates of convergence while achieving optimal oracle complexity bounds.
The rate statements in monotone regimes appear to be
amongst the ﬁrst. Furthermore, the schemes rely on weaker
moment requirements on noise as well as allow for weakening unbiasedness requirements on oracles in strongly monotone regimes.
Shisheng Cui
Penn State University
suc256@psu.edu
Uday Shanbhag
Pennsylvania State University
udaybag@psu.edu
MS4
Distributed
Variable
Sample-Size
Gradientresponse and Best-response Schemes for Stochastic
Nash Equilibrium Problems
This talk considers a stochastic Nash equilibrium problem, where each player minimizes a composite objective
being the sum of an expectation-valued smooth function and a nonsmooth convex function with an eﬃcient
prox-evaluation. Under suitable monotonicity assumptions
on the pseudogradient, we propose a distributed variable
sample-size proximal stochastic gradient-response scheme,
where each player combines a variance reduced proximal
gradient response with multiple consensus steps for learning the aggregate. Under a suitable contractive property
associated with the proximal best-response (BR) map, we
further design a distributed variable sample-size proximal
BR scheme, where each player estimates the aggregate by
a consensus update and then solves a sample-average BR
problem. For both schemes, when the sample-size increases
at a suitable geometric rate and the number of consensus
steps increase with k + 1, the iterates converge at a geometric rate while the iteration, oracle and communication
complexity to obtain an �-Nash equilibrium are respectively
O(ln(1/�)), O(1/�), and O(ln2 (1/�)). We further explore
the convergence properties when the sample-sizes and communication rounds increase at a polynomial rate. Finally,
we present some preliminary numerics to provide empirical
support for the rate and complexity statements.
Jinlong Lei
Tongji University
leijinlong@tongji.edu.cn
Uday Shanbhag
Pennsylvania State University
udaybag@psu.edu
MS4
Stochastic Inertial Forward-Backward-Forward
Splitting for Monotone Stochastic Inclusions in
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Hilbert Spaces
We propose and analyze the convergence of a novel stochastic algorithm for monotone inclusions that are sum of a
maximal monotone operator and a single-valued Lipschitz
continuous operator. The algorithm we propose is a natural stochastic extension of the classical forwardbackwardforward method. A key novelty of our approach is the
detailed study of relaxation and inertial eﬀects in the algorithmic design. Following an online variance reduction
strategy via a mini-batch approach we achieve optimal iteration and almost optimal oracle complexity estimates. In
the strongly monotone case, we obtain linear convergence
rates in terms of a gap function, based on the Fitzpatrick
function. Numerical results on two-stage games and empirical risk minimization under the overlapping group Lasso
illustrate the decisive advantages of our method compared
to its close competitors, like the accelerated mirror-prox
scheme.
Mathias Staudigl
Maastricht University
m.staudigl@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Uday Shanbhag
Pennsylvania State University
udaybag@psu.edu
Shisheng Cui
Penn State University
suc256@psu.edu
Phan Vuong
University of Southampton
t.v.phan@sutton.ac.uk
MS4
Approximation and Distributed Computation of
Generalized Nash Equilibria with Uncertain Coupled Constraints
We design a distributed algorithm to seek generalized Nash
equilibria with uncertain coupled constraints. It is hard to
ﬁnd the exact equilibria directly, because the parameters
in the coupled constraint come from general convex sets,
which may not have analytic expressions. To solve the
problem, we ﬁrst approximate general convex sets by inscribed polyhedrons and transform the approximate problem into a variational inequality by robust optimization.
Then, with help of convex set geometry and metric spaces,
we prove that the solution to the variational inequality
induces an ε-generalized Nash equilibrium of the original
game in the worst case. Furthermore, we propose a distributed algorithm to seek an ε-generalized Nash equilibrium, and show the convergence analysis with Lyapunov
functions and variational inequalities. Finally, we illustrate the eﬀectiveness of the distributed algorithm by a
numerical example.
Peng Yi
Tongji University
yipeng@tongji.edu.cn
Guanpu Chen
Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science, Chinese
Academy
chengp@amss.ac.cn
Yang Ming
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MS5
Randomized DFO Methods for Fitting Numerical
Physics Models
We address the calibration of a computationally expensive nuclear physics model for which derivative information
with respect to the ﬁt parameters is not readily available.
Of particular interest is the performance of optimizationbased training algorithms when dozens, rather than millions or more, of training data are available and when the
expense of the model places limitations on the number
of concurrent model evaluations that can be performed.
As a case study, we consider the Fayans energy density functional model, which has characteristics similar to
many model ﬁtting and calibration problems in nuclear
physics. We analyze hyperparameter tuning considerations
and variability associated with stochastic optimization algorithms and illustrate considerations for tuning in diﬀerent computational settings. Based on our results, we propose some novel extensions to existing methods.
Matt Menickelly
Argonne National Laboratory
mmenickelly@anl.gov
MS5
Lookahead Acquisition Functions for FiniteHorizon Time-Dependent1Bayesian Optimization:
Application to Quantum Optimal Control
We propose a novel Bayesian method to solve the
maximization of a time-dependent expensive-to-evaluate
stochastic oracle. We are interested in the decision that
maximizes the oracle at a ﬁnite time horizon, given a limited budget of noisy evaluations of the oracle that can
be performed before the horizon. Our recursive two-step
lookahead acquisition function for Bayesian optimization,
makes nonmyopic decisions at every stage by maximizing
the expected increase in a value function—deﬁned by the
user—of the oracle, evaluated at the horizon. Speciﬁcally,
we propose a generalized two-step lookahead framework
with customizable value functions and illustrate how lookahead versions of classic acquisition functions such as the
Expected Improvement, Probability of Improvement and
Upper Conﬁdence Bound, can be obtained. We demonstrate the utility of our proposed approach on several carefully constructed synthetic cases and a real-world quantum
optimal control problem.
Ashwin Renganathan, Jeﬀrey Larson
Argonne National Laboratory
ashwinsr@gatech.edu, jmlarson@anl.gov
Stefan Wild
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science - LANS
wild@anl.gov
MS5
Large-Scale Derivative-Free Optimization using
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Subspace Methods
In existing techniques for model-based derivative-free optimization, the computational cost of constructing local
models and Lagrange polynomials can be high. As a result, these algorithms are not as suitable for large-scale
problems as derivative-based methods. In this talk, I will
discuss a model-based derivative-free algorithm based on
exploration of random subspaces, its worst-case complexity bounds, and some numerical results.
Coralia Cartis
University of Oxford
Mathematical Institute
cartis@maths.ox.ac.uk
Lindon Roberts
The Australian National University
lindon.roberts@anu.edu.au
MS5
Bayesian Optimization for Noisy Functions
Bayesian optimization (BO) is an increasingly popular approach in stochastic simulation optimizations. Despite its
successful applications, there remain several practical issues that have to be addressed. These include the nontrivial optimization of the inner acquisition function to ﬁnd
the future evaluation points, the over-exploitative behavior of some BO algorithms and the eﬀective allocation of
replications to evaluation points. In this work, we propose
a new partition-based BO framework for stochastic simulations that helps to overcome these issues. We further
provide convergence guarantees for this framework and illustrate its ﬁnite time performance with several numerical
experiments.
Ng Szu Hui
National University of Singapore
isensh@nus.edu.sg
Songhao Wang
Southern University of Science and Technology
wangsh2021@sustech.edu.cn
MS6
Stochastic Polyak Step-Size for SGD: An Adaptive
Learning Rate for Fast Convergence
We propose a stochastic variant of the classical Polyak
step-size (Polyak, 1987) commonly used in the subgradient
method. Although computing the Polyak step-size requires
knowledge of the optimal function values, this information
is readily available for typical modern machine learning applications. Consequently, the proposed stochastic Polyak
step-size (SPS) is an attractive choice for setting the learning rate for stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We provide theoretical convergence guarantees for SGD equipped
with SPS in diﬀerent settings, including strongly convex,
convex and non-convex functions. Furthermore, our analysis results in novel convergence guarantees for SGD with
a constant step-size. We show that SPS is particularly
eﬀective when training over-parameterized models capable of interpolating the training data. In this setting, we
prove that SPS enables SGD to converge to the true solution at a fast rate without requiring the knowledge of
any problem-dependent constants or additional computational overhead. We experimentally validate our theoretical results via extensive experiments on synthetic and real
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datasets. We demonstrate the strong performance of SGD
with SPS compared to state-of-the-art optimization methods when training over-parameterized models.
Nicolas Loizou
MILA
loizouni@mila.quebec
MS7
Forward-Backward Methods:
Perspectives

New Results and

Several relevant problems in a variety of diﬀerent ﬁelds,
such as signal and image processing and machine learning, are formulated as optimization problems. The recent research leads such variational models to be more
and more accurate and very challenging from the numerical and theoretical point of view. Indeed, the objective
function to be minimized may include nonsmooth and nonconvex terms, which are diﬃcult to handle by optimization
methods, which are required to have both reliable theoretical convergence properties and eﬀective practical performances. Forward-backward methods are valid tools when
the objective function is the sum of a smooth, possibly
nonconvex term plus a convex, possibly nonsmooth function. The corresponding iteration requires the gradient of
the smooth part and the evaluation of the proximity operator associated to the convex term. One of the main challenges, from both implementation and theoretical point of
view, arises when the the proximity operator has to be
computed in an inexact way. The aim of this talk is to
illustrate new convergence results about forward-backward
methods with inexact computation of the proximity operator, under the assumption that the objective function
satisﬁes the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property. The strength
of our approach is that its implementation results in algorithms with well established convergence guaranties, which
are also well performing on several relevant applications.
Silvia Bonettini
Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica
` di Ferrara
Universit{a}
silvia.bonettini@unife.it
MS7
Ergodic Convergence Rates for Optimal Transport
and Wasserstein Barycenter Problems
Optimal Transport (OT) and Wasserstein Barycenter
(WB) problems play a central role in imaging, clustering,
machine learning, and statistics. Sinkhorn’s algorithm and
Iterative Bregman Projections are classical methods that
use entropic penalization to approximate ”-optimal solutions of OT and WB, respectively. Recently, traditional
methods of convex optimization such as Accelerated Mirror
Descent and Alternating Minimization have been proved to
achieve convergence rates with a better dependence on ”
than classical approaches. Following these ideas, we study
OT and WB through standard non-linear ﬁrst-order methods. As an immediate result, we obtain upper bounds for
the duality-gap that interestingly matches the accelerated
rates of recent approaches. The new algorithm is simple
and does not require entropic penalization. We study several variants of the new method including a new regularization strategy that makes the computations very stable.
Numerical experiments on synthetic and real datasets are
provided.
Juan Pablo Contreras Fernández
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MS7
Adaptive Acceleration for First-order Methods
First-order operator splitting methods are ubiquitous
among many ﬁelds through science and engineering, such
as inverse problems, image processing, statistics, data science and machine learning, to name a few. In this talk,
through the ﬁxed-point sequence, I will ﬁrst discuss a geometry property of ﬁrst-order methods when applying to
solve non-smooth optimization problems. Then I will discuss the limitation of current widely used inertial acceleration technique, and propose a trajectory following adaptive
acceleration algorithm. Global convergence is established
for the proposed acceleration scheme based on the perturbation of ﬁxed-point iteration. Locally, connections between the acceleration scheme and the well studied vector
extrapolation technique in the ﬁeld of numerical analysis
will be discussed, followed by acceleration guarantees of
the proposed acceleration scheme. Numeric experiments
on various ﬁrst-order methods are provided to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed adaptive acceleration
scheme.
Jingwei Liang
Queen Mary University London
jingwei.liang@qmul.ac.uk
MS7
Convergence of the Proximal Gradient Algorithm
in the Context of An Adjoint Mismatch
The proximal gradient algorithm is a popular iterative algorithm to deal with penalized least-squares minimization
problems. Its simplicity and versatility allow one to embed
nonsmooth penalties eﬃciently. In the context of inverse
problems arising in signal and image processing, a major
concern lies in the computational burden when implementing minimization algorithms. For instance, in tomographic
image reconstruction, a bottleneck is the cost for applying
the forward linear operator and its adjoint. Consequently,
it often happens that these operators are approximated numerically, so that the adjoint property is no longer fulﬁlled.
In this talk, we focus on the proximal gradient algorithm
stability properties when such an adjoint mismatch arises.
By making use of tools from convex analysis and ﬁxed point
theory, we establish conditions under which the algorithm
can still converge to a ﬁxed point. We provide bounds on
the error between this point and the solution to the minimization problem. We illustrate the applicability of our
theoretical results through numerical examples in the context of computed tomography.
Marion Savanier
CentraleSupélec, France
marion.savanier@centralesupelec.fr
Emilie Chouzenoux
Université Paris-Est Marne-La-Vallée
France
emilie.chouzenoux@centralesupelec.fr
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cyril.riddell@med.ge.com, yves.trousset@med.ge.com
MS8
A Scalable Deterministic Global Optimization Algorithm for Clustering Problems
The minimum sum-of-squares clustering (MSSC) task,
which can be treated as a Mixed Integer Second Order
Cone Programming (MISOCP) problem, is rarely investigated in the literature through deterministic global optimization. One reason is that a classic branch and bound
(BB) scheme needs to perform branching on all variables,
and the number of variables increases linearly as the number of data samples. Therefore, state-of-the-art global
solvers cannot solve clustering problems even with tens of
data points. In this paper, we modelled the MSSC task
as a two-stage optimization problem and proposed a tailed
reduced-space BB algorithm. We also designed several approaches to construct lower and upper bounds at each node
in the BB scheme. One key advantage of this reduced-space
algorithm is that it only needs to perform branching on the
centers of clusters to guarantee convergence, and the size
of centers is independent of the number of data samples.
Another critical property of this algorithm is that bounds
can be computed by solving small-scale sample subproblems. These two properties enable our algorithm to be
scalable to the dataset with hundreds or even thousands of
data points for ﬁnding a global -optimal solution. We performed numerical experiments and compared our proposed
algorithms with the oﬀ-the-shelf global optimal solvers and
classical local optimal algorithms. The results reveal a
strong performance and scalability of our algorithm.
Kaixun Hua
University of British Columbia
huakaixun@gmail.com
Yankai Cao
Chemical and Biological Engineering, UBC, Vancouver,
BC, Can
yankai.cao@ubc.ca
MS8
Optimal Study Design for Reducing Variances of
Coeﬃcient Estimators in Change-Point Model
In longitudinal studies, we measure the same variables at
multiple time-points to track their change over time. The
exact schedules of participants visits time are often predetermined to accommodate ease of project management
and compliance. So, the standard design schedules those
visits at equally spaced time intervals. However, this standard design does not provide the best power of studies and
the best precision of model parameter estimators. In this
paper, we propose an optimal study design to better study
the accelerated cognitive decline of senior adults, where
a broken-stick model is often applied. We formulate this
optimal design problem on scheduling participants visiting
into a high-dimensional optimization problem and derive
its approximate solution. Based on this approximation, we
propose a novel design of the visiting scheme that aims to
maximize the power (i.e. reduce the variance of estimators). Using both simulation studies and evidence from
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real data, we demonstrate that our design outperforms the
standard design when we have strong prior knowledge of
the change-points. This novel design help researchers plan
their longitudinal studies with improved power in detecting pattern change without collecting extra data. Also,
this individual-level scheduling system helps monitor seniors’ cognitive function and, therefore, beneﬁts the development of personal level treatment for cognitive decline,
which agrees with the trend of the health care system.

that SPS (Stochastic gradient descent with a Polyak Stepsize) is a special case of the subsampled Newton Raphson
method. I will then change the representation of these nonlinear equations to design a new variance reduced version
of the SPS method. All instantiations of the subsampled
Newton Raphson method come complete with a global convergence guarantee under some new star-convex type assumptions. As such, I will give a new global convergence
theory for SPS and the variance reduced version.

Xuekui Zhang
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of
Vict
Xuekui@UVic.ca

Robert Gower
Telecom Paris, France
gowerrobert@gmail.com

MS9
On Complexity and Convergence of High-Order
Coordinate Descent Algorithms

MS9
On the Use of Inexact Restoration in Finite-Sum
Minimization

Vitalino S. Amaral
University of Campinas
vitalinoamaral@hotmail.com

Finite-sum minimization is a relevant problem in many
contexts, such as classiﬁcation in machine learning and
sample average approximation of objective functions formulated as mathematical expectation. We address ﬁnitesum minimization via trust-region methods where the models are of order one or two and random since subsampled
functions and derivatives are employed. The issue of choosing the sample size for approximating functions and gradients is delicate and several strategies have been proposed
in the literature. In this talk we discuss a new strategy
where the sample sizes used for function and gradient estimates change dynamically along the iterations and are
adjusted by a deterministic rule inspired by the inexact
restoration method, ﬁrstly proposed by J.M. Martinez and
E.A. Pilotta for constrained optimization. We provide the
complexity analysis of our procedures and their numerical
validation on a set of convex and nonconvex classiﬁcation
problems.
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MS9
New Viewpoints, Variants and Convergence Theory for Stochastic Polyak Stepsizes

MS9
Stochastic Variance Reduced Gradient Methods
with Variable Learning Rate

I will use our recently developed subsampled Newton Raphson method to design some new stochastic variance reduced
methods and shed light on some old methods. Newton
Raphson is a method for solving nonlinear equations. Subsampled Newton Raphson is a new variant that requires
only a subsample of the rows in each step. To design a new
optimization method by using subsampled Newton Raphson, I will ﬁrst rewrite our optimization problem as a system of nonlinear equations and then apply the subsampled
Newton Raphson method. As a ﬁrst example, I will show

First order stochastic optimization methods are eﬀective
tools for the minimization of problems arising in machine
learning applications. Since they only require the computation of the gradient corresponding to either a single
or a small number of training examples, their overall cost
per iteration is low and they can be exploited with very
large datasets. However, two drawbacks can be identiﬁed
when using ﬁrst order stochastic optimization algorithms:
a strong dependency of the practical performance on the
choice of the learning rate and, even for very regular ob-

Coordinate descent methods with high-order regularized
models for box-constrained minimization are introduced.
High-order stationarity asymptotic convergence and ﬁrstorder stationarity worst-case evaluation complexity bounds
are established. The computer work that is necessary
for obtaining ﬁrst-order ε-stationarity with respect to the
variables of each coordinate-descent block is O(ε−(p+1)/p )
whereas the computer work for getting ﬁrst-order εstationarity with respect to all the variables simultaneously is O(ε−(p+1) ). Numerical examples involving multidimensional scaling problems are presented. The numerical performance of the methods is enhanced by means of
coordinate-descent strategies for choosing initial points.
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jective functions, a poor convergence rate due to the large
variance introduced by random sampling. We develop a
ﬁrst order stochastic method which mitigates these two
aspects. As for the ﬁrst issue, we propose to select the
learning rate by adapting, to the stochastic framework, a
limited memory strategy developed for deterministic ﬁrst
order schemes. Such technique allows to automatically and
adaptively select the learning rate at each iteration and to
give a local estimate of the inverse of the local Lipschitz
constant of the objective function gradient. Secondly, to reduce the variance of the stochastic gradient, we employ an
adaptive subsampling strategy which assures the descent
feature in expectation of the stochastic gradient directions
and only needs that the learning rate is properly bounded
by the Lipschitz parameter at any iteration. An extensive
numerical experimentation is carried out.
Giorgia Franchini
University of Ferrara
giorgia.franchini@unife.it
Federica Porta
Universita’ di Modena
federica.porta@unimore.it
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MS11
A Stochastic Second Order Extra-Step Scheme for
Nonsmooth Nonconvex Optimization
In this talk, we present a novel stochastic second order-type
extra-step method for solving a class of nonsmooth nonconvex composite-type optimization problems. We assume
that gradient information of the smooth part of the objective function can only be approximated via calling stochastic oracles. The proposed method combines stochastic
higher order steps for an underlying prox-type ﬁxed-point
equation with additional stochastic proximal steps to guarantee convergence. Speciﬁcally, based on suitable bounds
on the utilized step sizes, we establish global convergence
to stationary points in expectation and derive complexity
results. Moreover, we discuss a variant of our approach using a variance reduction technique and show that it enjoys
better convergence properties. Finally, numerical comparisons on large-scale logistic regression problems and sparse
deep learning are provided illustrating the eﬃciency of the
stochastic second order-type method.

Valeria Ruggiero
Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica
valeria.ruggiero@unife.it

Andre Milzarek
Technische Universitaet Muenchen
Chair of Mathematical Optimization
andremilzarek@cuhk.edu.cn

Luca Zanni
Dipartimento di Scienze Fisiche, Informatiche e
Matematiche
Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia
luca.zanni@unimore.it

MS11
THOR: Second-Order Optimization for Deep Neural Network

MS10
Inexact Proximal Augmented Lagrangian Methods
with Arbitrary Linearly Convergent Inner Solver
for Composite Optimization
We propose an inexact proximal augmented Lagrangian
framework with explicit inner problem termination rule for
composite convex optimization problems. We consider arbitrary linearly convergent inner solver including in particular stochastic algorithms, making the resulting framework more scalable facing the ever-increasing problem dimension. Each subproblem is solved inexactly with an
explicit and self-adaptive stopping criterion, without requiring to set an a priori target accuracy. When the primal and
√ dual domain are bounded, our method achieves
O(1/ �) and O(1/�) complexity bound in terms of number of inner solver iterations, respectively for the strongly
convex and non-strongly convex case. Without the boundedness assumption, only logarithm terms need to be added
and the above two complexity bounds increase respectively
√
to Õ(1/ �) and Õ(1/�), which hold both for obtaining �optimal and �-KKT solution. Within the general framework that we propose, we also obtain Õ(1/�) and Õ(1/�2 )
complexity bounds under relative smoothness assumption
on the diﬀerentiable component of the objective function.
We show through theoretical analysis as well as numerical
experiments the computational speedup possibly achieved
by the use of randomized inner solvers for large-scale problems.
Fei Li, Zheng Qu
The University of Hong Kong

Inspired by K-FAC, we propose a Trace-Based HardwareDriven Layer-Oriented Natural Gradient Descent
Computation method, called THOR, to speed up the secondorder optimization method in the real application models. Speciﬁcally, we gradually increase the update interval and use the matrix trace to determine which blocks
of Fisher Information Matrix(FIM) need to be updated.
Moreover, by resorting the power of hardware, we have designed a Hardware-driven approximation method for computing FIM to achieve better performance. In our experiments, the results show that training ResNet-50 on ImageNet with THOR only takes 66.7 minutes to achieve a top1 accuracy of 75.9% under an 8 Ascend 910 environment
with MindSpore, a new deep learning computing framework. THOR can only takes 2.7 minutes to 75.9% with
256 Ascend 910.
Zidong Wang
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.
Distributed and Parallel Software Lab
wang1@huawei.com
MS11
Inexact Proximal Stochastic Second-Order Methods for Nonconvex Composite Optimization
In this paper, we propose a framework of Inexact Proximal
Stochastic Second-order (IPSS) method for solving nonconvex optimization problems, whose objective function consists of an average of ﬁnitely many, possibly weakly, smooth
functions and a convex but possibly nonsmooth function.
At each iteration, IPSS inexactly solves a proximal subproblem constructed by using some positive deﬁnite matrix which could capture the second-order information of
original problem. Proper tolerances are given for the sub-
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problem solution in order to maintain global convergence
and the desired overall complexity of the algorithm. Under
mild conditions, we analyse the computational complexity
related to the evaluations on the component gradient of
the smooth function. We also investigate the number of
evaluations of subgradient when using an iterative subgradient method to solve the subproblem. In addition, based
on IPSS, we propose a linearly convergent algorithm under
the proximal PolyakLojasiewicz condition. Finally, we extend the analysis to problems with weakly smooth function
and obtain the computational complexity accordingly.
Xiao Wang
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
University Research Facility in Big Data Analytics
wangxiao@ucas.ac.cn
Hongchao Zhang
Department of Mathematics and CCT
Louisiana State University
hozhang@math.lsu.edu
MS11
NG+ : A Multi-Step Matrix-Product Natural Gradient Method for Deep Learning
In this paper, a novel second-order method called NG+ is
proposed. By following the rule “the shape of the gradient
equals the shape of the parameter”, we deﬁne a generalized ﬁsher information matrix (GFIM) using the products
of gradients in the matrix form rather than the traditional
vectorization. Then, our generalized natural gradient direction is simply the inverse of the GFIM multiplies the
gradient in the matrix form. Moreover, the GFIM and its
inverse keeps the same for multiple steps so that the computational cost can be controlled and is comparable with the
ﬁrst-order methods. A global convergence is established
under some mild conditions and a regret bound is also given
for the online learning setting. Numerical results on image
classiﬁcation with ResNet50, quantum chemistry modeling
with Schnet, neural machine translation with Transformer
and recommendation system with DLRM illustrate that
GN+ is competitive with the state-of-the-art methods.
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that correspond to optimal decisions. Unlike related results from the literature that focus on two-stage robust
problems, our results hold for the distributionally robust
setting that encompasses two-stage robust and stochastic
programs as special cases. We demonstrate our results on
several applications of practical interest.
Angelos Georghiou
University of Cyprus
georghiou.angelos@ucy.ac.cy
MS12
From Aﬃne to Threshold Policies: A New Framework in Dynamic Robust Optimization
Aﬃne policies are widely used as a solution approach in
dynamic optimization where computing an optimal adjustable solution is usually intractable. While the worst
case performance of aﬃne policies can be signiﬁcantly bad,
the empirical performance is observed to be near-optimal
for a large class of problem instances. For instance, in
the two-stage dynamic robust optimization problem with
linear covering constraints and uncertain right hand side,
the worst-case approximation bound for aﬃne policies is
O(vm) that is also tight whereas observed empirical performance is near-optimal. This work aims to address this
stark-contrast between the worst-case and the empirical
performance of aﬃne policies and use those insights to efﬁciently construct near-optimal threshold policies.
Vineet Goyal
Columbia University
vgoyal@ieor.columbia.edu
MS12
Improved Decision Rule Approximations for MultiStage Robust Optimization via Copositive Programming

Zaiwen Wen
Peking University
Beijing International Center For Mathematical Research
wenzw@pku.edu.cn

We study decision rule approximations for generic multistage robust linear optimization problems. We consider
linear decision rules for the case when the objective coeﬃcients, the recourse matrices, and the right-hand sides are
uncertain, and consider quadratic decision rules for the case
when only the right-hand sides are uncertain. The resulting
optimization problems are NP-hard but amenable to copositive programming reformulations that give rise to tight
conservative approximations. We further enhance these approximations through new piecewise decision rule schemes.
Finally, we prove that our proposed approximations are
tighter than the state-of-the-art schemes and demonstrate
their superiority through numerical experiments.

Pengxiang Xu
Peng Cheng Laboratory, China
xupx@pcl.ac.cn

Guanglin Xu
The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
gxu7@uncc.edu

Minghan Yang, Dong Xu, Qiwen Cui
Peking University
yangminghan@pku.edu.cn, taroxd@pku.edu.cn,
qwcui1107@gmail.com

MS12
On the Surprising (but Fragile) Optimality of
Aﬃne Decision Rules
Aﬃne decision rules are a popular solution method for two
stage distributionally robust optimization problems, resulting in highly tractable optimization problems. However,
their simple structure implies that aﬃne decision rules can
result in crude approximations. In this study, we provide
necessary conditions for the structure of a two stage distributionally robust problem to aﬀord aﬃne decision rules

Grani Hanasusanto
The University of Texas at Austin
grani.hanasusanto@utexas.edu
MS12
Robustness Optimization
We present a model for optimization under uncertainty
called robustness optimization that favors solutions for
which the models constraint would be the most robust or
least fragile under uncertainty. The decision maker does
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not have to size the uncertainty set, but speciﬁes an acceptable target, or loss of optimality compared to the baseline model, as a tradeoﬀ for the models ability to withstand greater uncertainty. We axiomatize the decision criterion associated with robustness optimization, termed as
the fragility measure, which is a class of Brown and Sim
(2009) satisﬁcing measure, and it satisﬁes the properties
of monotonicity, positive homogeneity, subadditivity, prorobustness, and anti-fragility. We provide a representation
theorem and connect it with known fragility measures including the decision criterion associated with the GRC-sum
of Ben-Tal et al. (2017) and the riskiness index of Aumann
and Serrano (2008). We present a suite of practicable robustness optimization models for prescriptive analytics including linear, adaptive linear, data- driven adaptive linear,
combinatorial and dynamic optimization problems.
Melvyn Sim
Department of Decision Sciences NUS Business School
National University of Singapore
melvynsim@gmail.com
MS13
Symmetry Reduction for Conic Optimization over
the Doubly Nonnegative Cone
A common computational approach for combinatorial optimization problems is to use (hierarchies of) semideﬁnite
programming (SDP) relaxations. These SDP problems
typically involve nonnegative matrices, i.e. they are conic
optimization problems over the doubly nonnegative cone.
The Jordan reduction, a symmetry reduction method for
conic optimization, was recently introduced for symmetric
cones by Parrilo and Permenter [Mathematical Programming 181(1), 2020]. We extend this method to the doubly
nonnegative cone, and investigate its application to known
relaxations of the quadratic assignment and maximum stable set problems. We also introduce new Julia software
where the symmetry reduction is implemented. This is
joint work with Daniel Brosch.
Etienne De Klerk, Daniel Brosch
Tilburg University
E.deKlerk@uvt.nl, d.brosch@uvt.nl
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Xinxin Li
Jilin University
xinxinli@jlu.edu.cn
Henry Wolkowicz
University of Waterloo
Department of Combinatorics and Optimization
hwolkowicz@uwaterloo.ca
MS13
Symmetry Reduction to Optimize a HypergraphBased Polynomial from Queuing Theory
Given integers n, d ≥ 2, let ([n], E) denote the complete
graph on n elements, and consider the following homogeneous multivariate polynomial in variables x = (xe : e ∈
E):
d


xei
.
fd (x) =
|e
∪
. . . ∪ ei |
1
d i=1
(e1 ,...,ed )∈E

Cardinaels, Borst, van Leeuwaarden [arXiv:2005.14566,
2020] asked whether fd (which arises in a model of joboccupancy in redundancy scheduling) attains its minimum
over the standard simplex at the uniform probability vector. Brosch, Laurent and Steenkamp [arXiv:2009.04510,
2020] showed that fd is convex if d = 2 and d = 3, implying the desired result for these d. We use representation
theory to prove the following. Fix an integer k. For each
n ≥ k, let Sn−k act on [n] by permuting {k + 1, . . . , n}.
Suppose that
   
A(n) ∈ R

[n]
[n]
×
2
2

for each n ≥ k are symmetric matrices such that each A(n)
is invariant under the simultaneous action of Sn−k on its
rows and columns and such that for all n, n� ∈ N with
 
(n )
(n)
k ≤ n� ≤ n and all ei , ej ∈ [n2 ] , we have Aei ,ej = Aei ,ej .
(n)
Then A
is positive semideﬁnite for every n ≥ k if and
only if three constant matrices (with order and coeﬃcients
independent of n) are positive semideﬁnite. This result is
then used in combination with a computer-assisted veriﬁcation to show that fd is convex for d ≤ 8.
Sven Polak
CWI
sven.polak@cwi.nl

MS13
Computing the Nearest Doubly Stochastic Matrix
by a Newton-Type Method
In this talk, we present a Newton-type method for ﬁnding the nearest doubly stochastic matrix in the Frobenius
norm to a given matrix. The optimality condition of this
problem can be stated as a system of strongly semismooth
functions. We study a Newton-type method to solve this
system, and thus ﬁnding the nearest doubly stochastic matrix. We provide a suﬃcient condition for the quadratic
convergence of the semismooth Newton method. We also
propose a modiﬁed Newton method for the general case.
This is a joint work with Haesol Im, Xinxin Li and Henry
Wolkowicz.

MS13
SDP-Based Bounds for Graph Partitioning Problems by Extended ADMM
This talk will discuss two NP-hard graph partitioning problems, k-equipartitioning problems, and graph partitioning
with knapsack constraints (GPKC). We will show the tight
SDP relaxations with nonnegativity constraints for those
two problems and how to get the lower bounds via extended
alternating direction methods with multipliers (ADMM) to
eﬃciently solve those large-scale SDP problems. We will
also introduce the heuristics used to generate the upper
bounds for the original problems from the SDP solutions
with little cheap computational expense.

Hao Hu
Waterloo University
h92hu@uwaterloo.ca

Shudian Zhao
University of Klagenfurt
shudian.zhao@aau.at

Haesol Im
University of Waterloo
haesol42@gmail.com

MS14
On the Treatment of Optimization Problems with
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L1 Penalty Terms via Multiobjective Continuation
In many areas it is of great importance to ﬁnd sparse
models, especially in image and signal processing, machine
learning and medical imaging. One of the motivations is
to ensure robustness against noisy data, but also to ﬁnd
models that are as simple as possible and therefore easier
to interpret. It is common practice to assess the sparsity
using the l1 -norm and to solve the problem using a regularization parameter, i.e. f (x) + λ�x�1 with λ ∈ (0, 1)
is solved. In order to gain a better understanding and to
allow for an informed model selection, we will not use this
weighted-sum approach. Instead, we aim at solving the
corresponding multiobjective optimization problem, i.e.


f (x)
.
minn
�x�1
x∈R
We will present a Continuation Method, which is speciﬁcally tailored to the l1 -norm as a second objective function
and discuss the advantages but also future challenges of
our method in practice.
Katharina Bieker
Paderborn University
Paderborn, Germany
bieker@math.upb.de
Bennet Gebken, Sebastian Peitz
Paderborn University
bgebken@math.upb.de, speitz@math.upb.de
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MS14
Pareto Explorer: a Global/Local Exploration Tool
for Many-Objective Optimization Problems
Optimization problems where several objectives have to be
considered concurrently arise naturally in many applications. Since decision making processes are getting more
and more complex, there is a recent trend to consider
more and more objectives in such problems, known and
many objective optimization problems (MaOPs). For such
problems it is not possible any more to compute ﬁnite size
approximations of the entire solution set. In this presentation, we will present the Pareto Explorer (PE) for the
numerical treatment of MaOPs. The PE is a global/local
exploration tool that consists of two steps: ﬁrst, an optimal
solution of the given MaOP is selected via a global solver.
In a next step, the Pareto landscape around this point is
explored around this solution according to the users preferences that can be articulated in decision variable, objective,
or weight space. We ﬁnally demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
the PE on several MaOPs related to real-world problems.
Oliver Schütze
CINVESTAV IPN
Mexico Citiy, Mexico
schuetze@cs.cinvestav.mx

MS14
Interactive Multiobjective Evolutionary Optimization using Multiple Achievement Scalarizing Functions: Extending a New Paradigm

MS14

The objectives of multiobjective optimization problems
(MOPs) are typically conﬂicting in nature. Accordingly,
instead of having a single optimal solution, MOPs have
a set of optimal solutions with diﬀerent trade-oﬀs forming a Pareto front in the objective space. Evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) have been used in the literature to solve
MOPs. However, applying EAs is ineﬃcient with an increasing number of objectives. Another way to solve MOPs
is to use scalarizing functions (SFs). They use preferences
of a decision maker (DM) to convert a MOP into a scalar
valued optimization problem, which can be solved using
e.g., mathematical optimization methods to get one Pareto
optimal solution at a time. However, the DM may wish to
see more than one solution at a time to learn more about
the problem. We have recently proposed a new paradigm
for solving MOPs by creating a new space, called a Preference Incorporated Space (PIS). The novel IOPIS algorithm
replaces original objectives by a small number of SFs to interactively create the PIS and uses EAs to optimize them.
Using IOPIS yields diverse solutions that still follow the
preference of the DM. In this paper, we extend the IOPIS
algorithm from two to a diverse set of SFs using the parameterized GLIDE formulation that enables using multiple types of preference information. We study the eﬀect
of using diﬀerent combinations of SFs on solution quality
and eﬃciency. This research is a part of the open-source
Python framework DESDEO.

Computing derivatives of noisy measurement data is ubiquitous in the physical, engineering, and biological sciences,
and it is often a critical step in developing dynamic models or designing control. Unfortunately, the mathematical formulation of numerical diﬀerentiation is typically
ill-posed, and researchers often resort to an ad hoc process for choosing one of many computational methods and
its parameters. In this work, we take a principled approach and propose a multi-objective optimization framework for choosing parameters that minimize a loss function
to balance the faithfulness and smoothness of the derivative estimate. Our framework has three signiﬁcant advantages. First, the task of selecting multiple parameters is
reduced to choosing a single hyper-parameter. Second,
where ground-truth data is unknown, we provide a heuristic for selecting this hyper-parameter based on the power
spectrum and temporal resolution of the data. Third,
the optimal value of the hyper-parameter is consistent
across diﬀerent diﬀerentiation methods, thus our approach
uniﬁes vastly diﬀerent numerical diﬀerentiation methods
and facilitates unbiased comparison of their results. Finally, we provide an extensive open-source Python library
pynumdiﬀ to facilitate easy application to diverse datasets:
https://github.com/ﬂorisvb/PyNumDiﬀ.

Bhupinder Saini
University of Jyväskylä
Finland
bhupinder.s.saini@jyu.ﬁ
Kaisa Miettinen, Jussi Hakanen

Numerical Diﬀerentiation of Noisy Data: A Unifying Multi-Objective Optimization Framework

Floris van Breugel
University of Nevada
Reno, NV, USA
fvanbreugel@unr.edu
J. Nathan Kutz, Bingni W. Brunton
University of Washington
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University of Viena, Austria
matusbenko@hotmail.com

MS15
A Bilevel Learning Approach for Optimal Observation Placement in Variational Data Assimilation

MS15

In this work, we propose a bilevel optimization approach
for the placement of space and time observations in variational data assimilation problems. Within the framework
of supervised learning, we consider a bilevel problem where
the lower-level task is the variational reconstruction of the
initial condition of a semilinear system, and the upper-level
problem solves the optimal placement with the help of a
sparsity inducing function. Due to the pointwise nature of
the observations, an optimality system with regular Borel
measures is obtained as necessary optimality condition for
the lower-level problem. The latter is then considered as
constraint for the upper-level instance, yielding an optimization problem constrained by a multi-state system with
measures. We demonstrate Lagrange multipliers’ existence
and derive a necessary optimality system characterizing the
optimal solutions of the bilevel problem. The numerical
solution is carried out also on two levels. The lower-level
problem is solved using a standard BFGS method, while
the upper-level one is solved using a projected BFGS algorithm, based on the estimation of �-active sets. Finally,
some numerical experiments are presented to illustrate the
main features of our approach.

Total Generalized Variation (TGV) is an established high
quality regularizer for a variety of variational image reconstruction tasks. By incorporating an inﬁmal convolution
type combination of ﬁrst and second order derivatives in
the regularization process it avoids the staircasing eﬀect
of Total Variation (TV), while preserving the image edges.
The regularization eﬀect of TGV is dictated by two regularization parameters, whose determination remains a challenging task. In this work we apply a bilevel optimization
framework with a suitable statistics-based upper level objective, in order to automatically select these parameters.
The framework allows for the parameters to be spatially
distributed, thus better recovering high-detailed areas in
the image. Denoising tests conﬁrm that the automatically
selected distributed regularization parameters lead in general to an improved reconstruction quality.

Paula Castro
Escuela Politécnica Nacional
paula.castro@epn.edu.ec
Juan Carlos De los Reyes
MODEMAT, Escuela Politecnica Nacional
Quito, Ecuador
juan.delosreyes@epn.edu.ec
MS15
Implicit Variables in Hierarchical Programming
Many practically relevant classes of optimization problems
comprise so-called implicit variables which are, as the name
suggests, implicitly used to model feasibility conditions but
do not appear in the objective function. Often such variables are treated as explicit ones in order to tackle the underlying optimization problem via available tools from optimization theory. As we will show, this approach has several drawbacks comprising the generation of artiﬁcial local
minimizers as well as the need for stronger constraint qualiﬁcations in the reformulated problem. We discuss these
issues by means of the fairly general model problem



G(z, λ), z ∈ M
min f (z) | 0 ∈
z

λ∈F (z)

where f : R → R is locally Lipschitzian, F : Rn ⇒ Rm
as well as G : Rn × Rm ⇒ R� are set-valued mappings
possessing closed graphs, respectively, and M ⊂ Rn is a
closed set. Here, λ plays the role of an implicit variable.
We discuss our ﬁndings in the context of hierarchical optimization. More precisely, we tackle bilevel optimization
problems and evaluated multiobjective optimization problems with the obtained theory.
n

Patrick Mehlitz
BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
patrick.mehlitz@b-tu.de
Matus Benko

Automatic Distributed Regularization Parameter
Selection in Total Generalized Variation Based Image Reconstruction via Bilevel Optimization

Kostas Papaﬁtsoros
Weierstrass Institute Berlin
Kostas.Papaﬁtsoros@wias-berlin.de
Michael Hintermueller
Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics
hintermueller@wias-berlin.de
Carlos Rautenberg
George Mason University
crautenb@gmu.edu
Hongpeng Sun
Renmin University of China
Institute for Mathematical Sciences
hpsun@amss.ac.cn
MS15
Optimal Selection of the Spatially Variant Diﬀerential Order in a Fractional Laplacian Model
In this talk, we focus on a fractional model with spatially
variant diﬀerential order and the optimal selection thereof.
Concerning the model: we provide a formulation in function space, analyze existence and stability of solutions, and
further provide a solution algorithm together with numerical tests. Further, we establish parameter selection procedures using noise statistics and edge detection that can
be embedded in a bilevel optimization problem. The analysis of the problem requires the use of non-Muckenhoupt
weighted Sobolev spaces and non-standard trace results.
We ﬁnalize the talk with possible future research directions
and open problems.
Carlos Rautenberg
George Mason University
crautenb@gmu.edu
Harbir Antil
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
hantil@gmu.edu
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MS16
Distributed Policy Gradient Approach for MultiAgent Multi-Task Reinforcement Learning
We develop a mathematical framework for solving multitask reinforcement learning (MTRL) problems based on a
type of decentralized policy gradient method. The goal in
MTRL is to learn a common policy that operates eﬀectively
in diﬀerent environments; these environments have similar
(or overlapping) state and action spaces, but have diﬀerent
rewards and dynamics. Agents immersed in each of these
environments communicate with other agents by sharing
their models (i.e. their policy parameterizations) but not
their state/reward paths. Our analysis provides a convergence rate for a consensus-based distributed policy gradient
method for ﬁnding such a policy. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method using a series of numerical experiments. These experiments range from small-scale
”Grid World” problems that readily demonstrate the tradeoﬀs involved in multi-task learning to large-scale problems,
where common policies are learned to play multiple Atari
games or to navigate an airborne drone in multiple (simulated) environments.
Thinh T. Doan
Virginia Tech
thinhdoan@vt.edu

MS16
The Role of Coordination in Distributed Accelerated Optimization over Networks
We present a new class of accelerated distributed algorithms for the robust solution of convex optimization problems over networks. The novelty of the approach lies in the
introduction of distributed restarting mechanisms that coordinate the evolution of accelerated optimization dynamics with individual asynchronous and periodic time-varying
momentum coeﬃcients. We model the algorithms as setvalued hybrid dynamical systems since the method combines continuous-time dynamics with acceleration and setvalued discrete-time restarting updates. For these dynamics, we derive graph-dependent restarting conditions that
guarantee suitable stability, robustness, and convergence
properties in distributed optimization problems characterized by strongly convex primal functions. Our results are
illustrated via numerical examples.
Daniel E. Ochoa
University of Colorado Boulder
daniel.ochoa@colorado.edu
Cesar Uribe
Rice University
cau4@rice.edu
Jorge I. Poveda
University of Colorado Boulder
jorge.poveda@colorado.edu
Nicanor Quijano
Universidad de Los Andes
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MS16
Parameter Estimation in Epidemic Spread Networks using Limited Measurements
We study the problem of estimating the parameters (i.e.,
infection rate and recovery rate) governing the spread of
epidemics in networks. Such parameters are typically estimated by measuring various characteristics (such as the
number of infected and recovered individuals) of the infected populations over time. However, these measurements also incur certain costs, depending on the population being tested and the times at which the tests are
administered. We thus formulate the epidemic parameter
estimation problem as an optimization problem, where the
goal is to either minimize the total cost spent on collecting measurements, or to optimize the parameter estimates
while remaining within a measurement budget. We show
that these problems are NP-hard to solve in general, and
then propose approximation algorithms with performance
guarantees. We validate our algorithms using numerical
examples.
Lintao Ye
Notre Dame University
lye2@nd.edu
Philip E. Paré, Shreyas Sundaram
Purdue University
philpare@purdue.edu, sundara2@purdue.edu
MS16
Finite-Time Guarantees for Byzantine-Resilient
Distributed State Estimation with Noisy Measurements
This work considers resilient, cooperative state estimation in unreliable multi-agent networks. A network of
agents aims to collaboratively estimate the value of an
unknown vector parameter, while an unknown subset of
agents suﬀer Byzantine faults. Faulty agents malfunction
arbitrarily and may send out highly unstructured messages
to other agents in the network. As opposed to fault-free
networks, reaching agreement in the presence of Byzantine faults is far from trivial. In this paper, we propose a
computationally-eﬃcient algorithm that is provably robust
to Byzantine faults. At each iteration of the algorithm, a
good agent (1) performs a gradient descent update based
on noisy local measurements, (2) exchanges its update with
other agents in its neighborhood, and (3) robustly aggregates the received messages using coordinate-wise trimmed
means. Under mild technical assumptions, we establish
that good agents learn the true parameter asymptotically
in almost sure sense. We further complement our analysis
by proving (high probability) finite-time convergence rate.
Lili Su
Northeastern University
l.su@northeastern.edu
Shahin Shahrampour
Texas A&M University
shahin@tamu.edu
MS17
Structure in Min-Max Optimization (and How to
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Use It)
Min-max optimization problems have received signiﬁcant
recent renewed interest, due to their applications in machine learning, and in particular in empirical risk minimization (ERM) and adversarial training. Although deceptively
similar to standard optimization, min-max optimization
has unique features that often lead natural approaches such
as gradient descent-type updates to fail even on relatively
mild problem instances. Further, the types of guarantees
that can be established are generally more restricted than
in the counterpart setups of standard convex or smooth
nonconvex optimization. I will discuss how introducing
structure into the min-max optimization problems can be
used to surpass many of the obstacles raised by the worstcase instances. First is a novel Lipschitz condition for the
gradients that is natural in many ERM problems and leads
to a fast cyclic coordinate method that signiﬁcantly improves upon existing results even in the standard convex
case. Second is the separable structure of ERM problems
that can be utilized to obtain faster variance-reduced methods, even surpassing the obstacles of existing lower bounds
for general composite optimization. Finally, I will discuss
a novel structural condition for nonconvex-nonconcave setups that is present in many problem instances and allows guaranteeing convergence of an Extragradient-type
method, surpassing the impossibility results that exist for
general smooth nonconvex-nonconcave min-max optimization.
Jelena Diakonikolas
University of Wisconsin-Madison
jelena@cs.wisc.edu

MS17
Faster First-Order Primal-Dual Methods for Linear
Programming using Restarts and Sharpness
Restart schemes have been used to improve the convergence on several algorithms including accelerated gradient
descent and subgradient descent. In this work, we study
restart schemes for primal-dual ﬁrst-order methods such as
primal-dual hybrid gradient, extragradient, and ADMM.
We show that these methods with a ﬁxed frequency or
adaptive restart scheme achieve linear convergence when
they are applied to linear programs. For primal-dual hybrid gradient our restart schemes achieves the optimal convergence rate and that without restarts the method is suboptimal. Experiments with primal-dual hybrid gradient
show our adaptive restart scheme dramatically improves
the ability of the method to obtain high accuracy solutions.

David Applegate
Google
dapplegate@google.com
Oliver H. Hinder
University of Pittsburgh
ohinder@pitt.edu
Haihao (Sean) Lu
University of Chicago
Haihao.lu@chicagobooth.edu
Miles Lubin
Google Research
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MS17
An O(sr )-Resolution Ode Framework for Understanding Discrete-Time Algorithms and Applications to the Linear Convergence of Minimax Problems
TBA
Haihao (Sean) Lu
University of Chicago
Haihao.lu@chicagobooth.edu
MS18
On Solving Large-Scale Nonconvex Stochastic Programming Problems using High-Performance Computing
Exploiting problem structure is quintessential in improving the state-of-the-art in optimization algorithms and in
enabling the eﬃcient use of high-performance, massively
parallel computing platforms. Motivated by concrete applications in the optimization of the electrical power grid and
structural design optimization, the presentation covers optimization algorithms of quasi-Newton ﬂavor for nonlinear
continuous optimization problems of extreme sizes. The
focus is on addressing computational challenges at scale
by exploiting problems structures to improve on the algorithm complexity and to expose decomposition opportunities suitable for massively parallel computing. Computational results obtained on a couple of high-performance
computing (HPC) platforms, which include the Summit
supercomputer, will be also presented and discussed in
the light of the underlying optimization problems, namely,
security constrained optimal power ﬂow and compliance
topology optimization.
Cosmin G. Petra
Lawrence Livermore National
Center for Advanced Scientiﬁc Computing
petra1@llnl.gov
MS18
ALESQP: An Augmented Lagrangian EqualityConstrained SQP Method for Optimization with
General Constraints
We present a new algorithm for inﬁnite-dimensional optimization with general constraints, called ALESQP. In a
nutshell, ALESQP is an augmented Lagrangian method
that penalizes inequality constraints and solves equalityconstrained nonlinear optimization subproblems at every
iteration. The subproblems are solved using a matrixfree trust-region sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
method that takes advantage of inexact linear solvers. Another key feature of ALESQP is a constraint decomposition strategy that allows it to exploit problem-speciﬁc
variable scalings and inner products. We analyze convergence of ALESQP under diﬀerent assumptions. We
show that strong accumulation points are stationary, i.e.,
in ﬁnite dimensions ALESQP converges to a stationary
point. In inﬁnite dimensions we establish that weak accumulation points are feasible in many practical situations. Under additional assumptions we show that weak
accumulation points are stationary. We present examples
from optimal control, where ALESQP shows remarkable
discretization-independent performance, requiring a mod-
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est number of iterations to meet constraint tolerances at
the level of machine precision. Also, we demonstrate a
fully matrix-free solution of an inﬁnite-dimensional problem with nonlinear inequality constraints, with scalable
performance in all iterative components of ALESQP, including the augmented-Lagrangian iteration, the SQP subproblem solver and SQP’s quadratic optimization solver.
Denis Ridzal
Sandia National Laboratories
dridzal@sandia.gov

Drew P. Kouri
Optimization and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation
Sandia National Laboratories
dpkouri@sandia.gov
MS18
A Primal Dual Projection Algorithm for Eﬃcient
Constraint Preconditioning
We consider a linear iterative solver for large scale linearly
constrained quadratic minimization problems that arise,
for example, in optimization with partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs). By a primal-dual projection (PDP) iteration, which can be interpreted and analysed as a gradient method on a quotient space, the given problem can
be solved by computing sulutions for a sequence of constrained surrogate problems, projections onto the feasible
subspaces, and Lagrange multiplier updates. As a major
application we consider a class of optimization problems
with PDEs, where PDP can be applied together with a
projected cg method using a block triangular constraint
preconditioner. Numerical experiments show reliable and
competitive performance for an optimal control problem in
elasticity.
Anton Schiela
University of Bayreuth
anton.schiela@uni-bayreuth.de
Martin Weiser
Zuse Institute (ZIB)
Berlin, Germany
weiser@zib.de
Matthias Stöcklein
Universität Bayreuth
matthias.stoecklein@uni-bayreuth.de
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Graph-

In this work, we present an overlapping Schwarz framework for solving graph-structured optimization problems.
The proposed approach is implemented in the Julia-based
nonlinear programming solver (that we call MadNLP.jl)
that is interfaced to the graph-based modeling package
Plasmo.jl. The eﬃciency of this framework is demonstrated
via problems arising in transient gas network optimization
and multi-period AC optimal power ﬂow.
Sungho Shin

Victor M. Zavala
University of Wisconsin-Madison
victor.zavala@wisc.edu
MS19
Surrogate Modeling of Simulations for Multiobjective Optimization Applications

Harbir Antil
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
hantil@gmu.edu

MS18
Overlapping Schwarz Algorithms
Structured Nonlinear Programs

University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering
sungho.shin.ss@gmail.com

Many real-world blackbox multiobjective optimization
problems are derived from complex numerical simulations.
However, the objectives may not be the direct result of
simulations, but rather algebraic functions of simulation
outputs. As an example, consider the case where numerous simulation outputs are being minimized, and they are
condensed into a smaller number of objectives by applying algebraic utility functions (e.g., sum-of-squares). One
could consider each objective as an individual blackbox
function. However, this approach would require each contributing simulation to be evaluated each time that a utility
function is evaluated. Furthermore, this approach would
lose precious information about the structure of the utility
functions. In this talk, we consider the advantages (both
computational and theoretical) of considering simulations
separately from objectives, speciﬁcally, in the context of
surrogate modeling.
Tyler H. Chang
Argonne National Laboratory
tchang@anl.gov
Stefan Wild
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science - LANS
wild@anl.gov
MS19
Using First-Order Information in Direct MultiSearch
Derivatives are an important tool for single-objective
optimization. In fact, it is commonly accepted that
derivative-based methods present a better performance
than derivative-free optimization approaches. In this work,
we will start by showing that the same does not apply to multiobjective derivative-based optimization, when
the goal is to compute an approximation to the complete
Pareto front of a given problem. The competitiveness of Direct MultiSearch (DMS), a robust and eﬃcient derivativefree optimization algorithm, will be stated for derivativebased multiobjective optimization problems. Derivatives
will then be used to prune the positive spanning sets considered at the poll step of the algorithm, highlighting the
role that ascent directions, that conform to the geometry
of the nearby feasible region, can have when computing
approximations to the entire Pareto front of a given multiobjective optimization problem. This new variant of DMS,
which prunes the poll set of directions, but that at some
iterations considers its enrichment with ascent directions,
shows to be competitive not only with derivative-based
solvers but also with the original implementation of DMS.
Ana Luisa Custodio
NOVA University of Lisbon
algb@fct.unl.pt
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Roberto Andreani
DMA-IMECC-UNICAMP
andreani@ime.unicamp.br
Marcos Raydan
NOVA University of Lisbon
CMA
m.raydan@fct.unl.pt
MS19
On the Hausdorﬀ Distance between a Pareto Set
and its Discretization
Unlike deterministic multi-objective optimization algorithms, which usually return only decision vectors whose
images do not dominate each other, multi-objective simulation optimization algorithms may return a set of decision vectors containing at least one point whose image
dominates another when both are evaluated without error. Thus, error bounds and metrics for evaluating multiobjective simulation optimization algorithms should account for the possibility that these extra points are included in the returned set. Toward this end, we discuss
the Hausdorﬀ distance between a Pareto set and its discretization; we also discuss the relevance of our results to
multi-objective simulation optimization.
Susan Hunter, Burla Ondes
Purdue University
susanhunter@purdue.edu, bondes@purdue.edu
MS19
Achieving Well-Distributed Points on the Pareto
Front for p¿2 dimensions
Engineers designing a system require a complete picture of
the possible tradeoﬀs. Mathematically, this means a good
description of the Pareto front. For p > 2 objectives ﬁnding a well-distributed set of points on the Pareto front (as
measured by statistical discrepancy) is challenging. If the
computed point set has high discrepancy, the cost of additional Pareto points to ﬁll out the tradeoﬀ picture may be
prohibitive. A polynomial complexity scheme to produce
a low discrepancy Pareto point set based on Delaunay triangles is proposed, and implemented in VTMOP.
Layne T. Watson
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Departments of Computer Science and Mathematics
ltwatson@computer.org
MS20
Dealing with Constraints in Distributed Optimization over Networks
This talk deals with distributed convex optimization subjected to constraints. To be able to tackle large scale
problems we present their penalty reformulations. We discuss the choice of penalty functions as well as time-varying
penalty parameters which would guarantee convergence
to a solution given directed time-varying communication
graphs. Moreover, for a speciﬁc class of problems we estimate the convergence rate for the proposed penalty-based
gradient method.
Tatiana Tatarenko
TU Darmstadt
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tatiana.tatarenko@rmr.tu-darmstadt.de
MS20
A Distributed Cubic-Regularized Newton Method
for Smooth Convex Optimization over Networks
We propose a distributed, cubic-regularized Newton
method for large-scale convex optimization over networks.
The proposed method requires only local computations and
communications and is suitable for federated learning applications over arbitrary network topologies. We show a
O(k−3 ) convergence rate when the cost function is convex
with Lipschitz gradient and Hessian, with k being the number of iterations. We further provide network-dependent
bounds for the communication required in each step of the
algorithm. We provide numerical experiments that validate our theoretical results.
Cesar Uribe
Rice University
cau4@rice.edu
Ali Jadbabaie
MIT
jadbabaie@mit.edu
MS20
On the Convergence of Consensus Algorithms with
Markovian Noise and Gradient Bias
This paper presents a ﬁnite time convergence analysis for a
decentralized stochastic approximation (SA) scheme. The
scheme generalizes several algorithms for decentralized machine learning and multi-agent reinforcement learning. Our
proof technique involves separating the iterates into their
respective consensual parts and consensus error. The consensus error is bounded in terms of the stationarity of the
consensual part, while the updates of the consensual part
can be analyzed as a perturbed SA scheme. Under the
Markovian noise and time varying communication graph
assumptions, the decentralized
√ SA scheme has an expected
convergence rate of O(log T / T ), where T is the iteration
number, in terms of squared norms of gradient for nonlinear SA with smooth but non-convex cost function. This
rate is comparable to the best known performances of SA
in a centralized setting with a non-convex potential function.
Hoi-To Wai
Department of Systems Engineering and Engineering
Management
htwai@se.cuhk.edu.hk
MS20
Distributed Optimization for Problems with Variational Inequality Constraints
Traditionally, the mathematical models and algorithms for
constrained distributed optimization over networks have
been much focused on the cases where the functional constraints are in the form of inequalities, equalities, or easyto-project sets. In the ﬁrst part of this talk, we consider
a class of optimization problems with variational inequality constraints. This mathematical formulation captures a
wide range of models including those complicated by the
presence of equilibrium constraints, complementarity constraints, or an inner-level large scale optimization problem. To address the proposed model, we develop random-
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ized and distributed ﬁrst-order methods equipped with new
non-asymptotic convergence rates. In the second part of
the talk, we consider a special case of the proposed model
that is characterized as a bilevel distributed optimization
model. Employing a novel regularization-based relaxation
approach and the recently emerged gradient-tracking techniques, we develop an iteratively regularized push-pull gradient algorithm. We establish the consensus and derive
new convergence rate statements for suboptimality and infeasibility of the generated iterates for solving the bilevel
model. The numerical performance of the proposed algorithms is presented in diﬀerent examples in game theory,
image processing, and machine learning.
Farzad Youseﬁan
Oklahoma State University
farzad.youseﬁan@okstate.edu
MS21
The Strip Method for Shape Derivatives
A major challenge in shape optimization is the coupling of
ﬁnite element method (FEM) codes in a way that facilitates
eﬃcient computation of shape derivatives. This is particularly diﬃcult with multiphysics problems involving legacy
codes, where the costs of implementing and maintaining
shape derivative capabilities are prohibitive. The volume
and boundary methods are two approaches to computing
shape derivatives. Each has a major drawback: the boundary method is less accurate, while the volume method is
more invasive to the FEM code. We introduce the strip
method, which computes shape derivatives on a strip adjacent to the boundary. The strip method makes code coupling simple. Like the boundary method, it queries the
state and adjoint solutions at quadrature nodes, but requires no knowledge of the FEM code implementations.
At the same time, it exhibits the higher accuracy of the
volume method. As an added beneﬁt, its computational
complexity is comparable to that of the boundary method,
i.e., it is faster than the volume method. We illustrate the
beneﬁts of the strip method with numerical examples.
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express such problems as energies with data (or target)
mismatch and geometric regularization components, to be
minimized algorithmically to attain the optimal shape. To
solve such problems, we have implemented a suite comprising various building blocks of such problems and algorithms to perform the minimization, including geometric regularization, statistical shape priors, adaptive geometric discretization, and fast Newton-type minimization
schemes. Moreover, we have developed crucial shape analysis algorithms for statistical analysis and evaluation of the
shapes computed, based on elastic shape distance framework. Our main applications are image and data analysis
problems, but the infrastructure is quite general, and can
be used for problems in other ﬁelds as well. All our algorithms are implemented in Python, leveraging on the
NumPy/SciPy ecosystem, making them as easy to use as
Matlab, also compatible with existing Python tools. Our
algorithms will be freely available as an open source package for the research community at: http://scikit-shape.org
Gunay Dogan
National Institute of Standards and Technology
gunay.dogan@nist.gov
MS21
A Continuous Perspective on Shape Optimization
We consider shape optimization problems as optimal control problems via the method of mappings. Instead of optimizing over a set of admissible shapes a reference domain
is introduced, and it is optimized over a set of admissible
transformations. The focus is on the choice of the set of
admissible transformations, which we motivate from a continuous perspective. In order to guarantee local injectivity
of the admissible transformations we enrich the optimization problem by a nonlinear constraint. Moreover, we work
with scalar valued functions on the design boundary and
extension equations to deﬁne the set of admissible transformations. Choices of the extension equation are discussed
and numerical results are presented.

Harbir Antil
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
hantil@gmu.edu

Johannes Haubner
Technical University of Munich
haubnerj@simula.no

Sean Hardesty
Sandia National Labs
shardes@sandia.gov

Michael Ulbrich
Technical University of Munich
Chair of Mathematical Optimization
mulbrich@ma.tum.de

Drew P. Kouri
Optimization and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation
Sandia National Laboratories
dpkouri@sandia.gov

Simon W. Funke
Center for Biomedical Computing
Simula Research Laboratory
simon@simula.no

Denis Ridzal
Sandia National Laboratories
dridzal@sandia.gov
MS21
Shape and Geometry Analysis in Images using
Scikit-Shape
Many problems in science and engineering are expressed
as shape optimization problems, in which the variable is a
shape such as a set of 2d curves. Examples are optimization
of the shape of an airplane wing, and delineation of boundaries of biological structures in medical scans. We typically

MS21
Constrained Shape Optimization in Shape Spaces:
From Deterministic to Stochastic Models
A challenge in shape optimization is in the modeling of
shapes, which do not inherently have a vector space structure. If one cannot work in vector spaces, one possible approach is to cast the sets of shapes in a Riemannian viewpoint, where each shape is a point on an abstract space
like a manifoldor, more generally, a diﬀeological spaceequipped with a notion of distances between shapes. In this
talk, we ﬁrst apply the diﬀerential-geometric structure of
Riemannian shape spaces to the theory of deterministic
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shape optimization problems. Since many relevant problems in the area of shape optimization involve a constraint
in the form of a partial diﬀerential equation, which contains inputs or material properties that may be unknown
or subject to uncertainty, we consider also stochastic shape
optimization problems. We present a novel method, which
is the extension of the classical stochastic gradient method
to inﬁnite-dimensional shape manifolds. The method is
demonstrated on a shape optimization problem. A motivation for our model is in electrical impedance tomography,
where the material distribution of electrical properties such
as electric conductivity and permittivity inside the body is
to be determined.
Kathrin Welker
University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg
welker@hsu-hh.de
MS22
Parameter Learning in
Method of Multipliers

Alternating

Direction

For many large-scale physical networked systems, like sensor networks, autonomous vehicle ﬂeets, and electric power
systems, optimization and control tasks are traditionally
performed using centralized methods. However, centralized methods pose scalability issues as network size and
complexity increase, which limits computational tractability. Many researchers have instead proposed the use of
distributed methods, which spread computation across the
network and enable parallelization and, hence, superior
scalability. Yet, there still exist major barriers to the implementation of distributed methods, most notably, ensuring fast convergence. Common distributed methods like
ADMM (Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers) can
take many iterations to converge to a suﬃciently high accuracy and have convergence guarantees only for a limited class of problems. Furthermore, the convergence rate
is strongly correlated with the choice of penalty or stepsize parameters, which are traditionally deﬁned heuristically at each iteration. To address these challenges, we
develop a policy that learns the parameter values iterationto-iteration that accelerate the convergence rate. Speciﬁcally, we use constrained reinforcement learning techniques
to select parameters and train our policy using advanced
neural network models. We demonstrate this parameter
learning method for component-based ADMM within the
context of electric power systems via the distributed AC
Optimal Power Flow problem.
Alyssa Kody
Argonne National Laboratory
akody@anl.gov
Youngdae Kim
Computer Science Department
University of Wisconsin Madison
youngdae@cs.wisc.edu
Daniel K. Molzahn, Kibaek Kim
Argonne National Laboratory
molzahn@gatech.edu, kimk@anl.gov
MS22
Distributed Optimal Power Flow Algorithms with
Nonideal Communications
To address rapidly growing quantities of distributed energy resources (e.g., solar PV generators, battery storage

systems, responsive demands), power system operators are
considering the adoption of distributed optimization algorithms that leverage communications among various agents
to determine minimum-cost operating points. Computing
these operating points by solving optimal power ﬂow problems in a distributed fashion has potential advantages in
scalability, ﬂexibility, privacy, and robustness. Data quality plays a major rule in the performance of distributed algorithms. This presentation describes the impacts of data
quality on the performance of three distributed optimization algorithms (Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers, Analytic Target Cascading, and Auxiliary Principal Problem) when applied to optimal power ﬂow problems. We compare the performance of these algorithms in
terms of their convergence rates and solution accuracy under three data quality models: (1) additive Gaussian noise,
(2) bad data, and (3) intermittent communication failure.
This presentation also discusses the cybersecurity implications of the existence of compromised agents that do not
faithfully execute the distributed optimization algorithm.
Daniel K. Molzahn
Argonne National Laboratory
molzahn@gatech.edu
Mohannad Alkhraijah, Carlos Menendez
Georgia Institute of Technology
mohannad@gatech.edu, carlosrmg96@gmail.com
MS22
A Privacy-Preserving Distributed Control of Optimal Power Flow
We consider a distributed optimal power ﬂow formulated as an optimization problem that maximizes a nondiﬀerentiable concave function. Solving such a problem by
the existing distributed algorithms can lead to data privacy
issues because the solution information exchanged within
the algorithms can be utilized by an adversary to infer the
data. To preserve data privacy, in this paper we propose a
diﬀerentially private projected subgradient (DP-PS) algorithm that includes a solution encryption step. We show
that a sequence generated by DP-PS converges in expectation, in probability, and with probability 1. Moreover, we
show that the rate of convergence in expectation is aﬀected
by a target privacy level of DP-PS chosen by the user. We
conduct numerical experiments that demonstrate the convergence and data privacy preservation of DP-PS.
Minseok Ryu, Kibaek Kim
Argonne National Laboratory
mryu@anl.gov, kimk@anl.gov
MS22
A Two-Level ADMM Algorithm for AC OPF with
Convergence Guarantees
In this talk, we propose a two-level distributed algorithmic
framework for solving the AC optimal power ﬂow (OPF)
problem with convergence guarantees. The presence of
highly nonconvex constraints in OPF poses signiﬁcant challenges to distributed algorithms based on the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM). In particular,
convergence is not provably guaranteed for nonconvex network optimization problems like AC OPF. In order to overcome this diﬃculty, we propose a new distributed reformulation for AC OPF and a two-level ADMM algorithm that
goes beyond the standard framework of ADMM. We will
establish the global convergence and iteration complexity
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of the proposed algorithm under mild assumptions. Extensive numerical experiments over some largest test cases
from NESTA and PGLib-OPF (up to 30,000-bus systems)
demonstrate advantages of the proposed algorithm over existing ADMM variants in terms of convergence, scalability,
and robustness. Moreover, under appropriate parallel implementation, the proposed algorithm exhibits fast convergence comparable to or even better than the state-of-theart centralized solver.
Andy Sun
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering
andy.sun@isye.gatech.edu
Kaizhao Sun
Georgia Institute of Technology
ksun46@gatech.edu
MS23
Self-Supervised Deep Learning for Individualized
Brain Functional Network Identiﬁcation
Intrinsic functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging (fcMRI) is a powerful tool to study the organization
of functional networks (FNs) in the human brain. Recent
work based on advances in image analytics has established
that FNs are in fact person-speciﬁc. However, the translational promise of person-speciﬁc FNs is at present hindered by several obstacles. In particular, to enforce correspondence across diﬀerent subjects personalized FNs are
typically computed under certain constraints, which may
yield biased results. To address this limitation, we develop
a novel self-supervised deep learning method to identify
person-speciﬁc FNs in an end-to-end learning fashion. Our
method leverages deep Encoder-Decoder networks and conventional functional brain decomposition models to identify person-speciﬁc FNs in a self-supervised learning framework by optimizing data ﬁtting and sparsity regularization terms that are commonly used in functional brain
decomposition models. The proposed method has been
validated based on multiple fcMRI datasets and experimental results have demonstrated that our method could
obtain person-speciﬁc FNs which are consistent with wellestablished FNs and are informative for predicting brain
age, indicating that the person-speciﬁc FNs identiﬁed truly
captured the underlying variability of individualized functional neuroanatomy.
Yong Fan
University of Pennsylvania
yong.fan@pennmedicine.upenn.edu
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large-scale optimization approach.
Jeﬀrey Fessler, Guanhua Wang, Tianrui Luo,
Jon-Frederik Nielsen, Douglas Noll
University of Michigan
fessler@umich.edu,
guanhuaw@umich.edu,
tianrluo@umich.edu, jfnielse@umich.edu, dnoll@umich.edu
MS23
Statistical Estimation of Mass Eﬀect using Ensemble Image-Registration
Naveen Himthani
University of Texas at Austin
naveen@oden.utexas.edu
George Biros
The University of Texas et Austin
Oden Institute
gbiros@acm.org
MS24
A Matrix Positivstellensatz with Lifting Polynomials
Given the projections of two semialgebraic sets deﬁned by
polynomial matrix inequalities, we talk about how to determine whether one is contained in the other. To address this issue, a new matrix Positivstellensatz with lifting polynomials is proposed. Under some general assumptions (e.g., the archimedeanness, nonempty interior, convexity), we prove that such a containment holds if and
only if the proposed matrix Positivstellensatz is satisﬁed.
The corresponding certiﬁcate can be searched for by solving a semideﬁnite program. An important application is
to certify when a spectrahedrop (i.e., the projection of a
spectrahedron) is contained in another one.
Jiawang Nie
Department of Mathematics
University of California, San Diego
jnie@ucsd.edu
Igor Klep
University of Ljubljana
Slovenia
igor.klep@fmf.uni-lj.si
MS24

MS23
Joint Optimization of Learning-Based Image Reconstruction and Sampling for MRI
Machine learning approaches to medical image reconstruction are of considerable recent interest, especially supervised approaches that use a corpus of training data. Accelerated MRI scans, where fewer k-space points than image
voxels are acquired, is a natural setting for such reconstruction methods. Recently, machine learning methods
for optimizing the k-space sampling have also had growing
interest. This talk will summarize recent work where we
jointly optimize non-Cartesian k-space sampling, heeding
physical constraints like gradient slew rate, and a learningbased image reconstruction method that originates from a

Amenable Cones are Particularly Nice
Amenability is a geometric property of convex cones that
is stronger than facial exposedness and assists in the study
of error bounds for conic feasibility problems. In this talk
I will focus on the relationships between amenability and
other properties of convex cones, such as niceness and projectional exposure, and will also mention several open questions that we werent able to resolve. The talk is based on
a joint work with Bruno Loureno and James Saunderson,
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.07745.
Vera Roshchina
School of Mathematics and Statistics
UNSW Sydney
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MS26
Sparsity, Feature Selection and the Shapley Folkman Theorem

On Computing Nonlinearity Intervals in Parametric Semideﬁnite Optimization
We introduce the notions of nonlinearity interval and transition point of the optimal partition for a parametric
semideﬁnite optimization problem. We provide conditions
for the existence of a nonlinearity interval and show that
the continuity of the optimal set mapping might fail on a
nonlinearity interval. Furthermore, under a nonsingularity assumption, we prove that the set of singular points
and the set of points at which the optimal set mapping is
discontinuous are ﬁnite. We then present a methodology,
stemming from numerical algebraic geometry, to eﬃciently
compute nonlinearity intervals and transition points of the
optimal partition.
Jonathan Hauenstein
University of Notre Dame
Dept. of App. Comp. Math. & Stats.
hauenstein@nd.edu
Ali Mohammad Nezhad
Department of Mathematics, Purdue University
mohamm42@purdue.edu
Tingting Tang
San Diego State University
Dept. of Math & Stat.
ttang2@sdsu.edu
Tamas Terlaky
Lehigh University
Department of industrial and Systems Engineering
terlaky@lehigh.edu
MS24
How to Construct any Weakly Infeasible Semidefinite Program and Bad Projection of the PSD
Cone?
A weakly infeasible semideﬁnite program (SDP) has no feasible solution, but it has nearly feasible solutions that approximate the constraint set to arbitrary precision. These
SDPs are ill-posed and numerically often unsolvable. They
are also closely related to “bad” linear projections that map
the cone of positive semideﬁnite matrices to a nonclosed
set. We describe a simple echelon form of weakly infeasible
SDPs with the following properties: it is obtained by elementary row operations and congruence transformations;
it makes weak infeasibility evident; and using it we can construct any weakly infeasible SDP or bad linear projection
by an elementary combinatorial algorithm. We also prove
that some SDPs in the literature are in our echelon form,
for example, the SDP from the sum-of-squares relaxation
of minimizing the famous Motzkin polynomial.

The Shapley Folkman theorem acts a central limit theorem
for convexity: It shows that Minkowski sums of arbitrary
bounded sets are increasingly close to their convex hull as
the number of terms in the sum increases. This produces a
priori bounds on the duality gap of separable optimization
problems. We use these results to show that several classical sparsity constrained optimization problems have low
duality gaps in meaningful data settings.
Armin Askari
UC Berkeley
armin.askari@gmail.com
Alexandre d’Aspremont
CNRS - ENS, Paris
aspremon@di.ens.fr
Laurent El Ghaoui
UC Berkeley
elghaoui@berkeley.edu
MS26
Invexiﬁcation of Non-Linear Least-Squares Problems
We consider non-convex optimization problems involving a
non-linear least-squares objective. We introduce a novel
regularization framework whose corresponding objective
function is not only provably invex, but it also satisﬁes
the highly desirable Polyak-Lojasiewicz inequality for any
choice of the regularization parameter. We then show that,
under reasonable assumptions, gradient descent applied to
the regularized problem converges exponentially fast to
a solution for which the original unregularized objective
value has a small sub-optimality. We give explicit bounds
to show that such sub-optimality can be made arbitrarily small by directly controlling the regularization parameter. Although our novel framework is entirely diﬀerent
from the classical Tikhonov-type regularizations, an interesting connection is established for the special case of
under-determined linear least-squares. In particular, we
show that gradient descent applied to our regularized problem converges to the same solution as the ridge regression
problem. Numerical experiments corroborate our theoretical results and demonstrate the method’s performance in
practical situations.
Fred Roosta
University of Queensland, Australia
fred.roosta@uq.edu.au
Rixon Crane
university of queensland, australia
r.crane@uq.edu.au

Gabor Pataki
University of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill
gabor@unc.edu

MS26
AI-SARAH: Adaptive and Implicit Stochastic Recursive Gradient Methods

Aleksandr Touzov
Department of Statistics and Operations Research
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

We present an adaptive stochastic variance reduced
method with an implicit approach for adaptivity. As a
variant of SARAH, our method employs the stochastic re-
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cursive gradient yet adjusts step-size based on local geometry. We provide convergence guarantees for ﬁnite-sum
minimization problems and show a faster convergence than
SARAH can be achieved if local geometry permits. Furthermore, we propose a practical, fully adaptive variant,
which does not require any knowledge of local geometry
and any eﬀort of tuning the hyper-parameters. This algorithm implicitly computes step-size and eﬃciently estimates local Lipschitz smoothness of stochastic functions.
The numerical experiments demonstrate the algorithm’s
strong performance compared to its classical counterparts
and other state-of-the-art ﬁrst-order methods.
Zheng Shi
Lehigh University
hs310@lehigh.edu
Nicolas Loizou
MILA
loizouni@mila.quebec
Peter Richtarik
KAUST
Saudi Arabia
Peter.Richtarik@kaust.edu.sa

MS27
Criteria for Multi-Marginal Maximal Monotonicity
Motivated by multi-marginal optimal transport, we discuss
aspects of its underlying monotone and convex analytic
structure. We review recent extensions of classical maximal monotonicity and convex analysis into multi-marginal
settings. We point out several open questions as well as
partial resolutions and examples. In particular, we focus on
an extension of Mintys characterization of maximal monotonicity and a generalization of the maximal monotonicity
of the convex subdiﬀerential.
Sedi Bartz
University of Massachusetts Lowell
USA
sedi bartz@uml.edu
MS27
The Diﬀerence Vectors for Convex Sets and a Resolution of the Geometry Conjecture
Projection operators and associated projection algorithms
are fundamental building blocks in ﬁxed point theory and
optimization. In this talk, I will survey recent results on
the displacement mapping of the right-shift operator and
sketch a new application deepening our understanding of
the geometry of the ﬁxed point set of the composition of
projection operators in Hilbert space. Based on joint works
with Salha Alwadani, Julian Revalski, and Shawn Wang.
Heinz Bauschke
The University of British Columbia, Kelowna, BC Canada
Mathematics
heinz.bauschke@ubc.ca

Optimization

A traditionally successful approach to those problems described in the title is an application of clique decompositions from sparse matrix theory. Here, we take an alternative approach by viewing sparse semideﬁnite programming problems (and more generally nonlinear optimization problems) as problems over sparse matrix cones. Unlike the cones of symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrices,
such cones are very rarely self-dual. We identify a class of
conic optimization problems called homogeneous chordal
cones. These are regular convex cones whose automorphism groups act transitively in the interior of the cone
and at the same time the members of the cone can be expressed as the nonzero elements of a cone of symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrices with chordal sparsity pattern.
This class of convex cones lie strictly between SDPs and
Homogeneous Cone Programming problems. We illustrate
how convex optimization problems based on homogeneous
chordal cones provide a better generalization of Second Order Cone Programming problems compared with SDPs and
better ways of exploiting the related special structures in
many special cases as well as in some more general settings
of nonlinear optimization problems.
Levent Tuncel
University of Waterloo
Dept. of Combinatorics and Optimization
ltuncel@uwaterloo.ca

Martin Takac
Lehigh University
martin.taki@gmail.com

MS27
Convex

Semideﬁnite Matrices for Big Data

with

Sparse,

Positive

Lieven Vandenberghe
University of California
Los Angeles
vandenbe@ee.ucla.edu
MS28
A Convex Form that is Not a Sum of Squares
Every convex homogeneous polynomial (or form) is nonnegative. A natural question, raised by Parrilo, is whether
every convex form has the stronger property of being a
sum of squares. Blekherman subsequently showed that
convex forms that are not sums of squares exist via a nonconstructive argument, but until now no explicit examples
seem to be known. In this talk I will discuss an explicit
example of a convex form of degree four in 272 variables
that is not a sum of squares. The form is related to the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality over the octonions. I will also
discuss connections between this question and the quality of sum-of-squares-based relaxations of polynomial optimization problems over the sphere.
James Saunderson, James Saunderson
Department of Electrical and Computer Systems
Engineering
Monash University
james.saunderson@monash.edu,
james.saunderson@monash.edu
MS29
Analysis of Adaptive Stochastic
Methods via Submartingales

Optimization

We will review recent advances in the analysis of complexity bounds of stochastic line search, trust region and regularized Newton methods for nonconvex optimization. Expected complexity bounds and high probability results will
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be discussed.

s.habibi@bham.ac.uk

Katya Scheinberg
Operations Research and Information Engineering
Cornell University
katyas@cornell.edu

Michal Kocvara
School of Mathematics
University of Birmingham
m.kocvara@bham.ac.uk

MS29
SGD for Structured Nonconvex Functions: Learning Rates, Minibatching and Interpolation

Michael Stingl
Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
stingl@math.fau.de

We provide several convergence theorems for SGD for two
large classes of structured non-convex functions: (i) the
Quasar (Strongly) Convex functions and (ii) the functions
satisfying the Polyak-Lojasiewicz condition. Our analysis
relies on the Expected Residual condition which we show
is a strictly weaker assumption as compared to previously
used growth conditions, expected smoothness or bounded
variance assumptions. We provide theoretical guarantees
for the convergence of SGD for diﬀerent step size selections
including constant, decreasing and the recently proposed
stochastic Polyak step size. In addition, all of our analysis
holds for the arbitrary sampling paradigm, and as such, we
are able to give insights into the complexity of minibatching and determine an optimal minibatch size. In particular
we recover the best known convergence rates of full gradient descent and single element sampling SGD as a special
case. Finally, we show that for models that interpolate the
training data, we can dispense of our Expected Residual
condition and give state-of-the-art results in this setting.
Robert M. Gower
postdoctoral laureate at INRIA
École Normale Supérieure in Paris
gower.robert@gmail.com
Othmane Sebbouh
IMT, INSA Toulouse
othmane.sebbouh@gmail.com
Nicolas Loizou
MILA
loizouni@mila.quebec
MS30
An Interior-Point Method for Low-Rank Semidefinite Programming with Application to Truss
Topology Optimization
General purpose algorithms and software for semideﬁnite
optimization are unsuitable to solve problems of very large
dimension, often appearing in applications. In order to be
able to solve such problems, one has to use their data structure, if available. In this talk, we focus on SDP problems
with low-rank solutions. Within a standard framework of
an interior-point algorithm, we propose to solve the (Schur
complement) linear systems by a preconditioned conjugate
gradient method. We present a new preconditioner, tailored to the low-rank structure of the solution. To demonstrate the eﬃciency of the new method, we solve large to
very large scale SDP problems from structural optimization with either a rank-one solution or with an “approximate low-rank solution. In both cases, our Matlab software clearly outperforms available general purpose SDP
software.
Soodeh Habibi
School of Mathematics
University of Birmingham, UK

MS30
Stability Veriﬁcation of Dynamical Systems Controlled by Neural Networks using Semideﬁnite Programming
This presentation makes two observations on stability and
performance veriﬁcation of nonlinear dynamical systems
controlled by neural networks. First, we show that the
stability and performance of a polynomial dynamical system controlled by a neural network with semialgebraically
representable activation functions (e.g., ReLU) can be certiﬁed by convex semideﬁnite programming. The result is
based on the fact that the semialgebraic representation of
the activation functions and polynomial dynamics allows
one to search for a Lyapunov function using polynomial
sum-of-squares methods. Second, we remark that even in
the case of a linear system controlled by a neural network
with ReLU activation functions, the problem of verifying
asymptotic stability is undecidable.
Milan Korda
LAAS-CNRS
korda@laas.fr
MS30
A Relaxed Interior Point Method for Low-Rank
Semideﬁnite Programming Problems with Applications to Matrix Completion
A new relaxed variant of interior point method for lowrank semideﬁnite programming problems is proposed in
this paper. The method is a step outside of the usual interior point framework. In anticipation to converging to
a low-rank primal solution, a special nearly low-rank form
of all primal iterates is imposed. To accommodate such
a (restrictive) structure, the ﬁrst order optimality conditions have to be relaxed and are therefore approximated
by solving an auxiliary least-squares problem. The relaxed
interior point framework opens numerous possibilities how
primal and dual approximated Newton directions can be
computed. In particular, it admits the application of both
the ﬁrst- and the second-order methods in this context.
The convergence of the method is established. A prototype implementation is discussed and encouraging preliminary computational results are reported for solving the
SDP-reformulation of matrix-completion problems.
Stefania Bellavia
Universita di Firenze
stefania.bellavia@uniﬁ.it
Jacek Gondzio
The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
J.Gondzio@ed.ac.uk
Margherita Porcelli
Dipartimento di Matematica
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Universita’ di Bologna
margherita.porcelli@unibo.it

problem Solutions and Gradient Aggregation

MS30
Primal-Dual Augmented Lagrangian Method for
the Solution of Convex Semideﬁnite Programming
Problems with Applications in Structural Optimization
A primal-dual Augmented Lagrangian (PDAL) method for
the solution of convex semideﬁnite programs is presented.
The method is based on the Penalty-Barrier-Multiplier
(PBM) idea introduced for semideﬁnite programming by
M. Zibulevsky in 2000. The PDAL method extends the
original concept in several ways. When applying penaltybarrier-functions in the context of semideﬁnite programming the computational complexity for assembling the Hessian of the Augmented Lagrangian is one order of magnitude higher than in comparable approaches using modiﬁed
barrier functions or the logdet-function. We show that this
disadvantage can be fully eliminated, when combining the
PBM concept with iterative solvers for the solution of the
arising Newton systems. The second point is that instead
of a purely primal iteration, a primal dual-update is added.
It is shown that the primal dual updates do not only decrease the number of Newton systems to be solved, but
also add to the stability of the method. Third, is is shown
that the structure of the primal-dual system to be solved
in each iteration is very similar to systems which appear in
the context of interior point methods. This is why it is possible to employ preconditioners from this context. It will
be shown that this is in particularly attractive when SDPs
are solved for which the rank of the primal matrix variable
is known to be of low-rank. Numerical examples include
linear and nonlinear problems from the area of structural
optimization.
Michael Stingl, Arefeh Kavand
Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
stingl@math.fau.de, arefeh.kavand@fau.de
Michal Kocvara
School of Mathematics
University of Birmingham
m.kocvara@bham.ac.uk

Frank E. Curtis, Minhan Li
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Lehigh University
frank.e.curtis@gmail.com, mil417@lehigh.edu
MS31
Random Embeddings and their Application to Optimization Algorithms
We ﬁrst show that sparse random matrices (hashing ensembles with one or more non-zeros per column) have subspace
embedding properties that are optimal in the sketching dimension. We then show the implications of this result for
the eﬃcient solution of least squares problems, in reducing
the dimension of the observational or parameter spaces;
and more generally, for random subspace variants of well
known nonconvex optimization algorithms. Global rates
of convergence as well as some numerical experiments are
presented.
Zhen Shao
University of Oxford
shaoz@maths.ox.ac.uk
Coralia Cartis
University of Oxford
Mathematical Institute
cartis@maths.ox.ac.uk
Jan Fiala
The Numerical Algorithms Group, Ltd
jan@nag.co.uk

MS31
Constrained and Composite
Adaptive Sampling

Gradient sampling methods have proved to be eﬀective for
solving nonconvex, nonsmooth optimization problems. In
this talk, we present two improvements that oﬀer practical beneﬁts while maintaining convergence guarantees,
thus allowing for the more eﬃcient solution of large-scale
problems. The ﬁrst is a strategy for allowing the arising
quadratic optimization (QP) subproblems to be solved inexactly. The second is a scheme for employing gradient
aggregation in order to limit the size of the subproblems
that need to be solved in the ﬁrst place. We demonstrate
using the NonOpt software that these algorithmic modiﬁcations lead to computational savings.

Optimization

via

Variance reduction via adaptive sampling strategies has recently received much attention for solving unconstrained
stochastic optimization problems. In this talk, we extend
these schemes for solving constrained and composite optimization problems via the proximal gradient method. We
establish global theoretical convergence results for an optimization method based on these schemes and present numerical experiments on logistic regression problems.
Raghu Bollapragada
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory
raghu.bollapragada@utexas.edu
MS31
Gradient Sampling Methods with Inexact Sub-

Jaroslav Fowkes
Emirates Data Science Laboratory
University of Oxford
jaroslav.fowkes@maths.ox.ac.uk
MS32
Recent Trends in Adaptive Regularisation under
Inexact Evaluations for Nonconvex Optimisation
Within the context of nonconvex unconstrained and
inexpensively-constrained optimisation, a class of adaptive
regularisation methods under inexact function and derivatives evaluations is presented. At variance with the ARC
framework, the underlying algorithm is not limited to refer to the cubic model, allowing for the use of potentially
higher degrees to search for arbitrary order optimality
points. At each iteration, it features an adaptive mechanism for determining the inexactness which is needed to
compute objective function values and derivatives, in order to preserve the complexity results of its counterpart
with exact evaluations. Sharp global evaluation complexity
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bounds, assuming that the right accuracy level in function
and derivatives estimates is deterministically achievable,
are derived and hold for any model degree and any order of
optimality, thereby generalising known results for ﬁrst and
second-order versions of the method. High probability and
stochastic complexity bounds are also shown. For lower
orders, preliminary numerical tests are ﬁnally reported.
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MS32
A Newton-Mr Algorithm with Complexity Guarantee for Non-Convex Problems

Benedetta Morini
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale
Universita’ di Firenze
benedetta.morini@uniﬁ.it

Classically, the conjugate gradient (CG) method has been
the dominant solver in most inexact Newton-type methods for unconstrained optimization. In this talk, we consider replacing CG with the minimum residual method
(MINRES), which is often used for symmetric but possibly indeﬁnite linear systems. We show that MINRES
has an inherent ability to detect negative-curvature directions. Equipped with this advantage, we discuss algorithms, under the general name of Newton-MR, which
can be used for optimization of general non-convex objectives, and that come with favourable complexity guarantees. We also give numerical examples demonstrating the
performance of these methods for large-scale non-convex
machine learning problems.

Philippe L. Toint
University of Namur, Belgium
philippe.toint@unamur.be

Fred Roosta
University of Queensland, Australia
fred.roosta@uq.edu.au

MS32

Yang Liu
University of Queensland
yang.liu2@uq.edu.au

Gianmarco Gurioli
SISSA, Italy
ggurioli@sissa.it
Stefania Bellavia
Universita di Firenze
stefania.bellavia@uniﬁ.it

Detection of Iterative Adversarial Attacks via
Counter Attack
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have proven to be powerful
tools for processing unstructured data. However for highdimensional data, like images, they are inherently vulnerable to adversarial attacks. Small, almost invisible perturbations added to the input can be used to fool DNNs.
Various attacks, hardening methods and detection methods
have been introduced in recent years. Notoriously, CarliniWagner (CW) type attacks computed by iterative minimization belong to those that are most diﬃcult to detect.
In this work, we demonstrate that the same minimization
problems solvable by the projected subgradient method can
by used as detectors themselves. Thus, in some sense we
show that one can ﬁght ﬁre with ﬁre. This work also outlines a mathematical proof that under certain assumptions
this detector provides asymptotically optimal separation of
original and attacked images. In numerical experiments,
we obtain AUROC values up to 99.73% for our detection
method. This distinctly surpasses state of the art detection rates for CW attacks from the literature. We also give
numerical evidence that our method is robust against the
attackers choice of the method of attack.
Matthias Rottmann
University of Wuppertal
rottmann@uni-wuppertal.de
Mathis Peyron
ENSEEIHT Toulouse
mathis.peyron@etu.enseeiht.fr
Natasa Krejic
University of Novi Sad
Novi Sad, Serbia
natasak@uns.ac.rs
Hanno Gottschalk
University of Wuppertal

MS32
A Novel Class of Second-Order Stochastic Optimization Methods
We propose a class of stochastic optimization methods,
named LSOS, where Newton, inexact Newton and limitedmemory quasi-Newton directions are used together with
line-search techniques. Almost sure convergence of the sequence of iterates holds for all the LSOS variants; furthermore, for ﬁnite-sum problems, linear convergence of the expected objective function error is obtained when stochastic
L-BFGS Hessian approximations and Lipschitz-continuous
unbiased gradient estimates are used. Numerical experiments show that our methods are highly competitive with
state-of-the art stochastic optimization methods.
Daniela di Seraﬁno
University of Naples Federico II
Department of Mathematics and Applications
daniela.diseraﬁno@unina.it
Natasa Krejic, Natasa Krklec Jerinkic
University of Novi Sad
Novi Sad, Serbia
natasak@uns.ac.rs, natasa.krklec@dmi.uns.ac.rs
Marco Viola
University of Campania ”L. Vanvitelli”
Dept. of Mathematics and Physics
marco.viola@unicampania.it
MS33
Compact Mixed-Integer Programming Relaxations
in Quadratic Optimization
We present a technique for producing valid dual bounds
for nonconvex quadratic optimization problems. The approach leverages an elegant piecewise linear approximation
for univariate quadratic functions due to Yarotsky, for-
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mulating this (simple) approximation using mixed-integer
programming. Notably, the number of constraints, binary
variables, and auxiliary continuous variables used in this
formulation grows logarithmically in the approximation error. Combining this with a diagonal perturbation technique to convert a nonseparable quadratic function into a
separable one, we present a mixed-integer convex quadratic
relaxation for nonconvex quadratic optimization problems.
We study the strength of our formulation in terms of sharpness and the tightness of our approximation. Further, we
show that our formulation represents feasible points via a
Gray code. We close with computational results on boxconstrained quadratic optimization problems, showing that
our technique can outperform existing approaches in terms
of solve time and dual bounds.

jrichar@umn.edu

Ben Beach
Grado Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Virginia Tech
bben6@vt.edu

Nikolaos Sahinidis
Georgia Institute of Technology
nikos@gatech.edu

Robert Hildebrand
Virginia Tech
rhil@vt.edu

MS34
Structures of Local Minima in K-Means and Mixture Models

Joey Huchette
Operations Research Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
huchette@mit.edu

Maximum likelihood estimation of mixture models poses
non-convex problems. Standard algorithms such as EM
generally converge to a spurious local minimizer, both in
theory and practice. In this talk, we present two results on
the structures of these local minima. For a mixture of two
symmetric components, we show that all local minima are
globally optimal, and EM converges to a global optimum
from random initialization. This result applies to a broad
class of log-concave mixture problems including mixtures
of Gaussians and linear regressions. Our analysis highlights
the non-convergence of EM in Euclidean distance, necessitating the consideration of other metrics. For a mixture of
more than two components, spurious local minima provably exist. One such local minimizer puts multiple centers
at one true component, and another center in the middle of
multiple true components. We prove that this is essentially
the only type of spurious local minima under a separation
condition. Consequently, EM is guaranteed to converge to
a solution that at least partially identify the true mixture
model. We will discuss further algorithmic implications of
these results for over-parameterization.

MS33
Lifting Convex Inequalities for Bipartite Bilinear
Programming
We design new valid convex inequalities for QCQPs via the
technique of lifting. Our ﬁrst main result is to show that for
sets described using one bipartite bilinear quadratic constraint together with bounds, it is always possible to lift
a seed inequality that is valid for a restriction obtained
by ﬁxing variables to their bounds, and the lifting is accomplished using aﬃne functions of the ﬁxed variables.
Sequential lifting involves solving a non-convex nonlinear
problem to lift one variable at a time. This can be computationally very prohibitive. Therefore, we develop a framework for approximate sequence independent lifting of seed
inequalities for separable bipartite bilinear quadratic constraint. We study a simple case where the coeﬃcients form
a minimal cover with respect to right-hand-side (minimal
cover deﬁned in an analogous fashion as in integer programming). For this set, we describe a bilinear cover inequality,
which is second order cone representable. We prove various
results about it, such as showing a constant-factor approximation of the convex hull of the original set. We are able
to construct a two-slope subadditive function that upper
bounds the lifting function. Using this subadditive function we are able to lift ﬁxed variable pairs in a closed form,
thus deriving a lifted bilinear covering inequality that are
valid inequalities for general separable bipartite bilinear
quadratic constraints together with box constraints.
Santanu Dey
Georgia Institute of Technology
santanu.dey@isye.gatech.edu
Jean-Philippe Richard
University of Minnesota

MS33
Convexiﬁcation for MIQPs and other Recent Advances in the BARON Project
We report recent developments in the BARON project, including work with Carlos Nohra and Arvind Raghunathan
on the global optimization of mixed-integer quadratic programs for which we present and theoretically analyze
quadratic relaxations in the original variable space. We
report extensive computational results with BARON on
a variety of problems, including general mixed-integer
nonlinear programs, portfolio optimization problems, and
quadratic assignment problems.

Yudong Chen
Cornell University
yudong.chen@cornell.edu
MS34
An Inertial Block Majorization Minimization
Framework for Nonsmooth Nonconvex Optimization
This talk is based on the joint works with D.N Phan,
N. Gillis, M. S. Ang, and O. Vu thanh. In this talk,
we introduce TITAN, a novel inertial block majorization
minimization framework for nonsmooth nonconvex optimization problems. TITAN is a block coordinate method
(BCM) that embeds inertial force to each majorizationminimization step of the block updates. The inertial force
is obtained via an extrapolation operator that subsumes
heavy-ball and Nesterov-type accelerations for block proximal gradient methods as special cases. By choosing various
surrogate functions, such as proximal, Lipschitz gradient,
Bregman, quadratic, and composite surrogate functions,
and by varying the extrapolation operator, TITAN pro-
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duces a rich set of inertial BCMs. We study sub-sequential
convergence as well as global convergence for the generated
sequence of TITAN. We illustrate the eﬀectiveness of TITAN on two important machine learning problems, namely
matrix completion problem and min-vol nonnegative matrix factorization problem.

jmajmudar@uwaterloo.ca

Thi Khanh Hien Le
University of Mons
thikhanhhien.le@umons.ac.be

Many problems in image processing can be formulated as
large-scale, complex optimization problems. Often nonconvex, non-smooth, and involving multiple regularizers,
few optimization algorithms can tackle these problems. In
this talk, we introduce SPRING, a stochastic extension of
the celebrated PALM algorithm that can eﬃciently solve a
broad class of non-smooth non-convex problems. We show
that SPRING achieves state-of-the-art convergence rates
on non-convex problems, even achieving oracle complexity lower-bounds in certain settings, and SPRING achieves
state-of-the-art performance on several large-scale imaging
problems.

MS34
Convex Clustering
Recently, convex clustering models based on sum-of-norms
have been proposed. The perfect recovery properties of
the convex clustering model with uniformly weighted all
pairwise-diﬀerences regularization have been proved by
Panahi et al. in 2017. In this talk, we present suﬃcient
conditions for the perfect recovery of the general weighted
convex clustering model, which include and improve existing theoretical results as special cases. We also develop a
semismooth Newton based augmented Lagrangian method
for solving large-scale convex clustering problems. Extensive numerical experiments on both simulated and real data
demonstrate that our algorithm is highly eﬃcient and robust for solving large-scale problems. Moreover, the experiments also show the superior performance and scalability
of our algorithm comparing to the existing ﬁrst-order methods. In particular, our algorithm is able to solve a convex
clustering problem with 200,000 points in 3-dimension in
about 6 minutes.
Kim-Chuan Toh
National University of Singapore
Department of Mathematics
mattohkc@nus.edu.sg
MS34
Convex Relaxation for Overlapping Community
Detection
Community detection (aka graph clustering) is a common
unsupervised learning problem which ﬁnds applications
in diverse domains such as computational biology, social
network analysis, and document classiﬁcation. Stochastic
Blockmodel (SBM) is a popular generative model for random graphs used to perform theoretical analyses of community detection algorithms. However, SBM assumes that the
communities do not overlap. Therefore, we consider a generalization of SBM, called Mixed Membership Stochastic
Blockmodel (MMSB), which allows overlapping communities. In this work, we provide a simple, eﬃcient, convexoptimization based, provable community detection algorithm which takes as input a weighted graph, and provide
recovery guarantees if the graph is generated according to
MMSB. Our algorithm involves only one tuning parameter
(which is fairly standard, in that it also appears in most
other competing algorithms), and our theoretical analysis
dispenses the requirement of so-called pure nodes.
Stephen A. Vavasis
University of Waterloo
Dept of Combinatorics and Optimization
vavasis@uwaterloo.ca
Jimit Majmudar
University of Waterloo

MS35
SPRING: A Stochastic Algorithm for Non-smooth
Non-convex Optimization

Derek Driggs
Cambridge Centre for Analysis, CCIMI
University of Cambridge, UK
dtd24@cam.ac.uk
MS35
Convex-Concave Backtracking for Inertial Bregman Proximal Gradient Algorithms in Non-Convex
Optimization
Backtracking line-search is an old yet powerful strategy for
ﬁnding better step size to be used in proximal gradient algorithms. The main principle is to locally ﬁnd a simple
convex upper bound of the objective function, which in
turn controls the step size that is used. In case of inertial
proximal gradient algorithms, the situation becomes much
more diﬃcult and usually leads to very restrictive rules on
the extrapolation parameter. In this talk, we show that
the extrapolation parameter can be controlled by locally
ﬁnding also a simple concave lower bound of the objective function. This gives rise to a double convex-concave
backtracking procedure which allows for an adaptive and
optimal choice of both the step size and extrapolation parameters. We apply this procedure to the class of inertial
Bregman proximal gradient methods, and prove that any
sequence generated converges globally to critical points of
the function at hand. Numerical experiments on a number of challenging non-convex problems in image processing
and machine learning were conducted and show the power
of combining inertial step and double backtracking strategy
in achieving improved performances.
Peter Ochs
University of Tübingen
ochs@math.uni-tuebingen.de
MS35
Expanding Boundaries of Gap Safe Screening
A powerful strategy to boost the performance of sparse
optimization algorithms is known as safe screening: it allows the early identiﬁcation of zero coordinates in the solution, which can then be eliminated to reduce the problem’s
size and accelerate convergence. In this work, we extend
the existing Gap Safe screening framework by relaxing the
global strong-concavity assumption on the dual cost function. Instead, we exploit local regularity properties, that
is, strong concavity on well-chosen subsets of the domain.
The non-negativity constraint is also integrated to the ex-
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isting framework. Besides making safe screening possible to
a broader class of functions that includes beta-divergences
(e.g., the Kullback-Leibler divergence), the proposed approach also improves upon the existing Gap Safe screening
rules on previously applicable cases (e.g., logistic regression).
Emmanuel Soubies
IRIT, Universite de Toulouse, CNRS, France
emmanuel.soubies@irit.fr
Cassio Fraga-Dantas
IRIT
cassio.fraga-dantas@irit.fr
Cédric Févotte
Centre National de la Recherche Scientiﬁque
cedric.fevotte@irit.fr
MS35
Stochastic Finite Diﬀerence Methods for Smooth
Convex Optimization
In this talk I will discuss a class of methods for which the
direction of descent is an approximation of the gradient in
a low-dimensional random subspace. The approximation
is two-fold, one coming from the projection onto a random
subspace and the other from the use of ﬁnite-diﬀerences
to calculate the directional derivatives. Commonly used
methods that fall under this framework include spherical
smoothing, coordinate descent, and even discretized gradient descent. I will provide convergence analysis and rates
under varying assumptions on the objective function, the
step-size, and the discretization mesh. This is a joint work
with D. Kozak, C. Molinari and L. Rosasco.
Silvia Villa
University of Genova, Italy
villa@dima.unige.it
MS36
Plug-and-Play Superiorization for CT Image Reconstruction
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MS36
A Feasibility Study of a Hyperparameter Tuning
Approach to Automated Inverse Planning in Radiotherapy
In current practice, radiotherapy inverse planning requires
treatment planners to modify multiple parameters in the
objective function to produce clinically acceptable plans.
Due to the manual steps in this process, plan quality can
vary widely depending on the planning time available and
the planners skills. The purpose of this study is to automate the inverse planning process to reduce the planner’s active planning time while maintaining plan quality. We propose a hyperparameter tuning approach for
automated inverse planning, where a treatment plan utility is maximized with respect to the limit dose parameters
and weights of each organ-at-risk (OAR) objective. Using
ﬁve patient cases, we investigated the impact of the choice
of dose parameters, random and Bayesian search methods, and utility function form on planning time and plan
quality. For given parameters, the plan was optimized in
RayStation, using the scripting interface to obtain the dose
distributions deliverable. The OAR doses in the automatically generated plans were lower than the clinical plans
by up to 76.8%. When the OAR doses were larger than
the clinical plans, they were still between 0.57% above and
98.9% below the limit doses, indicating they are clinically
acceptable. This study demonstrates our hyperparameter tuning framework for automated inverse planning can
signiﬁcantly reduce the treatment planner’s planning time
with plan quality that is similar to or better than manually
generated plans.
Kelsey Maass, Aleksandr Aravkin
University of Washington
kmaass@uw.edu, saravkin@uw.edu
Minsun Kim
Department of Radiation Oncology
University of Washington School of Medicine
mk688@uw.edu

Superiorization is an optimization heuristic in which the
iterates of a feasibility-seeking (”basic”) algorithm are perturbed in every iteration, according to some secondary criterion. If the basic algorithm satisﬁes certain properties
(”perturbation resilience”) and the size of the perturbations are controlled, it can be shown that the superiorized
version of the algorithm converges to solutions that are
equally constraints-compatible to those produced by the
basic algorithm. These solutions can also expected to be
superior (but not necessarily optimal) with respect to the
secondary criterion. Traditionally the perturbations are
chosen to be non-ascending directions of some target function, such as total variation. There may be instances, however, where it is beneﬁcial to introduce perturbations that
are not of this form; for example, based on the output of an
image denoiser or a neural network. We therefore propose
a “plug-and-play’ framework for superiorization which allows for perturbations of this type. We demonstrate the
eﬃcacy of the approach on the problem of low-dose and
sparse-view CT imaging, using perturbations generated by
both a popular denoising algorithm and a pretrained convolutional neural network.

MS37
Asymptotic Network Independence in Distributed
Stochastic Gradient Methods

Thomas Humphries
University of Washington Bothell

Alex Olshevsky, Ioannis Paschalidis
Boston University

We provide a discussion of several recent results which,
in certain scenarios, are able to overcome a barrier in
distributed stochastic optimization for machine learning
(ML). Our focus is the so-called asymptotic network independence property, which is achieved whenever a distributed method executed over a network of n nodes
asymptotically converges to the optimal solution at a comparable rate to a centralized method with the same computational power as the entire network. We explain this
property through an example involving the training of ML
models and sketch a short mathematical analysis for comparing the performance of distributed stochastic gradient
descent (DSGD) with centralized SGD.
Shi Pu
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
shipu.idda@gmail.com
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MS37
Distributed Approximate Methods of Multipliers
for Convex Composite Optimization
In many engineering scenarios, a network of agents needs
to cooperatively ﬁnd a common decision that minimizes
the sum of local objective functions. A large body of
distributed optimization algorithms has been proposed to
solve this problem. However, relatively few of them are
able to address general convex and nonsmooth local objective functions. This talk considers such a problem on an
arbitrarily connected network, where each local objective
function is composite, i.e., the sum of a smooth component
function and a nonsmooth one. To address the problem,
a general Approximate Method of Multipliers (AMM) is
developed, which attempts to approximate the Method of
Multipliers by virtue of a surrogate function with numerous options. We then design the surrogate function in various ways, leading to diﬀerent realizations of AMM that
enable distributed implementations over the network. We
demonstrate that AMM generalizes over ten state-of-theart distributed optimization algorithms, and certain speciﬁc designs of its surrogate function introduce a variety of
brand-new algorithms to the literature. Furthermore, we
show that AMM is able to achieve an O(1/k) rate of convergence to optimality, and the convergence rate becomes
linear when the problem is locally restricted strongly convex and smooth. Such convergence rates provide stronger
convergence results to many prior methods that can be
viewed as specializations of AMM.
Xuyang Wu
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
wuyangw@kth.se
MS37
Distributed Optimization and Its Application in
Smart Grid
Distributed optimization algorithms solve large-scale optimization problems through collaboration among multiple agents. Compared with classical centralized optimization algorithms, distributed optimization algorithms are
more ﬂexible, convenient and eﬃcient. Distributed optimization algorithms are widely used in power systems,
transportation systems, cyber-physical systems and other
ﬁelds. This talk ﬁrst reviews and summarizes the existing
distributed optimization algorithms; next, for the optimal
collaborative control of distributed energy in smart grids,
two distributed collaborative optimization algorithms are
proposed, and the convergence of the algorithms is rigorously proved theoretically. At the same time, it was veriﬁed
in IEEE-39 bus system.
Tao Yang
Northeastern University, Shenyang, China.
yangtao@mail.neu.edu.cn
MS37
Decentralized Stochastic Quasi-Newton Methods
We study decentralized stochastic quasi-Newton methods
for minimizing a ﬁnite sum of objectives over a network.
First, we establish a general framework that incorporates
quasi-Newton approximations with variance reduction so
as to achieve fast convergence. With a ﬁxed step size,
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we show the condition under which the general framework
linearly converges to the exact solution. Second, we propose two fully decentralized quasi-Newton approximations,
limited-memory DFP and limited memory BFGS, to locally construct the estimators of Hessian inverse. Both
quasi-Newton approximations are proven to satisfy the condition of exact linear convergence. Numerical experiments
demonstrate that the proposed quasi-Newton methods are
faster than the existing decentralized stochastic ﬁrst-order
algorithms.
Jiaojiao Zhang
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
jjzhang@se.cuhk.edu.hk
MS38
Eﬃcient Optimization of Black Box Problems with
Computationally Expensive Constraints
We develop several approaches for the optimization of
black-box problems whose objective and constraint function evaluations are obtained by running time-consuming
independent simulations, i.e., we can ﬁrst evaluate the constraint to assess the feasibility of a proposed solution before
committing to spending more time on evaluating the objective function. Gaussian process models are employed to
approximate the objective and the constraints. We consider several adaptive sampling strategies for iteratively
selecting new evaluation points. These strategies exploit
uncertainty estimates of the constraint and objective function value predictions that are provided by the Gaussian
process models. We analyze the advantages as well as potential pitfalls of our constraints ﬁrst approach on illustrative test problems.
Juliane Mueller
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
julianemueller@lbl.gov
Simon Lapointe
Lawrence Livermore
lapointe2@llnl.gov
Matthew McNenly
LLNL
mcnenly1@llnl.gov
MS38
PDFO: a Cross-Platform MATLAB/Python Interface for Powell’s Derivative-Free Optimization
Solvers
Late Professor M. J. D. Powell designed ﬁve derivative-free
optimization algorithms, namely COBYLA, UOBYQA,
NEWUOA, BOBYQA, and LINCOA. The algorithms were
implemented in FORTRAN 77 and therefore may not be
easily accessible to some users. This talk aims to introduce the PDFO (Powells Derivative-Free Optimization)
package, which is developed to provide both Python and
MATLAB interfaces to Powell’s code. With PDFO, users
can call each of Powell’s algorithm directly based on their
own choice. Alternatively, if the user does not specify any
algorithm, the package can also select one automatically
based on the problem characteristics. When a problem can
be solved by multiple algorithms (for example, an unconstrained problem can be solved by all the ﬁve algorithms),
the selection is made based on experimental results on the
CUTEst problems. We will also share some observations
about the behavior of Powell’s algorithms on these prob-
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lems. This talk is based on a part of a Ph.D. research
funded by the RGC of Hong Kong under the Hong Kong
Ph.D. Fellowship Scheme (ref. PF18-24698).
Tom M. Ragonneau, Zaikun Zhang
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
tom.ragonneau@connect.polyu.hk,
zaikun.zhang@polyu.edu.hk
MS38
A Derivative-Free Approach for Structured Optimization Problems
Structured optimization problems are ubiquitous in ﬁelds
like data science and engineering. The goal in structured
optimization is using a prescribed set of points, called
atoms, to build up a solution that minimizes or maximizes
a given function. In the present talk, we want to minimize
a black-box function over the convex hull of a given set of
atoms, a problem that can be used to model a number of
real-world applications. We focus on problems whose solutions are sparse, i.e., solutions that can be obtained as
a proper convex combination of just a few atoms in the
set, and propose a suitable derivative-free inner approximation approach that nicely exploits the structure of the
given problem. This enables us to properly handle the dimensionality issues usually connected with derivative-free
algorithms, thus getting a method that scales well in terms
of both the dimension of the problem and the number of
atoms. We analyze global convergence to stationary points.
Finally, we report numerical results showing the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method.
Francesco Rinaldi, Cristofari Andrea
University of Padova
rinaldi@math.unipd.it, andrea.cristofari@unipd.it
MS38
Optimization by Space Transformation and Decomposition
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Serge Gratton
ENSEEIHT, Toulouse, France
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Luis Nunes Vicente
University of Coimbra
lnv@mat.uc.pt
MS39
Robust Optimization with Side Data
We introduce and solve the problem of minimizing a cost
function subject to constraints that depend on an uncertain parameter, given historical data on the parameter, including side data. We develop two approaches to solving
this problem, both involving replacing the uncertain constraints by constraints evaluated at data points. Both approaches are at least as tractable as the original problem.
We show that the degree of suboptimality and degree of
constraint violation of the decision produced by both approaches converges almost surely to zero. We show that for
both approaches, varying a single parameter controls the
tradeoﬀ between suboptimality and constraint violation,
and we propose a cross-validation scheme for choosing the
parameter to enforce the desired tradeoﬀ. We implement
both approaches and the cross-validation scheme on a wide
range of computational examples and observe that both
approaches produce a satisfactory decision and that the
cross-validation scheme is eﬀective in choosing the tradeoﬀ between suboptimality and constraint violation. We
also combine both approaches with prior work to extend
them to the setting in which both the objective and constraints are uncertain, forming two tractable theories of
optimization under uncertainty with side data (joint work
with Nihal Konduri) .
Dimitris Bertsimas
Massachusetts Insitute of Technology
dbertsim@mit.edu

We introduce a space transformation framework for unconstrained optimization of an objective function that is
smooth but not necessarily convex. At each iteration of the
framework, the gradient of f is mapped by a forward transformation to an auxiliary (possibly lifted) space, in which
a model is established based on the transformed gradient
and a step is obtained by minimizing this model. A backward transformation then maps the step back to the original space, where the iterate is updated accordingly. Using
a trust-region globalization scheme, and by inspection of
the consistency between the forward and backward transformations, the framework is guaranteed to converge globally to ﬁrst-order criticality with a O(�−2 ) worst-case iteration complexity to reach a gradient with norm smaller than
�. The complexity is improved to O(�−1 ) and O(log(�−1 ))
when the objective function is convex and strongly convex respectively. The space transformation framework can
be directly specialized to a parallel space decomposition
framework for nonlinear optimization, which can be regarded as an extension of the parallel Schwarz domain decomposition method for PDEs and linear systems. Meanwhile, it can be specialized to analyze trust-region methods
when the gradient of the objective function is evaluated inaccurately. Our work provides a uniﬁed view on these two
seemingly unrelated topics.

MS39
An Adaptive Robust Optimization Model for Parallel Machine Scheduling

Zaikun Zhang
Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Real-life parallel machine scheduling problems can be characterized by: (i) limited information about the exact task

MS39
Correlation Robust Inﬂuence Maximization
We propose a distributionally robust model for the inﬂuence maximization problem. Unlike the classic independent cascade model this model’s diﬀusion process is adversarially adapted to the choice of seed set. We show that
the worst-case inﬂuence function can be eﬃciently computed, and though the optimization problem is NP-hard,
a 1-1/e approximation guarantee holds. Beyond the key
computational advantages, we also highlight the extent to
which the independence assumption may cost optimality,
and provide insights from numerical experiments comparing the adversarial and independent cascade model.
Karthik Natarajan
Engineering Systems and Design
Singapore University of Technology and Design
natarajan karthik@sutd.edu.sg
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durations at the time of their scheduling, and (ii) an opportunity to reschedule the remaining tasks each time a
task completed its processing and a machine becomes idle.
Robust optimization is the natural methodology to cope
with the ﬁsrt characteristic of duration uncertainty, yet the
existing literature on robust scheduling does not explicitly
consider the second characteristic which is the possibility to
adjust decisions as more information about the tasks’ durations is revealed. This is despite the fact that re-optimizing
the schedule every time new information becomes available
is a standard practice. In this paper, we develop a scheduling approach that takes into account, at the beginning of
the planning horizon, the possibility that scheduling decisions can be adjusted. We demonstrate that the suggested
approach can lead to better here-and-now decisions. To
that end, we develop the ﬁrst mixed integer linear programming model for adjustable robust scheduling, where
we minimize the worst-case makespan. Using this model,
we show via a numerical study, that adjustable scheduling
leads to solutions with better and more stable makespan
realizations compared to static approaches.
Izack Cohen
Bar Ilan University
izack.cohen@biu.ac.il
Krzysztof Postek
Technion, Israel Institute of Technology
k.s.postek@tudelft.nl
Shimrit Shtern
Technion
Israel Institute of Technology
shimrits@technion.ac.il

MS39
Optimal Elective Care Scheduling during the SarsCoV-2 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic has seen dramatic demand
surges for inpatient care that have placed a severe strain
on health systems worldwide. As a result, policy makers
are faced with the challenge of managing scarce hospital
capacity so as to reduce the backlog of non-COVID-19 patients whilst maintaining the ability to respond to any potential future increases in demand for COVID-19 care. In
this paper, we propose an optimization-based prioritization scheme that models individual patients as Markov decision processes (MDPs) whose states encode the patient’s
health (emergency/non-emergency, recovered or deceased)
and treatment state (waiting for treatment, in general &
acute or in critical care), whose actions describe the treatment options (move to general & acute or to critical care,
discharge from hospital) and whose transition probabilities
characterize the stochastic evolution of the patient’s health.
The individual patients’ MDPs are coupled through constraints on the available resources, such as hospital beds,
doctors and nurses. We show that near-optimal solutions
to the emerging weakly coupled MDP problem can be
found through a ﬂuid relaxation that gives rise to a linear program whose size grows gracefully in the problem
dimensions.
Wolfram Wiesemann
Department of Computing
Imperial College London
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MS40
More Eﬃcient and Flexible Flag-SOS Hierarchies
coming from Polynomial Optimization
Flag Algebras, i.e. gluing-algebras of limit operators describing the densities of partially labelled sub-graphs, were
ﬁrst introduced by Razborov in 2007 as a powerful tool for
problems in extremal combinatorics. Recently Raymond
et al. investigated the connections between Flag-SOS and
limits of symmetric problems in polynomial optimization,
describing an alternative way to derive these algebras. We
take a closer look at the symmetry of this problem, deriving a more eﬃcient equivalent hierarchy. We then describe
a natural way to extend Flag-Algebras to model limits of
graphs that are not dense. This results in new hierarchies
solving problems such as the problem of maximizing the
edge density of a graph while avoiding C4.
Daniel Brosch
Tilburg University
d.brosch@uvt.nl
MS40
On the Finite Convergence of Sum-of-Squares Hierarchies for the Maximum Stable Set Problem
Given a graph G, its stability number is the cardinality
of the largest subset of vertices without edges between
them. Computing the stability number is an NP-hard
problem and some approximations via semideﬁnite optimization have been developed. One of them is a hierarchy proposed by de Klerk and Pasechnik by following an
idea given by Parrilo for approximating problems over the
copositive cone. One open question asks for the ﬁnite convergence of this hierarchy. We prove ﬁnite convergence
for the class of graphs without critical edges. Our analysis relies on exploiting a link to the Lasserre hierarchy for
the Motzkin-Straus formulation and using a known suﬃcient condition for its ﬁnite convergence. As an application
we can show that deciding whether a standard quadratic
problem has ﬁnitely many global minimizers is hard. This
is joint work with Monique Laurent
Luis Felipe Vargas
CWI
luis.vargas@cwi.nl
MS40
Hard Combinatorial Problems, Doubly Nonnegative Relaxations, Facial Reduction, and Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
We look at doubly nonnegative relaxations for several
classes of hard problems. We present a successful approach based on using facial reduction and a splitting of
variables. We look at: second lifting for max-cut, as well
as the quadratic assignment and graph partitioning problems. We show that the Slater constraint qualiﬁcation,
strict feasibility, fails for all these problems. Rather than
resulting in theoretical and numerical diﬃculties, we show
how to use facial reduction, FR, to regularize, reduce the
dimension of the problem, and provide a natural splitting
of the variables. Our numerical results illustrate that our
approach provably solves the max-cut problem to optimality, generically (on random problems).
Henry Wolkowicz
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Poincar constant for the speciﬁc case of a simple random
walk on the odd n-cycle, with n in 5,7,...,21. Previously
this was known only for n=5 and even n.

Hao Hu
Waterloo University
h92hu@uwaterloo.ca

Oisı́n Faust, Hamza Fawzi
University of Cambridge
opbf2@cam.ac.uk, h.fawzi@damtp.cam.ac.uk

Xinxin Li
Jilin University
xinxinli@jlu.edu.cn

MS41
A Common Framework for SOS Hierarchies of Upper and Lower Bounds

Ting Kei Pong
Department of Applied Mathematics
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
tk.pong@polyu.edu.hk

We provide a common framework to interpret the two SOSbased hierarchies of upper and lower bounds for the polynomial optimization problem min{f (x) : x ∈ K}. Namely,
ﬁx an arbitrary Borel measure μ whose support is the set
of feasible solutions. Then step-d of the SOS-hierarchy of
upper bounds is searching for a (positive) density w.r.t. μ
which is an SOS polynomial p of degree 2d, and which minimizes f p dμ. On the other hand, step-d of the SOS-based
hierarchy of lower bounds is searching for a signed density
q (w.r.t. μ) which is a degree-2d polynomial whose coefﬁcients
have a certain property, and which also minimizes

f q dμ.

Jiyoung Im
Dept. of Combinatorics and Opt.
University of Waterloo
j5im@uwaterloo.ca
MS40
Discrete Semideﬁnite Programming Techniques for
the Quadratic Traveling Salesman Problem
The Quadratic Traveling Salesman Problem (QTSP) is the
problem of ﬁnding a Hamiltonian cycle in a graph that
minimizes the quadratic cost among pairs of arcs that are
traversed in succession. We present two discrete semidefinite programming (SDP) formulations of the QTSP that
both enjoy an algebraic origin. To solve the QTSP as a
discrete SDP, we extend the well-known Chvtal-Gomory
procedure for integer linear programming to the class of
integer SDP problems. We show that the Chvtal-Gomory
cuts for the QTSP have a familiar combinatorial structure
that can be exploited in a branch-and-cut algorithm. Our
algorithm solves medium-size QTSP instances to optimality using a limited number of these cuts. Our work is in
line with the recent interest in discrete semideﬁnite programming and contributes to this promising ﬁeld in both
theory and applications.
Frank de Meijer
Tilburg University
f.j.j.demeijer@uvt.nl
Renata Sotirov
Mathematics, University Klagenfurt
Austria
renata.sotirov@uni-klu.ac.at
MS41
Sum-of-Squares Proofs of Logarithmic Sobolev Inequalities on Finite Markov Chains
Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities play an important role in
understanding the mixing times of Markov chains on ﬁnite state spaces. It is typically not easy to determine, or
indeed approximate, the optimal constant for which such
inequalities hold. In this paper, we describe a semideﬁnite
programming relaxation for the logarithmic Sobolev constant of a ﬁnite Markov chain. This relaxation gives certiﬁed lower bounds on the logarithmic Sobolev constant.
Numerical experiments show that the solution to this relaxation is often very close to the true constant. Finally,
we use this relaxation to obtain a sum-of-squares proof
that the logarithmic Sobolev constant is equal to half the

Jean B. Lasserre
LAAS CNRS and Institute of Mathematics
lasserre@laas.fr

MS41
Exact Moment Representation in Polynomial Optimization
We investigate the problem of representation of moment
sequences by measures in Polynomial Optimization Problems, consisting in ﬁnding the inﬁmum f ∗ of a real polynomial f on a basic real semialgebraic set. We analyse
the exactness of Moment Matrix (MoM) relaxations, dual
to the Sum of Squares (SoS) relaxations, which are hierarchies of convex cones introduced by Lasserre to approximate measures and positive polynomials. We show the
exactness of MoM relaxation when regularity conditions,
known as Boundary Hessian Conditions, hold on the minimizers. When the set of minimizers is ﬁnite, we describe
a MoM relaxation which involves f ∗ , and show its MoM
exactness. We also show that if the real variety of polar
points is ﬁnite then the MoM relaxation extended with the
polar constraints is exact.
Bernard Mourrain
INRIA Sophia Antipolis
Bernard.Mourrain@inria.fr
Baldi Lorenzo
Inria Sophia Antipolis
lorenzo.baldi@inria.fr
MS41
Sum-of-Squares Hierarchies for Binary Polynomial
Optimization
We consider the hierarchy of sum-of-squares approximations for the problem of computing the minimum value
of a polynomial f over the n-dimensional boolean hypercube. This hierarchy provides lower bounds for each order
r and is known to be exact at (roughly) order (n + d)/2,
where d is the degree of f . We provide an asymptotic
analysis for the quality of the bound in the regime where
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the order r is approximately equal to t ∗ n for some scalar
t in [0, 1/2],
 showing that the relative error is in the order 1/2 − t(1 − t). Our analysis relies on constructing
suitable feasible solutions using polynomial kernels, which
we obtain by exploiting symmetry and Fourier analysis on
the Boolean cube. A crucial tool is relating the sum-ofsquares hierarchy to another hierarchy of measure-based
*upper* bounds (also introduced by Lasserre), and to exploit a link to extremal roots of orthogonal polynomials (in
this case the Krawtchouk polynomials). Our error analysis
in fact also applies to this second hierarchy. This is based
on joined work with Monique Laurent.
Lucas Slot
CWI, Amsterdam
The Netherlands
lucas.slot@cwi.nl
MS42
Derivative-Free Trust Region Methods for Unconstrained and Convexly Constrained Multiobjective
Optimization
The goal of multiobjective optimization is the identiﬁcation of one or several acceptable trade-oﬀs between conﬂicting objective functions. There is a multitude of methods available to treat such problems. However, many realworld multiobjective optimization problems (MOP) require
computationally expensive objective evaluations. Consequently, it becomes infeasible to use Genetic Algorithms
with large populations. Neither can the gradients or Hessians be approximated eﬃciently in high dimensional settings for use in traditional derivative-based methods. Instead, we present a ﬂexible trust region framework that is
designed to require as few objective function evaluations
as possible by using locally accurate, fully linear surrogate
models of the true objectives. As in the corresponding
scalar framework, convergence to ﬁrst-order critical points
can be proven. In our work, we were heavily inspired by
existing trust region methods for MOP. Our main contributions are the integration of convex constraints and the
implementation of radial basis function (RBF) surrogate
models. The use of RBF models reduces the number of
expensive evaluations - from a quadratic to a linear upper bound. We present numerical experiments illustrating
their eﬃcacy.
Manuel Berkemeier, Sebastian Peitz
Paderborn University
manuelbb@math.uni-paderborn.de, speitz@math.upb.de
MS42
Stationarity Conditions and Scalarization in Multiobjective Optimal Control of a Non-Smooth PDE
This talk addresses the multiobjective optimal control of a
non-smooth semilinear elliptic PDE with max-type nonlinearity and either L2 (Ω)- or ﬁnite dimensional controls. We
consider diﬀerent (Pareto) stationarity systems depending on the control space. The weighted-sum method and
the reference point method are compared as two scalarization approaches to calculate Pareto stationary points. In
the reference point method, a matrix-free preconditioned
L-GMRES approach for a globalized pseudo semismooth
Newton method is presented to overcome computational
diﬃculties. Numerical examples are shown to illustrate
the capabilities of this approach.
Marco Bernreuther
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MS42
Completely Positive Relaxations of Quadratic
Problems in a Multiobjective Framework
In a single-objective setting, nonconvex quadratic problems
can equivalently be reformulated as convex problems over
the cone of completely positive matrices. In small dimensions this cone equals the cone of matrices which are entrywise nonnegative and positive semideﬁnite, so the convex reformulation can be solved via SDP solvers. Considering multiobjective nonconvex quadratic problems, naturally the question arises, whether the advantage of convex
reformulations extends to the multicriteria framework. In
this talk, we will see that this approach only ﬁnds the supported nondominated points, which can already be found
by using the weighted sum scalarization of the multiobjective quadratic problem, i.e. it is not suitable for nonconvex
problems.
Patrick Groetzner
Augsburg University
patrick.groetzner@math.uni-augsburg.de
Gabriele Eichfelder
Institute of Mathematics
Technische Universität Ilmenau
Gabriele.Eichfelder@tu-ilmenau.de
MS42
A Bi-Criteria Moving-Target Traveling Salesman
Problem under Uncertainty
This study concerns a variant of moving target traveling
salesman problem where the number and locations of targets vary with time and realizations of random trajectories. Objectives are to maximize the number of visits to
moving targets and to minimize the total travel distance.
Employing a linear value function for ﬁnding supported
Pareto-eﬃcient solutions, we develop a two-stage stochastic programming model. We propose an iterative Randomized Dynamic Programming (RDP) algorithm which converges to a global optimum with probability one. Each
iteration in RDP involves a randomized backward and forward recursion stage as well as options for improving any
given schedule: swaps of targets and optimization of timing for visits. An integer linear programming (ILP) model
is developed to evaluate the performance of RDP against a
standard ILP solver on instances of real data for scheduling
an environmental surveillance boat to visit ships navigating in the Baltic sea. Due to a huge number of binary
variables, the ILP model in practice becomes intractable.
For small to medium size data sets, the Pareto-eﬃciency of
solutions found by RDP and ILP solver are equal within a
reasonable tolerance; however, RDP is signiﬁcantly faster
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and able to deal with large-scale problems in practice.
Alaleh Maskooki
University of Turku
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Markku Kallio
Aalto University School of Business
markku.kallio@aalto.ﬁ
MS43
Bilevel Stochastic Programming Problems in a
Shape Optimization Context
Stochastic bilevel problems arise from the interplay between two decision makers on diﬀerent levels of hierarchy where the lower level problem is entered by a random vector. In our context, this models production errors
of a shape that has to be optimized due to possible acting forces. We present a deterministic formulation for a
bilevel problem under stochastic uncertainty which is based
on special risk measures. In particular, structural properties and qualitative stability of the optimal value function
of this model under perturbation of the underlying Borel
probability measure will be investigated with respect to
weak convergence of probability measures. Focusing on a
ﬁnite number of realizations of an underlying random vector, equivalences to single-level problems are ascertained
to conclude with a regularization scheme for bilevel linear
problems.
Johanna Burtscheidt
Universität Duisburg-Essen
johanna.burtscheidt@uni-due.de
Matthias Claus
University of Duisburg-Essen
matthias.claus@uni-due.de
MS43
Analysis and Numerical Solution of a Bilevel Optimization Problem Arising in Non-Newtonian Fluid
Mechanics
This talk is concerned with the optimal control of stationary and instationary, rotationally symmetric, viscoplastic
ﬂuid ﬂows in circular pipes. We study the properties of
the solution maps of the nonsmooth minimization problems
and parabolic variational inequalities that govern the ﬂow
of, e.g., Bingham and Casson ﬂuids in circular pipes and
use the obtained results to derive stationarity conditions
and to design numerical solution algorithms for the optimal control of non-Newtonian ﬂows. The talk concludes
with numerical experiments that conﬁrm the theoretical
ﬁndings.
Constantin Christof
Technische Universität München
christof@ma.tum.de
Roland Herzog
Heidelberg University
roland.herzog@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
Max Winkler
Technische Universität Chemnitz
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MS43
Optimality Conditions in Bilevel Stochastic Linear
Optimization
We consider bilevel stochastic linear programs where the
leader decides nonanticipatorily, while the follower has
complete information. Invoking the underlying geometry,
the talk discusses analytical properties of the arising expectation functional and provides suﬃcient optimality conditions in terms of generalized Hessians.
Matthias Claus
University of Duisburg-Essen
matthias.claus@uni-due.de
Johanna Burtscheidt
Universität Duisburg-Essen
johanna.burtscheidt@uni-due.de
Stephan Dempe
TU Bergakademie Freiberg
dempe@math.tu-freiberg.de
MS43
Stability and Sensitivity of Bayesian Optimal Designs
We revisit Bayesian sensor placement problems for PDE
models including unknown parameters. More in detail we
focus on the A-optimal design problem which corresponds
to minimizing the expected mean squared error of the MAP
estimator as a function of the measurement setup i.e. the
number, position as well as the variance of the measurements. Since the MAP estimator is deﬁned as solution to
a (nonlinear) Least squares problem, this naturally leads
to a bilevel optimization problem. One popular approach
to this problem consists in linearizing the underlying PDE
around a reference parameter. This reduces the problem to
a convex minimization problem whose solution set depends
on the linearization point. In this talk we investigate this
dependence proving several stability results and calculate
the sensitivity of the measurement setup w.r.t to perturbations.
Daniel Walter
RICAM
daniel.walter@ricam.oeaw.ac.at
MS44
SQP for Equality Constrained Stochastic Optimization
Stochastic gradient and related methods for solving
stochastic optimization problems have been studied extensively in recent years. In addition, it has been shown that
such algorithms and much of their convergence and complexity guarantees extend in straightforward ways when
one considers problems involving simple constraints, such
as when one can perform projections onto the feasible region. However, settings with general nonlinear constraints
have received less attention, and many of the approaches
that have been proposed for solving such problems resort to
using penalty or (augmented) Lagrangian methods, which
are often not the most eﬀective strategies. In this work,
we propose and analyze stochastic optimization methods
based on the sequential quadratic optimization (commonly
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known as SQP) methodology. We discuss advantages and
disadvantages of such techniques. This is joint work with
Frank E. Curtis, Daniel P. Robinson and Baoyu Zhou.
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Lehigh University
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MS44
Adaptive Sampling Strategies for Risk-Averse
Stochastic Optimization with Constraints
We introduce a solution methodology for risk-neutral and
risk-averse stochastic programs with deterministic constraints. Our approach relies on principles from projected
gradient descent and sample average approximation algorithms. However, we adaptively control the sample size
used in computing the reduced gradient approximation at
each iteration. This leads to a signiﬁcant reduction in cost.
Numerical experiments from ﬁnance and engineering illustrate the performance and eﬃcacy of the presented algorithms.
Florian Besier
Mathematics and Cybernetics
SINTEF Digital
ﬂorian.beiser@sintef.no
Brendan Keith
Brown University
brendan keith@brown.edu
Simon Urbainczyk, Barbara Wohlmuth
Technical University of Munich
simon.urbainczyk@web.de,
bara.wohlmuth@ma.tum.de

can train DNNs to high accuracy with minimal computational overhead through several numerical experiments.
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MS44
Accelerating Stochastic Optimization of Separable Deep Neural Networks via Iterative Sampling
Methods
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are versatile machine learning tools, but can be diﬃcult to train to suﬃcient accuracy
with ﬁrst-order methods. In this talk, we accelerate training by exploiting the separability of most DNN architectures; that is, we separate the DNN into a nonlinear feature extractor followed by a linear model. We use the fact
that the weights of the linear model can be obtained using
convex optimization, which reduces the training problem.
However, this has a proclivity to overﬁt, and hence requires training on suﬃciently large samples of data. This
can be prohibitively expensive storage-wise, particularly
on GPUs. To overcome this limitation and the expensive
task of hyperparameter tuning, we use an iterative sampled limited-memory Tikhonov method, a memory-eﬃcient
stochastic approximation approach with automatic regularization parameter tuning. We show that our method

MS44
Sketchy Empirical Natural Gradient Methods for
Deep Learning
We develop an eﬃcient sketchy empirical natural gradient
method (SENG) for large-scale deep learning problems.
The empirical Fisher information matrix is usually lowrank since the sampling is only practical on a small amount
of data at each iteration. Although the corresponding natural gradient direction lies in a small subspace, both the
computational cost and memory requirement are still not
tractable due to the high dimensionality. We design randomized techniques for diﬀerent neural network structures
to resolve these challenges. For layers with a reasonable dimension, sketching can be performed on a regularized least
squares subproblem. Otherwise, since the gradient is a vectorization of the product between two matrices, we apply
sketching on the low-rank approximation of these matrices
to compute the most expensive parts. A distributed version of SENG is also developed for extremely large-scale
applications. Global convergence to stationary points is
established under some mild assumptions and a fast linear
convergence is analyzed under the neural tangent kernel
(NTK) case. Extensive experiments on convolutional neural networks show the competitiveness of SENG compared
with the state-of-the-art methods. On the MLPerf base
task ResNet-50 with ImageNet-1k, SENG achieves 75.9%
Top-1 testing accuracy within 41 epochs.
Minghan Yang, Dong Xu
Peking University
yangminghan@pku.edu.cn, taroxd@pku.edu.cn
Zaiwen Wen
Peking University
Beijing International Center For Mathematical Research
wenzw@pku.edu.cn
Mengyun Chen
Huawei
chenmengyun1@huawei.com
MS45
Exploiting Constant Trace Property in Polynomial
Optimization
We prove that every semideﬁnite moment relaxation of a
polynomial optimization problem (POP) with a ball constraint can be reformulated as a semideﬁnite program involving a matrix with constant trace property (CTP). As
a result such moment relaxations can be solved eﬃciently
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by ﬁrst-order methods that exploit CTP, eg, the conditional gradient-based augmented Lagrangian method. We
also extend this CTP-exploiting framework to large-scale
POPs with diﬀerent sparsity structures. The eﬃciency
and scalability of our framework are illustrated on secondorder moment relaxations for various randomly generated
quadratically constrained quadratic programs. Based on
joint works with Jean-Bernard Lasserre, Victor Magron
and Jie Wang.
Ngoc Hoang Anh Mai
LAAS CNRS
nhmai@laas.fr
Victor Magron
CNRS LAAS
victor.magron@laas.fr
Jean B. Lasserre
LAAS CNRS and Institute of Mathematics
lasserre@laas.fr
Jie Wang
LAAS CNRS
jwang@laas.fr
MS45
Local Hyperbolic Relaxations of Hyperbolic Programs
Hyperbolic programming is the problem of minimizing a
linear function over the hyperbolicity cone of a hyperbolic
polynomial, a special case of convex programming with a
strong algebraic structure. It generalises semideﬁnite programming, although it is still an open question whether
such generalization is strict. I will review the basic algebraic theory of hyperbolic polynomials and hyperbolic
programming, and I will mention a work in progress concerning hyperbolic relaxations. I will highlight the the special case of hyperbolic relaxations of linear programming.
Simone Naldi
Univ. Limoges, CNRS XLIM
simone.naldi@unilim.fr
MS45
High Performance Solver for Binary Pop Problems
We present BiqBin, an exact solver for linearly constrained
binary quadratic problems. Our approach is based on an
exact penalty method to ﬁrst eﬃciently transform the original problem into an instance of Max-Cut, and then to
solve the Max-Cut problem by a branch-and-bound algorithm. All the main ingredients are carefully developed
using new semideﬁnite programming relaxations obtained
by strengthening the existing relaxations with a set of hypermetric inequalities, applying the bundle method as the
bounding routine and using new strategies for exploring
the branch-and-bound tree. Furthermore, an eﬃcient C
implementation of a sequential and a parallel branch-andbound algorithm is presented. The latter is based on a load
coordinator-worker scheme using MPI for multi-node parallelization and is evaluated on a high-performance computer. The new solver is benchmarked against BiqCrunch,
GUROBI, and SCIP on four families of (linearly constrained) binary quadratic problems. Numerical results
demonstrate that BiqBin is a highly competitive solver.
The serial version outperforms the other three solvers on
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the majority of the benchmark instances. We also evaluate the parallel solver and show that it has good scaling
properties. The general audience can use it as an on-line
service available at http://www.biqbin.eu.
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MS45
Exploiting Sparsity in Polynomial Optimization
Over the past twenty years, the moment-SOS hierarchy
has become a powerful tool to handle polynomial optimization and possesses nice theoretical properties. From
the view of applications, the bottleneck of the momentSOS hierarchy is that the involved sequence of SDP relaxations becomes intractable very quickly as the problem
size increases. In this talk, I will show how to exploit
various sparsity patterns hidden in the problem data to
develop sparsity-adapted moment-SOS hierarchies. As a
consequence, we are able to solve practical polynomial optimization problems involving up to several thousand variables and constraints.
Jie Wang
LAAS CNRS
jwang@laas.fr
Victor Magron
CNRS LAAS
victor.magron@laas.fr
Jean B. Lasserre
LAAS CNRS and Institute of Mathematics
lasserre@laas.fr
MS46
Robust Phase Retrieval with Sparse Noise
We extend the Candes-Tao theory for recovering solutions
to the compressed sensing problem with sparse errors via
1 regression to the real phase retrieval problem. The analysis depends on a key new property of the coding matrix
called the Absolute Range Property (ARP) which is the
analogue to the Null Space Property (NSP) in compressed
sensing. When the residuals are computed using squared
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magnitudes, the ARP follows from a standard Restricted
Isometry Property (RIP). However, when the residuals are
computed using absolute magnitudes, a diﬀerent kind of
RIP or growth property is required. After presenting our
main recovery results we describe some new iteratively reweighted algorithms for phase retrieval and their numerical
performance.
James V. Burke
University of Washington
Department of Mathematics
jvburke@uw.edu
Aleksandr Aravkin, Daiwei He
University of Washington
saravkin@uw.edu, dw.hefudan@gmail.com
MS46
Stochastic Algorithms with Geometric Step Decay
Converge Linearly on Sharp Functions
Stochastic (sub)gradient methods require step size schedule tuning to perform well in practice. Classical tuning
strategies decay the step size polynomially and lead to optimal sublinear rates on (strongly) convex problems. An
alternative schedule, popular in nonconvex optimization,
is called geometric step decay and proceeds by halving the
step size after every few epochs. In recent work, geometric
step decay was shown to improve exponentially upon classical sublinear rates for the class of sharp convex functions.
In this work, we ask whether geometric step decay similarly
improves stochastic algorithms for the class of sharp nonconvex problems. Such losses feature in modern statistical
recovery problems and lead to a new challenge not present
in the convex setting: the region of convergence is local,
so one must bound the probability of escape. Our main
result shows that for a large class of stochastic, sharp, nonsmooth, and nonconvex problems a geometric step decay
schedule endows well-known algorithms with a local linear
rate of convergence to global minimizers. This guarantee
applies to the stochastic projected subgradient, proximal
point, and prox-linear algorithms. As an application of
our main result, we analyze two statistical recovery tasks—
phase retrieval and blind deconvolution—and match the
best known guarantees under Gaussian measurement models and establish new guarantees under heavy-tailed distributions.
Damek Davis
Cornell University
ORIE
dsd95@cornell.edu
Dmitriy Drusvyatskiy
University of Washington
University of Washington
ddrusv@uw.edu
Vasileios Charisopoulos
Cornell University
vc333@cornell.edu
MS47
A New Quasi-Newton Method for Minimax Problems
We introduce a novel nonsymmetric quasi-Newton step to
solve the nonlinear system of equations arising from minimax problems where the Jacobian has a special block struc-
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ture. Our update formula could be considered as a generalization of Powell symmetric Broyden (PSB) method to
minimax problems. We show that our unit-step quasiNewton method locally converges superlinearly. With the
aid of a naive backtracking line-search we turn our nonsymmetric step into a practical algorithm and demonstrate its
eﬀectiveness on strongly convex-concave and bilinear minimax problems starting from anywhere. Our experiments
show that the method maintains its local superlinear convergence property when used in conjunction with the linesearch. We also use our step in a trust-region model and
with additional assumptions introduce an algorithm which
is globally convergent with a local R-superlinear convergence rate.
Azam Asl, Haihao (Sean) Lu
University of Chicago
azam.asl@chicagobooth.edu,
hao.lu@chicagobooth.edu
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MS47
The Landscape of Nonconvex-Nonconcave Minimax Optimization
Minimax optimization has become a central tool in machine learning with applications in robust optimization,
reinforcement learning, GANs, etc. These applications
are often nonconvex-nonconcave, but the existing theory
is unable to identify and deal with the fundamental difﬁculties this poses. In this paper, we study the classic proximal point method (PPM) applied to nonconvexnonconcave minimax problems. We develop a new analytic
tool, the saddle envelope, generalizing the Moreau envelope. The saddle envelope not only smooths the objective
but can convexify and concavify it based on the level of interaction present between the minimizing and maximizing
variables. From this, we identify three distinct regions of
nonconvex-nonconcave problems. When interaction is sufﬁciently strong, we derive global linear convergence guarantees. Conversely when the interaction is fairly weak, we
derive local linear convergence guarantees with a proper
initialization. Between these two settings, we show that
PPM may diverge or converge to a limit cycle.
Benjamin D. Grimmer
Cornell University
bdg79@cornell.edu
Haihao (Sean) Lu
University of Chicago
Haihao.lu@chicagobooth.edu
Pratik Worah
pworah@uchicago.edu
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Google Research
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MS47
Near-Optimal Algorithms for Minimax Optimization
This paper resolves a longstanding open question pertaining to the design of near-optimal ﬁrst-order algorithms
for smooth and strongly-convex-strongly-concave minimax
problems. Current state-of-the-art ﬁrst-order algorithms
ﬁnd an approximate Nash equilibrium using Õ(κx + κy )
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√
√
or Õ(min{κx κy , κx κy }) gradient evaluations, where
κx and κy are the condition numbers for the strongconvexity and strong-concavity assumptions. A gap still
remains between these results and the best existing lower
√
bound Ω̃( κx κy ). This paper presents the ﬁrst algorithm
√
with Õ( κx κy ) gradient complexity, matching the lower
bound up to logarithmic factors. Our algorithm is designed based on an accelerated proximal point method
and an accelerated solver for minimax proximal steps. It
can be easily extended to the settings of strongly-convexconcave, convex-concave, nonconvex-strongly-concave, and
nonconvex-concave functions. This paper also presents algorithms that match or outperform all existing methods in
these settings in terms of gradient complexity, up to logarithmic factors.
Tianyi Lin
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MS48
Scalable Parallel Nonlinear Optimization with
PyNumero and Parapint
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MS48
An Inexact Trust-Region Newton Method for
Large-Scale Convex-Constrained Optimization
We describe an inexact matrix-free trust-region algorithm
for solving convex-constrained optimization problems in
Hilbert space. Our algorithm uses the spectral projected
gradient method to compute trial steps and is simple to
implement. To project onto the intersection of the feasible set and the trust region, we reformulate and solve the
dual projection problem as a one-dimensional root ﬁnding
problem. We demonstrate our algorithms performance on
various problems from data science and PDE-constrained
topology optimization.
Drew P. Kouri
Optimization and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation
Sandia National Laboratories
dpkouri@sandia.gov
MS48

We present Parapint (https://github.com/parapint/parapint),Linear Systems Arising in Interior Methods for
an open-source Python package for eﬃcient, scalable, Convex Optimization: A Symmetric Formulation
parallel solution of structured nonlinear programs (NLPs). with Bounded Condition Number
Parapint builds on Pyomo, utilizing PyNumeros interfaces
to the AMPL Solver Library (ASL) for automatic diﬀeren- We provide eigenvalues bounds for a new formulation of
tiation (AD) and the HSL linear solver MA27 for solution the step equations in interior methods for convex quadratic
of symmetric indeﬁnite linear systems. Additionally, Para- optimization. The matrix of our formulation, named K2.5,
pint exploits problem structure for parallel computation has bounded condition number, converges to a well-deﬁned
on distributed memory machines with PyNumeros MPI- limit under strict complementarity, and has the same size
based matrices and vectors. Currently, Parapint contains as the traditional, ill-conditioned, saddle-point formulaboth serial and parallel implementations of a Schur- tion. We evaluate the performance in the context of a MatComplement based interior-point algorithm, which can be lab object-oriented implementation of PDCO, an interiorused to solve either dynamic or stochastic optimization point solver for minimizing a smooth convex function subproblems. The parallel version exploits any sparsity in the ject to linear constraints. The main beneﬁt of our impleSchur-Complement to minimize communication overhead, mentation, named PDCOO, is to separate the logic of the
which is critical for dynamic optimization problems. Our interior-point method from the formulation of the system
numerical results on a stochastic quadratic program (QP) used to compute a step at each iteration and the method
demonstrate nearly perfect scaling to over 1,000 cores. used to solve the system. Thus, PDCOO allows easy addiMoreover, on a 2-dimensional partial diﬀerential equation tion of a new system formulation and/or solution method
(PDE)-constrained optimal control problem, we obtain for experimentation. Our numerical experiments indicate
over 360 times speedup (on 1024 cores) compared to the that the K2.5 formulation has the same storage requirefull-space, serial algorithm. Our results demonstrate that ments as the traditional ill-conditioned saddle-point forParapint is a high-level framework for eﬃcient, scalable, mulation, and its condition is often more favorable than
the unsymmetric block 3x3 formulation.
parallel solution of NLPs.
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MS48
Exploiting Structure in
Constrained Optimization:
Approach

Risk-Averse PDEAn Interior Point

PDE-constrained stochastic optimization problems provide an intuitive and potentially data-driven modeling
paradigm for applications in engineering and the natural
sciences. Using ideas from traditional stochastic programming, it is possible to build optimization models that yield
robust optimal designs and controls. One possibility is to
employ risk measures as a model of risk preference. Doing
so yields risk-averse PDE-constrained optimization problems. We consider a well-known reformulation of convex
combinations of the mean plus average value-at-risk as a
constrained optimization problem to reformulate the riskaverse optimization problem into one with almost sure inequality constraints. This structure can be exploited by an
interior point approach that leads not only to a new class
of risk measures, but a competitive numerical optimization
algorithm. The viability of the approach is demonstrated
via numerical examples.
Thomas Surowiec
Fachbereich Mathematik und Informatik
Philipps-Universitat Marburg
surowiec@mathematik.uni-marburg.de
Michael Ulbrich
Technical University of Munich
Chair of Mathematical Optimization
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Audi AG
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MS49
Trust-Region Methods for Nonsmooth Nonconvex
Problems
A Proximal Quasi-Newton Trust-Region Method for Composite Optimization We describe a trust-region method
for minimizing the sum of separable nonconvex terms: a
smooth term f and a nonsmooth term h. Our method minimizes a model of f + h in a trust region, which may itself be nonconvex and should coincide with f + h in value
and directional derivatives at the center of the trust region. Steps are computed by a ﬁrst-order method, such as
the proximal gradient method or its accelerated variants.
We establish global convergence to a ﬁrst-order stationary
point under the assumptions that f is continuously diﬀerentiable and h is proper and lower semi-continuous. We
establish a complexity bound that matches the best attainable complexity bound of trust-region methods for smooth
optimization. We study a special instance in which we employ a limited-memory quasi-Newton model of f, resulting
in an implementation of a prox-quasi-Newton method. We
describe our Julia implementation and report numerical
results on inverse problems from sparse optimization and
signal processing.
Robert Baraldi
University of Washington
Department of Applied Mathematics
rbaraldi@uw.edu
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MS49
Robust Least Squares for Quantized Data Matrices
Linear regression models frequently assume additive noise
on dependent variables alone, i.e., Ax = b+z with z being random. In practice, the design/data matrix A is often
subject to variability as well. In this talk, we draw on ideas
from robust optimization and maximum likelihood estimation to formulate objectives that exploit structure in noise
models with uncertainty in A. We discuss algorithms to
solve the resulting nonsmooth optimization problems and
compare our results to classical methods such as ordinary
and total least squares. Special attention is given to the
case of quantization error for applications arising in signal
processing.
Richard J. Clancy
UC Boulder
richard.clancy@colorado.edu
Stephen Becker
University of Colorado at Boulder
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MS49
Stochastic Damped L-BFGS with Controlled Norm
of the Hessian Approximation
We propose a new stochastic variance-reduced damped LBFGS algorithm, where we leverage estimates of bounds
on the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the Hessian approximation to balance its quality and conditioning. Our
algorithm, VARCHEN, draws from a previous work that
proposed a stochastic damped L-BFGS algorithm called
SdLBFGS. We establish almost sure convergence to a stationary point and a complexity bound. Moreover, we
empirically demonstrate that VARCHEN is more robust
than SdLBFGS-VR and SVRG on a modiﬁed DavidNet
problem—a highly nonconvex and ill-conditioned problem
that arises in the context of deep learning, and that their
performance is comparable on a logistic regression problem
and a nonconvex support-vector machine problem.
Sanae Lotﬁ
Columbia
sl8160@nyu.edu
Dominique Orban
GERAD and Dept. Mathematics and Industrial
Engineering
Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal
dominique.orban@gerad.ca
MS49
Adaptive Proximal Stochastic Gradient Descent
We consider the training of structured neural networks
where the regularizer can be non-smooth and possibly non-
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convex. Such a problem arises in many applications where
a sparse neural network is desirable, e.g. inferring nonlinear granger causality (Tank et al 2017, Khanna and
Tan 2020). While popular machine learning libraries have
adopted stochastic (adaptive) subgradient approaches, the
use of proximal gradient methods in the stochastic setting
has been little explored, especially with respect to the incorporation of adaptivity, which is a key ingredient in popular stochastic gradient approaches. In this talk we present
a framework for stochastic proximal gradient descent that
allows for arbitrary positive preconditioners. When departing from element-wise sparsity, the resulting weighted proximal maps are no longer available in closed form (in contrast to the case without preconditioning). We derive an
eﬃcient procedure to compute the prox, and consider nonconvex alternatives. We evaluate the proposed approaches
on simulated and real datasets.
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Peng Zheng
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MS50
Complexity, Exactness, and Rationality in Polynomial Optimization
We focus on rational solutions or nearly-feasible rational
so- lutions that serve as certiﬁcates of feasibility for polynomial optimization problems. We show that, under some
separability conditions, certain cubic polynomially constrained sets admit rational solutions. However, we show
in other cases that it is NP Hard to detect if rational solutions exist or if they exist of any reasonable size. Lastly,
we show that in ﬁxed dimension, the feasibility problem
over a set deﬁned by polynomial inequalities is in NP.
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MS50
Proximity in Concave Integer Quadratic Programming
A classic result by Cook, Gerards, Schrijver, and Tardos
provides an upper bound of nΔ on the proximity of optimal solutions of an Integer Linear Programming problem
and its standard linear relaxation. In this bound, n is the
number of variables and Δ denotes the maximum of the
absolute values of the subdeterminants of the constraint
matrix. Hochbaum and Shanthikumar, and Werman and
Magagnosc showed that the same upper bound is valid if
a more general convex function is minimized, instead of a
linear function. No proximity result of this type is known
when the objective function is nonconvex. In fact, if we
minimize a concave quadratic, no upper bound can be given
as a function of n and Δ. Our key observation is that, in
this setting, proximity phenomena still occur, but only if
we consider also approximate solutions instead of optimal
solutions only. In our main result we provide upper bounds
on the distance between approximate (resp., optimal) solutions to a Concave Integer Quadratic Programming problem and optimal (resp., approximate) solutions of its continuous relaxation. Our bounds are functions of n, Δ, and
a parameter � that controls the quality of the approximation. Furthermore, we discuss how far from optimal are
our proximity bounds.
Alberto Del Pia
University of Wisconsin
delpia@wisc.edu
Mingchen Ma
UW-Madison
mma54@wisc.edu
MS50
Constructing Lattice-Free Gradient Polyhedra in
Dimension Two
Lattice-free gradient polyhedra can be used to certify optimality for mixed-integer convex minimization models.
We consider how to construct these polyhedra for unconstrained models with two integer variables under the assumption that all level sets are bounded. In this setting,
a classic result of Bell, Doignon, and Scarf states the existence of a lattice-free gradient polyhedron with at most
four facets. We present an algorithm for creating a sequence of gradient polyhedra, each of which has at most
four facets, that ﬁnitely converges to a lattice-free gradient
polyhedron. Each update requires constantly many gradient evaluations. Our updates imitate the gradient descent
algorithm, and consequently, it yields a gradient descent
type of algorithm for problems with two integer variables.
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MS51
Overcoming Inversion Bias in Distributed Newton’s Method
In distributed numerical linear algebra, we often encounter
inversion bias: if we want to compute a quantity that
depends on the inverse of a sum of distributed matrices,
then the sum of the inverses does not equal the inverse of
the sum. An example of this occurs in distributed Newton’s method, where we wish to compute (or implicitly
work with) the inverse Hessian multiplied by the gradient. In this case, local estimates computed based on a
uniform sample of data are biased, and so taking a simple average will not recover the correct solution. In this
talk, I will present several methods for overcoming inversion bias. The ﬁrst approach, called determinantal averaging, reweighs the biased local estimates of the Newton
step before averaging them, which corrects the bias of the
global estimate. Next, I will introduce a family of randomized methods for constructing small sketches of data,
called surrogate sketching. These sketches use non-uniform
sampling to correct the inversion bias in the Newton estimates, which makes simple averaging of these estimates
very eﬀective. Finally, I will demonstrate that for certain
regularized optimization tasks, such as ridge regression, a
simple heuristic of down-scaling the regularization parameter when computing the local estimates can drastically
reduce the inversion bias. I will go over theoretical guarantees as well as practical trade-oﬀs and empirical results
for the presented methods.
Michal Derezinski
PostDoc, UC Berkeley
michal.derezinski@gmail.com
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EECS Department
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Michael Mahoney
UC Berkeley
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MS51
Convergence of Newton-Mr under Inexact Hessian
Information
Recently, stability of Newton-CG under Hessian perturbations, i.e., inexact curvature information, have been extensively studied. Such stability analysis has subsequently
been leveraged in designing variants of Newton-CG in
which, to reduce the computational costs involving the
Hessian matrix, the curvature is suitably approximated.
Here, we do that for Newton-MR, which extends NewtonCG in the same manner that MINRES extends CG, but
can be applied beyond the traditional convex settings, to
invex problems. Unlike the stability analysis of NewtonCG, which relies on spectrum preserving perturbations in
the sense of Lwner partial order, our work here draws from
matrix perturbation theory to estimate the distance between the underlying exact and perturbed sub-spaces. Numerical experiments demonstrate great degree of stability
for Newton-MR, mounting to a highly eﬃcient algorithm
in large-scale problems.
Yang Liu
University of Queensland
yang.liu2@uq.edu.au
Fred Roosta
University of Queensland, Australia
fred.roosta@uq.edu.au

MS51
Systematic Second-Order Methods for Training,
Designing, and Deploying Neural Networks
Finding the right Neural Network model and training it
for a new task requires considerable expertise and extensive computational resources. Moreover, the process often
includes ad-hoc rules that do not generalize to diﬀerent
application domains. These issues have limited the applicability and usefulness of DNN models, especially for new
learning tasks. This problem is becoming more acute, as
datasets and models grow larger, which increases training time, making random/brute force search approaches
quickly untenable. In large part, this situation is due to
the ﬁrst-order stochastic gradient descent (SGD) methods
that are widely used for training DNNs. Despite SGDs
well-known beneﬁts, vanilla SGD tends to perform poorly,
and thus one introduces many (essentially ad-hoc) knobs
and hyper-parameters to make it work. Many of these
problems can be alleviated through second-order methods.
In this talk, we will discuss the latest developments for
using second-order methods for training, designing, and
deploying Neural Network models.
Amir Gholami
University of California, Berkeley
amirgh@berkeley.edu
Zhewei Yao
UC Berkeley
zheweiy@berkeley.edu

MS51
Eﬃcient Newton Methods for Robust Stochastic
Nonconvex Optimization
First order stochastic optimizers have gained great popularity in recent years due to the growing importance of
neural network training to modern computational frameworks. These methods are practically useful due to their
per-iteration computational economy, but require extensive
hyperparameter tuning for their applicability to speciﬁc
problems. Higher order (Newton) methods can reduce the
need for hyperparameters and improve per iteration convergence, but have fallen out of favor due to the nominal
costs of forming and factorizing Hessians for high dimensional optimization problems. In this talk, we explore how
low dimensional geometric information for Hessians arising in stochastic nonconvex optimization problems can be
used to design matrix-free Newton methods that have similar per-iteration computational complexity to ﬁrst order
methods. These methods can reduce the dependence on
hyperparameters and improve convergence. Further these
methods can be adapted to guard against overﬁtting by
using the Hessian to detect noise dominated geometric information of the stochastic energy landscape.
Thomas O’Leary-Roseberry
The University of Texas at Austin
Oden Institute for Computational and Engineering
Sciences
tom@oden.utexas.edu
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Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and
Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
omar@oden.utexas.edu

MS52
Classical Symmetries and QAOA
We study the relationship between the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) and the underlying
symmetries of the objective function to be optimized. Our
approach formalizes the connection between quantum symmetry properties of the QAOA dynamics and the group of
classical symmetries of the objective function. The connection is general and includes but is not limited to problems
deﬁned on graphs. We show a series of results exploring the
connection and highlight examples of hard problem classes
where a nontrivial symmetry subgroup can be obtained
eﬃciently. In particular we show how classical objective
function symmetries lead to invariant measurement outcome probabilities across states connected by such symmetries, independent of the choice of algorithm parameters or
number of layers. To illustrate the power of the developed
connection, we apply machine learning techniques towards
predicting QAOA performance based on symmetry considerations. We provide numerical evidence that a small set of
graph symmetry properties suﬃces to predict the minimum
QAOA depth required to achieve a target approximation
ratio on the MaxCut problem, in a practically important
setting where QAOA parameter schedules are constrained
to be linear and hence easier to optimize.
Ruslan Shaydulin
Argonne National Laboratory
rshaydu@g.clemson.edu

MS52
Performance Guarantees of MaxCut QAOA for
P¿1
This talk will detail ﬁndings on performance guarantees for
bounded p QAOA solving MAXCUT on 3-regular graphs.
Previous work by Farhi et al. obtained a lower bound on
the approximation ratio of 0.692 for p= 1. We ﬁnd, by
combinatorial proof, a lower bound on the approximation
ratio of 0.7559 for p= 2, where worst-case graphs are those
with no cycles ≤ 5. The bound holds for any graph evaluated at particular ﬁxed angles optimal to the tree subgraph.
This leads to a numerically consistent conjecture that these
performance guarantees hold for all p: worst-case graphs
have no cycles≤ 2p + 1, and graphs evaluated at particular
ﬁxed angles optimal to the Bethe lattice exceed the level p
performance guarantee. This conjecture implies that for 3
regular graphs, the classical angle optimization step of the
QAOA may be replaced with an evaluation at a ﬁxed set
of angles, consistent with the phenomena of concentration.

Jonathan Wurtz
Tufts University
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MS52
Adapt-QAOA: An Adaptive Variational Quantum
Optimization Algorithm
The performance of variational quantum algorithms critically depends on the form of the ansatz. A good ansatz
translates to relatively shallow circuits and involves a low
number of classical optimization parameters. These features can be achieved more easily if the ansatz knows
something about the problem that is simulated. In this
talk, I will present our techniques for problem-tailored
ansatze, including our newly developed ADAPT-QAOA for
optimization problems. Our simulations show that these
techniques can outperform competing ansatze in terms of
CNOT count and accuracy.
Sophia Economou, Linghua Zhu
Virginia Tech
economou@vt.edu, zlinghua18@vt.edu
MS53
A Fast Stochastic Algorithm for Regularized PET
Reconstruction
While smooth and non-smooth regularization are known to
improve the quality of PET reconstruction, designing algorithms performing this task in a time compatible with the
clinical standard is currently challenging. We present an algorithm which builds on the renowned Primal-Dual Hybrid
Gradient (PDHG) algorithm, also known as ChambollePock algorithm for convex optimization, with the added
feature that it can randomly update partial variables. In
the framework of PET imaging, the Stochastic Primal-Dual
Hybrid Gradient (SPDHG) algorithm is able to reconstruct
images from sinograms with non-smooth priors like Total
Variation, which promotes sharp boundaries. The algorithm proceeds by using only a randomly chosen subset
of all views at a given iteration, hence using only partial forward and back-projections, which makes it much
faster than PDHG. Furthermore, SPDHG converges almost
surely under a similar step-size conditions than PDHG. We
illustrate this on a variety of real patient datasets from
Siemens and GE scanners.
Claire Delplancke
Bath University
cd902@bath.ac.uk
Sergio Bacallado
University of Cambridge
sb2116@cam.ac.uk
Jonas Latz, Carola Bibiane Schoenlieb
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom
jl2160@cam.ac.uk, cbs31@cam.ac.uk
Matthias J. Ehrhardt
Institute for Mathematical Innovation
University of Bath
me549@bath.ac.uk
MS53
Fast Algorithms for Initial Value Control Problems
We present fast numerical algorithms for optimal control
problems with initial value control. Our contributions are
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the design of eﬃcient computational methods for numerical
optimization, their analysis, and their application to realworld problems. The inverse problem we are considering
is commonly referred to as diﬀeomorphic image registration. In our formulation, we seek to ﬁnd an initial momentum, which represents the initial state of a diﬀerential
equation in the group of diﬀeomorphisms. This diﬀeomorphism establishes a pointwise correspondence between two
images of the same object or scene, e.g., acquired at two
diﬀerent timepoints (the input data to our problem). We
will showcase results for applications in medical imaging
sciences. We will consider diﬀerent formulations for this
problem, and discuss the rate of convergence, accuracy,
time-to-solution, and inversion quality of our formulations.
Jae Youn Kim
Department of Mathematics
University of Houston
jaeyoun@math.uh.edu
Andreas Mang
University of Houston
Department of Mathematics
andreas@math.uh.edu
MS53
Image-Based Modeling of Tumor Growth in Patients with Glioma
The image-based modeling of tumor growth in patient with
glioma serves the purpose of improving patient diagnostics, as well as treatment. We will present a Bayesian
model linking a Fisher-Kolmogorov type of tumor growth
model to the information from multimodal images of the
patient’s tumor. We will demonstrate how to use the
patient-adapted model for improving radio-therapy. Moreover, we will present extensions of the model that accelerate Bayesian parameter estimation, as well as the related
forward simulation in patient-speciﬁc modeling domains,
using neural networks.
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tion MCMC methods of the MGGG group. We present
improvements on these heuristics, motivating theory, and
some integer programming models.
Robert Hildebrand, Jamie Fravel, Nicholas Goedert, Matt
Pierson
Virginia Tech
rhil@vt.edu,
jfravel@vt.edu,
ngoedert@vt.edu,
mxzf@vt.edu
MS56
Stochastic First-order Methods for Saddle-point
Problems Under Diﬀerential Privacy Constraint
In this talk, we present the ﬁrst systematic study
of stochastic variational inequality (SVI) and stochastic saddle point (SSP) problems under the constraint
of diﬀerential privacy-(DP). We propose two algorithms:
Noisy Stochastic Extragradient (NSEG) and Noisy Inexact
Stochastic Proximal Point (NISPP) which can be applied
to both SVI and SSP problems. We show that sampling
with replacement variants of these algorithms attain the
optimal risk for DP-SVI and DP-SSP. Key to our analysis
is the investigation of algorithmic stability bounds, both of
which are new even in the nonprivate case, together with
a novel stability implies generalization result for the gap
functions for SVI and SSP problems. The dependence of
the running time of NSEG method, with respect to the
dataset size n, is n2 . This runtime can be accelerated to
Õ(n3/2 ) for NISPP by showing stronger stability guarantess.
Digvijay Boob
Southern Methodist University
dboob@smu.edu
Cristobal Guzman
ISYE, Georgia Tech
crguzmanp@mat.uc.cl

Bjoern H. Menze
Technical University of Munich
bjoern.menze@uzh.ch

MS56
An Accelerated Inexact Proximal Point Method for
Solving Nonconvex-Concave Min-Max Problems

Ivan Ezhov
Technical University of Munich,
Department of Informatics
ivan.ezhov@tum.de

This talk presents a quadratic-penalty type method for
solving unconstrained and linearly-constrained composite
nonconvex-concave min-max problems. The method for
both cases consists of solving a sequence of proximal subproblems which, due to the min-max structure of the problem, are potentially nonsmooth but can be approximated
by smooth composite nonconvex minimization problems.
Each of these proximal subproblems is then solved by applying an accelerated method to its corresponding smooth
composite nonconvex approximation. Iteration complexity bounds for obtaining approximate stationary points of
both cases are also established. Finally, numerical results
are given to demonstrate the eﬃciency of the proposed unconstrained method.

Jana Lipkova
Harvard Medical School,
Brigham and Women’s Hospital
jlipkova@bwh.harvard.edu
MS54
Understanding Tradeoﬀs in Objectives through
Optimization
We attempt to understand the tradeoﬀ between metrics for
compactness and black voting-age population (BVAP) and
how this varies in each state depending on their geography
and demographics. We focus on the Polsby Popper objective and a modiﬁed objective accounting for the probability of election of a black representative based on the ratio
of the black voting-age population and voting-age population in a district. These are both highly non-convex objective functions that are diﬃcult to deal with. We generate
many solutions using heuristics based on the recombina-

William Kong
Georgia Institute of Technology
wwkong92@gmail.com
Jeﬀerson Melo
Federal University of Goiás
jeﬀerson@ufg.br
Renato C. Monteiro
Georgia Institute of Technology
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MS56
A Proximal Bundle Variant with Optimal
Iteration-Complexity for a Large Range of
Prox Stepsizes
This talk presents a proximal bundle variant, namely, the
relaxed proximal bundle (RPB) method, for solving convex
nonsmooth composite optimization problems. Like other
proximal bundle variants, RPB solves a sequence of prox
bundle subproblems whose objective functions are regularized composite cutting-plane models. Moreover, RPB uses
a novel condition to decide whether to perform a serious
or null iteration which does not necessarily yield a function value decrease. Optimal iteration-complexity bounds
for RPB are established for a large range of prox stepsizes,
both in the convex and strongly convex settings. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that a proximal bundle variant is shown to be optimal for a large range
of prox stepsizes. Finally, iteration-complexity results for
RPB to obtain iterates satisfying practical termination criteria, rather than near optimal solutions, are also derived.
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MS57
Solving Composite Fixed Point Problems with
Block Updates
Various strategies are available to construct iteratively a
common ﬁxed point of nonexpansive operators by activating only a block of operators at each iteration. In the
more challenging class of composite ﬁxed point problems
involving operators that do not share common ﬁxed points,
current methods require the activation of all the operators
at each iteration, and the question of maintaining convergence while updating only blocks of operators is open. We
propose a method that achieves this goal and analyze its
asymptotic behavior. Weak, strong, and linear convergence
results are established by exploiting a connection with the
theory of concentrating arrays. Applications to several
nonlinear and nonsmooth analysis problems are presented,
ranging from monotone inclusions and inconsistent feasibility problems, to variational inequalities and minimization
problems arising in data science.
Patrick L. Combettes
Department of Mathematics
North Carolina State University
plc@math.ncsu.edu

Jiaming Liang
Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology
jliang76@gatech.edu

Lilian Glaudin
Univ. Toulouse 1
lilian@glaudin.net

Renato Monteiro
Georgia Institute of Technology
renato.monteiro@isye.gatech.edu

MS57
Projection Methods for Neural Network Training:
A Nonconvex Inconsistent Set Feasibility Framework

MS56
Complexity of Proximal Augmented Lagrangian
Type Methods for Solving Nonconvex Linearly
Constrained Composite Optimization Problems
This talk presents the iteration-complexity of an inner accelerated inexact proximal augmented Lagrangian
(IAPIAL) method for solving linearly constrained smooth
nonconvex composite optimization problems which is based
on the classical Lagrangian function and, most importantly, performs a full Lagrangian multiplier update, i.e.,
no shrinking factor is incorporated on it. More speciﬁcally, each IAPIAL iteration consists of inexactly solving
a proximal augmented Lagrangian subproblem by an accelerated composite gradient (ACG) method followed by
a full Lagrange multiplier update. Under the assumption
that the domain of the composite function is bounded and
the problem has a Slater point, it is shown that IAPIAL
generates an approximate stationary solution in at most
O(log(1/ρ)/ρ3 ) ACG iterations, where ρ > 0 is the tolerance for both stationarity and feasibility. Finally, the
above bound is derived without assuming that the initial
point is feasible.
Renato Monteiro
Georgia Institute of Technology
renato.monteiro@isye.gatech.edu
Jeﬀerson Melo
Federal University of Goiás

In this talk, we demonstrate a procedure to ﬁnd projection onto hyperbola and hyperboloid sets in Hilbert spaces.
These sets are crucial in many learning applications, according to Elser’s recently proposed framework. We also
explore the framework’s adaptability using an example of
neural network training with projection methods.
Manish Krishan Lal
University of British Columbia Okanagan
Canada
manish.krishanlal@ubc.ca
MS57
The Bregman Proximal Average
We propose a proximal average in the framework of Bregman distances.
Xianfu Wang
University of British Columbia
shawn.wang@ubc.ca
MS58
Reduced Order Methods and Shape Optimisation:
State of the Art and Perspectives from Industry to
Medicine
We focus on non-intrusive model order reduction in computational ﬂuid dynamics to allow eﬃcient iterative shape
optimisation processes in parametric domains. We deal
with parameter space reduction, properly integrated in our
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reduced computational pipeline. Computational reduction
developments deal with turbulence modelling thanks to a
data-driven hybrid approach. Geometrical parametrisation
is based on free form deformation. Examples of applications are taken from naval engineering, for example a
shape optimisation process of a cruise ship hull, and from
biomedical engineering in cardiovascular problems.
Gianluigi Rozza
SISSA, International School for Advanced Studies,
Trieste, Italy
grozza@sissa.it
MS58
Higher Order and Non-Smooth Optimization of
Shells with Applications in 3D Imaging and Micro
Fluids
Eﬃcient optimization schemes for shape optimization of
shells are presented. One the one hand, these arise when
the geometry is driven by geometric ﬂows and such problems appear naturally when regularizing inverse problems.
On the other hand, they also appear in applications such
as micro-ﬂuids when the shape of bubbles and capillary
bridges are interpreted as optimal solutions of the YoungLaplace Problem. To this end, we consider both a NewtonScheme for computing capillary bridges and droplets via
total energy minimization subject to wetting constraints
as well as non-smooth algorithms when the geometric ﬂow
stems from, e.g., the total (generalized) variation of the
normal.
Stephan Schmidt
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
s.schmidt@hu-berlin.de
Marcus Herrmann
School of Mechanical, Aerospace, Chemical and Materials
Engi
Arizona State University
marcus.herrmann@asu.edu
Lukas Baumgärtner
Humboldt University, Berlin
lukas.baumgaertner@hu-berlin.de
MS58
Nonlinear Self-Adapting Shape Metrics in Aerodynamic Optimization
In this talk we present algorithmic approaches for shape
optimization problems requiring large and robust deformations. Typical applications include processes described
by PDEs where there is only a small number of materials
or parameters to be identiﬁed by the contour of their distribution. Here we consider shape optimization problems
as optimal control problems via the method of mappings.
Thus, instead of optimizing over a set of admissible shapes,
the problem is reformulated as optimization in a set of admissible transformations to a reference shape. Taking this
continuous perspective on the shape optimization problem leads to versatile algorithmic optimization approaches.
The focus of our presentation is on the choice of nonlinear
extension models linking the boundary control to a ﬁeld
deformation. We demonstrate how these extensions can be
adapted to the underlying problem. This allows to require
properties like local injectivity of transformations and retain mesh quality even under large deformations. The results are substantiated with numerical examples in optimal
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aerodynamic design.
Soﬁya Onyshkevych, Jose Pinzon
University Hamburg
soﬁya.onyshkevych@uni-hamburg,
jose.pinzon@uni-hamburg.de
Martin Siebenborn
University Hamburg
Mathematics Department
martin.siebenborn@uni-hamburg.de
MS58
Topology Optimisation on Surfaces via the Topological Derivative
In this task we discuss the problem of the optimal distribution of two materials on smooth submanifolds M of
dimension d − 1 in Rd without boundary by means of the
topological derivative. We consider a class of shape optimisation problems which are constrained by a linear partial
diﬀerential equation on the surface. We examine the singular perturbation of the diﬀerential operator and material
coeﬃcients and derive the topological derivative. Finally,
we show how the topological derivative in conjunction with
a level set method on the surface can be used to solve the
topology optimisation problem numerically.
Kevin Sturm
Technische Universität Wien
kevin.sturm@asc.tuwien.ac.at
MS59
Non-Convexity from Symmetry: the Viewpoint of
Lifts to Manifolds
Certain optimization problems are non-convex in a way
that can be attributed directly to symmetries. Think for
example of a smooth cost function having two distinct
global optima: it is easy to imagine how their presence can
lead to the existence of saddle points. I will discuss such
problems from the perspective of smooth lifts (maps from
a smooth manifold onto a domain, and whose ﬁbers capture the symmetries of the problem). Studying these lifts
informs us about whether and how the symmetric landscape inherits possibly favorable properties of the landscape where symmetries have been removed. This is particularly relevant when it is more convenient to run optimization algorithms on the symmetric landscape. Joint work
with Eitan Levin (CalTech) and Joe Kileel (UT Austin).
Nicolas Boumal
EPFL
Institute of Mathematics
nicolas.boumal@epﬂ.ch
MS59
Decentralized Riemannian Gradient Descent on
the Stiefel Manifold
In this talk, we consider a distributed non-convex optimization where a network of agents aims at minimizing a global
function over the Stiefel manifold. The global function is
represented as a ﬁnite sum of smooth local functions, where
each local function is associated with one agent and agents
communicate with each other over an undirected connected
graph. The problem is non-convex as local functions are
possibly non-convex (but smooth) and the Steifel mani-
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fold is a non-convex set. We ﬁrst establish the Q-linear
rate of Riemannian consensus on Stiefel manifold in a local consensus region. Then, we present a decentralized
Riemannian stochastic gradient
√ method (DRSGD) with
the convergence rate of O(1/ K) to a stationary point.
To have exact convergence with constant stepsize, we also
propose a decentralized Riemannian gradient tracking algorithm (DRGTA) with the convergence rate of O(1/K)
to a stationary point. We use multi-step consensus to preserve the iteration in the local (consensus) region. DRGTA
is the ﬁrst decentralized algorithm with exact convergence
for distributed optimization on Stiefel manifold.
Shixiang Chen, Alfredo Garcia
Texas A&M University
chenshxiang@gmail.com, alfredo.garcia@tamu.edu
Mingyi Hong
University of Minnesota
mhong@umn.edu
Shahin Shahrampour
Texas A&M University
shahin@tamu.edu
MS59
Riemannian Optimization on the Symplectic Stiefel
Manifold
The symplectic Stiefel manifold, denoted by Sp(2p,2n), is
the set of linear symplectic maps between the standard
symplectic spaces Sp(2p) and Sp(2n). When p=n, it reduces to the well-known set of 2n-by-2n symplectic matrices. Optimization problems on Sp(2p,2n) ﬁnd applications
in various areas, such as optics, quantum physics, numerical linear algebra and model order reduction of dynamical
systems. In this talk, we propose and analyze gradientdescent methods on Sp(2p,2n), where the notion of gradient stems from a Riemannian metric. We consider a novel
Riemannian metric on Sp(2p,2n) akin to the canonical metric of the (standard) Stiefel manifold. In order to perform
a feasible step along the antigradient, we develop two types
of search strategies: one is based on quasi-geodesic curves,
and the other one on the symplectic Cayley transform.
The resulting optimization algorithms are proved to converge globally to critical points of the objective function.
Numerical experiments illustrate the eﬃciency of the proposed methods. This is a joint work with Nguyen Thanh
Son, P.-A. Absil and Tatjana Stykel.
Bin Gao
UCLouvain
bin.gao@lsec.cc.ac.cn
MS59
A Riemannian Block Coordinate Descent Method
for Computing the Projection Robust Wasserstein
Distance
The Wasserstein distance has become increasingly important in machine learning and deep learning. Despite its
popularity, the Wasserstein distance is hard to approximate because of the curse of dimensionality. A recently
proposed approach to alleviate the curse of dimensionality
is to project the sampled data from the high dimensional
probability distribution onto a lower-dimensional subspace,
and then compute the Wasserstein distance between the
projected data. However, this approach requires to solve a
max-min problem over the Stiefel manifold, which is very
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challenging in practice. The only existing work that solves
this problem directly is the RGAS (Riemannian Gradient
Ascent with Sinkhorn Iteration) algorithm, which requires
to solve an entropy-regularized optimal transport problem
in each iteration, and thus can be costly for large-scale
problems. In this paper, we propose a Riemannian block
coordinate descent (RBCD) method to solve this problem,
which is based on a novel reformulation of the regularized max-min problem over the Stiefel manifold. We show
that the complexity of arithmetic operations for RBCD to
obtain an �-stationary point is O(�−3 ). This signiﬁcantly
improves the corresponding complexity of RGAS, which is
O(�−12 ). Moreover, our RBCD has very low per-iteration
complexity, and hence is suitable for large-scale problems.

Minhui Huang
UC Davis
mhhuang@ucdavis.edu
Shiqian Ma
University of California, Davis
University of California, Davis
sqma@ucdavis.edu
Lifeng Lai
UCDavis
lﬂai@ucdavis.edu

MS60
Estimation of Sparse Gaussian Graphical Models
with Hidden Clustering Structure
Estimation of Gaussian graphical models is important in
natural science when modeling the statistical relationships
between variables in the form of a graph. The sparsity
and clustering structure of the concentration matrix is enforced to reduce model complexity and describe inherent
regularities. We propose a model to estimate the sparse
Gaussian graphical models with hidden clustering structure, which also allows additional linear constraints to be
imposed on the concentration matrix. We design an eﬃcient two-phase algorithm for solving the proposed model.
We develop a symmetric Gauss-Seidel based alternating
direction method of multipliers (sGS-ADMM) to generate an initial point to warm-start the second phase algorithm, which is a proximal augmented Lagrangian method
(pALM), to get a solution with high accuracy. Numerical
experiments on both synthetic data and real data demonstrate the good performance of our model, as well as the
eﬃciency and robustness of our proposed algorithm.
Meixia Lin
National University of Singapore
meixia.lin.math@gmail.com
Defeng Sun
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
defeng.sun@polyu.edu.hk
Kim-Chuan Toh
National University of Singapore
Department of Mathematics
mattohkc@nus.edu.sg
Chengjing Wang
Southwest Jiaotong University
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MS60
A Note on Variational Analysis of Nonsmooth
Composite Matrix Optimization Problem
Nonsmooth composite matrix optimization problem(CMatOP) is a generalization of the matrix conic
programming problem with wide applications in numerical
linear algebra, computational statistics and engineering.
Many well known problems like SDP, eigenvalue minimization and matrix completion are a special case of
it. We study several variational properties of a class of
non-polyhedral functions and characterize the limiting
normal cone of it. Based on it, we also give the characterization of Lipschitz full stability of CMatOP and study
its relationship with strong regularity and strong second
order suﬃcient condition.
Shiwei Wang
Institute of Applied Mathematics,
Chinese Academy of Science
wangshiwei182@mails.ucas.ac.cn
MS61
Bounding Optimality Gaps via Bagging
We study a statistical method to estimate the optimality
gap of a given solution for stochastic optimization as an
assessment of the solution quality. Our approach is based
on bootstrap aggregating, or bagging, resampled sample
average approximation (SAA). We show how this approach
leads to valid statistical conﬁdence bounds for non-smooth
optimization, and demonstrate its statistical strengths and
stability compared to existing methods. We also present
our theory that views SAA as a kernel in an inﬁnite-order
symmetric statistic, which leads to some generalizations of
classical central limit results for SAA.
Henry Lam
Columbia University
henry.lam@columbia.edu
MS61
Retrospective Approximation for Nonsmooth Convex Stochastic Optimization
We consider nonsmooth convex stochastic optimization
problems with a ﬁrst-order stochastic oracle over decision
variables that live in normed space. We present an iterative algorithm where a ”practical” solver such as the
level method can be invoked repeatedly to solve a sequence
of deterministic problems and generate stochastic iterates
having optimality gaps that converge (almost surely and in
L-1) to zero. Apart from the standard results on iteration
and work complexity, we demonstrate a central-limit theorem leading to an inference result that can be used for exact
conﬁdence interval construction and optimal stopping.
Raghu Pasupathy
Purdue University
pasupath@purdue.edu
Yi Chu
Purdue University
Department of Statistics
yi.ch317@gmail.com
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Yongjia Song
Virginia Commonwealth University
ysong3@vcu.edu
MS61
Variance-Reduced Accelerated First-Order Methods: Central Limit Theorems and Conﬁdence
Statements
In this paper, we study a stochastic strongly convex optimization prob- lem and propose three classes of variable sample-size stochastic ﬁrst-order methods including
the standard stochastic gradient descent method, its accelerated variant, and the stochastic heavy ball method. In
the iterates of each scheme, the unavail- able exact gradients are approximated by averaging across an increasing
batch size of sampled gradients. We prove that when the
sample-size increases geomet- rically, the generated estimates converge in mean to the optimal solution at a geometric rate. Based on this result, we provide a uniﬁed
framework to show that the rescaled estimation errors converge in distribution to a normal distribution, in which
the covariance matrix depends on the Hessian matrix, covariance of the gradient noise, and the steplength. If the
sample-size increases at a polynomial rate, we show that
the estimation errors decay at the corresponding polynomial rate and establish the corresponding central limit theorems (CLTs). Finally, we provide an avenue to construct
conﬁdence regions for the optimal solution based on the
established CLTs, and test the theoretical ﬁndings on a
stochastic parameter estimation problem.
Uday Shanbhag
Pennsylvania State University
udaybag@psu.edu
Jinlong Lei
Tongji University
leijinlong@tongji.edu.cn
MS61
Data-Driven Compositional Optimization in Misspeciﬁed Regimes
As systems grow in size, scale, and intricacy, the challenges
of misspeciﬁcation become even more pronounced. In this
paper, we focus on parametric misspeciﬁcation in regimes
complicated by risk and nonconvexity. When this misspeciﬁcation may be resolved via a parallel learning process, we develop data-driven schemes for resolving a broad
class of misspeciﬁed stochastic compositional optimization
problems. Notably, this rather broad class of compositional problems can contend with challenges posed by diverse forms of risk, dynamics, and nonconvexity, signiﬁcantly extending the reach of such avenues. Speciﬁcally,
we consider the minimization of a stochastic compositional
function E[f (E[g(x; θ2∗ , ξ2 )]; θ1∗ , ξ1 )] over a closed and convex set X in a regime where parameters θ1∗ and θ2∗ are
unknown, and ξ1 and ξ2 are two suitably deﬁned random
variables. Existing algorithms can accommodate settings
where parameters θ1∗ and θ2∗ are known, but eﬃcient ﬁrstorder schemes are hitherto unavailable for the imperfect
information compositional counterparts. Via a data-driven
compositional optimization (DDCO) approach, we develop
asymptotic and rate guarantees for unaccelerated and accelerated schemes for convex, strongly convex, and nonconvex problems in a two-level regime. Additionally, we
extend the accelerated schemes to the general T -level setting. Notably, the non-asymptotic rate guarantees in all
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instances show no degradation from the rate statements
obtained in a correctly speciﬁed regime. Our numerical
experiments support the theoretical ﬁndings based on the
resolution of a three-level compositional risk-averse optimization problem.
Shuoguang Yang
Columbia University
yangsg@ust.hk
Ethan X. Fang, Uday Shanbhag
Pennsylvania State University
ethanfangxy@gmail.com, udaybag@psu.edu
MS62
A Game Theoretic Perspective on Bayesian MultiObjective Optimization
We address the question how to eﬃciently solve manyobjective optimization problems, in a computationally demanding or black-box simulation context?. We shall motivate the question by applications in machine learning and
engineering, and discuss speciﬁc harsh challenges in using
classical Pareto approaches when the number of objectives
is four or more. Then, we review solutions combining approaches from Bayesian optimization,e.g., with Gaussian
processes, and concepts from game theory like Nash equilibria, Kalai-Smorodinsky solutions and detail extensions
like Nash-Kalai-Smorodinsky solutions. We ﬁnally introduce the corresponding algorithms and provide some illustrating results.
Mickaël Binois
Université Côte dAzur, Inria, CNRS
mickael.binois@inria.fr
Abderrahmane Habbal
University Cote d’Azur, Inria, CNRS, FRANCE
habbal@unice.fr
Victor Picheny
Secondmind
victor@secondmind.ai
MS62
PDE-Constrained Games and Some Emerging Applications
Diﬀerential games involve state equations governed by system of diﬀerential equations. They model a huge variety of
competitive interactions, in social behavior, economics, biology among many others, predator-prey, pursuit-evasion
games and so on. Engineering applications are rather rare
and quite new. We shall present a non exhaustive overview
of newly developed engineering (in a large sense) applications, and shall pay a speciﬁc attention to applications in
inverse problems, and notably in what we call multi-inverse
problems. In the latter new framework, game theory turns
up to be able to setup coupled broblems that would be
delicate to model with classical approaches. We shall illustrate our claims with multi-inverse problem formulations
for the linear and non-linear Stokes ﬂows, where recovery
of boundary data is led jointly to shape reconstruction of
obstacles or inclusions, or to pointwise source detection.
Abderrahmane Habbal
University Cote d’Azur, Inria,
CNRS, FRANCE
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Finite and Inﬁnite Dimensional Extensions of Standard Nash Games
In this talk we present ﬁnite and inﬁnite dimensional extensions of standard Nash games. First, we consider the
case when the game includes a hierarchical structure, e.g.
the players are divided into two groups, namely the leaders and the followers, according to their position in the
game. In particular, we consider the case, where the leaders’ and/or the followers’ game can be described as a potential game. Another extensions considers a dynamic Stackelberg game, where the number of followers becomes very
(inﬁnitely) large. Finally, we present Nash equilibrium for
a dynamic boundary control game with a star-shaped network of strings, where each string is governed by the wave
equation.
Michael Herty
RWTH Aachen University
herty@igpm.rwth-aachen.de
Sonja Steﬀensen
RWTH Aachen
steﬀensen@igpm.rwth-aachen.de
Anna Thuenen
RWTH Aachen University
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MS63
Achieving Consistency with Cutting Planes
The primary role of cutting planes is to separate fractional
solutions of the linear programming relaxation, which results in tighter bounds for pruning the search tree and reducing its size. Bounding, however, has an indirect impact on the size of the search tree. Cutting planes can
also reduce backtracking by excluding inconsistent partial
assignments that occur in the course of branching, which
directly reduces the tree size. The constraint programming
community has studied consistency extensively and used it
as an eﬀective tool for the reduction of backtracking. We
extend this approach to integer programming by deﬁning
concepts of consistency that are useful in a branch-andbound context. We present a theoretical framework for
studying these concepts, their connection with the convex
hull and their power to exclude infeasible partial assignments. We introduce a new class of cutting planes that
target achieving consistency rather than improving dual
bounds. Computational experiments on both synthetic
and benchmark instances show that the new class of cutting planes can signiﬁcantly outperform classical cutting
planes, such as disjunctive cuts, by reducing the size of
the search tree and the solution time. More broadly, we
suggest that consistency concepts oﬀer a new perspective
on integer programming that can lead to a better understanding of what makes cutting planes work when used in
branch-and-bound search.
Danial Davarnia, Atefeh Rajabalizadeh
Iowa State University
davarnia@iastate.edu, alizadeh@iastate.edu
John Hooker
Carnegie Mellon University
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Convexiﬁcation of Constrained Nonlinear Optimization Problems with Indicator Variables
In this talk we present recent work on convexiﬁcation with
indicator variables. Speciﬁcally, we derive ideal convexiﬁcations for sets involving non-separable nonlinear functions, with additional constraints on both the continuous
variables and indicator constraints. We show that by including and exploiting additional constraints, it is indeed
possible to obtain much better convex relaxations of mixedinteger problems arising in sparse regression and portfolio
optimization.
Andres Gomez
University of Southern California
University of Southern California
gomezand@usc.edu
MS63
Conic Mixed-Binary Sets: Convex Hull Characterizations and Applications
We consider a general conic mixed-binary set where each
homogeneous conic constraint involves an aﬃne function of
independent continuous variables and an epigraph variable
associated with a nonnegative function, fj , of common binary variables. Sets of this form naturally arise as substructures in a number of applications including mean-risk optimization, chance-constrained problems, portfolio optimization, lot-sizing and scheduling, fractional programming,
variants of the best subset selection problem, and distributionally robust chance-constrained programs. When all
of the functions fj ’s are submodular, we give a convex
hull description of this set that relies on characterizing
the epigraphs of fj ’s. Our result uniﬁes and generalizes
an existing result in two important directions. First, it
considers multiple general convex cone constraints instead
of a single second-order cone type constraint. Second, it
takes arbitrary nonnegative functions instead of a speciﬁc
submodular function obtained from the square root of an
aﬃne function. We close by demonstrating the applicability of our results in the context of a number of broad
problem classes.
Fatma Kilinc-Karzan
Tepper School of Business
Carnegie Mellon University
fkilinc@andrew.cmu.edu
Simge Kucukyavuz
Northwestern University
simge@northwestern.edu
Dabeen Lee
Institute of Basic Sciences, South Korea
dabeenl@ibs.re.kr
MS63
Quantifying Probabilities using Optimization Techniques
This paper develops techniques to estimate the probability that the optimal value of a convex program exceeds a
threshold. In the process, we relate aﬃne/polynomial policies of the robust counterpart to relaxation hierarchies in
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MINLP. Then, we develop counting, sampling and convexiﬁcation techniques to derive the desired probability estimates. These techniques are applied to analyze the impact
of link failures on network routing.
Mohit Tawarmalani
Krannert School of Management
mtawarma@purdue.edu
Ashish Chandra
Purdue University
aashishc@purdue.edu
MS64
Iteratively Reweighted Group Lasso based on LogComposite Regularization
We introduce a new formulation and an iterative algorithm
for a group-sparse representation problem where subsets
of model variables form non-overlapping groups. The proposed algorithm solves a reweighted group lasso at each
iteration, and computes a directional stationary solution
which achieves global optimality under some conditions.
We present results of numerical experiments conducted
with synthetic and real datasets showing that our method
achieves superior performance compared existing methods
in many criteria including prediction accuracy, relative error, and group recovery success rate.
Miju Ahn
Southern Methodist University
mijua@smu.edu
MS64
Eﬃcient Batch Policy Learning in Markov Decision
Processes
In this talk, I will discuss the batch (oﬀ-line) reinforcement
learning problem in inﬁnite horizon Markov Decision Processes. Motivated by mobile health applications, we focus
on learning a policy that maximizes the long-term average reward. Given limited pre-collected data, we propose
a doubly robust estimator for the average reward and show
that it achieves statistical eﬃciency bound. We then develop an optimization algorithm to compute the optimal
policy in a parametrized stochastic policy class. The performance of the estimated policy is measured by the difference between the optimal average reward in the policy
class and the average reward of the estimated policy. Under some technical conditions, we establish a strong ﬁnitesample regret guarantee in terms of total decision points,
demonstrating that our proposed method can eﬃciently
break the curse of horizon. The performance of the proposed method is illustrated by simulation studies.
Zhengling Qi
George Washington University
qizhengling@email.gwu.edu
MS65
The Newton-Bracketing Method for Solving
Quadratic and Polynomial Optimization Problems
For the Lagrangian-DNN relaxation of quadratic optimization problems (QOPs), we propose a Newton-bracketing
method to improve the performance of the bisectionprojection method implemented in BBCPOP [ACM Tran.
Softw., 2019]. The relaxation problem is converted into the
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problem of ﬁnding the largest zero y ∗ of a continuously differentiable (except at y ∗ ) convex function g : R → R such
that g(y) = 0 if y ≤ y ∗ and g(y) > 0 otherwise. In theory,
the method generates lower and upper bounds of y ∗ both
converging to y ∗ . Their convergence is quadratic if the
right derivative of g at y ∗ is positive. Accurate computation of g � (y) is necessary for the robustness of the method,
but it is diﬃcult to achieve in practice. As an alternative,
we present a secant-bracketing method. We demonstrate
that the method improves the quality of the lower bounds
obtained by BBCPOP and SDPNAL+ for binary QOP instances from BIQMAC. Moreover, new lower bounds for
the unknown optimal values of large scale QAP instances
from QAPLIB are reported.
Sunyoung Kim
Ewha W. University
Department of Mathematics
skim@ewha.ac.kr
Masakazu Kojima
Tokyo Institute of Technology
kojima@is.titech.ac.jp
Kim-Chuan Toh
National University of Singapore
Department of Mathematics
mattohkc@nus.edu.sg
MS65
Completely Positive Factorization via Orthogonality Constrained Problem
A real symmetric matrix A is completely positive if there
is an entrywise nonnegative matrix B such that A = BB T .
Such B is called a CP factorization. The set CPn consisting of all n by n completely positive matrices is called
the completely positive cone. It has been known for two
decades that many NP-hard optimizations can reduce to
the minimization of a linear function over the completely
positive cone. However, many fundamental open problems
have been left around the completely positive cone. This
manuscript is devoted to one of the open problems, which is
to ﬁnd a CP factorization of a completely positive matrix.
We propose a new numerical method, which stems from the
idea presented by Groetzner and Dr in 2020, wherein the
CP factorization problem can be reformulated as a nonconvex feasibility problem. We begin to solve this feasibility problem through the use of curvilinear search method,
proposed by Wen and Yin in 2013, which is designed for
general orthogonality constrained problem. To apply this
method, we employ a smooth approximation named LogSumExp instead of the maximum function. The numerical
experiments show that our method is much faster than
most of the other CP factorization algorithms. It also is
reliable for most completely positive matrices.
Zhijian Lai
University of Tsukuba
s2130117@s.tsukuba.ac.jp
Akiko Yoshise
University of Tsukuba
Graduate School of Systems and Information Engineering
yoshise@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
MS65
Error Bounds for Conic Problems and an Applica-
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tion to the Exponential Cone
In this talk, we propose a framework for obtaining error
bounds for conic linear feasibility problems using as few
assumptions as possible. Our tools include facial reduction, facial residual functions and a generalization of the
notion of amenable cones. As an application, we will prove
tight error bounds for conic feasibility problems over the
exponential cone. Curiously, some of these tight bounds
are not Hlderian and feature the logarithm function or the
Boltzmann-Shannon entropy function. This is a joint work
with Scott B. Lindstrom and Ting Kei Pong. More details
can be seen on arxiv:2010.16391.
Scott B. Lindstrom
Hong Kong Polytechnic University
scott.b.lindstrom@polyu.edu.hk
Bruno Lourenco
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
bruno@ism.ac.jp
Ting Kei Pong
Department of Applied Mathematics
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
tk.pong@polyu.edu.hk
MS65
A Primal-Dual Interior Point Method for Nonlinear Semi-Deﬁnite Optimization Problems using the
Family of Monteiro-Tsuchiya Directions
The recent advance of algorithms for nonlinear semideﬁnite optimization problems, abbreviated as NSDPs, is
remarkable. Yamashita et al. ﬁrst proposed a primaldual interior point method (PDIPM) for solving NSDPs
using the family of Monteiro-Zhang (MZ) search directions. Since then, various kinds of PDIPMs have been proposed for NSDPs, but, as far as we know, all of them are
based on the MZ family. In this talk, we present a PDIPM
equipped with the family of Monteiro-Tsuchiya (MT) directions, which were originally devised for solving linear
semi-deﬁnite optimization problems as were the MZ family. We further prove local superlinear convergence to a
Karush-KuhnTucker point of the NSDP in the presence of
certain general assumptions on scaling matrices, which are
used in producing the MT scaling directions.
Takayuki Okuno
RIKEN Center for Advanced Intelligence Project
takayuki.okuno.ks@riken.jp
MS66
DC Algorithms for a Class of Sparse Group L0 Regularized Optimization Problems
In this paper, we consider a class of sparse group L0 regularized optimization problems. Firstly, we give a continuous relaxation model of the considered problem and establish the equivalence of these two problems in the sense
of global minimizers. Then, we deﬁne a class of stationary
points of the relaxation problem, and prove that any deﬁned stationary point is a local minimizer of the considered
sparse group L0 regularized problem and satisﬁes a desirable property of its global minimizers. Further, based on
the diﬀerence-of-convex (DC) structure of the relaxation
problem, we design two DC algorithms to solve the relaxation problem. We prove that any accumulation point of
the iterates generated by them is a stationary point of the
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relaxation problem. Specially, all accumulation points have
a common support set and a uniﬁed lower bound for the
nonzero entries, and their zero entries can be converged
within ﬁnite iterations. Moreover, we prove the convergence of the entire iterates generated by the proposed algorithms. Finally, we give some numerical experiments to
show the eﬃciency of the proposed algorithms.
Wenjing Li, Wei Bian
Harbin Institute of Technology
liwenjingsx@163.com, bianweilvse520@163.com
Kim-Chuan Toh
National University of Singapore
Department of Mathematics
mattohkc@nus.edu.sg
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Choroid Layer Segmentation of Retinal OCT Images based on CNN Classiﬁer and L2-Lq Fitter
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive
cross-sectional imaging technology often used to examine
the retinal structure and its pathology of the eye. Evaluating the thickness of the choroid using OCT images is
of great interests for clinicians and researchers to monitor the choroidal thickness in many ocular diseases for
diagnosis and management. However, manual segmentation and thickness proﬁling of choroid are time-consuming
which may lead to low eﬃciency in analyzing large quantity of OCT images for swift treatment of patients. In
this paper, an automatic segmentation approach based on
CNN classiﬁer and l2-lq (0 < q < 1) ﬁtter is presented to
identify boundaries of the choroid and to generate thickness proﬁle of the choroid from retinal OCT images. The
method of detecting inner choroidal surface is motivated by
its biological characteristics after light reﬂection, while the
outer chorio-scleral interface is transferred into a classiﬁcation and ﬁtting problem. The proposed method is tested
in a data set of clinically obtained retinal OCT images
with ground-truth marked by clinicians. Our numerical
results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach to achieve stable and accurate auto-segmentation
of the choroid.
Zicheng Qiu
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
zi-cheng.qiu@connect.polyu.hk
MS66
Mini-Batch Stochastic Nesterov’s Smoothing
Method for Constrained Convex Stochastic
Composite Optimization
This paper considers a class of constrained convex stochastic composite optimization problems whose objective function is given by the summation of a diﬀerentiable convex
component, together with a nonsmooth but convex component. The nonsmooth component has an explicit max
structure that may not easy to compute its proximal mapping. In order to solve these problems, we propose a minibatch stochastic Nesterov’s smoothing (MSNS) method.
Convergence and the optimal iteration complexity of the
method are established. Numerical results are provided to
illustrate the eﬃciency of the proposed MSNS method for
a support vector machine (SVM) model.
Ruyu Wang
Beijing Jiaotong University
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MS67
Convergent Approximation of Global Minimizers
of Integral Functionals
Computing
 a global minimizer of an integral functional
F(u) = Ω f (x, u(x), ∇u(x))dx over all functions u : Ω →
Rm constrained by boundary conditions is a fundamental challenge in many ﬁelds, including nonlinear elasticity,
material science, pattern formation and analysis of partial
diﬀerential equations (PDEs). This talk will revisit the
decade-old idea that, when the dependence on u is polynomial, a global minimizer u∗ may be approximated by
discretizing F(u) and ﬁnding approximate discrete minimizers with sparse sum-of-squares (SOS) relaxations. I will
show that if one employs well-designed ﬁnite-element (FE)
discretizations and SOS relaxations with so-called chordal
sparsity, then this approach is guaranteed to produce convergent approximations to u∗ as the FE mesh is reﬁned
and the SOS relaxation order is raised. I will also present
numerical examples demonstrating that excellent approximations to u∗ are obtained in practice even when one uses
computationally cheaper SOS relaxations with non-chordal
sparsity, for which convergence is not guaranteed. Finally,
I will brieﬂy outline remaining theoretical and practical
barriers to the extension of FE-SOS methods to PDEconstrained optimization.
Giovanni Fantuzzi
Aeronautics
Imperial College London
giovanni.fantuzzi10@imperial.ac.uk
Federico Fuentes
Department of Mathematics
Cornell University
federico.fuentes@cornell.edu
MS67
Relaxation of Variational Problems into Sum-ofSquares Programs
This talk concerns a method for bounding global optima of integral variational problems. For an integral
f (x, u(x), ∇u(x))dx, ﬁnding its global minimum, say,
Ω
over all functions u : Ω → Rm that satisfy the desired integral or pointwise constraints (if any) is generally a nonconvex and intractable problem. This talk will describe
methods for bounding the global minimum from below.
The approach involves formulating a non-standard dual
maximization problem, then relaxing this dual in a certain way to obtain a maximization problem constrained
by pointwise inequalities on ﬁnite-dimensional spaces. We
call the latter a pointwise dual relaxation. When the integrand f and similar functions deﬁning the constraints are
polynomials, the pointwise dual relaxation can be further
relaxed into an SOS program and solved computationally,
giving numerical lower bounds on the global minimum of
the original variational problem. This talk will present
computations of sharp lower bounds in various examples,
and it will describe what is known and unknown about
sharpness of the approach in general.
David Goluskin
University of Victoria
goluskin@uvic.ca
Giovanni Fantuzzi
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Jason J. Bramburger
Brown University
jbrambur@uw.edu

Accelerated Primal-Dual Algorithms for Distributed Smooth Convex Optimization over Networks

MS67
Path Diﬀerentiable ODEs and Applications
This talk will be about path diﬀerentiability for dynamical systems modeled with ordinary diﬀerential equations
(ODEs). Path diﬀerentiability is a regularity that has been
introduced recently by J. Bolte and E. Pauwels, and which
allows to deﬁne precisely some basic rules of calculus, such
as the chain rule, for non-smooth objects. It allows also
to characterize precisely the gradient of path diﬀerentiable
vector ﬁelds and to analyze the convergence in values of
some stochastic gradient descent. The work that will be
presented is then an extension of this concept to a (quite
large) class of dynamical systems. In this talk, it will be explained that, as soon as the vector ﬁeld of the considered
ODE is path diﬀerentiable, then the related ﬂow is also
path diﬀerentiable. Such a property is crucial to extend the
celebrated adjoint method to the case of less regular vector
ﬁelds. Our approach also allows us to compute backward
and forward derivatives, which is not an easy task in general. An application to nonsmooth neural ODEs will be
also presented. It is a joint work with Edouard Pauwels.
Swann Marx
LS2N-CNRS, Nantes
swann.marx@ls2n.fr
MS67
Sparsity Exploitation in Moment-Sum-of-Squares
Hierarchies for Nonlinear Dynamical Systems
We develop sparse moment-sum-of-squares approximations
for three problems from nonlinear dynamical systems: region of attraction, maximum positively invariant set and
global attractor. We prove general results allowing for a decomposition of these sets provided that the vector ﬁeld and
constraint set posses certain structure. We combine these
decompositions with methods from previous works based
on inﬁnite-dimensional linear programming. For polynomial dynamics, we show that these problems admit a sparse
sum-of-squares (SOS) approximation with guaranteed convergence such that the number of variables in the largest
SOS multiplier is given by the dimension of the largest subsystem appearing in the decomposition. The dimension of
such subsystems depends on the sparse structure of the
vector ﬁeld and the constraint set and can allow for a signiﬁcant reduction of the size of the semideﬁnite program
(SDP) relaxations, thereby allowing to address far larger
problems without compromising convergence guarantees.
The method is simple to use and based on convex optimization. Numerical examples demonstrate the approach.
Corbinian Schlosser
LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse
corbinian.schlosser@laas.fr

This paper proposes a new family of primal-dual-based distributed algorithms for smooth, convex, multi-agent optimization over networks that uses only gradient information
and gossip communications. The algorithms can also employ acceleration on the computation and communications.
We provide a uniﬁed analysis of their convergence rate,
measured in terms of the Bregman distance associated to
the saddle point reformation of the distributed optimization problem. When acceleration is employed, the rate is
shown to be optimal, in the sense that it matches (under
the proposed metric) existing complexity lower bounds of
distributed algorithms applicable to such a class of problem
and using only gradient information and gossip communications. Preliminary numerical results on distributed leastsquare regression problems show that the proposed algorithm compares favorably on existing distributed schemes.

Jinming Xu
Zhejiang University
jimmyxu@zju.edu.cn
Ye Tian
Purdue University
tian110@purdue.edu
Ying Sun
Pennsylvania State University
ysun@psu.edu
Gesualdo Scutari
Purdue University
gscutari@purdue.edu

MS68
Fully Asynchronous Distributed Optimization over
Directed Networks
We consider the distributed optimization problem, the goal
of which is to minimize a ﬁnite sum of local objective functions over a directed network. In sharp contrast to the literature, we focus on fully asynchronous distributed methods
where each node updates without waiting for any other
node by using (possibly stale) information from neighbors.
Thus, it is both deadlock-free and robust to any bounded
communication delay. To ensure the exact convergence, we
propose an aggressive mechanism to adaptively tune optimization stepsize in the sense that slow nodes dynamically
increase their stepsizes to catch up fast ones. Then, we rigorously prove convergence and show their advantages over
the synchronous versions, both theoretically and numerically.
Keyou You, Jiaqi Zhang
Tsinghua University
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MS68
Distributed Constrained Convex Optimization over
Digraphs: A Fenchel Dual Based Approach
In this talk, we consider a distributed convex optimization with local constraint sets over a strongly connected
digraph, where the global objective function is described
as a sum of some agentslocal objective functions. To solve
the problem in a distributed way, we ﬁrst resort to its
Fenchel dual problem by introducing local conjugate functions. Then, we propose a distributed Fenchel dual gradient algorithm in continuous-time setting via a two-timescale system. By using the Lyapunov stability theory, we
show that under the proposed algorithm, the agents decision variables reach consensus and converge asymptotically
to the optimal solution when the local objective functions
are strongly convex with locally Lipschitz gradients.
Yanan Zhu
Nanjing University of Information Science and Technology
zhuxiaoyazhuyanan@163.com
Guanghui Wen
Southeast University
ghwen@seu.edu.cn
MS68
Diﬀerentially Private Distributed Resource Allocation via Deviation Tracking
This paper studies distributed resource allocation problem
where all the agents cooperatively minimize the sum of
their cost functions. To prevent private information from
being disclosed, agents need to keep their cost functions
private against potential adversaries and other agents. We
ﬁrst propose a completely distributed algorithm via deviation tracking that deals with constrained resource allocation problem and preserve diﬀerential privacy for cost
functions by masking states and directions with decaying
Laplace noise. Adopting constant stepsize, we prove that
the proposed algorithm converges linearly in mean square.
The linear convergence is established under the standard
assumptions of Lipschitz gradients and strong convexity instead of the assumption of bounded gradients that is usually imposed in most existing works. Moreover, we show
that the algorithm preserves diﬀerential privacy for every
agents cost function and establish the trade-oﬀ between the
privacy and the convergence accuracy. Furthermore, we apply the proposed algorithm to economic dispatch problem
in IEEE-14 bus system to verify the theoretical results.
Tie Ding, Shanying Zhu, Cailian Chen, Xinping Guan
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
sjtudingfe@sjtu.edu.cn,
shyzhu@sjtu.edu.cn,
cailianchen@sjtu.edu.cn, xpguan@sjtu.edu.cn
MS69
Adaptive Step-Size Rule for Conditional Gradient Methods Minimizing Weakly Smooth Objective
Functions
For conditional gradient methods solving a nonlinear optimization problem, the step-size rule is an important factor
aﬀecting the rate of convergence of the method. We focus
on a composite-type optimization problem whose objective
function is the sum of a weakly smooth function and a con-
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vex function with uniformly convex structure. We propose
an adaptive backtracking to determine the step-size which
does not require the parameters on the problem structure.
It is shown that the proposed method has the same guarantee of the convergence rate as the exact line-search.
Masaru Ito
Nihon University
ito.m@math.cst.nihon-u.ac.jp
Zhaosong Lu, Chuan He
University of Minnesota
zhaosong@umn.edu, he000233@umn.edu
MS69
Convergence Analysis under Consistent Error
Bounds
In this talk, we introduce the notion of consistent error
bound functions which provides a unifying framework for
error bounds for multiple convex sets. This framework
goes beyond the classical Lipschitzian and Holderian error
bounds and includes, for example, the error bounds obtainable under the theory of amenable cones. One of the main
results we prove is that the convergence rate of several algorithms for feasibility problems can be expressed explicitly
in terms of the underlying consistent error bound function.
This allows us to show new and old results related to the
convergence rate of several projection algorithms and, also,
of a damped Douglas-Rachford algorithm. Finally, applications to conic feasibility problems are also given and we
show that a number of algorithms have convergence rates
depending explicitly on the singularity degree of the problem.
Tianxiang Liu
RIKEN AIP Center
tianxiang.liu@riken.jp
liu.t.af@m.titech.ac.jp
Bruno Figueira Lourenço
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
bruno@ism.ac.jp
MS69
Bregman Proximal Algorithms for Composite and
Finite-Sum Nonconvex Minimization Problems
The employment of Bregman divergences in splitting algorithms has been growing in popularity in the last few years.
Firstly, the extra degree of freedom in the metric selection
can lead to new algorithms or may provide new insights on
known ones. Secondly, while many classical such schemes
are bound to Lipschitz diﬀerentiability requirements (especially in the nonconvex setting), the recently introduced
notion of “relative smoothness’ has considerably widened
the range of problems that can be addressed. This talk
deals with Bregman proximal algorithms in the fully nonconvex setting. The employment of the Bregman Moreau
envelope as Lyapunov function leads to extremely simple
and intuitive converge analyses that naturally extend to
block-coordinate variants. Furthermore, continuity of the
envelope allows one to design linesearch-type extensions
that preserve oracle complexity and convergence properties of ﬁrst-order (Bregman) splitting schemes, and yet can
attain up to superlinear asymptotic rates when directions
of quasi-Newton type are selected.
Andreas Themelis
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University of Antwerp, Belgium
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Puya Latafat, Panagiotis Patrinos
KU Leuven
puya.latafat@kuleuven.be,
panos.patrinos@esat.kuleuven.be
MS70
Finite-Sample Guarantees for Wasserstein Distributionally Robust Optimization: Breaking the
Curse of Dimensionality
Despite its recent empirical success, existing performance
guarantees on Wasserstein distributionally robust optimization (DRO) are either overly conservative or plausible only in large sample asymptotics. In this paper, we
develop a non-asymptotic analysis for Wasserstein DRO
that gives the ﬁrst ﬁnite-sample guarantee without suﬀering from the curse of dimensionality. Our results highlight
the bias-variation trade-oﬀ intrinsic in Wasserstein DRO,
which balances between the empirical risk and the variation of the loss, measured by the Lipschitz norm or gradient
norm of the loss.
Rui Gao
University of Texas at Austin
McCombs School of Business
rui.gao@mccombs.utexas.edu
MS70
A General Framework for Optimal Data-Driven
Optimization
We propose a statistically optimal approach to construct
data-driven decisions for stochastic programs. A datadriven decision is a function that maps training data to
feasible actions. It can always be expressed as the minimizer of a surrogate optimization model constructed from
the data, and its quality is measured by its out-of-sample
risk. Another quality measure is its out-of-sample disappointment, which we deﬁne as the probability that the outof-sample risk exceeds the optimal value of the surrogate
optimization model. As the data-generating probability
measure is unknown, we seek data-driven decisions that
minimize the out-of-sample risk—simultaneously with respect to every conceivable probability measure—subject to
an upper bound on the out-of-sample disappointment. We
prove that such Pareto-dominant data-driven decisions exist if the unknown true probability measure belongs to a
parametric ambiguity set whose parameters admit a suﬃcient statistic that satisﬁes a large deviation principle. We
also prove that the surrogate optimization model generating the optimal data-driven decision is a distributionally robust program constructed from the suﬃcient statistic and
the rate function of its large deviation principle. This result
holds even if the original stochastic program is non-convex
or the training data is non-i.i.d. It also reveals how the
data-generating stochastic process impacts the ambiguity
set of the optimal distributionally robust program.
Tobias Sutter
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne
tobias.sutter@epﬂ.ch
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
vanparys@mit.edu
Daniel Kuhn
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
daniel.kuhn@epﬂ.ch
MS70
Taming the Sample Complexity in Minimizing Tailrisks via Importance-weighted Adversarial Sampling
Formulating objectives or constraints in terms of tail risk
measures such as VaR/CVaR is known to incur a steepprice in terms of sample complexity, primarily due to (i) the
rarity with which relevant risky samples are available, and
(ii) the resulting ampliﬁcation of estimation errors while
performing optimization. Motivated by the evolving role
of CVaR-based optimization models in proactively managing risks and in ensuring uniformly good (fair) performance
across minority subpopulations, we consider accelerating
them with an importance-weighted objective constructed
from adversarial scenarios with high tail risks. The challenge of selecting this alternative sampling distribution is
automated by means of a transformation that implicitly
learns and replicates the concentration properties observed
in less rare samples. This novel approach is guided by a
large deviations principle that brings out the phenomenon
of self-similarity of optimal importance sampling distributions. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed estimator is the ﬁrst to attain asymptotically optimal variance
reduction for a wide variety of optimization objectives, including those modeled with algorithmic feature-mapping
tools such as kernels, neural networks, etc. We demonstrate applicability by considering portfolio optimization
and contextual routing problems.
Anand Deo
Singapore University of Technology and Design
deo avinash@sutd.edu.sg
Karthyek Murthy
Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD)
karthyek murthy@sutd.edu.sg
MS70
A Nonparametric Algorithm for Optimal Stopping
based on Robust Optimization
Optimal stopping is a class of stochastic dynamic optimization problems with applications in ﬁnance and operations management. In this paper, we introduce a new
method for solving optimal stopping problems with known
probability distributions. First, we use simulation to construct a robust optimization problem that approximates
the stochastic optimal stopping problem to any arbitrary
accuracy. Second, we characterize the structure of optimal
policies for the robust optimization problem, which turn
out to be simple and ﬁnite-dimensional. Harnessing this
characterization, we develop exact and approximation algorithms for solving the robust optimization problem, which
in turn yield policies for the stochastic optimal stopping
problem. Numerical experiments show that this combination of robust optimization and simulation can ﬁnd policies
that match, and in some cases signiﬁcantly outperform,
those from state-of-the-art algorithms on low-dimensional,
non-Markovian optimal stopping problems that arise from
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options pricing.
Bradley Sturt
University of Illinois at Chicago
bsturt@uic.edu
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MS71
An SDP-Based Approach for Minimum Sum-ofSquares Clustering

We present MADAM, a parallel semideﬁnite based exact solver
for Max-Cut, a problem of ﬁnding the cut with maximum
weight in a given graph. The algorithm uses branch and
bound paradigm that applies alternating direction method
of multipliers as the bounding routine to solve the basic
semideﬁnite relaxation strengthened by a subset of hypermetric inequalities. The beneﬁt of the new approach is less
computationally expensive update rule for the dual variable with respect to the inequality constraints. We provide
theoretical convergence of the algorithm, as well as extensive computational experiments with this method, to show
that our algorithm outperformes current state-of-the-art
approaches. Furthermore, by combining algorithmic ingredients from the serial algorithm we develop an eﬃcient
distributed parallel solver based on MPI.

The minimum sum-of-squares clustering problem (MSSC)
consists in partitioning n observations into k clusters in
order to minimize the sum of squared distances from the
points to the centroid of their cluster. Peng and Xia (2005)
showed the equivalence of MSSC to 0-1 semideﬁnite programming (SDP). We propose a branch and bound algorithm for the underlying non-convex 0-1 SDP model to
obtain exact solutions for real clustering data sets. In
our algorithm, the lower bound is computed by using a
cutting plane procedure where valid inequalities are iteratively added to the SDP relaxation. The upper bound is
computed with the constrained version of k-means where
the initial centroids are extracted by looking at the solution of the SDP relaxation. In both cases, in the branch
and bound, we incorporate instance-level must-link and
cannot-link constraints to express knowledge about which
instances should or should not be grouped together. We
manage to reduce the size of the problem at each level
preserving the structure of the SDP problem itself. The
obtained results show that the approach allows to successfully solve instances of medium and large sizes.

Timotej Hrga
University of Ljubljana
timotej.hrga@fs.uni-lj.si

Veronica Piccialli
University or Rome II
veronica.piccialli@uniroma2.it

Janez Povh
Faculty of Information Studies in Novo Mesto
janez.povh@lecad.fs.uni-lj.si

Antonio M. Sudoso
University of Rome II
antonio.maria.sudoso@uniroma2.it
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Angelika Wiegele
Alpen-Adria-Universit{ä}t Klagenfurt
Institut f. Mathematik
angelika.wiegele@aau.at

MS71
MADAM: A Parallel Exact Solver for Max-Cut
based on Semideﬁnite Programming and Admm

Singularity Degree and Error Bounds in Semideﬁnite Programming
Optimization algorithms for semideﬁnite programs (SDPs)
terminate at a ’solution’ where the residual of the optimality conditions is suﬃciently small. However, such proposed
solutions do not correspond to ’good solutions’ in general.
The Euclidean distance from the proposed ’solution’ to the
optimal set can be several orders of magnitude greater than
the residual of the optimality conditions. Since the distance
to the optimal set is generally unknown, such a discrepancy is very undesirable. In 2001, Jos Sturm introduced
singularity degree as a way to explain this pathology. In
particular, he showed that large singularity degree is a necessary property of SDPs that exhibit the pathology. In this
presentation we show that, in some sense, large singularity
degree is also a suﬃcient property for poor convergence of
certain path following algorithms for SDP.
Stefan Sremac
Paciﬁc Union College
ssremac@puc.edu
Hugo J. Woerdeman
Drexel University
hugo@math.drexel.edu
Henry Wolkowicz
University of Waterloo
Department of Combinatorics and Optimization

MS72
Safely Learning Dynamical Systems by Conic Optimization
A fundamental challenge in learning to control an unknown
dynamical system is to reduce model uncertainty by making measurements while maintaining safety. In this work,
we formulate a mathematical deﬁnition of what it means
to safely learn a dynamical system by sequentially deciding
where to initialize the next trajectory. In our framework,
the state of the system is required to stay within a given
safety region under the (possibly repeated) action of all dynamical systems that are consistent with the information
gathered so far. For our ﬁrst two results, we consider the
setting of safely learning linear dynamics. We present a
linear programming-based algorithm that either safely recovers the true dynamics from trajectories of length one,
or certiﬁes that safe learning is impossible. We also give
an eﬃcient semideﬁnite representation of the set of initial
conditions whose resulting trajectories of length two are
guaranteed to stay in the safety region. For our ﬁnal result, we study the problem of safely learning a nonlinear
dynamical system. We give a second-order cone programming based representation of the set of initial conditions
that are guaranteed to remain in the safety region after
one application of the system dynamics.
Amir Ali Ahmadi
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MS72
Lagrangean Duanlity in Polynomial Optimization

Vikas Sindhwani
Google Research
sindhwani@google.com
Stephen Tu
Google Brain Robotics
stephentu@google.com
MS72
Convergence Rates of RLT and Lasserre-Type Hierarchies for the Generalized Moment Moment
Problem over the Simplex
We consider the generalized moment problem over the
simplex. This is a rich setting and it contains NP hard
problems as special cases. Using the ReformulationLinearization Technique (RLT) and Lasserre-type hierarchies, relaxations of this problem are introduced and analyzed. For both hierarchies the rate of convergence of
O(1/r) is proved for the case in which the duality gap is
zero and under the assumption of the existence of a dual optimal solution using a quantitative version of Polya’s Positivstellensatz. Moreover, we show the introduced linear
relaxation is a generalization of a hierarchy for minimizing
forms of degree d over the simplex introduced by de Klerk,
Laurent and Parrilo.
Felix Kirschner
Tilburg University
f.c.kirschner@tilburguniversity.edu
MS72
The Copositive Way to Obtain Certiﬁcates of NonNegativity
We show how to use certiﬁcates of non-negativity over the
non-negative orthant (resp. a simplex) to obtain certiﬁcates of non-negativity over generic (resp. compact) semialgebraic sets. To illustrate our method, we construct new
structured (e.g., sparse) certiﬁcates of non-negativity over
unstructured compact sets. Also, we derive a general positivstellensatz which allows us to prove the existence of certiﬁcates of non-negativity for any semialgebraic compact
set, based on any class of non-negative polynomials such as
SOS, DSOS, SDSOS, hyperbolic, SONC, and SAGE polynomials. Unlike typical proofs that make use of algebraic
geometry tools, our proofs use convex analysis tools only.
Juan C. Vera
Tilburg School of Economics and Management
Tilburg University
j.c.veralizcano@uvt.nl
Luis Zuluaga
Lehigh University
luis.zuluaga@lehigh.edu
Olga Kuryatnikova
Erasmus University Rotterdam

The Lagrangean function associated with an optimization
problem has and continuous to be of the utmost importance to develop algorithmic solution approaches for optimization problems. This is particularly the case when
the problem of interest is convex, as in that case, optimizing the Lagrangean function provides a dual problem
(Lagrangean dual) to the primal (original) one, satisfying
strong duality. Here, using techniques borrowed from both
polynomial optimization, copositive programming, and algebraic geometry, we show that the classical Lagrangean
function associated with a polynomial optimization problem can be used to obtain a Lagrangean dual of the problem that satisﬁes strong duality, even when the problem is
non-convex, as long as some qualiﬁcation assumptions on
the problem’s objective and constraints are satisﬁed.
Luis Zuluaga
Lehigh University
luis.zuluaga@lehigh.edu
Juan C. Vera
Tilburg School of Economics and Management
Tilburg University
j.c.veralizcano@uvt.nl
MS73
A Dynamic Alternating Direction of Multipliers
for Nonconvex Minimization with Nonlinear Functional Equality Constraints
We consider the minimization of a broad class of nonsmooth nonconvex objective functions subject to nonlinear
functional equality constraints where the data are only locally Lipschitz continuous. We introduce a speciﬁc proximal linearized alternating direction method of multipliers
in which the proximal parameter is generated dynamically
via an explicit and tractable backtracking procedure. We
prove global convergence of the method when the problem’s data is semialgebraic. Furthermore, as a byproduct
of our approach, we also obtain novel global convergence
guarantees for the iconic proximal gradient scheme.
Eyal Cohen
Tel Aviv University
Israel
eyalcohen1@mail.tau.ac.il
Nadav Hallak
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Israel
ndvhllk@technion.ac.il
Marc Teboulle
Tel Aviv University
teboulle@post.tau.ac.il
MS73
Convergent Nested Alternating Minimization Algorithms for Non-Convex Optimization Problems
We introduce a new algorithmic framework for solving nonconvex optimization problems, which is called Nested Alternating Minimization, that aims at combining the clas-
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sical Alternating Minimization technique with inner iterations of any optimization method. We provide global convergence analysis of the new algorithmic framework to critical points of the problem at hand, which to the best of our
knowledge, is the ﬁrst of this kind for nested methods in
the non-convex setting. Central to our global convergence
analysis is a new extension of classical proof techniques in
the non-convex setting that allows for errors in the conditions. The power of our framework is illustrated with
some numerical experiments that show the superiority of
this algorithmic framework over existing methods.
Eyal Gur
Technion
eyal.gur@campus.technion.ac.il
Shoham Sabach
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Israel
ssabach@technion.ac.il
Shimrit Shtern
Technion
Israel Institute of Technology
shimrits@technion.ac.il
MS73
Faster Lagrangian-Based Methods in Convex Optimization
We aim at unifying, simplifying, and improving the convergence rate analysis of Lagrangian-based methods for convex optimization problems. We ﬁrst introduce the notion
of a nice primal algorithmic map, which plays a central role
in the uniﬁcation and the simpliﬁcation of the analysis of
all Lagrangian-based methods. Equipped with a nice primal algorithmic map, we then introduce a versatile generic
scheme, which allows for the design and analysis of Faster
LAGrangian (FLAG) methods with a new provably sublinear rate of convergence expressed in terms of functions
values and feasibility violation of the original (non-ergodic)
generated sequence. To demonstrate the power and versatility of our approach and results, we show that all wellknown iconic Lagrangian-based schemes admit a nice primal algorithmic map, and hence share the new faster rate
of convergence results within their corresponding FLAG.
Shoham Sabach
Technion–Israel Institute of Technology
Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Management
ssabach@gmail.com
Marc Teboulle
Tel Aviv University
teboulle@post.tau.ac.il
MS74
Max Aﬃne Spline Models in Deep Learning Networks
We build a rigorous bridge between deep networks (DNs)
and approximation theory via spline functions and operators. Our key result is that a large class of DNs can
be written as a composition of max-aﬃne spline operators
(MASOs), which provide a powerful portal through which
to view and analyze their inner workings. For instance,
conditioned on the input signal, the output of a MASO
DN can be written as a simple aﬃne transformation of the
input. This implies that a DN constructs a set of signal-
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dependent, class-speciﬁc templates against which the signal is compared via a simple inner product; we explore the
links to the classical theory of optimal classiﬁcation via
matched ﬁlters and the eﬀects of data memorization. Going further, we propose a simple penalty term that can be
added to the cost function of any DN learning algorithm to
force the templates to be orthogonal with each other; this
leads to signiﬁcantly improved classiﬁcation performance
and reduced overﬁtting with no change to the DN architecture. The spline partition of the input signal space that
is implicitly induced by a MASO directly links DNs to the
theory of vector quantization (VQ) and K-means clustering, which opens up new geometric avenue to study how
DNs organize signals in a hierarchical fashion. To validate
the utility of the VQ interpretation, we develop and validate a new distance metric for signals and images that
quantiﬁes the diﬀerence between their VQ encodings.
Randall Balestriero
Rice University
randallbalestriero@gmail.com
Richard G. Baraniuk
Rice University
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
richb@rice.edu
MS74
Composite Diﬀerence-Max Programs for Modern
Statistical Estimation Problems
Many modern statistical estimation problems are deﬁned
by three major components: a statistical model that postulates the dependence of an output variable on the input features; a loss function measuring the error between
the observed output and the model predicted output; and
a regularizer that controls the overﬁtting and/or variable
selection in the model. We study the sampled version of
this generic statistical estimation problem where the model
parameters are estimated by empirical risk minimization,
which involves the minimization of the empirical average of
the loss function at the data points weighted by the model
regularizer. In our setup we allow all three component functions to be of the diﬀerence-of-convex type and illustrate
them with a host of commonly used examples, including
those in continuous piecewise aﬃne regression and in deep
learning with piecewise aﬃne activation functions. We describe a non-monotone majorization-minimization (MM)
algorithm for solving the uniﬁed nonconvex, nondiﬀerentiable optimization problem which is formulated as a specially structured composite dc program of the pointwise
max type. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithm and the superiority of continuous piecewise aﬃne regression over the
standard linear model.
Ying Cui
University of Minnesota
yingcui@umn.edu
MS74
Max-Aﬃne Regression: Modeling and Leveraging
Structure in High-Dimensional Convex Regression
and its Relatives
The problem of ﬁtting convex functions to data is ubiquitous, and has seen applications across the ﬁelds of operations research, ﬁnance, and control engineering. However,
like most non-parametric problems, convex regression suf-
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fers from the curse of dimensionality: the number of samples required to achieve a prescribed error tolerance grows
exponentially in the ambient dimension. In order to avoid
the curse of dimensionality, we study the problem of ”maxaﬃne” regression, in which the underlying convex function
is equipped with additional structure and can be written as
the point-wise maximum of a small number of aﬃne functions. This stylized model is already quite expressive, and
includes, as a special case, the well-studied phase retrieval
problem. Performing estimation under this class of models involves solving a non-convex, non-smooth optimization
problem. We analyze an alternating minimization heuristic
for this task, showing that it provably converges to the true
model under some (ﬂexible) random design assumptions.
The algorithm needs to be appropriately initialized in order to ensure convergence, and we discuss some strategies
for accomplishing this. We also discuss consequences for
phase retrieval, and the related problems of convex set estimation from support function measurements. Joint work
with Avishek Ghosh, Adityanand Guntuboyina, and Kannan Ramchandran.
Ashwin Pananjady
Georgia Institute of Technology
ashwinpm@gatech.edu
MS74
Fitting Tractable Convex Sets to Support Function
Evaluations
The geometric problem of estimating an unknown compact
convex set from evaluations of its support function arises
in a range of scientiﬁc and engineering applications. Traditional approaches typically rely on estimators that minimize the error over all possible compact convex sets; in
particular, these methods do not allow for the incorporation of prior structural information about the underlying
set and the resulting estimates become increasingly more
complicated to describe as the number of measurements
available grows. We address these shortcomings by describing a framework for estimating tractably speciﬁed convex
sets from support function evaluations. Our approach is
based on estimators that minimize the error over structured families of convex sets that are speciﬁed as linear
images of concisely described sets – such as the simplex
or the spectraplex – in a higher-dimensional space that
is not much larger than the ambient space. Convex sets
parametrized in this manner are signiﬁcant from a computational perspective as one can optimize linear functionals
over such sets eﬃciently; they serve a diﬀerent purpose in
the inferential context of the present paper, namely, that
of incorporating regularization in the reconstruction while
still oﬀering considerable expressive power.
Yong Sheng Soh
California Institute of Technology
matsys@nus.edu.sg
MS75
Robust Two-Stage Polynomial Optimization in Application to AC Optimal Power Flow
In this work we consider two-stage polynomial optimization
problems under uncertainty. In the ﬁrst stage, one needs to
decide upon the values of a subset of optimization variables
(control variables). In the second stage, the uncertainty is
revealed and the rest of optimization variables (state variables) are set up as a solution to a known set of possibly
non-linear equalities. This type of problems occurs, for
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instance, in optimization for dynamical systems, such as
power systems. We combine several methods from the literature to verify robust feasibility of a given control solution under a semialgebraic uncertainty set. Moreover, we
propose an iterative algorithm to build a sequence of (approximately) robustly feasible solutions with an improving
objective value. At each iteration, the algorithm optimizes
over a subset of the feasible set and uses linear approximations of the second-stage equalities while preserving
the non-linearity of other constraints. The algorithm allows for additional simpliﬁcations in case of (possibly nonconvex) quadratic problems under ellipsoidal uncertainty.
We implement our approach for AC Optimal Power Flow
(ACOPF) and demonstrate tests on Matpower instances.
Olga Kuryatnikova
Erasmus University Rotterdam
kuryatnikova@ese.eur.nl
MS75
Compositions of Conically Averaged Operators
Many iterative optimization algorithms involve compositions of special cases of Lipschitz continuous operators,
namely ﬁrmly nonexpansive, averaged and nonexpansive
operators. The structure and properties of the compositions are of particular importance in the proofs of convergence of such algorithms. In this paper, we systematically
study the compositions of further special cases of Lipschitz
continuous operators. Applications of our results include
compositions of scaled conically nonexpansive mappings, as
well as the Douglas-Rachford and forward-backward operators when applied to solve certain structured monotone
inclusion and optimization problems. Several examples illustrate and tighten our conclusions.
Walaa M. Moursi
University of Waterloo
walaa.moursi@uwaterloo.ca
MS75
Circumcenter Methods under the Bregman Distance
In this work, we generalize some classical identities on the
distance and projections from the Euclidean distance to
the general Bregman distance in Euclidean spaces. Under some conditions, we also propose particular backward
and forward Bregman circumcenters of ﬁnite sets and specify the unique backward and forward Bregman psudocircumcenters of ﬁnite sets. At last, we show the convergence of forward Bregman circumcenter methods under
some conditions.
Hui Ouyang
University of British Columbia
hui.ouyang@ubc.ca
Shawn Xianfu Wang
Department of Mathematics
University of British Columbia Okanagan
shawn.wang@ubc.ca
MS75
Calculus Rules of the
Lojasiewicz Property

Generalized

Kurdyka-

In this work, we propose several calculus rules of desingu-
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larizing functions of the generalized Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz
(KL) property, which generalize Li and Pong’s calculus
rules of the KL exponent. In contrast, our results are more
ﬂexible since we do not assume desingularizing functions to
have any speciﬁc form or diﬀerentiable. Taking advantage
from this ﬂexibility, one can ﬁnd the exact modulus of the
generalized KL property, which is the optimal desingularizing function and has various forms, or at least a small desingularizing function eﬀectively. Examples are also given to
show that our results are applicable to a broader class of
functions than the known ones.
Xianfu Wang, Ziyuan Wang
University of British Columbia
shawn.wang@ubc.ca, ziyuan.wang96@gmail.com
MS76
Computationally-Eﬃcient Robust Estimation in
General f-divergences
In realizing the promise of massive datasets for statistical
inference a primary concern is that of data quality. Large
datasets are no longer carefully curated, are often collected
in a decentralized, distributed fashion and are plagued with
the complexities of heterogeneity, adversarial manipulations and outliers. Dealing with these issues are broadly
the focus of robust statistics. This area has received much
recent attention owing to the development of eﬃcient algorithms for various basic robust estimation tasks under (potentially) adversarial contaminations. We show that these
basic algorithmic ideas are much more generally applicable to settings where we have model-misspeciﬁcation in a
broad class of f-divergences. We illustrate the main ideas in
three canonical problems, of mean estimation, covariance
estimation and robust risk minimization.
Sivaraman Balakrishnan
Carnegie Mellon University
siva@stat.cmu.edu
MS76
Large-Scale Methods for Distributionally Robust
Optimization
We propose and analyze algorithms for distributionally robust optimization of convex losses with conditional value
at risk (CVaR) and χ2 divergence uncertainty sets. We
prove that our algorithms require a number of gradient
evaluations independent of training set size and number of
parameters, making them suitable for large-scale applications. For χ2 uncertainty sets these are the ﬁrst such guarantees in the literature, and for CVaR our guarantees scale
linearly in the uncertainty level rather than quadratically
as in previous work. We also provide lower bounds proving
the worst-case optimality of our algorithms for CVaR and
a penalized version of the χ2 problem. Our primary technical contributions are novel bounds on the bias of batch robust risk estimation and the variance of a multilevel Monte
Carlo gradient estimator due to Blanchet and Glynn. Experiments on MNIST and ImageNet conﬁrm the theoretical scaling of our algorithms, which are 9–36 times more
eﬃcient than full-batch methods.
Yair Carmon
Electrical Engineering
Stanford University
ycarmon@cs.tau.ac.il
Daniel Levy
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MS76
On the Eﬀectiveness of Nonconvex Optimization in
Reinforcement Learning
Recent years have witnessed a ﬂurry of activity in solving
reinforcement learning problems via nonconvex optimization. While conventional wisdom often takes a dim view of
nonconvex optimization algorithms due to their susceptibility to spurious local minima, simple ﬁrst-order optimization methods have been remarkably successful in practice.
The theoretical footings, however, had been largely lacking
until recently. In this talk, we make progress towards understandingthe eﬃcacy of policy gradient type algorithms
with softmax parameterization — a family of nonconvex
optimization algorithms widely used in modern reinforcement learning.On the one hand, we demonstrate that softmax policy gradient methods can take exponential time to
converge, even in the presence of a benign initialization
and an initial state distribution amenable to optimization.
On the other hand, we show that employing natural policy gradients and enforcing entropy regularization allow for
fast global convergence.
Yuxin Chen
Department of Electrical Engineering
Princeton University
yuxin.chen@princeton.edu
MS76
From Low Probability to High Conﬁdence in
Stochastic Convex Optimization
Standard results in stochastic convex optimization bound
the number of samples that an algorithm needs to generate
a point with small function value in expectation. More nuanced high probability guarantees are rare, and typically
either rely on light-tail noise assumptions or exhibit worse
sample complexity. In this work, we show that a wide class
of stochastic optimization algorithms for strongly convex
problems can be augmented with high conﬁdence bounds
at an overhead cost that is only logarithmic in the conﬁdence level and polylogarithmic in the condition number.
The procedure we propose, called proxBoost, is elementary
and builds on two well-known ingredients: robust distance
estimation and the proximal point method. We discuss
consequences for both streaming (online) algorithms and
oﬄine algorithms based on empirical risk minimization.
Damek Davis
Cornell University
ORIE
dsd95@cornell.edu
Dmitriy Drusvyatskiy
University of Washington
University of Washington
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timal Transport

Lin Xiao
Facebook
lin.xiao@gmail.com

In this talk I will discuss recent advances in the theoretical
complexity of computing the optimal transportation distance between two distributions. Over the past few years
there have been several results on solving this problem in
nearly linear time in diﬀerent computational models. This
talk will survey these recent advances and discuss recent
work which shows that the problem can be solved to high
precision in nearly linear time in certain settings.

Junyu Zhang
Princeton University
junyuz@princeton.edu
MS77
Computing Wasserstein Barycenters:
Hard?

Easy or

Averaging data distributions is a core subroutine throughout data science. Wasserstein barycenters (a.k.a. Optimal
Transport barycenters) provide a natural approach for this
problem that captures the geometry of the data, and are
central to diverse applications in machine learning, statistics, and computer graphics. Despite considerable attention, it remained unknown whether Wasserstein barycenters can be computed in polynomial time. Our recent work
provides a complete answer to this question and reveals a
surprising curse of dimensionality. Joint work with Enric
Boix-Adsera
Jason Altschuler
MIT
jasonalt@mit.edu
MS77
Optimal Transport Problems over Low and High
Dimensional Euclidean Space
Optimal transport problems are often over structured metrics, such as the Euclidean space, where the cost is deﬁned
implicitly. In such a case, a near-linear time algorithm
should be expected to run in time proportional to the description of the input is simply n, the number of points
per set/support of the measures. This is in contrast to
n2 , which is the input size when given an entire explicit
cost matrix. In this talk, I will survey near-linear time
algorithms for optimal transport problems in (mostly) Euclidean spaces, both in low and high dimensions.
Alexandr Andoni
Columbia University
andoni@cs.columbia.edu
MS77
Diﬀerentiating through Optimal Transport
Computing or approximating an optimal transport cost is
rarely the sole goal when using OT in applications. In most
cases this relies instead on approximating that plan (or its
application to another vector) to obtain its diﬀerentiable
properties w.r.t. to its input. I will present in this talk
recent applications that highlight this necessity, as well as
possible algorithmic and programmatic solutions to handle
such issues.
Marco Cuturi
ENSAE / CREST
marcocuturicameto@gmail.com
MS77
Theory of Nearly Linear Time Algorithms for Op-

Aaron Sidford
Stanford University
sidford@standford.edu
MS78
Infeasibility Detection with Primal-Dual Hybrid
Gradient for Large-Scale Linear Programming
In this talk, we consider the problem of detecting infeasibility of large-scale linear programming problems using the
primal-dual hybrid gradient method (PDHG) of Chambolle
and Pock (2011). The literature on PDHG has mostly focused on settings where the problem at hand is assumed
to be feasible. When the problem is not feasible, the iterates of the algorithm do not converge. In this scenario, we
show that the iterates diverge at a controlled rate towards
a well-deﬁned ray. The direction of this ray is known as the
inﬁmal displacement vector v. The ﬁrst contribution of our
work is to prove that this vector recovers certiﬁcates of primal and dual infeasibility whenever they exist. Based on
this fact, we propose a simple way to extract approximate
infeasibility certiﬁcates from sequences generated by the
iterates of PDHG. Our second contribution is to establish
tight convergence rates
 these sequences. We prove a
 for
convergence rate of O k1 , improving over the known rate
 
of O √1k . This rate is general and applies to any ﬁxedpoint iteration of a nonexpansive operator. Thus, it is a
result of independent interest since it covers a broad family
of algorithms, including, for example, ADMM. Further, we
show that, under nondegeneracy assumptions, one of these
sequences exhibits eventual linear convergence. Numerical
experiments support our theoretical ﬁndings.
Mateo Diaz
Cornell University
mateodd25@gmail.com
Haihao (Sean) Lu
University of Chicago
Haihao.lu@chicagobooth.edu
Miles Lubin
Google Research
mlubin@google.com
David Applegate
Google
dapplegate@google.com
MS78
iCrash: A Quadratic Penalty Algorithm for Linear
Programming
Advanced basis start can be hugely beneﬁcial for linear
programming problems. This talk explores a crash starting technique for LP. The algorithm presented provides a
way of computing a primal point that is often feasible and,
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in some cases, an approximate optimal solution. Crossover
from this point is used to ﬁnd a basic solution to start the
simplex method or conﬁrm optimality. iCrash is an iterative quadratic penalty algorithm with approximate subproblem minimization for large-scale sparse LP problems.
Ivet Galabova
University of Edinburgh
I.L.Galabova@sms.ed.ac.uk
MS78
Practical Large-Scale Linear Programming using
Primal-Dual Hybrid Gradient
We present PDLP, a practical ﬁrst-order method for linear
programming (LP) that can solve to the high levels of accuracy that are expected in traditional LP applications. In
addition, it can scale to very large problems because its core
operation is matrix-vector multiplications. PDLP is derived by applying the primal-dual hybrid gradient (PDHG)
method, popularized by Chambolle and Pock (2011), to a
saddle-point formulation of LP. PDLP enhances PDHG for
LP by combining several new techniques with older tricks
from the literature; the enhancements include diagonal preconditioning, presolving, adaptive step sizes, and adaptive restarting. PDLP compares favorably with SCS on
medium-sized instances when solving both to moderate and
high accuracy. Furthermore, we highlight standard benchmark instances and a large-scale application (PageRank)
where our open-source prototype of PDLP outperforms a
commercial LP solver. The prototype of PDLP is written in Julia and available at https://github.com/googleresearch/FirstOrderLp.jl.
Miles Lubin
Google Research
mlubin@google.com
David Applegate
Google
dapplegate@google.com
Mateo Diaz
Cornell University
mateodd25@gmail.com
Oliver H. Hinder
University of Pittsburgh
ohinder@pitt.edu
Haihao (Sean) Lu
University of Chicago
Haihao.lu@chicagobooth.edu
Brendan O’Donoghue
Google Deepmind
bodonoghue85@gmail.com
Warren Schudy
Google Research
wschudy@google.com
MS78
Eclipse: An Extreme-Scale Linear Program Solver
for Web-Applications
Key problems arising in web applications (with millions of
users and thousands of items) can be formulated as linear
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programs involving billions to trillions of decision variables
and constraints. Despite the appeal of linear program (LP)
formulations, solving problems at these scales appear to be
well beyond the capabilities of existing LP solvers. Often
ad-hoc decomposition rules are used to approximately solve
these LPs, which have limited optimality guarantees and
may lead to sub-optimal performance in practice. In this
work, we propose a distributed solver that solves a perturbation of the LP problems at scale via a gradient-based
algorithm on the smooth dual of the perturbed LP. The
main workhorses of our algorithm are distributed matrixvector multiplications and eﬃcient projection operations
on distributed machines. Experiments on real-world data
show that our proposed LP solver, ECLIPSE, can solve
problems with 1012 decision variables.
Rahul Mazumder
MIT
rahulmaz@mit.edu
Kinjal Basu, Amol Ghoting, Yao Pan
LinkedIN
kbasu@linkedin.com,
aghoting@linkedin.com,
yopan@linkedin.com
MS79
Regularization in Decomposition Methods for
Global Optimization of Mixed-Integer Nonlinear
Programming
The Outer-approximation (OA) method is one of the most
successful decomposition methods for MINLP, where an
optimal solution is found by solving MILP and NLP subproblems. Recently, Kronvist, Bernal, and Grossmann proposed using regularization ideas for MINLP[Kronqvist, J.,
Bernal, D. E., & Grossmann, I. E. (2020). Using regularization and second order information in outer approximation
for convex MINLP. Mathematical Programming, 180(1),
285-310.]. Inspired by the regularization method for continuous convex problems, the authors proposed a method
that, by solving an additional regularization MIQP in each
iteration, leads to a reduction in the total OA iterations
and total algorithmic runtime. In this work, we propose
using MILP regularization subproblems to achieve the iteration number reduction and avoid the solution of expensive MIQP subproblems. Both the global version of OA
and the regularization approaches, with MIQP and MILP
subproblems, have been implemented as part of the opensource Python toolkit MindtPy. This toolkit automatically
performs the decomposition and solves the subproblems via
Pyomo. MindtPy provides the end-user a seamless way of
combining decomposition algorithms, allowing for an easy
way of addressing challenging MINLP instances. Here we
present the details of this implementation, together with
the theoretical and algorithmic advances required by the
methods above, and a benchmark of our tool comparing it
with other solution methods for MINLP.
David E. Bernal, Zedong Peng
Carnegie Mellon University
debernal@andrew.cmu.edu, zedongp@andrew.cmu.edu
Ignacio Grossmann
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University
grossmann@cmu.edu
MS79
Tight Piecewise Relaxations for Global Optimiza-
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tion of MINLPs
MINLPs arise in practical applications such as synthesis
of process and water networks, energy infrastructure networks, to name a few. Eﬃcient algorithms to solve such
optimization problems to global optimality is a key to addressing these applications. We present a MILP-based
formulation of a piecewise, polyhedral relaxation of multilinear terms based on term-wise convex hull representations. We also present a few valid inequalities which
tighten these relaxations for the summation of multilinear terms with shared products of variables. Recovering
feasible solutions for MINLPs with multilinear terms using a MILP-based approach is also presented based on an
sos-2-type formulation. Finally, we present an adaptive
partitioning-based algorithm implemented in ”Alpine”, a
JuMP-based global optimization solver which leverages
MILP-based approaches, constraint programming techniques and aforementioned eﬃcient formulations. Computational results will compare the performance of Alpine on
various MINLPLib instances in comparison to other stateof-the-art global solvers.
Harsha Nagarajan
Los Alamos National Laboratory
harsha@lanl.gov
MS79
Minimum Linearization of Multilinear Programs
Linear Programming (LP) relaxations are widely employed in the global optimization of Multilinear Programs
(MLPs). The LP relaxation is derived by introducing additional variables that represent bilinear products and including concave and convex envelopes. The size of the LP
relaxation depends on the heuristic employed to identify
the collection of variables to add. In this paper, we introduce the ﬁrst approach for identifying the smallest size
LP for a given MLP, by investigating a Mixed Integer Program (MIP) model that solves a specialized decision diagram representation where linearizations are encoded as
in-trees. Our results on a collection of benchmarks indicate that the MIP can ﬁnd smaller linearizations (up to
20% reduction in number of variables) than the standard
approach, and the quality of the relaxation bounds varies
greatly among diﬀerent minimum size linearizations.
Carlos Jose Nohra Khouri
Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs
nohra@merl.com
Arvind Raghunathan
Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories
raghunathan@merl.com
David Bergman
University of Connecticut
david.bergman@uconn.edu
MS79
Nonconvex Quadratic Cuts for Global Optimization of Mixed Integer Quadratic Programs
Nonconvex quadratic programs (QPs) and mixed-integer
quadratic programs (MIQPs) arise in a wide variety of scientiﬁc and engineering applications including facility location, quadratic assignment, molecular conformation and
max-cut problems. In this talk, we introduce a new family of quadratically constrained programming (QCP) re-
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laxations which are derived via nonconvex quadratic cuts.
However, the nonconvex cuts in conjuncrtion with equality
constraints yield convex QCP relaxations for the MIQP.
In order to construct these quadratic cuts, we solve a separation problem involving a linear matrix inequality with
a special structure that allows the use of specialized solution algorithms. We investigate the theoretical properties of the proposed relaxations and show that they are
an outer-approximation of a semi-inﬁnite convex program
which under certain conditions is equivalent to a particular
semideﬁnite program. We implement the new quadratic relaxations in the global optimization solver in BARON. We
test our implementation by conducting an extensive computational study on a large collection of problems. Numerical results show that the new quadratic relaxations lead to
a signiﬁcant improvement in the performance of BARON,
resulting in a new version of this solver which outperforms
other state-of-the-art solvers such as CPLEX and GUROBI
for many of our test problems.
Arvind Raghunathan
Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories
raghunathan@merl.com
Carlos Jose Nohra Khouri
Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs
nohra@merl.com
Nikolaos Sahinidis
Georgia Institute of Technology
nikos@gatech.edu
MS80
Integer Programming for Causal Structure Learning in the Presence of Latent Variables
Causal graphs are graphical models representing dependencies and causal relationships between a set of variables. One class of the most common causal graphs,
known as Bayesian networks (BNs), is modeled by directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) in which a direct causal relationship between two nodes is captured by a directed edge.
In this work we extend a previous state-of-the-art Integer
Programming (IP) based DAG structure learning method
GOBNILP and provide an IP based method for learning
causal structures in the presence of latent variables. In
particular, we give an IP formulation for the problem of
ﬁnding a maximum weight ancestral acyclic directed mixed
graph (ADMG), and generalize the DAG-related inequalities used in GOBNILP for this purpose. Our method is the
ﬁrst exact score based method for learning ADMGs, and it
performs competitively with existing structure based methods.
Rui Chen
University of Wisconsin-Madison
rchen234@wisc.edu
Sanjeeb Dash
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
sanjeebd@us.ibm.com
Tian Gao
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center
tgao@us.ibm.com
MS80
Fair Binary Classiﬁcation using Integer Program-
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We consider the problem of building Boolean rule sets in
disjunctive normal form (DNF), an interpretable model for
binary classiﬁcation, subject to fairness constraints. We
formulate the problem as an integer program that maximizes classiﬁcation accuracy with explicit constraints on
equality of opportunity. A column generation framework,
with a novel formulation, is used to eﬃciently search over
exponentially many possible rules, eliminating the need for
heuristic rule mining. Compared to other interpretable
machine learning algorithms, our method produces interpretable classiﬁers that have superior performance with respect to the fairness metric.

Mohit Tawarmalani
Krannert School of Management
mtawarma@purdue.edu

Oktay Gunluk
Cornell University
ong5@cornell.edu
MS80
Linear Programming Relaxations for Joint Object
Matching
Object matching techniques are widely used in computer
vision. While there is a rich literature on ﬁnding isomorphisms between pair of objects, the problem of joint object
matching, that is, ﬁnding consistent maps among all pairs
of objects within a collection is not well understood. We
study the problem of joint object matching in which the
objects are partially similar and the input is possibly incomplete. The only existing convex relaxations for this
problem are SDP relaxations which are quite expensive to
solve. We formulate this problem as an integer program
and propose a linear programming relaxation for it. Subsequently, we study theoretical properties of the proposed
LP under some popular generative models. Finally computational experiments will be presented.

Jean-Philippe Richard
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
University of Florida
richard@ise.uﬂ.edu
MS81
SALR: Sharpness-Aware Learning Rates for Improved Generalization
In an eﬀort to improve generalization in deep learning,
we propose SALR: a sharpness-aware learning rate update technique designed to recover ﬂat minimizers. Our
method dynamically updates the learning rate of gradientbased optimizers based on the local sharpness of the loss
function. This allows optimizers to automatically increase
learning rates at sharp valleys to increase the chance of escaping them. We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of SALR
when adopted by various algorithms over a broad range of
networks. Our experiments indicate that SALR improves
generalization, converges faster, and drives solutions to signiﬁcantly ﬂatter regions.
Raed Al Kontar
University of Michigan
alkontar@umich.edu
MS81
Halting Time is Predictable for Large Models: A
Universality Property and Average-Case Analysis

In this talk, I will present a framework for performing average-case analysis in the large dimensional regime.
Average-case analysis computes the complexity of an algorithm averaged over all possible inputs. Compared to
worst-case analysis, it is more representative of the typical
Dmitriy Kunisky
behavior of an algorithm, but remains largely unexplored in
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
continuous optimization. One diﬃculty is that the analysis
New York University
can depend on the probability distribution of the inputs to
kunisky@cims.nyu.edu
the model. However, I will show that this is not the case
for a class of large-scale problems trained with ﬁrst-order
methods including random least squares and one-hidden
MS80
layer neural networks with random weights. In fact, the
Decision Forests and Multilinear Polytopes
halting time exhibits a universality property: it is independent of the probability distribution. With this barrier
In this paper, we study the simultaneous convexiﬁcation for average-case analysis removed, I will present the ﬁrst
of
convergence
rates showing a tighter
 of simplices:
 explicit average-case
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descriptions of the multilinear polytope under certain McGill University
conditions. While the descriptions require an exponential yumiko88@uw.edu
number of inequalities in the (x, y)-space, we show that
the separation takes a polynomial time. The result can be
applied to the optimization of a decision forest to achieve MS81
an improved formulation.
Trust-region Newton-CG with Strong Secondorder Complexity Guarantees for Nonconvex OptiJongeun Kim
mization
University of Minnesota
kim00623@umn.edu
Worst-case complexity guarantees for nonconvex optimization algorithms have been a topic of growing interest. MulBijan Taslimi
tiple frameworks that achieve the best known complexUniversity of Florida
ity bounds among a broad class of ﬁrst- and second-order
Aida Khajavirad
Lehigh University
aida@lehigh.edu
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strategies have been proposed. These methods have often been designed primarily with complexity guarantees
in mind and, as a result, represent a departure from the
algorithms that have proved to be the most eﬀective in
practice. In this talk, we consider the popular trust-region
Newton-Conjugate-Gradient (Newton-CG) method, one of
the most popular paradigms for solving nonconvex optimization problems. We ﬁrst study the behavior of the
truncated conjugate gradient method when applied to a
trust-region subproblem. We then incorporate this algorithm within a trust-region framework that hews closely
to the classical Steihaug-Toint approach. The complexity
properties of this method match the best known results
in terms of iteration and computational complexity. A
numerical comparison on a standard benchmark test set
illustrates that our newly proposed method retains the attractive practical behavior of classical trust-region NewtonCG algorithms. Joint work with Frank E. Curtis, Daniel
P. Robinson and Stephen J. Wright.
Clement W. Royer
Université Paris Dauphine-PSL
clement.royer@dauphine.psl.eu
MS81
Stochastic Variance-reduced Prox-linear Algorithms for Nonconvex Composite Optimization
We consider the minimization of composite functions of
the form f(g(x)) + h(x), where f and h are convex and
g is a smooth vector mapping. In addition, we assume
that g is either the average of a large number of component mappings or the expectation over a family of random
component mappings. We propose a class of stochastic
prox-linear algorithms with variance reduction for solving
such problems. We bound their sample complexities under
four diﬀerent settings, depending on f being nonsmooth or
smooth and g being a ﬁnite sum or an expectation. In all
four settings, we obtain improved (when f is nonsmooth)
or matching (when f is smooth) sample complexities over
the best known results.
Junyu Zhang
Princeton University
junyuz@princeton.edu
Lin Xiao
Facebook
lin.xiao@gmail.com
MS82
Layer VQE: Near Term Quantum Algorithm for
Combinatorial Optimization
Combinatorial optimization on near-term quantum devices
is a promising path to demonstrating quantum advantage. However, the capabilities of these devices are constrained by high noise levels and limited error-mitigation.
In this paper, we propose an iterative Layer-VQE (L-VQE)
approach, inspired by Variational Quantum Eigensolver
(VQE). We present a large-scale numerical study, simulating circuits with up to 40 qubits and 352 parameters, that
demonstrates the potential of the proposed approach. We
evaluate quantum optimization heuristics on the problem
of detecting multiple communities in networks, for which
we introduce a novel qubit-frugal formulation. We numerically compare L-VQE to QAOA and demonstrate that
QAOA achieves lower approximation ratios while requiring signiﬁcantly deeper circuits. We show that L-VQE is
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more robust to sampling noise and has a higher chance of
ﬁnding the solution as compared to standard approaches.
Our simulation results show that L-VQE performs well under realistic hardware noise.
Ilya Safro, Xiaoyuan Liu
University of Delaware
isafro@udel.edu, xiaoyu3@g.clemson.edu
MS82
Outperforming QAOA on MaxCut with Fast Classical Hyperplane Rounding Algorithms
In recent years, several classical algorithms have been presented which beat the p=1 Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) approximation guarantee for
Max Cut on d-regular, triangle-free graphs. However, these
algorithms require tricks and numerical analysis for certain
values of the vertex degree, d. In this talk, we present a
simple vector rounding algorithm for regular, high girth
graphs which beats QAOA for all d. Every vertex in the
graph is assigned a vector, which gives a valid solution
to the standard Max Cut relaxation semideﬁnite program
(SDP). Then the vectors are rounded using the GoemansWilliamson SDP rounding scheme to generate a cut. Our
algorithm does not require solving an SDP and runs in linear time. The guaranteed expected value is larger than
that of the classical state of the art as a function of the degree and girth of the graph. Finally, we will discuss other
applications of our algorithm and consequences for QAOA.
Jessica Thompson
University of Maryland
Sandia National Laboratories
jktho@umd.edu
MS82
Warm-Starting Quantum Optimization
There is an increasing interest in quantum algorithms for
problems of combinatorial optimization. Classical solvers
for such problems employ relaxations, which replace binary
variables with continuous ones, for instance in the form
of higher-dimensional matrix-valued problems (semideﬁnite programming). Under the Unique Games Conjecture,
these relaxations often provide the best approximation ratios available classically in polynomial time. Here, we discuss how to warm-start quantum optimization with an initial state corresponding to the solution of a relaxation of
a combinatorial optimization problem and how to analyze
properties of the associated quantum algorithms. We illustrate this in the context of portfolio optimization, where
our results indicate that warm-starting the Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA) is particularly
beneﬁcial at low depth. Likewise, Recursive QAOA for
MAXCUT problems shows a systematic increase in the size
of the obtained cut for fully connected graphs with random
weights, when Goemans-Williamson randomized rounding
is utilized in a warm start. It is straightforward to apply
the same ideas to other randomized-rounding schemes and
optimization problems.
Stefan Woerner, Daniel Egger
IBM Quantum, IBM Research - Zurich, Switzerland
wor@zurich.ibm.com, deg@zurich.ibm.com
Jakub Marecek
Czech Technical University
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Ohio State University

MS83

MS83
Capacity Planning using JuDGE

Multistage Stochastic Programming with Optimal
Stopping
The theory of optimal stopping ﬁnds interesting applications in house selling, one-armed bandit, option trading,
etc. In this talk, we present a general formulation of multistage stochastic programming that incorporates optimal
stopping. This formulation can be solved, as usual, by
writing down the Bellman equation and applying dynamic
programming. Our focus will be on applications and computational aspects of the formulation.
Rui Peng Liu
Georgia Institute of Technology
Industrial and Systems Engineering
rayliu@gatech.edu

MS83
Bounds for Multistage Mixed-Integer Distributionally Robust Optimization
Multistage mixed-integer distributionally robust optimization (DRO) forms a class of extremely challenging problems since their size grows exponentially with the number
of stages. One way to model the uncertainty in a multistage setting, is by creating sets of conditional distributions (the so called conditional ambiguity sets) on a ﬁnite
scenario tree and requiring that such a distributions remain close to a nominal conditional distribution via phidivergences (e.g. variation distance, Cressie-Read power
divergence etc.) or Wasserstein distance. In this talk, new
lower bounding criteria for such a class of diﬃcult decision
problems are provided through scenario grouping using the
conditional ambiguity sets associated to some commonly
used phi-divergences and Wasserstein distance. We also
show that, for a special case of Cressie-Read Power divergence, another way to obtain the same results is to consider
the risk envelope corresponding to the ambiguity set. Our
approach does not require any special problem structure
such as convexity and linearity, therefore it can be applied
to a wide range of DRO problems including two-stage and
multistage, with or without integer variables. Extensive
numerical results on a mixed integer multi-stage risk-averse
production problem are ﬁnally presented showing the eﬃciency of the proposed approach over diﬀerent choices of
partition strategies, phi-divergences and risk levels.
Francesca Maggioni
Dep. of Mathematics, Statistics Computer Science
and Applications, University of Bergamo
francesca.maggioni@unibg.it
Guzin Bayraksn
The Ohio State University
bayraksan.1@osu.edu
Daniel Faccini
University of Bergamo
daniel.faccini@unibg.it
Arthur Yang

We describe JuDGE, a Julia package for solving multistage stochastic capacity planning problems. JuDGE applies Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to multi-horizon scenario trees, whereby the master problem solves a multistage stochastic program, and subproblems optimize operations that are (possibly) subject to random eﬀects. We
illustrate JuDGE by applying it to investment in renewable
electricity generation and transmission capacity in New
Zealand.
Andy Philpott, Anthony Downward
University of Auckland
a.philpott@auckland.ac.nz, a.downward@auckland.ac.nz
MS83
Complexity for Multistage Distributionally Robust
Dual Dynamic Programming
In this talk, we present a novel algorithmic study and complexity analysis of distributionally robust convex optimization (DR-MCO), which encompasses multistage stochastic
convex optimization (MSCO) and multistage robust convex optimization (MRCO) as special cases. The proposed
cutting-plane algorithmic framework uniﬁes and generalizes the existing robust and stochastic dual dynamic programming algorithms. We discuss the technique of Lipschitz regularization that enables the algorithms to handle
fast growth of Lipschitz constants of value functions, and
problems without relatively complete recourse, under mild
assumptions. Further, we consider a nonsequential version
of the algorithm, in addition to the usual sequentially executed dual dynamic programming algorithms. Assuming
single stage subproblem oracles, we then provide a thorough complexity analysis of the new algorithms with both
upper complexity bounds and a matching lower bound,
quantifying the dependence on the number of stages, the
dimensions of state spaces and other regularity characteristics of the problem. Various numerical examples are included to illustrate the algorithms and complexity analysis,
including DR-MCO with ﬁnitely supported distributions,
DR-MCO with Wasserstein ambiguity sets, MSCO with
empirical distributions and MRCO with polyhedral uncertainty sets.
Shixuan Zhang
Georgia Institute of Technology
zhangshixuanus@gatech.edu
Andy Sun
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering
andy.sun@isye.gatech.edu
MS84
Optimization for Deep Learning: Challenges, Insights and Solutions
Modern deep learning problems pose new challenges that
classical optimization approaches are not necessarily well
suited to solve. In this talk I give an overview of the challenges involved at training large models in computer vision
and natural language processing. I will describe potential solutions and interesting research avenues in this area.
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I will also discuss how the structure and initialization of
neural networks can be modiﬁed to improve conditioning.
Aaron Defazio
Facebook AI Research
aaron.defazio@gmail.com

MS85
Performance Improvement Strategies in Direct
Search for Multiobjective Optimization

MS84
Homeomorphic-Invariance
of
EM:
NonAsymptotic Convergence in KL Divergence
for Exponential Families via Mirror Descent
Expectation maximization (EM) is the default algorithm
for ﬁtting probabilistic models with missing or latent
variables, yet we lack a full understanding of its nonasymptotic convergence properties. Previous works show
results along the lines of ”EM converges at least as fast
as gradient descent” by assuming the conditions for the
convergence of gradient descent apply to EM. This approach is not only loose, in that it does not capture that
EM can make more progress than a gradient step, but the
assumptions fail to hold for textbook examples of EM like
Gaussian mixtures. In this work we ﬁrst show that for the
common setting of exponential family distributions, viewing EM as a mirror descent algorithm leads to convergence
rates in Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Then, we show
how the KL divergence is related to ﬁrst-order stationarity
via Bregman divergences. In contrast to previous works,
the analysis is invariant to the choice of parametrization
and holds with minimal assumptions. We also show applications of these ideas to local linear (and superlinear)
convergence rates, generalized EM, and non-exponential
family distributions.
Mark Schmidt
University of British Columbia
schmidtm@cs.ubc.ca
MS84
Rethinking Stochastic
parameterized Models

Optimization

for Over-

Modern machine learning focuses on training highly expressive over-parametrized models that are able to ﬁt or
interpolate the data completely, resulting in zero training
loss. When training such models, we show that stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) can achieve faster rates of convergence, matching those of full-batch deterministic gradient
descent. We exploit this interpolation property to propose a stochastic line-search scheme to set the SGD stepsize in each iteration; thus alleviating the need to manually tune it. Under the interpolation setting, we prove
that SGD equipped with stochastic line-search achieves fast
convergence without requiring knowledge of any problemdependent constants. Experimentally, we show that SGD
with line-search outperforms state-of-the-art optimization
methods on standard benchmarks. Next, we consider incorporating second-order information when training overparametrized models. Speciﬁcally, we show that the regularized sub-sampled Newton method (R-SSN) achieves
global linear convergence with constant batch size. By
growing the batch size for both the sub-sampled gradient and Hessian, we show that R-SSN can converge at
a quadratic rate in a local neighborhood of the solution.
We empirically demonstrate that stochastic second-order
methods can result in faster convergence compared to common ﬁrst-order methods.
Sharan Vaswani

University of Alberta
vaswani.sharan@gmail.com

Direct Search has been successfully used in multiobjective
optimization, allowing to compute good quality approximations to the complete Pareto front of a given problem,
for local and global derivative-free optimization. These algorithms have a well-supported convergence analysis and
have proved to be competitive with other classes of multiobjective optimization solvers, not only in academic test
sets, but also in real applications. The algorithmic structure of a direct search method is organized in a search
step and a poll step, performed after the selection of an
iteration center. Diﬀerent strategies can be used for this
center selection, and parallel approaches can allow the selection of more than one iteration center at a time. Minimizers of surrogate models, built by reusing points already
evaluated, can also enhance the numerical performance of
these methods. In this work, we detail the previous strategies and present numerical results that support their value,
both in an academic test set and in a chemical engineering
application.
Carmo Bras
NOVA University of Lisbon
CMA
mb@fct.unl.pt
Ana Luisa Custodio, Sergio Tavares
NOVA University of Lisbon
algb@fct.unl.pt, sf.tavares@campus.fct.unl.pt
MS85
Gradient and Hessian Approximation Techniques
in Derivative-Free Optimization
In this presentation, derivative-free approximation techniques to approximate the gradient and the Hessian are
discussed. Error bounds for the underdetermined, determined and overdetermined cases are introduced. A novel
Hessian approximation technique called the nested-set Hessian is provided. It is proven that the nested-set Hessian
requires (n + 1)(n + 2)/2 function evaluations to accurately
approximate the Hessian and it is demonstrated how to
build a minimal poised set for nested-set Hessian computation.
Gabriel Jarry-Bolduc
University of British Columbia
gabjarry@gmail.com
MS85
Applying Complex-Step Derivative Approximations in Model-Based Derivative-Free Optimization
Derivative-free optimization refers to the optimization of
functions without the analytical knowledge of the functions expressions or derivatives. Model-based DFO methods solve this by constructing models of the objective functions. In this work, we numerically address the question,
Can using complex numbers in constructing models provide better results in model-based derivative-free optimization? We provide several complex-variable based methods
to approximate gradients and Hessians, then provide nu-
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merical error bounds for these methods . We use these
methods within Newtons optimization algorithm. The results obtained from the complex-step derivative approximation methods are then compared to the optimization
results obtained by real-step quadratic models. Algorithm
performance is analysed on the basis of number of function evaluations called by a model, number of iterations
or the step size required for satisfactory precision. Results
suggest that a complex-step approach can improve modelbased DFO algorithmic performance.
Kashvi Srivastava
University of Michigan Ann Arbor
kashvi@umich.edu
Warren Hare
University of British Columbia, Okanagan Campus
warren.hare@ubc.ca
MS86
Doubleton Projections in Real Hilbert Spaces
Suppose X is a real Hilbert space. We say a set C ⊆ X
admits a Continuous Doubleton Projection if there is a
point x ∈ X \ C that projects onto exactly two points
of C, and that the metric projection map PC is uppersemicontinuous at x. We present two conditions equivalent
to C failing to admit a doubleton projection: a property
related to (but stronger than) connectedness called B ◦ Connectedness, and a property we call Locally-Determined
Set Curvature. These results tells us some non-trivial geometric facts about Chebyshev sets in real Hilbert Spaces.
Such sets are the subject of a long-standing open problem
known as the Chebyshev Conjecture.
Theo Bendit
The University of Newcastle
Australia
theo.bendit@uon.edu.au
MS86
Convex Analysis of Minimal Time Functions and
Signed Minimal Time Functions
In this talk we ﬁrst consider the class of minimal time functions well known in the literature in the setting of locally
convex topological vector spaces. Then we introduce and
present general and generalized diﬀerential properties of
a new class of functions called the signed minimal time
function, which is a generalization of the signed distance
function. (This talk is based on the joint work with D. V.
Cuong, B. Mordukhovich, and M. Wells)
Mau Nam Nguyen
Fariborz Maseeh Department of Mathematics and
Statistics
Portland State University
mnn3@pdx.edu
MS86
Finding Best Approximation Pairs for Two Intersections of Closed Convex Sets
The problem of ﬁnding a best approximation pair of two
sets, which in turn generalizes the well known convex feasibility problem, has a long history that dates back to work
by Cheney and Goldstein in 1959. In 2018, Aharoni, Censor, and Jiang revisited this problem and proposed an al-
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gorithm that can be used when the two sets are ﬁnite intersections of halfspaces. Motivated by their work, we present
alternative algorithms that utilize projection and proximity operators. Numerical experiments indicate that these
methods are competitive and sometimes superior to the
one proposed by Aharoni et al.
Shambhavi Singh
University of British Columbia Okanagan
Canada
sambha@student.ubc.ca
Heinz Bauschke
The University of British Columbia, Kelowna, BC Canada
Mathematics
heinz.bauschke@ubc.ca
Shawn Wang
University of British Columbia
shawn.wang@ubc.ca
MS86
Directional Necessary Optimality Conditions for
Bilevel Programs
The bilevel program is an optimization problem where the
constraint involves solutions to a parametric optimization
problem. It is well-known that the value function reformulation provides an equivalent single-level optimization
problem but it results in a nonsmooth optimization problem which never satisﬁes the usual constraint qualiﬁcation
such as the Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualiﬁcation
(MFCQ). In this paper we show that even the ﬁrst order
suﬃcient condition for metric subregularity which is in general weaker than MFCQ fails at each feasible point of the
bilevel program. We introduce the concept of directional
calmness condition and show that under the directional
calmness condition, the directional necessary optimality
condition holds. While the directional optimality condition is in general sharper than the non-directional one, the
directional calmness condition is in general weaker than
the classical calmness condition and hence is more likely
to hold. We perform the directional sensitivity analysis
of the value function and propose the directional quasinormality as a suﬃcient condition for the directional calmness. An example is given to show that the directional
quasi-normality condition may hold for the bilevel program.
Jane J. Ye
University of Victoria
Canada
janeye@uvic.ca
MS87
Curriculum Learning for Interdiction Games
In this work, we focus on an integer programming game
played between a defender and an attacker, the Multilevel
Critical Node problem. Broadly studied in the literature,
the Critical Node problem investigates graphs’ reliability,
robustness and impermeability against the removal of edges
or vertices. Hence, the multilevel version of this problem
adds a dynamic component where a defender not only anticipates a potential network attack but she can also react after it. Such settings are known as defender-attackerdefender games. Our game is known to be at least Σp2 -hard
for directed graphs and Σp3 -hard for weighted graphs. This
motivated us to develop a curriculum learning approach
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for the automatic design of greedy heuristics for multilevel
budgeted combinatorial problems. Besides the description
of our game and methodology, we will present computational results reﬂecting the eﬀectiveness of our framework
and the research venues it opens.

Ke Wei
School of Data Science
Fudan University
kewei@fudan.edu.cn

Margarida Carvalho
University of Montreal, in the Department of Computer
Scienc
carvalho@iro.umontreal.ca

MS88
Polar Decomposition Based Algorithms on the
Product of Stiefel Manifolds with Applications in
Tensor Approximation

Adel Nabli
Inria
École normale supérieure
adel.nabli@umontreal.ca

In this paper, we propose a general algorithmic framework
to solve a class of optimization problems on the product
of complex Stiefel manifolds based on the matrix polar decomposition. We establish the weak convergence, global
convergence and linear convergence rate of this general algorithmic approach using the Lojasiewicz gradient inequality and the Morse-Bott property. This general algorithm
and its convergence results are applied to the simultaneous approximate tensor diagonalization and simultaneous
approximate tensor compression, which include as special
cases the low rank orthogonal approximation, best rank1 approximation and low multilinear rank approximation
for higher order complex tensors. It turns out that wellknown algorithms such as LROAT and HOPM are both
special cases of this general algorithmic framework, and
our convergence results subsume the results found in the
literature designed for those special cases.

MS87
An Overview and the Beneﬁts of Diﬀerent Optimization Techniques
Optimization is a fundamental tool in many areas of science and engineering; it can be applied in a wide range
of problems covering diﬀerent disciplines by utilizing machine learning techniques. There are a large number of
proposed optimization techniques; this number is expected
to increase due to the No-Free-Lunch (NFL) theorem.
Therefore, this presentation brieﬂy deﬁnes the optimization problem and describes the diﬀerent types of optimization techniques such as evolutionary, physics-based,
and swarm-based algorithms and clariﬁes some conﬂicting
terms. It also lists diﬀerent types of problems that can
be eﬃciently solved using these techniques; and shows the
advantages of using the optimization phases in diﬀerent
applications.
Ahmed Ewees
Damietta University, Egypt
ewees@du.edu.eg
MS88
Riemannian Proximal Gradient Methods
We consider solving nonconvex and nonsmooth optimization problems with Riemannian manifold constraints. Such
problems have received considerable attention due to many
important applications such as sparse PCA, sparse blind
deconvolution, robust matrix completion. Many of the applications yield composite objectives. In the Euclidean
setting, the proximal gradient method and its variants
have been viewed as excellent methods for solving nonconvex nonsmooth problems with composite cost functions.
However, in the Riemannian setting, the related work is
still limited. In this talk, we brieﬂy review existing nonsmooth optimization methods on Riemannian manifolds,
in particular, the proximal gradient method on manifolds.
We develop and analyze a Riemannian proximal gradient
method. It is shown that the global convergence is obtained for the Riemannian proximal gradient method under mild assumptions. The O(1/k) convergence rates are
established for the method and its variant under more assumptions. Local convergence rate analysis is further given
using Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property. A practical algorithm
is also proposed. Two models in sparse PCA are used to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods.
Wen Huang
Xiamen University
wen.huang@xmu.edu.cn
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Shenzhen Research Institute of Big Data
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Department of Industrial & Systems Engineering
University of Minnesota
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MS88
New Class of Riemannian Conjugate Gradient
Methods
One of the main diﬀerences between Riemannian conjugate
gradient (R-CG) methods, i.e., CG on Riemannian manifolds, and traditional Euclidean CG methods is the computation of search directions. While earlier studies used the
parallel translation to compute search directions in R-CG,
the concept of vector transport, which can be considered
an approximation of the parallel translation, was proposed
to obtain numerically more eﬃcient R-CG. However, recent studies have shown that mappings other than vector
transports, e.g., inverse retractions, can also be used in RCG. In this talk, we discuss a new class of R-CG, in which
we use general mappings containing vector transports and
inverse retractions as special cases to compute search directions. We specify what conditions should be imposed on
the proposed mappings and provide a convergence analysis
for the proposed R-CG.
Hiroyuki Sato
Kyoto University
hsato@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
MS88
Weakly Convex Optimization over Stiefel Manifold
using Riemannian Subgradient-Type Methods
In this talk,

we present a family of Riemannian
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subgradient-type methods to solve a class of non-smooth
optimization problems over the Stiefel manifold, in which
the objective function is weakly convex in the ambient Euclidean space. We show that these methods have an iteration complexity of O(−4 ). Furthermore, we establish the
local linear convergence of Riemannian subgradient and incremental subgradient methods when the problem at hand
further satisﬁes a sharpness property and the algorithms
are properly initialized and use geometrically diminishing
stepsizes. To the best of our knowledge, these are the ﬁrst
convergence guarantees for using Riemannian subgradienttype methods to optimize a class of non-convex non-smooth
functions over the Stiefel manifold.
Xiao Li
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
lixiao@cuhk.edu.cn
Shixiang Chen
Texas A&M University
sxchen@tamu.edu
Zengde Deng
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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Qing Qu
New York University
Center for Data Science
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Zhihui Zhu
University of Denver
zhihui.zhu@du.edu
Anthony So
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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MS90
Reformulation-Perspectiﬁcation-Technique for Robust Optimization with Convex Uncertainty
Robust convex constraints are diﬃcult to handle since ﬁnding the worst-case scenario is equivalent to maximizing a
convex function. In this talk, we propose a new approach to
deal with such constraints that uniﬁes approaches known
in the literature and extends them in a signiﬁcant way.
The extension is either obtaining better solutions than the
ones proposed in the literature, or obtaining solutions for
classes of problems unaddressed by previous approaches.
Our solution is based on RPT and can be applied to general
convex inequalities and general convex uncertainty sets. It
generates a sequence of conservative approximations which
can be used to obtain both upper- and lower- bounds for
the optimal objective value. We illustrate the numerical
beneﬁt of our approach on a robust control and robust geometric optimization example.
Dimitris Bertsimas
Massachusetts Insitute of Technology
dbertsim@mit.edu
Dick den Hertog
University of Amsterdam
d.denhertog@uva.nl
Jean Pauphilet
London Business School
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MS90
Reformulation-Perspectiﬁcation-Technique:
eral Methodology

Gen-

We introduce a novel Reformulation-Perspectiﬁcation
Technique (RPT) to obtain convex approximations of nonconvex continuous optimization problems. RPT consists
of two steps, those are, a reformulation step and a perspectiﬁcation step. The reformulation step generates redundant nonconvex constraints from pairwise multiplication of the existing constraints. The perspectiﬁcation step
then convexiﬁes the nonconvex components by using perspective functions. The proposed RPT extends the existing Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT) in two
ways. First, it can multiply constraints that are not linear
or not quadratic, and thereby obtain tighter approximations than RLT. Second, it can also handle more types of
nonconvexity than RLT.
Jianzhe Zhen
ETH Zurich
jizhen@ethz.ch
Dick den Hertog, Danique de Moor
University of Amsterdam
d.denhertog@uva.nl, daniquedemoor@hotmail.com
MS90
Reformulation-Perspectiﬁcation-Technique
Conic Constraints

for

We demonstrate the applicability of the ReformulationPerspectiﬁcation-Technique (RPT) by extensively analyzing all 15 possibilities of pairwise multiplication of the
ﬁve basic cone constraints (linear cone, second-order cone,
power cone, exponential cone, semi-deﬁnite cone). For several of these 15 possibilities there are many ways to perform
the perspectiﬁcation step, and we discuss how to obtain
the best one. We also show that the conic reformulation of
the problem obtained after applying RPT to the original
optimization problem is the same as RPT applied to the
conic reformulation of the original optimization problem.
Finally, we show that many well-known RLT based results
can also be obtained and extended by applying RPT.
Jianzhe Zhen
ETH Zurich
jizhen@ethz.ch
Danique de Moor, Dick den Hertog
University of Amsterdam
daniquedemoor@hotmail.com, d.denhertog@uva.nl
Daniel Kuhn
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
daniel.kuhn@epﬂ.ch
MS91
On Solving Dynamical Nash Games using the Pontryagin Maximum Principle
The sequential quadratic Hamiltonian (SQH) method is
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a new eﬃcient and robust variant of the successive approximations strategy for solving optimal control problems. In this talk, the development of this method for
solving diﬀerential Nash games is discussed, with a focus on
linear-quadratic problems. In addition, the case of a game
with non-smooth objectives is also considered to demonstrate the larger applicability of the proposed computational framework.
Alﬁo Borzi
Institute for Mathematics
University of Würzburg
alﬁo.borzi@uni-wuerzburg.de
MS91
Nash Equilibria and Bargaining Solutions of Diﬀerential Games
Systems with a bilinear state-control structure arise in
many applications in, e.g., biology, economics, physics,
where competition between diﬀerent species, agents, and
forces needs to be modelled. For this purpose, the concept of Nash equilibria (NE) appears appropriate, and the
building blocks of the resulting diﬀerential Nash games are
diﬀerent control functions associated with diﬀerent players
that pursue diﬀerent non-cooperative objectives. In this
framework, existence of Nash equilibria is proved and computed with a semi-smooth Newton scheme combined with
a relaxation method. Further, a related Nash bargaining
(NB) problem is discussed. This aims at determining an
improvement of all players objectives with respect to the
Nash equilibria. Results of numerical experiments successfully demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed NE and
NB computational framework.
Francesca Calà Campana
University of Wurzburg
Germany
francesca.cala-campana@mathematik.uni-wuerzburg.de
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MS92
Geometric Convex-Hull Proofs: A Structured Approach and Integer Extensions
In the present work, we consider Zuckerberg’s method for
geometric convex-hull proofs. It has only been scarcely
adopted in the literature so far, despite the great ﬂexibility in designing algorithmic proofs for the completeness
of polyhedral descriptions that it oﬀers. We suspect that
this is partly due to the rather heavy algebraic framework
its original statement entails. This is why we present a
much more lightweight and accessible approach to Zuckerberg’s proof technique, building on ideas by Gupte, Kalinowski, Rigterink and Waterer. We introduce the concept of set characterizations to replace the set-theoretic
expressions needed in the original version and to facilitate the construction of algorithmic proof schemes. Along
with this, we develop several diﬀerent strategies to conduct
Zuckerberg-type convex-hull proofs. Very importantly, we
also show that our concept allows for a signiﬁcant extension
of Zuckerberg’s proof technique. While the original method
was only applicable to 0/1-polytopes, our extended framework allows to treat arbitrary polyhedra and even general
convex sets. We demonstrate this increase in expressive
power by characterizing the convex hull of Boolean and
bilinear functions over polytopal domains. All results are
illustrated with indicative examples to underline the practical usefulness and wide applicability of our framework.
Andreas Bärmann
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
baermann@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Oskar Schneider
Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Schaltungen IIS
oskar.schneider@fau.de

MS91
A Nash Games Framework to Control Pedestrian
Behavior
In this talk, we present a new approach to modeling pedestrians avoidance dynamics based on a Fokker-Planck Nash
game framework. In this framework, two interacting pedestrian are considered, whose motion variability is modeled
through the corresponding probability density functions
(PDFs) governed by Fokker-Planck equations. Based on
these equations, a Nash diﬀerential game is formulated
where the game strategies represent controls aiming at
avoidance by minimizing appropriate collision cost functionals. Existence of Nash equilibria solutions is proved
and characterized as solution to an optimal control problem that is solved numerically. Results of numerical experiments are presented that successfully compare the computed Nash equilibria to output of real experiments (conducted with humans).
Souvik Roy
University of Texas at Arlington
souvik.roy@uta.edu
Alﬁo Borzi
Institute for Mathematics
University of Würzburg
alﬁo.borzi@uni-wuerzburg.de

MS92
A Structural Comparison of Univariate and Bivariate MIP Formulations for Bilinear Problems
We study piecewise linear approximations of the nonconvex variable product F (x, y) = xy over rectangular domains D = [x− , x+ ][y − , y + ] and their suitability to be presented as a sharp mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulation. We measure the quality of a MIP formulation
by two factors, the number of simplices required not to
exceed a certain approximation error bound and the tightness of their linear-programming (LP) relaxation. We compare the straightforward approach of using an MIP model
for a single bivariate linearization of xy with several univariate approaches that use separable reformulations and
approximate univariate functions. For the required number of simplices, we derive upper bounds for the univariate
approaches and compare them to a lower bound for the bivariate linearization. We prove that for a small enough approximation error all univariate approaches discussed need
less simplices than the direct bivariate linearization. In
fact, this advantage of univariate reformulations comes at
the cost of poor LP relaxations. While the LP relaxation of
the bivariate linearization is equivalent to the convex hull
of F over D, the univariate reformulations possess genuinely
worse LP relaxations. However, we show that this obstacle
can be overcome by additionally reformulating the linear
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cuts describing the convex hull of F and adding them to
the univariate MIP formulations.
Andreas Bärmann
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
baermann@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Robert Burlacu
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
Department Mathematik, EDOM
robert.burlacu@fau.de
Lukas Hager, Thomas Kleinert
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lukas.hager@fau.de, thomas.kleinert@fau.de
MS92
Convexiﬁcation of Bilinear and Multilinear Functions
The construction of convex relaxations of non-convex sets
is an important ingredient in algorithms for global optimization. In this talk, we focus on the case of sets that
can be described by bilinear polynomials. This is relevant,
for instance, in blending and pooling problems, and due to
the large scale of the problems that have to be solved in
practice, there is a strong interest in ﬁnding strong relaxations that can be computed eﬃciently. The combinatorial
structure of such a bilinear polynomial can be represented
by its co-occurence graph where the vertices correspond to
the variables and the edges to products of two variables
that occur in the function with a non-zero coeﬃcient. We
demonstrate how in some cases the graph structure can be
used to derive convex hull characterizations. The proofs
make use of an intuitive geometric method proposed by
Zuckerberg in 2016. We extend the idea to multilinear
functions, where we have to use hypergraphs instead of
graphs to represent the structure of the function. In this
context we obtain simpler proofs and stronger variants of
some recent decomposition results.
Akshay Gupte
School of Mathematics
University of Edinburgh
akshay.gupte@ed.ac.uk
Mitchell Harris
University of Queensland
m.g.harris@uq.edu.au
Thomas Kalinowski
University of New England, Australia
tkalinow@une.edu.au
Hamish Waterer
University of Newcastle
hamish.waterer@newcastle.edu.au
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inequalities as well separation algorithms for (BQPMC).
We also prove complete convex-hull characterizations for
certain cases of the polytope based on a proof technique recently introduced by Zuckerberg. Finally, we demonstrate
the strength of the facet classes in computational experiments on random as well as real-world pooling instances.
It turns out that in many cases we can close the optimality gap almost completely via cutting planes alone, and,
consequently, solution times can be reduced signiﬁcantly.
Andreas Bärmann
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg
baermann@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Alexander Martin
FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg
alexander.martin@fau.de
Oskar Schneider
Fraunhofer-Institut für Integrierte Schaltungen IIS
oskar.schneider@fau.de
MS93
A Non-Smooth Trust-Region Method for Optimization Problems Constrained by Variational Inequalities
We propose a general trust-region method for the minimization of nonsmooth and nonconvex, locally Lipschitz
continuous functions that can be applied, e.g., to optimization problems constrained by elliptic variational inequalities. The convergence of the considered algorithm to
C- stationary points is veriﬁed in an abstract setting and
under suitable assumptions on the involved model functions. For a special instance of a variational inequality
constrained problem, we are able to properly characterize
the Bouligand subdiﬀerential of the reduced cost function,
and, based on this characterization result, we construct a
computable trust-region model which satisﬁes all hypotheses of our general convergence analysis. The article concludes with numerical experiments that illustrate the main
properties of the proposed algorithm.
Constantin Christof
Technische Universität München
christof@ma.tum.de
Juan Carlos De los Reyes
MODEMAT, Escuela Politecnica Nacional
Quito, Ecuador
juan.delosreyes@epn.edu.ec
Christian Meyer
TU Dortmund
Faculty of Mathematics
cmeyer@mathematik.tu-dortmund.de

MS92
A Variant of the Boolean Quadric Polytope for the
Pooling Problem with Recipes

MS93
On the Characterization of Generalized Derivatives
for the Solution Operator of the Bilateral Obstacle
Problem

In this talk, we consider the bipartite Boolean quadric
polytope with multiple-choice constraints (BQPMC) and
analyse its combinatorial properties. This polytope is of
interest when deriving cutting planes for a special variant of the pooling problem, where ﬁxed proportions of the
inputs at each pool are given. We present facet-deﬁning

We consider optimal control problems for bilateral obstacle
problems where the control appears in a possibly nonlinear source term. The non-diﬀerentiability of the solution
operator poses the main challenge for the application of
eﬃcient optimization methods and the characterization of
Bouligand generalized derivatives of the solution operator
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is essential for their theoretical foundation and numerical
realization. We derive speciﬁc elements of the Bouligand
generalized diﬀerential if the control operator satisﬁes natural monotonicity properties. We construct monotone sequences of controls where the solution operator is Gâteaux
diﬀerentiable and characterize the corresponding limit elements of the Bouligand generalized diﬀerential as being
solution operators of Dirichlet problems on quasi-open domains which are determined by the respective complements
of the active and strictly active sets with respect to the two
obstacles. For the reduced objective functional, we obtain
two elements of the Clarke subdiﬀerential by using an adjoint formula.
Anne-Therese Rauls
Department of Mathematics
TU Darmstadt
rauls@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
MS93
Directional Diﬀerentiability for Obstacle-Type
Quasi-Variational Inequalities via Concavity
We consider the sensitivity analysis of parameterized ﬁxedpoint problems that arise in the context of obstacle-type
quasi-variational inequalities. Under concavity assumptions we prove that the maximal and minimal elements of
the solution set depend Lipschitz continuously on the parameters. Moreover the maximal solution mapping is directionally diﬀerentiable and its directional derivatives are the
minimal solutions of suitably linearized ﬁxed-point equations. Our approach further the elliptic and parabolic setting simultaneously and also yields Hadamard directional
diﬀerentiability results in situations in which the solution
set of the ﬁxed-point equation is a continuum and a characterization of directional derivatives via linearized auxiliary problems is provably impossible. As illustrative examples, we consider a nonlinear elliptic quasi-variational inequality emerging in impulse control and a parabolic quasivariational inequality, which involves boundary controls.
Constantin Christof
Technische Universität München
christof@ma.tum.de
Gerd Wachsmuth
Faculty 1
BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg
gerd.wachsmuth@b-tu.de
MS94
Exactness Conditions for Semideﬁnite Relaxation
of Nonconvex QCQPS with Forest Structures
In this talk, we propose a new method for checking the
exactness of the standard semideﬁnite relaxation of nonconvex quadratically constrained quadratic programs (QCQPs) whose sparsity can be represented by a forest graph.
The check method for nonconvex diagonal QCQPs has already been proposed by investigating the dual problem
of the semideﬁnite relaxation of QCQPs. Our method
extends the existing one to forest-structured QCQPs by
utilizing perturbated problems and a lower bound for the
rank of forest-structured matrices. As applications of our
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method, we also show some results of exactness including exactness conditions for the semideﬁnite relaxation of
subclasses of QCQPs. The simultaneous tridiagonalization
of matrices, which corresponds to the existence of nonsingular matrices that simultaneously tridiagonalizes two
or more matrices, permits to consider exactness conditions
for more general QCQPs.
Godai Azuma
Tokyo Institute of Technology
azuma.g.aa@m.titech.ac.jp
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MS94
An Extension of Rooss Improved Version of
Chubanovs Method to the Feasibility Problem over
the Symmetric Cone
We propose a new variant of Chubanovs algorithm for
solving homogenous feasibility problems over a symmetric cone. Our work is inspired by a variant of Chubanovs
method proposed in Roos (2018) for linear feasibility problems. Our algorithm (1) ﬁnds a vector to determine a
tighter upper bound of the sum of eigenvalues of any feasible solution, and (2) using it, decreases the feasible region by rescaling the problem, and then repeat (1) and
(2). The generated sequence of upper bounds is reducing
by a certain ratio, and the algorithm terminates in a ﬁnite
number of iterations with the best known computational
complexity. We conduct numerical experiments with positive semideﬁnite cones. The results demonstrate that our
method is superior to conventional methods in terms of
execution time and accuracy.
Shinichi Kanoh
University of Tsukuba
kanoh-sin-one@outlook.jp
Akiko Yoshise
University of Tsukuba
Graduate School of Systems and Information Engineering
yoshise@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
MS94
Eﬃcient SOCP Relaxations for Pooling Problems
We discuss a multi-period pooling problem. The pooling
problem is an optimization problem for allocating ﬂow in
pipeline network with the minimum cost. When we employ the P-formulation, the pooling problem can be expressed as a nonconvex quadratic-constrained quadratic
programming problem, but this problem is known be NPhard. In this paper, we consider SDP, SOCP and LP relaxations of the pooling problem. In particular, we show
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that these three conic relaxations provide the same optimal
value. In addition, we propose a heuristic method called
the rescheduling to ﬁnd a favorable solution of the pooling
problem faster by utilizing the solution from conic relaxations as an initial point and exploiting a mathematical
structure of a multi-period problem. Through numerical
experiments, we verify that the rescheduling method with
SOCP relaxation can signiﬁcantly improve the computational eﬃciency.
Makoto Yamashita
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Dept. of Mathematical and Computing Science
makoto.yamashita@c.titech.ac.jp
Masaki Kimizuka
Tokyo Institute of Technology
kimi3masa0@gmail.com
Sunyoung Kim
Ewha W. University
Department of Mathematics
skim@ewha.ac.kr
MS94
Scenario-Based CVaR Approach for Strategic Decision Support in One-Way Carsharing Systems
As a promising sustainable transportation mean, carsharing is receiving increasing attention around the world.
Japan is one of the leading countries in launching the carsharing service. One typical project is the Ha:mo RIDE
Toyota, which is a station-based one-way carsharing system. In this study, a scenario-based mean-CVaR model is
proposed to optimize the strategic decisions for such systems, mainly including station locations, station capacities
and number of vehicles. Based on the limited real trip demand data, diﬀerent scenario data are generated with Poisson distribution to deal with the data uncertainty and to
conduct the experiments. In the results, the eﬃcient frontiers are given to examine the trade-oﬀ between return and
risk. By using a training and testing method, we also verify whether introducing the risk term has beneﬁts. Additionally, a branch-and-cut algorithm and a scenario decomposition method are applied to solve the proposed model
considering the complexity of the problems with plenty of
scenarios. Compared with the results from optimization
solver, the branch-and-cut method performs favorably in
solving small- and medium-scale problems. Furthermore,
the scenario decomposition can solve the large-scale problems that cannot be handled by optimization solver or by
the branch-and-cut method.
Kai Zhang
University of Tsukuba
s1930137@s.tsukuba.ac.jp
Yuichi Takano
Faculty of Engineering, Information and Systems
University of Tsukuba
ytakano@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp
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MS95
Low-Rank PDE-Constrained Optimization with
IGA Discretization in Space
Isogeometric analysis (IgA) has become one of the most
popular methods for the discretization of PDEs, motivated by the use of nonuniform rational B-splines for geometric representations in industry and science. A crucial
challenge lies in the solution of the discretized equations,
which we discuss in this talk with a particular focus on
PDE-constrained optimization discretized using IgA. The
discretization results in a system of large mass and stiﬀness matrices, which are typically very costly to assemble. To reduce the computation time and storage requirements, low-rank tensor methods have become a promising
approach. We present a framework for the assembly of
these matrices in low-rank form using tensor train approximations. Furthermore, our framework allows for the exploitation of the resulting low-rank structure of the mass
and stiﬀness matrices, and it can be used to solve a PDEconstrained optimization problem without assembling the
actual system matrices and carries the low-rank format
over to the solution. We use the block alternating minimal
energy method to eﬃciently solve the corresponding KKT
system of the optimization problem. We show several numerical experiments with three-dimensional geometries to
demonstrate that the low-rank assembly and solution drastically reduce the memory demands and computing times,
depending on the approximation ranks of the domain.
Martin Stoll, Alexandra Buenger
Chemnitz University of Technology
martin.stoll@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de,
alexandra.buenger@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de
MS95
Tensor Decompositions for High-Dimensional
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equations
A tensor decomposition approach for the solution of highdimensional, fully nonlinear Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equations arising in optimal feedback control of nonlinear dynamics is presented. The method combines a tensor
train approximation for the value function together with a
Newton-like iterative method for the solution of the resulting nonlinear system. The tensor approximation leads to a
polynomial scaling with respect to the dimension, partially
circumventing the curse of dimensionality. A convergence
analysis for the linear-quadratic case is presented. For nonlinear dynamics, the eﬀectiveness of the high-dimensional
control synthesis method is assessed in the optimal feedback stabilization of the Allen-Cahn and Fokker-Planck
equations with a hundred of variables.
Sergey Dolgov
University of Bath
Department of Mathematical Sciences
s.dolgov@bath.ac.uk

Yuzhu Wang
University of Tsukuba
s1930138@s.tsukuba.ac.jp
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School of Mathematical Sciences
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MS95
Tensor Numerical Methods for PDEs Constraint
Control Problems with Non-Local and Heterogeneous Operators
Rank-structured tensor approximation of functions and operators by using the traditional canonical (CP), Tucker and
tensor train (TT) formats allows the almost linear complexity scaling in dimension. Further data-compression to
the logarithmic scale can be achieved by using the method
of quantized-TT (QTT) tensor approximation [Boris N.
Khoromskij. Tensor Numerical Methods in Scientiﬁc Computing. De Gruyter Verlag, Berlin, 2018. ]. We discuss the recent results on tensor numerical methods in the
optimal control problems constrained by fractional multidimensional elliptic PDEs [G. Heidel, V. Khoromskaia,
B. Khoromskij, and V. Schulz. Tensor product method
for fast solution of optimal control problems with fractional multidimensional Laplacian in constraints. Journal of Computational Physics, 424, 109865, 2021 and B.
Schmitt, B. Khoromskij, V. Khoromskaia, and V. Schulz.
Tensor Method for Optimal Control Problems Constrained
by Fractional 3D Elliptic Operator with Variable Coeﬃcients. ArXiv:2006.09314, 2020. ] focusing on the 3D case.
We also sketch the low-rank and tensor approach to periodic/stochastic homogenization problems, which can be
adapted to the framework of PDE constraint control problems. The numerical illustrations will be presented. This
talk is based on joint works with Volker Schulz, Venera
Khoromskaia and Britta Schmitt.
Boris Khoromskij
Max-Planck Institute, Leipzig
bokh@mis.mpg.de
MS95
Tensor Methods for Optimal Control Problems
Constrained by Fractional Elliptic Operators with
Variable Coeﬃcients
We introduce tensor numerical methods in order to solve
optimal control problems constrained by a fractional elliptic operator with variable coeﬃcients in both 2D and
3D. The equation for the optimal control that arises from
the corresponding KKT system is governed by a sum of a
fractional elliptic operator and its inverse, M = Aα + A−α ,
and is discretized over large spacial grids. Depending on
the structure of the variable coeﬃcients and the value of the
fractional exponent α, we propose special tailored solution
schemes that make use of preconditioned iterative methods.
In order to be able to operate on large spacial 3D n × n × n
grids, we make use of eﬃcient low-rank structures of all
involved diagonalizable operators, which induce huge savings concerning the storage and computational complexity.
Numerical eﬀects of using diﬀerent types of preconditioners
are presented and discussed.
Britta Schmitt
Trier University
schmittb@uni-trier.de
Volker H. Schulz
University of Trier
Department of Mathematics
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MS96
Global Adjoint-Based Shape Sensitivity Analysis
Several scientiﬁc computing problems are interested in the
sensitivity of a changing surface or boundary on scalarvalued functions approximated by some computational
model, e.g. lift and drag of a simulated airfoil or turbine. In the context of parameterizing surfaces and boundaries, active subspaces provide an intuitive change of basis for studying diﬀerentiable functions with Euclidean
parameter-domain. The active subspace is an eigenspace of
the average tensor product of gradients whose basis represents important directions in a domain changing the function more over these directions, on average. These important eigenspaces lead to an explainable and interpretable
derivative-based global sensitivity metric. However we
seek a global sensitivity analysis of shapes which is independent of a shape-parameterization and subsequently involves reinterpreting the domain as a more general smooth
manifold. This reinterpretation, free of a chosen shapeparameterization, necessitates an extension of active subspaces over smooth manifolds. We deﬁne ordered geodesics
as submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold that change the
diﬀerentiable function more by an analogous globalizing
notion of the average. These important submanifolds become the so-called active manifold-geodesics. We approximate active manifold-geodesics of induced drag over transonic airfoils using a smooth local section of the principal
GL-bundle and Stanford’s SU2 ﬂow solver with associated
adjoint approximations.
Zachary Grey
National Institute of Standards and Technology
zachary.grey@nist.gov
MS96
SEEM: The Smooth Extension Embedding Method
This talk describes a ﬁctitious domain method for the solution of initial boundary value problems in general geometries that admits eﬃcient and straightforward implementations via regular grids. It can be interpreted as a
fully discrete meshfree method. The core idea is to reduce
the actual problem to a side condition to an optimization
problem of a high order norm in an encompassing regular
domain/grid.
Patrick Guidotti
University of California at Irvine
gpatrick@math.uci.edu
Daniel Agress
Aerospace Corporation
dyagress@gmail.com
MS96
A Fully Discrete Riemannian Approach to PDEConstrained Shape Optimization
It is well known that there are a number of fundamental
diﬀerences between continuous and discretized shape optimization problems involving partial diﬀerential equations
(PDEs). As a consequence, optimization and discretization do not commute. In this talk, we will present an idea
for a fully discrete approach to PDE-constrained shape optimization. We explore various ideas to ensure that com-
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putational meshes remain non-degenerate throughout the
course of the optimization algorithms, building on tools
from diﬀerential geometry.
Roland Herzog
Heidelberg University
roland.herzog@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
MS97
A Two-Stage Stochastic Variational Inequality
Model for Storage and Dynamic Distribution of
Medical Supplies in Epidemic
The storage and distribution of medical supplies are important parts of epidemic prevention and control. This
paper ﬁrst proposes a new nonsmooth two-stage stochastic
equilibrium model of medical supplies in epidemic. The
ﬁrst stage addresses the storage in pre-disaster phase, and
the second stage focuses on the dynamic distribution by
enrolling competitions among multiple hospitals over a period of time in post-disaster phase. The uncertainties are
the numbers of infected people treated in multiple hospitals during the period of time, which are time-varying
around a nominal distribution predicted by historical experience. The two-stage equilibrium model is further approximated and transformed to a monotone two-stage stochastic
variational inequality (SVI) model that is computationally
tractable, with the aid of a smooth approximation technique. We employ the progressive hedging method (PHM)
to solve a case study in the city Wuhan of China suffered from COVID-19 pandemic. Numerical results are
presented to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
model in planning the storage and dynamic distribution of
medical supplies in epidemic.
Min Li
Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, China
dtlimin2009@163.com
Chao Zhang, Mingxv Ding, Ruipu Lv
Beijing Jiaotong University
zc.njtu@163.com,
sdd97825@126.com,
19121575@bjtu.edu.cn
MS97
Sparse Solutions of Nonlinear Complementarity
Problems
We aim to solve the sparse solutions of the vertical linear
complementarity problems. The primal problem is an optimization problem with discontinuous objective function
and vertical linear complementarity constraints. To solve
this class of discontinuous optimization problem with complementarity constraints, we replace the objective function
by a kind of capped folded concave function which is Lipschitz continuous and directional diﬀerentiable and show
the continuous problem and primal problem have the same
global minimizers and optimal value. Then, we utilize relaxation to approximate the complementarity constraints
with quadratic constraints. We discuss penalty methods
to solve the approximation problem and prove that it is
an exact penalty method. By proximal gradient method,
we solve the subproblem after smoothing the penalty term.
Moreover, we discuss the relationship between parameters
and how to select the parameters. In addition, we prove
the convergence of the algorithms to a d-stationary point
of subproblem and a C-stationary point of the continuous
problem. Finally, several applications, e.g., sparse solutions to linear equations, linear complementarity problems,
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portfolio selection, demonstrate the eﬃciency of our model
to ﬁnd sparse solutions in practical problems.
Shisen Liu
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
shisen.liu@connect.polyu.hk
Xiaojun Chen
Department of Applied Mathematics
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
maxjchen@polyu.edu.hk
MS97
A Globally and Superlinerly Convergent Projection Semismooth Newton Algorithm for Two-stage
Stochastic Variational Inequalities
A projection semismooth Newton algorithm (PSNA) is developed for solving the two-stage stochastic variational inequalities, which is globally convergent and has locally
superlinear convergence rate under suitable assumptions.
PSNA decomposes the original large-scale problem into a
sequence of independent small-scale subproblems to solve
in parallel, which is a powerful feature for solving largescale problems and greatly improves the eﬃciency of the
algorithm. Numerical results for large-scale problems show
the eﬃciency of PSNA.
Xiaozhou Wang, Xiaojun Chen
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
xzhou.wang@connect.polyu.hk,
jun.chen@polyu.edu.hk

xiao-

MS97
Convergence Analysis of Sample Average Approximation of Stochastic Nonlinear Complementarity
Problems: from Two-Stage to Multistage
In this paper, we consider the sample average approximation (SAA) approach for stochastic nonlinear complementarity problems (SNCPs) and study the corresponding convergence properties. We ﬁrst investigate the convergence
of the SAA counterparts of two-stage SNCPs when the ﬁrst
stage problem is continuously diﬀerentiable and the second
stage problem is locally Lipschitz continuous. After that,
we extend the convergence results to a class of multistage
SNCPs. Finally, some preliminary numerical tests are presented to illustrate the convergence results.
Bin Zhou, Hailin Sun
Nanjing Normal University, Nanjing, China
318801262@qq.com, hlsun@njnu.edu.cn
Jie Jiang
Chongqing University, Chongqing, China
jiangjiecq@163.com
MS98
Matrix Optimization Based Euclidean Embedding
with Outliers
Euclidean embedding from noisy observations that contain
outliers is an important and challenging problem in statistics and machine learning. Many existing methods would
struggle with outliers due to a lack of detection ability.
In this talk, we propose a matrix optimization based embedding model that can produce reliable embedding and
identify the outliers jointly. We show that the estimators
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obtained by the proposed method satisfy a non-asymptotic
risk bound, implying that the model provides a high accuracy estimator with high probability when the order of the
sample size is roughly the degree of freedom up to a logarithmic factor. Moreover, we show that under some mild
conditions, the proposed model also can identify the outliers without any prior information with high probability.
Finally, numerical experiments demonstrate that the matrix optimization-based model can produce conﬁgurations
of high quality and successfully identify outliers even on
large networks.
Chao Ding
Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science
Chinese Academy of Sciences
dingchao@amss.ac.cn

Xiaoliang Song
School of Mathematical Sciences
Dalian University of Technology
songxiaoliang@dlut.edu.cn
MS98
An Eﬃcient Proximal Diﬀerence-of-Convex Approach for Fitting the Sparse Envelope Model

MS98
Recursive Importance Sketching for Rank Constrained Least Squares
In this talk, we propose a new Recursive Importance
Sketching algorithm for rank constrained least squares optimization (RISRO). As its name suggests, the algorithm is
based on a new sketching framework, recursive importance
sketching. Several existing algorithms in the literature can
be reinterpreted under the new sketching framework and
RISRO oﬀers clear advantages over them. RISRO is easy
to implement and computationally eﬃcient, where the core
procedure in each iteration is only solving a dimension reduced least squares problem. Diﬀerent from numerous existing algorithms with locally geometric convergence rate,
we establish the local quadratic-linear and quadratic rate of
convergence for RISRO under some mild conditions. In addition, we discover a deep connection of RISRO to Riemannian manifold optimization on ﬁxed rank matrices. The effectiveness of RISRO is demonstrated in two applications
in machine learning and statistics: low-rank matrix trace
regression and phase retrieval. Simulation studies demonstrate the superior numerical performance of RISRO.
Xudong Li
Fudan University
lixudong@fudan.edu.cn
MS98
An IEFE-SSNAL for Sparse Parabolic
Constrained Optimization Problems

L2 -regularization parameter and with respect to the time
mesh size τ and the space mesh size h. Numerical results,
including the comparison among our approach and several
state-of-the-art solvers, are presented to demonstrate the
high eﬃciency and the robustness of our proposed algorithm.

PDE-

In this paper, sparse parabolic PDE-constrained optimization problems are considered. The fully discrete ﬁnite element approximation method is investigated, in which the
time discretization is based on implicit Euler (IE) method,
whereas the space discretization is done using the piecewise linear ﬁnite element (FE). Some ﬁrst-order methods have shown eﬃciency for solving sparse elliptic PDEconstrained optimization problems to a desirable accuracy. However, these methods are not robust with respect
to the L2 -regularization parameter. Semismooth Newton
(SSN) methods as the high-order methods are the alternative choices in consideration of their locally superlinear
convergence. Nevertheless, SSN methods are also sensitive to the L2 -regularization parameter. To overcome this
bottleneck, we design a highly eﬃcient and robust IEFESSNAL method, where the discretized problem is solved
by the semismooth Newton Augmented Lagrangian (SSNAL) method. Global convergence and local linear convergence theory for our method is established. More importantly, we prove that our method is robustness to the

The sparse envelope model (SEM) is an eﬃcient tool for the
parameter estimation and the response variable selection in
the multivariate linear regression. However, compared with
the nice statistical properties that have been established for
the SEM, the study of the algorithmic issues of the SEM is
not well-developed. In fact, the computational eﬃciency of
solving the nonsmooth and nonconvex optimization problem arising from the SEM is crucial to the applicability of
the SEM, since such a problem should be solved for many
times, with diﬀerent parameters for cross validation, even
for ﬁtting only a single instance. In this paper, we propose
an eﬃcient diﬀerence-of-convex approach for the SEM. We
ﬁrst show how to construct the DC decomposition of the
nonconvex optimization problem for ﬁtting the SEM, and
then we incorporate the classic DC programming, together
with the celebrated accelerated proximal gradient method,
to solve the decomposed problem. Extensive numerical experiments are conducted, and the corresponding numerical
results suggest that the proposed is far superior to the existing block-wise coordinate descent approach. We have
made the algorithm designed in this paper as a Matlab
software package, which is publicly available for the potential practitioners.
Xinyuan Zhao
Beijing University of Technology
xyzhao bjut@126.com
MS99
Attouch-Th’era Duality, Generalized Cycles and
Gap Vectors
Using Attouch Th’era duality, we study the cycles, gap vectors and ﬁxed point sets of compositions of proximal mappings. Suﬃcient conditions are given for the existence of
cycles and gap vectors. A primal-dual framework provides
an exact relationship between the cycles and gap vectors.
We also introduce the generalized cycle and gap vectors to
tackle the case when the classical ones do not exist.
Salihah Alwadani
University of British Columbia
salihah.s.alwadani@gmail.com
MS99
Warped Resolvents: Theory and Applications
Resolvents of set-valued operators play a central role in
various branches of mathematics and in particular in the
design and the analysis of splitting algorithms for solving
monotone inclusions. We propose a generalization of this
notion, called warped resolvent, which is constructed with
the help of an auxiliary operator. The properties of warped
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resolvents are investigated and connections are made with
existing notions. Abstract weak and strong convergence
principles based on warped resolvents are proposed and
shown to not only provide a synthetic view of splitting algorithms but to also constitute an eﬀective device to produce
new solution methods for challenging inclusion problems.
Applications to Nash equilibria and data analysis are discussed.
Minh N. Bui
North Carolina State University
Department of Mathematics
mnbui@ncsu.edu
Patrick L. Combettes
Department of Mathematics
North Carolina State University
plc@math.ncsu.edu
MS99
Alternative SOCP Approximations for Polynomial
Optimization
In this talk, we consider alternative ways to ﬁnd strong
and eﬃcient conic relaxations for polynomial optimization
problems (POP). In particular, we show that second order cone (SOCP) hierarchies can be eﬀectively used to
strengthen existing hierarchies of linear programming relaxations for POPs. Speciﬁcally, we show that this solution
approach is substantially more computationally eﬀective in
solving certain POPs for which the more common hierarchies of semideﬁnite programming relaxations are known
to perform poorly. Furthermore, when the feasible set of
the POP is compact, these SOCP hierarchies converge to
the POPs optimal value.
Bissan Ghaddar
Western University
bghaddar@ivey.ca
MS99
Robust Interior Point Methods for Quantum Key
Rate Computation for Quantum Key Distribution
We derive a stable reformulation of the quantum key rate
computation for ﬁnite dimensional quantum key distribution (QKD) problems. This avoids the diﬃculties from
singularities that arise due to loss of positive deﬁniteness.
This allows for the derivation of an eﬃcient Gauss-Newton
Interior point approach. Empirical evidence illustrate the
strength of this approach as we obtain high accuracy solutions and theoretically guaranteed upper and lower bounds
for the quantum key rate.
Jiyoung Im
University of Waterloo
haesol42@gmail.com
Hao Hu
Waterloo University
h92hu@uwaterloo.ca
Jie Lin, Norbert Lutkenhaus
University of Waterloo
jie.lin@uwaterloo.ca, lutkenhaus.oﬃce@uwaterloo.ca
Henry Wolkowicz
University of Waterloo
Department of Combinatorics and Optimization
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MS100
On Starting and Stopping Criteria for Nested
Primal-Dual Iterations Encountered in Imaging
The importance of an adequate inner loop starting point
(as opposed to an inner loop stopping rule) is discussed
for a numerical optimization algorithm consisting of nested
primal-dual proximal-gradient iterations. While the number of inner iterations is ﬁxed in advance, convergence of
the algorithm is guaranteed by virtue of an inner loop
warm-start strategy, showing that inner loop ”starting
rules” can be just as eﬀective as ”stopping rules” for guaranteeing convergence.
Ignace Loris
Université libre de Bruxelles
Mathematics Department
igloris@ulb.ac.be
MS100
Inertial Proximal Algorithms for Maximally Monotone Operators
We present a Regularized Inertial Proximal Algorithm to
solve convex optimization problems and variational inequalities. It is obtained by means of a convenient ﬁnitediﬀerence discretization of a second-order diﬀerential equation with vanishing damping, governed by the Yosida regularization of a maximally monotone operator with timevarying index. These systems are the counterpart to accelerated forwardbackward algorithms in the context of maximally monotone operators. A simple example illustrates
the behavior of these systems compared with some of their
close relatives.
Juan Peypouquet
Bernoulli Institute
University of Groningen
j.g.peypouquet@rug.nl
MS100
Primal-Dual Algorithms for Minimizing the Sum
of Three Functions with a Linear Operator
In this talk, I will introduce a new primal-dual algorithm
for minimizing f(x) + g(x) + h(Ax), where f, g, and h are
convex functions, f is diﬀerentiable with a Lipschitz continuous gradient, and A is a bounded linear operator. This
new algorithm has the Chambolle-Pock and many other
algorithms as special cases. It also enjoys most advantages
of existing algorithms for solving the same problem. Then
I will present its applications in decentralized consensus
optimization.
Ming Yan
Michigan State University
myan@msu.edu
MS101
Rank-Constrained Hyperbolic Programming
We extend rank-constrained optimization to general hyperbolic programs (HP) using the notion of matroid rank.
For LP and SDP respectively, this reduces to sparsityconstrained LP and rank-constrained SDP that are already well-studied. But for QCQP and SOCP, we obtain
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new interesting optimization problems. For example, rankconstrained SOCP includes MaxCut and nonconvex QP
as special cases, and dropping the rank constraints yield
the standard SOCP-relaxations of these problems. We will
show (i) how to do rank reduction for SOCP, (ii) that rankconstrained QCQP is polynomial-time solvable, and (iii) an
improved result for rank-constrained SDP showing that if
the number of constraints is m and the rank constraint
is r = O(ma ), then the problem is NP-hard whenever
a < 1/2. We will also study sparsity-constrained HP and
extend results on LP sparsiﬁcation to SOCP and QCLP.
In particular, we show that there always exist (a) a solution to SOCP of cardinality at most twice the number of
constraints and (b) a solution to QCLP of cardinality at
most the sum of the number of linear constraints and the
rank of the matrix in the quadratic constraint; and both
(a) and (b) can be found eﬃciently.
Zhen Dai
Computational and Applied Mathematics
University of Chicago
zhen9@uchicago.edu
Lek-Heng Lim
University of Chicago
U.S.
lekheng@galton.uchicago.edu
MS101
Optimization with Sparse Noncommutative Polynomials
Trace polynomials are polynomials in noncommuting variables and traces of their products. While originating in
invariant theory, trace polynomials more recently received
attention in quantum physics, operator algebra, free probability and quantum information theory. This talk addresses
positivity of such polynomials and presents new Positivstellenstze (=algebraic certiﬁcates for positivity) in terms of
sums of squares and traces of sums of squares. The talk is
based on joint works with Victor Magron, James Pascoe,
and Jurij Volcic.
Igor Klep
University of Ljubljana
Slovenia
igor.klep@fmf.uni-lj.si
MS101
Exploiting Correlative and Term Sparsity in Noncommutative Polynomial Optimization
This talk focuses on optimization of large-scale polynomials in noncommuting variables, while taking into account
correlative and term sparsity in the input data. For correlative sparsity, a converging hierarchy of semideﬁnite relaxations for eigenvalue and trace optimization is provided.
This hierarchy is a noncommutative analogue of results due
to Lasserre [SIAM J. Optim. 17(3) (2006), pp. 822–843]
and Waki et al. [SIAM J. Optim. 17(1) (2006), pp. 218–
242]. The Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction is
applied to extract optimizers if ﬂatness and irreducibility conditions are satisﬁed. Among the main techniques
used are amalgamation results from operator algebra. For
term sparsity, we provide a new hierarchy of semideﬁnite
programming relaxations, called NCTSSOS. This hierarchy features the exploitation of term sparsity hidden in
the input data for eigenvalue and trace optimization problems. We also propose an extension exploiting simulta-
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neously correlative and term sparsity, as done previously
in the commutative case. We illustrate the eﬃciency and
scalability of NCTSSOS by solving eigenvalue/trace optimization problems from the literature as well as randomly
generated examples involving up to several thousands of
variables.
Victor Magron
CNRS LAAS
victor.magron@laas.fr
MS101
The Saddle Point Problem of Polynomials
This paper studies the saddle point problem of polynomials. We give an algorithm for computing saddle points.
It is based on solving Lasserre’s hierarchy of semideﬁnite
relaxations. Under some genericity assumptions on deﬁning polynomials, we show that: i) if there exists a saddle
point, our algorithm can get one by solving a ﬁnite number of Lasserre type semideﬁnite relaxations; ii) if there
is no saddle point, our algorithm can detect its nonexistence. The algorithm needs to solve semideﬁnite programs
numerically, so the computed solutions are correct up to
numerical errors.
Yang Zi
UC Dan Diego
USA
ziy109@ucsd.edu
MS102
Inertial Proximal Block Coordinate Method for a
Class of Nonsmooth and Nonconvex Sum-of-Ratios
Optimization Problems
In this talk, we consider a class of nonsmooth and nonconvex sum-of-ratios fractional optimization problems with
block structure. This model class encompasses a broad
spectrum of nonsmooth optimization problems such as the
energy eﬃciency maximization problem and the sparse generalized eigenvalue problem. We ﬁrst show that these problems can be equivalently reformulated as non-fractional
nonsmooth optimization problems and propose an inertial proximal block coordinate method for solving them
by exploiting the block structure of the underlying model.
The global convergence of our method is guaranteed under
the Kurdyka–Lojasiewicz (KL) property and some mild assumptions. We then identify the explicit exponents of the
KL property for three important structured fractional optimization problems. In particular, for the sparse generalized eigenvalue problem with either cardinality regularization or sparsity constraint, we show that the KL exponents
are 1/2, and so, the proposed method exhibits linear convergence rate. Finally, we illustrate our theoretical results
with both analytic and simulated numerical examples.
Radu Ioan Bot
University of Vienna
radu.bot@univie.ac.at
Minh N. Dao
Federation University Australia
m.dao@federation.edu.au
Guoyin Li
The University of New South Wales
Sydney
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MS102
Convergence of Proximal Splitting Algorithms in
CAT(k) Spaces
We extend the concept of averaged mappings on linear
spaces to almost ﬁrm mappings on p-uniformly convex
spaces. This includes the analysis of convex combinations
and compositions of ﬁrm operators. Under the assumption
of linear metric subregularity we get linear convergence to
ﬁxed points. In the setting of CAT (κ) spaces, this gives
local linear convergence for common ﬁxed point iterations
built from prox mappings (e.g. prox-prox, KrasnoselskyMann relaxations, nonlinear projected-gradients).
Florian Lauster
Institute for Numerical and Applied
University of Gottingen
f.lauster@math.uni-goettingen.de
Russell Luke
Institute for Numerical and Applied
University of Goettingen
r.luke@math.uni-goettingen.de
MS102
Convergence in Measure of Randomized Algorithms: Beyond the First Moment
We apply a general analysis of ﬁxed point iterations in
measure spaces to establish existence of invariant measures
and convergence of randomized algorithms for optimization. This both simpliﬁes the analysis of stochastic algorithms in optimization, and opens the door to new Markov
Chain Monte Carlo methods. Weaker assumptions than
are usually encountered in the analysis of Markov chains
guarantee linear/geometric convergence. We present case
studies of current interest including stochastic coordinate
descents and randomized forward-backward algorithms for
large-scale optimization.
Russell Luke
Institute for Numerical and Applied
University of Goettingen
r.luke@math.uni-goettingen.de
MS102
Numerical Approach to TV Models for Identifying Discontinuous Diﬀusion Coeﬃcients in Elliptic
Equations
Identifying the discontinuous diﬀusion coeﬃcient in an elliptic equation with observation data is an important nonlinear and ill-posed inverse problem. Models with total
variational (TV) regularization have been widely studied
for this problem. The resulting TV models are nonconvex
and convex if the solution and the gradient of solution are
observed, respectively. For the convex case, the theoretically required nonsmoothness property of the TV regularization and the hidden convexity of the models are usually
sacriﬁced by numerical schemes in the literature. For the
nonconvex case, it seems there are no eﬃcient algorithms.
We will show that the alternating direction method of multipliers can be used to solve these problems and it keeps
the desired theoretical properties, but the resulting subproblems are diﬃcult to solve. We will investigate the applications of some optimization techniques and the deep
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convolutional neural network for these subproblems, and
derive some algorithms that are demonstrated to be efﬁcient even for higher-dimensional spaces with ﬁne mesh
discretization.
Xiaoming Yuan
The University of Hong Kong
xmyuan@hku.hk
MS103
Multivariate Convex Regression at Scale
We present new large-scale algorithms for ﬁtting a multivariate convex regression function to n samples in d
dimensions—a key problem in shape constrained nonparametric regression with widespread applications in engineering and the applied sciences. The inﬁnite-dimensional
learning task can be expressed via a convex quadratic program (QP) with O(nd) decision variables and O(n2 ) constraints. While instances with n in the lower thousands
can be addressed with current algorithms within reasonable
runtimes, solving larger problems (e.g., n ≈ 104 or 105 ) is
computationally challenging. To this end, we present an
active set type algorithm on the Lagrangian dual (of a perturbation) of the primal QP. For computational scalability,
we perform approximate optimization of the reduced subproblems; and propose a variety of randomized augmentation rules for expanding the active set. Although the dual
is not strongly convex, we present a novel linear convergence rate of our algorithm on the dual. We demonstrate
that our framework can solve instances of the convex regression problem with n = 105 and d = 10—a QP with
10 billion variables—within minutes; and oﬀers signiﬁcant
computational gains (e.g., in terms of memory and runtime) compared to current algorithms.
Wenyu Chen
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
wenyu@mit.edu
Rahul Mazumder
MIT
rahulmaz@mit.edu
MS103
Perturbations and Causality in Gaussian Latent
Variable Models
Causal inference is a challenging problem with observational data alone. The task becomes easier when having access to data from perturbing the underlying system, even when happening in a non-randomized way: this
is the setting we consider, encompassing also latent confounding variables. To identify causal relations among a
collections of covariates and a response variable, existing
procedures rely on at least one of the following assumptions: i) the response variable remains unperturbed, ii)
the latent variables remain unperturbed, and iii) the latent eﬀects are dense. We examine a perturbation model
for interventional data, which can be viewed as a mixedeﬀects linear structural causal model, over a collection of
Gaussian variables that does not satisfy any of these conditions. We propose a maximum-likelihood estimator over
the positive deﬁnite cone that exploits system-wide invariances to uniquely identify the population causal structure
from unspeciﬁc perturbation data, and our results carry
over to linear structural causal models without requiring
Gaussianity. We illustrate the utility of our framework
on synthetic data as well as real data involving California
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reservoirs and protein expressions.

davanloo.1@osu.edu, zhang.8705@osu.edu

Armeen Taeb
ETH Zurich
armeen.taeb@stat.math.ethz.ch

MS104
Zeroth-Order Riemannian Optimization

Peter Bühlmann
ETH Zürich
buhlmann@stat.math.ethz.ch

MS103
Hypothesis Testing over Convex Cones
We consider a compound testing problem within the Gaussian sequence model in which the null and alternative are
speciﬁed by a pair of closed, convex cones. Such cone
testing problems arise in various applications, including
detection of treatment eﬀects, trend detection in econometrics, signal detection in radar processing, and shapeconstrained inference in non-parametric statistics. We provide a sharp characterization of the GLRT testing radius
up to a universal multiplicative constant in terms of the
geometric structure of the underlying convex cones. When
applied to concrete examples, this result reveals some interesting phenomena that do not arise in the analogous
problems of estimation under convex constraints. In particular, in contrast to estimation error, the testing error
no longer depends purely on the problem complexity via a
volume-based measure (such as metric entropy or Gaussian
complexity), other geometric properties of the cones also
play an important role. To address the issue of optimality,
we prove information-theoretic lower bounds for minimax
testing radius again in terms of geometric quantities. Our
general theorems are illustrated by examples including the
cases of monotone and orthant cones and involve some results of independent interest.
Yuting Wei
Carnegie Mellon University
ytwei@cmu.edu

We consider stochastic zeroth-order optimization over
Riemannian submanifolds embedded in Euclidean space,
where the task is to solve Riemannian optimization problem with only noisy objective function evaluations. Towards this, our main contribution is to propose estimators
of the Riemannian gradient and Hessian from noisy objective function evaluations, based on a Riemannian version of the Gaussian smoothing technique. The proposed
estimators overcome the diﬃculty of the non-linearity of
the manifold constraint and the issues that arise in using
Euclidean Gaussian smoothing techniques when the function is deﬁned only over the manifold. We use the proposed estimators to solve Riemannian optimization problems in the following settings for the objective function: (i)
stochastic and gradient-Lipschitz (in both nonconvex and
geodesic convex settings), (ii) sum of gradient-Lipschitz
and non-smooth functions, and (iii) Hessian-Lipschitz. For
these settings, we analyze the oracle complexity of our
algorithms to obtain appropriately deﬁned notions of estationary point or e-approximate local minimizer. Notably, our complexities are independent of the dimension
of the ambient Euclidean space and depend only on the intrinsic dimension of the manifold under consideration. We
demonstrate the applicability of our algorithms by simulation results and real-world applications on black-box stiﬀness control for robotics and black-box attacks to neural
networks.
Jiaxiang Li
UC Davis
jxjli@ucdavis.edu
Shiqian Ma
University of California, Davis
University of California, Davis
sqma@ucdavis.edu
Krishnakuma Balasubramanian
UC Davis
kbala@ucdavis.edu

MS104
Riemannian Stochastic Variance-Reduced Cubic
Regularized Newton Method
We propose a stochastic variance-reduced cubic regularized
Newton algorithm for the ﬁnite-sum problem over Riemannian manifolds. The proposed algorithm requires full gradient and Hessian updates at the beginning of each epoch
while it performs stochastic variance-reduced updates in
the iterations within each epoch. The iteration complexity
of the algorithm to attain an (�, δ)-second order stationary
point is shown to be O(max{�−3/2 , δ −3 }). Furthermore,
the paper proposes a computationally more appealing version of the algorithm which only requires inexact solution
of the cubic regularized Newton subproblem with the same
rate of convergence. Numerical results verify our theoretical ﬁndings. The performance of the proposed method is
also compared with other second-order optimization algorithms for Riemannian manifolds.
Sam Davanloo, Dewei Zhang
Ohio State University

MS104
Riemannian Optimization for Projection Robust
Wasserstein Barycenter
Collecting and aggregating information from several probability measures or histograms is a fundamental task in
machine learning. One of the popular solution methods
for this task is to compute the Barycenter of the probability measures under the Wasserstein metric. However,
approximating the Wasserstein Barycenter is numerically
challenging because of the curse of dimensionality. In
this talk, we propose the projection robust Wasserstein
Barycenter (PRWB) that mitigates the curse of dimensionality. This new model projects the probability measures onto a lower dimensional subspace that maximizes
the Wasserstein Barycenter objective. The resulting problem is a max-min problem over the Stiefel manifold, which
is numerical challenging in practice. Combining the iterative Bregman projection algorithm and Riemannian optimization, we propose two new algorithms for computing
the PRWB. The complexity of arithmetic operations of the
proposed algorithms for obtaining an �-stationary solution
is analyzed. We incorporate the PRWB to a discrete distri-
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bution clustering algorithm, and the numerical results on
real datasets conﬁrm that our PRWB model helps improve
the clustering performance signiﬁcantly.
Shiqian Ma
University of California, Davis
University of California, Davis
sqma@ucdavis.edu
Minhui Huang
UC Davis
mhhuang@ucdavis.edu
Lifeng Lai
UCDavis
lﬂai@ucdavis.edu
MS104
Robust PCA by Manifold Optimization
Robust PCA is a widely used statistical procedure to recover a underlying low-rank matrix with grossly corrupted
observations. This work considers the problem of robust
PCA as a nonconvex optimization problem on the manifold of low-rank matrices, and proposes two algorithms (for
two versions of retractions) based on manifold optimization. It is shown that, with a proper designed initialization, the proposed algorithms are guaranteed to converge
to the underlying low-rank matrix linearly. Compared with
a previous work based on the Burer-Monterio decomposition of low-rank matrices, the proposed algorithms reduce
the dependence on the conditional number of the underlying low-rank matrix theoretically. Simulations and real
data examples conﬁrm the competitive performance of our
method.
Teng Zhang
University of Central Florida
teng.zhang@ucf.edu
MS105
An Algebraic Perspective to Signomial Optimization
Signomials are obtained by generalizing polynomials to allow for arbitrary real exponents. This generalization oﬀers
great expressive power, but has historically sacriﬁced the
organizing principle of degree that is central to polynomial optimization theory. We reclaim that principle here
through the concept of signomial rings, which we use to
derive complete hierarchies of upper and lower bounds for
signomial optimization via conditional Sums-of-AM/GMExponentials (conditional SAGE). The hierarchy of lower
bounds follows by adaptation of the arguments from Wang
et al. [arXiv:2003.03731] to the setting of signomial rings,
and removes assumptions such as convexity of the feasible
set and rationality of signomial exponents. We brieﬂy illustrate the hierarchy by comparison to direct global solvers
(e.g., BARON and ANTIGONE) and Moment-SOS relaxations (where appropriate). From there we introduce
the hierarchy of upper bounds, and describe a new RieszHaviland criterion for signomials that is used to prove completeness of the hierarchy. Throughout the talk we highlight the implications of these techniques for polynomial
optimization, both in terms of practical methods and opportunities for future theoretical investigation.
Mareike Dressler
University of California, San Diego
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Riley J. Murray
University of California, Berkeley
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MS105
An Introduction to SAGE Certiﬁcates
Sums-of-AM/GM-Exponentials (SAGE) is a family of decomposition methods for proving function nonnegativity.
The bulk of this talk reviews the use of SAGE in global
polynomial optimization, its broader applicability to signomials (which may be viewed as generalized polynomials over the positive orthant), and its mathematical lineage. From there we address the essential computational
questions: what are the relative entropy programs (REPs)
used for computing SAGE certiﬁcates? What is known
about solving these REPs in practice? And ﬁnally, how do
REPs diﬀer from geometric programs? In the last part of
the talk we review published applications of nonconvex signomial programming and highlight families of unexplored
applications where theory suggests SAGE may be eﬀective.
Riley J. Murray
University of California, Berkeley
rjmurray@berkeley.edu
MS105
A Convex Relaxation Approach for the Optimized
Pulse Pattern Problem
Optimized Pulse Patterns (OPPs) are gaining increasing
popularity in the power electronics community over the
well-studied pulse width modulation due to their inherent
ability to provide the switching instances that optimize current harmonic distortions. In particular, the OPP problem
minimizes current harmonic distortions under a cardinality
constraint on the number of switching instances per fundamental wave period. The OPP problem is, however, nonconvex involving both polynomials and trigonometric functions. In the existing literature, the OPP problem is solved
using oﬀ-the-shelf solvers with local convergence guarantees. To obtain guarantees of global optimality, we employ
and extend techniques from polynomial optimization literature and provide a solution with a global convergence
guarantee. Speciﬁcally, we propose a polynomial approximation to the OPP problem to then utilize well-studied
globally convergent convex relaxation hierarchies, namely,
semi-deﬁnite programming (SOS hierarchy) and relative
entropy relaxations (SAGE hierarchy). Our method exhibits a strong performance for OPP problems up to 50
switching instances per quarter wave utilizing the SAGE
hierarchy.
Lukas Wachter
Aalto University
wachter.lukas@t-online.de
Orcun Karaca
ETH Zurich
okaraca@ethz.ch
Georgios Darivianakis
ABB Corporate Research
georgios.darivianakis@ch.abb.com
Themistoklis Charalambous
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MS105
A Positivstellensatz for Conditional SAGE
The conditional SAGE certiﬁcate has been developed as a
suﬃcient condition for signomial positivity over a convex
set and has been shown a promising tool for convex relaxation of signomial and polynomial optimization problems.
In this talk, we will discuss a hierarchy for the conditional
SAGE certiﬁcates, which guarantees that by multiplication
of a speciﬁc function raised to increasing integer power,
successively larger subsets of signomials that are positive
over a given convex set may be veriﬁed via the conditional
SAGE certiﬁcate. The hierarchy is shown to be complete
assuming compactness of the convex set and rationality
of the signomial exponents - multiplication of the function raised to some ﬁnite integer can certify all signomials
positive over the compact convex set. The completeness
theorem is analogous to Reznicks Positivstellensatz in classic algebraic geometry which certiﬁes polynomial positivity with SOS polynomials. The proof of the result rests
upon a wonderful extension of the Polya-type Positivstellensatz result due to Dickinson and Povh. Computational
experiments including application to parameter learning in
machine learning will be discussed.
Allen Wang, Priyank Jaini, Yaoliang Yu
University of Waterloo
Vector Institute
allen.wang@uwaterloo.ca, pjaini@uwaterloo.ca,
yaoliang.yu@uwaterloo.ca
Pascal Poupart
University of Waterloo
Borealis AI
ppoupart@uwaterloo.ca
MS106
On the Central Path of Semideﬁnite Optimization:
Degree and Worst-Case Convergence Rate
We investigate the complexity of the central path of
semideﬁnite optimization without the strict complementarity condition. We develop an exact algorithm to compute
the limit of central solutions, as bounded points in the ﬁeld
of algebraic Puiseux series. As a consequence, we derive an
upper bound on the degree of the Zariski closure of the central path and a complexity bound for computing the limit
point of the central path. Furthermore, by the application
of the quantiﬁer elimination, we provide an upper bound
on the worst-case convergence rate of the central path.
Ali Mohammad Nezhad
Department of Mathematics, Purdue University
mohamm42@purdue.edu
MS106
Alfonso: a Matlab Package for Nonsymmetric
Conic Optimization
We present alfonso, an open-source Matlab package for
solving optimization problems over nonsymmetric convex
cones. The software enables optimization over any convex
cone as long as a suitable barrier is available for the cone or
its dual; this includes hyperbolicity cones and their duals,
sum-of-squares polynomials, all semideﬁnite and second-
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order cone representable cones, power cones, and the exponential cone. Besides enabling the solution of problems
that cannot be cast as symmetric cone programs, it also offers performance advantages for problems whose symmetric
cone programming representation requires a large number
of auxiliary variables or has a special structure that can be
exploited. The worst-case iteration complexity of alfonso
is the
√ best known for non-symmetric cone optimization:
O( ν log(1/�) iterations to reach an �-optimal solution,
where ν is the barrier parameter of the barrier function
of the cone. Alfonso can be interfaced with a Matlab function that computes the Hessian of a barrier function for
the cone. A simpler interface is also available to optimize
over the direct product of cones for which a barrier has
already been built into the code. This interface can be
easily extended with new cones. The eﬃciency of alfonso
is shown using problems in which the tailored barrier computation greatly decreases the solution time compared to
using state-of-the-art optimization software.
David Papp
North Carolina State University
dpapp@ncsu.edu
Sercan Yildiz
Qontigo, Inc.
syildiz@qontigo.com
MS106
How Do Exponential Size Solutions Arise in
Semideﬁnite Programming?
As a classic example of Khachiyan shows, some semideﬁnite programs (SDPs) have solutions whose size – the number of bits necessary to describe it – is exponential in the
size of the input. Exponential size solutions are intriguing,
and the main obstacle to solve a long standing open problem: can we decide feasibility of SDPs in polynomial time?
Although the consent seems to be that such large size solutions are rare, we prove that they are actually quite common. Precisely, we show that a linear change of variables
transforms every strictly feasible SDP into a Khachiyan
type SDP, in which the the leading variables have large
size. We further show that in SDPs coming from sumof-squares optimization large variables appear naturally,
without any change of variables. Finally, we partially answer the question: how do we represent such large solutions
in polynomial space?
Gabor Pataki
University of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill
gabor@unc.edu
Aleksandr Touzov
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
touzov@gmail.com
MS107
Locally Positive Semideﬁnite Matrices
The cone of positive semideﬁnite matrices plays a prominent role in optimization, and many hard computational
problems have well-performing semideﬁnite relaxations. In
practice, enforcing the constraint that a large matrix is positive semideﬁnite can be expensive. We introduce the cone
of k-locally posiitive semideﬁnite matrices, which consists
of matrices all of whose k by k principal minors are positive
semideﬁnite. We consider the distance between the cones
of positive and locally positive semideﬁnite matrices, and
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possible eigenvalues of locally positive semideﬁnite matrices. Hyperbolic polynomials play a role in some of the
proofs. Joint work with Santanu Dey, Marco Molinaro,
Kevin Shu and Shengding Sun.
Greg Blekherman
Georgia Tech
greg@math.gatech.edu
MS107
Exact Semideﬁnite Programming Bounds for Packing Problems
In the ﬁrst part of the talk, I present how semideﬁnite programming methods can provide upper bounds for geometric packing problems, such as the kissing number. When
these bounds are sharp, they give additional information on
optimal conﬁgurations, that may lead to prove the uniqueness of such packings. For example, we show that the lattice E8 is the unique solution for the kissing number problem on the hemisphere in dimension 8. However, semidefinite programming solvers provide approximate solutions,
and some additional work is required to turn them into an
exact solution, giving a certiﬁcate that the bound is sharp.
In the second part of the talk, I explain how, via our rounding procedure, we can obtain an exact rational solution of
a semideﬁnite program from an approximate solution in
ﬂoating point given by the solver. This is a joined work
with David de Laat and Philippe Moustrou.
Maria Dostert
KTH Royal Institute of Technology
dostert@kth.se

Lorenz M. Roebers
Tilburg University
l.m.roebers@tilburguniversity.edu
Juan C. Vera
Tilburg School of Economics and Management
Tilburg University
j.c.veralizcano@uvt.nl
Luis Zuluaga
Lehigh University
luis.zuluaga@lehigh.edu

Cubic Regularization
Methods

Philippe Moustrou
UiT - The Arctic University of Norway
philippe.moustrou@uit.no
MS107
Dual Nonnegativity Certiﬁcates in Polynomial Optimization
We are concerned with the problem of certifying that a
given polynomial is nonnegative over a compact set by representing it as a weighted sum of squares (WSOS). In this
talk, we develop the theory of dual cone certiﬁcates for
WSOS-representable polynomials. Whereas previous certiﬁcates in the literature are alternate representations of
the polynomials they certify, dual certiﬁcates are distinct
from the certiﬁed polynomials; moreover, each dual certiﬁcate certiﬁes an entire proper cone of WSOS-representable
polynomials. We also present an algorithm for computing the optimal WSOS-lower bound of a given polynomial
along with a rational dual certiﬁcate, with a linear rate of
convergence.
Maria Macaulay, David Papp
North Carolina State University
mlmacaul@ncsu.edu, dpapp@ncsu.edu
MS107
Putinar-like

A certiﬁcate of non-negativity is a way to formulate a given
polynomial such that its non-negativity becomes evident.
Certiﬁcates of non-negativity are fundamental tools for
polynomial optimization. Most of the current literature
on certiﬁcates of non-negativity have been concentrated
on certiﬁcates based on sum-of-squares (SOS) polynomials. We propose a framework for constructing certiﬁcates
of non-negativity based on any class of non-negative polynomials satisfying some mild assumptions. These certiﬁcates are similarly structured as Putinars certiﬁcate. In
addition, our framework can be used to obtain sparse certiﬁcates of non-negativity which are often much more eﬃcient to compute than non-sparse ones. For instance, we
construct sparse certiﬁcates based on SDSOS-, SAGE- and
SONC-polynomials. We expect our work to close the gap
between the applicability of SOS-based and other types of
certiﬁcates of non-negativity.

MS108

David de Laat
Delft University of Technology
d.delaat@tudelft.nl

Non-SOS
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This talk will focus on the application of cubic regularization in the context of conjugate gradient minimization (CGM) methods for nonlinear programming. Using
Shanno’s reformulation of CGM as a memoryless BFGS
method, we derive new formulas for the regularized step
direction, which can be evaluated without additional computational eﬀort. The new step directions are shown to
improve iteration counts and runtimes and reduce the need
to restart the CGM.
Hande Y. Benson
Drexel University
Department of Decision Sciences
benson@drexel.edu
MS108
Conjugate Gradient Methods for Machine Learning
Conjugate gradient methods (CGM) and their accelerated
variants are widely used in machine learning applications.
In this talk, we will focus on the use of cubic regularization to improve the CGM direction for ﬁxed and adaptive
learning rates. The approach is similar to Moller’s Scaled
Conjugate Gradient Method (1990), but the regularization
parameter is linked to the learning rate and recalculated
in each iteration.
Cassidy K. Buhler
Drexel University
cb3452@drexel.edu
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MS108
A Parallelizable Algorithm for Training Support
Vector Machines
We present a parallelizable algorithm for training support
vector machines. The algorithm takes advantage of fast
projected gradient method, augmented Lagrangian, and
a working set selection scheme that allows using a multiprocessor environment to perform computations eﬃciently.
We provide numerical results and discuss some future directions for further development of SVM training.
Igor Griva, Mayowa Aregbesola
George Mason University
igriva@gmu.edu, aregbesola@gmail.com
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MS109
NPASA: An Active-Set Algorithm for Nonlinear
Programming
In this talk, we propose a two phase method for solving nonlinear programming problems called the Nonlinear Polyhedral Active Set Algorithm (NPASA) that leverages recent active set methods for polyhedral constrained
problems [Hager & Zhang, An Active Set Algorithm for
Nonlinear Optimization with Polyhedral Constraints, 2016]
to solve general nonlinear programs. The two phase approach is designed to ensure global (phase one) and local
(phase two) convergence properties, under reasonable assumptions. We will provide an overview for our algorithm
NPASA and present convergence properties for NPASA.
In particular, we establish local quadratic convergence of
the primal iterates and global error estimator for NPASA
and prove that only phase two of NPASA is executed after
ﬁnitely many iterations.

MS108
Extension of Piyavskii’s Algorithm to Continuous
Global Optimization

James Diﬀenderfer
University of Florida
diﬀenderfer2@llnl.gov

Not every continuous function is Lipschitz continuous.
But, one can (and we will) generalize the deﬁnition of Lipschitz continuity to something we’ll call ε-Lipschitz continuity and we’ll show that a function is ε-Lipschitz continuous
if and only if it is uniformly continuous. This connection
between Lipschitz and uniform continuity can then be used
to extend Piyavskii’s algorithm for Lipschitz global optimization over bounded convex sets to the larger domain of
continuous global optimization over such sets.

William Hager
University of Florida
Department of Mathematics
hager@uﬂ.edu

Robert J. Vanderbei
Princeton University
Department of Operations Research and Management
Science
rvdb@princeton.edu

The talk provides an overview of SuiteOPT, a software
package for solving sparse nonlinear optimization problems. A key component of the package is the Polyhedral
Active Set Algorithm (PASA). The algorithms, theory, and
software will be discussed.

MS109
A Newton-Type Active Set Method for Nonlinear
Optimization with Polyhedral Constraints

MS109
SuiteOPT and the Polyhedral Active Set Algorithm

William Hager
University of Florida
Department of Mathematics
hager@uﬂ.edu

A Newton-type active set algorithm for large-scale minimization subject to polyhedral constraints is proposed.
The algorithm consists of a gradient projection step, a
second-order Newton-type step in the null space of the constraint matrix, and a set of rules for branching between the
two steps. We show that the proposed method asymptotically takes the Newton step when the active constraints are
linearly independent and a strong second-order suﬃcient
optimality condition holds. We also show that the method
has a quadratic rate of convergence under standard conditions. Numerical experiments are presented illustrating
the performance of the algorithm on the CUTEst and on
a speciﬁc class of problems for which ﬁnding second-order
stationary points is critical.

MS109
Hessian-Based Active-Set Methods for Polyhedral
Constrained Optimization

Davoud Ataee Tarzanagh
University of Michigan
tarzanaq@umich.edu

Hongchao Zhang
Department of Mathematics and CCT
Louisiana State University
hozhang@math.lsu.edu

William Hager
University of Florida
Department of Mathematics

We will talk about an active-set method which uses secondorder information to accelerate the convergence for solving
polyhedral constrained optimization. This hessian-based
active-set method is embedded in the general framework
of PASA, a two-phase active set method for polyhedral
constrained optimization. Global and local convergence as
well as some implementation issues of this hessian-based
method will be discussed. Numerical experiments show
signiﬁcant numerical performance improvement over the
original gradient-based PASA.

William Hager
University of Florida
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MS110
First-Order Algorithms for Solving Non-Smooth
and Non-Strongly Convex Bi-Level Optimization
Simple bi-level problems are optimization problems in
which we seek an optimal solution to an inner problem
that minimizes an outer objective function. Such problems
appear in many machine learning and signal processing
applications as a way to eliminate undesirable solutions.
However, since these problems do not satisfy regularity
conditions, they are often hard to solve exactly and are
usually solved via regularization. Several algorithms were
proposed to solve these bi-level problems directly assuming
that the outer function is either smooth or strongly convex, and in some cases these methods also provide a rate
for obtaining feasibility. In our work, we suggest a new approach that is designed for bi-level problems with simple
outer functions, such as the �1 norm, which are not required
to be either smooth or strongly convex. In our new Iterative Approximation and Level-set Expansion (ITALEX)
approach, we alternate between expanding the level-set of
the outer function and approximately optimizing the inner
function over this level- set. ITALEX guarantees that at
each iteration of the algorithm the outer objective function is super-optimal, a property that is not known for
other bi-level algorithms. We show that optimizing the
inner function through ﬁrst-order methods results in a feasibility convergence rate of O(1/k), which is a rate only
shown to be obtained for strongly convex outer functions.
We demonstrate this performance through numerical experiments.
Lior Doron
Technion – Israel Institute of Technology
iordoron@campus.technion.ac.il
Shimrit Shtern
Technion
Israel Institute of Technology
shimrits@technion.ac.il
MS110
A Reweighted Penalized Conditional Gradient
Method for Nonconvex Penalties
The conditional gradient method (CGM) has been widely
used for fast sparse approximation, having a low per iteration computational cost for structured sparse regularizers.
We explore the sparsity acquiring properties of a generalized CGM (gCGM), where the constraint is replaced by a
penalty function based on a gauge penalty; this can be done
without signiﬁcantly increasing the per-iteration computation, and applies to general notions of sparsity. Without
assuming bounded iterates, we show O(1/t) convergence of
the function values and gap of gCGM. We couple this with
a safe screening rule, and show that at a rate O(1/(td2 )),
the screened support matches the support at the solution,
where d > 0 measures how close the problem is to being
degenerate. We give some experiments to show the feature
selection properties of gCGM under these modiﬁed penalties.
Yifan Sun
INRIA Paris
Paris FRANCE
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MS110
Analysis of the Frank-Wolfe Method for
Convex Composite Optimization Involving a
Logarithmically-Homogeneous Barrier
We present and analyze a new generalized Frank-Wolfe
method for the composite optimization problem (P ) :
minx∈Rn f (Ax) + h(x), where f is a θ-logarithmicallyhomogeneous self-concordant barrier, A is a linear operator and the function h has bounded domain but is possibly
non-smooth. We show that our generalized Frank-Wolfe
method requires O((δ0 + θ + Rh ) ln(δ0 ) + (θ + Rh )2 /ε) iterations to produce an ε-approximate solution, where δ0
denotes the initial optimality gap and Rh is the variation
of h on its domain. This result establishes certain intrinsic
connections between θ-logarithmically homogeneous barriers and the Frank-Wolfe method. When specialized to
the D-optimal design problem, we essentially recover the
complexity obtained by Khachiyan using the Frank-Wolfe
method with exact line-search. We also study the (Fenchel)
dual problem of (P ), and we show that our new method is
equivalent to an adaptive-step-size mirror descent method
applied to the dual problem. This enables us to provide iteration complexity bounds for the mirror descent method
despite that the dual objective function is non-Lipschitz
and has unbounded domain. In addition, we present computational experiments that point to the potential usefulness of our generalized Frank-Wolfe method on Poisson image de-blurring problems with TV regularization.
Renbo Zhao
MIT
Operations Research Center
renboz@mit.edu
Robert M. Freund
MIT
Sloan School of Management
rfreund@mit.edu
MS111
Assessment of Event-Triggered Policies of Nonpharmaceutical Interventions based on Epidemiological Indicators
Nonpharmaceutical interventions have been widely applied
around the world to control the current COVID-19 pandemic. Typically, this type of intervention is imposed when
an epidemiological indicator in a given population exceeds
a certain threshold. Then, the nonpharmaceutical intervention is lifted when the levels of the indicator used have
decreased suﬃciently. What is the best indicator to use?
In this talk, we propose a mathematical framework to try
to answer this question. More speciﬁcally, the proposed
framework permits to assess and compare diﬀerent eventtriggered controls based on epidemiological indicators. Our
methodology consists of considering some outcomes that
are consequences of the nonpharmaceutical interventions
that a decision maker aims to make as low as possible.
The peak demand for intensive care units (ICU) and the
total number of days in lockdown are examples of such
outcomes. If an epidemiological indicator is used to trigger the interventions, there is naturally a trade-oﬀ between
the outcomes that can be seen as a curve parameterized by
the trigger threshold to be used. The computation of these
curves for a group of indicators then allows the selection of
the best indicator the curve of which dominates the curves
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of the other indicators. This methodology is illustrated
using indicators in the context of COVID-19 using deterministic compartmental models in discrete-time, although
the framework can be adapted for a larger class of models.
Pedro Gajardo
Universidad Tecnica Federico Santa Maria
pedro.gajardo@usm.cl
MS111
Parameter Estimation for Sars-CoV-2 Models under Uncertainty in the Data
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Upon the arrival of the Covid 19, the Research Center for
Mathematical Modeling of Ecuador formed a specialized
work team to model and simulate the spread of SARSCoV-2, under various public policy scenarios applied to
its containment and with large uncertainty in the oﬃcial
statistics. In this talk we explain the used models and the
resulting simulations, and present a Bayesian variational
scheme used to estimate the diﬀerent parameters of the
models, in the presence of data uncertainty.

Lauren A. Meyers
The University of Texas at Austin
Section of Integrative Biology
laurenmeyers@mail.utexas.edu

Juan Carlos De los Reyes
MODEMAT, Escuela Politecnica Nacional
Quito, Ecuador
juan.delosreyes@epn.edu.ec

Robot Dance is a computational platform developed in response to the coronavirus outbreak, to support the decision making on public policies at a regional level. The tool
is suitable for understanding and suggesting levels of intervention needed to contain the spread of diseases when
the mobility of inhabitants through a regional network is
a concern. Such is the case for Covid-19 that is highly
contagious and, therefore, the circulation of people must
be considered in the epidemiological compartmental models. Robot Dance anticipates the spread of epidemics in
a complex regional network, identifying fragile links where
applying diﬀerentiated measures of containment, testing,
and vaccination are the most eﬀective. Based on stochastic
optimization, the model determines optimal strategies on
the basis of the commuting of individuals and the situation
of hospitals in each district. Uncertainty in the capacity
of intensive care beds is handled by a chance-constraint
approach. Some functionalities of Robot Dance are illustrated on the state of So Paulo in Brazil, using real data
for a region with more than forty million inhabitants.

Paula Castro
Escuela Politécnica Nacional
paula.castro@epn.edu.ec
Pedro Merino
MODEMAT, Escuela Politecnica Nacional Quito,
Ecuador
pedro.merino@epn.edu.ec
MS111
Design of Covid-19 Staged Alert Systems to Ensure
Healthcare Capacity with Minimal Closures
Community mitigation strategies to combat COVID-19,
ranging from healthy hygiene to shelter-in-place orders,
exact substantial socioeconomic costs. Judicious implementation and relaxation of restrictions amplify their public health beneﬁts while reducing costs. We derive optimal strategies for toggling between mitigation stages using
daily COVID-19 hospital admissions. With public compliance, the policy triggers ensure adequate intensive care unit
capacity with high probability while minimizing the duration of strict mitigation measures. In comparison, we show
that other sensible COVID-19 staging policies, including
France’s ICU-based thresholds and a widely adopted indicator for reopening schools and businesses, require overly
restrictive measures or trigger strict stages too late to avert
catastrophic surges. As cities worldwide face future pandemic waves, our ﬁndings provide a robust strategy for
tracking COVID-19 hospital admissions as an early indicator of hospital surges and enacting staged measures to
ensure integrity of the health system, safety of the health
workforce, and public conﬁdence.
David Morton
Northwestern University
david.morton@northwestern.edu
Haoxiang Yang
Los Alamos National Laboratory
haoxiangyan@lanl.gov
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Robot Dance: Using Optimization for Intervention
Against Covid-19 in a Complex Network
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MS112
A Fully Adaptive Restarting Level Set Method
for Constrained Convex Optimization under Error
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Bound Conditions
We propose ﬁrst-order methods based on a level-set technique for convex constrained optimization that satisﬁes an
error bound condition with unknown growth parameters.
The proposed approach solves the original problem by solving a sequence of unconstrained subproblems deﬁned with
diﬀerent level parameters. Diﬀerent from the existing levelset methods where the subproblems are solved sequentially,
our method applies a ﬁrst-order method to solve each subproblem independently and simultaneously, which can be
implemented with either a single or multiple processors.
Once the objective value of one subproblem is reduced by
a constant factor, a sequential restart is performed to update the level parameters and restart the ﬁrst-order methods. When the problem is non-smooth, our method ﬁnds
an �-optimal and �-feasible solution by computing at most
2/d
3 1
O( �G
2−2/d ln ( � )) subgradients where G > 0 and d ≥ 1 are
the growth rate and the exponent, respectively, in the error bound condition. When the problem is smooth, the
1/d
3 1
complexity is improved to O( �G
1−1/d ln ( � )). Our methods
do not require knowing G, d and any problem dependent
parameters.
Qihang Lin, Runchao Ma
University of Iowa
qihang-lin@uiowa.edu, runchao-ma@uiowa.edu
Selvaprabu Nadarajah
University of Illinois at Chicago
selvan@uic.edu
Negar Soheili
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MS112
Optimistic High-Order Methods for Saddle Point
Problems
In this talk, we consider solving saddle point problems,
and, in particular, we discuss the concept of optimism or
negative momentum - a technique which is observed to have
superior empirical performance in training GANs. The
goal of this talk is to provide a theoretical understanding
on why optimism helps, in particular why the Optimistic
Gradient Descent Ascent (OGDA) algorithm performs well
in practice. To do so, we ﬁrst consider the classical Proximal Point algorithm which is an implicit algorithm to solve
this problem. We then show that OGDA inherently tries
to approximate the proximal point method, and this is the
rationale behind the negative momentum term in the update of OGDA. We also extend our theoretical results to
the case of higher-order methods. In particular, we present
higher-order optimistic methods that exploit higher-order
information of the function to ﬁnd a saddle point faster
than ﬁrst-order methods.
Aryan Mokhtari
Assistant Proessor UT Austin
mokhtari@austin.utexas.edu
MS112
New Primal-Dual Methods for Minimax Problems
Involving (Non)Convex-Linear Coupling Objective
Function
In this talk, we will present some recent primal-dual ﬁrst-
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order methods for solving minimax problems involving
both convex-linear and nonconvex-linear coupling objective
functions. Our methods rely on a new combination of different techniques such as smoothing technique, Nesterovs
accelerated schemes, randomized coordinate strategy, and
variance reduction. We show that our algorithms achieve
state-of-the-art convergence rates and oracle complexity
under standard assumptions. Our rate can be achieved
via either averaging or last iterate sequences. Finally, we
show some applications of our results on both synthetic
and real datasets.
Quoc Tran-Dinh
Department of Statistics and Operations Research
UNC-Chapel Hill, USA
quoctd@email.unc.edu
MS112
Primal-Dual Methods for Convex-Concave Saddle
Point Problems
Saddle point problems have become popular in recent years
due to their generality, the versatility of the framework,
and wide range of applications in machine learning, game
theory, etc. We discuss recent advances in ﬁrst-order methods for solving such problems. Moreover, we introduce a
variance-reduced primal-dual algorithm for solving convexconcave saddle-point problems with the ﬁnite-sum structure and nonbilinear coupling function. When the number
of component functions is massive, we improve the eﬃciency of the scheme by periodically computing the full
gradient, leading to a progressive variance reduction. We
also present the eﬀectiveness of our method by solving a
distributionally robust optimization problem.
Erfan Yazdandoost Hamedani
Penn State University
erfany@arizona.edu
Afrooz Jalilzadeh
Penn. State University
afrooz@arizona.edu
MS114
A Derivative-Free Method for Large Scale Nonconvex Nonsmooth Optimization
In this talk, we present results on the approximation of
subdiﬀerentials of a broad class of nonsmooth convex and
nonconvex functions using the notion of the modiﬁed discrete gradients. The new version of the discrete gradient
method is introduced to solve large-scale nonsmooth nonconvex optimization problems using their piecewise partial
separability. The performance of the proposed method is
demonstrated using numerical results on some large-scale
academic test problems of nonsmooth optimization.
Adil Bagirov
Federation University Australia
a.bagirov@federation.edu.au
MS114
Composite Nonsmooth Optimization
We present a manifold sampling algorithm for minimizing
a nonsmooth composition f = h ◦ F , where we assume
h is nonsmooth and may be inexpensively computed in
closed form and F is smooth but its Jacobian may not
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be available. We additionally assume that the composition h ◦ F deﬁnes a continuous selection. Cluster points
of the sequence of iterates generated by the manifold sampling algorithm are shown to be Clarke stationary. We
consider the tractability of three particular subproblems
generated by the manifold sampling algorithm and the extent to which inexact solutions to these subproblems may
be tolerated. Numerical results demonstrate that manifold sampling as a derivative-free algorithm is competitive
with state-of-the-art algorithms for nonsmooth optimization that utilize ﬁrst-order information about f .
Jeﬀrey Larson, Matt Menickelly
Argonne National Laboratory
jmlarson@anl.gov, mmenickelly@anl.gov
Baoyu Zhou
Lehigh University
baz216@lehigh.edu
MS114
A Derivative-Free Optimization Approach for Solving Semi-Supervised Clustering Problems
In this talk, a novel model for semi-supervised clustering
(SSC) problems with pairwise constraints is introduced.
The model is formulated as a nonconvex nonsmooth optimization problem. An auxiliary SSC problem is deﬁned
to generate starting points for solving SSC problems. An
adaptive SSC (ASSC) algorithm is developed based on a
nonsmooth optimization method and an incremental approach to solve these problems. The discrete gradient
method is applied to solve the underlying SSC and auxiliary SSC problems. The performance of the ASSC algorithm is evaluated and compared with four benchmarking
SSC algorithms on twelve real-world data sets.
Sona Taheri
Federation University Australia
Faculty of Science and Technology
sona.taheri@rmit.edu.au
MS115
Probability Maximization via Minkowski Functionals: Convex Representations and Tractable Resolution
We consider maximizing P{ζ | ζ ∈ K(x))} over a closed
and convex set X . We deﬁne K(x) as K(x)  {ζ ∈ K |
c(x, ζ) ≥ 0} where ζ is uniformly distributed on a convex and compact set K and c(x, ζ) is deﬁned as either
c(x, ζ)  1 − |ζ T x|m , m ≥ 0 (Setting A) or c(x, ζ)  T x − ζ
(Setting B). We show that in either setting,P{ζ | ζ ∈ K(x)}
can be expressed as the expectation of a suitably deﬁned
function F (x, ξ) with respect to an appropriately deﬁned
Gaussian density (or its variant), i.e. Ep̃ [F (x, ξ)]. Aided
by a recent observation in convex analysis, we then develop a convex representation of the original problem requiring the minimization of g(E[F (x, ξ)]) over X where g
is an appropriately deﬁned smooth convex function. We
then develop a regularized variance-reduced stochastic approximation (r-VRSA) scheme that obviates the need for
such unbiasedness by combining iterative regularization
with variance-reduction. Notably, (r-VRSA) is characterized by both almost-sure convergence guarantees, a convergence rate of O(1/k1/2−a ) in expected sub-optimality
where a > 0, and a sample complexity of O(1/�6+δ ) where
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δ > 0.
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MS115
Moment-SOS Hierarchy and Exit Time of Stochastic Processes
The moment sum of squares (moment-SOS) hierarchy produces sequences of upper and lower bounds on functionals
of the exit time solution of a polynomial stochastic diﬀerential equation with polynomial constraints, at the price
of solving semideﬁnite optimization problems of increasing
size. In this note we use standard results from elliptic partial diﬀerential equation analysis to prove convergence of
the bounds produced by the hierarchy. We also use elementary convex analysis to describe a super- and sub-solution
interpretation dual to a linear formulation on occupation
measures. The practical relevance of the hierarchy is illustrated with numerical examples. This is joint work with
Mauricio Junca and Mauricio Velasco.
Didier Henrion
LAAS-CNRS, University of Toulouse, France
and Czech Technical University in Prague, Czechia
henrion@laas.fr
MS115
Eﬃcient Algorithms for Large-Scale Chance Constrained Problems
In this talk, we address large-scale chance-constrained
optimization problems where we aim to solve optimization problems under probabilistic nonlinear constraints.
Solving such probabilistic nonlinear problems is computationally challenging. Existing methods either provide approximate solutions using sampling-based methods, simpliﬁed models, and speciﬁc classes of uncertainties such as Gaussian linear problems or deal with smallscale chance-constrained problems. To address chanceconstrained problems, we transform the probabilistic optimization problem into a deterministicoptimization problem by replacing the probabilistic constraintswith deterministic constraints. We achieve this by ﬁnding an inner
approximation of the feasible set of the original probabilistic problem. We provide an analytical approach based
on the univariate upper bounds of the indicator functions
and higher-order moments of uncertainties to obtain the
inner approximation of the chance constraints. The presented analytical method yields a rational polynomial description of the inner approximations and is suitable for
large-scale problems with arbitrary probabilistic uncertainties and nonlinear constraints. We compare our method to
moment-sum-of-squares optimization-based methods and
show that it provides tighter inner approximations. In ad-
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dition, we show the application of the proposed method
in the risk-bounded planning problems of autonomous and
robotic systems operating in uncertain environments.
Ashkan Jasour
MIT
jasour@mit.edu
MS115
On Optimization Problems Involving Probability
Constraints: The Logconcave Case
Optimization problems involving probability constraints
are notoriously hard to solve numerically, even those known
to be convex. More precisely, a direct application of
stochastic approximation algorithms to these problems is
not possible since probability is an expectation of an indicator function whose gradient is zero almost everywhere.
In this talk we present reformulations of of chance constrained optimization problems that overcome this limitation and allow for the application of known stochastic approximation approaches. By leveraging recent results on
integrals of level set of positively homogeneous functions,
we show that for logconcave symmetric probability distributions, the probability of a set can be recasted as an expectation of a continuous function. This is then exploited
to develop eﬃcient algorithms that converge to local optima.
Constantino Lagoa, Ibrahim Bardakci
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MT1
AI, Machine Learning and Optimization
See session abstract.
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MT2
Quantum Computing and Optimization
See session abstract.
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